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ABSTRACT
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market effects of the old trade adjustment assistance program before.
4ts reformulation under -the 1974 Trade Act. The fourth part examines
foreign' investment and employment. In part 5,a paper is presented on
international productivity comparisons. Part 6 is concerned with 'the
effect of the U.S. tariff policy on trade and employment.' The final
part examines issues for research and policy and the value of
research on policy making. (CSS)
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Preface

Times and circumstances change; a new Administra-
tion takes office; new principles and goals emerge. The
papers in this volume were designed about two to four
years ago, and delivered more than a year ago. They
have been brought togepther and published in this vol-
ume to fulfill comniitments.made at that time.

Howard D. Samuel
Deputy Under Secretary for

International Affairs
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Editors' introduction
William G Dewald, Harry Gilman. Harry Grubert, and Larry Wipl

Do imports cost the U.S. economy jobs and contribute
to unemployment?
Do foreign investment and the export of U.S. tech-
nology take tools from U.S. workers and reduce their
comparative ability to produce?
Do workers who lose their jobs because of international
trade have a harder time getting other jobs or get worse
ones than other displaced workers?.

Yes and no answers to such questions have been
easy to come by over the years. Yet what is needed
to implement U.S. international economic policy is not
just a yes or no answer. What is needed is an answer
that estimates how large effects are and how long it
takes them to occur as a consequence of a change in
international economic policy. What would happen to
trade flows, prices, output, and employment in the
industry directly affected? What would be the indirect
effects in the rest of the economy? How long would
it take for the adjustments to occur? AV by how
much would the various interests involved be ~eel?

It is surprising, considering how politically important
these issues have become, that little systematic investi-
gation of such questions existed until the inauguration
of _the Department of Labor research program on Em-
ployment Effects of International Trade and Invest-
ment. Though the Department of Labor research pro-
gram is comparatively new, having been started as
recently as 1973, it has already. had considerable
influence in directing the attention of research econo-
mists to the serious issues' that are involved. The
program as it was conceived and as it has been
managed intends not to advocate particular positions
with respect to free ,trade or for that matter particulai
labor or business interests. The intent was for dis-
passionate, scientific analysis ot.the important issues
that were involved. Information, not opinion, was the
"objective. It is not clear that the program has been
uniformly successful in this regard. But it is . clear
that an enormous quantity of information has been

. accumulated, only part of which is presented irtshis
conference volume. Such information has been useibl

"`td policy makers with regard.jo issues as divierse as
multilateral trade negotiations, quotas on imports of

particular commodities, and the administration of the
trade adjustment assistance program. Thus the pro-
gram has gained the attention not only of professional
economists, but also of policy makers.

The major pail of thiresearch program was designed
to assist in the continuing,interagency review of in-
ternational trade policy. One area of active policy re-.
view that is highlighted in the conference is the,U.S.
position in the current round of multilateral trade
negotiations. Issues of major concern include the selec-
tion of a teriffeutting formula, the development of a list
of-products that will be excepted from tariff cuts,
negotiation of reductions in nontariff barriers to trade,
safeguard mechanisms to smooth adjustments, and
general reform ci the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) itself:

The Department of Labor research program naturally
is focused particularly on labor dislocation. costs that
might be expected to follow cutbacks of employment
in an industry. These costs include both the duration
of unemployment after layoff and any reduction of
wages in the subsequent job. Knowledge about these
costs is important not only for decisions about changes
in trade policy but also in the area of direct foreign
investment and technology transfer. Aspects of the
labor adjustment process that are of interest include:

How dislocation costs -differ from one industry to
Cher.

t())w dislocation costs depend on such characteristicsEt c

.

/ of workers as age, job tenure. skill kvel. and location.
l Whether reductions in employment occur through rust-

ural attrition cm:actual 4isplacement. '

Another area of research involves tiating the
.impact of dirift foreign investmenrbyb. . compaNes
on U.S. trade, the distribution of wage and employ-
ment, the e of investment, and so on. A related

ti:le lbng-t pattern of U.S. trade and the status of
ar s the ffect of transfers of-U.S. technology. on

I.J.S. workers. One aspect of this problem involves
the analysis of the principal channels for technology
transfer whether by sale or licensing.

11
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In addition to providing essential information for
trade negotiations and analysis of legislative proposals
affecting trade and investment. the Ikpartment of
Labor's International Trade and Employment Research
Program deals directly with problems associated with
the trade adjustment assistance program. which is ad.

. ministered by the Bureau of International Labor Affairs.
The objective of this research is to identify workers
who are genuinely impacted by international trade. to
determine 'how much TAA payments compensate
workers for their pecuniary losses us well as to explore
alternatives to trade adjustment assistance.

As noted, the Bureau of International Labor Affairs
has been conducting research on these iiiiZ'rifited
issues for several years. It operates with a small
staff of economists in the Department of Labor. The
staff isjny'olveij direoly in rcuarck_111.4_
ton ng a contract research program._ On December
and 3: 1976. the Department of Labor sponsored a
1151ifereric-FTJ present a sample, of read; of_this
research profiram'on the impact of international trade
and investment on U.S. employment. Papers in the
conference were all bated on research contracts at
least partly funded by the Bureau of International

_Labor Affairs. The studies had. necessarily been re-
cently completed or in a few cases were close to
completion at the time of the conference.

The main objective of the cunfcience was to examine
critically these research studies and to make the re-
sults available- to a wide audience of economists
and policymakers in and out of government. This volume
presents the main prociedingi oT the conference. It
is organized into sections that more or less follow- the
organization of the conference. First is the brief presen-
lation by Joel Segall who, at the time of the confer
ence. was the Deputy Undersecretary for International
Affairs in the Departmena of Labor. The remainder of
the volume is organized in 7 parts corresponding to
sessions at the conference. Following the research
papers in each section are comment on particular pa-
perk by formal discussants. Authors'of the papers in
some instances have prepared replies to these critic
cisms.

In Part I. a sample of industry studies is pre-
sented covering the steel and auto industries. These
studies were prepared by research teams at the Public
Research Institute of the Center for Naval Analyses and
Charles Riyer Associates respectively. The studies in-
volsie very detailed edronometric estimates of supply and
demand conditions in the industries and the output and
employment effects of changes in import competition.
Other industries that have been studied under the au-
spices of the Office of Foreign Economic Research

t

editors' Introduction

includr oil, shoes, sugar: electronics. chemicals, and
trucks, among others. , e

Port 2 of the volume involves labor markets directly.
Two Public Research Institute studies are presented.
One is concerned wit ht he dynamics of the labor market
adjustment process. the other is concerned with estima-
tion of the earn'ngs losses incurred by individuals dis-

'placed front see cted manufacturing industries.
In Part 3 the is a paper based on a research report

evaluating the old trade acbustinent assistance program
before its reformulation under the 1974 trade act. Also
included is a speech by Murray Finley. Though his
presentation was made at a'luncheo9 session at .the
conference. Murray Finley's remarks are published
under the trade adjustment assistance heading. As pres-
ident of the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Work-
ers. he provided numerous illustrations of problems
that the trade adjustment assistance program has had in
meeting its objectives.

Part 4 involves foreign investment and employment.
The papers by Thomas Horst and by Richard Freeman
and Robert Frank utilized widely different research
methodologies that yielded largely contradictory re-
sults. Horst found limited employment effects 9f
foreign investment whereas, though Freeman and
Frank found little total job effect, they identified the
possibility of substantial wage losses to U.S. workers as
a consequence of foreign investment. This possibility
was developed in another way by Jack Baranson who
described ip,detail recent cases of technology transfer
from the United States.

-Pan 5 presents a paper by Laurits Christensen, Dale
Jorgenson, and Dianne Cummings on international pro-
duc ,3ivity comparisons. It was based on their well-
known factor productivity methodology. They iden-
tified saving as an important source of high productivity
gains in Japan and Germany which in this reApect have
outperformed many of the other countries studied in-
cluding 'the 'United States.

Part 6 is concerned with U.S. tariff policy. The pa-
pers in the session reported quite detailed industry esti-
mates of the international trade d employment effects
of changes in tariffs. The study Robert Baldwin and
Wayne Lewis examined the em yment effects in over
350 industries including the indirect effects on the
suppliers to those industries. William Cline's study
considered interactions of trade ows with the rest of
the world, as well as emplciyment ffects that might be
expected to result, depending which tariff cutting
formulas were applied. The Wharton Econometric
Forecasting Associates research, which was sum-
marized by Lawrence Klein, presented results of the
Wharton Industry Model as modified to, incorporate

12
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Idttors' Introditeilon .

; a 71

6."7, - -, ..,,'''
,- international trade. The papers generally' frxind fairy rip isejn- valuating the conferencervapers candidl9

?n* .
.evaluating

.

'small aggiegatiVe eMployment effects as a consequence, - and ,professio . Among these. very diktinguished
.1. . economists, it, e apdropriate to single out HarrfC.,'of loivering ,tariffs but in many cases- ickntifie4 large - Johnson, Uni, ty of Chicago and the"Grit-duate Insti-.

tbte of International Studies,,Geneva; 4efio participated in

y It-
1\

- -

effects partitular industries.: .

-"Part inelUdes comments by Michael MoskoW, whoi the confgrence de' ire his not. having fully recovered
ffom an' eaclier.stroke Harry Johnson's presence made -1-at time of the coifetence..was the Uridersecretary.of.

-tre Repartment al-abort an4a panel discussion on The .
the conference offiqial in ascertain sense. He was one or

:Thtiughihis bent wa ighly theoretidal, he continually
the mist published i ernatiSnal economists in history..i sue of what is the value ot.the Depa.rtment of Labor :

.research results for-pcIlicy making. Tlit panel consisted ' strived )o bring econ mi9 analysis 'to the attention of
orRobert SaldWin, representing the economic research
communitI, and g'overainent makers Clayton
Yeutter, who vas then Deputy. Special Tradwitepreseft:-
tative, and HarolabLamar, an economist-from the Stall'
of the House Ways and Means Comttee. The panel -
also ineludces,a brief comment by Elifabeth Jager of the
AFL-cIO, who is 9ne of the strongest critics not only of
international ecoriomiopi?licy making as it relates to
labor movement, but also of the kind of economi

4,-, search that .was presented at the con fArence:
... As organizersId the conference and editmos of

conference volume we wish to thank the many
viduals who made it all possible.

Joel Segall, whose idea it was to develop this ine of
research on international trade and employmen

N.---n . The professional staff in the.Department of La r, the
Employment and Training Administration, (formed e
Manpower AdministrAtion) and other agencies of v-

: ernment who have cooperated so splendidly not on
financially, but also in the evaluatiOn of research propos.
als.and monitoring research in progresS. 1

The economic re rchers who took whit often
amounted to.tn. - gth ,research reports and-rewrote
them as conferen papers, sometimes wit the heavy
applicatinn the editors' blue pencils.

practical policy makers. Ile was an inveterate conference,
tid organizerand participant Protestor Johnson died in`
, Geneya on May p, I977at ale 53. . .0

'... Earnestine Barnes and Kaye Sykes who provided eiccel-
leptasecretarial services at the Office of Foreign Eco-'
no ligt Research in Washjngton. ..

ii Ronald H. Sinith who took major responsibility in or-
. ganizing the pPysical a ments for the cOnterence at

the !via ower Hotel in W hi on December:2 an' 3,
i

Ric a..s Mathews who designed the volume from cover
to cover and William Kusterbeck who organized its print-
ing.
The editor's c.plipagues.A Ohio State University,
Jeanette White, who coordinated the complex corres- ,
pondence and, manuscript preparation that was entailed,
and Lynne Wakefield who copyedited the manuscripts
and prepared the index.

Finaft, our gratitude goes to the hundreds of confer-
me participants, not only thOse from various govern-

ent and research offices in Washington, but many
from aroundffie country. Their presence at the confer-
&ice madeAt a lively and interesting affair befitting the
enormous importance of the issues that were under
consideration. All in all it was a most successful confer-
mice. We hope that the conference proceedings give

The formal iscussants MK) offered their considerable some sens of this to an even wider audjence.
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,Introdtctioin tolthe Confetrencq.
et Segall

About four years ado the'Departinerlt of Labor began
a program of research on the relationship between the
economic conditions of U.S. workers and international
economic force At that time, the Hartke-Burke bill
was under consideration by the Congress, the admini-.

. stration had starte*t9 draft its own versioti of trade
legislation, there had been an importagt change in the
structure of international exchange systems, ancrthe
patterns of trade and foreign investment were shifting
rapidly. In all these matters, the Department of Labor
was becOming increasingly involved. The impact on
U:S. employment and employment conditions was a
central issue and debates on employment effects were
frequeni, intense, and unconstrainectby reference \to A

rrfco mon base of empirical knowledge and understand-
ing. .

1. Issues

The questions that lacked -;- and probably still
lack persuasive answers are embarrassing in their

4significance for policy.. A phial list would include the
following:

Trade Negotiations
/ -

It seems clear that the United States will gain, on
balance, from freer trade.. But the gains from trade are
net gains, the difference between the ,gains to some
groups in the economy and the losses to others. Sensi-
ble policy formulation requires knowledge, in quantita-
tive terms and in disaggregated' form, about,

5

4
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Adjustment to Changing-Trade Patterns,

When the patt2rns . of trade change, for whatever
reason, the cods of adjusting tend to fall on smcifics
groups of Workers in the import-competitive iiidustries..
The process and cost of such adjuslinent have never
been well studied and, as a consequence, we know too
little about workers unemployed as a result of impoiti..'
For these workers, we must know sucti things as:

How long does it take to find another job? What will the
'new wages be?
To what extent do the adjustment costs depend on the
specific industries involved and local labor market 'con-
ditions?
Are workers displaced because of ithports different from
workers displaced for other reasons?

Foreign investment

An area ,of almost unrelieved ignorance has involved
the relationship between U.S. investment abroad and
U.S. employment. A central issue is whether U.S. in-
vestment abroad replaces U.S. domestic investment of
other countries' investments. If U.S. foreign invest-
ment replaces domestic investment, U.S. jobs and real
wages may be adversely affected. The problem is dif-
ficult because it poses the counterfactual question:
what would .have happened if the U.S. invesiment
abroad had nit taken place? Would a firm from a dif-

nt countryhave made the investment? If so, the im-
pact on U.S. employment is small. It is probably no
accident that in the past, estimates of the employ-
ment impact of U.S. foreign investment have ranged
from a job loss of over a million to a job gain of
over half emillion, and sonietimes in the same study.
Policy makers ought to know:

What woul ngiv, been the effect on domestic employ-
ment, productivity, and terms. of trade if U.S. invest-
ments abroad hadnot been made?

s.Who gains, from expandegtZte, who loses, and how",
much ?.

-.Where do the U.S. interests lie in the current multilateral
trade negotiations? What.tariff formula would serve us
best? What industries should be excepted from the
negotiations?

1
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.
Should we be concerned about the transfers of technol-
ogy that frecjuently accompany U.S. investment abroad?
What rpletidcs the transfer of technology play' in raising
foreign pkductivity and what implidations are there for-
U.S. production and employment?

-TIT inventory of unanswered questi6ns could be ex-
tended, of course, and many of the questions, as stated,
conceal deeper, more complex questions. But in view
of the little that is known about the effect of _trade y
investment on U.S.' employment, it isknot surprising
that discuSsions in this area commonly take on an air of
academic unreality. The Department of Labor research
program was initiated to induce competent, profes-\ The very broad papers just described are supple-

mented, by two intensive indiistry..studies on steel
and motor vehicles: ,The steel Vwly suggests that thg
complete removal of trade banAersyuring the period
1969-73 would !Ave had'a signifkant but gradual im-
pact on the U.S. steel industry rid that. some, but not
many,, layoffs would have reiulted. The auto study
estimates the sensitivity of the U.S. share. of the au-'

The program is now old enough to make the results tomobile market to changes in import price arid tariffs.
public and to beginarriving at some judgment on the 'Mite two studies are the first in a library .of industry
program's value. That is why the conference was held studies contemplated by the Department of Labor:
and why this volume is being published. The papers in , It is obvious that these findings have value for policy

Itthis volume are summaries, of course, since most of the formulation. Indeed, the work on tariff formulas his
original commissioned works ran ib several hundred already been used extensively by several government
pages each. A serious effort was made to insure that the agencies. The qbantitative estimates of employment
papers could be readily understood by, noneconomists. impact promise to be of special importance when, the
That effort was not always successful and extra study trade negotiations become more detailed.
may be required for some items. The Papers do not?
constitute the, entire research prograiri. Rather, they
were selected to provide coverage of the topics likely to Adjustment to Changing Trade. Patterns
be of general interest at a large conference.

The primary, and perhaps the only, justification for t When employment in a particular industry falls' be-
government funded research is that it helps policy mak- cause of increasing imports, it is customary to treat the
ers make poliCy. Accordingly, it/may be useful to touch reduction in employment as equivalent to the numberOf ;:r

'-One of the papers (Bald n and Lewis) offers unusu-
ally, detailed estimatesof ade and employment effects
in the U.S.: by indus ; region; and occupational
groppi. T esc disaggi: gated findings, are not particu-
larly etrikin in that thtThiport-sensitive industries are
already well known and that one would,expect multilat-
eral tariff cots to increase the demand in the United
States for farmers While/decreasing the demand for
semiskilled wqrkers. Yet, the Modest magnitude of
these impactti in tttel is striking and, especially so iti
view oIthe assumptions that tend to bias results in the
direction of exaggerating the adverse impacts.

sional researchers to study these important policy-
related problems that they had, in the main, ignored-for
so long. The more specific goajs were to assist the
Department of Labor in arrivingfat policy positions on
foreign trade and investment issues'and to make a start
insaccumulating a body of empiricaLevidence that could
serve to inform public discussion.

I

,i.,t
on what these papers offer policy makers in the areas jobs lost or the number of layoffs required. Yet, thec'lx,., 'q
'specified /':'specified above. 1 number of layoffs is not necessarily equal to the %'$_' -13,'N ,i,,/ employment reduction. In the normal course of events, ,IN4".4),''/ , \ :

some workers in the industry will quit voluntarily, some2. Papers retire,,die, etc. The number of required layoffs is less as 1
a consequence. One study in this section attempts toTrade Negotiations establish the relatioe4ip between a fall, in demand for
an industry's output lind the number of layoffs required,
taking iuto 4(ccount normal attrition of the industry's
workforce. The subject is also,a-eated in the steel inaus-

The papers in this area generally c
substantial reductions in trade barriers c
with significant gains to consumers and wi
adverse impact on aggregate employment.
applies( to nontariff as well as to tariff barn
Canada, Japan, the European Economic Co
and some other countries, as ell as to the
States. Alternative fariff-cutting ( ormulas are ev

ests of the
States and its major trading partners.

elude that very
be achieved

little or no
is finding
s and to

unity,
nited
uated
nitedfor their coincidence with the in

try paper noted above. -
Another paper in this subject area provides estimates

of theit:Mg-term earnings losses of workers displaced in
eWien industries. The estimates range from about 25
percent earnings loss in some industries to zero loss in
others. In general earnings, losses are higher among the
primeage males' studied in industries where.wages are

.high and attrition rates low.
6 15
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Issuesin.trade policy ' I ently turn t5;r4 matter of
adjusiment' costs. Bs.. pe clause cases, for example,
fret:Wendy involve nsidoration of the expected
number of layoffs. The selection of industries for trade
libe ization should take into account the costs im-
pose on workers in the industries under considexation,
espe ially since the Worker adiustment costs appeato
vary greatly aniongindustries. These studies can help in
sdctrigsves: .

It is worth, noting that the findings do not relate only
to trade matters. If the papers have value, they should
apply to labor adjustment costs, whatever the cause o
displacement.

Foreign investment

Thed one element characteristic of all the papers in this
section is the, diffidence with which the empirical results
are presented. In view of the difficulties in studying the
subject, noted previously, the diffidence is probably
warranted.

On the matter of whether U.S. multinationals could
serve export markets by domestic production rather
than foreign production, one paperietibrts no statistical
evidence of association between U.S.. exports or im-
ports and U.S. investments abroad: This suggests that
U.S. Production abroad does 'nokeduce U.S. exports
(or increaseimports) and, therefore, has little impact on
U.S. unemployment. But another paper concludes that
prohibitions of foreign investment would increase
domestic employment demand, substantially. Other
findings on the impact of foreigninvestment include an
estirrifite of duration of unemployment for disOlaced
workers (a matter of months) and a moderate redistribu-
tion of income favoring capital.

7

A third paper treats thei transfer technology on the
basis of twenty-five case studies. The piper .suggests
that I urrent trends continue, the industrial composi;
tion a id competitive position of the United States could '

be altered in important ways and significant adjustment
costs imposed. I

It is hard -to argue that the papers in this' section
present clear, or even fuzzy, guides topoli4 making.
Perhaps the most that can be said isethat the impact of
foreign investment cogtinues to be a research area
high priority.

Conclusion
The' papers I have been summarizing so calialierly

need not be thought of as definitive; nor should anything
else in empirical economics. But they do constitute a
good measure of current research directed to complex
and important policy. matters. And in any event', the
alternatives to policy making withont serious research
are unappealing. The volume 'is worth reading. Goi
ahead!

It is customary in an intrOduction of this sot to thank/
"the people who made- it possible." Yet, I am not
inclined to-do so. The authors were paid for their work,
Department of Labor Officials should not be thanked or
starting a pro in that should have been started..ye rs
before it wa and the taxpayers who, in fact, rn de it
possible we e not even consulted. But if the.`Orogram
has merit, . e people most responsible are the. direc-
tors: Donald G rdon now at SiMon Fraser Iversity,
William De now at the Ohio State Univer, y, and
Harry Grub rt, the current director. For the selection
of these o standing "and highly professional people, I
unblushingly take full credit.
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Introduction
karry Grubert.
The papers in this session are two examples of a series
of industrystudies by th Bureau of International Labor
Affairs. In addition to ese two, studies have been
completedon oil, footw and sugar, and are under-
way on chemicals an ctronics. Each of these studies
takes a close 16ok atlhe special features of a particular
indiisiry in contrast to .some orthe more broad ranging
projects reported iij other sessions.

The itetrproject reported by Mr. , Jondrow for the
Public Research Institute was the first major indust17._
study undertaken by the, Bureau of International Labor
Affairs (ILAB). It wasintended as a prototype for the
'series in the sense ttat its components would tend to be
found in the other indUstry studies. These industry
study elements arel) an analysis of the responsiVeness
of import demand to relative prices;, (2)' the determi;
nant of domestic and foreigq prices; (3) the relationship
between changes in domestic output and employment;
and (4) the estimation of losses in lifetime earning&
incurred by displaced walkers in. he industry. This 1 t
area, earnings losses, is one, in which ILAB' resear
has pioneered. It is reported an more fully in the paifer
by Louis Jacobson in the session on'labor adjust ent.

Although each of the industry studies tends to have
similar components, the paper by Eric Toder on ad-
tomobiles demonstratthat every industry his special
features which necessi &differences in the analysis:
In automobiles, the differences chaincteriVics
among makes of cars and the differing tastes of con-
sumers for these characteristics create special Prob-

. lems. A time series analysis 'relating imports to the
relative prices of imported and domestic cars is not
entirely adequate. It is not enough` to adjust price indi-,
ces for the changing characteristics Of cars using so-
called hedonic methods 'which make adjustmetnts for
differenceg in characteristics. For not only,will demand
for imports depend on relative prices, holding qpality
constant, but also on how many makes of particular
types of cars are available. For example, there may be a
switch to domestics if U.S. producers start to make cars
that are closer to foreign automobiles in terms of size
and performance. Because of the need to enrich the
demand analysis, the autoMobile project developed the
Kedonic share model described by Mr: Toder.

In part because of the variety of consumer tastes,
economies of scale seem to 1,4e significant in the au-'
tomobile industry. the stusly, therefore, found it neces-
sary to Take a close examination of the minimum effi-
cient scale for automobile plants. This information, in
turn, becomes important in predicting what kinds -of

/
V 4

cars will be troduced in various locations. For exam-
ple, Mr. Toder suggests that as the market for German
and Japanese small cars expands in the United States,
Japanese and German. producers may well find it effi-
cient to establish plants In this country, a development
that, of course, has already started.

Returning Ito dewand for a moment, I do not wish to .

imply that the analysis of delnand for steel is particu-
lady straightforyiard. Indeed the apparent uniformity in
quality between foreign and domestic steel raises a
question gifts own. Why do foreign and domestic steel
sell at different prices at any time, and farther, why
does the price,differential change sybstantially, as it
does, over time2,111r. Jondrow tias examined this prob-
lem in a follow-up study that is just being completed and
found that foreign and domestiC steel' are not really
identical products from the Purchhser's point of view.
Foreign steel takes much longer to get delivered after
being order d, and the delivery lag is more variable.
Moreover, buYer who depends on foreign. steel will ,e
experience gr ter variability in price. These factoh
increase inve ory and other costs whiCh means that
many, custo rs, will be willing to pay a, substartial
premium for omestic steel.

It may be seful for me to point to a few similarities
and contrast in the auto and steel study results. Both
find-that tlie rice elasticity of the demand for imports is
relatively low in the shod run, but seems to be very
large in the long run: On the other hand, doinestic price'
setting behavibr in.the auto and steel industries seems
to differ. It is estimated that domestic steel prices are
unaffected by changes in import prices, but that domes-
tic automobile prices respond to import competition
significantly. Theautomobile study did not investigate
the formation of foreign prices, but the steel results are
of interest. -Mr. Jondrow finds that import prices are
highly responsive to capacity utilization abroad, in con-
trast to ,domestic steel prices- whictiappear unaffecte&
by, demand conditions, a contrak which Professor
Houthakker specially notes in his comment.

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize the fact that
the objective of these studies is to improve the evalua-
tion of trade policy. When changes in trade barriers
are considered, it is critically important to know how
domestic demand' responds to import costs, how em-
ployment will be affected, and what will be the impact
of the labor market experience of workers in the in-
dustry: The' two industry studies presented here are
an attempt to expand the amount of availiple infor-
mation on these questions.

18
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Effects of Tiade Restrictions
On Imports /of Steel
James M. Jond rows

\-5t

r,

11

IntroduCtion and Sunlmary of Results, would have approximately eliminated net income in
that year.

val of import barriers would have generated
gains td purchasers of imported steel. These gains, in
the form of loWer prices, would have accrued both to
industries using steel and to consumers of steel-using
products. We estimate that these gains would have
more than offset the total losses to steel workers and the
domestic industry.

-5
In analyzing the relative merits of free and restricted
trade, economists have te ded to concentrate on the net
long-run effects: wheth r the long-rap gains. to one
group exceed the losses to others. This'paper uses an
econometricModel to estimate the short-term gains and
losses to particular groups &cal free trade in the steel
industry. Because there has not been free trade, we
studied what would have happened had there been free
,trade in the period 1969-73.

During 1969-73, Were were two trade barrie One/
a tariff of about 7 percent, has exjsted for a lot time,
but was declining because._ ka_vvie Kennedy Round
agreemenfs. The other, a volul y 'quota starting in
1969, had been accepted by Japan and the European
Ccimmon Market, the major steel exporting countries.

One central finding of the study is that removal of
import barriers would not have led to a sudden shrink-
ago of the domestic'industry. Import penetration would
have built gradually. In the first year of our period of
study, imports would have displaced less than 2 percent
of domestic shipments. This percentage displacethent
would have increased gradually to about 8 percent four
years later.-

Employment would have been reduced-more than
proportionately to output .because ithe oldest, most
labor-intensive equipment would halve been most af-
fecteCtpthe employment reduction would have been
gradual, and would ha* come about, in part, by attri-
tion.- Still, there would 'have been some layoffs. We
estimate that removal of trade barriers would have in-
duced annual layoffs in the first years, averaging to
roughly 3 perientof the labor`force. On the average,
each displaCed worker would have lost in lifetime earn-
ings an estimated $6 thousand (in 196b dollars).

There would have been losses to the steel industry. In
the 'of greatest effect, losses to industry would
have amounted to about 3 percent of gross revenue and

This paper is based on "Removing Rations on Imporg.of;
Steel," ILAB 73-8 by James Jondro, Eugene Devino, Lonis
Jacobson. Arnold Katz, and David O'Neill, Public Research Insti-
tute, Center for Naval Analyses. 1975.

The Historical Context c 4.

Before 1958, imports were not much of a challenge.
Then in the late 1950s, the import price d sharply
from w 1 above the domestic price to about 15 percent
below. e import price remaispit 10.1erceni to 20
percent low the domestic price during most of the
next ten ygars, whereas the import share-grew from less
than 2 percent to almost 17 percent in 1968.

Several reasons have been offered for the weakening
of the domestic ,steel industry's competitive position.
The "over-valuation" of the dollar has been suggested
by Floyd [8] as a cause for the U.S. trade deficit in
general and by Thompson [ 15, p. 87] as a cause of
growth in steel imports.

In addition, American comparative advantage may
have been shifting away from steel. The steel industry
iq the United States, relying on relatively old plants,
had lost some of its technical superiority over foreign
producers. Evidence for this position offered by Dir-

, lam and Adams [2] is the slower U.S. adoption of the
basic oxygen furnace. In addition, foreign steel indus--
tries had begyn to recover from World War H. Thorn
[14] suggests that the U.S. industry also faced much
higher wage costs than their foreign competitors.

A source of import penetration not related to com-
parative advantage is the existence of "excess" capac-
ity in foreign countries[ 15 pp. 17 27] . Another is the
policy of the domestic steel industry to hold prices
constant in the face or import competition [1 , pp..
627-29]. Indeed, when imports precipitated a tempo-
rary price war in 1968, the press commented that price

14
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cutting was a tactic domestic firms had long avoided
[16].

Finalry, American labor disputes enfouraged im-
ports. The first major inflow of imports coincided with
the record -116-day steel strike in 1959. To replace Icistt.
domestic shipments, purchasers turned to imports.
more than doubling import tonnage. After the strike,
the inif)ort spare did no return to its pre-strike level,
perhaps beciuse American` purchasers had gained
familiarity wihimports.

-- ,
Throiighotrthe sixites, the perslitent.iinport price

advantage led to a steady increase in the iTport share
but, in additi6n; impdrt penetration alWay?MciZeased
when a strike was threatened. o .4
'By 1968, the import-share had reached a -peak of

almost 17 percent. Though part of this.was due to liedg-
ing before a possible strike, it still generatectepncern in
Congre;,s. To head off a possible mandatory-quota, the

L____major_earporting countries agreed to =the Obluntary
quota." ..

The quota covered the five years 1969-73`. Since
import penetration was still increasing when the quota
was ins9Sted, a stable equilibrium hart.' not been

' . reached. The-effect- of the quota was go limit further
, - %import penetration.

. The quota was not the only factor limiting. importg in
. this period. Higher world demand (especially in #969

an4 1973),' increasing foreign labolicoitA, and dollar
dealuation all would have playe, a part if the quota.
had not been in effect. In the final year of the quota,
1973, these factors created such a high import price that
the quota was not binding.

There have been violent cyclical swings. During late.
1973 and 1974, there was an extreme worldwide short-
age in ste , resulting in import prices far above the
domestic p e. Then, in 1975, world demand fell sharp-
ly and the import price fell below the domestic. The
fall in U.S. demand was accentuated by consurner in-
ventory rundown and the resulting drop in domestic
mill shipments was unprecedented in the postwa
period. As world markets recovered in early o p, t e

j import price approached the domestic price, buT sin e
then, the import price has again fallen below the domes-
tic. .

One of the most staking facts about the steel indus-
try's long period of vulnerabili 's that import penetra-
tion was so slow. Although the pe tration was unre-
lenting, imports never threatened to lake over the mar-
ket.
- .

An Overview of Methods Used to Estimate
The Effect of Free Trade

Our estimate of the effect .of removing the tariff and

'Part One.: Industry 61_19,11

quota begins
and

an analysis of competition between .

impotted. and domestic steel. Statistical relations are
estimated .which represent the behavior of participants
in the steel market, domestic steel purchasers, dom s-
tic suppliers, and foreign suppliers. These relations
used to estimate the hypothetical effect of removing

...restrictions on steel imports in 1969 and leaving them
off through 1973. The effects are summarized as differ-
ences due to free tridein domestic shipments, prices,
import shipments, and import prices.

The estimated effect on domestic shipments then
used to estimate empliWment and earnings, and t sti-
mate-the effect on the welfare of pacticulatiroups.

The_next section describes some of the data used for
estimatn. This is folldwed by a more detailed descrip-
tion of the .nrethodolOgy and results.

The ata ysed for the Study
'Much of the data used in this study was taken' from

?.standard sources. For example, tonnage figures for im-
ports and domestic shipments were available 'from the
American Iron and Steel Institute Annual Statistical
Report. These series are reprinted in the Commerce
Department's Survey of Current Busii;essome im-
portant data were not available from governmint statis-
tical series; as a result, we found it useful to go to basic
sources. .

For example, there is no U.S. government price
index fstr imported steel. Perhaps the clos4t4heasure is
the unit value of imported steel, the cirs4rins value
divided by import tonnage. This is not very accurate,

'however, since a,shift from lower to higher valued steel
will increase the unit value, even if the actual price is
unchange4. In addition, the valuation for a given item
can be detErmined in a number of ways and "frequently
does not reflect the actual transaction,value" [ II, p. 1].

To construct an import price index, we used trade
Press quotations of export prices for Japan, and the
Common Market. These prices-are published for par-
ticular types of steel in,the British trade journal, The
Metal Bulletin. The individual prices were weighted
and aggregated into a single index of the foreign dollar
export price.

To this export price, we added transport and tariff
costs to approximate the U.S. landed price. The trans-
port cost index was constructed from data in Chartering
Annual [5]. The percentage tariff was constructed as a
fixed weighted average of numerous individual tariffs.

We also needed basic data to form an index of foreign
materials cost. Suc i an index was readily available for
Japan, since the Japanes vernment publishes a set of
input-output price indices f various industries, bin for
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, EurOpe, it was necessary to create an index' of Steel
input costs from price indices for ;separate factors.
(Germanfac tor priceswere used to re pre sent,European'
costs.) -,

A More Detailed Description of Methods
Use to Estimate the Effect otFree Trade
on Paces and Output

The economic model of the steel marxetiose,d to esti-
mate the impact of free trade has four behivioralequa-
tions. The first two describe demabd:,the sribstitiition
between imported and domestic steel and-the substitu-
tion between steel and other products. The remaining
two behavioral equations describe supply: price setting
behavior by producers of mestic and imported steel.
The model is completed ith several identities.-

The'following sectib s give.a general descrititionof
the equations and tesults. The equations themselves are
presenied in Appendix A. ,

Sub4titution between imported ant domestic steel.
The first etluationdescribes the choice between domes-
tic and imported steel. The variable'to be explained is
the ratio of import to domestic shipments.

An important determinant is the import- domestic
price ratio, an index of landed import price divided by
'an index of the domestic steel price (represented by the

- BL price index for steel mill products). ri is estimated
tha if trade restrictions increase the relative irimort
priceby 1 percent, the dependent.variable will fall by 1
percent during the first year. This effect.is' statistically
significant; its level is almost eight times its gtandard
error.

The relative price variable measures only the short-
run effect of prices. To represent the 'lagged effett of
prices and other variables, we include several lagged
valuei of the dependent variable, which allows the ef-
fect of ajpersisting price cbange to cumulate.

Tabl#11 illustrates the cumulative effect of a 1 percent
drop in import price.

Table 1
Cumulative Effect of a 1 Percent Fall In the Price
of imported Steel on the Ratio of imports to,
DoMestic Shipments

Percent Change
in the patio

First year 1.0
Second year 1.5
Third year 1.9
Fourth year 2.3
Long-run effect 5.9,

. 13-

Another important determinant of the immix,
mestic_ quantity ratio is the expectation of a. strike.

when a strike is expected, consumers often tarn to
imported steel because of limitations on domestic f
capacity and because deliveries during'a strike can be
guaranteed only by impOt4 suppliers. The, eptimated.
equatiori indicated Oar a period of hedging 4gainst a .

strike, such as the one in 1968, wou
pendent variable by about rce

Substitution between steel and
addition to encouraging substituti
damestir steel, free trade also e
into steel from other products. Th
describes the degree of substituti
ing how consumpt n of steel ch
steel falls:

d increase the de-
.

titer products.
n into imports from
ourages substitution

second equation
into 'steel, estimat-

ges when the price of

The dependent Varlible in this equation is a measure
of the total amount of steel, domestic and imported. The
measure is not the sum of the twa types of steel, but a
slightly more complex magnitude b sed on the assump-
tion that the two 'ate imperfect su titutes with a con-
stant elasticity of substjfution.

This dephdent variable turns out to have only a
limited sensitivity to the price. of steel as a'whole, A 1
percent drop in the prite of steel, relative to the o
steel-using output, leads to a, 0.4 percent rise n steel
shipments. Even if free trade lowers the price i if steel, ,
steel consumption willnot increase much. . .

Other-determinants of steel demand are output in
steel-using industries and lagged steel ship ents. Out-
put has a powerful effect, indicating that Stec a highly
cyclicalindustry. Lagged steel shipments ha e a nega-
tive effect. This probably indicates inventory adjust-
ments. ,A, high value of last year's shipments, holding
constant this year's desirecd consumption; means that
inventories will need to be reduced t year, reducing
this year's shipments. .

Inventory adjustment seems to have been partially
reiponsible-for the precipitous drop in steel shipments
in early 1975. IriventOries built by purchasers trying to
protect themselves against the shortage in late 1973 and
.1974 and the expected 1974 coalltrike were liquidated
in early 1971 as demand dropped.

.. .
The remaining determinant of steel deinand is a sim-

ple time trend we a negative effect of about 1.8 percent
a year. The trend may represent the discovery of new
applications for competing materials sach'as plastics,
cement, and aluminunl. ,

The supply price of domestic steel. The variable to be
explained is the.BLS Wholesale Price Index for steel
mill products. Import could affect the domestic priCe
by creating slack i the demand for domestic steel.
However,, we did no find that capacity uti *zation was ..

,
man important etermant of price, which s gests that

4
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domestic pric I sharply to limit import pene
tration. This esult s not seem to stem froth inaccu-
racies in the surf. The one major stiglic di-
.rected towa:fd measuring Os extent of discounting
founalt unimptirtanf for steel [ 13, ml; 72- 741. Vari-
ables that did secauacraffect price were input costs and
ithe price inithe previous, year.. '

. - The suppily price of foreign exports. This equation'
explains an index of the foreigtiexport price. The major
issue is whether this export price' is affected by U.S.
import demand. If so, then trade restrictions will tend to
lower the foreign export price.

U.S. demand can affikt the export price either as part
of world demand or through some independent

r mechanism. The empirical analysis 'suggests -that our
demand1s important only as part of world demand, not
independently. Entering our demand as a determinant
of foreign expo', price did not yield successfu' results.
Since our import demand is only a small part of world
demand, the export price does not depend importantly
on U.S. import demand.ence, foreigners are unlikely
to bearsa large fraction of any burden imposed by trade
restrictions.

Though our import demand does not influence the
foreign export price, world, demand does. We estimated
that a 10 percent increase in world capa,city utilization .

raised . foreign export prices by almost 20 percent.
Foreign materials prices and technical change also in-

.fluriced the foreign export ,price.
The effect -of the quota was measured within the

import price equation. The presence of the quota was
measured by dummy variables for the quota years 1969
to 1972. A quota variable was not included for 1973,
since the quota was nonbinding in That year.

The coefficients on the quota variables are estimates
of the tariff equivalent of the quota, i.e., the tariff that
would restrict imports the same amount. This tariff
equivalent ranges from 19 to 28 percent depending on'
the year; the same order of magnitude as those reported
by Floyd [ 7, p. 1331. -1-iis estimate is based on compari-
sons of prices of Japanese steel in Canada and the
United States. .

'In interpreting the estimated tariff equivalent, we
note that the dependent variable is a posted world ex-
port pike, not necessarily specific to U.S. puichasers:
Foreign producers with rights to sell under the U.S.
quota receive a moriopoly rent, creating a difference
between the world export price and the price to the
United States. The question is, Which price is mea-
sured by posted prices during the quota period?

We answered this question empirically. We entered
the quota variables in both the -export price relation (as
discusted in this section) and in the import-domestic
substitution relation. If the quota rent is included in
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poked prices, the quota variables should ignificant
in the export price equatiok If the quota ent is not'
included, the quota variables should be significant ins
stead in the import demand equation. That is, actual
imnort prices to the United States will be underesti-
mated by posted prices during the quota period and the
quota variables will pick up this underestimation:Thus,
they will be significant detrminants of the ratio of
imports to domestic tonnage in the import demand
cu e.

Thresults indicat'e'd that the rent Imitable to the
U.S. quota was included in the poSt90 price during the

'Table 2
The Estimated_ Effect of Import Restrictions'
1969-73

(1) (2) (3)

Year

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

Predicted
with Trade

Actual Restrictions

Predicted
without
Trade

Restrictions

Imports of Steel Mill Prodbcts
(in thousands of net tons)

14.034
13,364 ,
18,304
17,681
1511'52

13,600
12,000
16,800
17,300
14,600

16,900
16,109
26,000
27,500
21,800

(4)/
Effect of

Trade
Restrictions

as a
Percent of
Column (2)

-.25
-34
-54
-58
-48

Domestic Shipments of Steel Mill Products
(in- thousands of net tons)

`"93,877 98,600 97,100
90,798 90,770 . 87,900
87,038 87,800 81,800
91,805 95,400 87,700

111,430 111,000 103,163

Import Price
(index base 1967)

1969 1.27
1970 1.36
1971 1.15
1972 1.29
1973' 2.09

1.33
1.38
1.15
1.27
1.98

1.04
1.10
0.86
1.03
1.87

Import Share
1969 0.14 0.13 0.16
1970 0.14 P.13 0.17
1971 0.18 0.17 0.25
1972 0.17 0.16 0.25
1973 0.12 0.12 0.18

Capacity Utilization
1969 0.93 0.97 0.9*

'1970 0.86 0.86 0.83
1971 0.78 0.79 0.74
1972 0.87 0.90 0.8?
1973 0.98 0,97 0.90

1.5
3.1
6.8

V8.1
6.8

21
20
26
19
5

-23
=33
-50
-55
-49

1.5
3.1 'c
6.8
8.1 -/
6.8
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A

quota period and ether purchasers received discounts
k from this. lthis result is consistent with the fact that

quoted prices usually refer to the mkximum price where
rent purchasers pay different prices.' Note that it is

also c sistent with the foreign exporters receiving,the
quota ren

Identities. The behavioral relations discussed above
are supplemented with several identities. One shows
the exchange rate converetween the export price
in foreign currency and ifie export pricd in dollars. ),

(Another-adds transport costs and the tariff to the
foreign dollar export price toform the landed import
price, the price used to estimate substitution between
imported and domestic steel. .

) ..

i-The Impact of Free Trade

The model outlined above was used to estimate how
free trade would affect the U.S. steel market between
19p9 ane1973. As shown in Table 2 we estimate that
imports would have been much higher had tradeb4r-
trs not existed. Import tonnage would have grown to
an estimated peak of 27.5 million tons in 1972 compared
with the 17 illion tons actually imported.

.

f

..-,

e effect of trade restrictions was to limit the import
sha e to about thurequota level (see Figure 1). The
rests ve effects of the tariff and quota increased over
time; they are estimated tp have reduced imports by 25
percent in the first year and by almost 60 percent in
1972, the year of the peak effect.
Trade restrictions had a major impact on import ice,

as much as 25 percent in some years; yet imports are a
small fraction of U.S. consumption, so a substantial
restrickon of imports still does not translate into a large
percentage increase in do estic shipments. In fact, we
estimate that the largest i crease in domestic shipments
due to the tariff and quo a was rcent. Had there
been no trade restrictions, the m effeci,of import
penetration would have been to acre tuate the cyclical
doWntuntin domestic steel shipments 1970772: 1970
would have remained a mediocre year; 1 1 would have,
become a very weak year; and 1972 would have been a
mediocre rather than a good year.

The effect on employment. $till to be determined is
Jpew the output changes described above would affect
employmeUt, and the welfare of specific groups. To
convert output changes to employment changes, we
used the work of Arnold Katz -of the University of
Pittsburgh. Katz's research describes the way in which

15
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labor rgiuiremptits depend on the age of the- capital
stock [11J. Old plants tend to"be more labor intensive
than the industry's average plant. and hence have

- higher variable costs. These are the plaPts Rost likely
affected by the trade, hence employmett losses are
more than proportional to output chan es. Indeed
Katz has estimated that the older, marginal plants are
about titce as labor intensive as the industry aerage,
so that a permanent 1 peiCent drop in output leads\to a 2

7) percent drop in permanent employment.
The permanent employment eff ct of output hanges

is delayed by labor hoarding, hich explain why
employment varies less thap ou put over the cyPle. A
business will generally not kn w ether an observed
drop in demand is permanent. 1 it is judged to be
temporary, laying off workers m be costly; some will
find other work. Increasing ou ut back to "normal"
requires wiring new workers with attendant search costs
and training costs. Because of these costs, management\
tends to delay some layoffs until it becomes sure that
the fall in demand is permanent. Katz estimates that, in.

the steel industry, only 50 percent of any long-term
-employment drop is made in the first year of declining
demand. Thrremaining half is delayed until the second
year.

We applied Katz's model to translate output changes
to employment changes. First. actual employment was
assumed to be desired employment 'in the presence of
trade restrictions. (Note, this implicitly ignores labor
hoarding in the actual employment figures). Experi-
ments with relaxing this assumption tended to lower the
costs of free trade (leaving the gains unchanged). To
derive desired free trade employment, we adjusted ac-
tual employment by the estimated percentage effect of
free.trade on employment, twice the percentage blitput
effect.

ki,..LTable 3.

Employment Estimates With and
Free Trade

(1) (2)'

Predicted
Employment
with Trade

Year Restrictions

Without

(3)
Effect of

Predicted Trade
Employment Restrictions

with Free as a Percent
Trade of Column (1)

Employment in SIC 331
(Adjusted for manhours)

thousands or workers
1969 659.8 , 643.6 2.5
1970 628.4 ( 589.4 6.2
1971 578.1 544.5 5.8
1972 584.4 494.6 15.4
1973 628.4 518.8 17.4

,'
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The desired e ployment under free trade was then
adjusted to allow Tabor hoarding. Using Katz's result,
we assumed that n the first year the firm retains one.-
half of the workers it intends finally to layoff. If, in the
next year, demand does not return to "normal," work-
ers hoarded from the previous year ar6 laid off, and

e-half of thejiew employment adjustment is made.
We ised the employment figures, after labor hoarding,
to estimate layoffs with and without free trade. In doing
this, we subtracied an assumed 1.5 percent natural
attrition. . - /

As can be seen from Table 3, the effect on employ-
ment cumulates because of gradual adjustment in

'domestic output and because of labor hoarding. The
effect on layoffs (Table 4) was much smaller. Only in

two of the five years in which the quota aisted would
free trade have 4creased estamatec) layoffs. In 1970 an
additional 3.5 percent of the. industry's labor force
would have been laid off. In 1971 the estimated differ-
ence is 8.4 percent Of the labor force.

The effect on welfare of specific groups. Gains and
losses to specific groups include:
A'

gain to steel purchasers
loss to steel manufacturers.
loss to steel workers
loss of tariff revenue.

6

(- The gain to consumers is estimated using a standard
technique, consumer's surplus (see Appendix B).

_Table 4
Layoff Estimates With and Without,Free
Trade

Predicted Predict "' Effect of
Layoffs Layoffs Free Trade

with Trade with F as a PercentYear Restrictions Trade of Employment

(Layoffs in thousands of workers)
1969 0 0 , 0
1970 21.5 44.6 3.5
1971 40.9 36.1 0.01*
1972 0 41.6 8.4

.1973 0 0 0
.

*Though estimated layoffs are generally higher under free
trade, there is one exception. Free trade layoffs in 1971 are
slightly below layoffs with trade restrictions. This results from
the fact that labor hoarding is taken into account in the free
tradekase, but not in the actual employment figures used to
represent the situation with trade restrictions. Labor hoarding
under free trade spreads the desired employment drop over
two years, making the 1971 free trade layoffs smaller than with
no trade restrictions The delayed layoffs under free trade
show up in 1972.

24
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The lossto steel manufacturers. is of two types. First
there is the cost of labor hoarded. We assume that this
labor is not used, so that-the loss to industky i4 the salary,
of the hoarded labor, which undoubtedly overstates the
cost to indusity since the extra labor probably has some
productivity.

There is also a further loss of profits. This iS the area
above a competitive supply curve, or marginal cost
curve, ustfilly termed producer's surplus. We did not
observe an upward sloping supply curve for steel in our
empirical work; instead we found that the price is'unre-
sponsive to market conditions. However, Kates work
oncosts for equipment of different ages suggests. a
shape for the marginal cost curve, which can be used to
estimate profit losses.

Losses to labor. 'were estimated by comparing the
long-term earnings of displaced steel Workers with the
earnings of similar workers who remain. Jacobson
estimates that the lifetime earnings losses per steel
worker laid off are $6,300 in 1960 dollars. To get total
costs,-we adjusted this figure to 1969 dollars using the
wholesale pric index (as used throughout the paper)
and multiplied t by th' number of layoffs induced by
-free _trade. L sses of tariff revenue are estimated as
import val s (at the foreign port) multiplied by the
percentage tariff. The estimated gains and losses to
specific groups are shown in Table 5.

The discounted sums shown in Table 5 are present
values in 1969 dollars. Gains and losses for individual
years are first deflated to 1969 dollars using the
wholesale price index, then discounted back- to 1969,
using a real interest rate of 5 peitent.

AS can be seen from the table, gains to steel consum-
ers are sizeable, about $2.8 billion. Much of this is, a
transfer from other groups. Thetargest losses are not to
labor, but to shareholders in the steel industry. they
lose about $1.1 billion, in profits, which includes about
$0.85 billion due to labor hoarding. Lossts to taxpayers
in tariff revenue are another $0.7 billion, and losses to -
labor are a somewhat more nosiest $0.4billion.

Adding the gains and losses yields a net gain of about
$0.62 billion. 1f-redistribution is thought to hAve some
cost, this net gain is not costless. The net gain necessi-
tates a transfer of about $2.2 billion, or over three times
the net effect 'Part of this transfer is from taxpayers, not
a concentrated group. The transfer from labor and in-
dustry is about $1.5 billion, more than twice the net
effect.

Though thedstment for free trade requires losses
that are large in relation to the gains, the losses are
not sudden, nor are they large in relation to industry
revenue or payroll.

In the worst year for layoffs, the expected lifetime
earnings lois was less than 5 percept of payroll. The
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Table 5
Gains and k,ores Due to Free Trade/

Year

1969
1970 -
1971
1972
1973.

discounted sum

1969
1970
1971

1973

Discdunted Sum

. 1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

Discounted Sum

Gains to Steej
Purchasers
(millions)

$539 117
610

1048
903
267

2839

Losses to Workers
(millions)

S 0
170
36
329

0

379

Losses th Industry
from 'Lab* Hoarding

rions)

$ 43
300
578
73
0

864

Losses to Industry
Producer's Surplug

(millions)

1969 $
1970 . 38
1971 141

1972 95
-1973 30

Discounted Sum 249 .

Losses of Tariff
Revenue
(millions)

1969 $141
1970 151.

1971 195

1972 205
1973 189

Discounted Som 726

Total Gains Minus
Total Losses

(inillions) .

$621
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largest single ik.a; loss to igilustry was modest irkrela-
don to revenue, about 3 rcent; howevr, it would
have elhausted net income that year.

Some of the losses described abbve do not usually
appear in calculations of the net gains from trade. The
loss to industry in the form of payments for hoarded
labor is usually not included, on the assumption that the,
industry moves immediately to its new -equilibrium
level-of employ ant. One argumentfor this is that labor
hoarding is a puNili cyclical phenomenon. On the other
hand, it seems unlikely that the effects of permeent
output changes can be distingtfishcol easily from cycli-
cal changes. Hence, the uneertainty and reaction to it
might be similar. .

Also omitted from the usual gains add losses calcula-
tion is the loss of industry profits and labor earnings.
The rationale is that a competitive supply curve repre-
sents the opportunity costs for both labor and capital.
Hence, any losses they would suffer are completely
included in the steel price drop they are willing to ac-
cept. But, it turns out, this loss is exactlyoffset by again
to consumers of the domestic product. The gains to
consumers or the domestic product and the losses to
capital and labor cancel, leaving a net gain only to
consumers of the imported product.

We 4o not assume this cancellation for the steel in-
dustry because neither the steel price nor wage seems'
sensitive tcrshort-run demand conditions. Yet,lhe exis-
tence of marginal plants alongside much more modern
ones suggests that the industry has an upward slopifig
marginal cost curve, as discussed earlier.

We limited our study to specific'years and to gains
to pecific groups. A word should be said,

ut the welfare effects that lie outside this
import penetration causes an adjustment
e rate, or a downward adjustment in the

omestic price level, our exports will become

and 1
howe
focu
in th
gent
more competitive: If the United States has monopoly
powervin export markets, import trade restrictions.will
help us exploit this and shift the terms of trade in 'our
favor. Removing import restrictions prevents us from.
iercising.our monopoly power as effectively. We have
not taken account of this.

On the other hand, thegains to import consumers will
extend indefinitely into the future. The adjustment
costs to industry and labor, all the costs but the lost-
tariff revenue, will die out as adjustment becomes,com-
plete. Hence, limiting the study to the first few years of
free trade could lead to massive underestimates Of the
net gains.

Appendix A

Equations Used to Describe the Steel Market
The results in tl text are based on at econometric
model. The model has fOur behavioral equations (dis-
cussed beld'w) and a number of identities.

Background on"the demand curves. There are two
demand equations, one representing the substitution
between imported 10 domestic steel, the other repre-
senting the demand for kteel as a whole. These equa-
tions are derived from a E5 production function for
steel-using commodities y. The pruction function is
assumed to be of the followingnested type, as described
in [41.

, = + b3X-(11-14

= + C2 MA-1/0

The first production function is homogeneous and
depends on an index of steel input s, constructed as a
CES function ofr (import-tonnage) and q (domestic
shipments to domestic purchasers). Vie, coefficient a
measures substitutability between stet' and other in-
puts, the elasticity of substitution being 8 = (1 + a)-1.
Similarly, the coefficient /3 represents subttitutabil-
ity between imported and domestic steel.

Profit maximization by firms, taking as Oven the
price of output, results in the following factor demand
equations:

where

Pm
Pq
Py.

rn Pq
q pm

(q m) = °In

or

Gin(Pq) ,
Pm

b

S kH r or
Ps

In(s) = Ink + SIn + in(v),

= price of imported steel
= price of domestic steel
= price of output

(2)
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k = constant
cr = (I + (3)-1
8 ..;(1+a)-'
Ps = composite price for steel, which can be de-

fined by the relation dln ps = vmd In pm +
(1v,n) d In Ai, where 'm is the import value
Aare

y = output of steel-using commoditiej.

For estimation. both (1) and (2) are assumed to hold in
long-rtin equilibrium. Actual estimation employs lagged
valubs of left-and-right-hand variables to allow for
gradual, adjustment. These short-run forms approach
(1) and (2). as adjustment becomes complete.

Before,proceeding to estimates of individual equa-
tions,. It is necessary to discuss a genenti econometric
issue. Aeopirtbnodel includes almost as many predeter-
mined observations. Hence, two-stage
least-squares is virtually the sameas ordinary least-
squares. Obvious alternatives are to use a subset of the
predetermined variables or a set of principal nip°-

. vents. However, the first seems, arbitrary and Ives
throwing away information. The latter is subj ct t the
scale problem. Moreover, .the endoge fight -hand
variables turn out to be not vemendOgenous. Hence,
the low variance of least-squares ma well outweigh its
asymptotic bias. For these- reasons, ordinary least-
squares is uspEl for estimation. To correct' for first -
order correlation, generalized lar-Squaros is
emplaged.

The substitution equatiotie The substitution equation
(equation (3)) is estimated using a Jorgenson rational lag
(hence the lagged values of m /q) and an added variable
If to measure hedging before a possible strike. Before
each major negotiation, steel users build inventories,
domestic shipments become large, domestic capacity
often proves inadequate, and- users often turn to.im-
ports. After the agreement is reached, domestic ship-
rents fall off suddenly. A measure of the hedge's inten-
Pi, is the ratio of maximum monthly shipments during
the year t6 average monthly shipments. Our variable H
is this ratio multiplied by the estimated length of the
hedge. The length measure is provided in the 1968 Steel
Import study[ 15, pp..149 56] with our own extensions
fbr more recent years. .

7

Equation (3) Substitution Equation Annual Data
1956-73 (t values. in parantfbses)

In ) = L0.394 0.994 In (0.84 --m)
( -3.)0) (-3493) Pq

P

s.

where

Pm

.1.
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0.454 In CI) +. 0.265 In C/)
(6.74) -1 (3;21) q -2

+ -0,113 In C2-1) +0.037 H.
(1.56) q -3- (7.61)

R2 (on transformed datai--0.98
N= 18
d.f. y 1.2
DW = 1.79
p = 0.542,

1-= tonnage imports, of steel mill products
= domestic tonnage shipments of steel mill

products to dorr)tstic users
= index (base.1967) of the dollar price .of im-

ports including tariff and transport. It is con;
structed from export quotations for the com-
mon market and Japan. These export quota-.
tidns were used to form. a fixed' weight
measure of the dollar export price. To this
we added a measure of tariff and transport
costs. The former was , based on a fixed
weight average of U.S steel tariffs. The lat-
ter was based on an index of tramp steamer
rates published' in [5]. The dollar import,
price, thus formedi was, then expressed as
an index, bilge 1067. in estimation, the index
is multiplied by 0.84, since in 1967he mediae
import price was about 16 percent below
the domestic IF5, pp.,409, ft)]

= domestic price as measured by the BLS
wholesale price index for steel mill products

= measure of temporary hedge deman.

Py

This regression suggests that imported and domestic
steel are fairly substitutable, even in the short run. The
elasticity of substitution after one year is about unity.
The long -run elasticity of. substitution is much higher,
about 6, since only 17 percent of the adjustment takes
place in the first year.

The demand for steel as a whole. The demand for
steel as a whole expresses tie steel input index s as a
function of the steel price index ps, the price of (Input
py, and output in steel-using comModities y. The vari-
ables s and ps are derived using the assumed CES
production function for steel-using commodities.

The composite price index is formed from the relationcomposite

d In ps -= vmd In pm + (1v ni)d In ,
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where po, is the import value share. The resulting
-sure of is-expressedosas an index, baSe 1967. The
variable s is formed by the relation "

s = + c2ni-411-"Illi

Estimate's of et, 2, and are akenrom the steady-
state form of equation ( I ),.

The aggregation formulas forps and s are both based
on long-run equilibrium conditions. Hence, they are
justified only asymptotically, as the system approaches
long-run equilibrium.

The estimates are based on aionger series than used
earlier to provide needed variation in the.prip ratio.
Because of the maintained hypothesis of constant re-
turns to stale; the coefficients on output in steel-using
industries and the coefficient on lagged steel shipments
were constrained to sum to unity.

Equation The Demand for Steel as a
Whole --Annual Data 1948-73 (1 values'in
parentheses)

Part One: Industry Studies

The supply price of domestic steel. The estimated
domestic supply curve is prFsented below as equation
(5). A capacity, utilization term was tried, but had link
effect on the predictive power of the equation. To rep-
resent a maintained hypothesis of complete pass-
through of cost in the long ru , the coefficients on the
lagged, price and on the cost va able were constrained
to sum to unity. Unconstrained sults were similar.

Equation 5: The SupplyPrIce of Domestic Steel
0 Sia Annual Data 1948,73.(t Values in
pkvntheses)

In (s) = 14.44 0.446 Ine- f )+ 1.294 In (y)
(14.44) (-3.63) PY (14.50)

0.2414 In (s...!) 0.018t.
(--6.00)

(on transformed crata) = 0.955
N = 26
d.f. = 2/

= 1.92
p = 0.045,,

where

s = composite steel index
p, = composite price of steel
py. = price of steel using output, measured here by

the overall BLS wholesale price index
y =index-of output in steel-using commodities.

This is.onstructed as a weighted average of
FederaMeserve Board indices of production
in the auto, business equipment, and inter-
mediate construction materials industries.
Weights are based on relative stefl ship-
ments to these sources

= time trend.

In (pq) = 0.0653 + 0.374 In(w) + 0.626 In (pq)_,
(0.738) (13.0)

R2 (on transformed data) = 0-.49
N = 26
d.f. = 24
D-W = 1.61
p = 0.440.

The supply price of import The supply price of
ports like the domestic suctl .ce, was originally

xpressed as a function of mar et conditions andcosts.
In addition, a measure of technical change, the perc'en-
tage of foreign- production using the advanced basic
oxygen process, turned out to be important. To repre-.
sent the effect of the quota, separate diimmy variables
were entered for tke years 196 -72. A 1973 dummy was
insignificant, indicating that the import quota was not
binding in the tight 1973 market. °

The cost measure employed was a weighted average
of 'prices for individual steel-making materials in Ger-
many and Japan. steel wage index did not add sig-
nificantly to the xplanatory power of the equation,
suggesting that fo gn steeepriced according to mar-,
ginal cost and that there is a disinclination to vary
employment.

. Market conditions were represented in two alterna-
tive ways, by the level of imports to the United Atates,
and by world capacity utilization. The former was
dropped because of low explanatory power. This means
that the United States does not seem to possess impor-
tant monopsony power in the market fOr imported steel.

The regtession results are presented in equation (6).

28
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Equation 8: The Supply Price of Exported Foreign
Steel_ Annual Data 1958-73 (f values in
parentheses)

In(pf) F, 0.135 + 1.84 In(uw) + 1.10 In(wf)
(0.409) (3.63) (2.19)

1.09 bf + 0.089 t + 0.213 d69
(1.48) (1.22) (3.05)

+ 0.205 d7c, + 0.276 d71 + 0.194 d72.
(2.67) . (2446) (1.52)

R2 (on transformed data) = 0.908
N = 18
d.f. = 9 . .
D-W = 1.66
p

where

Pf = index of the foreign export price
in foreign currency units deflated by
the foreign wholesale price index

14w = world capacity utilization
wf = index of deflated-Japanese and German

materials prices
bf = fraction- of 'European and Japanese

steel made using the, basic- oxygen
process

. --;.time trend
d69 d72 = dtrmmy variables indicating separate

years in the period 1969 to '1972.

The positive coefficients on the dummies indicate
that the quota had a sharp effect on supply priqc in these

, years. Its tariff equivalent seems to.be about 20 percent.
This helPs explain the recent propensity to use quotas,
since a tariff of this size would certainly be difficult to/
obtain.

Appendix B

Techniques Used to Estimate Gains end Lo
* Particular Gioups:

This appendix discusses the conversion of output, p
and employment changes into measurOof,gains an
losses. The traditional method of calculatin the net
gain or Toss makes use of consumer surplus, which tilts,
always been'the source of controversy among econo-
mists. The original definition of consumer surplus was

the area under the demand curve. This particular mea-
sure is often replaced by one based on an inbarne corn--
pensated dema d curve. The original uncompensated
measure is use in this study for several reasons.

First, the inc e compensated measure requires in-
formation not a ailable froM our model, *timely the
demand for each final product using steel. Second, part.
of the gain from a fall in steel prices is to producers of
steel-using goods. It is not clear what type of compensa-
tion, if any, is appropriate for these rents: Third, 4the
compensated and uncompensated measures are likely
to be close to one anothet when the level of expenditure
on the-gockl is small or 4hr-di price changes are small.
Imported steel, where a significant, price Change is pre-
dicted, is less than one-fifth of 1 percent of GNP.

The Traditiqnal Analysis of Gains and Losses Due
to Free Trade
The traditional analysis of consumer gains an osses
is from gorden [6]. The analysis assulgaies that im ed
and domestic goods are perfect substitutes (an as mp-
tion that seems roughly consistent with our results fcrr
the long run but not for the short run).

The Corden method treats the demand for importi as
the excess demand for the commodity. The supply
curve for the domestic product is used to measure the
marginal cost of domestic production. Forjt good de-
scription, see [12].

The Modified Version of the Cordon Analysis
For use in describing the steel market, we modifleOhe
Corden an 9a to take into account the following fea-
tures of the steel market:

Imported and domestic steel seem to be imperfect substi-
tutes, especii4ilyin the short run.
The price of dothestic steel does not seem to fall when de-
mand is slack. This takes place despite an upward-slop-
ing marginal cost curve based on different vintages of
capital. Hence, the supply and marginal cost curves seem
to differ.
Because of uncertainty about the i)ermanence'of any de-
mand change, steel producing firms do not adjust their
work force completely to a drop in demand. There is a
cost to them of hoarding the labor when adjusting to free
trade..

es to The modified analysis treats impOrts and domestic
,,, production as imperfect substitutes. Hence, two dia-

grams are needed; One for imports and one for domestic
production.,

Figure B-1 represents the import parket. When .a
tariff,of T and a,tOnnage quota of m, m's in effect, tariff
revenues are equal to area X and the quota rent received
by foreign producers is XI-./ When import restitctions are

4
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Figure B-1
The Cialne to Trade In the Import Market

a Or"

Imports

removed, imports rise from m, to rn-'0, and import price
falls from p! top.. The gain to import users is area +
XI + XII. Of this, there is a loss of area X in tariff
revenue. , .

The domestic steel market is described in Figure B-2.
The gemand for domestic steel is represented by DI
when trade restrictions are in effect. Domesticprice is
p3, which we assume is just equal to full capacity long-
run marginal cost LRMC . (This assumption is equiva-
lent to defining capacity as including all vintages of

eief,

equipment that would be profitable to use at this price.)
For expoSitional convenience, we alio assume that, in
the presence of trade restrictions, domestic production
is at full _capacity. This assumption4 relaxed in *Mal _.'

Ie

fculations. . - -
Short -run marginal cost is representedas SRMC. The
ettence between this and long-run marginal cost is.

e cost of temporarily hoarding labor.While assessing
permanence of a drop in demand.

We now turn to the Welfare effects Offree trade on the
domestic steel market. When e, restrictions are re-
Moved and the import price s, the demand for
domestic steel shifts inward. ecause. of the lack of
'historical responsiveness of th domestic price to mar-
ket conditions, we assume that mport penetration does

not lower the domestic steel price. 'Domestic output
falls from q. to q..

Since the,domotic steel price does nqfall, consum-
ers of domestic steel do not receive a gain. On the'other
hand, there is some loss to producers. The loss of long-
run profits isr shown by the area above the long-run
marginal cost curve, areas X/// and XIV. In addition,
there. is a further short-run loss in profits due to the cost
of hoarded labor. This is represented IA, area XV +
XV/.

_There is also another cost, not shown. This is the loss"
of earnings to displaced workers. It should . be em-
phasized that these adjustment costs, losses of profits
and earnings, are a net loss only because the domestic
price does not fallIf the price always equaled the.
marginal opportunity cost of labor. capital (as it
would under competitive assumption's), then the
domestic price would,fall when demand was slack. Any
losses to capital and lair would be offset kin a cdrres-
ponding gain to consumers of domestic steel.

6

Algebraic. Formulae for Estimating Galna and .

Loomis it..,"_
The areai that represent gains and losses froill'*ee
trade need' to be expressed in algebraic form torldert
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Domestic
price

Figure
The Effect of Free Trade on the Domestic Market

90 qa

a

numerical estimates of gains and losses to particular
groups.

Gains to consumers, shown as areas f' + XI + XII in
Figure B-1, are approximately equal to the following:

consumer gain =

where

AP

Dm =
%tip

Yorn

FRM

+1-4L-ni
.

absolute value of the change in the landed
import price due to. free trade
change in the import quantity
change in the landed price of imports, as .a
percentage of the price with trade restric-
tions
increase in import quantity as a percentage
of the import quantity with trade restric-
tions
import revenue including tariff and trans-
port. This is estimated from published
import revenue in the foreign port adjusted
by our estimates of tariff and transpor6

The loss of tariff revenue that would accompany free
trade is'estimnted as the product of the value of imports
in the foreign port multiplied by the percentage equiva-
lent of the tariff...

The loss of industry profits is based on,the long-run
marginal cost. This is shown as areas XIII + XIV in
Figure B-Z, This area is approximately equal to

LITRAIG[Aq]
profit loss,-

2 '

where LRMC is the drop in marginal cost from lower
output due to free trade and A q is the drop in domestic
shipments: s. *

In practice, a modified version of this formula was
used to reflect the fact that the industry would not have
been operating at full capacity, even when trade restric-
tions are in effect. Hence, par[ of the profit loss, mew-
sured from fill capacity, would occur in any case, The
new area representing profit loss is shown as the shaded .

area in Figure B-3.
In Figure B.-3, qe is full cal:malty shipments, q2 is

shipments with trade restrictions, and qo shipments
with free trade. The shaded area can be evaluated as
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-
' loss'to*producers = iiLRA/C

where SLRMC is marginal cost evaluate at full capa-
city minus marginal cost evaluated at their 'average of
output with and without free trade id A4 is the absd-
lute value of the change in shipments due to free trade,

In percentage change form, the loss to producers is
evahlated as

losi to producers = %;&L,RMV %Aq LRMC;.
= %,TiLRMC %Aq R,

where

Voe; R

964

q2

LRMCC

. R

ALRMC as a percentage of full capa-
city marginal cost

= (absolute value of the) reduction in
domestic shipments expressed At a
percentage of shipments with trade
restrictions

= domestic shipments in the presence
of trade restrictions

= long-run marginal cost evaluated at
full capacity
value of domestic shipments. in the
presence of trade restrictions.

. 1

41.

We.have used the assiiinption that. full cal5pcity long-
run marginal cost is equal to the prevailing price. Thig.
allows us to substitute price for marginal cost and tiit-ft
subStilute revenue foi price times shipments.

Deviations in shi nts from capaCity are calculated
by coni,eiting.rated c parity, measured in tons o re-
duction, to tonsots ipments. Since production s
goei above 97 percent of rated capacity, even. It
demand is heavy, we took 97 percent of rated capacity
as actual-capacity.

, . . .

The calculation. of the change in marginal cost was
based on Katz's rdsearch on vintage capital [11]. He
found that kp é elasticity of labor requirements With-
reipect to output was approximately 2. We assumed
that other inputs (which we term materials) for marginal
plants varied proportionally witkoutput and that both
labor and materials had fixed prices. The elasticity of
industry cost with respect to output is a weighted aver-
age of the elasticity for individuakinputs with weights
equal to (industry average) factor shares. Using a labor
share -of 038, an elasticity of labor costs of 2,' and an
elasticity of other costs of 1, the elasticity of total costs
with respect to output is 1.38.. (The labor share for the
year 1971 is taken from [3, p. 13]). If this elasticity is

32
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tqken as roughly constant when output contracts, the
elasticity of marginal cost with respect-to output is 0.38.
Hence, the percentage change in marginal cost is

To3L.RAIC = %-liq 0.3$,

where %lig is shipments at fLll capacity minus the aver-
.

age of, shipments with: and without trade restrictions.
The difference is expreised as a percentage' of ship-
merits at full capacity.

The preceding discussion describes a loss of rent to
the industry based on the long-run vintage marginal cost
curve. In addition, there is a loss due to labor hoarding.

We estimate the quantity df labor hoarded in several
steps. The. first is to derive desired employment. We
take observed annual employment in 1969-73 as a
meal re of desired employment in the presence of trade
res ctions. To derive desired employment without.

e restrictions, we adjust these employment figures
by the percentage effect of free trade 'on employment.
We use Katz's estimate that the percentage effect on
desired employment is twice the output change.

Once the free trade employment figures are derived,
they are used to estimate.free trade labor hoarding. We
assume that, if employmtnt idrops between year.° and
year 1, ode -half the desired employment reduction is
made, the rest being hoarded. If demand drops farther
in year 2, the year 1 hogrclees are laid off and one-half of
the remaining employment decline is made, the remain-
der being hoarded. (If desired employment had risen
sufficiently in year 2, none of the year 1 hoardees would
haie been laid off. j

These 'assumptions are used to estimate hoarding in
the free trade situation, The. cost of hoarding to the .
industry is the number of workers hoarded multiplied
by employment costs per worker, the latter from [ 3 ].

The remaining loss from free trade is the earnings loss
to worker§: The calculation of earnings losses begins
with the estimation of layoffs) with and without free
trade. Layoffs are the change in employment. (after
accounting for labor hoarding) Minus the amount that
can be haridled by attrition. We assume that attrition is-
equal to 1:5 percent of 'die previous year' sAabor force. .

From layoffs with and without free trade, we estimate
the change/in layoffs due to free trade. This change is
multiplied by. Jacobson's estimate of loss in lifbtime

a

earnings per laid,off worker to obtain total 'earnings
losses.

In this appendix we have described the calculation of
gains and losses to specific groups. The losses are calcu-
lated for each group and for each year between 1969 and,
1973. These annual figurers are then converted to pre-
sent values as descitibed in the text.
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Comment
Edmund Ayoub

-

I find mil h to agree and to disagree with Mr.
Jondrow's study. His time-frame (1969- 73) allows.him
a little complacency about steel import penetration d
our ability to adjust to its "gradualness." The s
show a decline in import penetration from 1 9 t 1 73.
However, the peak penetration rate in 1971 as nearly
quadruple what it was in 1960. Under s me Or- ,

cumstances one might consider import netration
growth from 4.7 percent to 17.9 percent in eleven years
as reasonably easily ,adjusted to. But the adverse job
impact of steel import penetration compounded the
prob1C of the secular decline in employment caused
by such factors as technological developments and. the
U.S. industry's significantly declining share of the
world market. All told, the job impact takes on a mag-

'nitude that justifies our concern about the steel imsort
problem.

Though neither appears to be on the horizon, two
developments could mitigate our cbncern: the achieve-,
ft-lent and maintenance of a full employment economy,
and a strengthening Of "fair" trade in world steel. .

The author of this paper seeks to determine what the
effect of free trade would have been during the 1969=73
period, had we not had the restraints Oltariffs and the
Voluntary Restrpint Agreement (VITA).' Briefly, be-
lie le that the, pf nod of the investigation. is too narrowDto
allow Officielit perspective on the Problem of steel.
intpoits: This &sults in a distortion of the impact of free-
'trade on the U.S. steel industry.

The structure of world steel trade has changedin the
post-World War.II period. In most countries, steel was

, an indUstry2,that -.produeed mainly' for domestic con-
'stnnption. The postwar rebuilding of new, efficient in-
dustries abroad soon resulted in the surfeit of domeltic
supply in other. countries, part of which was exported to
the U.S. market. The U.S. share of the -world market
continued to, decline long after the rehabilitation period
abroad, when decline was expected and iiievitabte. Re-
strictive practices of U.S. trading partners that were
established during this rebuilding period awe hung on,
and now constitute an unfair advantage in trade to the
U.S. industry. In Other wordi, the United States mighty:,
well have a natural comparative advantage in producing
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steel.'but foreign subsidies and tradesestrictiona have
prevented it from being exploited in world trade. In
such a situation it is not at all clear that "free trade" in
steel is in the U.S. national interest, let alone that °fiche
industry.

Jondrow identifies his time-frame (1969273) as the
period between import penetration lithe 1960s) and the
period of "reduced threat &dm imports" (after '1973).
Perhaps he is right for the former-period, but it is not
clear that he is right for the latter period. For one thing,
the decline of import penetration since 1973 resulted
largely from an "institutional" factor in collective
bargainingthe Experimental, Negotiating Agreement
(ENA). The ENA preVented an industry-wide Strike
over economic issues, thus communicating to steel-
consuming industries that stockpiling was .unnecis-
sary. ENA effectively altered the buying behavior
of consuming industries. Without ENA, we would
surely have had another surge of imports accompanying
'the 1974 steel negotiations. However, importsrose only
moderattly, reflecting domestic shortages of eartiCular
product& and some apprehension over a possible coal
strike in, late 1974. Thus, by Uniting the period of study
the author has denied himself a sufficient length of time
for an appropriate perspective on the import problem;
and he h omitted an important causal factor in the
question f import penetration_ that a broader timi-
frame w uld' have provided.

There are two cyCles in steel that affect output and
employmentthe "economic cycle", and. the
"negotiating cycle." They overlap, but their separate
effects can be identified, particularly with respect to the'
initial phases of each. The initial phase of the "negotiat-.
ing cycle" is particularly pertinent to imports. Jondrow
acknowledges the effect of contract negOtiations on
import penetration. However; it is not treated syStemat--
ically as a substantive factor in the Causal.reititionship....
The data .suggest' otherwise. They show ithatrimport
Penetration peaked in negotiating years:And the peaks
were higher in each successive negotiating'year of.the
1960s and in 1971the last negotiating year preceding
ENA. The,surge of steel buying abroad was most pro-
nounced in the eight to tine_months preceding contract
termination: This was followed by a sharp drop inout-
put and employment after the contract termination date
as inventories were worked off. During, the interim
years between negotiations, steel imports were sus-
tained at relatively high levels because of consuming
kndustries",:, familiarity with import purchasing. and
long-term contract requirements with foreign suppliers
to pipteCt steel buyers from short supplies during the
next presettlement cycle. This cyclical pattern did not
bear in the' 1974 negotiations under ENA.

I. do not mean to suggest that import/Oniestic price
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differential is nat a factor; but it is not a suftifiently,
complete explanation. It may suggest that' steel import.
purchasing, under certain conditions ,-*is' not as price
sensitive as one might think a priori: Steel-consuming
industries that chose to stockpile in the early !italics of
the negotiating cycle prior to the 1974 negotiation would
probably have puechased imports even without a p-
propriate price differential. That is a hypothes s that
would warrant investigation, by studying price differen-
tials during the high import periods preceding 1%5,
1968, and 1971 steel negotptions.

I wish to take exception to another one of the author's
assumptions. The Voluntary Restraint' Agreement
(VRA) is assumed by Jondrow to have restrained trade
during most of the period 1969-73. (VRA was,in effect
for the period 1969-74.) I think that the reverse was
true, Without the "restraint" of the quota, less steel
probably would have entered our market. VRA pro-
vided for an annual quota increase of 5 percent, which i,
double the average long-run rate of increase in steel
demand it the United States. Foreign steel producers
sought tagarner their quota shares despite shortages of
steel in theieown counties during part of this period.
The long-run benefits of eitablishinga larpr base in the
world's largest market are obvious. Without' the en-
couragement of the VRA, the foreign producers might
well have su lied their own domestic' needs, more%)
fully, and th .S. market might have been spared the
alleged benefits of VRA "protection." Voluntary re-
straint agreements can be useful on a, temporary basis
for circumventing market 'disruption; but without a
built-in penetrationflactor. .'

Is the U.S. industry's period of vulnerability to im-
port penetration over? Jondbow seems to suggest that it
is. The time-frame for this stu coincided with what he

-4
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1 - ' -successful,. we cato eitpect a rise in European impoets of
steel to'the 'United St ,Jei, probably by means of dump-
ing.' F`-.; IT' ,. .

The rising level and proportion of imports into the
Untied Statestwer the st decade and a half have cost
'the steel industry d y in jobs. A methodology based
upon' untertai ssumptions and qkiestionable data
which leads to conclusions about job loss and the ability
to absorb such losses ii one I find difficultto accept. We\
have lost tens of thousands of steel jobs to imports. The-
loss of incothe to individual_ employees is great. In an
article publishediti this volume, Louis Jacobson esti-
mates an earnings loss for displaced st5e1wOrkers over a
six-year period of about'24 percent, with an average

.

loss for the first two year of over-46. percent. Many
cities in this.country are largely dependent upon steel
for employment. Therefore, entire communities are ad-
versely affected when steel 'jobs .are lost. The tax base
'deteriorates; retail establishrtfents suffer, and the entire
infrastructure of the community is threatened. Adjust -
ments to job losses, of such pervasive influence take a
long time and are very costly.

The author'makes a case for trade, liberalization. The
effort i?i these comments is not to argue against trade
liberalization. It is to suggest that trade must be a two-
way street tb be effective; and it must assure reasonable
stability in world markets. That foreign imports did not
"take over" the U.S. market during to industry's
"long period of vulnerability" is no assurance thatjgrowing import penetration could not resume an 'do
further damage to U.S. markets and jobs. The 1 a we
should be able to expect is a safeguard against market
disruption, Ad some 0i-responding, effort 'by foreign
producers to eliminate trade restrictions in their own

. .markets.
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believed to be the peak pert f import penetration, at We are faced with a problem of growing national
least for several years ahea,.. Alternatively I have t concern. It is inadvisable to allow excessive deteriora-
suggested that the ENA played a decisive role in limiting t tion of our steel base in this country through, further
further penetration in the period after 1973. import penetration. We will, at some point, jeopardize

Market penetration is an important goal of foreign national security interests in excessive import dis-
steel.producafs; once they achieve it, they tend to hank placement of domestic steel production. Steel shor-
on. Pricepifferentials are a mechanism for penetration.
Thus, even if rapidly rising cost factors are working
against the comparative advantage of foreign steel pro-
ducers, I am not fully satisfied that penetration would
stabilize or decline. The recent agreement between the
EEC and Japan to reduce the latter's exports to the
European market has shifted those exports to the U.S.
market. Japanese imports rose two million tons in 1976
representing nearly 56 percent of total imports.
Moreover, European producers have expressed a 41- was written in January 1977. The annual rate of EEC
sire to restrict steel shipments with one another, while on the first seven months Of 1977, amounted to 4.8
maintaining output leveli in thp individual countries. If million tons, or 49.2 percent above MI-year 1976 imports.

tages are expected in the 1980s. If high.import penetra-
lion discourages sufficdnt capital investment in new
capacity, we could well find ourselves unable to supply
Ofir awn domestic needs fully. The skilled labor supply
that is now being lost because of high imports could well
become another bottleneck to expansion later an.
These are matters that must also be addressed in
evaluating the impact of,steel trade in the U.S. market.
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Mr. ,Idrow has made an effective contribution to
the stud yTof trade liberaliiation in steel; but we must be
cautious about drawing premature conolusions about
policy implications. A much broader perspectiveon the
issues is essential at.this stage.

4

Part One: Industry Stlidles

Cormiient
Hendrik SHouthakker

i 1 ".
The following comments on the paper by Jondrow et
al. deal mostly with chapter 3 on the econometric
model. This chapter is of particular interest not only
because of its central position in the study and its gener-
ally high quality, but also because of the analytical and
policy issues it raises. Since many of my comments will
inevitably be critical, let me preface them by expressing
broad agreement with the approach taken in the study
and with the methods by which they were derived.
More specifically I endorse the principal finding that
removal of steel import rwtrictions would not lead to a
significant decline in domEstic employment end that the
benefits to the public at large from such removal would
outWeighthe losses. Indeed I shall argue that.the sludy
did not go far enough in identifying the benefits of free
trade in steel to the U.S. economy.

The basic model formulated in the beginning ofceap-
ter 3 presents no great problems, though disaggregation
with respect to jprci4uct classes or steel-consuming in-
dustriel, might ha -1.0dded to its usefulness (and, to be
sure, to the difficulty of estimating it). The first major
questions arise on pages 3-9, where, it is stated without
further explanation that "The estimates are con-
structed using annual data (1956-73). Equations were
also estimated based on quarterly data (1964-1973. II),
but they Were mdehless satisfactory and hence are not
reported."

.

Why didllot the annual data cover a longer period?
Some of the graphs indicate that earlier data were avaril-
able; since no list of data sources is included, it is

,difficult to check further into this question. It is impor-
tant because an adequate number of observations is
essential to confidence in any econometric exercise.
Considering the large number of variables that have to

, be considered, eighteen or nineteen observations are
decidedly skimpy. /

It viould also have been illuminating to know more
about the problems with quarterly

re
ata (and why they

were aviailable for less than ten years . Did the quarterly
results contradict the underlying e onomic theory, or
were too many estimates statistically insignificant? The'
author may well have been correct in concentrating on

3 6
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the annual results, but if quarterly data gave a different
picture the reader should be. told.

Although the analysis of substitutiim between
home-produced and imported steel is competently
done, further insight could have been provided by look-
ing at the composition of imports by product classes,
which was rather different from the.Aomposition of
domestic output. Import penetration was greatest in
simple products such as reinforcing Ars, while, the.
domestic industry, at least until the imposition of
quotas, was not Seriously threatened in such bread-
and-butter prodpcts as cold-rolled sheet. The estimated
elasticity of slibstitution between imPorts, and home
products may in large part reflect substitution among
different product classes, whether on thosupply side or.
on the demand side.

The overall demand equation for steel is much less
convincing than the substitution equation. It is not clear
that Q as defined by Jondrow is a sufficiently coin-
prehensive measure of activity in steel-consuming in-
dustries:, where do cans and electric appliances come
in, for instance? Moreover one wonders whether Q is
really exogenous, considering that it is affected by im-
ports of steel-intensive products such as automobiles. It
is also difficult to believe that nonferrous metals are the
major'substitute for steel, to the extent (assu flied in the.
equation on p. 3-28) that a change in iWerrous.price
would have as much impact on steel coaumption as an
equal percentage change in steel prices. In this equation
the elasticity estimate is not very significant and a trend
term with a surprisingly large negative coefficient' does
nearly all the work, casting doubt on the assumption
that the coefficient of In Q is unity.

With the short-term supply equation (More precisely,
the price equation) we come to the crux of the steel
industry's problems. Steel executives have long been
emphatic in theirrejection of price competition as inap-
propriate for industrial materials. Except for the regu-
lated sector, there is probably no major industry where
prices are less respoMive to demand fluctuations than
in steel, though some discounting from list prices oc-
curs intermittently. This inflexibility of steel pritis, to
which I shall return below, is confirmed by Jondrow's
'analysis where the coefficient of capacity utilization is
WWI and barely in excess of its standard error.

In other respects, however, the 1Nscussion of short-
term price determination leaves something to be de-
sired. The observed leveling-off of steel pricei in the
1960s may. indeed have been due to imports, but could
also have reflected President Kennedy's 1962 interven-
tion and later jawboning by the Couneil of Economic
Advisers, for which steel was the 'principal target.
Furthermore the early and middle 1960s were a period
of relinive price stability generally. No reference is

a

made to the extensive literature on industrial price equa-
tions with its stress o_ n labor productivity (output per
manhour); this factor is not adequately caritured by the
basic-oxygen penetration ratio used by Jondrow as a
proxy for technological change. As is true in the other
equations, a more precise_definition of the variables and
their relations to the data would have been in order.

The author makes only modest claims for the remain-
ing two equations of his moOlel, those for domestic
capacity and foreign supply, and his modesty is jus-
tified. Both the published equations are the result of a_
long process of trial and error that is not described in
any detail. Apparently the capacity problem was ap-
proached through the accelerator rather than through

J2rofitsiegain the literatare on investment functions is
not referred to. It is unfortunate that amore satisfactory
capacity equation could not be obtained, for the de-
velopment of steel capacity is a major puzzle. Since the
1950s only one major new mill has been. built in the
United States, and none are under construction at pres-
ent. Many of the existing mills are now obsolete by
international standards (and often also by environmen-
tal standards), and thjs mhy well be the main reason for
our steel indUstry's vulnerability to imports. As far as
one can tell, capacity has actually been declining de-
spite some inyestmenrin the modernization and exPan-
sion of existing plants.

The foreign supply (or export price) equation features
a large number of parameters (nine, with only eighteen
observations) but even so does not fit the data very

'closely. Some of. these variables could advantageously
have been omitted or combined. The most interesting
concluslbn from this equation is "the' strong effect of
world demand on the export price," illustrating the
radical differeike in price flexibility between the world
market and the U.S! Market. It is also estimated that in
1969-72 the export quotas held imports info the United
States down by about 20 percent, a plausible. figure that
makes one wonder why the quota scheme was pursued
with such vigor;Surely our market could have absorbed
a few million additional tons without seriously affecting
the domestic industry. . .

Notwithstanding the defects of particular equations,
the, model of chapter 3 is acceptable as a first approxi-
mation: the. table-Whetter than the parts. r AO not
comment on the projections for 1974-78, since the
assumptions on which they are based appear to have
been unrealistic; apparently the macroeconomic fore-
casts used for this purpoie did not anticipate the sever-
ity of the 1974-75 recession. In 1975, for instance,
domestic shipments were only 80 million, tons com-
pared to the projected 102 million tons, and imports
were also tvell below the projections. An updati9g of
these projections would clearly be desirable.

7.
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Space does not permit detailed comment on the other
chapters. In chapter 4 of the underlying research report
that was summarized in Iondrow's paper, Arnold Katz
grapples imaginatively, but in the end inconclusively,
with the well-known conundrum of increasing returns
to labor in the short run. Some of his work on the
production function could be integrated into the overall
model of chapter 3. The analysis of displacement losses
in chapter 5 is extremely detailed and apparently com-
plete.; whether it will convince the unions is another
matter. Chapter 6, a sophisticated discussion of surplus
measurement, is somewhat oqt of place in this generally
down-to-earth study.

Chapter 7 deals mostly with the suitability of basic-
oxygen penetration as an indicator of cost differences;
not surprisingly it does not come to a definite conclu-
sion. The fact is that there have been important
technological cluinges unrelated to BOF, but these are
never mentioned. Examples are continuous casting,
which dispenses with the labor-intensive blooming mill.
and computerization of rolling the ever-
increasing size of blast furnaces and the pretreatment of
ores can also have a significant effect on cost. The
tendency throughout the report to identify technologi-
cal change with the basic-oxygen furnace detracts from
its usefulness as a contribution to 'steel industry
economics.

conclusion I return to the question of price flexibil-
ity as it, is affected by imports. The industry's abhor-
rence price.competition goes back many years, at
least to Judge Elbert Gary X1846-1927) who, frustrated
in.his plans to turn.U.S. Ste into a monopoly, enjoined
the successor firms to "fiv and let live." In effect, the
steel industry behaves like cartel; though th' oes not
necessarily mean that its p tires are illegal. e his-
torical argument for this industry's adherence to full-
cost pricing. namely large fixed cost, is incidentally
contradicted by the report, which puts variable cost at
87 percent of total cost.) .

This harmony among potential rivals was sbreatened
when imports became competitive in the 1950s. The
exporters did not belong to the U.S. informal cartel and
they were not used to inflexible prices. Although the
European and Japanese steel inclustilles are hardly
examples of perfect competition, substantial price fluc-
tuations in response to changes in demand do occur.
The American industry was concerned not only be-
cause of the loss of business, but also,because its pricing
practices became vulneiable. This is one of the reasons
why imports were ultimately controlled by quotas
rather than tariffs; import quotas reinforce a domestic
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cartel, while tariffs (unless prohibitive) encourage price
flexibility. ,

The federal government under Presidents Johnson
and Nixon was only too willing to negotiate "volun-
tary" export quotas, following a pattern already laid
down in textiles and meat. Foreign steel industries were
prepared to cooperate because export quotas permitted
them to charge higher prices in the United Stated As far
as revenue is concerned, an export quota is equivalent
to a duty collected by the exporting industry (not, be it
noted, by the exporting country). By making the quota
"voluntary," compensation under the General Agree-
ment on Trade and Tariffs rules was avoided.

Were these arrangements in the public interest? Al-
though the voluntary quotas have lapsed, the question
is not merely of academic interest, for any future pro-
tection given to our steel industry may well be on simi-
lar lines. In my opinion the answer is clearly no. Inflexi-
ble prices are contrary to economic efficiency both in a
microeconomic and a macroecOnomic sense. Micro-
economically, becausevartel-like pricing practices
tend to keep inefficient firms in operation; there have
been very few bankruptcies in this stagnant industry
where the efficient firms have apparently refrained
from expansion (especially through new plants) for fear
of upsetting the eotablished market pattern. As a result
both the profitability and the productivity performance
of the steel industry hive been below average.

Even more serious is the macroeconomic effect of
inflexible prices (more precisely, of prices that are de=
terrnined primarily by cost and bear little relation to

. demand conditions). When 'prices are in xible.
changes in demand are immediately trans) d intd
changes in output, and ultimately in employment. Thus
if demand in an important industry (such as steel)
weakens, its customers are not given any incentive to
buy more, especially for inventory. The fall in output
and employment brings stimulative fiscal and monetary
policies into action, with their attendant inflationary
pressures. Inadequate price flexibility in major
industries steel is not an exception, just an extreme
case therefore contributes powerftilly to the corn- --.
.bined inflation and unemployment that has increasingly
plagued us in recent years. Fui-thermore, the low level's
of investment implicit in cadel-like,pricing deprive the
economy of needed stimulus from the private sector.

The remoyal of import restrictions on steel, there-
-fore, has an importance well beyond the industry im-
mediately affected. As the report shows, the disruptive
effects of such liberalization would be minor in any
case. Among its benefiti, considerable weight should
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be givery to the invigorating fole of price competition.
which Mould give our steel industry the dynamic role in . "
our economy it had many years ago.' James M. Jondrow

4

'Ma

'in this coanection it is unfornmate that the report has little or
nothing to say about steel exports, which have been significant even

- in some roPent Years On 1970 and 1973 exports were about half the
size of hr.orts). A leas hidebound pricingad investment policy
might well mike our Indust**. a gable exporter of certain ,
products;

,
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Though agrzeing broadly with the general approach
and findings of the study, Professor Houthakker makes
a number of specit comments on_the estimation of the
model.

- One is on tip limited number of annual observations.
This commenTis applied specifically to.the import-sup-
ply equation. Though more observations are clearly
better than fewer, a large number of observations is not
necessary for precision of estimation. Most of the
parameters of interest in the model have.-significant
aefficients, even when degrees of freedwn are taken
into account. A necessity for reliable estirMtion is vari-
ation in the independent variables, and this variation
was available for most of our time series. Furthermore,
by using a short sample period one avoids some of the
difficulties associated with structural change that may
affect long-term estimates.

One possibility for increasing the sample size, as
Professor Houthakker mentions, is quarterly data. Our.
sources for quarterly data did not extend baekThas far as
for the annual data. Furthermore, though quarterly data
increased the number of observations, there was actu-
ally less variation in die independent variables over the
shorter. number of years and there was apparently
random variation in the dependent variables. In the
quarterly model, these problems led to imprecise esti-
mates of substitution between domestic and' mported
steel. Estimates of the elasticity of substitution had
high standard errors and were not robust to even minor
changes in the specification of the equation. In con-
trast, results based on annual data over a longer span of
years were more precise and robust.

Profelsor Houthakker finds the demand for steel
.- equation less convincing than the substitution equation,

The latter is much more important in evaluating the
effect of imports. He questions the use of the .non-
ferrous price as the price of substitute materials in the
demand for steel equation. Yet results using the
wholesale price index for all commodities as reported in
the paper were much the same. This robustness is de-
sirable since there is no obvious best measure ofthe
price of substitutes.



His main' comment on the short term price equation
is thatthert are other explimationabesides imports for
the leveling off of steel prices in the 1960s. We agree.
Indeed our empirical work found that the leveling of the ,

steel price during the 1960s could be explained by a
leveling of input prices. But other factors might also be
involved.

An estimated Rapacity equation was.repdtted in the
research report on /which our conference paper was
based. The equation turned out to be unimportant, and
was dropped. Still, as Professor Houthakker corn-
Tents, an equation explaining capacity formation
would be very useftil. We agree. In fact, our findings on
the subject seem plausible. Output is a strong determin-
ant of capacity when corrected for cyclical o/ariation
and substitution between capacity and other inputs is
limited.

.
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Effects of Traderiaarriers_on4
The U.S. Automobile Maiket
Eric J. Toder with N. Scott Cardell'

1. Introduction

This paper summarizes some of the principal findings of
a study performed at Charles River ,Associates [6],
which assessed the benefits and costs of potential trade
policy changes affecting the U.S. automobile industry.
We focus here: on the determinants of Changes in U.S.
automobile iinports, with particular eniplwsis on the
effects of trade policies that alter the price' bf imported
automobiles on import new car shares and on domestic
automobile industry output.

The fraction of new car sales in the U.S. market
accounted for by imPorts, which was less than 1 percent
until the late 1950s, reached a peak of 29 percent in early
1975.: The growth of theimport share in 1974 and 1975
coincided with a decline in the total U.S. automobile
new car market accompanying the 1974 oil embargo and
subsequent fuel price increases and the 1974-75 reces -.
sion. In 1976, the' import share of new car sales fell
significantly as the U.S. auto industry experienced a
strongzecovery.

Tile growth in imports that accompanied the 1974-75
decline in U.S., automobile induStry output and
employment led to sothe discussion of the use Of tariffs
and/or quotas to increase domestic automoliile industry

'The research' for thii paper was performed while the principal
author was employed at CRA for a report prepared under contract to
the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of International Labor Af-
fairs. James C. Burrows provided overall supervision for the prepara-
tion of the original report. The authors are indebted to both Dr.
Burrows and to Zvi Griliches for valuable guidance and advice
throughout the preparation of the study and for comments on Prelimi-

Von drafts. Harry Grubert of the U.S. Department of Labor
and Liickey. of the U.S. Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Associa-
tion reviewed earlier drafts of the report and Contributed many
useful suggestions...The hedonic market share model of automobile
demand referred to iil. the paper watdeveloped by N. Scott Cardell.
Many other members of the CRA ham' contributed to the original
report. This' piper is based on Charles River Associates %Impact of
Trade Policies on' the U.S. Automobile ILAB 74-19 which
was released as an ILAB/OFER Discussion Paper on' International
Trade. Foreign Investment, and Employmentin 1976.
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employment by reducing imports.' The current U.S.
importlariff on finished automobiles is only 3 percent,2
much lower than the tariffs imposed by other major
producing nations. An increase in the tariff would re-
duce imports both by etitouraging U.S. consumers to
substitute; U.S.-manufactured automobiles for au-
toMobiles currently imported and by encouraging
foreign manufacturers' to shift production facilities to
the Uriited States.

In the past twenty years automobile imports have
occupied a' special niche in the U.S. market; they have
generially been lighter, less powerful, and more fuel-
efficknt than automobiles manufactured in the United
States. The analysis ih this paper views imported au- ,
tomobiles at a separate product that is a clOse, but not a
perfect, substittile for U.S.-made automobiles. Dif-
ferentiation in consumer tastes and the existence of
important scale economies in automobile production
together explain how it is possible for the United States
to import large numbers of autOmobileS even if the
United States has a comparative advantage in produc-
tion at minimum efficient scale. Manufacturers produc-
ing automobiles at or above minimum efficient scale in
EbroPe (Japan), which are designed to be optimal for
"majority European (Japanese) consumer tastes and
highwa conditions, can potentiall undersell US.,

'For example, the United Automobile Wo rs (UAW) in 1975
suggested "harmonization of U.S. duties with duties imposed by the
Commoir Market: The UAW position in effect amounted to advocacy
of a U.S. tariff increase, at4least until the Europeans agree to lower
their rates. UAW also believes that U.S. jobs in the automobile
industry are being lost because of imports of autcs at less than fair
market value. A recent. U.S. Treasury Department investigation to
determine whethefforeign auto companies are in fact violating anti-
dumping regulations has been terminated with a decision to take no
action, possibly because Volkswagen has just announced plans to
build an assembly plant in the United States.

*The base to which the tariff is applibd is based onan estimate of the
sum of foreign production cost plus an assumed profit markup, which
is lower than the sales price of imports, net of tariff. Thus, the
effective tariff rate as a fraction of the price of an imported automobile
is somewhat lower than 3 percent.

P
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companies in segmerkts of the market whey U.S. de-
--mand-is-too-snialkto-supportoptimal.wale-o treven

if the United States has a production cost antage at
optimal scale.

The empirical findings presented in this paper ad-
dress two separate questions: (9,the effect of relative
price changes on the, market she in the. United States
of automobiles currently produced in Europe and Ja-
pan; and (2) the effect of tariffs and future market trends
on the location of production of automobiles that are
currently imported to the United States. The former
question is examined using several techniques of de-._
maid analysis, and the latter is examined by piecing
together available statistical evidence on relative factor

. prices, material input prices, and motor vehicle indus-
try labor productivity in the United States, Japan, and
West Germany, costs of shipping automobiles to the
United .States from Europe and Japan, and percentage
cost penalties for producing automobiles at levels of
annual output below minimum efficient scale.

The principal findirig from the demand research is
that dbmestic and currently imported autorrrobiles are
good, but not perfect, substittites. Application of bOth
conventional time series analysis anda new method of
estimating demand for differentiated durable goods
provides econometric Lestimates which imply that a 1

' percent increase in tha ratio of imported to domestic
newcar prices would Mad to about a 2 percent reduction-
in the ratio of imported to domestic new Car sales. The
long-run; elaSticity of substitution between domestic
and it iported. new cars is shown to' be higher in some .

specifications, of the demand equations. "-

COmParison of relative costs of inputs to the au-
tomobile industry. in different countries, using weights
from an inPut-outpUt table, reveals that in 1974 produc-
tion of automotive industry products at efficient scale
Was abdUt 17 percent less expensive in Japan, and about
9 percent more expensive in West Germany than in the
'United States. Adding transport cost estimates to'esti-
mated foreign production costs makes the supply cost
to the United' States 3 percent higher for automobiy
produced in Japan and 15 percent higher for auto-
mObiles produced in West Germany than ,for auto-
mobiles produced in the United States.

The best available evidence shows that economies of
scale are very important in the production of au-
tomobiles. Production below optimal scale leads to
substantial per-unit cost penalties, especially for small-
er cars. It appears that an annual' output rate of 400,000
units is sufficient to attain most economies in small car
production.

At current levels of U.S. sales of major Japanese
imports, the supply cost to the United States is lower
for production in Japan than for production in the,

ar
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United States.3 However, the data indicate that the
-.---'-supply-toSt.of -Volkswagens-to-the .S:IriarkeTWOTtld---

be lo,wer if VolkSwagens were produced in the United
States. Volkswagen's recent decision to establish Pro-
duction facilitie0 in the United States is consistentwith
the implicationg of the analysis.

The findings from the comparative proiluct cost
analysiS suggest that there may be a large' pbtential
market in Europe for U.S.-manufactured automobiles if 4411_

- E.E.C. auto import tariffs are lowered,. This finding is
consistent with the results of research on comparative
truck prices, which suggest that U.S. heavy trucks
could also conipete favorably in the. West German mar-
ket if E.E.C. tariffs were lowered (see [4]).

The remaining sections of this paper detail the ie-r
search Methodology, and principal findings. 'Seetion 2
provides estimates of the effects of import Prite

. changes on the import share demanded,' using time
series analysis, cross-section analysis, and a new mar- .

ke't share demand model developed for thiS study. The
market share demand model is discussed in more detail .

in an appendix. Estimates are provided of the likely
effect of tariffincreases on domestic and imported new
Car saleS in the absence of a shift in productioniOcation
of individual automobile models. Section 3 reviews the
available evidence on the shape of autOrnobile produc-
tion 'cost curves and outlines the Methodology used to
compare automobile production, costs in different coun-
tries. Sample simulations are presented showing fib*
tariff changes may affect productiOn location. In sec-
tion'4, we review the principal findings and examine the
Implications for the U.S. automobile market in the next
few years.

2. Effects of Auto Import Price Changes
on Import Shates and Domestic Prices #

One major effect of higher import tariffs is to-increase
the price, of imported automobiles by increasing
the cost Of selling in the4United States automobiles that
are produced abroad.4' An increase in the price of irn-mr,.
ported autos means that both the price ratio of imported
to domestic new cars and the average price of all new

'As the.same vehicles are being produced in Japan foi the local
market, minimum. efficient scale can be attained even for low levels
of U.S. sales. If sales of Japaneie.imports continue. to grow along
past trend lines; it may be more economical to produce Toyota and
Datsun in the United States in a few years.

*If other tariff'. and/or fiscal/monetary policies keep exchange rates
and relative rates of inflation .con§tant, and if.foreign and domestic
manufacturers are both on horizontal leng7rtin supply curves, .then
the percent increase in foreign car prices will be equal to the absolute
increment .in the .ad 'valorem tariff rate. .
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cars sold in the market will rise. An increase 1 the
relative price of imports will lead consumers to substi-
tute imported new cars for domestic new cars; a rise in
the average price of all new cars will lead to a decline in
new car.sales, ,as: consumers keep their old cars for
longer periods of time. A rise in the pride of imported
automobiles may lead to an increase inslomestic prices
in response to a Ilessening of competitive pressures.

In this section, we provide econometric estimates of
the effect of changes in the ratio of imported to domestie
automobile prices on the ratio of imported to domestic
new car sales. We combine these estimates with the
results of pfevifus econometric research on the de-

- mand for:automobiles to obtain rough estimates of the;
effect of import price increases on domestic sales.

Most preAous research an automobile demand has
focused on estimating equations for total sales which do
not distinguish aniong types of car purchased. The liter-
ature on total demand for automobiles is extensive, but
mud.? resework has been done on modeling changes in,
market shares by type of car sold. Much of the research
on automobile market share has been unsuccessful in-
obtaining estimates' of price effects that are consistent
with econOmic'theory.5 -

The relative price:elasticity of import share demand is'.
estimated here using three different methods: (1) time
series analysis, (2) cross - section analysis, and (i) a new
technique refiarred, to as the "hedonie market share
Model." The principal findings from each approach,
together with the data and, methodology used and some
of the problems of interpretation are discussed below.

. ,
_ . .. . .

Time Series Analysis of Import Share Demitnd
liFor the time series analysis, we defined tw compos-

tomobiles (D). Using data for the years 1 74, ter
ite.goods, imported automobiles IF) and do estic au7

estimated equations of the form

°Cowlini and Cubbin (10] estimated a negative relationship be-
tween market shares and quality-adjusted prices (where the "quality -
adjusted" price is the residual from .11 hedonic price equation),uling
time Aeries data from the United Kingdom for 1956-68. The COWling
and Ctibilin model estimated firm sales asti function of Iaggbd'iales,
the, '',City-adjusted" and advertising. expenditures: their
findings implied a short-run price elasticity of individual manuflietur- .

ert' deniand of - 1.9497, and a long-run price elasticity of 7.06.
However, Triplett and Cowling [23], using a similar model with United
States data, were unable to detect a negative relationship be-
tween changes in individual manufactureri'.market shares over time
and changes in the residuals of hedonic price regressions. c,

Recent interest in designing policy instruments to increase the fuel
economy of the automobile st(Scichas motivated research to estimate'
demand for different size. classy& Of automobiles. Research in
this direction have been. handicapped by-,:the difficulty of finding
significant differences:acroii- time or across geographic areas in the
quality- adjusted price of automobiles of different site classes.. For
examples, see [3,12,7).

Mir

+'c log (TPF) + d log Xt, (1)
D

where (F/D)t is the ratio of import to domestic new car
sales in year's, (PF/PD)t is the ratio of price index of
import to domestic automobiles in year f, and XI is a
vector of exogenous variables, which included, in dif-
ferent specifications, per capita" disposable income, per
capita disposable income diVided by per capita dispos-
able income of the previous year, the price of gasoline,
anct a time trend Variable.' L

The price indices for imported and 'domestic au-
. tomobiles were created from regressions for adjacent

years of prices of individual models, both imported and
domestic; on physical characteristics and.. a time
dummy. Estimates of one-year-old transactions, prices
reported in-past issues' of the automobile ,Red. Book,
published byNational Market Reports, Ine., *ere used

' as a proxy fOr new car transactions prices. The alterna-
tive of using new carlist prices was rejected because
previous researchershave shown that the relationship
betWeen transactions prices and list prices of new cars
have varied widely over time.° One-year-olfl frantic-
dons prices, are'41ot an ideal prOXy for new car prices
either;' the ratio between new car- transactions prices
and one-year-old transactions prides will change if the
market is in disequilibrium. Despite these problems
our ,estimated price index for domestic cars mirrors
closely the BLS index of new car prices since. 1960.7

Equation (1) was also estimated using a 'composite
index for relative first-year ownership cost of imported
to domestic automobiles in place of the relative price
index. Thee compositecost indices for imported and
domestic automobiles were computed by combining the
price indices with indices of nal gasoline costs for
domestic and foreign automobi s, using werghts of 0.65
for selling price and (r.35 for nual gasoline costs. In
deriving the weights, via assumed a 20 percent dePre-
elation rate in the first year, a 5 percent interest rate, a
gasoline price of $0.55 per gallon, and. 10,000' average
annual miles driven. The gasoline cost index,was com-
puted by'dkiding a gasoline ncpe index (supplied by .

.'in addition, relative discounts on foreign and domestic models
have not been ccinstant over time. Fora /history of list prices and
transactions prices of U.S:autos in the early post- war years, see [24].

*The BLS index is constructed from'surveys of transactions prices
of selected models in a number of cities and is heavily weighted
towards domestic automobiles, though VolksWagen is included" as
ozsif the niodeli. BLS does.nbt publish separate indices for domes-
tic and iniported automobiles.

a.
a.
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BLS) by a mileage index. Mileage indices for domestic
and imported automobiles were compute J 11 from his-
torical estimates of mileage for automobiles of different
weight classei.9

Table 1 shows that the relative price index and the
relative composite cost index both showed significant
fluctuations in the sample period. The two indices prac-
tically. mirror each other, with the relative,composite
cost index lower because of the superior fuel efficiency
Of imported cars.. The relative price index of foreign
cars rose faster than the relative composite cost index
of foreign cars between 1973 and 1974, The year of the
big gasoline price. increases

The Major problem with estimating a relative price
elasticity of import share demand from the time series
ppproach is that fluctuationS in the quality-adjusted
ratio .of domestic to imported ar prices; although
clearly detecta,ble, have been .s all relative to other
changes that have influenced im ort shares.50me.of
these changel are not easily qua* finable; th1611 include
changes in th availability of close omeslic substitutes :
for import ?, the groWth in importe car dealer netvPorkS
With its conseqiient spread of infortnatiOn and reduction
Of servicing costs, Chang 46 available variety and
quality of f9teign trod , especially since the introduc-i'y
Lion oljapanese cars in the late 1960s, and changesn
environmental and safety regulations, "which have, im-
pacted new car purchase priCes ajid fuel costs.

Despite problenis of model specification and difficul-
4

ties in data eonstrtictiQn, we foun0 strong eVidenc.f of a
significant mice effect on import tliares. Sample results
from time-series equation, estimates for. the 'years,
199 -74 are shown.in Table 2.10
"The equations are estimated by 'gerieralized least-

squares; the "value of p, the serial correlation coeffi-
E-cient, was selected by trial. and error to Minimize the

standard error -of estimate.
The coefficient ofFDPRICE, the ratio of imported. to

domestic quality-adjusted auto_pricits, is: the short-run
elasticity of relative import denviid with respect to
relative import price. The long-RA elastiCity is equal to
the short-run elasticity divided by (1-M), where m is the
coefficient of lagged sales. The long-run elasticity is

p
nye

details of the constration of the hedonic price indi and
rd composite cost index, respectively, see [6. Appendi 3 -.A
and 3-13].
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Comparison of Imported to Domestic Car
Relative Price and Total cost Indices,
1960-74

Year

'Import to Import to
Domestic Domestic

Price Ratio Gas Cost Ratio

)960 1.099 0.608
1961 0.971 0.473
1962. 1.011 0:535

1963 1.001 0.517
1964, 0.930 0.566
.1965 1.098 0.517
1966 0.953 0.589
1967 0.902 0.535
1968 0.963 0.622
1969 1.013 0.536
1p70 1.018 0.513

'1971- 1.119 0.518
1972 1.054 0.483
1973' 1.000 0.454
1974 -1.217 0.542

.soofrce. [6, Table. 3:78].

Import to
Domestic

Composite Ratio

0.98e

0.907
.0.881
,0.851
0.949
0.860
0.807
0.874.
0.8'85
0.865 ,

0.947
0.890
0.832

. 0.981

high relative to the firm year's response when the coef-
ficient oflagged sales is lair

. .

The 'implied long-run and s run relative priae
elasticitiei from equations. (2-1) hrough (2 -6) are
repOrted in Table 3.

From Table 3, it can be seen that the short -run rela-
tive price elasticity fairly stable. witie respect to
changes in specifications; it varies between, -0.945 and ..._

-.1./54. However, the tong -run elasticity is very sensi-
tive to specification changes because of the instability
of the coefficient on lagged relative sales; it ranges from
a low of r-1.4364o a high of 718.253; The lower long-
run elasticity estimates are for equations including the
Variable AN. JAPAN is A. trend Variable that picks
up the shfirp owth in import shares after 1965; this 7

growth cold ided With the Introduction 'of poplar
Japanese orts beginning in 1966. The coefficient of
Japan in equations: (2 -2) and a75) shows an annual
grOv;th rate of approximaiely. 10 percent in the import
sales ratio after 1965, which is independent Of all pthe,
explanatory factors.'

(
'Although the fuel efficiency of imported autos relative to domestic _

aut s worsened between 1973 and 1974, the fuel-pride increase still
hil the'relatiVe competitiveness of iMportS, since their fuel effi-
ciency, ough.worsening.Lniained superior to the fuel efficiency of
domesti

"The same equation
1961-73 to correct for ad
by the 1973-74 0 9( embarg
Estimation for both sa
suits. See [6: Tabl

were also estimated for the sAmple period
special effect that might haVe been caused
and subsequent gasoline price increase.

le periods yielded 'qualitatively similar re-
-10].

"JAPAN. measures a growth trend in the import shar#between
1966 and 1974 which is not adequately explained by other variables. If
the equation is' to be used for .forecasting purpoies, it is clearly
inappropriAte .to eitrapolate equations including JAPAN in future
periods.

Efforts to find a more satisfactory qu "liable variable to explain
the 1966 -74growth trend tb the import were insuccessful. For
a full discussion see [6, chap. 3 and Appendix 3 -C].
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,-:-Table-2.-
Import Share Demand Estimates: Time, Series Equations (1961-74)

Equation (2-i)
e

Log (FDSALE) = 0.00140 + 0.917 Log (FDSALE 1) 1.515 Log (FDPRICE) +qi882 Log' (INCOME)
(0.012) (10.078) (3.405) L (3.450)

Rs = 0.9509 - -0.131

Equation (2-2) .

_ Log (EDSALE) = 0.202 +I 0.347 Log (FDSALE_ 1) - 1.166 L.Og (FDPRICE) -0.423 Log (//s/COME)
. . (1.518) (1.349) (2t968).. (1.539).

+ 0.107 JAPAN '1

(2.383)
, R2 = 0.9615

Equation (2-,3)

./sa 0.030

Log (FDSALE) = 0.0282 + Leg (FDSALE ) - 1,754 Log (FriP...RkE) +1.017 1...:og(IeomE)
(3.252) (3.282)(0.227) (8.055)

- 2.404 Log (RELJNC)
1(1.149)

R2 40.9468 p = 0.016
.Equation (2-4).

Log (FDSALE) = 0.0638 + 0.814 Log (FDSALE ) - 1.895 Cog (FDCOST) + 1.036 Log (INCOME)
(0:604), (8.506), (3.967) (4.010)

'Rs = 0.9576 p = 0.100
Equation . e
Log (FDSALE) '= 0.223 + 0.342 Log(FDSALE ) -1.454 Log (FDCOST) + 0.572 Log (INCOME)

(1'.799.) (1.417) 1 (3:262)- 0 (1.947)
+ 0.0939 JAPAN
(2.175)

R2 = 0.9646 0.068
Equation (V-6)

_Log (FDSALE) = 0.1118 0.742 Log (FDSALE ) - 2.279 Log (FDCOST) + 1.242 bog (INCOME)
-'` (0.977). (6.773) (4.177) (4.205) t

\.... - 2.894 Log (RELINC)
t

(1.620)

= 0.9592

...

. Variable Definitions (and Sources) ,

FDSALE ratio of foreign to domestic new car sales (Automotive News Almanac, successive issues)
FDSALE = ratio of foieign to domestic new car sales in previous year

'FDCOST
rfio of imported car price index to domestic car price index [6, Table 3-7; derived from hedonic regressions]

FDCOST = ratio of imported car composite cost index to domestic composite cost index [6. Table 3-8]
u

, . INCOME = -real-per capita disposable personalithcothe (Economic RePokt of the President, 1975)
JAPAN = Dumniy variable for number of years since mass entry of Japanese imports; before 1965 =1 1, after 1966 =

year - 1965 + 1
RELINC = ratio of per capita disposable income to per capita disposable income of previous year

p =- 0.047

(t- statistics are in parentheses in all equations)

eto
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Table 3
Implied Short-Run and ion Run Relative. Price Elasticities from Time Serlea Equations for import
Share Demand

-Equation
ShortRun
Elasticity*

Long-Run
Elasticity*

. Price
Variable

Other Independent
Variables

'2 I 18.253 FDPRICE INCOS .

2-2 1.166 1.786 FDPRICE .INCOME, JAPAN
2-3 1.754 -14.051 FDPRICE INCOME, RELINC
2 4 1.232 6.624 FDCOSTt INCOME
2 5 0.945 1.436 FDCOSTt INCOME, JAPAN
2-6 1.481 5.740 FDCOSTt INCOME, RELINC

Short -run elasticityLong-run elasticity
1 (8log[FDSAVE]lelog[FDS A LE ID

*Elasticity of foreign to domestic sales 'rati with respect to foreign to domestic price ratio.
t Where FDCOST was used as the price ariable in an equation, the formula'

ALE) dlog(EDSALE) dlog'FDCOST)
RICE) dlogFDCOST) 711dlogFliPRICE)
ti

ellog(FD4I-E)
dlogFDCOST)

was used to. translate the elasticity .of iiliport stare with respect to relative inclusive cost into an estimated elasticity with respect to
relative sales price. 1

The very high income elasticities reported in:equa-
tions without the variable JAPAN suggest that income
may be acting in part as a proxy fof time trend in those
equations. Where the post-1965 time trend variable is
inchided, the ;income elasticity is lower, though, still
positive.. The positive income coeffieient indicates that
imports may be viewed as a luxury good,'2 a finding
confirmed by cross-section evidence reported below.
On the other` hand, the,negative coefficierit on RE-
LINC, the ratio of income to income of lorevious. year,

equatiorts..(2-3) and (2 -6), shows that import,
shares tend to rise during recessiOns..thiS result does
ot necessarily colaradict the view -ofitnports as `.`lux-

Try" cars; ricessias appear ilkaffect,the sales of low-
priced domestic autoinobiles much more than luxury
domestic automobiles because the auto buying of the
very wealthy is less affected by ten,orary economic
declines..' 3

"Even though imported autos are less expensive than domestic
autos, on the average, they maybe a luxury good if imported cars are
purchased disproportionately by families owning more than one car.
For evidence from consumer survey data that, in the.recent past,
buyers of new imported cars hav been higher income consumers
than btiyers of new American cars, ee [171

"For example, in the 1974-75 rec sion sales of Buick and Cadil-
tually increised along with sales fmmQQst imports, while sales of

d stic coMpacts and subcompacts dech ed by over 30 percent.
See .

In conclusion, the time series equations Show sig-
nificant price substitutability between domestic and
imported cars, despite problems in defining an approp-,
riate price variable and jskplaining with quantifiable

mic variables the trend growth in import shares.
between 1966 and 1974. Differences in estimates of the
lag coefficient cause the estimates of the long-run effect
of a relative price, change to be somewhat imprecise;
Where a trend variable is included in the equatilatts, the
long-run relative price elasticity the import4o-

sales ratio is slightly under

Cross-Section Analysis of import Sh -Demand
The 'cross-Section equations estimated _use observa-
tions of the ratio of imported to domestic new car sales
-in individual states in 1974: Data Ort.differences in

/transactions prices of new cars in different states were
not available. Estimates of the relative price of im-
ported _to domestic automobiles inindividual states
were constructed by adding freight charges in different
states" to list priees of "representative" domestic and
imported models. Freight on imported automobiles is

4Freight.was computed from port of entry for imports and from
troit for domestic autos. The freight "included" in the sticker pric

, of imports is computed from the nearest port of entry regardless of the
origin of the automobile; thus, freight on a Japanese car sold in New
Jersey. is computed from New York, not from California.
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lowest on the east and west coasts and highest in the
middle of the Country, and freight charges on domestic
autos are lowest near Detroit and highest on the two
coasts. Thus, the estimated relative impo l. price is
highest in the Middle West and lowest on the East Coast
and the West Coast. The import share of new car says is
highest in states along the two coasts and lowest in the
Middle West states. '5

The, relationship between the import-to-domestic
sales ratio and the import-to-domestic price ratio, with
other determinants of the sales ratio taken into account,

' is shown in equation (2)

log (FDSALE) 63.424 18.188 log (FDPRICE)
(6.156) (8.6434
+ 1.845 log (PC26129)-.

(2.992)
+ 0.271. og (PCAPI)

(0.91
+ 1.490 og (PGAS)r

(0971)

(t-statistics are in parenthesis)

.R2 = 0.7102 F(4,42) = /5.745, . (2)

where FDSALE is the ratio of imported to domestic
new car registrations, FDPRICE is the ratio of esti-
mated average delivered list prices of new imported
cars 'to 'average delivered list prices of new domestic
cars, PC2029 is the Rercent of population between ages
twenty and twenty4ine, PCAPIAs 1973 per capita in-
come, and PGAS is the price of gasoline.1,6

Ck_ The relative price elasticity of the import-to-doniestic
rsales raga estimated in equation (2) is - 18.188, a value
approximately equal to the highest value of the long-run
elasticity estimated in the time series equations in Table
2. The import-to-dbmestic sales.ratio is also positively
Correlated with the pecentage of the population. aged
twenty to twenty-nine, per capita income, and the price
of gasoline. In other specifications of the equation, we
found no significant statistical relationship between the
import-to-domestic sales ratio and the percentage of

. -

'"For a fuller description Of how the price data were constructed
and for tables showing import shares and estimated domestic and
imported auto freight charges in different states,4see [6, chap. '3,
sec.

"FDSALE was constructed from data in Automotive News
manac. 1975, and FDPRICE was constructed from data on average
list prices from Automotive 'News Almanac, 1975; data on import
freight charges were supplied by Volkswagen of America. The data
sources for the other variables were: PC2029, Census of Populdtion,
1970, General Population Characteristics-United States Summaty,

API, Survey of Current Business, April 1974; PGAS, Platt's Oil
ce Handbook and Oilmanac, 1974.

we
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population in urban.areas..The percentage of_population
residing in U.S. census-defined Standard Metropolitan'
Statistical Areas (S.M.S.A.$), and the median educa-
tion level of the population. We also estimated equa-
tions omitting Michigan aid other auto- producing
areas; these omissions had little effect on the results. '7 'P

Both theoretical considerations and comparison with
the time series results suggest the possibility that the
absolute value of the ptice elasticity estimated in equa-
tion

:

(2) is biased upwards. Low foreign car sales in
states with higher relative foreign car pricei may in part.
reflect the reluc ce of some consumers to purchase
automobiles tha are not locally popular and for which
adequate service facilities are not available. In other
words, -the relevant price variable for buyer decisions
on imported car purchases, which inclUdes both selling-

price and money -and time costs of repair and mainte-
nance, may be systematically higher in states with
lower iiin. ported car sales: Thus, small differences in
desired purchases caused by price differentials may be
magnified by availability problernt in the states with
somewhat higher prices. If so, the differences in foreign
shares acrois states associated with differences in rela-
tive prices may- provide too high air estimate of, the

, nationwide change iiisales. that Would occur in response
to a small cynge in the foreign4o-domestic price ratio.

It is als Ppssible that' other factors, possibly pa-
triotisin, coulOe causing the relatively higher domestic
sales in the Midwest.' However, the data do not reveal
any obvious correlation between political attitudes'
and/or related socioeconomic variables (such as the
rural/urban population mix) and ImpOrted auto shares.

In conclusion; the cross-section estimates shoW a
very high pdace elasticity of substitution between
domestic an fOreign-Made automobiles. For the rea-
sons noted above, the cross-section resultt are viewed
as Upper-bound estimates of the price -elasticity.

Hedonic Market Share Model of Import Share
Demand /
The hedonic irw4cet 'share model is a new technique'
of demand anal/ysis that is 'used here to provide an
alternative set Of estimates of the impact of changes in
imported car 'Prices. on the import share of new car'
sales. The technique yields general predictions of the
effects of changes in prices and characteristics' of any
set of automobile mddels on the market shares of indi-
vidual models. The predictions of the share changes for

the subsequent increase in the pembargo/and rice Of gasoline. How-
"It m be argued that 1974 was an unusual year because of the oil

ever, estimates of the price elasticity from an analogous set of cross-
sectioaequations using 1,73 data yielded almost identical results. See
[6, chip. 3, sec. 19.a



individual models are thol. SAIMMed..to..ObtaitlAIX..P.rg-
dieted change in the share of a clasi Of models resulting
from any price changes."

The hedonit market share model was developed for
this study primarily because use of conventional de-

, ,mand methods cannot fully record the main elernents
aetermining market share demand for broad classes of
automobiles, even if,totally accurate price data are avail-
,able. The principal problem in applying time series,
and cross-section approaches is the necessity to view

each group of automobiles as a single, composite good
\ -With an identifiable price. Both changes in the range of
\automobiles available within each group and changes in
the extent to which a typical automobile within each
group has characteristics that appeal to a large fraction
of buyers cannot be. modeled nrdily within the conven-
tional framework.

= ;

The hedonic market share model is designed specifi:
cally to account for changes in the substitutability
among automobiles in the two groups. It does this by

- viewing each automobile as a bundle of eharacteristics,
and estimating the distribution of buyers' tastes for the
separate characteristics. The Model represents both an
applicritiorf of recent theoretical work On consumer de-
mand theory, and an extension of models used in
analogous empirical research on mode c nice in urban
transportation."

The main idea behind the hedonic market share
-.model is simple, though its, details are complex. De-
mand for automobile characteristics, including price; is
assumed to vary among individual consumers because
of diffpredces M income, use patterns, and personal
tastes. A consumer, in purchasing an automobile, is
rejecting alternatiYe models with slightly different
characteristica and priCe; by examining the characteris-
tics and price of the model choien and the models
rejected, it is possible to place bounds on the marginal
rates of substitution among characteristics and price in
the consumer's utility function. If market coverage is
reasonably complete, data on market shares and
characteristics (including price) of all models can be

"The hedoliic market share model was originally developed at
Charlei River Associates try N. Scott Cardell for the purpose of
estimating the effects of tariff changes on imported auto sales. The
model was substantially improved and extended through subsequent
work funded by acjige!! River Associates, the Electric Power Re-
search Institute, e Bureau of International Labor Affairs, U.S.
Department of Labor: A complete statement of the model ii pre-
sented in [5]. A full discussion of the application of this model to
estimation of import share demand is presented in [6, Chap. 3, sec. U
and chap. 3, app. DI, A shorter discussion, based on the same mate-
rials, is included in the appendix to this paper.,

"For a theoretical discussion that views consumer goods as bun-
dles of attributes, see [16]. For an exam of a Istatiatical model that
estimates the probability of choosing betwe n alternative goods as a
function of their. attributes, see [IS].
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__usAcl- to ...estiru.ate_:a.....diatiibution. of consumer" taste_
parameters, where the taste parameters reflect the mar-
ginal utility to consumers in dollar terms of additional
amounts of the different characteristics. For anyjiven

-set of available models, with known prices and charac-
teristics, the market shares can be predicted if the dis-
tribution of the consumer taste parameters is' known.

The input data used in the .model are the price,
selected characteristics, and new car ales in a given
time perio4bta set of automobile mpd s.2° The charac-
teristics, include available attributes t t either contrib-
ute to, or are correlated with, the quality of a 'car.
Available characteristics data for recent years include
both physical dimensions reported inAutdmotive News
Almanac and performance data colleCted by the U.S.
.DepailmeM of Transportation and the U. Environ-
mental ProtectionrAgency. The physical chrikac ten stics
data include number of cylinders, headroom, height,
horsepower, legroom, length, gas tank capacity, trans-' T .

mission type (automatic or manual), turning circle,
weight, arid width; the: performance variables used
were acceleration and fuel economy (miles per gallon).
The simple period was the five-month period between
April 1974 and Aug* 1974: '

The actual technique used to estimate the distribution
consumer tastes for characteristics in the hedonic

m share model is complex. In short, the technique
Selects statistics describing a distribution of consumers'
utility functions which reproduces the market shares of
individual models actually observed: The selection
process is performed using numerical rfrethoda."

The imposition. of a tariff on irriported automobiles
will, in the short run, change the prices of imported
models. Thus, after a tariff we have a new set of avail-
able models that is known, if we assume the effect of the
tariff is, to raise the price of all imports by a given
percent. The'market shares with the initial set of models
can be used to estimate the distribution of consumer
taste parameters; then the estimated taste distribution
can be used to predict market shares of the new set of
available models,22 Changes -in the individual market

"For the share estimates to be reasonable, market coverage of the
set of 'automobile-models included should be almost complete. This
condition was met in the sample used, which excluded only a few
specialty cars which accounted for less than 1 percent of all sales in
the sample period.

'!The algorithm used to generate the estimates of the distribution of
the parameters of consumers' utility functions is described in [5].

"The new set of automobile models is the same as the original set,
except that import prices are higher. In principle, the hedonic market
share model can be used to estimate the effect on market shares of
many other changes including, for example, taxes on weight, horse-
power,power, or fuel consumption or improvement in fuel economy of a
given class of models. It can also be used to predict the market share -

of a new automobile model, if the model's, price and characteristics
are known.
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. .

---shareg-oraltinitiortedinodel§ can then be aggre tee to
compute the new share of imports at the highe import
prices."

The advantage of the hedonic market Shar model is
that it enables us to us nsiderable detaile infotina-
non on the product differe iation charact stics that
make imports attractive to ome newcar irers. The
technique provides actual stimates of the distribution
across consumers of sub ective tradeoff among dif-
ferint characteristics and p 'ce, and thus it 'elds insights
into the number of buyers o are just at the margin
between purchasing a domestic car and purchasing an
import, as well as how many are willi to pay a much
higher price for an import. Further, e technique in
prinCiple will predict which individu i I import models
will lose sales because of a tariff, as ell as the aggre-
gate import sales decline. Tables 4 an 5 summarize the
results of the firit run of the hedOnic market share
model. 24

Table 4 compares the predicted .shares consistent
with the utility function with actual market shares of
different automobile types. The:model was estimated
using two different price variablis - the one-year-old
price in August 1974 of 11974 Models reported in Na-
tional Market Reports, Inc., Refl Book and the esti-
mated new-transactions price/6f 1974-models. The new
transactions price variable Was corrected by applying
"typical" discount factors for different types of cars

:Vetorted in thelannual automobile buying issue of Con-
sumer Reports (April 1974) to list:prices reported ih the
1974 issue of Autotnotive 'News Almcinac.

The data reported in Table 4 show that the model fits
the data well, though., predicted imPort shares are
sl. tly higher thin actual shares. One possible eXpla-

tion fOr the "import bias" of the model may be that
utomatic transmission was not included as an, argu-

"The hedonic market share model) io its present form, assumki
that the market size is fixed. This assumption is clearly incorrect

, because buyers can,keep their used car an adOiticinal year if new car
prices rise (or reduc automobile ownership), but the model can yield
useful forecasts of the effects of import price changes on import and
domestic new cars bles if combined with estimates derived from other
sources of the totO market price elasticity of new car demand.

"The automo e characteristics used in estimating the distribution
of consumerls u ity functions. in; addition to price, were volume,
passenger area, eight, turning circle, and miles per gallon.
expense in esti sting the model precluded repeated tests of altern -
.tive specifications using different combinations of variables. The
mean. median, and variance of the distribution of estimated marginal
values (price per characteristic), which deicribe the distribution of
consumer tastes for automobile characteristics. are reported in [61.
The fitted distribution fUnction was log-normal.' .

vdobilobliiMmai
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Table 4
Comparison of _Pregicted Shareito Actual
Shares by Automobile Type, April-August
1974

Domestic Autos
Subcompact,
Compact-'
Luxury small .

Intermediate
Standard
Luxury standard
Specialty

All domestics
Imported Autos

Subcoinpect
Compact
Sports car
Luxury

All imports
Definition of Automobiles by Type

Domestic Autos
Subcompact: Gremlin, Pinto, Vega'
Compact: Hornet, Javelin, Valiant, Dart, May.trick,

Comet, Apollo, Nova, Camaro, Omega, Fire7
bird, Ventura

Luxury small: Muitang II
Intermediate: Matadat, Satellite, Coronet,. Torino,

Montego, Cougar, Century. Chevelle, Monte
Carlo, CutlassLeMans, Grand. Prix

Standard: Ambassador, Fury, Chrysler New Yorker,.
Dodge; Ford, Mercury, Thunderbird, Buick,

'Riviera, Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, To&

Actual
Share

Predicted
Predicted, .Share: Esti-

Share: mated New
One-Year-Old 'Transactions

Price Price

0.0879? 0.07900 0.07767
0.21413 0.23299 0.23701
0.03397 0.01825 0.01822
0.26943 0.24582 0.25633
0.20846 0.21383 0.20982
0.05108 0.05598 0.06075
0.00299' 0.00215 0.00223
0.86795 0.84802 0.86183

0.08013' 0.09624 0.09080
0.05340 . 0.04449 . 0.03744
0.01200 0.00815. 0.00692
0.00444 0.00321 0.00336
0.13197. 0.15209. 0:13852

ronado-
Luxury standard: Imperial, Lincoln, Mark IV:Cadil-

lac, Eldorado
Specialty: Corvette

Imported Autos
Subcompact: Audi Fox, Marina, Colt, Datiun B210,

Fiat 128, Fiat 124,'Fiat XI/9; Honda, Mazda 808,
Opel Manta, Renault, Subaru, Toyota Corolla,
Toyota Corona, VW Beetle, VW 412; .VW
Dasher, Datsun PL 610

Compact: Audi 100 LS, Capri, Mazda RX-4, Mazda
RX-2, Mazda RX-3, Peugeot 504, Saab 99 LE,
Toyota Celica, Toyota MarkII; Volvo 140 Series,
Volvo 164, Datsun PL

Sports car: MG, Jaguar, 'humph, Patsun. 260 Z.
Paniera. Porsche .

Luxury: BMW-Bavaria, Mercedes-Benz
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Table 5
Effect of Proportionate Chang-es In Impoit Prices on Market Shares
from tledonlc Market Share Model

(1)

Domestic Autos
Subcompact
Compact
Luxur9 small
Intermediate
Standard
Luxury standard
Specialty

AU domestics
Imported Autos

Subcompact
Compact
Sports car
Luxury

All imports

(3)
(2) Predicted Share: 'Import Prices

Predicted Share: Up 10 Percent
Base Cate (Percetit Change)

0.07900
0.23299
0.01825
0.24582
0.21383
0.05598
0.00215
0.84802

0.09624
0.04449
0.00815
0.00321'
0.15209

Fodefutition of automobiles by type, see Table 4.

(4)
Predicted Share: Import Prices,

Down 10 Percent
(Percent Change)

0.08281 (+4.8)
0.24023, (+3.1)

0.07777 (-1.6)
0.23409 (J 1.1)

0.01895 (+3.8) 0.01802 (-1.3)
0.25287 (+2.9) 0.24347 (- 40)
0.21943 (+2.6) 0.21188 (-0.9)
0.05716 (+2.1) 0.05560 (-0.7)
9.00221 (+2.8) 0.00214 (-0.5)
0.87366 (+0) 0.83937 (-1.0)

0.08124(-15.6) 0.10083. (+4.8)
0.03560(- 20.0) 0.04725 (+6.2)
0.00647(-20.6) 0.00873 (+7.1)
0.00235(-2618) 0.00353(+ 10,0)
0.12566(-17.8) 0.16034 (+5.4)

Ment in the utility function;" a much larger fraction of
doniestic thin imported autos have automatic transmis-.
sion and American buyers probably place a positive
bias on that."

Table 5 summarizes the effects of fixed pe entage
Changes in dtoprices of 'all imported autom des On
market shares of.. different major su ategories of
domestic and foreign autos. Column (3) f Table 5 pro
vides estimates of the impact of a 11) percent increase in
all import prices on market shares, and column '(4)
estimates the effectf a percent reduction of import
prices. .

. The results in Table ;5 are consistent with a priori
expectations. The pententa,ge changes an , shares of
domestic car tyi5es comas' ponding to a given percentage
change in the import price are greatest for the closest
substitutes for imports -7- the subcompact, luxury
small, and compact cars"- and the percentageckange

'in import shares is greater for compact imports than 'for

-...

"The price variable, however, was appropriately adjusted for the
presence of automatic transinission.

"The exclusion of automatic transmission, in particulF, may ex-
plain the fact that the share of domestic subcompacts is about 10
percent higher than the predicted share in Table 4, as domestic
subcompacts are closest to iMports in all other characteristics.. Alter-
nativity, it is possible that many people simply prefer domestic autos
to importea autos of equal characteristics because of "patriotism** or
suspicion of foreign products, or that the preference for domestic

. autos reflects some unmeasured advantage such as better availability
of service facilities.

subcompact imports. Compact imports are probably on
the whole closer substitutes for typical domestic au-'
tonaibiles than subcoMpact imports. However, the
percentage figures partially mask the fact that large
absolute changes in the share of subcompact imports
and intermediate and standard llomestics occur in re,
sponse 40-:the relative price change because these au.;
tomobiles account for a significant fraction of domestic
and import sales, respectively. For example, the 'pre-
dicted absolute increase in sales of domestic inter-
mediates in response to an increase in the import price
is greater than the predicted absolute increase in sales
of domestic subcompacts. This result can be explainedl
partially by shifts from imported compacts to domestic
intermediates; for buyers of imported "`compacts-'
such as Volvo and Audi a medium-sized Buick or Olds-
mobile may. be perceived as a better substitute than a
Pinto or a Vega. In other words, it"appears that au-
tomobiles in the. same price range are better substitutes
than automobiles irk the same size range. Imported
compacts such as Volvo and .Audi, although they are
Smaller than domestic compacts, are More expensive
than host domestic intermediates and some full-sized
cars.

The relatively high percentage Fhinges in imported
sports car and luxury car sales in Table 5 reflect very
small absolute sales changes because these two
categories account 'fdr a minor fradtion of the total
market.
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The data in Table -5 can be aggregated to obtain an
estimate of the relative price elasticity of the import-
to- domestic sales ratio. Simulations were performed
witV'the estimated Utility function distribution for a

. number of different changes in the price of imported
autos. The relative price elasticity was estimated to 13e
1.9381. for an import price increase of 10, percent,
1.8702 for an import price increase of I percent,,
1.8377 for an import price reductiqn of 3 percent,
and 1.7739 for an import prfee reduction of 10 percent.
The estimated relative price elasticity increases in-abso-
lute terms with increases in the import price, suggesting
that import shares would decline relatively more
rapidly for successive increases in tariff rates.

Table 6 compares ,the findings from estimating the
hedonic market share model with the findings from a
survey questionnaire conducted by Market Facts, Inc.
[20] under contract to the U.S. Department of Labor in
the past year. The Market Facts survey asked buyers of
imported cars how their automobile purchase decisions
would have been affected by increases of $500 to
$1,000, respectively, in the price of all imports. Count-
ing only buyers who would have purchased a new ear,
and dividing the "don't know': responses in the same

Table 6
bomparison of Hedonic Market Share (HMS)`
Estimate's to Market Facts (MF) Estimates of
Effect of Mice increases for Imported
Automobiles

(I)
Percent of Elityers

Purchai**

Same car
Other's

$500 Increase

(2) (3)
MF HMS

66
-34 -

$1,000 Incrense

(4) (5)
MF HMS

24
76

Others, DOmtstic 26 26 59 44
Subcompact 9 4 20 7
Compact 6- .7 , 12 . 13
Luxury small 4 e 1 9 1'

Intermediate 2 7 5 12
Standard 4 '5 8 9
Luxury 0 1 1. 2
SpecialtY and other 0 0. 1 0

Qthets, Imported 8 17
Subcompact 5 7 9
LUxury small 2 5
Luxury 0
Specialty 0 1,

Total Imported 74' 74 41 56
Source: (20)
*Numbers do not always add up to 100 because of rounding

errois.

.

proportion among categories as the definite responses,
we combined two tables from -the Market Facts report
into percentage estimates of .the .effects of $500 and
$1,000 import price increases on new car shares.

Columns (2) and (4) of Table 6 give the resulting
predictiOns froMthe Market Facts survey of the break,
down of new car purchases per 100 initial buyers of
foreign cars who are still purchasing a new car. Col-
umns (3) and (5)''shOw...the corresponding estimates of
the switch to domestic cars and the breakdown by car
type of increaged domestic sales from the hedonic mar-
ket share model with increases in import prices of $500
and $1,000, respectively. In the hedonic market share '
model as currently prograrnmed,.it is not p6ssible to
predict how many people would have bought the same
car.

Table 6 shows a close correspondence between the
precfictions from the Market Facts survey and the VC-
dictions from the hedonic market alike model. For a
$500 import price increase; the predicted total shift to
domestic' autos is exactly these e. The hedoziic market
share model prediCts relativelry bigger Sluit to domes-
tic intermediates and a relatiyely smaller shift to domes-
tic subcompacts and luxury cars than the Market
FScts survey. For a $1,000 price increase, theitotal shift-

, to doreestic autos predicted by Market Facts is greater
than .the shift predicted by the hedonic market share

.

model, as is the relative shift to subcompact anlluxury
small domestic autos."

In all, the first-run estimates from the hedonic market
share model seem quite plausible and are broadly con-
sistent with the results of other research. The relative
price elasticity is close to the lower bound estimates
from the time series analysis-and the predicted effect of
a moderate ($500) increase in import prices on import
shares is exactly the same. as the implied forecast from
an actual market survey using a totally different ap-
proach.28

Import Share Demand Estimates: Conclusions
The preceding pages have reviewed our findings on the
effect of changes in the ratio of imported auto prices to
domestic auto prices on the ratio of imported to domes-
tic new car sales.

Both the time series and cross-section equations ex-
plain a large proportion of the variance in import shares.

"The hedonic market share model shows a relatively greater sub-,
stitutability between autos of similar price classes, and'the Market
Facts predictions show a relatively greater subititutability between
autos of similar size clisses.,

"Future research aimed at experimenting with different forms of
model specification and validating the predictions against historical
experience would be useful.

. -
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Both yield coefficients indicating strong and statisti-
cally significant effects of relative price changes on

. import shares; the elasticities from the cross-section
equations, however, were much higher..The implied
long-run elasticities froin the time series equations are
sensitive to changes in specification because of the
instability of the coefficient of lagged import share; the
short-run elasticities,'hoWever; are relatively insensi-

. tive.to changes in specification. The statistical findings
from the hedonic market share model, which suggest
that the relative price elasticity '''of the import-to-
domestic sales ratio is almost 2.0, are very close to the
results of t -wer-bound estimates of the time series
equation are also close to a set of piedictions de-
rived inde ndently by a Survey questionnaire. The
loWer715oun price ejakticitY estimates from the time
series equations are probably the more plausible on
because they are -from equatiopimith a better, thougna

.still far tiom.ideal,, adjustment for ttie upward trend in
iniport shares. The relative price elasticity' of 18 esti-
mated in the cross - section equation is close to some of
the high long-run elasticity estimates in the time series
equations. Thecross!Section equations probably over -
estimate the relative price elasticity by understating the
rehalveCost of ownership differences between 'dome s-.
tic and imported automobiles, in different states.

.Effect of Imported-Auto Pride Changes on 1, .

Domestic Sales
the effect of a Milt-induced increase in imported at-
tomobile priCes on domestic sales, assuming no change
in location of production of any models, cd be com-
puted by combining the relative price. elasticity egti-
mates from the import share demand equations with an
estimate of the, rice elasticity for new car sales in the
entire automobile market. Previous research on total
automobile demand in the U.S' market has been exten-

,

sive (e.g. [8, 11, 13, 14, 21, 22]); most past. econometric
work has explained new car sales as a function of a price
index series, income, a variable for credit conditions,
and a lodged sales or lagged stock variable. Esfimated
price astiCities from these studies..have centered
around 1.0.

For the 'calculagions made, the p;rameters of a pair of
linear demand eVations for domestic and imported
new car salerwere derived as functions of the relative
price. elastidity of the import -to- domestic sales ratio,
using 1974 sales levels and average prices of domestic
and imported automobiles to convert elasticities into
slopes. The equations derived were of the form ,

F= aci-arPF ± alPD:

"D= b- + PF+ 62PD, (3)

where F is import new car sales, D is domestic new car
sales, PF is import new car price, and PD is domestic
new car price. The values of the parameters of the
demand equation were estimated to be

='-62.64 + 412.7A ,

= 335.6 339.2A: ,

b1 = 335.6 339.241,
b2 = .-1797 105.5A.1, (4)

where A, is the relative price elasticity of the import -.

to- domestic sales ratio As A , <0 and IA I >1 for all
estimated import share dethand equations, a; <0, 02>0,
b,>0,andb2 <0 for the entire range of estimates OM.

In deriving the.values ofa 1,a 2, 6, and 02, we assumed
that the total market elasticity of new car demand with
respect to average new car price is 1.0 and that a2 =
b,; i.e., the cross 'derivatives are equal.29

Applying equations (4), we find that a 10 percent
increaseie imported automobile prices leach to a 1.344
percent increase in dome$tic sales .when the r lative
price elasticity of the import sales ratio is 2.
decline in impost sales of 100 units brought 'about by an
import price increase, 'we calculate that domestic new
car sales will' increase by slightly under forty units."

The percentage increase in domestic sales is rela-
tively small in relationship-to the percentage increase in
the iirnported automobile price. As doMestic auto-
mobiles account for about 85 percent of the new car
market, even a one-for-one 'Aubstitution of domestic
autos for redirect imports Ik6u till me a smaller
percentage increase in domestic s s`than

J'iv decline in imported auto sales. Ikdditionn the ris
imported car prices means that,on tie average ;new car
prices are higher. Some potential import buyers will
switch to domestic new cars, but others will substitute
either imported or. domestic .used cars.

A higher value of the relative priceelasticity in (4)
would imply both a greater elasticity.of domestic sales
with respect to import prices and a bigger increase in
domestic sales corresponding to any given decline in
imported auto sales.

"The derivation of the parameters.reported in (4) 15 prfsented in [6.
chili). 8].

"The actual increase in doinestic new car sales in response to4n
exogenous increase in imported auto prices will.be smallcr than the
increass implied by applying (4) if domestic auto prices rise in re-

-sponse to an increase in imported auto prices. Some econometric
evidence that import competition does indeed keep domestic au-
tomobile prices lower is shown in [6, chap. 43.
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Effects of Trade Barriers on the U.S. Automobile Market

3. Potential Effects' of Trade.Policy on
Production Location

In th?s idetion, we examine evidence on the minimum
cost location, among several alternatives, of producing
automobiles for the U.S. markTt. The cost comparisons
presented here explain in part recent trends, in produc,'
tion location, and give some indication both of what to
expect in the future and-how locational deoisions might
be affected by trade barriers.

The minimum cost location of automobile produc-
tion, is,not the only determinant of where automobiles
'will be produced. Domestic political pressures may
delay or 'prevent some firms'from establishing produc-
tion plants outside their home countries that would be
warranted by economic considerations. Further, there
may be lags in adjustment to changes in exchange rates
and relative labor costs, partly resulting from the Cagi,
that such changes may not be viewed as permanent.

In the absence of trade barriers, international differ-
ences in production costs and intercountry transport
Costs of automObiles?will determine the minimum cost
location of automobile production. International pr-O-
duction cost differences, depend both on (1) interim-
tional production cost differences when.producing at or
above minimum efficient scale, and on (2) the Mercer-
tage cost disadvantage from producing below minimum

Mficient. /scale. The relative cost disadvantage from
) below minimum scale production, in' Win, depends on

both the shape of the'production cost curvelor different
types of vehicles and on the demand for automobiles in
different markets.

In the first part of this section; we present compara-
tive estimates of production,cOsts at minimum efficient
scale of motor vehicle sector products in the United
ptates, West Germany, and Japan, using data on com-
Parative wages, materials prices, and productivity in
the thressoutries. We then examine the implications
for theiWott comparisons of scale economies in aW
tomobile. produclion. Finally, we combine the two sets
of data on sales of leading imports to simulate the poten-
tial effects of trade policies on the location oilVtnall car
production for the U.S. market.

International Comparison of Production Costs
Cost comparisons presented,below are developed from
data on comparative wages, productivity, and materials
prices of inputs used in the production of automobiles.
Therinput Cost information is aggregated using weights
fro .S. input-output table. The results can be inter-
preted as rough estimates of the comparative costs of
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Producing automobile, industry 'product's When each
country is producing at minimum efficient seale.31

Our computations for 1974 show Japanese unit costs
at about 83.2 percent of U.S. unit costs, and German
unit costs about 9.3 percent higher than U.S. unit costs.
-Wien transport costs are added to the computation,
Japanese delivered unit, costs in the United' States are .s-

estimated to be- 3.6 percent greater than domestic unit
costs of production of the Smile automobiles, and Ger-
man unit costs are estimated to be 15.1 percent greater
than U.S. unit costs: Product differentiation enables
imports tO have large -salehlri the United States even
with a unit cost disadvantage. Auto production in
Europe and Japan is feasible because most foreign
manufacturers' annual output for the U.S. market:is
still below minimum efficient scale."

The estimates shown here give a snapshot at one
point in time. International comparative advantage
changes with changes in exchange 'rates, relative
domestic price levels, relative labor costs, and. relative
productivities :among countries, gowever, a big 'dis-
equilibrium resulting from the pegging of other curren-
cies to the U. S. dollar prior Co 1971 has been eliminated.
If future' changes in relative costs of production are
mort gradual than in the recent past, our estimates for ,

1974 may be reasonably indicative of international cost
differences in automobile production through the mid-
1970s.

The relative-input prices were aggregated into a rela-:
tive cost of production index using an Input-out Ut table
and assuming value shares of all factor aterial
inputs were the same in every country. latives
costs of production,. with value share_ s constant:, can be k
expressed as "

n i
FIKLP ) fg,

i

i= 2 pi 1 fan
(5)

"An alternative approach to cost compel/soli would be to compare
prices of equivalent products in home Markets using hedohic regres-
sion techniques. Such h comparison would yield a composite of the
effects of cost differences it optimal scale, differences in domestic
market structure (if any), effects of tariff protection, and cost differ-
ences due to differendes in degree of realization of scale economies.
The method used here, which compares hypothetical costs at.efficient
scale productionfievels by comparing unit input costs, although a
rough approximation, yields an answer more in line with the purpose
of this study than would straight output price comparison.

Same comparisons of quality- adjusted prices of automobiles' in
different countries in 1969oiiing hedonic regression techniques are
presented in [e]. For a recent study of comparative prices of trucks
of different w ght classes between the United States and West Ger-
many, which also used hedonic regressions, see [4].

"Volkswagen was a notable excepticM.in 1974.
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In equation (5), Cris foreign average cost of produc-
tion, fps the automobile industry's value share of in-
puts Omni:immobile production in_the U.S. input-output
table, oil is the unit price in the United States of the ith
input, pet is *eV nit price in the foreign country of the ith
input, and f ' is the input's value share in the input
output table from all sectors other than the automobile
industry. Equation (5)',expresses relative costs of pro-
duction as a weighted product of relative input prices,
with the weights being each input's share of total value,
net of value of motor vehicle industry sector products
Used up in .pgishicing motor vehicles."

In deriving (5). it was assumed that all factors and
.Material supply curves are horizontal to the automobile
.indnitry and that production functions in all countries
have the same parameters. Differences in unit costs of
producing automobiles are thus assumed to be caused
only by differences in factor and material prices and
differences in the efficiency of labor. Labor efficiency
differences enter the model through the labor input
price, which is computed as the ratio of relative hourly
compensation and relativ labor productivity. In effect;
the.production function is efined in"'efficiencY units''
of labor.

Unit costs of automobile
Jatan'were-compared to tin
by' applying equatiow(5) t
ty." Both West Genfiany

roduction in Germany and
t costs in the United State;
fate on relative productivi-
d Japan were found to have

lower unit labor costs and higher materials prices than
the United States. Hourly compensation for workers in
both Japan and West Germany is lower in comparison,
to the United States than is labor productivity. Both
hourly compensation and productivity are higher' in
West Gennany than in Japan; unit labor costs are al-
most twice as high in West Germany as in Japan in the
motor vehicle sector.

Transport costs between Japan and the United States
and betWeen West Germany and the United States were
computed using freight rate data between East Coast
ports, Tokyo, and Bremerhaven. Shipping costs were

Part One: Industry Studies

Table 7
Estimated Relative Supply Cost-index 'to
United States of "Typical Imports" at
Minimum Efficient Scale-1973

Transport
Foreign/U.S. Cost/ Foreiipi/U.S.
Production Markup Supply

Country Cost (Percent\ - Cost

West Germany 1.093 5.57 ' 1.154
Japan 0.832 24.5> 1.03,6

The Ships of Production7Coat Curves J
Eselnittes of the percentage cost .Perialties from sub-
efficient production volumes for different tpes'of au-

.

tothobiles were developedin consultation with Profes-
sor Merrill Ebner of Boston University, of the
authors of the Consultant Report to the Coniittee on
Motor Vehicle Emissions (CMVE) (1974), on the costs -
Of meeting automobile pollution standards. Data On '
production costs developed for that repoq were
supplemented with-information collected separately on
the mix of fictois used in automobile production and on
thecdiiiiiion 'of individual cost components into fixed
and variable costs; these revised datewere used to
compute cost aurves for automobile production:"

Autoniobiles are a highly differentiate() good, offered
With many different features and options, as well as in
different sizes, degrees of luxury; and -body styles.
Major components of different autotntile models, as
well as the final product, can lie prodii It on the same
assembly line if the models are sufficiently siinilar." In
estimating production scale economies, we divii*I au
'tomobiles into four categories: mini, compact, inter-
mediate, and stihdard-Itixury. As a reasonable approx-
imation to reality, we assumed autos w e perfect sub-

' stittttes in production within eaclecate ory. and as-
6

sumed no joint economies of prodution r autos in
different categories.

then expressed as a fraction of U.S. price net of ship- For compact, intermediate, and Stand
ping costs of the most popular German' and Japanese cats, the U.S. market size is more than ad
imports. The estimated percent increase in supply,cost
to the United States from shipping was estimated to be

-luxury

approximately 24.5 percent for automobiles made in
"A _number of preiious studies by economists supply estimates of

Japan ond approximately 5.5 percent for .atitoniobiles
made in West Germany (see [6, cbap...6]).

Table 7 summarizes the computatiOrorthe relative
supply cost to the United States of automobile sector.
products manufactured in West Germany and Japan.

"The derivation of equation (5) is shown in (6, chap. 6, Appendix
Al.

"Data sources and problems of data defined for differ-
ent sectors hi different sources are described in 16. chap. 61.

-

minimum efficient scale output of automobiles but do not quantify the
percentage cost penalty from suboptimal scale output. See 124,2,191.
'The authors disagree on the annual rate of output required to attain all
scale economies.

"For example, a Cheirnlet Vega and a Pontiac Astre might be
produced together. bedause the main difference between the two cars
is in Abe pasneplate and in a small amount of external trim. For
purposes bf assesfing scale economy, it is not sensible to view the
Astre as a separate car with a suboptimal level Oroutput; on the other
hand-Vegas and Cadillac& cannot be produced on the same line. For

'less extreme cases, there sire joint economies of production but not
perfect jointness.



Effects of Tariffs. on Production Location
In. the long run, we expect firths to locate production.
fa,Cilities for the U.S. market where supply costs are
lbwest: The analysis above suggests that supply:costs of
small car models for the U.§. market wilt becorile lower

Effects of Trade Barriers on the U.S. AutomoblikMarket

enable the three major° domestic firms to realize most
scale economies. For small cars, the market, although
growing rapidly in recent years, is still relatively small
and is divided among a large number of firms, both
domestic and foreigit As foreign firms can realize scale
economies from supplying home markets, they can
produce for the U.S. market without incurring scale
diseconomies even though U.S.,,sales are too low to
support, an opt' al produAon facility by themselves.
The shape of tl* production cost curve influences how
many U.S. manufactured prodUce subcompacts, the
point at which U.S. companies begin to manufacture
"minis" (the only current example is GM's Chevette,
introduced in 1975) and the point at which foreign man-
ufactureei view output as sufficiently large to warrant
establishment of automobile production facilities in the
United States.

Estimates of minimum efficient scale output for dif-
ferent stages of production of different size autos were
supplied in the CMVE report. These data were com-
bined with data on the breakdowo of costs between
labor, capital, and materials in different parts of the
production proCess, the breakdown of labor costs into
fixed and variable costs (materialS were treated as vari-
able and capital as fixed), 'and the percentage ;break;
down of costs among the separate stages of the-produc-
tion process to estimate the percentage cost penalty for
output below the given optimal scale; using a lirlpar totaL-
cost function for output below the optimal scale with a
positive intercept equal to total fixed cost.*

Table 8-summarizes the set of estimates of relative
unit production costs for below optimal scale output.38
The table shows that unit cost eventually rises sharply
at lower levels of otitput. Optimal icale'is higher for
Minis and compacts than for standards and inter-
Mediates." The percentage cost penalty for large cars is
insignificant as tong as the annual output is at least
200,000 units; however, for minis the percentage cost,
penalty for 200,00 units.is on, the order of 15 percent.

"Derivation of the cgst'curves and a discussion of the raw data.
sources ark, provided in [6, chap. 5].

, "Other computations were slightly different because of differentr
assumptiolis about the breakdown of the markup perfentage between
capital costs and ecotioniic

e findiDg that the relat e cos penalty for low volumes is higher
carloroduetion-f .s i great part from other estimates

hiclf show that ininirny tci 'tale in major production pro-
cesses is higherfor small; than' for big cars. For an explanation of
the difference in minim efficient scale among different types of
ars, see Pg.

go

Table 8
Manufacturing Cost at below Optimal Scale
for Four Types of Automobiles

&umber
of Units

Production Cost as Percent of Minimum Cost
Mini Compact Intermediate Standard

400,000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
350,000 _ 102_02 _ 100.39 _ _ 100.00 100.00--
300,000 104.74 _100.89 100.55 100.04
250,000 108.54 '103.97 101.37 100.18
200,000 114.31 108.53 105.69 100.87
150,000 124.02 116.34 113.08 105.80
100,000 143.43 131.93 127.82 115.63
50,000 201.78 178.74 172.13 145.14

for production in the United States than for production
in either Japan or West Germany as annual output
levels approabh 400,000' nits. Tariff; may in some
cases lower the output le a! at which unit cost becomes.
lower for U.S. production; in effect, tariffs can shelter
firms producing at less than efficient scale.

Table 9 compares hypothetical foreign and domestic
unit production costs at varying output levels. tolumils
(2) and (3) give the unit costs of supply (production plus

Table 9
Estimates of Relative Supply Costs to the U.S.
Market from U.S. and Foreign Production of
Popular Imports at Different AnnualAales
Levels in the United States

Minimum Cost Location
Annual Cost Cost in Cost
U.S. in West in the U.S. vs U.S. vs

'Sales Japan Germany U.S. Japan West Germani

Case 1: No Tariff on Imported Automobiles
(Index: U.S. at 400,000-units = 1.000)

4%

400,000.
350.000
300,000
250,000
'200,000
150,000

1.036
1,036
1.036
1.036
1.036
1.036

1.154
1.154.
1.154
1.154

. 1.154
1.134.

1.000
1.022
1.047
1.085
1.143
1.240

U.S.,' U.S.
TJ. S. . U.S.
Japan U,9,
Japan U.S.
Japan. U.S. '
Japan Germany

Case 2: 10"Percenf Supply Price Increape
for Imported Autoinobiles

,(hidex: U.S. 'at 400,000'tnits. = 1.000)
400,000 1.140 1.269 31.000 U.

1:140 1.2W 1.022 U.S. U.10
.300,000 1:140 1.269 1p47 -U.S. - U.S.
250,000 1.140. 1.20 1.0113 . U.S.

,200,000 1.140 1.269 1,141.: Japan U.S.,
150,000 1.140 1.269 .1.240' Japan . U.S..

- ). At lower outputs, Japatrand West Germany have a
advantage over the United'States.

cost
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transport) to the U.S. market for autos produced ,in
Japan and West Gerntany, respectively, relative to unit
costs of minimum efficient scale production in the
United States. Column (4) gives the unit cost in the
United States .for selected outputs relative to unit cost
in the United States at minimum efficient scale, using
the data on costcurves in mini production reported in
Table 8.

lir Table 9, case 1 compa supply cost to the U.S.
market in the absence of a tariff. At 1973 sales levels,
Volkswagen costs would have been lower if produced
in the ,United States, but Toyota and Datsun costs
would have been higher if produced in the United
States." If Datsun and Toyota,sales continue to grow
along past trends, it might become less expensive, ig-
noring start-up costs, to produce most Datsuns and
Toyotas in the United States by the late 1970s.

Case 2 of Table 9 presents a similar cost comparison
assuming a tariff on imported cars causes a 10 percent
increase in the foreign supply price. The 1416ff redulres
the level Of output for which production h the United
States remains the least-Cost solution. However, siniu-
lation of the marginal effect of the tariff on the produc-
tion location decision is more complicated~tbati Table 9
reveals because the increase in the supPlir price of
foreign cars reduces the volume of sales, making the
appropriate sales volume for comptiring unit costs
lower than the 1973 sales volume.

For Volkswagen, with 469,000 sales, production in
the lkited States remains the least-cost solution, as it
was IN the example with no tariffs.

For.Toyota, sales, in 1973 were 273,000 cars. Apply-
ing linear interpolation to the unit cost estimate of U,S.
prodnction between 250,000 and 300,000 units, we find
unit cost to be approximately 6.75 percent greater than
unit cost in the. United States. at minimum efficient
scale. As production in 1974 actually Occurred in Japan,-
where cost was about 3.6 percent greater than U.S. cost
at minimum efficient scale, the price increase for
Toyota brought about' by the tariff is estimated to be
about 4 percent if TOyota were produced in the United
States.if the demand elasticityfor Toyotwere equal to
2, Toyota sales would decline by. 8 percent to about
251,000 unit;- Tile reduction in sales would raise unit
cost still flitther, leading to another rise in price. The
solution converges to equilibrium at 244,000 units, an
output at which U.S.'suPply price, though 9.2 percent
higher.than the supply price at minimum efficient sCale,
is still lower than the sum of Japanese supply price and

- .

1,160iSwagen, TojrCia, and pat* were The three hugest-selling
i its

c compulsion because/he-4974 iegeseiCii and .energy, crisis made

in9973; .sii/ei of 469;000; 211.000, and /28,000 units
re tvely. 1971-'rappertheri 1974 "sales volumes are dyed here for 1

inks volun& 41ineiticanditported."-caili abnormally low. . .
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thertariff. As Japanese costs are 3.6 percent higher than
U.S. costs at minimum efficient scale, the tariff, by this
estimate, switches Toyota production to the United
States and increases the cost of a Toyota to U.S. con -.
sumers by 5.4 percent (1.092/1.036).

Use of a higher demand elasticity in the simulation
could reverse the above conclusion because, if the
tariff -induced price increase leads to too great a reduc-
tion in annual sales, unit costs of domestic production
would become higher than the foreign supply price.

A similar computation finds that the same tariff in-
crease would not have made Datsun production costs
lower in the tinned States thatilljapan at 1973 levels of
demand (see [6, chap. 6]).

The rough illustrative.calculations Shown above indi-
cate that tariffs may change the minimum cost level of
production location, depending on sales levels, demand
elasticities, and comparative production costs at scale.

Actual location decisions depend on more complex
factors, including domestic political pressures and
costs o4felocating existing production facilities. Iklso,
the industrial market dAarnics that determine the size
distribution of firms help to determine future location
decisions. The current market structure, in turn,' de-
pends in part on comparative costs in recent yeart, as
well as on random factors such as the relativ lit), of
manufacturers to design. and to market m whose
features appeal to U.S. buyers. It is difficult o develop
a formal, quantitative model, to predict future market
shares of U.S. minicar sates among, domestic and
foreign manufacturers. However, it is clear that con-
tinuedtinned growth in the minicar market increases the pro -
ability that a larger fraction of minicars will be made i
the United States both by enabling more firms to pro-
duce at output levelsclbse to minimum efficient scale in
the United States and by increasing the relative com-
petitive disadvantage to foreign producers.

The data in Table 7 suggest that it may be more
economical teo produce automobiles for the European
market (thoughnot for Japan) in the United States. The
estimated relative cost advantage for production at
scale in the United Itates instead, of West Germany
exceeds the estimate transport Gosh as a fraction of
price. The cut E.E C. impbrt tariff of 11 .pereent on

.

automobiles ap&ars from these data to be an tffectiye
barrier' 'blocking U.S. exports -fbr most cit.,
cumstance.s." In addition, related research suggests
___i_., . -

.. .

"However, thereare cases where the E. E.C. tariff might nor be an
effective barrier. For example; suppose a European manufacturer
estimated a total marlxt size of 400,000. for its closely related
minicars, 200,000 in the United States and 200,000 impirope. The.
scale economy da 'Fable 8 suggests that it would be most eponom-
icel to produce 000 in the same place. As the relatiye cost
'IldVuetage of,produ in the United Slates for the U.S. markm, of 15 : :

percent exceeds the aiisce cost disadvantage of OrOdiicifien the
-1, . .

r . ..SR

Sie
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tharthe 22 p
may also be ai 1 ctive barrier impeding the growth of
a large potential export market (see [4]).

The analysis presented above, though based on rough
data, gives reason to believe that imports may decline in
the future because of a shift in production of types of
autos previously imported to the United States from
Japan and West Germany. N similar analysis could be
performed to determine whether or not other locations,
such as Brazil and Span, are likely to be significant
exporters to the U.S. market in the future. Higher
tariffs are found in some cases to lower the market size
at which a shift to production in .thetUnited States is
likely, although it is very difficult to compute the exact
effect of any change in the tariff.

49

cent import tariff on heavy trucks Further rises in domestic fuel prices caused by ac-
tions of the oil cartel or byktel conservation policies of

.
4. Conclusions

. ,

This paper has examined thuole of imports in the U.S.
automobile market and.thelwa)1 in _which changes in
the imp thi tariff may affect import shares and domes-
tic output. Using 'several alternative methods. of de-
mand analysis, we shoWed that -market ihar s of iin-

Forted models are sensitive to changes in impo ed auto
prices YThe best estimates imply that a 1 p rcent in-
crease in average prices ofTnportedautos would tead to
about a 2 percent reduction in the katio of imported to
domestic' new car side's. The international cOmparison
sf production hosts suggests that automobiles are less
ixperisiver6 produce in the United States than in West
Gerffiany when annual output is at or above °the level
required to achieve most production kale economies.
Production costs are lower in Japan than in the United
States, bin inclusion of transport costs eliminates Jar
pan's advantage. It.was still cost-effective, as of early
1976,-to produce small cars in Japan for the U.S. market
because U.S. sales of individual Japanese makeu,zere
still too low to allow production at minimum efficient
scale. -

The findings of this paper suggest that, if economic
wti and sales of passenger cars in Europe, Japan,.

an the United States continue to increase along recent
pa t trends, we may obserya tendency for the amount
.of trade in finished automobiles to decline in future
years, The rAtons for European and Japanese speciali-
zationin small car productio6for.the entire world malt
Itert will diminish; as it will be possible to achieve scale
ecoUMMes of small car prodUction in the United States
for gev'eral firms supplying the U.S. market..Some of
these firms, thbugh, may be foreign owned.

the U.S. government, by /reducing differences among
major markets in the ty0es of autos consumed, will
accelerate the growth of a domestic "minicar" indus-
try. In that-case, the extraordinarily high jnport share
in the U.S. market in early 1975 may be viewed in
retrospect as a temporary disequilibrium before U.S.
manufacturers adjusted by produ'cing a mix of autos
more attuned to changes in demand, especially in terms
of improved fuel economy.

On the other hand, if fuel price increases level off and
U.S. demand shifts away frOm small cars the trend
toward U.S.' small car production will slow down.
However, imports will also decline because a shift to-
wards big cars means a shift away from autos currently
imported towards autos in which the United States
specializes and for which markets are 'small in other
countries._ In this case, also, the import share is ex-
pected to remain below the 1975 peak, though ,imports
will remain important in the U.S. auto market.

,

nti

-.Appendix: The Redonic Market Share
Demand Model

This appendix briefly expands upon the dikussion Of
the he4onic market share demand model summarized ilk
the texl, providing a more formal outline of the model
and supplying details Of the estimation of demand for
automobile characteristics from 1974 data.

As noted in the text, the estithating technique as-
sumes that individual consumers have varying demand
for automobile characteristics, including price, because
of differences in income, use patterns, and person
tastes. In the absence of differences in consumer p
erences, we would not expect the product differentia
doh in the automobile market that is in fact observed.

The utility Of an individual consumer i from-purchase
of model jean be denoted as

'

where is a vector of characteristics of model j, Pi is
the price of model j, and fa/ is a set of parameters
mapping Ci and Pi into 1/1 . If the utility function is lined'
we can write U. = EN a' Cjr P. where d represents
co risumer i's marginal rates of substitUtion between the
N characteristics;(/ = 1, . . . , N) and price. The al's
are different because of differences in tastes .across
individual consumers. Consumer I will choose, a model

United States foftie Europeanimairket with ap II percent tariff. it k if .
Id be least costly, even including the impdrt tariff as a cost, to

liMle.e all ve6iclei in the United States. UA (Ck,Pk, al) U(Ci,Pi, al) for all f (A -2)



We then define a set:

S/k [a IU(Ck,Pk, )."-* max U(0, Pi, a)] . (A-3) '

That is, fik is the set of all a such that k is the'utilify
maximizing choice. In other words, model k will be
purchased by some consumers, and A, defines the set
of combinations of parameters of the utility function for
which that model will be bought,

If we view a as a vector of random variables, we can
generate a probability, distribution amorig models:

&(k is chosen) = Pi(aefek). (A-4)

We then fit a simple functional form to describe the
characteristics of the utility function (i.e., the a's).

Recall that the distribution ofa's reflects the distribu-
tion of consumer tastes for automobile characteristics.
Let li,irepresent a vector of sufficient statistics of the
probability distribution of the a's. (For example, if the
a's have a multinomial distributiori, the p vectors in-
clude the mean and variance for each a and the
covariance for each pair of cia.) For any giyen set of
models, with defined values of the C vector and Pi we
then have:

Pr(aenk) = Fk(fit.,Si ), . . . (A-5)

*here S1 representsthe set of prices and characteristics
of the available set of models in time period 1. Equation
(A-5) states that the probability t model k will be
purchased depends both on the attribution of the
parameters of the consumers' utility nctions for
characteristics, and on the price and ch cteristics of
all available models.

The technique then seeks to find a vector jrsuch
that

Fio*, s = p=1, . ,N (A-6)

for allj, where j is an index describing the N models, and
f is the observej market ?hare of ihejth model. In
'effect; the technique selects statistics describing a dis-
tributio of Consumers' utility ftinctiopc that repro--
duces the market shares of individialAodels" actually
observed. Thitielection,procesi is done by ritiwical
methods; an algbrithm was develOped andprowirimed
at CRA which soivei equation (A -6) for the pi,- s . .

Imposition of a tariff On imported automobiles will, in
the Short xttri,. Chingf the prices of impqrted models._
Thus, after a tariff we have .a new .set of availible
models- S which is known. If consumer tastes are
stable as pri es...are changi i.e., if ps
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same when Si changes to SI, it is appropriate to apply
equation (A-6) to solve for a new set off)'s. In other
words, the estimated taste distribution can be applied to
a new set of available models to generate a new market
share distribution:" Individuid market shares of all im-
ported models are then aggregated to compute the new
share of imports at the higher import prices.

To, estimate the taste distribution of characteristics
(i.e., p*) that fits observed market shares (i.e, equation
(A-6)), five characteristics variables were used: vol-
ume, passenger area, weight, turning cirCie, and gallons
per 100 miles (GPM). Volume is defined as the product
of length, width, and height, and is a proxy measure for
a combination of total seating capacity and trunk space.
Passenger area is computed as the product of fieadroom
and legroom, and represents a proxy for driver and
front seatpassenger comfort. Utility is positively corre-
lated with volume, passenger area, and weight. Utility
is negatively correlated with turning circle , diantiter
(the smallei the turning circle, the more maneuverable
the automobile) and with fuel consumption in gallons
per 100 miles. The variable "acceleration" was used in
the first-run estimate but did not have the expected
positiVe coefficient.*?_ ..

Table A-1 s ntarizes statistical information on the
estimated dist utions of -the marginal rates of sub-.
stitution .betwee .characteristics and price in equation
(A-6). The form of the estimated distribution fbnction
is log-normal; the statistics reported in Table A-1 were
computed by taking exponents athe parameters of the
normal distributions of the logs of the characteristics.
As the distributions are Idg-normal, the mean and me-
dian of the distributions are not thrS same.

The numbers reported. in.column (2) of Table A-1,
the median of the distributions, give the marginal value
of an additional unit of the: characteristic in dollars,
where the units of the chara6teristics are as defined at
the bottom of Table A-1. For example; the coefficient
attached to VOL 2indicatis that the median consumer
is willing to pay $2.31 for an extra 10,000 cubic inches of
volume. The c fficient attached to weight indicates ,

that themedian nsumer is willing to 'Say an additional
.$2.78 for an Iional pound. . .

The coefficient on gallons per 100 miles is about twice
asitigh as it would be if it reflected'reflected the probable first-
year savings fromjunning a more fuel- efficient aer-.
tomobile, but can certainly be viewed to be caitsisterit

42A possible reason that e acceleration variable does net hive the
expected positive coeffi nt is that acceleration is negatively corre-
lated% all other things equal, with automatic transmission. Automatic
transmission is rotobably a characteristic positively desired by many
buyers, but is not-included in the estimated utility function (though
prices are adjusted for inclusion or absence of 'automatic transmis-
sion). Thus, inclusion of automatic transmission as a variable-in fti-4
tare research may both improve the Sign of the acceleration coeffi-

.,,cient, arid make the pre4icti ons slightly better.
.4,

5 8 141f.
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Tabla'A-1
Distribution of estimated Marginal Values of Automobile Characteristics
(Dollars per Unit)

(1)
Chiracteristic

VOL 2
AREAG
WEIGHT
TURN
GPM

(2)
Median

2.3053'

5.1795
2.7782

7.4435
565.42

(3)
Mean

71149
5.8383
3.1316

303.29
637.33

(4)
Variance in

Consumer Tastes

431.57
9.2219
2.6532

152,630,000
109,990

95 Percent Consumer Taste Range

(5)
Absolute +

Lower Bound '

Vatiable Definitions
VOL 2 (0.0001) x (length) x (width) x (height) (in cubic inches)
AREAG =. (headroom) x (legroom) (in square inches)
WEIGHT = weight (in pounds)

I TURN = turning circle diameter (in feet)
GPM = gallons per 100 miles

'Range of valuet of marginal rates of substitution including 95 percent of consumers.
12.5th 'percentile of consumer taste distribution.
*97,5th slercentik of consumer taste distribution.

0.12156
1.9855
1.0648

0.03581
216.70

as

(6)
Absolute +

Upper Bound*

43.717
13.515
7.2492

1,547.4
1,475.30

with rational behavior. A simple example serves
illustrate this point. Suppose the typical domestic c
mileage is 15 miles per gallon, and the typical import
mileage is 25 miles per gallon. Then, mileage falls by
about.2.7 gallons per 100 miles with a switch from the
domestic to the imported automobile. If a typical new
car is driven 12000 miles and the price of gasoline is
$.60 per gallon, then the annual savings for the more
fuel-efficient auto is about 1194 (the product of miles
driven, gasoline price per gallon, and the improvement
in gallons per mile). The coefficient of GPM in Table
A-1 indicates that the median consumer it,-..willing to
pay $565.42 for.ran idditional gallon per 100 miles,
or $1,527 for an additional 0.027 gallon per mile. If the/ depreciation rate on a new car is 20 percent in the first
year and the interest gte is 5 percent, then the annual
fixed alp of spendingil ,527 extra for a new car is (0.25)
x ($1,527), or proximately$382 in the first year. In,

'that case, the nual-smuunrirebligiiiiitifirivilling to
pity for owning' new car with improved mileage is
about, double the annual savings in gataline cost.

Two factors could account for this difference between
the estimated utility of better mileage and the estimate
ofgasoline ccistsavirigs. First, the combined, interest
and depreeiltion as a fraction<of new car price 'is much
love Ati subsequent years than in the initial year of
Ownership; if the buyer is not planning to sell the car in
the first year and has a longer time horizon, the annual
_cost of a Price_ increase of $1;527 may be considerably

<6.

lower than $382. Second, ih 1974 buyers may have been
expecting gasoline Rrices fo rise or may have feared
future shortages and/6r rationing because of the experi-
encein the previous winter. For this reason, additiona)
fuel economy in an automobile may have been valued at
more than its current dollar sirilings in lower 'fuel con-
suniption. For these reasons, the coeffigient of gallons
per mile reported in Table A-1 certain4k seems to be
well within the range of asonable values.

The upper and abwer ands of the 95 percent range
indicate the degree o dispersion in tastes for each
characteristic..aeng co sumers. The mOsit widely dis-
persed values are for the. characteristic "turning cir-
cle"; this result appears to make some sense because
sow, buyers place a, very high ,value on a car that
hafidles well 'and can get into small parking places,
while other buyers have practically no use for that
characteristic. The dispersion of the coefficient at-
tached 'to gallons' per mile reflects differences among
buyers in annual miles driven, subjective discount rates,
relating current to future Cost saving , expected length
of ownership of an omo an xpectations.about
finuce trends in gasoline prices and availability.

The co timated distribution of consumer tastes
automobile characteristics shown in Table A-1 is used
to generate the predicted shares for alternative sets of
available domestic and imported models (dined .by-
characteristic's ind' price) 'reported in Tables 4 and 5 of
the text.

"
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liffects of Trade Barriers on the U.S. Automobila Market

Comment
Helen M. Kramer

OP

AP

My comments will deal with the policy implications of
the Charles River Associates' s(CRA) study of the au-
tomobile industry [ l]:

Since my credentials include a doctorate in
economics from a reputable university, I hope this au-
dience will not interpret my remarks about the biases of
the economics profession as merely an expression of
distemper.

Robert Lekachman titled his most 'recent book:
Economists at BayWhy the Experts Will Never Solve
Your Problems . To quote: "The touble with economics
is the profession's diction to techniques diminish-.
ingly relevant to the t stitutions and interests which
determine prices, empl yment, growth, and prosperity
and' depression. The w rld will continue to astonish
economists to, long as the concentrate upon the small
incremental changes in pure economic magnitudesto
which their. training has habituated them" [3, p. 7].

My criticism will focus on several aspects of CRA's. ..
estimates of the social welfare impact of a tariff increase
on automobiles. First, the social cost ofunemployment
is seriously understated. CRA relies on the reSjlts of a
stud by the Cerger for Naval Analyses of auto work-

o e /earningsarnings losses from unemployment. The accep-
tariCe of such a measure is an illustration of the kind of
tunnel. vision characteristic of the economics profes-

s
sion.

The report states, "On balance, 'we believe that the
earnings lois measure overstates the cost of un-,
employment, especially the private cost ause of the
large, unemployment compensation paymen s receive4
by displaced auto workers."

However, . the system of Supplementa Unemploy=
ment Benefits (SUB) won by the United Auto Workers
silt contracts with the Big Four companies was designed
to cushion workers. against the sh -term layoffs
characteristic of the industry's op onfor exam-
ple, the layoffs occurring as a res It of shift cancella-
tions or plant shutdowns to reduce inventories of cer-

,

taio models, or as a result of shutdowns for the purpose
of retooling. During the massive layoffs in- the period
folio:4%ring the Organization,', of Petroleum Exporting
Countries' embargo, which for many workers,. lasted
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over a year, laid-off auto workers exhausted. their enti-
tlement to benefits, and the SUB funds at General
Motors and Chrysler were completely exhaustediEven
these workers were fortunate compared withrfhose
working for independent suppliers, who do not have
SUB funds.

Furthesmore, it is itnportant to note that extended
unemployment results in ,more than loss of earnings:

once ,SUB entitlements are exhausted, the worker loses
company paid medical insuraugg coverage for himself
and his family;
workers unable to keep up with mortgage and installment
payments would lose equity accumulated in homes and
consumer durable goods purchased on credit;
workers with seniority rights who are not recalled lose
service credits accumulated to and pension benefits as
well as seniority in their place of employment, where_
it is available, which subjects them to greater vulnerabil-
ity to future layoffs and permanent reduction of earnings
and benefits in alternative, employment.

Certain costs of extended unemployment are not
measurable by conventional means. It is noteworthy '41111

that. the authors completely, ignored recent research
findings on the impact of unetriployntelit on physical
and mental illnest; mortality rates ,and.deterioration of
family relations manifested in.higher divorce rates and
child abuse. In contrast, they., assert: "earnings loss
overstates the social cost of unemploynient by not1,41ti-
ing the gain to employees in increased leisure time.' It
is obvious the authors have never stood in an un=
employment line. ,, ,

The. authors''.narrow foot also left out of view the
intarelatedness of the auto industry and Other indus-
tries.. Diming 1964-74, average direct employment in
motor vehicle manufacturing (StandardIndustrial
sification 371) was 860,000 ,while related indirect
employment was 497,000 a total of about 2:4 million
jobs. The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates, that
unemployment of 100,000 auto workers leids to un-
employment of about 175,000 workers in other indus-
tries, but CRA did not take this into account:

Second, the study does not eve% begin to do justice to .
the probleMs of stagnating or declining employment in
the autilindustry and the implications Kw the national
unemplSyMent problem. In fact, the latter aspect is
dismissed in a fOotnote. If the experience of the 1960 ,
taught economists anything, it should have driven home
the lesson that reliance on 'macroeconomic fiscal and
monetary policies to regulate aggregate demand is not
an effective instrument for ensuring adequate employie

. ment opportunities .
I' shall outline ..the for expecting. future

employment in the auto industry to stagnate orat best
grow slowly.

6
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Productivity ofTabor is expected to continue to increase
in the auto industry. During 1957-72 the increase av,er-
aged 3.8 percent a year.,

. Legislation mandating gradual increases in ',sales-
weighted average fuel economy of U.S. autos will reqiiire
a continuing Shift in the industry's:product Mix toward
smallercars, which require less labor input. In 1974 it
required 24 worker-hours to assemble a standard-size car
and 16 t9 assemble a subcompact car.
The U.S. auto companies are prodacias an increasing
numbitr of cars and automotive components abroad for
import into the United States.
Substantial tariff and nontariff barriers exist to the export
of 11..S.-made motor vehicles to the rest of the world.
Included among these isthe fact, totally ignored by the
report, that the Big Three companies have plants in
Europe and have no motivation to compete with their
European facilities by exporting from the United States.
The number of autos per capita is approaching a
maximum. Currently there is one car for every 21/4
people. Net new car demand has come mainly from the
growth in multicar faibities. '
The percent of real disposable income,spent on aut9s,has
been declining.

.7..

The Carter.adthiriistratiOn is coming into office at a
time of high and rising unemployment During the cam-
paign, President Carter promised to take VigoroUS'ac-
tio0o reduce unimployirient. There are two ways of
looking at. the role of public policy toward the, auto
induitry in relation tithe unemployment problem., One
li".to define the problem narrowly in terms of un7,
etnployment of auto workers in local labor Markets
such as Detroit; where altermativejobs are unavailable.
This is the approach taken by. the present study. -The
second way is to ask whether employmeht Oppor-
tupities for other kindi of workers can also be expanded
by pNcies affecting the auto industry. This approa chis
reject Ed by the authors in a footnote: (p. 349) "While
there is ,undoubtedly a net social gain in providing au-
tomobile industry employment for any otherwise un-
employed worker, there is no logial reason why it
would be easier to employ nonaut'o industry workers in
the auto industry than anywhere elk; thus; there is no
argument for an auto import tariff as a weapon against
general unemployment."

Part of the-problem lies in the narrow way the authors
haKe phiased the questicin. They have riot explored
whether tariff poliCy can be used'in a way, that *ould
increase domestiC 'employment and social welfare. In-
stead their have adopted the absurd assumptions of
oithodox welfare economics about perfectly competi-
tive markets, consumer rationality, and a fixed pattern
of income slistribution whose justification cannot be
qu within the framework of the theory. On, this

ured the alleged social losses and gains
tariff on autos and made the customary

ts-about the allocation of resources. The

fact that welfare economics is based on the static as-
sumptions of neoclassical economics, in which relit,
tively minor adjustments take place in an economy of
full employment of all resources and pure competition
in product and factor markets, does not cause the au-
thors any qualms in making policy prescriptions for the
real, very imperfect world. The authors state:'(p. 43)
"While the simple consumer surplus analysis used here
has some theoretical and empirical shod, asmings and
qualifications, it still provides a reasonabir approxima-
tion of the net social gains, or losses, from changes, in
trade restrictions." The fact is that most quantitatively
oriented. economists will adopt whatever absurd as-
sumptions arc necessary to enable them to write equa-
tions that can be processed on a computer.

Not surprisingly, the authvrs conclude that the social
losses of a tariftlincrease would outweigh the gains,
measured by tfa fieduction in lotto 'workers'. un-,
einployment I have already dicussed the serious un-
derestimation of the cost of unemployment, which re--
-sults in the underestimatiOn or the gains from its reduc-
tion. For those who might actually read the report, I

',should also point to'other reasons why the calculations
should not be taken seriously. For one thing, although,
the text repeatedly refers to a 10 percent tariff, in fact
the. calculations were based on an increase in retail
foreign car prices of 10 percent, which, given the exist-
ing.methods of CHsjoine-valuation, would imply ,a
tariff considerably higher than 10 percent.

Another area where reality interferes with the Stith-
.tical requirements of the analysis and is therefore dis-t
missed -is in the specification. of.pricing behavior. The
price forMation equationS for .domestid autos assume
that prices of imported autos are independently deter-
mined, exogenous variables. The evidence in the auto
dumping case, however, indicated that foreign 'Man-
ufacturers establish prices according to conditions, in
the export market [2]. Admissions of this practice are
. occasionally quoted in the :-akbusiness press. The inter
dependence of the, supposedly independent variables
raises serious doubts about the validity of the results.

I would like to suggest an alternative way of viewing
the tariff A a policy instrument. For reasons about
which I shall, refrain from speculating, the authors of
this study acknowledged in passing that an increase in
the ftariff could speed up the opening of assembly plants
in the United States by foreign proliceri, but then
dismissed the idea. j,...et us explore tffil idea further.

CRA's estimates of comparative production costs as
of 1973 indicate that when shipping costs are taken into
account, production of Toyotas and Datsuns would be
slightly cheaper in the United States than in Japan.
_suice_that
than int the United States and the yen has risen in value

I : .1
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At

com pared with the dollar. Both factoritend to raise the
cost of producing 'autos in Japan for the American mar-
ket relative to costs 'in the United States at minimum
efficient scale, which CRA estimates as'400,000 cars a
year.

Automotive trade with Japan is notoriously lacking in
reolVocity. Imports From all sources account for less
than 2 "-percent of the Japanese market, largely _as a
result ofJapinese nontariffbarriers. In 1975, the United
States impolied 695,573 autos and 138,875 compact
pickup trucks from Japan, valued at almost $2.1 billion,
while U.S. exports to Japan were only 14,842 autos and

A

no trucks whatsoever. ).

There are a number of reasons for expecting that the'
U.S. market will be able to support a Japanese-owned
assembly plant at 'efficient scale. First, any bPEC-
imposed increase in petroleum prices will raise the cost
of shipping autos from Japan. This will chaw the
breakeven point between production in Japan affd pro-
duction in the United States in favor of the latter. At the
same time; any further increase in domestic gasoline
prices would widen the market for fuel-efficient cars.

SecOnd, adults twenty to thirty years old, who nor-
mally account for a high proportion of auto purchases,
appear to prefer smaller cars. Further increases in
gasoline prices would intensify this preference. Recov-
ery from the recession would increastdeMand among
this population group, which his experienced above-
average unemployment rates and losses in real income.

Third, resumption Of the trend of rising real dispos-
able incorilwould increase the number of multicar
households, with additions to the car stock most likely
to be subcompacts for short-distance city driving.

Between the date of a decision to open an assembly
plant and actual 'production, there is a lapse of at least

..,,two years, as the recent experiences of Volvo and
Volkswagen demonstrate. The Japanese auto compan-
ies have given contradidtory indications of their inten-
tions. On several occasions they stated t they wilt,
postpone a decision until sales in the Unite tes have
reached 400,000 units and on other occasions they have

denied that they are seriously considering production in
the United States. An announcement by the U.S. gov-
ernment that, in view of the high ri tes of domestic
unemployment, the tariff On autos will be increased on a
date three years hence would have a 'salutary effect on
the production location decision.

There are special reasons for fostering the growth of
auto-industry employment through import substitution
as part. of an economic recovery program. Numerous
analyses of the characteristics of unemployed workers
and new entrants to the labor force have stressed that
the most urgent need is forireatly, expanded job oppor-
tunities in unskilled occupations. Auto assembly work
is unskilled labor and totally inexperienced persons can
be trained,on the job to perform any task. At the same
time, v, s and benefits are substantially above the
average f r manufacturing industries. Thus, expanded
Job oppo unities ikthis industry are a potential vehicle
for the ab orption 'or Chronically unemployed minori-
ties into the labor force and an aid to correction of the
imbalance cif income distribution between whites and
nonwhites.

I challenge the authors of ;his report and its sponsor,
the Bureau of International Labor Affairs, U.S. De-
partment of Labor, to offer an alternative program of
job creation that would provide equal social benefits at
lower social cost.
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Comment
Jack E. Triplett*

ft-

This comment will be concerned solely with ritethods
fotestimating the demand for iMports. Most studies Of
linport demand, and import:substitution for domesti-
cally produced goods, employ what I' characterize
below as the "Conventional method." Eric Toder [10]
follows "this tradition, but also intrdduces a new
method, the "CRA hedonic market share model"
(hereafter, the "HMS model").

In this note, I with to make but two points: (1) The
general approach to demand analysis embodied in the
HMS model has considerable potential for studying
import demand, and for all similar problems where it is

4necessary to model the demand for particular varieties
of goods . 12) The particular. model developed by Toder
and his ,associates has teriota -defieiencied, for in de-
veloping a new.emPirical approach to' demand analysis,
they have neglected what the theory of demand tells us
about the subject.

The General Approach

The HMS model derives the demand for *particular
variety of car from underlying consumer preferences
for automotive characteristicsIcarrying apacities, Nei
economy, performance, and so forth). The value of the
characteristics approach to in demand analysis can
best be demonstrated by co ring the information
one gets from conventional mods.

When conventional methods cif demand analysis are
applied to estimating the c'emand tor imported cars,
imports and domestically produced automobiles are
treated as if they were different goods. The only infor-
mation necessary is prices and quantities sold for
domestic and imported cars. Standard techniques will
produce various elasticities ("own" price, cross-price,
substitution) that will measure how demands for the
two types of autos *ill vary as their prices change
relative to each other.

Such elasticities would appear to be exactly what we

..w Part Ono: Industry Studios

require. The difficulty is that the elasticity estimates
will vary with the composition of imported and domes-
tically produced cars. Thus, if imports are Volkswagens 1'

and other small cars, and domestics are ftill-size Fords
and Chevrolets, the conventional technique will 'pro-
duce a measure of substitutability between impcitts and
domestics that will _probably_ be _Quite_ different_ From
what we would get if Small cars 'such as Vegas and
Pintos were added to the list of domestics. Using con-
ventional techniques, if a new type of domestic or im-
ported car appears (or if one of.them changes specifica-
tions in order to fifi a "gap" in the market) we simply get
new elasticitiesafter

will
fact. There no way to

predict how shares will change in response to suct
product-line shifts, or to tell how they may affect th
elasticities. Clearly, this is a serious liability, for the
history of imported car sales in the United States
suggests that These factors have frequently been as-
sociated with changes in market shares.

A characteristics demand model, the HMS Model
beirig one example, has the potential to do exactly What
conventional techniques cannot' dopredict li`Ow
shares 'will change when a new car, or a change in
specifications, appears. Though economists interested
its estimating import elasticities have so far paid little
attention to the characteristics approach, Toder's paper
is evidence suggesting. that Ofchmethods will' eventu-
ally prove practicable, given development and the in-
centive to collect or generate the kind of data that the
characteristics approach to demand analysis requires.

Problems with the HMS Model

Though I applaud the approach taken in the HMS
model, I have reservations about its execution. .

The HMS model can be viewed as an empirical im-
plementation of ideas from a large body of economic
literature', in which the analysis of collections of charac-
teristics provides the common feature. One may in-
clude under this heading such diverse examples as Lan-
caster's well-known work on the theory of consumer
demand for characteristics [6], Thomas King's analysis
of the demand for housing characteristics [5], an exten-
sive (and rather confused) literature on air quality and
property values, the literature on "human capital" (on
one interpretationsee [13]); and the analysis of wages
and working condition's using "hedonic Wage equa-
tions," along the lines of Antos and Rosen DI Central
to all of these various areas of research is the "hedonic
function," a construction that has a rather long history,
and which first emerged i the economic literature as a

of
views of propos or Improving methods for handling quality

staff members. . .change in price indexes.
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I have pointed out elsewheie [I 2],1hat the role played
by the hedonic function (which is wfilation between the
market prices of the goods themselves and the quan-
tities of characteristics embodied in them) with respect
to the demand for characteristics is directly analogous
to that of the budget constraint in the conventional
theory of consumer demand. One chooses a particular
car, in this way of looking at'thines, by fin clibg.the car
that provides the optimal set of characteristics for each
consumer's particular preference function, given that
there is a set of prices for the various characteristics to
Which the consumer responds. For any consumption

--/problem there must be a budget constraint, in recogni-
lion of the fact that a coniirmer's chOfces rare con-
strained by his resources. In the analysis of chaiaCteris-
tics demand, the consult takes the form of. an oppor:'
tunity locus that shows iternative quantities of charac-
tenistics thai can be purchased for the same total expen-
d'iture. The opportunity locus is derived .from prices for
goOds (via the hedonic function), although it is defined
on charicteristics. It embodies "implicit" prices for
characteristics, which prices are estimated from the
hedonic. functip (for more details, see [In.

Though Toder estimates some hedonic functions in
one part of his study, the HMS model makes no direct
use of hedonic prices for characteristics. In fact, the.
HMS model lacks any explicit budget constraint or
reference to characteristics prices, which leads to some
Gonfusing problems in interpretation, and some empiri-
cal results that suggest that something is wrong. Con-
sider, as an illustration of the latter point, a comparison
of prices and valuations from different parts of the
study.

The variikble chosen to represent automobile
cheacteristics and the HMS model results are arrayed
in oder's appendix Table A-1. Toder interprets the
numbers reported in this table as the "marginal value of
an additional unit of the characteristic in dollars." That
is, the model isinterpreted as indicating what consum-
ers would be willing to pay to get an additional unit of a
particular characteristic on the cars they buy. For
weight,' to take one example, that valuation is $2.78 per

P°411d*
A hedonic equation on automotive characteristics,

on the other hand, provides an estimate of the prices
actually charged in the market for additional units of

'Weight has along history of use io studies as a characteristic of
automobiles, even though it is quite clear that weight in and of itself
makes no contribution to the usefulness of an automobile. It is not
entirely unreasonable, however. because it stands as a proxy for a
whole host of thinp which are desirable. Unfortunately, the proxy
relationship frequengy introduces problems that can be serious,
-especially when -it comes to intetpeting the results: See (11].
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characteristics, Toder's own hedonic, equations' indi-
cate the price of weight varies for different size classes
of cars. Because of the functional form used in the
'estimation, the characteristic. price is expressed as a
percentage: For subcompacts, each additional pound of
weight costs 0.026 percent. For compact care, a 2.0
percent increase is charged for every extra pound of
weight. Assuming that the average subcompact car
costs'$3,000 and the average compact car costs $4,000,
the hedonic prices suggest that an incremental pound of
weight in a subcompact sells for around 78 centst in a
compact, however, the price is much higher, in the'
vicinity* of 80 dollars per pound, But in

that
market..

sharesvart of the study we: were told that people are
willing to pay, $2.78 per pound. If this were really true,
then we would have to conclude that consumers want
more weight in subcompact cars (because they value
weight at $2.78 per pound, whereas it costs only 78
cents per pound for these cars); at the same time, how-
ever, they want smaller, lighter compact cars (because
their $2.78 valuation of a"pound of weight on these cars
is far under its rather high $80 cost). In other words,
people want to buy larger small cars and smaller big
cars! Such results seem inconsistent, to put it mildly.

.',The paper does, of course, reference all kinds of
qualifications: the HMS model is only very preliminary,
it is by no means certain that the variables are
the appropriate ones, somewhat different variables ap-
pear in the hedonic function than in the market shares
model, and so forth. I would add another to the list:
theory suggests that in the hedonic world, consumers
will typically be at cornet solutions, so exact equality
between characteristics price ratios and marginal rates
of substitution will not in general be attained. Although
due allOnce should be made for all theie'points, the
discrepMy between hedonic prices and HMS model
evaluations is too large to be explained by any aspect of
the automobile market.

What seems to be wrong is that the. HMS modelers
have tried to model consumer choice toward automo-
tive characteristics without incorporating the prices of
characteristits Into the model in any explicit way. In
stead, they have entered of the car in what th4
refer to as the utility functi d performed an uncon-
strained maximization. There can be no theoreticaljus-,
tification for writing price as an argument of the utility
function. The best that catche -laid for this way of

'The hedonic price functions were used to construct the price
indexes for the "time series" demand estimates (that is, Toder's
equation 2.1 and the consequent Tables 2.1 and 2.2), and were not
reproduced in the paper prepared for this volume. The numbers cited
in the present note were taken from (3, Table 3.5, p.8].



watt of a demand Meld is to argue thatit-caivbe given a
rationalization as some sort of "reduced-form estima-
tion. Because such a rationalization provides insight
into what is really going on in the HMS model, and
suggests follow-up research strategies, it is worth de-
veloping briefly in the remaining space.

We first assume what has come to be known as a
"two-stage budgeting procedure" (2] or "utility tree"
(M. This permits forming a utility function on automo-
tive characteristics and negleitingafter the overall
allocation to automotive expendkures has been
establishedprices of other consumption goods
analyzing choice of a particular m9etaTokar, Next; wi
specify a ftinctional form for the resulting. "branch"
utility function on automotive characteristics* (froM
which one derives estimating equations for 'a set of
demand functions on automotive characteristics). Such
a procedure is not so very unusual in demand analysis.
Christensen and Manser (4), for example, use similar
assumptions and methods to estimate demand equa-
tions for a "meat branch," with beef, pork, and so
forth, as the goods. To perform an equivalent study on
automobile characteristics, the catewry "automo-
biles" replaces "meat," with (e.g.) the characteristic
"fuel economy" treated equivalently to Christensen'
and Manser's "beef' or "pork." Toder uses a linear
utility function, Christensen and Manser the translog
utility ftinetion; other forms are available. --

A budget constraint is needed for the maximization
process, and this can in principle be, derived from the
hedonic function. Again, there is a precedent in the
work of King, who employed a Rotterdam demand
model, the "branch" utilityfunction idea, and hedonic
prices for characteristics.' Finally, one specifies taste
distribution parameters along the lines suggested in To-
der's appendix (or in ( 6, chap. 7] where a very similar
procedure for predicting market shares is proposed,
though Lancaster suggested a Cobb-Douglas utility
flinction). The remainder of the investigation could fol-
low the outline in ,Toder's appendix (equations A 4
through A-6).
.:The HMS model simply short-circuits the first few

strips of the above process, by inserting the-price of the
car 'in an equation containing the quantities of au-
tomobile characteristics (equation A 1). In the
hedonic world, however, the price of the car is inter-
preted as total expenditure on characteristicsthat is,
for the functional form employed by Toder,

'The reader is warned that there are tnany difficulties involved in
this step, and King's solutions are not the only ones possible.

tie
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.whe yi are price and quantity of the ith charac-
teristic ntroduction of this quantity' into what is
labeled ity flinction" (equation A thus serves
to proxy or the *Met of characteristics prices on
choice of characteristics and for the "first stage"
budgeting level, where expenditures on automobiles
and nonautomotive goods are'deterthined. Equation
A I is, therefore, not a utility flinction ,,properly speak- 4
ing, but Some sort of amalgarh ofa utility llinction and a
function that specifies consumption opportunities. ,

Writing the pl; in this, way does not evade the
difficulty. of d in characteristics prices (which,
because they must be 'estimated from a hedonic func-
tion, are in some .sense data not as "hard" as more
conventional pride data), or setting up a budget con-
straint from hedonic prices. Rather, the hedonic func-
tion is tangled.up a the resulting estimates in a way that
is very hard to disentangle, and nearly impossible to
evaluate.

Thus; the traditional consumer demand lit in-
volving sets or systems of demand equatio ved
from explicitly modeled utility functions pr' des a,
framework that meshes theory and econometric
specification, and qould be adapted to the task of es-
timating demand tot automobile characteristics, if onto
recognizes the propermie and interpretation of hedonic
prices. The tradidosid approach simply treats imports
and dornestically produced cars as different goods; it
then relies on consumer theory to Construct demand
curves for these two goods. 4n the process, it ignores
two fundamental aspects of the problemthe charac-
teristics of the cars that,are being analyzed, and .the
nature of a discrete choice problem (which arises in the
purchase of any large durable good because people
usually phtchase only one at a time rather than a little of
this 'arid a little of that). The HMS model explicitly
incorporates the discrete choice problem and the
analysis of characteristics, and, this is its strength. Its
weakness, however, is that it ignores the traditional
theory of consumer demandthat is, a world_in which
consumers maximize utility in a setting in which prices
are parameters forming constraints on their behavior.

I think Toder (and Scott Cardell, who is credited with
development of the HMS model) deserve credit for
jumping off into uncharted and treacherous terrain.
These comments-ire intended to point out some of the
quicksand encountered in the first step.

One final remark is directed. toward anyone who
wishes to extend the approach. So much data are avail-
able on cars that it should not be difficult to choose
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variables that correspond with what consumers really
want, and to "avoid the use of rough proxies such as
weight, which causes iota many problems in interpreting
and using the results. Ohta-Griliches (7), for example,
experimented with Consumer Reports data, and there is
now EPA data fbr all cars on such characteristics at fUel
economy and standardized acceleration times. The
hedonic tradition of using whatever convenient proxy
variables that seem to work in the equations should,,be
abandoned without regrets.'

a
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c Toder with N. Scott Carden.

Part One: Industry Iltudlies

fir,. TripIetrs comments are of a more technical na-
lure, focusing .mainly on the hoglonic market share
(HMS) model developed at CRA to analyse the impact .
of changes in relative prices of different automobiles on
market share demand.

The Authors have four major points of disagreement f
with Triplett:

1. Triplett's assertion that the HMS model ignore',/,'
the theory of consumer demand is incorrect. The choice'
equation posited in the Hkft mod5l can be derived',

-----..directly from the standard constrained maximizationl ,

approach of consutner theory. .Dr. Kramer's comments focus on the analysls the
benefits and costs of changes in tariffs on imported
automobiles that are presented in the Charles River
Assoziates report (I) but arenot discussed in the con-
ference .paper included it (his volume.

Because Knuner's comments do not relate directly td
the aiiithair iti this piper, they will.not Wevaluated in
detait' here. ° Howeftr; we disagree with- much of
Kramer's economic analysis and also with her policy
conclusions. A few clarifying points about the CRA
report-merit brief mention:

a The C A report used conventional tools of micro-
econo c analysis, as Kramer Nests. The measure-
ment he net welfare effects other tariffs was per-
formest 'thin the context of Axed segregate demand (not
necess y full employment). The. issue examined is
whether t ere are net social gains frontstimulating labor
demand auto import tariffs rather than by some more
neutral method. The findings do not-imply that there are
net sociall losses from reduc ing aggregate u n e mplo ymelit.
The conclusions of the CRA report do not depend on an
assumption that the automobile industry is competitive.
Both competitive and noncompetitive cases were simu-
lated, with both showing . net social costs from higher
tariffs. (For the case of imperfect competition, see (1, pp:
337 -481.)

. The use of a 10 pereent price increase of impqrted
tomobiles in the simulations does not affect the qualitv
five conclusions. Assumption of a smaller priceincrease
would have reduced both the auto industry employment
gain and the resource allocation kiss froth a tariff, leaving
their relative magnitudes similar.
The price formatgll equations referred to by Dr. Kramer
used import pricei as the exogenous variables in some
specifications arittiMport *ores in others. (See (1, pp.
1,4'199).) The' Battings from these equationv-that

14.herinitioff fates may lead to higher domestic auto
s..,,-ftelicen the tune for tariffs. HoWeVer, the wel-
coMptaationi4n. the Competitive 'Case were. per-.

.;fortncti .fir the aVinaPtion Wit domeitic auto prices
are utinOcted by exopenotei.increases in the prittS 'of
auto imports

I Selected excerpts front CRA report quoted by. Dr.
t Kramer do idol accurately represent the tone of there-- pOrt. Readers interested it! evaluating -the methodology

and ConclusiOnstof the '-benefitkost eniiilysis in. the CRA
report should consult the Nil study.

, Using the standard approach, a- consumer's utility
may be written V 'y (up F(z)). where V is tota.tility %
from both the discrete good fi.e., the automobile
triOde1 chosenfand the collection of all other soOds z.
The. Consigner maximizes V subject to the budget Zoti-
atraJnt /. Pzz, where! Is income, Pi is trie price of
the automobile model f, and PE is the price index for all .
other goods.

Assuming either separability of utility betWeen the
automobile and other goods or constant relative ..ptices-
within the set of all other goods, wecan derive from this
maximization problem the expression reported the
text, where the consumer chooses the automobile
model./ to maximize utility, which is a Ibnction of the
price off and the characteristics of j

TMs point c be illustrated easily for the case of a
Hoar utility fit don. The problem is to maximize

Subject to

+ Fitz)

1=P/ +P
z
z

Solving (2) for z, and substituting in (1), we.

V .. ui + F((1Pd/P:).

(1)

(2) ,

obtain
Y.

1r3)

If the composite food is the numeraire, so that Pi, = 1, -
and F(z) is a linrear function, the prolplem reduces to One
of maximizing

V=u P +II 1 (4)

where uj is a function. of the characteristics of the auto-
mobile model chosen, In thii linear version, the choice
ainong disCrete yarieties does not depend on the con-
kumer'syincome I. since income enters the utility func-
tion in the same way foe each consumer.

f
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Equation (4) is trialogous to the utility function dis-
cussfed in the. text.

A similar, but slightly more complicated; derivation
of the sante general result can be perkrmed for quad-
ratie and logarithmic utility functions:1n these formu-
lations, the _interpretation- cif the price coefficient ig
different (see [2, pp. 6 -7]). 4

1 The alternative apprOach to k& problem sketched
by-Triplett would not havehelped to answer ques-
tions raismf:by the.study with ,the available data, and
may noteven be useful with a 'richer data set available.
It is not clear from Triplett's comments hOW such a

would face the same implicit pricefunctimPforchatac-
teristics. How then would one estimate the effect 42L.
variations in price on the demarid-for characteristic

Triplett's approach could not have. used in the
study, even if it were a better gendral methrtd,because
data on auto purchasts by individual consumers were
not available to the authors: Eveti with disaggregate
data on individual behavior, it might be much preferable
to use a logit model approach, folloiving the' work al-
ready successfully applied in mode choice studies in the
field of transportation demand. (For example, see [3].)

3., .TripletCs long dismission about alleged contradic-
model can 'be applied to the problent at hand. . ' tions in the results is largely irrelevant. The hedonic

, Triplett is 'disturbed that implicit prices derivedfrom '6410th:ins to which he refers are drawn from a section of .

a hedonic pride equation never appear in the HMS the CRA report that attempted to make a. rough com7'
model. i'lledOnic" prices are absent Troth the.HMS parison' of "quality-adjusted" prices of imported and
model liecause the probleM is poied as a choke among , domestic automobiles in 1975. (See [ 1, pp. 81 82]).
discrete alternatives, rather than as a series of demand These are not the equations used to construct the price

'ethiationS for "characteristics." In the latter approach, index in the time series regressions. Because those
suggested by Triplett; linters are xiewed as-buying equations were not carefully specified, no implicationtairs
bundles of charac ics, with thOir choice con- was made in the CRA report that the coefficients should

.. strained by the price of adding more units of `a charac- be interpreted as the marginal ptiCe of weight and horse-
'...teristic (for example, the, price per pound of adding pOwer. It-is well known that. when multicollinearity

more weight ,to a car, other things fixed). exists and proxy variables are used one should be care-
Triplett's apprOach has a number, of theoretical and ful about 'interpreting the meaning .of coefficients. It is

practical shortcomings. First, consumers cannot vary not clear why Triplett wants to make such an inference-

their coMbinations of characteristics continuously as when the authors do not. In addition, the implied co-
, the approach asSumes; in the 'real world, they are lira- efficient of weight in ate. HMS model represents-the
ited to Amite number of modeli7With given'bundles of "mean"..Itste of all consumers. Contrary to Triplett's

..v
e

,

characteristics.. Thus, characteristics are not exact assertionv. the use of that coefficient does not mean that
analogous to sets of uniform commodities, among marginal value of consumer's of, an additional unit of
which infinite combinations, within any budget con- weight4thsisame for both subcompacts and compacts,
soint, can b(shosen by the consumer. Incorporating ,: becaus4bRiers of subcompacti are different people
the finite, choice aspect Of a problem explicitly make- who haVE different mean tastes than buyers of corn-
the 'model ore. general and more difficult, as well as pacts. I
more re tic: The solution of this finite choice problem ' 4,. Triplett's sugge ons about the use of data in .
is the Methodological adVance inthe HMS yikocielSeC- ftti-ther research 'contain some factual inaccuracies.
.oftd, the implicit plices discussecrt Triplett .can 'be °Contrary to Triplett's implication, the UPS. Enviroii-
meaningfulty defined only under ecial conditions. mental Protedtion Agency data on fuel economy were ":
*These prices are derived by ta, g a regression of the used in the HMS model, as were U.S. Department of.
total price of an automobile on it characteristics, usu- ransportation data on acceleration. Weight is used in
ally using a cross-section of auto obile models or a Ilith S model as a proxy for several utility-producing

. given: year. If the form of the regresOon is ProOerly attributes; these include such dimensions asuxiirious7.
linear, then the coefficient of each characteristiC repre-.

--Sents an estimate of its implicit price. However, if the
hest:ionic function is nonlinear, as is likely to .be the case,
and has nonzero cross - product terms, the meaninf of an.
imptic it.price becomes unc
characteristic then depen on thelevel of the ciitirac-

ar. The marginal price of a

ness, quietness and smoothneSs of ride, as,:well as,
possibly, safety. Subjective measures of some-of these
dimensions are available in Consumer Reports for a
limited number of models,.but cannot be readily used in
the HMS model, which requires data on a relatively
complete set of the available choices. .

teristic being consiniiedi it i not longer jest an external The authors share Triplett's view that the right ap-
parameter confronting the buyer. Thir4, even jtf' icit proach to studying market share demand for durable
prices. could be sensibly define
,cle°ar what ;Triplett would hat
Presumably, in the U.S. automo

in any year, it is not goods should incorporate an explicit guano tive
authors estimate. analysis describing the factors behind consumer cl ice

ile market,' all buyer Thamong competing models. The HMS model developed
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for this'study, in its present form, represents a prelimi- Rejoinder F-nary step in this direction. The authors agree that Much
further work remains to be done and hope that research

crack E_Tri p lettalong these tines will. e,encouraged...
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Part One: IndusTry Studies

Their reply indicates that Toder and Cardell (hereafter,
T-C) did not understand. nir commelas Perhaps I was

_unclear.
1. I pointed out that there is an $conoinictielationship
between some of the parameter estimates of- T-0:s
HMS market 'share model and the coefficients of their
hedonic price study, and also that their MS-demand
model could be thought ofas a kind of "reduced form"
of the general characteristics demand 'model

- popularized by Kelvin Lancaster [1]. ,These relation-
ships were not discussed by -the authors, and indeed
have generally, been ignored in the qualitative choiCe
literature on which the HM demand model is based. I
was calling attention, in, her: words, to the fact that
two sets of literature were r deeding somewhat inde-
pendently on the s. e pr lem. The campariions of
parameters from th r,heilonic'price function and their
HMS model, which T-C feel were irreleVant (numbered
pOi9t 3 in their reply), were .siinply a .graphic way of
demonstrating the interrelationships between iech-
niques ,USed in different parts of the study, and. the
reason for raising these issues was 'preCisely that-, the
authors did not.

I feel strongly that carrying out a direct analysis of
behavior toward .chatacteristics is an important step in

,establishing the economic. 011imiwork which underlies
the HMS model. However, the economics of the rela-
ticinship between qualitative choice demand models; of
Which the HMS is an exaniple, and Lancasteriaii
characteristics demand models have not been
thoroughly worked out.. A. reeent paper by Anthony
Lawrence [2]; may beihelpful to readers who want top?:
into the matter.
2. T-C feet them t`a number. eoretical and
practical shortcomings" to-alterp vea roaches. It

_ happens that a number of the specifi points they list(in
their point # 2) are already coVer4d lsex(here (see my
paper on characteristics dem nd ' odels [5] and my
review of Lancaster [4]), and are not nearly the intract-
able problems they, make them out to be.

T-C's one valid point is the paucity of data for'carry-
ing out nontraditional dernancanalysiS; but this is a
problem in implementing any alternative to the cOriven-
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*nal approach to ,consuther demand, including the
HMS model itself (see their listing of variables 'they
would like to have, but couldn't get, in their point # 4);
With respect to my original comment on the data ques-
tion, I diditot mean, in the paragraph in question (which
was directed to ".anyone who wishes to extend the
approach") to imply that Toder had used none of the
EPA-DOT data. Rather, I was urging that greater ef-
forts be made to obtain data which measure characteris-
tics directly, rather than variables which merelytkve
some relation to what is desired, The serious problems r
which plague estimates basedtn proxy variables such

----as-weight-have-been'ywell IcnoWn in the hedonic Mem--
ture for years (see my 1969. paper. [3]), and the HMS
model did, as T-C theniselves note in their "Reply,"
use precisely this troUbtesome proxy variable.
3. One should keep all this in the proper context. I
certainly intended to convey in my comment dn the T-C
study my harmony .with their general approach to the
problem of estintating demand for heterogeneous
goods. For the heterogeneous goods case: dne must pay
attention to the ways that varieties of goods differ and
Sihy consumers want thetarieties they do in fac t select;
this the traditional approafh to demand analysis does
not, and cannot do. To say that I would like to see
iMprovements along -certain lines in any subsequen
attempt's to follow the pitmeering route T-C have set
down was not intended to denk them credit tor what 1
call "jumping. off into uncharted and treacherous ter-

,

Oft
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a Part Two: Labpi Market AdJuitibente

Introdjuction.
Harry J. Gilinarf r

Po(icies designed to .reduce restriction's\ on' interna-
tional trade have historically been supported on the
groudds that the resultant increases in exports and im-
portswould raise real inComes.'The focus generally has
been on the net income changes in trading countries and
not op the distribution of income and on the costs of
.adjustment in reallocating resources to production in
which they have a comparative advantage: Neverthe
less, it is precidely these two aspects of the problem that
are likely to influence the politics of trade liberalization.

Increases In impqrtifrom Whatever source.are likely
to impose both in9. and nomtiotriary costs on
workers enployedi,, port competing industries. For
displaced who atereemployed in lines where
their experience anApecific skilli are less-valuable, the
losses can be 'permanent. In fact, even workers lucky
enough to be reemployed at comparable- earnings
experience the permanent loss of foregone earnings
other costs involved in trying_io.futd-newpositions.

The Brechling and Jacobson-studies that appear in
thisaection were motivated by the realization that pre-
vious studies in the trade area have largely ignored the
labor market adjustment process. These new studies
are complementary in the sense that each concentrates
on a particular dimension of what is 'essentially a
many-sided prcOem. Brechling examines the way to
which reductions in-employme t occur in response to
declines in output; Jacobson c ates the earnings loss
incurred by workers displacr fromi. particular man-
ufacturing industries, eleven told. Though their gild-
ings are far from definitive, both provide new and sig-
nficTt insights' into the-labor market adjustment pro-

, Brechling's major finding is that the primary method
)f reducing employment in a particular industry:in re-
Onse to a fall in demand for its output is through
liiplacements ratter- thanithrough natural attrition,
hough this importantivfinding holtsply if relative
sages in expanding industries -do simultaneously
ise. Brechling is aware that his particular model does

not apply well to the case of trade liberalization as
one woul ike. Nevertheless, his work provides impor-
tant ne insights into complex labor market dynamics
that necessarily accompany any restructuring of labor
demand among firms and industries. IJacobson 'esennates monetary losses incurred by
Workers displaced from particular industries which
heretofore have simply not been estimated systemati-
cally. Economists addressing the issue Of displacement
costs sometimes, equated these costs With earnings
foregone during he periodOof unemploYnient
*lied the possibility of lower reeinploY nt Wages:
But even if they considered reemployment ages, they
associated the wage loss with the differen tween
the wageirearned priin to the job loss with th earned
immediately after reemployment.: As Jacobson ints
.out, these economists have generally ignored the s ular
patterns of earnings of teemployed workers; which may
be very different from those of continuotusly employed
workers. Jacobson's estimates took their secular wage
pattern into account: Jacobson was also able to improve
the -quality of the estimatei by using social security \
data for individuals classified by the employer's indus-
try, the so-called LEED file.

Jacobson's major findings:

Displaced workers often, bear substantial casts beyond
these imposed during 'the initial period of unemploy-
ment.

ff These added costs are likely tovary substantially among
industries, depending among other things on the differ-'
ences in the skill levels of workers in those industries:

Asa always trueof empirical work,rk, there is a lotmore
.

that could be done to improve these, tudies. Indeed in
the . comments by .Richard Freeman d those by me .'
that appear after. the hling and J obson papers,
there are a variety of 'led suggesti s that provide
an agenda for future -work on the- very in resting and
important topic of labor adjustment to, ta, in the
deiriand for labor by firms and industries.



A Tim Series Analysis .of
Labot urnover Rf

.. Frank. Brechling* ..
1'

;1:- Introduction' 'well as for the evaluation of the trade adjustment assis-
e 4

. Several data basis have been used for th combuta-
tion of-displacements and unreplaceiiattii ns. 3 In the
research underlying 'tile present paper, d time series

.dala 'on -labor turnover by Industry' published by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics have been used. In part 2 of
this paper g conceptual framework and a desdription
of these statistics are presented. The conc.eptualization of
the labor turnover relationships also yields formal, op-
"trationallii meaningful expressions for displacements
and unreplaced.: attritions.

For thg estimation of displacements and unreplaced
attritions a model, is required within which these labor-
flows or their comptments arc linked to their determi-
nants, in partic4lar, to net chaliges in employment. Part
3 of thilfaper devoted to the description, derivation,
pstimatie and simulation of labor turnover models.
This part is subdivided into four sections. In section 3A
a turnover model with exogenous quits, which was
developed and fitted by a previous investigator, is pre-
sented and its implidations for displacements and unre-
placed attritions are described. This model and-the ap-
propriate parameter estimates suggest that 79 percent
of any net reduction in employment is accomplished by
utikeplaced attritions and only 21 percent by displace
melts.

e est s .of unreplaced attritions and dis-
plac nts, however, depend crucially on the assump--
tion o xogenous quits. By contrast, model, which
has been used in the major

rates
of the re ch un rly-

.
thin endo enous

Import penetrations of eta' necesiitate,
ireduCtions in the empl ment levels of the affected

domestic. suppliers. T se ..de teductions' in , employ-
ment can be subdiv d co 'ently_ into displace

.ments and unreplaced attritions. Displacements are
permanent separations initiated by employers 'an2k at
to /e to the import penetration. AttritiOns are all
othe nnarient separations that may be due to valutik-

iting; retirement, death, disability, incOmpe,
tence r 'dishonesty. When emPloyers refrain. from
replacing 'attritions they are termed unreplaced attri
tions: The essential difference between displacenients
and attritions arises from the nature.of their costs. Dis-
placements involve unexpected' costs that, in the ab-
,seVe of compensation for them,. must be borne in,

HVoluntarily by the displaced workers. The wits of ittri=
tions, on the other hand, ate anticipated and borne
voluntarily by workers as part of the normal costs of
Obtaining and leaving jobs.' For this reason it is often
suggested that displaced workers be compensated fOr
their displacement costs, especially if the import pane-
tration is attributable to a change in governmental pol-
icy. In the United States some compensation for dis-
placement cosisiiS provided for under the trage adjust-
ment assistance program of the 1974 Track Act.

The aim of the research underlying this paper has
been to _Obtain estimates of displacements and unre-
placed attritions in industries that experience perma-
nent net reductions. in employment. Such information
may be helpful in the formulation of trade -policies as

.

'I am deeply indebted to my colleagu t the Public Research
Institute for many he di sions of the seemingly insuperable
problems encoktntered i research underlying this paper. Kathy
Classen, Waliarn Dewald, Paul Feldman, Harry Gilman, and Bruce
Vavrichek read a previous draft of this paper and made many valtiable
comments. Theirhelp is acknowledged gratefully. This paper is based
on Frank P. Brechlint k'A Time Series Analysis of Labor Turnover,"
'LAB 75-19 which Wad completed in 1976. _

'Costs of displacements and attritions have been estimated by BM
f I] and Jacobson (10].

Ma.

ing this paper, incorporat quits as

'Although the research has here been motivated in' terms of the.
consequences of trade liberalization measures, estimates .of`-dis
placements and unreplaced attritions may be useful/or many other
purposes. Suppose, forimstance; that a net reduction in :employment

-is brought about by a regulation designed to prOteet the environment.
The costs incurred by displaced' workers would be a legitimate cost of

'the implementation of the regulation and hence, it would ,be i
tart to knoW the le .e_cfsi displacements and unreplaced ttriti

. ;See,. for instanw, COI WhO used Social Secu
estimate chiplacements -and attritions in the steel indus
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variable. This model, which is described in section 3B, turnov
consists -of several dynamicallypinterdependent equa- used i

mss, designed to describeithe b4haviorover time ofall atm
the relevant (abor turnover categories. over

The labor turnover model with endogenous quits has 'don's
been fitted to the data for twenty -four manufacturing conta
industries, but section 3C :contains the empirical results
for only two groUps; .nathely total durable and total
nondurable goods industries. The results lend consid-

Part Two; Labor Marks trnentsyuffus

.--- , .. -_

as well as the main characteristics of the data "
e analysis are described, Such a description is

e introduction to the discussion' of labor-turn-
odds in, part 3. The main labor turnover rela-
s are discussed' in section A, andksection B
a description df the time series data:,P.-

'erable siirlportiCy the model with endogenous
.

quits. The equations explairring new hires 'and layoffs
:by; firths conf to *le data' especially -well.

Sinee it is difficult to ascertain the fullimplicationspf
a model that consists of several dynamically interde-
pendentiquations by analytical methods, its,main im
plications for displacement and unreplaced attritions
have Ueen obtained by a simulation exercise. yleindus-
try in question is assumed to be initially in equilibrium
and then it is disturbed, a permanent 10. percent
reduction in 'output. The ensuing Paths of employment .

- and the labor-turnover categories are then traced and
estimates of disPlacements and .unreplieed attritions

are made. The results for total durable and total hon-
durable goods industries are reported in section 3D.
They suggestthat unreplaced attritions play only a sec
°Nig role, in effecting net reductions in employment.
10'r different estimates of unrepladed attritions, the
highest one is 43 percent of the net reduction in

- employment, which is substantially below the 79 per-
cent implied by, the model with exogenous quits. The
failure of unreplaced attritions to bring about much of
the net reduction in employment occurs in spite of large
reductions in new hires and is due to the sharp decline in
voluntary quits. In other words, a decline in the demand
for an industry's output and, hence,.for labor discour-
ages attritions so strongly that, despite large reductions
-in replacements, the level of unreplaced attritions can-
not rise much. '-

In part 4 of this paperthemain conclusions and major
desirable extensions, of the research are highlighted.

-The empirical results suggest That the extent to which
costless unreplaced attritions can bring about net re-.
ductions in employment maybe:quite limited and this

= ASI; +)31-11 +-Artful:

whore ESL stands for the/ net increase in the stock of
laid-off wbrkers in period t.

TWo cOncepts of displacements can be derived frOM
equation (2). First, displacements can be measured by
DIS,, the burriber of laid-off workers who leave the

conclusion may well be at Variance With-the views held
c0,71 only bylabor economiStS. To be sure, many prob-
lem' of conceptualization, and interpreta-
ti ...remainto be solved. In particular, it seems desir-
able to distggregate the data.and to estimate and simu-
late model for many 'industries.

A. The Basic Labor Turnover Relationships
Figures 1 illustrates the relationships among an. in
try's various gross and net flows of labor. e Addis
A are. all permanent and tediporary additions to the
payrolls of establi'shments in a specified 'time period.
Separa/ionS'S are all terminations of ernpldrent at
es hrnents during the period. Thus accessions and
se tions measure,:the groserriflows and outflows of
labor Consequently the net 'change in employment
equ s the difference between accessions -and setara-
tions

tciN = At (1)'

.

where N. measures the net change in eMP -y4ment in`
period t.

It is helpful to distinvish between two main flows of
flbor in Figure 1. First, is the upper. counter-
Clockwise flow; which cptains workers.who.have been
laid off. Layoffs are terminations df employment,
initiated by the employer because of economic dondi-
dens, siilack 'of orders, and without prejudice to
the Laid:-off" workers initially join and,
hence4sise the stock of laid-off emplOyees SL who
quil*fTer and are awaiting recall, by their previOus
employers. Workers who leave the stock of laid-off

. employees may (1) be rehired by their previous em-
Oloyers and included in RH, a component of A, (2) be
newly hired by other emplOYers in the same industry
and included in Nat, a component of A, or (3) leave
the industry altogether(and be included ,in DISi., This
basic identity' arnong the variablestari be Statedforrnal-

2. Conceptiraid Definitions.

In part 2 thelasid-concepts and definitions of labor

t' (2)

industry:

DISu = ESL RH, NH,t, (3)75
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Figure 1
Gross Flotvs of Labor Into and out of an Industry
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Second, displacements can be measured by DIS, the
numb& of workers. who leave the industry plus the
increase-in the stock of laid-off workers:

bDIS, = DIS1, + LiSL = L, RH, (4)

The second basic flow, of labor in Figure 1 is the
lower clockwise one, which contains quits.Q and other
separations D. Quits are terminations of employment

- i_ itiated by employees for-the purpose of changing to
nother job; searching for another job, or leaving. the

labor force. Other separations include _discharges fcir
reasons such as incompetence or dishoiesty, as well
as terminations due to retirement, death,.and. physical
disability. Workers who are classified as.quits or other
separationS may (1) find jobs in the same industry and
appear in NH3, a- component. of A, or. (2) leavedthe
industry and .appear in ATT,. Thisjdentity can be

.written as:

Qt + D, = NH21, Ana, (5)

As shown in Figure 1, total new hires consist of
itree components: laid-off workers who are. hired by
n% employers in the same industry NH workers

vin -quits, and other, separations who find, a job' in the

same industry NH2, and workers who are hired from
outside the industry NH3:

-6 NH1= NH,i. .4, NH21+ NI131.

The concept of unreplaced attritions can now be de-
fined in terms of die. labor turnover categories. For
an industry, unreplaced attritions ATT measure Vle
number of workers, classified as ;quits and other separa-
tions. who leave the industry and atenot replaced by
new hires from outside the industry:

An' T7 AT T N1131,

or, because of equations (5) and (6)-

+ DI -;,Nlit NH11.-.

By adding equations (4) and (8)- it can easily be
established' that the sum of DM' dnd ATrinust equal
the net reduction in employment.

DISI + A 77't = (I, 1÷Qt+D t)

= S A =

(7)

(8)
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r
.

Similarly, by adding equations (3) and (8) it can be
shown easily that the sum of DIS1 and ATT must be
equal to -A (N+SL). . .

. ,..
B. The Time Series Data - ..st-

*the Bilreau of-Labor 'Statistics, 'in'eollaboration with
, the state .employment isecurity7 agencies, collects and
publish fiV inontlAi labor turnover series for 191
ma tun industries. These five series are acces-
sions, n res, separations, quits, and layoffs:4 The;
definitions used for these concepts by the BLS are
virtually identiCal to thoSe presented in the previous.
Section. : -if!

-i-Absolitte numbers for the five turnover Categories
,, , are obtained by the BLS each Month for a sample, of

establishments In eachindusto. These figureiare then
converted into-percentages by dividing them. by-- the
total numh of kmployeeS who are on the sampled
establishments' payrolls during the week containing the
twelfth day of the month. The monthly percentage
turnover series are ed in Employment and Earn-

. ings. ' _ . .
For the purpo f the empirical research under--

lying the present 'pap r, the published BLS turnover
rates were Converted i o absolute numbers and then

-.hires. But unfortunately there is no published informa-
tion on the other part of the gross outflow which in
Figure I is measured by NH, D/S1. Hence, the
other Part of the gross outflow was assumed to be ,a
constant. Koixirtiort .8 of the stock of laid-off* workers.

. Let Si.; stand for the stock oflaid-off employeeS at4he-
end of period t. The followi4 equation then describes
how SL, is'determined by 6, L,, and

SL, = 4- (L, -RH,), (l0))w ere Li-RH, measures the net layoffs in period ( and
a 0 (r--8)S41_, the: number of employees in the stock

_both at the beginning.and at the end of periOd t.,
o 00) implies that NI I 1+DIS 1 =84.1_,. In order to

compute SL, -assumptions have been wide about the
Size of tht initial stock SL and the papcirtion .8. The
initial stock was assumed to be approximately equal to
the mean laYoff.'s for a period of one to three months
and the proportion -6.Was chosen between.0 and 0.3.
These two .atSuMptionS- permit the compUtation Of a
time series for SL,. In the actual calculations SL, was
expressed as a Proportion of the labor force, SLASL, +

' N,). The assumptions abott SL, and 8 were changed
cumulated over three Months, so that the basic data until plausible time series for this proportion were gen-set consists of quarterly absolute turnover levels. Three '" crated. The occurrence of negative SL,'s proved to beother turnover series were &instructed front the basic , a particular problem. In some industries 'rehires are sodata set: rehirei, other separations, ,and: the stock of i large in relation to layoffs that negative SLe,'s could be

-ieid-off y,eqrkers. Let us disciiss these-series in turn. itvOeed, only by very ,large 'SLo's and small S's.5
(1) Rehires were computed as ifhe difference between '7 :144:#44a are available or could be generated for-som.

Of the labor turnover categories mentioned in the de-
scription of Figure 1. In particular, no infOrrnaltion exists
on NH1, NH2, NI13;.DIS and A 7T, . The lack of data
on NH, is especially 'unfortunfe because it plays a OM -
pclentially,important rOlein ii*"definition'ofdisplace:7.

accessions and new hires, or RH = A -NH. Because
of the BLS'cleflnitions,, this concept olrehires includes
not,c(nly 'recalls of laid-off workers but, also transfers
from 'other egtablishments_of the same gpmpany and
employees returning from military service or unpaid
leaves of absence. : 'r_ ments and unreplaced attritions in equations (3), (4).(2) Qthe separations were comptited as' he differ-. and (g). ,In _the actual- coniputations of DS51; DIS , and

ATP, it wks necessary, therefore, to aSsuniethat NH1 =
,0. Moreover; since' if Is often'approPriate" to measure

ccertrthe labor turnov ows at tievi:atiO;fis from, some . ,

ence between total separations acid the sum of layoffs
add D = :S Thus, other separations in-
clude distitissals initiated by the employer for reasons
sitcb,.as incornpetence-"r dishonesty, as .swell as lermi-
nlions Otis, to milftark service, retirement, death,
phYsical" disability, and transferS to Other establish-
nents of the same corn , . .

(3) The stock of laid ff emplowes SL is somewhat
more complicated to c than that of rehires and
other separations. Tit rocs inflow into SL consists of
layoffS and part of the gross outflow consists of re-

libriurn stea y-state level, Ni! i need not necessarily
be poSitive and hence, noOling.can- be said about the-
direction of the bras-in DYSI, DDS, and ATT, which is
caused by the omission-,of N/W.

In order to give the reader an impressibn of the rough
order of magnitude of the time series data on labor.
turnover, Table 1 has been prepared. It shows the,stkn
pie means ofthe net change Memployment and all the

sln a recent paper, Parsons and Fleisher [161 have argued that 8
should be allowed-to fluctuate over the business cycle. Moe'eover,sAcc mg tolhe questionnaire. whiCh is Sent to the plc of their preliminary, calculations seem to suggest that'8,4s.significantlyfirms, form DL1219. the' LS requests and rece'ves information also higher in prosperous than in derfresi.td. times. The abOveassumptionop a 'bah turnover category, namely. discharges. is series, bow- of a cOstant 8 is thus undesirable but unfortunately apparently un-ever, is not Published separately: avoidable until better data become available.7 .1

4
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Table 1
Mean-Quarterly. Turnover and Employment
Variables for Total Durable and

''Nondurable.Goods Industries 9.

Durables Nondurables

Vet .change in employ-'.
meat, AN /N. in
percent . .0:16

Accessions, A/N in.
. percent- 0.1':' :11.85
New hires, NHI in

percent. 8.11
Rehires, RH/N in

percent . 3.74.
Separations, SIN in

percent 12.35.
Quits, Q/N in percent 5.25
Layoffs, LIN in '''

percent t47
Other separations, P/N

in percent . 2.62
Accessions7separations,

(A -5)/N in perCent 0.50
Error in. data, Z IN: =

(AN A +S)IN in
'percent 0.66. 0.38

Mean:employment stock,
N in thousands' 10,705 7,750

Mean stocI('0,1aid-off
Semployees, L in

thousands 518 258

0.15

13.92

4.816

09

/14.15
6.88

5:11

2.16

0.23

Sample Periods: 1960.11 ta 1975,1V for durable goods iri- T
dustries: 1958.11 to 1974:1V for nondnrable goods industries.

la/kir turnover flows as percentages, of the sample mean
of the employment stock:6 Th'e latter and the mean stock
Of laid-off employees are also presented. The following
characteristics of the data are worth nbting.

First, the turnover florws are all quite large in-
tion to the net changes in employment. In particulaw,
the,sums ofkitiits and other separations,- which amoiit

, to 7:9 :90 pertent for The- two industry groups,
.seem 4uffi 'ebtly large to suggest that unreplaced attri-
tions are ca e of playing an important role in effecting
net reductions nImployment levels.

ond, Cher nerns to be ankititernal inconsisten
in the data, which may cause Problems,in both the
empirical estimation and the inteipretatibn of the env-

-,

1

, .

pirical results. According toequation (1), the net change
in employment is equal.to the difference between aCces-:
sions and separations. However; the figfires in Table 1
show that on average A-4 is negative and AN is posi-
tive. The percentage errors ZIN in the data amount to
0,46 and 0.18. for the durable and nondurable goods
incluitries..resneetively.,fn absolute'numbers these ciif- ,

ferenCes amount to just tinder 70,000 and,30,000 work-
ers for. the two; industry groups. AlthoultAthis incon-
sistency between the labor turnover and employment
stack ,datathas been recognized before. relatively little
is known about its causes and sources.tin the empiri-
cal analysis 'Underlying the preSent paper, the ineim-
sislency in the data has been treated la two ways: In
oneott,has been allowed to-exidt, ,so- at4lhe identity
AN =.A -S iS,not imposed i he 'empirical iitirnation.
In the other the difference betwe and A-S has
been attributed alternatively to displa eats or to up--
replaced attritions so that -the aidentity bas been male
to hold in the empirical estimation.

Third, rehires tend to be quite large in.relation to
14bffr--Thqs, for boith industry groups rehires average .

more than 80:percent of layoffs. This evidence suggeits
that, at least for the sample period under consideration,
a large proportion of layoffs are temporary in the sense
that they, do not involve the severance of long-run em-
ployer-employee relationships.

odels of Labor Turnover

Reiative
time sera

little research has been undertaken on the
s behaVior of labor 'turnover in LT,S. manu-

facturing dustries.8 Further, three previous investiga-
tors confined their analyses to only one labor turnover
category: Barth [21:studied only layoffs; Mattila [11]

sons [15] only quits. For present purpoSe's the
us work by errnesh (8] is the most relevant. z-

Fcir this son his a rciach has been studied in detail',
as part o the reSearc Underlying' the paper and the

'For the computation of the net change iiremployment; it is neces-
sary to obtain an estimate of the level(employment at the and of the
quarter., These estimates were obtained by computing the means of

-the employment levels in the last month of the quarter in question and
the first month o4,the following quarter. Thus employment at the end
of, for instance, the first quarter was set equal to the mean of the
Mal,ch and April employment. levels.

407.71.

'The difference between tiAkand (A S) infrequently attributed to
the under-reporting of rehires, but this explanation does not seem to
be wholly satisflictory because in many industries rehires are already
very large in relation to layoffs.

'There are, however, quite a number of excellent cross-section
analyses'of labor turnover, of.which the ones by. Burton and Parker
[6], Hall [7], Parsons [14], Pencavel [17, 18], and Stoikov and Raimon
(19] seem to be the most noteworthy. One other interesting recent
contribution is that by Toikka [20]. He uses time series data to study
the probabilities of movements between employment, unemployment
and nonparticipation. Toikka's main focus is his labor force participti-
tion,ovhich is different from, put related to, the focus of the present
stud?, namely tht determinants of displacements and. unreplaced
attritions. .

l'6)k
p.,
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findings are summarized in section A..41 sectionB an
altenative model is presented, which is similar in spirit
to Hameimesh's but differS from it in crucial respects.
It is estimated in section C And simulated in section
D.

A. A Labor Turnover Model with ExogenoUs Quits
This section contains a condensed version of a work-
ing 'paper 14] in which Hamermesies approach is
analyzed and its implications for unreplaced attritions
and'displacements ascertathed by means. of simulation
experiments. t0

Hamermesh's model consists. of the following, fiVe
equations:

log n = ao a; log n_ ct2 X + cr3S), (11)

log 1 =13o + al log1-1 4- R2X 03.1), (12)

oa 7o +11 oa-i +721-2, (13)

os = rlo + n1 n_2, (14)

'120 + (1WO) + A2 a, (15)

where n; I, oa, os, and q stand for new hires, layoffs,
other accessions, other separations, and quits;_all mea-
sured as percentages of the employment stock. Further,

is the. percentage change - in output, u is the national,
unemployment rate, and X = q oa The time
period to which the subscripts refer is one: Month.

For present purposes, two aspects of Hamermesh's
model should be emphasized.. First; crucial relation-
ships have been specified.entirely.in terms of the pro-
portionate growth- rates .ofemployment and output. (in- employment.' 2

.Hence, the Model' ddet not yield any nontrivial _corn- Thus' the present analysis of the implications of
Partitive static predictions about the' level of ernpfoy4- Hamermesh's model for unreplaced attritions and dig-
ment. Moreoverrthee actual level of current employment placements has led to the" conclusion that unreplacedis not allowed' to have an influence. on labor turnover, attritions may play a major role .in bringing about
so that, for example, neWptutes milk rise with output
growth, no matter whether the firm'S current level .or
employment is excessive or deficient.

Second, quits are postulated to depend:only on.the
national unemployment rate and its change,"*Oleh are
independent of the activities of the small industry the
model describes. Thus quits are really assumed to be
exogenous. 'This assumption is impOrtarit for the com-
putation of unreplaced attritions for the following rea-.

I

son: If quits are independent of the industry's activities,
then a reduction irl'employ,ment can be brought about
relatively easily -fly reductionS byin new hireS. if, b
contrast, quits should decline in response to reductidns
in demand, then firms would have to offset these de-
alines by further reductions in) ew hires in order to
bring about a given cut in employment. through unre-
placed attritions, and firms may find it difficult ac- _

corn/Misty. thiS.. T.:- 1
Hamermesh' model, with his orn parameter' esti-

mates, was simulated for Several industries. For brevity,
the results for only one industry, iron and steel found7
ries (SIC 332),. are sketched here.'Initially the iirclus
try 'assumed to be in the- Steady state, which is gen
'erated by an output growth. of 0.6.percent and a: quit
rate of 1.27 percent per glOnth. These numbers are ap-
proximately equal to the average output growth ,and
quit rate for Hamermesh's sample:-period. In the simu-
lation the output growth then declines to -1.0 Percent
for a period of twelve months, after which it returns to
its former level. The cumulative permanent reduction
in output below its initial growth path is thus about
20 percent. The simulation -has shown that,, as a con-
sequence, of this assumed disturbance, employment
must also fall below its initial growth path until the
total reduction is about 8 percent. HowAs.this reduc-
Aion in employment brought about? The simulation pro-
vides the following answers: Forevery Dpercerit recinc
tiOriln employment (1) new hires fall by 0.93 points
(2) loyOffS rise by 0.51 points, (3) rehires rise by 0.30
points .and (4) other separations fall by 0.14 points."
Since quits not allowed to vary, these numbers im-
ply that displacements account for 21 percent and un-
replaced attritions for 79 percent of the net reduction

' i
'The detailed results of this study of Hamermesh's, model are

contained in a working paper [41. which is availableon request.
"Hamermesh did not construct his model with the aim ofsimulat-

ing it or of obtaininglts implications for displacements and unreplaced
attritionr. Hence. he should not be held responsible for the methods
or results of this part of the analysis. t7

'ductions in employment. But this result depends cru-
cially on the invariance of quits. What would happdn
if quits - -should fall with reductions'in the demand for
labor? In the next three sections an attempt is; made, to
answer this, question.

7

B. A. Mbdel with Endogenous' Quits
In this secticirr a labor .turnover -model is presented;
which is similar in spirit to Hamermesh's ,but differs

.
.. , v- .

.

These figures are cumulated percentage. deviations of the labdr
turnover,flows from their initial steady:siate levels. *'" -

"Didplacements and' unreplaced attritions are defined as. D/S =4.-RH and ATT = '(2.71-D -NH , where all variables are measured
appropriately as cumulated deviations from their initial steady-state
levels. But the estimates of DIS and ATT may contain biases because
NH, has been omitted from both.

y
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S..
from it in crucial respects; In partiCular, the level of
'employment is now alloVied to influence labor turnover
aid qUits ao longer independent of conditions with-
In the ind'ust. _ 4

In the present framework; labor turnovpr actions are
initiated by either employers or emplciyees Or caused by

-"tie,,liontirelyautoliornous'factors such .as military conscrip-
bon; the compultory.retirement age, Or ill health. Let
uSexarnine in tt.IN-n the. derision problems faced by em-,
ployers and-by ernplOyees.

(1) Em'ployers' are assumed to treat, their voluntary
quits and other separations as exogenous acid to con-.

accessions (new hires phis rihirs) and lay--
offs so as to bring about a net change in employment
that is also endogenous and determined by the deMatid
for tht- outos.-anci similar co.. ihtewiTh us
assume, for-the present argument, that the erripkzying
unit is so small that all its employees are-homoge nous.
The quantity AN; +0;)-1-4. theti.ineasuiroOkith.
employer7s deficiency of employees ifx; > Surplus
if xi < For sucli(inittil.ainPoyers, it would not be
optimal. to bo0 hire.and--lay' off. emplciyees.COnse-
.quently when Xi 0, then 41 7 xi. add 0; and

.:when xi gQ 0, then 1,1 = and 0. The defini-
tion Of'xi also implies that both Ai and Li are related
linearly to Qi and Di, the 'former positiyely and
the latternegatiyiely. In-contrast to this miCrotheoretic
prediction that there should be either accessions or
laYOffs but not -both, virtually all the available data
on labor turnover show that both accessions and lay-
offs are quite large rin all phases of the businegs cycle.
This. PikenOitienon is likely to: be 510 to the:fact that the
data refer to Ti1S11',e than on&emplayinginiit as defined
above, so, that employing Units with both,positive and
negatiYe xi are aggregated. Let us; therefore, cqnsider

jibriefly how aggregation might meet the relationships.
among. 4;0 L, ..N, Q, and D.' ".

= Let the lie distributed according to the discrete fre-
quency function. r). Total industry layoffs, defined as
a positive number, are then simply the sum of all negt-
tive x's, and similarly accessions are the ;sum of all
positive x's: 4o t

X =x

x f (x)
x=0

(17)

.where xo and xi are the lower upper fimits., of the,
observed x'-s. The 'sum of all x s ifl the .industry is de=
noted by X and can be?ressed as

J F,41
r
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x.,x.E x f (x) (18),
x=x0

it fol vs thittX =A-L. MOreover,.sincex- = ANi +
Qi +Di is a linear relationship, it'can' be aggregated so'
that X.4. AN+4-/) anci-,-hence, AN A
which is the basic identity expresied in equation (1).

Let us now consider the relationshipS between the
aggregate-variables X, A, and.L. Suppose, for ingiarice,
that the 'x's for all micro units rise by an .identical
amount, so that the entiref(x) distribution shifts to the
right. Two effects of this shift can be 'distinguished;
First, there are now fewer, negative and more positive
x's and, second, all the remaining negative and posi-
tive x's are higher than before. Both effects operate in
the same direction.,10 aggregate, L must fall and.both
A and X must risi.hough the identity AN A -L-

..a':=1) must hold Oath befoie -rd after the- rise in the
.'x'S; there is no'reason to believe that the relationships
between X and A or X and L. are simple, linear ones.
:Xpltimentation with even simplef(x) functionstends
to result ill complex nonlinearAroregatiyerelation-
ships.

AccOrdingqo the above' analysisi.-aggregate acces-
sions and layoffs should both depend on agdegate
Q. and D, the; former positively and the latter, nega7.
tively. These predictions have been derived froth' the
basic identity xi.= AN; +Q; +D; and, -as long as this
identity holds 'exactly, all determinants of A and L
must be reflected by Q, and D, so that no ad
tional factOri can exert ah influence oil 4 and-r.
has been mentonedin part 2t. the dine SerieS.data, V:th
have been used in the empiriCal analysis; do,not satis

. the identity exactly. In order to formalize.this pec
arity.of the data, let us introduce an.errOr term4kw ch:.
brings.about the identity in the data. other.: wOrds,:k
Z is defined by AN .--=. A +.Z. 'The e*idesie-".
of Table 1"suggests that Z is; (in average, positive.lVith
given AN, Q, and D if is now passible that A and Lbetin-
fluencedby additional ctqrs that,operate throt§th Z -.-

For instance', somede rinfinuit may raise iOth Z and
and leave WI; Q, and D titiaffic (11 &nee not'mpch-

Ks about thenatuire of k ; it i not easy ititheOrize
about its determinants; At this s it is only recog-
nizedthat there may be deterthinots of A, and L that
are not reflected by' AN,V, and D But Operate through.
Z. rt -

So far, only total accessions and layoffs-have- been
examined and nothing-has beck said about the determi,
nation of the components of .accessions, nainelyf new Ala

hires and rehires. Let us turn td. this iiroblem. Given
that accessions Ai at the microeconomic level are
positive, it seerria plausible that 'employers first of all
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rehire: their previously laid-off but still availabie'em-
ployees until their own stocks of laid-off employees
SL, are exhausted and only tben, f indeed Ai > SL;,
do they hire new employees. The reason for this be-

' havior is quite, SL may be viewed as a sec-,
ondary work force from which employers can add to
their employment ks rapidly and at a relatively
low cost of hirin 'ninkand phasing in. If, at the
microeconomiC el, employers are distributed over
various SL; (fo 0), 'th 'en an aggregation argu,
ment similar that used in the previous two para.
graphs can used to obtain the following aggregate
-prediction; Al a given level of ;aggregate accessions
A, a. rise 'in: aggregate SL should lead/to a rise in
aggregate rehires RH -.and *ill 'in aggregate new hires
NH. MoreOver, in aggregate, at a given Aemiel of SLa
rise in A should ins/I:age both NH and RH. The -effect
on 'Rif shOuldbecOme weaker as A rises and more and
More gmtiloyers exhaust their own stocks of -litid-off
workers SL;;

By way of summary, let us express the determina-
tion of aggregate new hires, rehires, and layoffs in
fornial ;terms:

+ +
NH = (AN, Q, D. SL), (19)

+ + _+
Rh! = !I (AN, Q, D. SL),

3 b. *

(20)

421)

where the signsabOve the Variablesindicate the direc-
'flan of their theoretically expected influence upon NH,
RH, and L. For the sake of generality, SL has'been
included, also in the layoff equation. This can bejnsti-
lied 'only on the grounds thai SL is a determinant of
the errOr, terifiZ, but no sign prediction.can be made.

-Equations (19).-Co (21) can also be rearranged-.to yield
expressions for the two variables that are of primary
interest, displacements and utireplaced attritions: 13.

DIS = =f4 (AN, Q, D, SL), (22)
- +.A.t 4 ,A77 Q+D.-q711 = f, (ON, Q. Di4SL). (2)-

As mentioned, emPloyers are envisaged, within the
present _framework, to regard their quits and other
separatiops as exogenclus and to take oinrdecision

.. .

*I

- isilis has been pointed out in part 2 of this pap er, theseexpres
for DU and A TT are only approximately correct: DIS includes
should dlbcludeNH and A IT'excludes but should include it. Typi-
cally DM must be expected toe 'high and A7T too low. 11-cil
attempt has been made to esti to empirically the other displacement
concept, namely DIS, .. L L RH and, hence, it is not dealt with
explicitly in this- part of the paper. "

Part Two; Labor Market Adjustments

.new hires, rehires, layoffs, and the net change.in
ployment. Having discussed the determination of new
hires, retires, and laYpffs, let 66* turn to a descrip-
tion of the net.'dema0 for labor. There exists an eit-
tensive literature an net. employment functions -'The,
particular version of employment function proposed
here is similar to- the' one derived, by. ,Brechling and
Mortensen [5], Brechling (3], vc1 Nediii and Rosen
[13].0 is part of a multivariate s ck adiustnient Model ..
in which emplommenil,,t; realinventoiies .aiid unfilled
orders U.,are The comparative static ,levels

14`, and .U* are determined,. -threUgli a cost
mininiization procedute, by rear olden pot.:ilie real
wage rate, w, technological, change repreininted by a-
time trend-. 1,* quits Q, Other seParations D, -find the
stock of laid -off Workers$L. The net emPloyment furcz
t ion can be written:formally as:

AN = m 1 (Nt*--Nt_,)+ m2

+ m3 (Utc-14_1),
+ -

gi (OR, w, t,Q,D,SL),
+

= g2 (OR, w, t , Q, SL),-

= 13 (OR, D.SL11*.:
+ + -

(24)

- (25)

(2)

.427)

.

Asbefore, the ,ifits over coefficients or variables
.indicate the.plausible directions of Ste- influences of
the exogenous variables. Most, but not all., of these
signs, are implied unambiguously bY_the theqry, as is,,
shown in the studies cited:The influenbe of f; D,,and
SL upon NC requires Special. 4-tannic/it:. As Q. and .

rise, with c-imistant real orders, wAployeeS have!to be ."@

teplaCed more frequently; this implies.a, rise in the cost
of labor and hence, a-tendeticylor/V* to fall. But the
rise in Q and D. also implies an in the, pro-
Portion of erfiployees who are being traiited.and phased
in at any /ime and. thus' a reduction'in the average -
level of training of the employees and this effect tends
to.:raise N*. In equation (25). the -second effect is
assumed to dotriinate. The nega*e influenee,of'SL
upon' N* is baAed cm a proPosition: put forward 'by
Barth [2]: If firins r6gird SL as a kind of secondary

bor force that is used as a buffer in cyclical adjust-
tnenti, then a rise in SL reduces the probability that
this buffer 'Will Awe exhausted, and consequently firms
educe their con parative static employment levels NC.
It should perhaps be emphasized that eqUation (24) is

only one' of three dynamically interdependent equa-
tions. The Other two relate A/ and AU to the same
independent variables throu,gh related parameters. The
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Omission of' these two equations means that.the indi- determination of total quiti. 11.2 formal terms, the pro-

. ,victual pirarnekrs -of equations (25) to (27) cannot be posed quit function can, therefore, Be written as _

--tlidentiaod and hence the sign predictiOns discussed: :

0 - above, cannot be _tested. Ftirther, the omission of the
equations foi a and All requires some special assump-
;tiOni in the simphitiOn exercise reportedin.sectionto.

(2) HaVing described employersaffiehavior, et as, turn
to a 'discussion or-the remaining two 1 tumover

tcgiotiei, quits Q and other separations , Quits are
:initiated by;employees' whose dm-Colon, to quit their

...present posItions'kkpands on their quit propensities
. ..,. and the attractiveness of their present, positicuii in

relation to alternatiVes. In partict4ar, the abiolute level
-of.quito in 'an.industry is assumed to depend On .the
following seven 'factors. First, the Initiattotal level of
einploYmetit,Nz_ , should have a potitive effect on quits
Q, which, -however, ,peed not be _eqiiiproPortionate:.

lecopel, the iodustry!a4age in-relation to the mean-Wage.
`., In-illl other indUstries wfw s.hould have a negative in-
'.°) tluence on at. Third:the iqddstry's employment growth
-.; AN should affect . quits negatiVelx. A Ilse in AN is

expected to iniply, a reduction in -the prob *ty of. .
being 'laid off and, hence, to makelobs wit in-

.Y.1107.le.' more attractivie. Fourth, k rise in the employ-
ment growth' of all other 'indUstries:-AE should make,

.- allenuitrY.e ihdastriel relatively more,. attractive and
.. : raise 'quits, 'Elf$6,,.,the number of tow-tenure employees

in:the industry 4 expected to :have a positiim effect
' on _total industry iquits.-:.The re son fqf this 'effebt is

. _ that low-tenure -employi tend to have Very 'high quit
-. propensities,.a phenotnenbn 'consistentowith _the theo-.
, . reticai.ariument that's niployees learn about the non-

'pecuniary asPedss of .thoir'jobs at' low tenure levels
- arid -quit 'when they; find ihemitmatractive. Crifortu,_

!lately, -lid -series.'of 'tenure distributOrisf.of _em-
ployees are published for the current. :sample- of

. industries., Consequently, -a variousproxy variable's.
cOnsidered, its wale derided to use the recent giowth in
employnierit. In particular,"Wi is deflried as the grOWth
in employment over the past I.qu4fers., prior to AC

.4;ft-sinning of thecuirrent quarter. Wi Ni NI__
,whith yexpected to have a positive inipact- on, total:.

...",,,,4Auits.Thecultern employment Chang; AMin'ig,ht, how-
ever, also be a good indicator of the numbers of low
Ttenure imployee*.anit thu; exert a positive effect on
qukts: This. positive effeCt Might outweigh _the ne
the effect of AM illicusted_above.-Sixth, the'stock
laid-off wor4cers.SI.i_, .art-the tlikirining.of:the

-7-May also haVe a negative inilUence oa gaits: 'A. the
in 34; .shOuld discoi;rage'th'ose q.uitteriAvitio normally
find firVijobs,Withiirthe lain" industixbecause St_i
it measuito'or job ,aVailabilityitvithin the industryi
Seventlf, iii. orciertotripresent "any, omitted variables,'
a time trend, t was also allowed to play a role in .t18 ,

A

. .

AN. At,.(w/wo )1,1 Wi,, al :1, t),'. (28)

whicheeeMs consistent with theoretical models of-quits,
';for instance, with .11sotts' model F151, whichis,based
on a' searcthlre:c: framework: In contrasptF some

speCiflcations of qUir.rtinctions, ficr.itastance
liamegmesh's18), equation (28): doei not contain the
national unionployment rate. Both a-priori considera-
tions and experimentation with different variables' ing-
tested that.AN, AE, and may be the best set of

xPlanatorY variables to represent job opportunities in,
-ant*. outside,the industry: A

egpther separations D. consist of several ,cOm-
ponents. that may be influenced' by different factors.
and; hence, it, is rather difficult to model them tatis-

ifactorily: It would appear, however, that at:least some
of the argumentt. in the quit fiinction should also play
a reee in the determination 'of other. separations. Thu,
tee variables that measure' the relative attractiveness of
As in the industry may, influence, retirements to the
-e,4erit t at they are not CbdipletelY automatic_ Ftirther,
the Wi variable may again be,adadeqtiteineasure of
'the number of low:tenure employees, which must be an
'important deterMinant of the number of disCharges for
reasons sUch .ai incompetence or dishonesty. Finally,
Np., should alia,111 be included as a Cale variable that
may influence DI nonpioportionately. Thus the last
turnover function can be expressed formally as

.

1.

Di =15 (N 14. AN, A4-, (:,/wo fir. t).
. 7'

Equaticins:-(19) to (29) descnbe two -visions.,:of the
, model.of net and 'gross Mows of labor that have-been

used in the empirital estimation in the attempt to
obtain empiiical measures- of displacements and'un,
ieplaced attritions. lit the ,first version. of the model,
equations (22) and (23) area Omitted so that the em=
',foyers,' turnover variables are NH, RH, and .L, whereas
inthesecond.version equation:1.('19) to (21) are omitted so
sthai..the employers', turnover'- "variables are DIS and
ATT.:. The remainder of the Model is- identiCal'iti both

.., versions. Furthers fosome PurpOks. the model hal to
be4uppletnented:by equationM), which describes the
Moir ment of SL through time In 110th versions of the
co plete models the following variables are .thus

dons:: AN ild; :hence, Q, D, and SS L and,
he rice , SL;.. hi addition, NH, RIC and L., are4dogienOus
in' the first and- DIS -and Ari in the seconcrverpion
of the model. .-Fiiither they falowitig variables are
expgencto,i6 both versions of. the' Ccimple,te. model:
PR; w, _ _ .S1.47 wiwo, 4E,-Wi,'.and 8.



Let uskaw turn to a -description of the estimAttion of
this,mo111111.

t--C.--Tho- Empirical Iltteults
The model that is summarized by eqUations (19) to
(29rhas been fitted to quarterly data .for twenty-four
manufacturing industries. Most of the data required
foi this Purpose are readily available in Empl6yment
and. Earnings, Manufacture1,s' Sales, InVentories and
Ordert, andthe Monthly Labor Review. SoMe data had
to be processed prior to fitting the model. The raw data
have, however, n.ot been seasonally adjusted and,
hence, intercept dummies for the second, third, and
fourth quarters have been imjuded as-independent Vari;-
ables. Typically these, dunNies take on the value 1 in
their own quarter- and 0 in others. In the equations
for quits and other separations, ho.weyer, the seasonal
pattern was found to be slightly different ancrthe dum-
mies take an the value of Nt in their own quarter and
0 in all others.

In initial trials the net labor demand, and labor turn -
over .functions were approximated by both linear and'
log4itiear fort By and large, the linear versions of
them
specifi
given

tended to give better result,s; The linear
also has the advantage that the Constraint
= A -S can be checked-or incorporated _

it* e model quite easily. . .' -- ..ffr' y

Various alternative est' atori "methods have been
14fk.used, but the ,difference the results do seengee

to` be substantial. For the results presented here,. the
net deniand for labor, Ihe quit, aild the other Separations
functions have been estimated by ordinary least-squares
and all the other labor turnover functions by 'two,
stage least-squares for which AA( is the jointly de

eqt variable. Y.
some equations the Durbin-Watson statistics are

sd owhat low. These eqtiations were adjusted for auto-
correlation ad reestimated. 'Since, however,t,the re-

"Edon Coefficieettlid not Change very much, only
ultrof the =adjusted eqtrilauns are reported.

DUrbin-Watson statistics sOould thus be regarded
. s sigtials.pointing turpassible nustrifications.

For breyity the results for only o industrial cafe-
gories, total durable, and-total nondurable goods indus-

" tries 'are prOenteinat some of- the .olif6presults are4

meth5P briefly. 11te evidence of Table.? suggests:-
that e net,flOv4gmanci for labor is determined 'pre-
dominant' 4 orders, the time tragl; quits, and
lagged e t. 1p dufable goods industfies unfilled

: orders ar to exert a positive inffuence upon
Nsi.. The re agttuidihe stock cif laid-off workers do
not pct the nettalirge in emplOstient significantly.
;Table 3 'cgs the :empirical estimates of the

paraiyeter&f6T jhe navfahh-eorehire, layoff, and

Part Two: Labor Market Adjustments'

Ta6le 2
The Net Emplojment Demand Equations

iealependeof
Variables

OR

D

. R2
D-W

Durables

. _

Nondurablec

0.0262 0.0330
(1.08) . (4.26)

114.-- (-2.28)

ve (-0.07)
10.043

29.085

0.6996 0.2480
(2.39) (1.84)

1.3649' 0.7459,
.7. (1.28) (1.54)

(1:0871 0.2021
(-9.41) (0.76)

0.0193
(1.11)

0..0124
(1.89
0.79

0.2181
(-2.02)
0.0244

0.0074
(-0.21)

Q.93

1.21 2.23

,Note: res in parentheses are t-ratios
peri , see T& e e 1. The column' headed
Du R-Watson d-,statistic's.

Or sample
contains the

.

pla ment equations. In all these equations, AN is
trea ed as the jointly depend nt variable, so that the
values for A./0 'are those predicted by the instrutnen-
tal variables that arcthe independent variables listed ine.
Table 2, Let us lliScuss the parameters:in Table 3 in
some detail. Ne hires are affected positively and sig-.
nificantly,by the net change in employinent and qaits
And negatively by the stock4ollaid-off employees. Re-
hires are related po vely to the stoek of laid-off
workers but not very ougly,or consistently-to any of
the other variableS, Layoffs respoqd negatively Jninet
emplciymenIchanges, quits, and other separations and -

positively. to the. stockof laid-off employees. As has
already been pointed o,u_t, this positive association be-(
tween L and SL must be attributed' to a positive
association-between the error Z and S4. In other Words,
'as die stock Of laid-off employees rises, the .error 4

4efined by AN = A -L-Q4+Z, tends to
rise and ,this rise is offset by t' ase in L . This
is aninterestmkaSsociation,- whir la deserves further.
analysis and me-y Thyield a clue' to The reason why Z
occurs.. Next let us considerdisplacernentsTwO series
for displacement. have been fitte*Series A is defined
as and series B asDISB = L -RH-Z.
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Table 3
.

ao

The New Hire, Rehire, Layoff, and Displacement Equationis

V independent
Variables'

Q

D

SL -
z.

, New Hires

0.3984
(8.95)

0.9210
(8.93)

- 0:1192
(-0.42)
-0.2589

(-5.52)

Rehires

-0.1101
(-3.47)

0.0780
(1.07) ll
0.1885

(0.95)
.

0.3085
{9.23)

R2 ; 0:97 0.87-.

D-W- - 2.06 1.22 =-

AN 0.4037 0.0405
(4.87.) (0.24)

Q 0.8254 -0.0125
tl 1.13) (-0.32')

0.2952 -0.1893
(1.20) (-1.45)

SL -0.1900 0.1855
.1.69). (3.10)

R 2 0; 98 - 0.94

D-W . 1.11 1.09

For notes, see Table 2.'

Itt

Layoffs

Durables

\ 4, -07310
(.-13.94)

. 0.0985
(0.81)

.

.. , 0.7579
4- 2.27)

Displacements %

-0.6210
(-13,22)

0.0200
(0.1'8)

- 0.9463.
(-3.17)

'0.1739
(3.15)

Ar88
2.19

Nondurables "'It
-0.5929

(- 10.49)
-0.1576
( 3.12)
AP0.4352
( -2.59)

0.1721."
I (2.24)

0.9

l''

Displacements B

-0.6016
(71305J)

-6.0790 ,

(-0.77)
192

(-73.96)

-0.1346 -0.2589
(-:2.72).; (-5.5E)

0.89 0.91

2.27 2.06

(
-0.6634 -0,5963

(-9.38) ''.. (-7.19)
- 0,1450 . . -0.17-46

(-2.52) (- 2.35)
0.24 9 -0.40484,

,(-1.2 t (-2.86)
,0-, ' -0.1900

''7,;(79:.1,51 .. (421.69)

-.,..- ,. .- .0.95 * .. 0.95

1-.82 , NI , 1.11 °

.
Corresponding t4,theSe rwo series there are two series the :. and DISB' equations are gititelinlilar, but.

., for.unreplaced atititions; series A includes and series ,13 '.c; B ibliecifiCation;which assigns the error 2 to dis-.
excludes Z, or ATTA = Q +D -NH -7 and ATIB = tjalacements,, seems 'slightly superior to the A .sPecifica-

,Q +D -NH ,' As a result of these dgfinitionstthe' errAK dpn, By and large; the results for the other tiVenty-two .
Z is attributed to either DIS (4_A TT,.so.that the clef , induStlies are sithilario those' presented in Table 3: In..

.

-tidnal identitY,betWbenthe net and grdfs flows of la ,r , particular, new hires tend to be related positively and
has: been made to hOld exactly in the '.data.14.olittile.; layoffs: negatively. to AA.- Q, and R. FUrther7 in
words,. AMA + D1SA = -6N and A R.-:i-
- Al,/ and eitherthe A or the 13: speciflcatio
used. ThAcoefficientsqhat relate ATTA ansi.A

.03 = creasss in -4,/, tend to raise new hires and reduce. re-
art. be hireseBpt other; aspects of the rehire equations are not.

entirely-satisfactory.
41.1t), Q, D, ,And SL can be obtained easily from the Table 4 cokains the ft gel of results, nanielythdse
coefficients 6f thebdisplacemerit equaiions in Table 3. for quits and Other separations. Both quits-and other
The 4610 coeff Tents of the displacement and attrition separations are related ppsttively to, the leVel. of gm-

.

equations du sum to -1 and the coeffici
SL have same it;sOlute value but op
displace nt and attrition equations." A

.

ofa ployment and the current,and.reeent Qhanges -inv
s in_ the empioyment'Orand W4. Further the impact of rela-.

happens, tine wage i.v/wo is negative but notsignifcant. The time
trend-tends to have positive influence on quits StIji a

"Thus the eoefficientsof the A tTA eciton- for total durables are-
negative one on other separations. The stock.of laid off

"#-0.3790; -0.0100. 0.9463 and 0.1346 for , Q. D, and SL, respec.- 'Workers raises quits y)-clurables and reduces them in
Its hould be noted lhat piss can alsfi be expressed as DISB

;citations are r ed. side.the industry reduces qu ts irdutablet and raises

uve y. durables whereas-the gAange'iltemOloyinent out-.--aN+mf-ii-estand. hqnce, the coefficients of the Nil and DISB

!

.

. .
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Table 4
The. Quit and Other Separations Equations

Independent
Variables Quits ''

Durablis
-

Other Separations 'Quits

Nondurubles

Other Separations

AN 0.2941 0.0486 0:0188 0,0287
(6.63) (3.29) 41 (0.12) "" co.rn r

' 0.2642 0.0578 -1 0:36i7 0.0688
(10.75) (7.06) (5.56) (3.19)

-3.5610 0.1607 -0.3312 0.7831
(-5.30)' (0.72) (- 0.44), (313)

.SL Or ri37 0.0043 0.0133
(2.29) (0.19) 1.16) (0.24)

-506.09 -334.18 -922:fel -508.03
'( -0.68) (-1.34) (-04) (-1.15)

W4 0.0848 0.0044 0.1071 0.0152
.(3.75) (0.59) (2.09) 0.91)

*AE -0.1965 -0.0240 0.1092 -0.0029
(-2.26) ' (-0.83) (3.06) (-0.25)

R* 0.97 0.96 0.97 . 0.91

1.76 1.35 1.48 ` 1.76

Fir' notes, see able .2.

'them in, durables. The results from ter twenty-
, Iwo in striei-seem to contain very -Si messages:

, /-;:andW4 influence quits and other separations
4"/ predominantly positively. But the strongest result is
/ that far the relative wages w/wi,: In twenty of the re-

/ maining industries the coefficient of w/ivo is negative
and in thirteen it is significantly so. This is an encourag-
ingly strong ;result,; 'especially in' view of difficulties
that are often encountered in attempts to discover the
effects of relatiVe prices in time series analyseS..

It is not cleaned that the "empiricalgstiMates pre-
sented in Tablet to 4 are entirely satisfactOry: SeVeral
of the parameters hai,e imillausible signs and others' are
not significant. But this e*idence doeis contain some
substanth5e information on the interrelationships be--
tweerinet and gross flows of labor. These interrelations.-
will be analyzed further next section.

d

D: Thte Simulation

(I) For a discussion of the steady-State properties of ..

the model, equations (19) to (29) have to- be. supple-
mented by equation (10), which describes the 'Move-

. ment thrpugh time of the, stock Of laid -off eMployees.
The steady state of the model isihen said to exist when
AN = NI-Ni_,=0,W1 0, and All,

= 0. In other words, with given exogenolis
watiatts, All endogenous variables are at their steady-
state levels when both the stock Of employrneniand the
stock of laid-off employees are constant' over time.

en these steady-state conditions are assumed, the
odd, with the estimated. parameters, can be solved

for its, endogenous variables on the basis of any arbi-
trary set of exogenous variables. For the initial compu-
tations, the exogenoils variables OR, w, /1_1,

-110/Hitu it, and 8 were assumed to be at their sample
means. The resulting steady-state values 'of the 'ea-
dogenous*ariables are presented-in Table 5, together
with their-sample mean,. For version'2 of the model'
the error Z. has been attributed to displaceMents Ind
therefore DOB ± A147713 = -AN.

Inspectiontidf the figure's in Table 5 suggests-that the
sleady-ttate values of the endogenous variables are not

different from their samMe'rucans. This similar-
,ity. is not necessarily implied by the structure of tip= `+
model or the estimation techniques and, hence, it may
be viewed as a -Satisfactory voect of the model.'.

in'order to be able to study he respOnse of the model
to an txogenciiis reduction in demand, the SysteM was

.
"-The model summarizea, in eluAtions (191' to (29) has

stveral complex dynainic interdependencies -mild, .

hence, it ts difficult to- ascertain al its properties: by
analytic's) knethods. An attempt h s,stherefore, been

mildew obtain the most importAn implicAtions of.the
/model by means of a simulation, xercise. Let us de-
' scribe this simulation in some d by dealing, ,first,

With the steady-state properties of the model and,
.

secdnd, with its .abort -run responses to exogenous
. 4
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Table 5
..The Steady; State Values of the Enchigenouti Variables

Durables Nondurables
Steady-State Values Steady-Stati Values

Sample Means Version I
.

AN 16105 '0
fiI 107057281 10719.087
Si Nvir.518.142 555.540
NH 7'868.019 848.157

C RH 400.792 413.798

.II" 47.8.545 497.129
Q 562.095, 558.222
D 281.003,: *-: 280:663
DISB 8:226,

A 27.8, , 24.921. .
NH+RH-L '-'52.832 -74,059
.L -RH
Q.+D-NH -24.921 -9.272

83.331

69.527 74.059

Version II Sample -14Acans-7-.7ersion I Verion. Pi

0
'10709.419

583.676

.
. ,

11.642
:749.953

257.607

C .

0
7861.774
255.530

( 761.760 .
316.676

787,815
313.976

396.342 , 393.191
529.1.40 533.014 567.951 *

. 279.340 167.287 173.886
57.551 49.818

-57.551 -61.460 It .

- 18.207 -33.237
79.666 . . 79.215

.- 61.459. -45.978
0Q. 29.849 33.237- .0

0
7757.818

211.,250

536.617
165.907
65.488

- 65.488

.0
.. . _,

Nose: All. numbers in thousands. For sample periods, see Tablet. Version 1 consists of equations (10), (19) to (21) and (24) to 9).
Version!! consists of equations (10), (22), (23) and (24) to (9). Z is defined as Z = AN -NH-RII+1,.+0+D :,-- AN + A TT + a.W'....

started in the initial steady state: and then subjected
, to an ,exogenous shock that ,took the form,of a 10 per-

. cent reduction in real orders OR, real inventories I,
;and real unfilled orders U. But the other exogenous

variables were all held at their sample means. 'This
procedUre may 'require so further explanation.; As
has been mentioned in n B of this part of t e
paper, the model expressed jn equations (19) to ( )

I should be supplemented by two additional dynamic ly
interdepe ent functions; they'determine the ch e
in real in ntories M and in real unfilled orderi QU. In
a' complete specification of the dynamic effects of
changes in demand, firms should be allOWed to respond
to a ceteris paribus reduction in real orders OR by
reducing gradually the stocks of eqpment, real inven-
tories, anreal unfilled,ers to their new steady-state
leVels. In the present.: ration, by contrast; real.
inventories and unfilled ers are reduced to their new
steady-state levels- instantaneintsly.., and, moreover,

.. these reductiOns are supposed to be ,proportionate to
that in real. orders.' Thus, the simulation traces the
short-run and long-run effects of a 10 percent reductiOn
in real orderi, real. inventories, and reall.iinfilled Order§
.upon net employment and all the !abbr. turnover cater

gories. ThL on for this implified s 'hat
the primary P, lase of th research un erlying this
paper has been to tain e relationshipsbetweeh net
changes in employment and the labor-turnover-flows.
The estimates of these relationships may, not be af-
fected 'much by the aboVe 'simplification, which seems
to influence primarily the estimate Of the net change in
employment. : , . ).. . , ..11 ---,k

The-long-run effects of a 10 percent reduction in OR,
I, and U are presented in Table 6. Tills table' con-

the ew steady-state. levels of the eridogfnous

1(.:ariables or the two vetsions of the model and the two
indUstry groups as well at the percentage differences
between the initial and to new steady-state levels.
Thus, the reductions in 00,1, and U cause reductions
in the steady-state values of emploYnient, new hires,

. quits; *other seParations, and unreplaCed attritionS and
increases in those of the stocf laid-off emplbyees,.

:-rehires; layoffs and displacements. The signs of the '.0
changes in the steady-state levels are the Samefor both
industiy groups though their magnitudes differ substan-
tiallyin SOine instances. A particularly striking feature,
of thele 'numbers is the large decline in quit ,which.r:

is
is much larger proportionately than that i ni lo y -`

,---11111r=
ar

P Y
rnent. Consequently, the quit rate, that th ratio of

"Iifthe reduction in an industry's.output is due to a trade liberalize-
lion policy that involves inte done! reciprOcjty, then the simulation
exercise should be based .on t assumptioti tlae some induitries
contract and others expand their plciyment levels. In the above
simulation alternative -industries rtm unaffec and henti, the
present results may bey toes gloomy.

Q to N, is much lower in the depressed than in the
prosperous steady state.

A comparison of the steady-state levels in Tables 5 ,

and 6 suggests that, in relatively prosperous times,
quits, other separatiOns; and new hires tend to be high. /

ra
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''Tible
The Second Steady-State Values

:7 DtirabIes

SL
NH.
RH
L

D
DISB
ATTB
NH +RH -L -Q -D
L -RH

For es, see Table 5.
*The. differences in the steady-stat

Version I' 'Version 11

Percent Percent
ew. Level Diffrencti. New Level .Difference

Part Two: Labor Market Adjultments

10004.447
683.323'
657.045
431.364
531-863
381.189

.238.496

-65.139
102.499

-37.360

4. N

'and to take care of a relatively large °portion of the.._
realleelition of workers among . ablishments and
.industries: In relatively depressed times, on the other
.-hand,.quits, other separations, and new hires tend to be
low and the. function, of . the reallocation, of workers
seems to.be shifted to layoffs, rehires, and the stock of
laid -off employees, all of which are larger than in pros-
perous 'dines. . . .

(2) Although the long-run consequences' of reduc-

1 .tons in, real orders, inventories, and unfilled orders
ay be 'of -Considerable interest, the priMark focus of

the: research underlYing the present paper is on the
.short-run adj.Wient paths of ernp mem. and the
labor turnoveWws. Figures 2 to 4., e the paths of
employment, the vock of laidkff employees, and the
turnover. .variables that. occur as a consequence of the
10 percent exogenous 'reduction. in real orderS, inven-
tories* And .unfill41 orders..'=The 'figures .refer to iboth
versions of hie model and both industry groups.' The'

er shoUld.note thatsthe.stales of Figures 2 to 5 are.,
all identical and that-the origin of the stock of em -

ploYmenthat beerisadjusted so as to make itfitintO the
diagrams with the .other variables. The maftrimplicaT
_dons of -Figures. ;.to S are as follow,: all:four versions

.

of the model are, stable 'in the settiesthat the variables
approach thsir, new steadystatel levels antk.do not

:diverge frOmibein..Furtherin theciurnble gOodSoindut- -

*tries, adjUgfinent tends to be qUite ,fai: --all variables.
*quite elOse to their npw steady- states, within .one ...

after ti0.4iStUrbance. In the nondurable goods
tlustries theldjustmept is somewhEkt slower. Furtheri'

1 rioincitirahles the variable": approach their' neW

-/ No:Wu-fables' ...
Version 1 , . Version II

Percent Percent
New Level Difference New Level' Difference

-6.67 9995.944 -6.66 6721.53$ -14.50 6.618.925 -14.68
Y 23.00 532.159 38,70 537.127 110.20 493.418 133.57
-22.53 301.41,6 -61.74

4.25- 387.062 23.28
7.39 553.571 40.79

-31.71 355.610 r*, -32.79 71.139 -87.47 40.210 -92.51
-15.02 237.332 -15,04 96.575 -44.46 88.699 -46.54

79.824 38.70. 152.96p 133.57
-79.824 -38.70 -152.960 -133.57

12.04 -32.807 1.29
23.00 166.509 110.20

-302.93 -133.702 -190.80

levels in Tables 5 and 6.

I

steady-state levels monotonically, whereas in durables
they overshoot theipsteady-state levels and then return:
to them.

In order to obtain an impression of the roles played
by the various labor turnover categories in a downward
adjustment of employment; Table 7 has been prepared.
It contains the cumulated deviations from the initial "IS

steady states of the various net and gross flows of labor.
The period over which the observations have been
cumulated is, one caleriaar year, namely the four,
qtiarters that follow the 'exogenous deniand reduction.
Thus, the nuMber, in the first row and column in Table 7
indicates that, during the four quarters after t C. distur,
bance, employnient has fallen by a total of 709;f6Obelow
its initial-steady-state level and the other numbers in the
first column should be interpreted similarly. To obtain
an impressiOn of the relative iniPortgpce the various
labor turnover categosies, the numbers are' presented
also as percentages of-i-Ak. ThelfolloWing ch ter-
istics of the 'evidence in "r4nble 7 should noted: In
version I of the model new hires decline by more tfian
the net reduction in employment in both industry
groups. But this decline is offset by substantial reduc-
dons in quits and other separations, so that the esti-
mated unreplated attritions are only 15.6 percent of
-4/"/ in durables and -13.5 percent in nondurables.
Layoffs rise substantially and are offset only partially
by increases in rehires so that the estimated displace-
mentsare 57.2 and 69.5 perceni of. N. for durables
and ,nondurahles, respectively. The error, that is the
difference, between AN and :('N +RI-174.:-Q-D) is

2 percent for durables and 44 pertent for nondura-
lr.
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Table 7 av

dimulated, Deviations from Initial !Reedi Ste_

# k

AN.
NH
RH
E.

D
L-RH
,Q+D-NH
NH+RH-L-,Q-
DISH
ATTB

Durables

Version I Version 1E .111r

Patient Percent
Thousands or -AN Thousands of -AN

,,,Nondu-rablcs
Version I " Version lk

Perceht
Thousands of -AN Thousands.

Percent
of -AN

-709.8 100.0 -708.3 r 100,0 100,0 -372.2 100.0
-873:1 -123.0' -392.1 -104.7

273.8 38.6 63.8 17.0
679.7 95.8 324.2 86.6

-633,6. -8'9.3 -628.3 -88.7 -381.7 -101.9 -383.6 -103.1
-128.7 -18.1 -128.5 -18.2 -16.3 -60.6 -16.1

405.9 57.2 . 260.4 . 69.5
110.8 15.6 -50.7 -13.5

-516.7 -72.8 -209,7 -56.0
404.4 57.1 268.7 72.2
303.9 42.9 103.5 17.8

I
,

. bles. In versibn2 of the model this error must disap-
peat. The differences between the estimate; of -4N,
Q, and,DIS fOr the two versions of the model are
negligiblyilmall. The only strikihg differences. oc9g in
the. estimates of unrephiced attritions, which are sub-
stantially higher in version 2 than in version I . Indeed,
the entire error of version 1 seems to be attributed to
A7TB in version 2i. .

Forpilesent purpOses, the most interesting implication.4.
'of Table 7 is that, despite the very large decline in nevkt
hires, 'unreplaced attritions seem to'play only a' sec-

! . ondary role in btinging about net reductions in employ
ment. The reason for this phenomenOn is that new hires
respond to a sharp fall in quit; so that new hires and
quits fall in a mutually offsetting manlier., I ection
it has been pointed rout that Ilamermesh.s. approac
implies that unreplaced attritions account for 79 percent
14' any net reduction in employMent. AsAoted this
finding is,baied on the assumption that theindustry's
quit rate is-independent of economic conditions within
the industry. The finding/the present research is that
suelvanassunintion can substantially bias the resti17.
The numbers in Table 7 suggest, by contrast to Ham-
ermeth's, that the fall' in quits may prevent unre-
placed attritions from bringing about,41 large proportion
of any net reductiop iii.einployinen*cCording to theSe .
estimates unreplaced attritions amount to, at most, 42.9
percent,of v.-AN:Although no finality is claimedkethe
prelent results, they do suggestlat quits ouglMo be
allowed to 'respond to changes in gnomic canditions,
within "the industry in future investigations of labor
turnover, especially if they are aimed at obi aiall esti-
mates Of unreplaced ;atriums and displacefneM.

4. Conclusiont

In the research underying this,paper an attempt has.
been ,made to- estimate the displacements and unre-
placed attritions that must be expected to occur as a
result of exogenous reductions in the demand for an
industry's output. Such reductions tray_ be caused by
many factors, including trade liberalization Measures
and the ensuing increase in import- penetration, the
effects of which are of particular'interest in the present
context.

Rini 2 and 3 of this paper contain the general concep-
tual framewbrICof the analysis, rt description of the time

. series data,., and the result of the construction, estima-
don, simulation of the model. The' main conclusion
oft analysis is that unreplaced attritions may not be.
as important' in bringi about net- ,reductions in

loyment as is sometimes suggested. Although firms
cut eir new hires drastically when demadfalls4 this is

ly caused and offset by substantial reductions in
v ntary quits. In other words, since attritions falrwith
demand conditions, attempts by firms to effect net re-
ductions in employment through uniepleied attritions
tend to have only limited success and the priMary
method of reducing employment Wces the form of dis-
placements.

4 seems that the. time series data on labor turnover
have not been analyzed previAtly with a view to ob-
taining estimates of displacements aglCl.unreplaged attri-

. tions. The estimates. presented ill this piper should,
therefore, be regarded as. a first attempt at generating.

. quantitative information that has potentially important
implications for economic policy: A number of obvious
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4110 r tiirther research suggespthemselves. The cort- . 15. Brechling, Frank, and Dale MOrtensen/ -"Interrelated
ceptual rienework Might be changed. Following Mor- Factor DemIspd Functions." MimlOgraphed.
tensen (ri) And Pencave112), it Might be assumed that 6... Burton, John F., and John F:. Parker. "InteAndultry

Robert-E. "Turnover in the Labor Force." firaoL7
As Papers on Economic f4ctivity, (3: 1972), 709-53.

the tYpi I fi
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rnkcontrols its quits through its relative Variaticios in. Voluntary.Labor Mobility." Industrial nd

. -Wages:- The rehire equatioh,- whichvurrently.yields.uT -11-61-16141 Role"2. 22 0011401-19fM,- 199 -216

satisfactory empirical restilts, sh cruld..pertiaps. also
specified differently. For the empirical estimation, dif-
ferent functional .fornis and :,different econometric
methods could be .tried- in an effort, to improve the
results.. Finally, estimates' of diiplacemetitt and Unre-
plated attritions'shopld be obtainer] for industries that
are, smaller; than total durable and total nondurable
goods industries. Disagiregatioh seems to tre tspeCiall y
de2irable, becauratit highly aggregated industry clas-
siftations'much'Iaborturnover is intra-rnduitrp turn-
over and, asrhas been pointed out in pact 2 of thi;
'per, such intra-industry turnover, to the extent that

H1 >.0, tends to bias the estimates of displacements
and unreplaced attritions. As discussed in part 3, the
model has been fitted to twenty-two additional man-
ufacturing industries and the results are being analyzed
-currently. Al has been found by Nadiri and Rosen [13],
'however, the same model of factor demand does not
perform equally well at all levels of aggregation and,
hence, some industrytspecific modeling may be netes-
'miry. It is hoped that futufe research will provide infor-
mation on the reliability of the currently available esti-
mates of displacements and unreplaced at ions as
well as onthe source.of any intra-industry cl. erences in
the relative itnportance of displacemen and unre-

'attritions as a means of reducing e loyment.
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Earnings Losses. of Workers
Displaced from ManufactUring linduOdois
Louie-S. Jacobson'

r

;-)
introduction

'A particularly sensitive current policy Issue is the
effect of Changes, in tariffs and quotas on employment

,and earnings. This study examines enthirically some of
the effects of a permanent labor 'displacement that
might result from changes in international trade policy;
Specifically, this paper presents estimates of how job
displacement. would change the long-term earnings of
workers in eleven indhstries, and relates the findings to
industry characteristics se that they can be projected to
industries not threCtly studied. The study described
here was designed to assist iRdeterthining industries in.
which trade liberalization would impose largelosse) on
workers,

The results show that average prime age male work-
ers suffer substantial losses of earnings in industries
Whete the normal rate of .labor turnover is low and,
prime age malesinake up a high percentage of the total
labor force. These industries also tend to be high-wage
industries.

DisPlaceM01. from. the auto and steel industries is
, estimated to reduce earnings 0* a six-year period by
about 24 percent,' and by almM as much in seversl
otherhigh-wage industries. The estimated loss in low-.

wage industries wits very much smaller, averaging
abourCpercent: I nsome cases, such as cotton Weaving,
no appreciable losi could be detected.

The methodology and data used in the study were
aPpliediarlier in Meastiring how the earnings of steel

port competiti n [31- That study used data drawn
workers Would angel: if they -lost their jobs due to

seaport
from dins- Social Security system's Longitudinal Em-
ployee-Employer Data (LEED) file to examine both
earnings ldsses per worker and the number and Charac-
teristics of workers displaced under a 'range of Cir-
cumstances, for groups of workers who'differ by race, .
age, and prior work history: We founthattheearnings
losses for most groups of steel workers*Quld be. quite

rs

$7

" 4 i .4.(

....

large, Walingas much as $17,000 oiler. itgiven worker's
lifeti . We found that, although 'any worker losing histn
job W pay a high price, comparatively feW workers

, ,would placed in this position as a result of trade
liberalization. ., .

This study extends our earlier work 41sithet. indus-
tries, providing estimates of how much the eatnings of ,

displaced workers would be reduced./She basic prpce-
dure used was to measure the earnings of workeit:after
they permanently left an industry during,an employ-
ment reduction. These earnings were then Comparethe
the earnings of similar.Workers who were not displaced,:

,51uring the employment cutback.
Although we are interested in losses resulting frOth an

employment reduction induced by trade liberalization,
the employment reductieryi we examined were due, in
most cases, to other causes. The size of the !psi de-
pends on the value' of human capital lost and "bn the
costs of searching for a new job, but not on the reason
an employment reduction is made. The findings are thus
relevant for considtiing how reduced labor demand
affeets a, worker's earnings, whether the reduced de-
mand is due to import penetration or to other factori
such as chapgei iii technology. or government'igula-
tions stip as pollution control.

Definitions
.rt

In the following discussion a number of term s with
precise meanings tare tried repeatedly. The objectiviortA
the study is o measure-the effects of reductions in labor
demand on he earnings of workers in,industries likely 411

'Chat
'The steel study. wairmorii complete in inipg earnings losses.

study measured how loises were aff
exam

workers' age and
tehure, and by economic conditions in the .workers' local labor
market. It also handled the bask data somewhat differently. Work-
ail were grouped based on changes in steel employment by plant
*her than by. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) and

'cins.in different years were examin'ed..bleVertheless, the 're-
ts from the steel industry,when redone using the methodology de-

imbed -in this Mei were IsrikinfilY sirlitlar; thus, enhancing our
confidence in the resit resented here. .

*This paper is based on Louis S. Jacobson "Earnings Losses '.or

in. 1976.
splaced from Manufacturing Industries,:' 1LAfi -74 23

which,w
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to be affected by increasing import penetration. Earn-
ings loss is the difference tietween what a worker actu-
ally earns toner demand, has fallen and what he would
hays earned had demand not fallen at that time.,

Topeasure earnirialosies, we corn-pare the earnings
of woikers who are adliersely affected to the earnings of
workers who are not affected., We make a basic dist inc-
don between workers who permanently leave an indus-
try in a year when labor demand is falling and those who
do not leave in that year. Workers who leave are called
leavers; those who do not leave are called stayers

Some (dyers would have left because of illness, '8-
charge for cause, or to searchifot a better job, even if
there had been no employment reductions. Such, leav-
era are called attritions. Workers who leave an industry
permanently and not have done so in the absence
of reductions 'nor demand will be called displaced
Workers.' These displaced worker* are the principal
focus of the study. -

To measure the earnings losses of displaced wakers.
vile should compare their postdisplacement earnings to
the earnings of similar workers who were not distilaCed.'
The data did not allow us to diatinguish which were
attritions, however: Instead, losses of displaced work-
ers were estimate4 by measuring how earning thing,et
differed in groups ofliavers, that contained 'different
proportions of displacements and attriti ns.

We were able to identify two groups f workers who
permanently left each industry-On group included
most of those displaced but also inc did. some attri-
tions. The other comprised mostly attrition's but in-
cluded some displaced workers as Well.

By assuming that otherwise similar attritions In both
groups had the same earnings, and that otherwise simi-.
lar displaced workers in both groups had the same earn-
ings, and. by estimating. the probability that a worker
would be classified asp attrition, we could then sub-
tract tie effect of attritionon the earnings of the group
.contaang. most of thealisplaced workers; the remain-
der would then be a mesure of the &riling* loss due to
displacement alone.

The two groups way id,entified by dividing workers
in each indUstry oitihd basis. of whether employment in
the industry in the worker's SMSA was rising, orffillitig,
in the year of seriaration. An SMSAwith.rising industry
employment. be called a rising SMSA. An SMSA.

, .

'The displacement and attrition cOncepti used in this paper are
not analosoui to ,the More 'Usual BLS turnover concept of layoffs
and quits. As measured by BLS, all but abdut IS percent of lay-
offs do not lead to a permanent . We cannot even con-.
eider ;eminent layoffs as rents, dance some of these
workers would have left luryway should be considered awl-
dons. Similarly, quits measured by BLS exclude workers who leave
due to accident, Deis, or dischage. This probably, accounts fbr
at least oae-third of attritions. .

Part Two: Labor Market Adjustment*

with falling industrremployment will be culled afulling
SMSA. 'Thus, tf a gr'oup of leavers in SMSAs where
employment was increasing (rise-arc tkers) were less
likely to be displaced workers than the group ofieevers

--In SMSAs where in the aggregate Berns are reducing
employment (fall - leavers ).

The measured loss in earnings for fall-leavers proved
to be a reasonably accurate estimate of the loss due to
displacement alone. Losses estimated by subtracting
the effect of attrition from the weighted average of
losses did not add much- useful information bfcause
they were subject to a very large measurement error.
They did, however. suggest that using the loss esti-
mates for the group with comparitiyely.mare displace-
ments, without cprrecting for the inclusion of attritions,
tended to underestimate slightly 'the loss due to dis-
pliaementsbilone in high'wage industries, to overesti-
mate the loss in lower wage industries, and-to estimate
accurately the loss in industries in the middle of the
earnings distributi4. ' :

The following disteuision Will describe in greater de-
jtaif how these results 'were obtained, This will be fol-
lowed by a discussion of possible underlying deterrai-.
tants of these results.

I.
.

Measuring Earnings Losses
, .4

In order to measure'what the eadnings.of.*orkos Who'
recently separated .from "it given' industry ould have
been had they not left, cotnparisongicifdIsfayersin
the 'same industry is statistically Matched to the leavers
so that earnings potential is dittributed.identically:b e,
tWeen the two gro'ups. Then the earnings of thesetwo .
grOups are compared over tithe. \

Although many previous studies have eXamitted the
earnings losses of workers, few, if any, use atompari-
son grouP 12]. Mostly, the measures of earning" losses
are based on before - and - after comgarisons among

,these losing their jobs. This procedure may be aCcept-
able in iculustriea where Fige-earniitgs profges:are flat'
,and specific human capital is not important, but it can
lead.to very misleading resulfsjii:tifthe industries studied
here, a before-and-after comparitOn among leavers
Woad undegisimate:the total loss, since earnings. of
very few oft workers are reduced below presepara,
tion earnings for more than a year or two.

Also, because a before-and-afte comparison gener-
'ally shows only a sfiort-lived effect, it is not possible to
estimate the permanence of the loss and the natureof
the iitcovery process.

The methodoligy for measuring the lois econometri-.
cidly was derived from our previous work on the steel
industry and recent attempts to measure ttte impact of

,
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:Earnings Loss*, of VforitOrsikiplassd from Manufacturing IndUstrits-

manpower training on earnings. The anlYsis,,is based on
a simple autoregressive model of earnings determina-
tion, sdmetimespilled an earnings generating function.
Equation (I) shows one specification for this Ilinction
-designed to- heapplied-einarktelv-for different rec-e-sex.

.rlitOilPs

4.
gli cfp,

.1
t(). I , 5, (

where -VI is earnings in year, r, and 1) is a dummy var'i-
'able equal to one if an individual we's diriPlaugd in year O.

If equal to zero otherwise.
Figure I illustrates the coMparison being made using

the autoregressive earnings function. The Solid line rep-
. resents the actual earnings of workers displaced in year

zero. The dashed line represents the earnings of work-
ers whose prior earnings patterns were identical but
who were,not displaced in year zero. The vertical dif-
ference between the two lines represents the earnings
loss due to Displacement..

The two curves also illustrate how a loss measure
based, on a before-and-after comparison can lead to
systematic ,underestiniates of the actual loss. The
aggregate foss, measured telative to a comparison
group, is equal to the arektietween the two carves. The
earpingt loss based on a before-and-after comparison is
only the area bounded by a hofiiontal line drawn
through the earning level just before the st of year
.zerp'and the line describing the actual earni s of dis-

;placed workers.

Proinfed ownpnes of closolookl *rodeo,.
In di* abloom of flosplacompflt

.
.-Artual 0flontro.of

ddelfeed workers

1

. ,

Tom fywors)

.3

Figure 1..-
-Comparison of Earnings of Displ

. Workers and Workiniticit Dispi
<

4

.1;

Although studies of. manpower training frequently
recognize the importance musing an appropriate corn.
.paragon group in measuring earnings differenees,.this
particular formulation has only bear .developed re,
centlyforusewith Sociat,Sedoritrearaings data similar
to the Social Security data used-here. It Is more COT-.
MOk to use variables such age, education, occupa-
tion, and Marital status ,to conaolsfer differences in
earnings potential.. Sherwin Rosen and others have
gued, however, that "previous earnings patterns must
be among the most gx)werftil controls for reckoning
callings capacity, being the end result.of The (human
capital) accumulation,process. p. 37). Orley
Ashenfelter has shlwn, in a 'recent paper (1), that the
functional form is hilly consistent with what is known
about the shape of the age-income profile and that,under
reasonable assumptions, the formulation is also consis-
tent with a Becker-Mincer type model of optimal !Inman
capital accumulation.

Most importantly, this approach produce* vvha are
generally regarded as the most accurate estimates o he
impact of manpower training available to dates In par- _

tkular, by comparing earnings trajectOries prior to en-
teting a manpower training program, Ashenfelter dem-
onstrates that this eethodology is accurate in statisti-

tching a trainee and comparison groups-in the "-
pretriiiiing period, even though tpleissoles are drawn
'from very different populations. mparison group
included a random 'sample of all workers covered by
Social, Security.d In this work, the comparison group for workers dis-
placed from a given inditstry, is cted from ether
workers In the same industry. ditional information
about' the age' and job ten -of workers is used to
control for difference's ketween thegroups of separa-
tees and comparison groups of stayers. The estimated
earnings diDiences should, therefore, be consider-
ably more accurate.. -

Modificaticin of the basic autoregressive earnings
function (equation ( I )) is requ Wed because, as discussed
earlier; there is no simple way of deterMining whether a .

worker who separates from an industry is displaced or
leaves duel° nornill attrition. wen if it was known
which workers were laidoff, it would not be correct to
assume that, all, such Workers were displaced: Many
workers with:a high'prohabilitof beinglaid off would
have left anyway in thrbgenee of layoff.,

For instance, recent hired
'event,

workers are very
likely to change jobs in any event, The* workers,
however, are precisely those mostlikely.tdcbe laid off
when eMployment mbst be reduced. '

Because subsequent earning trends of displaced
workers may be conOderably different from the earning.
trends.of workers leavingdue Wattrition, it is-essential .

I
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to deterMine how our results are affected by this poten-

' iially complicating fa4Or.
To identify losses dile to dielacement from a! en

induitry, the sample of workers emploXed in the indus-
try tt. year zero was divided -on thg basis .of whether
emabyment in the worker's industry was, rising or fall-
ing in the worker's SMSA in the year of separation.
This Produced four groups:

Fall-Leavers: those who ieparated from the industry,
in it year when industry employment in the SMSA
was falling
Rise- vers: thcoe- who separated in a year when
ndustry employment in the SMSA was rising or un- -
changed
Fall-Stayers: those who remained in the indtistry
when industry employment in. the SMSA was fall-
ing
Rise-Stayers: those who remained in the industry
when industry employment in the SMSA was rising
orlinchanged.
The earnings of fell-leavers and rise-leavers follow-

ing separation represent different combinations of then
earnings of workers who left due to both attrition and
displacement, as shown in Figure 2. Equations (2a) and
(2b) show the distinction more explicitly:

YFL = 0Y A + (1a)Y

L = r&r.A +(1-0)YD,

where
YEL = average annual earning of fall-leavers in

any year following separation
YRL, = average. annual earnings of rise-leavers in

any year following separation
kA = average annual earnings of workers leaving

due to attrition in any year following sep-
aration

YD = average annual earnings of workers dis-
placed in any year following separation

= proportion of fall-leavers leaving due, to
attrition

= proportion of rtse:leavers leaving due to
attrition.

(2a)

(2b)

We now make two Crucial assumptions. First, we
assume that, holding personal characteristics and
workers' histories constant, a worker leaving a par-
ticular industry due to attrition will have the same

earnings, irrespective of whether industry ernproyment
is rising or falling in) the SMSA. Second, we assume
the same condition holds for all displacement:. Thus,
as shown in equation 9), equations (2a) and (2b) can shies.

Part Twd: Labor Market Adjustments

.EMPLOYEE

STAYS

INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT IN SMSA
FALLING . 'RISING

FALL-STAYER RISE-STAYER

LEAVES

COMPARATIVELY
MORE DISPLACEMENTS

Figure 2

FALL-LEAVER RISE- LEAVER

f

COMPARATIVELY MORE .

_ATTRITIONS

Classification of Workers in an Industry

be solvld simultaneously for I'D in terms of a, p, YFL,
and Y.

II
CYD = [11/03a)i. YFL ja/03-a )1 YRL. (3)

Since YFL, and Yid, are observable, we need to esti-
mate only a. and f3 to determine the earnings of, dis-
placed workers: To do this, we make the assurnption
that, controlling for worker Eharacteristics, the prob-
ability of leaving due to attrition is independent of
whether employment in a particular industry is rising or
falling in an SMSA.3 The observed number of workers
leaving an industry in rising SIJkS.As divided by the
total number employed in the indtistry in rising SMSAs
(NRL/NR) is a good measure. of the probability of
leaving. This fraction times is an estimate of the
probability of leaving due to attrition in both rising and
falling SMSAs. a is the proportion of fall-leavers sepa--
rating due to attrition. It equals by definition the prob-
ability of leaving due to attrition tiTes the number of
risers divided by ,the number of fallleavers. This rela-
tion is shown in equation (4).

a = P-y, (4)

where

NRL .NF
NR

3This"assumptio probablY an oversimplification. To some ex-
. tent, the age and ten specific attrition probabilities will be affected

by changes in the probability of finding a better job which will, in turn,
be associated *lib cyclical swings. The effect jnay not be irdporiant I .

here because the observations are cross-sectional and the relative /
returns jobob change may not vary much aoi3mS SMSAs. In addi-
tion, there may be a systematic relation between4hanges in employ -t
ment in an individual industry in an SMSA and changes in general
business activity in the SMSA. This would tend io eqOalize relat,i4
retuiSs of leaving a specific industry in falling anI rising SM
There it little empirical evidence bearing .on the accuracy of the
assumption. In particular; the cyclical sensitivity of the BLS quit rate.
niay be due to changerin the agc and tenure distribution of thdse em-
ployed rather than changes in the age and tenure specific quit Propen-
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Earnings Loss s of Workers Displaced from- Manufacturing Industries

Substituting equation (4) into equation (3) produces
. an expression for the earnings of displaced workers.

YD, in terms of Y-nu, and y, all of whih can beF-1_,

estimated erripirically. This expression is shoWn in
, equation (5).

YD- 1_7 hL 1_7 YRL% (5)

Finally, we can transform equation (5), expressing
YD as a function of Yn alone plus an adjustment factor.

his is done by subtracting [y/(1--y.).JYFL-from the first
right-hand term and adding it to the second right-hand
term of equation (5). The transformed equation is
shown in equation (6).

71y (Y YD Y1)1' FL RL)- (6)

Thelearnings of fall-leavers would provide an .ade-
quate point estimate of the earnings of displaced ork-
ers if either y were very small or the difference in the
earnings of fall-leavers and rise-leavers were small. In
both instancVs the adjustment factor shown in equation
(6) wquld be extremely small.

Measuring the earnings of displaced workers is an
intermediate step. What we want to measure ultimately
is the earningi loss ofdisplaced workers. To do this
we must subtract the earnings of a mparisoin group
of workers not displaced from the arnings of dis
placed workers.

Either fall-stayers or rise-stayers could have been
used as a comparison group. It turned out that the
.earnings of workers in both groups were very
the earnings of fall-stayers were slightly below thq.se
rise - stayers in the year separation occurred. Probably
this is, because fall-stayers are more likely to be on
short hours ortemporarily laid off in that year. Fall -
stayers were as the comparison group based on
the supposition that displacements due to trade liberali-
zation are likely to be large only when an industry is

ressed anyway. The stayers in a trade impacted
stry would therefore probably be more like the
tayers than the rise-stayers.

To calculate the losses LD of displaced workers, the
earnings of fall-stayers were subtracted from both sides
of eqyation (6). This produceckequation (7):

de
ind
fall-

where

Lp FLL (LFL L R ) (7)

Li = 'Y Fs), I = D: FL, RL.

91

Equation (8) was used in the econometric estimation of,
earnings losses,'

Earnings-f

where

ao + a 1 Eart3ings-Mt +412 Earnings -M2
+ a sEarnings-M3 + a4 Age ,+ as Tenure
+ a6 Race + bi,Y63 + b2 Y64 + b3 Y65
+ c1 Fall-Leave + c3 Rise -Leave + c3
Fall-Slay + (d1 Qsep2 + d2 Qsep3 .

d3-Qsep4)
t=0, 1, . , 5,

Earnings-i

Age
Tenure

ace

t
Fall-Stay.
Rise-Leave,
Fall-Leave

Qsepj
4%

Average quarterly earnings in year i
(year i =0 is year some workers left;
year i =M1 is one year before dis- 1
placement)
Age in years as of year = 0
Tenure since '1957 in quarters as of
year = 0

-,-_-,Race dummy: 0 = white; 1 = non-
white
Dummy 'variables for vtual year
some workers left (Samplesforfour
years are pooled. Y62 is omitted.)

-

I:hOmies for four subsamplest
workers either leave in year = 0 or
stay in year = 0, and are either em-
ployed in SMSAs where industry
employment fell or did not fall in
year = '0 (Rise-Stay. is bmittecl).
Quarter of separation in year = 0,
dummies. (Qsepl is omitted.) (These
variables. are enclosed in/ paren-
theses because regressions were
run both With and Without these
variables.)

The first four terms in the equation incorporate
the autoregressiwe earnings-generating function shown
in equation (1). These variables, together- with a8e and
tenure, con trol for differences in human capital. The race
variable is included to take into account the possibility .

4A slightly different estimating equation was also used. Thisequa-

t:Lblinuwerec:o:IldwPs:.
ashowandbyevierndtenure,ulmujide. urnmiThacInisemailstewillgainPti:kfaliMeSiZe-nritlielffiC,

tr:tuail;rvee

dummies in order to measure how earnirms losses differed by age and

Pinar), vain, of these regressions was that they showed that differ-.
ernes in thefterage losseSacmoss industries were not due to differences
in the age and tenure distribution of the industries' work forces.

9 2
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that the earnings-generating function is different for' Industry and Worker Selection
blacks and whites. In part, this difference may be a result
of st ination. .. ''- .Themethodology.desdribed in the previous s ction was

,,

The ye dummies are required because leavers and used to estimate the earnings losses of disP ed work-- I
stayers in four separate years, 1962-65, were pooled ers shoWn in-Figure 1. The industries are lis ed in order
in the regression to increase the sample size and there- by average-earnings of workers befotk leaving. They
by improve the statistical accuracy of the results. ere were chosen to represent a diverse group of manu-
vas considerable variation over time in industry em- facturing induktries. The wide range for each industry
ploymentwithin each SMSA. That is, a falling SMSA characteristic included in Table 1 indicates that this
inone year had .an equal probability of being a rising effort was reasonably successful. Selection also quirea.%
SMSA the next. This limited the possibility that SMSA- . that the industries have: (a) a wilde'geographi istri/71;,:,f,

specific characteristics rather than differences due to bution to improve the dispersion of mployment ch ges ek
attrition and displacement were responsible for differ- across local labor markets and, us increase the aCcu.-
ences in earnings of fall-leavers and rise leavers. racy of the fall-rise breakdo ; (b) large declines in

The 1962-65 period was chosen because a substan- employment, to produce as large a sample of fall-leavers
tial period was needed n order to trace the earnings as possible; and (c) substantial import competition.
pattern following displacement. The yeardummies thus The size of the average loss was estimated for each'
Control for systematic differences ,in- earnings &ding of six years following displacement usin'g equation (8)
1962-65 due ta changes either in productivity or the for all workeiltIroneeting the criteria shown in Table 2.-
inflation ratrLover time. The quarter-of-separation The first crite n limits the sample to workers lv{rlo
duramiessadjust the losses to reflect separation at the were permanently attached to the industry before the}
beginning of a calendar year. This is paiticularly were displaced. The second criterion insures-that each .
important in the year of separation. worker can be classified as a riser or faller. The third

The c1. c2, and c3 coefficients measure the earningi criterion, including work histories of,prime-age males
difference between fall-leavers, rise-leavers', and fall- only, is designed to limit the study to workers least
stayers, respectively, and rise-stayers (Yi - YRS). Equa- likely to withdraw from the labor force. Labor force
,lion (7) can be expressed in terms of these coefficients as withdrawal' creates the very difficjlt problem of e I-

uating the monetary value of nonmarket time. The fou
. ! criteriqn is related to the third: Once the group studied

(9) is limited to wakers unlikely to withdraw/from the labor
! force, a year or more of no reported earnings most

shOwn in equation (91.

Vii.{
-1c, 01..4, (C C2 )l.

if-71

Table 1
Worker Characterlstioe by Industry

Industries Studied
'

1. Petroleum refining
2. Aerospace
3. Electronic compotos-
4. Television receivers
5. Steel
6.,,Automobiles
7. Meat packing
8. Toys

. 9. Women's clothing
10. Shoes
11. Cotton weaving

. .
Average Earnings. of

Prime-Age Male Leavers.
(in 1964 dollars)

$7,677
7,132
6,338
5,874
5,712

,6
20
70

4,670
3,824
3,705

.1

Prime Age (23-53)
Mal ej as a Percent of
Top] Employment--

Priin-Age Male
Altrition

66 1.8
68 4.2

lt,43 4.5
36 10.6
72 . 1.9
71
64

1.6
1.5

34, 11.9 %
10 5.8
26 9.4
38 8.0

-4
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Table 2
Strection Criteria -
I. Employed at least three consecutilic quarters in the

, designated industry and empioyeci atIlbast one quar-
ter during the period 1962-65.

2. 'Employed in one of 229.SMSAs defined in 1967. ,

.3. 'Males age 23-53, in above year
1-.

4. Reported earnings each year 1960.-70.

probably is associated with work in uncovered employ-
ment, which is primarily self-employment, agricultural,
and government work, incapacitation due to accident
or illness, or a 'reporting error of some type. If work-
ers in these categories were included in the sample, it
,would lead to serious overestimation of the earnings
loss. The fact that some displaced workers who were
includet in the sample may work part -time in covered
mployment but full-time in uncovered employment

ans the losses may still bAlightly overestimated.
. i, v able 3 shows the size of the samples foreach of tile
' llnur subgroup's in each industry, based* the criteria

discussed in Table 2, and the estimated value of y
based on equation (6): We will call_y_ the probability
of leaVing the industry, in a falling MSA, due to anti-

. tion. This is strictly true only if /3 = 1.
In all cases, the sample size of the stayer groups is

large e ough to ensure an, accurate' measure of their
earnin , which is assumed:to represent what leavers
would ave earned had they stayed. Among' leavers,
however, there are several cases w re the samples are
fairly small and estimation of losses obably is, less
precise. It is somewhat surprising that the number of
fall-leavers is not greater, particularly because a major
criterion for including an industry in the study was that
it had experienced.substantial employment reductions.. .

Even in she manufacturing, which is generally re-
garded as a ,,prime example of a, declining industry,
only slightly more than 50 percegt of the workers were
in SMSAs-with employment declines..

It also appears that in some cases, such as toy manu-
facturing and cotton weaving, the reductions themselves
are not severe in a single labor market but are. widely
dispersed. For these industries, the sepitration rate is
only about 15 percent higher in SMSAs where industry
elployment fell. than where it rose.. , -

The results for the steel industry appear atypical. The
proportion of workers in SMSAs with falling employ-
ment is higher than for other, industries and the.rate of
leaving falling SMSAs tower. On close inspection it was

discovered that the unusually heavy concentration, of
- steel workers in Pittsburgh SMSA (one-third of all steel

ytworkers), cou led with the Lact that employment in Pitts::
burgh fell b very small amounts in three of the four
years, was respOsible for these results. For instance,
the employment ?eduction in 1962 was only about 1/2 ofa
perce_atage point,. 'Thislaised the total numb of workers
in falling SMSAs and made the separation rate for fall-
leavers appear unusually low..

. The small observed employment reduction resulted
from aggregating across the steel plants in Pittsburgh,
some of which were increasing employment while others .

-- were deoreasing employment. Fortunately, our previous
work on the Steel industr perrhitted us to disaggre- .

gate employment within SMSAs. The disaggregated
data was, used to estimate the value of y for the steel
indUstry /shown in Table 3.

Eitimated Earnings Losikas

Tale 4 shows the annual earnings loss, averaged over
the .first six years following displacement, for fall-
leavers compared to fall-stayers and rise- leavers com-
pared to fall-stayers./The -cases" where the loss is an.
earnings reduCtion is indicated by an unsigned num-
ber. Negatives denote the few cases where the "loss" is
actually an earnings increase. The standard error of the
estimates over the six years is shown in parentheses.

The lassel of the fall - leavers are substvdial and sig-
nificant& diffe from zero in five of the eleven in-
dustries oil, erospace, steel, auto, and meat.' As
shown in Table 1, t ese industries are among the higher-
wage,indatries and employ the highest percentages of
prime-age males.

In industries where rise-leavers suffer large losses,
fall-leavers also tend to have large losses,' and vice
versa. The losses are substantial and, statistically sig-
nificant in four industries. They only industry where
fall-leavers show a statistically significant loss, but rise- ,-
leavers do not, is oil. This is probably due to the
very small sample of rise-leavers in the oil industrx.

The fact that' rise-leavers show losses in all but ohe
indu'stiy is w6rth commeno is likely that these work:
ers are almost all attritions: Although attritions ins
elude some worker* whoquit to take a better job, the
evidence 'suggests that this type of attrition is rela-1
.tively rare and the predothinant reason for leaving in
the absence of a firm's desire to tower employment
is a mismatch between a worker's.tastes add abilities
and what employees require to perform a job. This
explanatiOn is also suppo ed by the finding that rise-
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Tab4 3
Simple Size for the Four Subgroups In Each Industry and Estimated Probability of Leaving Due to
AftrItIon

Oil
Aero-
space tronics

TV
Receivers Steel Auto Meat Toys

Women's
Clothing Shoes Cotton

1. Rise - Stayers (RS) 553 10,204 1094 573 5280 4068 2628 275 .376 359 428

2. Fall-Stayeri (FS) 1693 5,306 ., 632 13'1 5673 678 1104 229 568 387 338

3: Rise-Leavers (RL).
a. number 10 .451 51 68 105, 66 41 38 23 38 37
b. % RL=RII(RL+RS) 14:13 4.2 1..5 10.6, 1.9 1.6 1.5 11.9 5.8 9.6 8.0

4.' Fall-Leavers (FL)
a. number 77 394 49 28 103 68 I11 37k. !45 56 46 .
b. % FL=FLI(FL+FS) I 4.4 6.9 7.2 , 17.6 1.8 9.1 9.1 13.9' 1.3 12.6 9.4

5. Estimated probability
of leaving a falling 0.41 0.61 0.63 0.60- , 0.45' 0.18 0.16 0.86 b.79 , 0.76 0.85
SMSA due to attrition (y) fr

*The estimate of y for the styel industry was derivpd from more highly disaggre
SMSAs. .

ed data than used to designate falling an4 rising

leavers 'show larger lo s than fall-leavers in eight'of
the eleven industav: Thus`, workers whe leave due to

.`attrition are estimated to have larger losses than dis-
placed workers.'

This evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that
the quality (amount of human capital) of displaced'
workers is higher than the quality of those leaying
dwsto attrition. if this-is true, potential employers
may usefully screen job applicants on the basis of a

4.... isk

vibe fact at theseresults are for 1962-65. a period of, relatively
high utiempidyment, when comparatively few opportuniitiestor job
advancement were available. possibly accentuated the difference
betwepn rise and fall-leavers. It would be possible to test this finding
by examining the difference over the business-cycle. '

previouS history of str ng. job atthchment anti 'may
reasonably prefer to hire workers who had been laid off
rather than those who quit. This appears to be par-
ticularly true in low-wage industries .where minimal
skills are required.

Losses Dais to Displacement
We are fina.py in a position to calculate the loss due to
displacemei*. As shown in equation (5), the loss is the
sum of twOlerms. The first terkp is the estimated loss
of fall-leavers,' and the second term, which we called an .

adjustment factor, is the prodbCt of two elements. The
first is the differences between the'loss of fall-leavers
and rise-leavers, which for simplicity we yin repre-

Table 4
q.

Loss of Fat eavers and .111se-4eavers

I. Average earnings loss
fol Fall- Leaver .
relative.'to Falf-Stayer
LFL=YFL-YFs=c, -CS.

2. Average earnings loss -
for Rfse-Leaver
relative to..fall-Stoyei
LRL=YRi.A.,Y,Fs=c,-c

cte: Negative iiims,ind*
l dollars. -;,

(300)

Aero-
space

1284
(151)

Elec- TV
tronics Receivers

351 7,269
1(472) <111,4)

Steel

1366
(26)

Auto

1380
(300)

Meat

464
(299)

Toys

167
/(467)

Women's
Clothing

274
(631)

Shoes

180:
(359)

Cotton

-191
(228?) .

tr \

413 896 39Y 372 152? 1504 1300 -366 554 476 127
(713) (144) (474) (383) (219) .(314) (323) (471) 747) (393 (274)

a

e,earninis gains (negative losses). Standard errors are showri in parentheses. Doilar.figures.are in
1

1

10
1
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sent as L. The second is an expression that s
tion only of y. The value of the expressionby %Ole
AL will be multiplied is shown for pad industry in
the first line of Table 5. The value of.the expression
has a very broad range, from 0.191* the meat milting
industry to 6.14 in toy marnufacturin4:

The difference between the losses of fall-leavers and
rise-leavers (AL) is shown on line 2 of Table 5. A posi-
tive number indicates that {all- leaver losSes -exceed
those of -rise- leavers, a negative number indicates the
reverse. These figures are generally smatl and are not
statistically significant:

Only in aerospace 'We reject the hpothesis that
fall-leavers and rise- eayers suffer the same losses.
This finding is a reflection' of theAtrong correlation
betwpen the lossesof fall-leavers awl rise-leavers in the
same industry hilted in discussing Table 4.

On the other-hand, differences fromindustry to in-
dustry exist and, exhibit a distitft pattern. With only
two major exceptions, TV and toys, the losses of rise-
leavers become pAressively larger relative to the fall-
leaver lossests the average earnings of the industry's
leavers falls. ,r

The adjustment factors, which equal thkprod7lcts of
the figures on lines I and 2, are presented- on line 3.
An estimate of the standard error of the adjustment

factor, assuming that the value of y is khown with
certainty, is shown in parentheses. In several instances
the standard error is extremely . In fact these large
'standard errors may consi rably underestimated
since the Nall of y is of certain and relatively small.

.

. 'changes 'in.), can vreate extremely large changes in the
value of the figures in row I.

'Finally the loss of fall-leavers from line .1 of Table 4 is
added to the.djustment factor to complete the calcu-f
lation of the .loss due to 'displacement. These results
and the standard error are shown on line 4 of Table 5.

Siz,able losses are shown for six industries. Theie
losses are statistically significant in five cases. In
,aerospace, steel, autos, and meat, the, standard errors
of the estimates are relatively small, indicatilig fiat we
can be reasonably confident of the point estimates.

Sorriewhat surprisingly, displacement is estimated to
lead'to an earnings gain in five of the eleven ihdus-,
tries. In none of these cases, however, do the results
appcoach acceptable levels of statistical significance by

I whic h wecould reasonably reject the hypothesis that
there as neither gains nor losses. It is disappointing'
that the methodology that was expected to produce un-
biased results does not lead to the most reliable esti-
mates. In fact, the unadjusted estimate of the losses of
fall-leavers seems to be far more reasonable as poeht
estimates. This can be seen in Table 6, where the loss
estimates biased on assuming the unadjusted losses of
fall-leavers adequately reflect the losses due to dis-
placement, and the loss estimates using the indirect
procedure, e.shown in percentage terms. '

Por the five Industries that show losses greater than
10 percent, the results using either procedure are rela-
tively close. The correction. for attrition, therefore,
makes little difference. For the.ottiefindustries, except
electronics, the correction for attritiohs is so large as

Table 5.
Data Elements Used to Calculate Loss Due to Displacements

P.

L y/(1 -y)

Difference in the loss
Fall-Leavers rela:

to Rise-Leavers
. (AL) .

Aero- _Elec. r- ' T1.1

Oil space tronics Receivers

,assl0.69 1.5 1.70

of 542
(744 (203)

-46
(669)

3. Adju'itt to the toss of, 377 607 -78
Fall-Lea-Vers to reflect
displacement

(5341 (317) (1137)

My/IA/AL]

4.1 Displacemem loss 1352 i 891 -273
[Ln + NA' -y)1(4L)1 (613) 5f) (1223)

1 ,t

Women's
Steel Auto Meat 'Toys Clothing Shoes Cotton

1.50 0.82 0.22 0.19 6.14
4

3.76 3.17 5.67

-641 -155 -126 -218 $33 -280 -296 -37$
(641). (315) (481) (396)' (663) (978) (522) (398)

37 -12W -27 -45 3274 -1053 -937 -1802
(9 (258) (1.06) (4071)' (3177) (1655) (2257)

-1006 1239 1353 1019 3441 -779 -757 -1993
(1090) (343) (318) (241) (4098) (3731) (1693) (2275)'

Note: Negatives denote-earnings gains Parentheses denote a measure of the standard error of estimates. Dollar figures are
in 1964 dollars.

1
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to be implausible. It is not difficult to see that the
apparent overcorrection could easily be a result of even
small measurement errors et high ys and the large
variances surrounding the estimate of AL. The four
figures in Table 6 marked by asterisks are' all cases
where y > 0.75 and standardterror of AL is);reater
tharl.1,600or 43 percent of the average.earnings figure.

-s'Earningi Losses. over Time

The estimates of the
following job loss is a c
tive displatement costs

a

rnings loss over the six years ..
nvenient summary of the rela-
to workers in different indus-

tries. It is, however, an imperfect measure because
year-to-year differences are concealed. As can be, seen
in Table 7, the losses of fall-leavers in the first two
years following displacement is substantial in almost all
industries. The information in Table 7 alSo shows that
theloss falls substantially in the subsequent four years.
For the five industries where the loss remains sub-
stantial', there are important differences in the pattern
in the latter

In autosralloteel, the lossei`were,.extremely large,
initially, but continually narrowed and apparently were
eliminated by the end of the sixth year. In the three
other industries where initial losses were large - meat,
acrospace,and oil the loss remained constant in years
three through six. Losses in electronics were also con-
stain througlf thoss3 years, but the initial loss was

Table 6
Percentage saes of Fall-Leavers ando
Displaced ricers,

I,

Unadjusted
% Loss of

Fall-Leavers

Adjusted % Loss
of Fall- Leaver to
Reflect Displace-

ment

1. Auto 24.3 23.8
2. Steel 23.9. 21.7
3. Meat 20.0 19.1

.4. Aerospace j.8.0. 26.5
5. Oil 12.4 .17.3
6. Women's clothing 5.9
7. Electronics 4.3
8. Shoes a 4.7 -20.0'
9. Toys 73.7'

10. TV receivers -4.6 -17.1
I I. Cott n -5.5, -54.0'

sAhidustsies where y > 0.75 and the standanerror
Of AL is greater than 1,600.
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Table 7 _

Earnings Lbsses of Fall-Leavers over Time

'Industries Studied

I. Automobiles
2. Steel
3. Meat packing
4. Aerospace
5: Petroleum refining-
6. Women's clothing
7. Electronic

componeats
8.- Shoes
9. Toys

10. Television receivers
1 1. Cotton weaving .-

Average
Percentpie
Loss First

2 Years

41.4"
46.6"
23.9*
23.6*
12,4*
13.3

8.3
11.3
16.1*
0.7
7.4

Average
Percentage

Loss Subse-
quent 4 years

15.8*
12.6*
18.1*
14.8"
12.3"
2.1

4.1
1.5

-2.7'
-7.2

-11.5

*Denotes loss,estimate is statistically significant at the 5
percent level. Negative indicates gainsi

small.° Apparently there is a rmanent earnings re-
duction for,wOrkers in these ind tries. This meals that
the total discounted value of e losi is larger in these
industries and smaller in the steel and auto industry
than the undiscounted average loss figures suggest.

Generalizing the Loss Patterns Across
IndOstrles

0 .
A key objective of this study was to uncover systematic
relationships between, industry characteristics and the
size of the earnings losses. Successfully identifying
these relationships is important for two reasons:.

I. It will enhance our confidence that the losses
are accurately, measured for the industries

. studied, . - .

2. It will provide a means for projecting the losses
in other industries.

- ,s
Systematic relationships' between industry charac-

teristics and. the measured losses of fall- leavers. were
. analyzed. This was done rather than examining the dis=

placement loss measured using the ., more complex
method because, as just discu sed, the adjustment-may
be a good indicator of direct n birt it probably over-
states the magnitude of the br .

.Since it is possible that the losses .lire simply pro-
portional to the earnings of displaced workers, the, ,,

The'earnings Otterns for workers in all other\-industries became
indistinguishable from the earnings path of workers who did not leave
their jobs in year 0. ..

1. .

-0
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fall-leaver losses are examined in percentage terms to
distinguish more sharply the reasons why losses differ
across industries.

Patterns in the Losses of Fall-Leavers
The' relationship between industry characteristics and
losses for each of the eleven industries studied was
examined using simple correlations and in a series Of
regressions. Losses of fall-leavers were calculated as a
percent of the earnings of leavers prior to separation
(% Loss).

Industry characteristics incltded:

1. The industry's attrition rate (Attrition), which
was measured as the separation rate of priNe-
age workers in risitig SMSAs.

2. The ratio of prime-age males to total industry
employment (Primate), derived from tabulations
of LEBO data.

3. The average earnings of all leavers prior to
'sepitratiOn (Earnings), which is a proiy-for the
average skill level of the industry. `k

.
leadlo large earnings losses. The egplanation for the
strong correlation between the % Loss and Primate

concerning the degree of spec' 'c lc training in different
variables possibly can be based n the same argument

industries. The prime-age male .variable could be a
proxy' for the proportion of production workers. The
supposition is that a far higher percentage of total
human capital is industry-specific for production work-
ers than for' workers in other occupations.'

Additional evidence that a loss of specific human
capital is responsible for Ihe size of the 'earnings loss
comes from the finding that the Earnings variable is
not significant and contributes very little to the explana,
tory power of theijegression when either the Attrition
or Primate variabres are included. One could argue that
it is not specific human capital, but simply that workers
with high e gs experience larger losses. These

.' workers hav fewer "better" job opportunities and
thus will ha more trouble regaining their previous
earnings lev . This alternative hypothesis is not stip-
ported by the regression results.

The "best" regressions are shown in Table 9. Be-
cause only eleven observations are included in the data,
and there' is a high degree of intercorrelation_among
the explanatory variables, the highest adjusted R' oc-
curred with both Attrition and Primate entered to-
gether, although. neitherecoefficient was statistically

The simple eorrelaiion'arnong the percent loss and
other variables is shown-in Table 8. A positive corre-
lation means that, a .,,rloss,." which is always repre-
sented here as a positive number, becomes larger (More
positive) as the other variable increases. For instance,
the negative correlation between % Loss and Attrition
(-6.821) indicates that the loss becomes smaller as
the industry's attrition rate rises. The positive corre-
lation between- % Loss and Primate (0.774) indicates
that the loss becomes larger as the percent of prime
age males rises. .

Both these relationS are in.-the expected direction,
based on human capital theory. Industries.with high
normal turnover (attrition) are likely to offer jobs
where specific training is not important. Thus, Workers
whO leave those industries should not experience large
permanent earnings losses. Industries where attrition is
low probably offer jobs where specific human capital is
very important.and leaving these industries should ,

Table 8
porrelations among Percentage Loss of
Fall-Leavers, Attrition Rate, Prime Age
Males Percentage'and Average Earnings

% Loss

% Loss 1.000
Attrition 0.821
Primale 0.774
Earnings OA

Attrition Primale Earnings

0.60 1.000 ,

.550 0,598 .1.000 .

?Note that all workers studied are prime-age males. This argument
is that in manufacturing jndustrics most workers are production
workers; thus in industries primarily employing prime-age male
workers a high proportion would be production workers. In industries
with Comparatively few prime-age males, however, most of the pro-

eduction workers must be women or young men; thus the prime-age
males are more likely to be in supervisory, managerial, technical-
scientific, or similar occupations.

Table 9
'Regressions with Percent Loss of_
Fall-Leavers-es Dependent Variable

ed-

I' 1. %Los; = 4.03 0.13 x Attrition + 0.27 x Primale
(0.3) (1.4) (1.7)

adj R2 = 0:86 F(2/8) = 30.5
2. % Loss =- 12.00 + 0.46 x Frimale

(2.1'0 (4.7)
adj R2 = 0.84 F(1/9) = 54.2

3. '% Loss 251, A nrition
(8.5) (4,1)

=0.83 F(1/9) = 48.4
Varjable description

% Loss...-= Percent loss- of fall-leavers relative, to fall-
% stayerii .

Attrition .= Attrition rate of prime-age males
,lorimak = Percent of total industry employment that is

. prime -age males-
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significant at the 95 percent confidence level.Almost
as good A fit was obtained with Prima le alone.
Attrition alone did Slightly worse, with respect' to both
the standard error and R', than Prima le alone.

In all cases, the regressions were weighted by the
inverse of the standard error of the measure of the
fall-leaver losses. This was requiredto correct for the
fact. that the measurement error's on the independent
variables, which were the results of separate regres-
sions, were not equal as required for the minimum
variance ordinary least-squares.regression. The correc-
tion procedure is similar pa that used in correcting
for heteroscedasticity.

The regressions with Priinale as an independent
variable are particularly useful Tor projecting th'e losses
of fall-leavers in industries other than those directly
studied because the variable can be easily derived from _

tabulations already compiled from The LEED file or
from standard sources. The Attrition regressions are
less useful, because the Variable-was based on turnover
of prime-age males in areas without heavy overall em-,
ployment declines, a statistic not currently tabulated
from the LEED file and not readily available from other
sources. The quit rate in manufacturing in these indus-
tries is likely to be of some use in projecting losses
but not nearly- good a measure as Attrition be-
cause the quit rate refers to worker in all sex-age
cattiocits. In industrt,with few p e-age Males, the
quit rate, will, of course, reflect t over of these other
groups.

Summary and Conclusions

The major finding of this study is that earnings losses
are likely to be substantial for prime-age workers ho
are displaced from industries where the rate of at "on
is very low and a high 'percentage of all employee e

. prime-age men. Earnings- over a six-year period after
diiitlacement could be reduced as much as 25 percent.
For a worker displaced in 1970, such a loss could total
over $10.,000. The losses are likely to be far less for
workeri displaced from industries where attrition is
high and few prime -age males are in the ipdus 's labor
force. Although our measurements for oss indus-
tries are not nearly as accurate as for' du stries,showing
large losses, th losses probably ould not average
'Much more that5 percent over a s -year period and
could be considetably less. 1. ; -

Despite some measurement probldifas affecting esti-
mates for individual industries, the results are intliir

Part Two: Labor Market Adjustments

tively appealing and make good economic sense. In
particular, it is reasonable that workers forced to leave
Industries that normally offer relatively high wages and
stable employment have difficulty finding an equally
good job. The fact that low-attrition industries also tend
to offer high wages suggests that workers employed in
these industries have special skills specific to the induf-
try.. This also suggests that these workers would have
inordinate difficulty finding other employment where
their skills can be used effectively.

A few caveats should be attached to these conclu-
sions. First, this study was limited to measuring the
earnings losses of prime-age males who returned to
work following displacement. Workers of this type may
not be in the majority in an actual displacement. Sec-
ond, this study did not consider the impact on the losses
of tranWer payments other than severance pair. On the,
one hand, the loss of nonvested pepsfbng might add
considerably to the loss. On the other hand, if we had
included unemployment compensation, the estimated
loss would have been less. We estimate alb* half the
loss is due to unemployment (rather than reduced
wages).' Finally the study did not consider non-

. pecuniary costs such as the psychic cost of adjusting to
unemployment, losing friends and familiar working
conditions and adjusting to a new working environ-
ment..

Altlimigh it is theoretically possible that these factors
would cancel each other, leaving our overall estimates 4

unchanged, this is by no means certain. There is no
reason to expect, however, that these factors would
chtuitche relative ranking of induitries, in terms of the
cost to 'workers displaced, which is probably the most
useful information that we have uncovered for polidy
purposes.
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Barn Loam of Work's* Dim Mood from ManufakturIng Induatrioi

mment
Richard Freeman

Under what conditions are adjustments in the work
force due to changes in trade patterns. technological
change, or other factors costly to specific groups of
workers? How can we estimate these costs?

The Brepling and Jacobsoh papers deal, in quite
different ways, with these important questions. Viewed
broadly, the question of the extent or distribution of
adjustment costs in a world in which, without specific
programs, HiCks-Kaldor compensation is not paid, de-
pends on the level of labor turnover. Consider two
possible worlds: one in which workers are permanently
attached to enterprises and in which economic benefits
are strongly dependent on gears of tenure with allow
employer; and one in which, on average, gross turnover
rates are quite high, say 15 percent per year, with
numerous workers quitting, being permanently laid off.
being newly hired, and so forth. In the former world,
changes in demand for labor due to some exogenous
shock, such as the reduction of a tariff, will be quite
painful to Workers: those affected will Suffer.siwtificant
capital losses. In the !star world, losses are small, for

. job changes are a normal way of life. The extent to
which dislocation due to trade (or other factors) is likely
o be a major problem depends on which of these worlds
w live in or more properly, on how many of us- are
permanently attached to enterprises, with considerable
firm specific capital, versus how many are normally
more mobile.

Brechling's analysis of turnover provides some evi-
dence on this key issue. He deals withIBLS time series
data on turnover which, on the face of it, suggest that
ours, is a world of significant mobility and hence rela-:
lively little joss. (on average) from new dislocations.
Average turnover rates in the BLS statistics are high:-
Separations in manufacturing average 12+ percent a
quarter, 'although temporary layoffs are included in the
total. Excluding layoffs entirely, quits average 6 per-
cent a lig an annual change of about 25quarter if/
percent-. W: normal "voluntary" changes of' this
type, there tn't be much "general" problem with
dislocations, though obviously certain groups, such as
older men with accumulated specific human capital and
seniority could be extremely adversely affected by pit
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tieular changes. If declines in demand for labor can be
met by normal quilling and attrition, by reductions in
new hires, and so forth, with relatively few permanent
laSoffi and losses of accumulated specific capital, shifts
in the market (ignoring cyclic patterns) would be only of
modest concern.

But sate of Brechling's evidehce suggests- that the
"high gross turnover" story may be less applicable to
our world than at first appears to be the case. In particu-
lar, the regression of quits in the durable goods sector
yields apositive coefficient on Dv, Brechling's instru-
mental variable for shifts in demand for labor, which
suggests that when demand declines, gaits also decline
in a sector, thereby increasing the need for larliffs and
other involuntary adjustments. This is an odd finding,
for it suggests that when demaild for an industry falls,
people prefer to stay with the sector. despite lower rates
of promotion and potentially lower fhture earnings,
rather than to leave. One possible explanatkon is that
the calculations fail to differentiate adequately.between
broad cyclic changes in demand (which would reduce
quits by reducing opirtunities to get jobs elsewhere)

. and industry-specific shifts. Another is that the calcula-
tions hive. failed to allow adequately 'for the relation
between new hires and a large proportion of quits
tend to be recent hires and the model controls for this
only wieldy (with the W4 change in employment
terms). I have the suspicion that if more work is done on
the effect of demand shifti on quits, the perverse results
found in the table, which imply that dislocations require
many more layoffs than would otherwise be the case,
will be overturned. In terms &the costs of adjustment, I
hope that would be the case, The particular relation
Brechling uncovers enters, it should be stressed, signif-
icantly into hii final simulations, making attritions les.k
important and thslocations more impo than in
Hamermesh's earlier work and than one ld like.

Jacobson provifies explicit estimates of the lossis
accruing to workert separated from an industry by
comparing their earnings with thou of persons who
stay in the industry. He makes one major and, I believe,
correct point about 'the relation between losses and
industry chiracteristicsnamely, that losses or prime
age adult men are largest in industries where thb normal
rate of turnover is low. By providing6a link between
turnover at the industry level and earnings losses,
'Jacobson ties together,:the Brechling type of Analysis
with ihore traditional studies of earnings losses due to
displacement.

The major difficulty with the analysis is that the cal-
culations exclude nonprime age men and womenthe
prime job losers in many sectors and the vast majority
of the work force in six of Jacobson's eleven industries

.4006 1). Fofthis group, ft is clearly not legitimate to



exclude labor market withdrawals from the estimates
(as can be done for prime age men). Prime age men
constitute but 10 percent of the workers in women's
clothing, but they are used to estimate the. losses 'of
workers from the industry. To get a valid industry rank-
ing, I would suggest a more complex methodology,
involving: (a) estimates of the Josses by demographic
groups, and (b) estimates of extent of displacement
of those groups. The resultant ordering, mat berql.tite
similar to that found by Jacobson. but it wOsurely
yield different magnitudes. Losses would ably be
raised for workers in the industries with fewer prime
age men, as at least some persons might be forced off
the job market.

An additional problem in this study is that some of the
analysis is based on comparisons of industries that grow
in an SMSA with those that are declining. But the
evidence given (p. 94) shows little persistence in/pat-
terns, raising some probltm about the potential iitfer-
ence toward more permanent and extensive disloca-
tions. The likelihood is that losses are understated as a
result.

One final point about the economic losses due to
change. This concerns the institutional rules by which
displaced workers may be able to obtain.jObs in the
same company. Many collective bargaining agreements
contain such provisions and many companies have such
pblicies. Private as well as public "insurance" or redis-
tribution schemes are needed to make sure that those
injured by economic changes (which benefit society as a
whole) do not bear an enormous cost.

Part Two: Labor Market Adlustment

Comment
Harry J

Although the Brechling and Jacobson studies provide
new insights into the dynamics of labor markets, their
flndings,are far from definitive. Iris worth noting that
both studies examine adjustments in the context of
general declines in output or general separations rather
than in the context of declines in domestic production
induced by changes in international trade.

The approach has merit insofar as effects of trade on
!domestic employment and earnings would be largely
determined by the speed and the extent of the ruljut-.
ments that occur in the domestic labor markets. These
adjustments, the authors argue, will be largely deter-
mined by the characteristics of the affected industries
and by the characteristics of the workers employed in
these industries. not by the forces that trigger the de-
cline in production. On the other hand. the duration of
unemployment of workers displaced from a particular
industry and their reemployment wages are both likely
to be influenced by the level of output in other indus-
tries. Consequently the force that triggers the cutback
may 'generate an independent effect on the adjustment
process.

A second problem is that both studies equate disloca-
tions with-displacements from an industry, ignoring the
displacements that occur within an industry. In my
judgment, this is incorrect; for adjustment costs are
likely to be a function of the specific skills of displaced
workers. And. if such skills are acquired through on-
the-job training or investment, they kre more likely to
be wecific io a single firm than to an industry. For

;:disidlacements caused by import competition, the ap-
proach of the authors may not have biased the results

-very much. This' conjecture follows since i rt com-
petition is likely to have a simultaneously d pressing
effect on many arms within an industry. Th fore,t4
displacements ould mainly take the fo specified in
the models. N ertheiess, to the extent, that even de-,
clininalndust es may have some expanding firms, the
o sioh of effects of the intraindustry shifts in
I r would bias the estimates of displacemEnt costs
downward.

'The opinions expressed reOresent the views of the author. not
necessarily the views of the Labor Department.
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Brechling's findings are sensitive to the level of
aggregation. In his model, a decline in output in is single
firm will require proportionately more displacements
than will a comparable decline in an entire indifstry . The
'difference would be smaller the more narrowly the in-
dustry is defined. In addition, it is important to note that
Brechling's findings are directly applicable only to the
scenario highlighted in his modela reduction in
employment in specific industries with employment
and wages in other industries remaining unchanged.
Brechling is aware that his particular model may not
apply well to the case of trade liberalization, since re-
ductions in output in import competing industns-are
sooner or later likely to be offset by increases in output
elsewhere in the economy. The increase in output in
other industries would be expected to increase quits in
the declining industries, both because of the employ -
ment effect in his model and because of the probable
concomitant changes in relative wages.

Aside from the applicability of his, findings to the
trade situation, ,Brechling's study addresses only a
single dimension of a multidimensional problem. For
some.purposes, it may be sufficient to know whether
required reductions in employment can be accommo-
dated by regular attrition% or whether they requite dis-"
placements. In the context of the estimation of the
losses imposed on' workers that have to . shift from
import-competing to other industries. the distinction
between regular' attrition and displacements is impor-
tant only to the eVent that adritions involve signifl-
candy lower costs`than displacements. Since regular
attrition% are by and large voluntary. their costs are by
definition lower, than those associated with displace-
ments. However, the differences in the costs associated
with these two types of separations may be small in the
case of &dining industries. Although Jacobson's evi-
dence on this point may be unreliable, his estimates of
th, differences in losses between fall-leavers' and rise-
leaverksuggest that this is in fact the case.

My many reservations notwithstanding, Jacobson's
estimates of the monetary losses of displaced workers
are superior to those available heretofore. His major
innovation was to include in displacement costs losses
in future earnings and not just the losses incurred during
the initial period of unemployment. For a variety of
reasons, the absolute magnitudes of his estimates are
less reliable than his ordinal ranking of these costs
across industry groups. As I mentioned, his exclusion
of intraindustry shifts in employment is likely to under-
state the magnitude of the loss incurred by the average
displaced worker. A further downward bias in his esti-
mates is introduced by comparing the earnings of those
who have left an industry with those who did not during
the so-called impact year. This second bias arises from

1u

the fact that many of those in his contl'ol group arelikely ,..,
to he separated from the industry in subsequent yeiirs..
If that were the case. Jacobson in effect would be com-
paring the earnings of those who left an industry in year
I with those who remained in that year but left in sub-
sequent ye rs. Ansl to the extent that separations from

earn-
ings of thus in Jacobson's control group are likely tube,
an indust result in lower future earnings, the earn-

iinderstatedAlhe extent Of the downward bias being
greatest for those in sharply declining industries. such
as thole in the shoe or electronics industries.

In fact, even the earnings of those whoreinain in a
'continuously declinink ihdiistry are unlikely to rise as
much or as riipidly as in a stable or expanding industry.
Jacobson's contra' evidence derived from his obser-
vations on fall-leavers and rise-leavers is presumably _

based on too few observations, even these observations
are not generated from industries that are generally .

expanding or generally declining.
Among the biases operating in the opposite direction

is one that is introduced by the difference inproductiv-
ity between those who are laid off and thus who remain .

employed. Jacobson assumes that durinftutbacks Sn ,' .

employment employers will lay off individual% in a ran-
dom manner from among those with comparable prior
wages, comparable tenure, and comparable age. This
assumption is questionabIe. If, as is much more likely to
be the case. employers tend to lay off the less produc-
tive workers of any given cohort; then Jacobson's esti- :
Mites of the losses are biased up_ward. ,

The data used by Jacobson-are deficient in several
other ijssipects whose combined influence on his esti-

' mates is daily* to assess. To begin with, these data do
not actually identify those who have lost their jobs and
those who remained employed. Instead, they identify
those who have and those who have not covered earn-
ings in any given quarter. Jacobson's study is limited to
prime-kge.males4males between the ages of 23 and 53).
And undoubtedly, most prime-age males without cov-
ered earnings are unemployed. Some of them have no
covered earnings either use they have become dis-
abled. have found emplo nt in the uncovered sec-
tors, or have voluntarily -ithdrawn 'from the labor
force. It should be noted that even the prime-age males
include a substantial number of individuals (about 6
percent to 8 percent) who voluntarily out of the '
labor force at any giveniime Since Jacobson is unable
to. isolate these various ps, his estimates of
the losses are, far from definitive.

In this connection it is also -worth noting that Jacob-
son eliminated from his sample all individuals who had
zero covered earnings for all four quarters in a single
caiendir year. The reason for this exclusion, I Istlieve,
was- his assumption that these individuals had proba-

,
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.bly withdrawn* frOm the lab is force or 'were' in Uncov-

,

.-ered einployrnent. To the extent ;hat some of these in-
diiidilars weft long-teringhemploied, their exclusion
will bias the estinlatedioskes db.wnWard. The exc
of even those WhC) had actually withdrawn from the
413ot-force-is equivalent to ifrlacing: a value: oh house-
hoja act iyit31 of-leisure:time equal to the 'earnings of
tith`o wt rentained.erhplOjfed. This procedure is likely
to o+erestimate the value &time forthos,e no longer in
the labor force and unadrestimate the losses .due to
dispracenie ts,
s,As Jacobso recognizes; the costs of displacements

to absolute terms aii.14celyto be a function,of the region
and size of the market in-which the displacement oc7
urred, the number of empl6yees displaced, and the
eneral level. Of. /economjc, activity at the time of dis-
lacement. Yet these -yariables by and large have been

ored in Jacobson's Wdrli. To the extent that his
yen industries had different regional Or size of mar-

k distributions dr to the extent tlfatAbeRdiStocations
oc urred under different economic conditions, his in-
to ndustry-differences in costs may not be primarily
the result of differences in the amount of specific human
ca tal across these industries. In any event, the impact
of ese factors could be estimated.directly. A similar

,co ment applies to Jacobson's exclusion of fringe ben-
efits. Since the magnitude- of these. benefits is posi-
tively related to the wage levels, Jacobson probably
assumes correctly that the inclusion of these benefits
will not change the ranking of costs across his elevo-
industry group. However, the exclusion of these ben-
efits does affect the leiteCT, these costs.

Future work in t is acmay be able to inco*orate
an estimate of onetary value of at least some of the
nonmonetary costs associated with dislocation that the
Brechling and Jacobson studies ignored. Suiph
mates can perhapsl,e derived with a methodology such
as that employed by Sherwinitosen and Richard Thaler
[l] whith estimates compensatory wage differentials
for diffetenceOn risk that are associated with different
market activities. .;

All in allthe studies by. IBiechlino and Jacobson have
importantly cOntribUted' to our understanding' of the
labor market adjustmeJtt process. gut there remains a
lot to be done.
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\SCProfessor Freeman's major point is, that because
+women and nonprinietage men are excluded in esti-
mates of.tke average loss in different industries, the
average Mes, which were .meatrred" for priMe-age,'
males alone, 06 not reflect the erage losses for the
workers in thee inildstries.

As Professor Freeman points out, the most general
conclusicin of my work is that there is a strong positive

sociation between normal turnover. (attrition) in an
*ndustry and the *size of the per person loss. This associ=
ation makes Sense becaffse having-to accept large earn-
ings.. reductions should be a major factor in inhibiting
workers from leaving. What's more, attrition affects the
number of workers displaced, as well as the average
loss for workers. Low attrition industries must adjust to
decreases in laborAdemand4w,displacing workers to a
much greater exte t than high4ttrition industries.

Although it woul probablY'be valuable to study the
losses of groups no included in my sample directly, we
already know that omen and young workers tend to
have:high attrition r tes and we might therefore expect
the losses to be lo for these groups.

Further, they is -.a strong positive correlation be-.
tween theisiZe 6f theiass I estimated for prime-age males

"and the proportion of prime-age males in the inchistry. I
would therefore be purprised if the industry ranking or
magnitude of the loskfOr all groups combined was very'
different from those measured, for prime-age males.

Professor Freeman also suggests that the loss, for
those groups excluded from the sample would be larger
than for prime-age' males because labor market with-,
draWal would. s' 'ficantly lower the earnings of the
excluded grou . e magnitude and direction of the
potential bias cannot be analyzed in a few sentences. I
believe, however, that the 'exclusion of labor fOrce
withdrawal would not significantly bias the measure-
ment, even for those groups that are very likely to
withdraw. Workers who have a higher preference for
leisure might withdraw even if they receive job offers
*deistical to those accepted by other v4orlters Thus, the

bs obtained- by those remaining in the- labor force
Id adequately describe available opportunities.

J
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orkers who withdraw Woultl simply value leisure
, -- more than the earnings front available jobs. _ r :

sicerestimated. because I me u
t A b-s Professor freeman suggests

red the loss for work-
at the los may alsot

eis Avho sepatated due to both temporaWand perina-
nexnt 'employment Jedaction, whereas in alt industry
ad4tersely affected by trade liberalization, the decline in
labor demaxid will- be large and permanent. ,.

Since all WorkerS in the sample permanently.left each
industry, the pemanence of the .decline should_ not
affect the estimated loss for a worker with given per-
sonal characteristics. Rather, the npt loss (which I did
not intend.to measure) would be affected because it

.. depends upon the characteristics of workers displaced.
The total number of workers displaced in .a single labor
market, however, could have an impctitant effect. In the
steel industry, workers leaving a plant thattclosed lost

.
about $420 more on average thamthenvise similar
-workers who left operating plants. TigS;c'oiild be due to
increased competition for jobs among th6large number
of workedisplaced in a plant closing.

There tadditional evidence in the steel study that
job competition within local labor markets influenced
the site of the loss. Labor market conditions, such as
the relative unemployment and sizerof the labor market,

w s-
t importantw re shown to have an impoant influence on .steel-

rker losses, and could be important in other indutries.
There is little evidence, however, that either

major or permanent declines are distributed very differ-
ently frpm temporary declines. Therefore, the Impact
of differential labor market conditions on losses in dif-
Serent industries is probably reflected in my estimates..
One possibly important influence that wal not taken
into consideration is the effect' of the business cycle on -
labor mirket conditions. It is reasogable that losses will
be smaller if the decline occurs in a generally prosper-
ous period.
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Introduction
Marvin M. Fooks

r

.
_

George NeuMann's paper represents the most intensive
review of individual woker response to adjustment
assistance benefits and the impact of such benefits on
individual recipients that has been attempted by the
handful of economists who have studied the program.

:His findings 'lend to validate the rationale for the
program presented in 1962 when the Congress was con-
sidering the program for the first time: Neumann finds,
that trade displaced workers are different from workerio
displaced from employment for other reasons. He notes
.a :significant and beneficialprOgrnm impact do job
itarch efforts at least for males; the results are ambigu-
ous as far as females are concerned. Differences in
labor market behavior between men and women are
attributed to the compensation effect of trade readjust-
ment allowances. Since job loss costs to women are less
than for men, it is conceivable that the program over-.
compensates some individuals. The basis for thif Cori-

' elusion surely should generate some warm response
and discussion.

. It isimfortunate that studies such as this one were not
available.Aduring congressional consideration of the
Trade Act of 1974 and its adjustment assistance pro-
gram. A useful public policy debate on the .coMpensa-
don and adjustment aspects of the program might have
resulted in modifications of the progratn different from
those that were enacted.

The new adjustment assistance program enacted as
part of the Trade Act of 1974 has been in operation since
April 1975. It differs substantially from the Trade_Ex-
pension ACt program that pro ided benefits to the
workers studied in Neumann's aper.Petitioning and
qiialifYing 'criteria for groups o workers, have been

1
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simplified'under the Trade Act. Imports need only con-
tribute importantly to worker displacement. A link be-
tween a tariff concession and imports does not nset to
be established. "Contribute importantly'. in.lhe Tade
Act defined as referring to a cause that is important,
but not necessarily more important than any other
cause. With reference to Neurriann's findingS, this eas-

;king of qualifying criteria may differ-
ences in characteristics.

result in lessening
of trade impacted workers

compared with workers displaced from employment
because of other factors.

The criteria for individual eligibility hake" been
simplified to conform closely to individual require-
ments for unemployment insurance eligibility. Thii
change was made to facilitate delivery of benefits, but it
may also result iivka caseload of workers eligible for
program benefits Whose characteristics differ little from
those who are not eligible.

Finally; the ienefit package Sas been altered ,signifi-
cantly under the Trade Act to provide more generous
cash allowances, easier acCess, to training and reloca-
tion assistance, acid for the first time a cah 'grant to
facilitate job'se'arch.

Obviously the new program will haveoto be studied
and evaluatedThi Government Accounting Office has
a statutory misdate to evaluate the program and report
to the Congress by Jung 1980. The Labor Department
will also be allocating some of its research funds for
pro studies. Thus, ape would, expect that future
stufrofworker adjustment assistance would consider
the Trade Adjustment Assistance program in the con-
text of trade policy alternatives and their respectiVe
labor market costs.

:°
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The Direct Labor Market Effects
Of the Trade Adjustment Assistance Program:
The EVIdencbArom the TAA Survey
George R. Neumann

Iii the debate over U.S. foreign trade policy, concern'
has been. raised over, the costs of .job displacement.
Expression orthis concern by. President John F. Ken-
nedy anti by various segments of organized labor was in
part responsible for the inclusion of the Ttade Adjust-
ment Assistance frAA) program in the Trade Expan-
sion Act of 19622The intent of this legislation was to
reduce the costs of job loss for workers and to encour-
age their meal-transferral to new employment. Fifteen
years later, comparatively little is known tit the
effect of the Act on individuals, and to co ate mat-
ters, the 1962 Act has been supplanted by e Trade Act.
of 1974.1 In it there is" a new and more liberal TAA
program, particularly insofar as workers on temporary
_layoffs, in addition to workers who are .permanently
separated from their jobs, are eligible for benefits.
Nevertheless, the new program is similar in some re-.
spects to the previous one. For example, eligible work-
ers can receive higher unemployment benefits that are
available under regular unemplOyment insurance. It is
therefore still timely to examine the effects of the old

'TAA program-on the reemployment experience of
trade-impacted workers.

The results from a' recently completed survey of
trade-impacted workers are repoited in this paper.
These results provide information about who received
assikance under the okl program and what its effects
were. In section 1 Eidiscussion of the nature of the old
TAA prOgram is given.'In section 2 'the, data are de-

; I 41

'This paper has benefitted from discussions at,the labor workshops
of Chicago and Cornell. Helpful suggestions have been made by

G. Dewald, Arlene floelen, Harry Grubert, Harry Gilman,
o and* the official discuisant, "Joseph Hight. Research assistance by

Steve Sheingold IS grateftilly acknowledged. None of theselsidividu-
als is responsible fcs. any remaining errors. The paper is based on
George R. Neumann, Mown V. Lewis,,and Gerald P. Glyde "An
Evaluation of the Trade Adjustment Assistance Program," ILAB
74-23 which was cimpleted in 1976.

Asidefrom a fel,/ in-house case studies conducted by the Bureau of
'International Labor Affairs, there have been,..onvb significant
studies of workers displaced by imports [6,1].-'
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scribed and problems of interpretation are noted. Three
findings are of particular note:

Approximately 40 percent of the samplelinid not found
emplownent by the date of interview, Which in some
cases was years after they had lost their jobs.
The length of time between jobs was unusually high for
TAA recipients-61 weeks for females and 39 weeks for
males compared with an average. of 33 weelFs for workers
who lost jobs for other reasons.
Female TAA recipients tended to hai substantially
longer pelifids of unemployment than fe es who did
not receiVI TAA benefits.

In sections 3 and 4 estimates of the impact of TAA on
the dth-ation of unemployment and reemployment
wages are presented. These estimates indicate that the
old TAA-program had fan impdct on malestheir
weekly earnings were estimated to be 5.42 percent
higher .than without the program, unemployment dura-
tion increased by about 2 weeks. The TAA program had.
a limited effect on tile reemployment of females, provid-
ing some evidence that the reported unemployment of
females' who received TAA. benefits was not signifi-
cantly spent in job search activity.

Worker Adjustment Assistance under
the Trade Expansion Act: An Overview

The provisions for,a)djustmeirt assistance to individuals,
which are 9ontained in Title III, chapter 3 of the Trade.
Expansion Act, s pulate four separate services avail-
able to certified

VI
e-impacted workers:

....)

Trade Readj stment Allowances (TRA) for unemploy-
ment or underemployment caused by, imports
job training programs
testing, counseling, and placement seryices40,
relocation expenses. .

TRA payments are basically unemployment compensa-
tion. These allowances provided for payment of the
lesser of 65 percet of the *orker's wage or 65 percent

I
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of the weekly wage in manufacturing for up to 52
weeks.2 Most state unemployment compensation pay-
ments averaged less than 50 percent of the weekly wage
for a shorter period, usu y 26 weeks.s In effect the
federal 'government comp sated the state programs
for any regular unemploy nt insurance payments to
trade-i pacted worke , in addition, paid eligible
individuals at the higher rate to which theyAvere enti-
tled. This created incentives for both state govern-
menrpriligrams and the individuals to participate in the
TAA program.

The provision ofjob.training and job placement ser-'
vices depended to a great extent on the existing' system
within each state.. No special funding was'allocated for
the creation of training centers or of job placempt
services, "adversely-affected workers [were to] be af-
forded where appropriate-, the testing, counseling,
training, and placement services prAded under any
Federal Law."4 As a consequence, the availability of
these services depended upon the existing dist/it:intim
of services intended for other programs, and tkpdb the
level of activity,of the different-state employment ser-
vices. ti

The provision of relocation expenses provided an
additip job search incentive,,but it was limited in an
impo -rt way. The program would pay thei="reason-
able and necessary expenses" of moving, plus a .lump
sum equivalent to two and bile-half times the average
weekly manufadturing wage, Provided tliat the indi-
vidual found employment in another labor market area.
Not only was payment made conditional on finding a
job, but it was also necessary to convince the program
officials that there were no jobs availably without mov-
ing.

In 1962 these benefits appeaLed quite liberal but were
counterbalanced by stringent eligibility requirements.
These requirements took two forms: a particular group
of workers had to be certified as eligiblethai is, de-
termination had to be made that their unemplo§menl
was used- 12,y increased importsand Conditional
upon th certification, each individual had to meet the
'following rsonal standards:

In the ree-year period prior to the impact date, the

:

'Under sae circumstances a longer benefit period was possible.
An individual could have up to 26 weeks additional in order-to corn-,
piete a training program. If the worker was sixty years old by the date.,
of impact e was eligible for 13 additional weeks. By exercising the'
program its maximum, a sixty -year could have obtained 91
weeks of benefits.

'When the Act was written 'MA benefits were clearly superior to .
alternatives under state prograths:. Subsequent liberalization ofpay-
ments and dritration by many states' have reduced the advantage, and
Oresently in some states benefits are More liberal in theshort run
-under the state program.

41Public Law 87 -794, sec. 326.

/
trade-impacted worker had to have beed employed at
least 7f weeks at wages of at least $15 a week.
in the gear receding the impact date, the worke?' had to
have work at least 26 weeks in the *verse! y affecard
fain at w es of at least $15 a week. , ,

To be eligible for relocation assistance. a worker has to
' head a household.

ele

. The-effects 6f these personal eligibility requirements
were twofold: benefits were narrowly focused on the
group that Congress felt required assistance, but the
administration of thoprOgram,yas made more complex.
Ii particular, since the information required to certify'
an individual diftered from that- which was routinely
collected for regPlar Unemployment Insurance pur-
poses by the various state agencies, TAA benefits were
likely to be received long after layoff.

A far greater obstacle to the speedy receipt of ben-
efits was the initial-certification process. In order for
workers to We determined eligible for TAA benefits the
U.S. Tariff Commission had to find that the workers'
uneffiploYment *as caused by increased imports due tai
concessions granted under trade agreements.s There
were two options available toT isplaced workers:

If an industry had filed for relief with the Tariff Commis-
sion and an affirmativefinding had been mlle-rworllers
could directly petition-be Secretary of Labor for cehifi-
cation.
If no industry petition was under consideration,, workers
in a given firm could petition the Tariff Commission.

Petition to the Tariff Commission was lengthier, since
a full investigation of the import situation was required.
Nevertheless this procedure was, the one most fre-
quently followed. A certification and personal eligibil-
ity process that could take many months meant that

'benefits were received, if at all, long after the onset of a
spell of unemployment,In fact, in several-cases benefits
were not paid until-after the trade- imptctedworker had
found a job.

In spite of-the obstacles, there were five petitions for
certification the year after the Actwas passed. All were
denied because of a very strict interpretation of the Act, "
and the program remained in limbo until President
Richard M. Nixon's trade speech in November 1969,
which signaled a new birth of the program. Three peti-
tions from the steel industry were quickly approved.6

'There was, and probably always will be, disagreement over what
is the "cadge" of workers' uhemployment. A discussion of the mean-

; ingsgivetiat various times to sections of the TEA is Contained in [7,
chap. 11.

qn the intervening years the Automotive Products Trade Act (Oc-
tober 1965June 1968) was in Operation during the rationalization of
the automotive industry between the United States and Canada. This
Act had provisions similar to the TAA program, and fourteen of
twenty-one were approved. This indicated that this type of program
could be successfully implemented.
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Theie hal been 113 successful petitions covering tgi
estimated 51,140 workers and TRA payments
amounted to $65.6 million through February 1974. For
the entire period 1969-75 the estimated cost was $/1.5
'million.'

Although the incidence of certified unemployment-
due to tariff reducp ns v as widespread, "there Ttrse-_-_,,i
heavy concentrations in ceitain.states and industri
Tables .1 and 2 indicate that the' incidence h been
particularly heavy in the shoe industry (SIC 31 I er

it

and 30 rubber) and becaus of this, states such as Ma
Saehus Ts and Ne * Hampshire have-had a relatively
large number of cases.

The evidence from the e tables indicates that the TAA
program as operated u er the 1962 Act was relatively
small, covering about ,000 who wpkceriffled by May
1974 (and only about 52,0Q0 through 1975), with even
fewer workers actually receiwing benefits. To a large

- extent the size of the program was limited by the strict-
ness of the eligibility criteria -- only 40 percent of the
petitions filed were eventu y certified. Since the
criteria for eligibility and the i of the Tart Commis-
sion (now the Inteqational Trade Commissi n) haive
been changed in the new T 'Act of 1974, size of
the new program is sfantially larger..
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2. Wh6 Are the Trade Impacted Workers?
,

In Octo41975 the Institute for Research on iluman4
Resources of the Pennsylvania State University con-
ducted a survey of trade impacted workers in fourteen
States. The individuals covered were all displaced

*thin the four years 1970-73. A total of,916 interviews
were completed from, three categories:,

71narmitiOn for 1969-73 comes from an internal Bureau of Inter-
national !..abor Affairs memorandum dated May 31, 1974. Informa-
tion ferthe subsequent period comes from Table 41 of Unemployment
Insurance Statistics. ti

TeA: individuals who received TAA benefits; . ti
QNR: qualified nonrecipients who were separited from
plants that received certifications, but who personally did
not receive TAA benefits; and t

UI: individuals in the same labor market who were re-
ceiving only regular Unemployment Insuratice benefits at
the same times as those who were eligible for TAA ben-'-
efits.°

Because under the old TAA program, workers gener-
ally had to .be permanently displaced from their jobs to
be consideltd eligible for TAA _benefits, to obtain a
comparable UI group the sample includes no individul
ars on temporary layoffs.

Several feakines of the popplationitreing sampled de-
serve mention. First, the characteristics andexperience
of either the TAA or the QNR groups may not be -
representative of the average worker who loses a job
becau e of increased imports. In several cases the plant
closin date was knovo montV advance, and this

'The full details for the sampling plan are contained in [7, chap. 3]. .

Table. 1
Distribution of Trade Adjustment Assistance Petitions, by industry,
October 1962May 1974

Industry
Metal mining
Foodland kindrelt products

t Textiles
Apparel
Chemicals
Rubber
Leather
Stone, clay, and glass
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
Nonelectrical machiner
Electrical-equipment

riinsportation equipment
Miscellaneous manufacturing
TOTALS

(

_Standard
Industrial

Classification
Certifi

Petitions
ons
Workers

Denials
Petitions Workers

lo 2 0 r 650
r 20 0 0 1 163

22 6 2,900 18 10,876
23 0 0 3 1,126
28 2 1,300
30 6 4,970 6 3,073
31 37 11,173 67 13,617
32 8 T 2,320 8 1,920
33 -1/ 400 1,982
34 3 450 1 200
35 2 676 6 3,925

,36 -' 16 15,025 22 10,2 5
37 2 L 2,150 3 7
39 14 4,785 4 5,

05 44,849 149 55,697

Source: Bureau of Internationalplar Affairs, U.S.' bePartment of Labor.
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Table 2

b

Distribution SrTrade Adjustment Aisistance
Petition.s by State, October 1962 May 19721

State

Alabama
Arkansas
California
Connecticut
Florida_
Georgia
Hawaii
Illinbis
Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky
Louisiana
Milne,
Maryland
Masfachussets
MiChigan

New H pshire
New ersey
New Mexico .
New York ..

North Carolina
Ohio t'

Oklahoma

nnsylvaia
Ok

Puerto' Rico
' Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Vermon
Virginia\
West Virginia
Wisconsin
TOTALS

ource: Bureau of International Labor Affairs, U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor.

1. 300 .
0

3 2,300
2 1,710
1 350
2 1,730
0 0
8 4,340
6 2,540
1 ,440

Certifications Denials
Petitions Workers Petitions Workers

150 2
450 2
650 2

0 1

5 -3,180
2' 360
4 6,15A
1 60

. 3 290

1,790
163

5 2,060
3 470
0. .0

0 0
0 0
8 2,699
0 0

23° 4,866

1 700
1 410
2 660
I 280

19 9,873

4 1,529
I 130

10 3,020
2 890
0 , 0

9 5,110
1 250
2 126

7 2.30,
1

0 0
2 900
1 220
2 2,920
1 400

1

1

2
0

95 44,849- 1149 55;697
S

4 830
8 2,260
4 855
6 2,353
1 -130

18
3

15
0

13 8,

6 1,500
0 0

550
3 730
1 400

4;250
,062

5,650
0

472
1,130

525.
90

may have allowed workers with the greatest mobility to
find alternative employment before the plant actually
closed. Consequently, sue workers would not be eligi-
ble for the TAA program.an- uld not be picked up in
this sample. The extent of this s eening is unknown
and caution should be used in exten ing the characteris-
tics of the TAA recipients in the sample to the wide'
class of trade-impacted workers.

Second, most of the questions in the survey dealt
with conditions at the time of job sea' ration or
reemployment, which'for some individuals was as long
as five years before they were interviewed. The prob-

, 1
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lem of accuracy of recall encountered in all survey data
may be especially serious in this survey.

Filially, because the survey overs indiViduals who .
o were separated fro 'obs in d rent years, com ari-

sons of dollar amo is must be djusted for inflat n.
In, this section all gures are deflated by the consumer .1"

price indexiand are expressed in 1967 dollars.
II.

the charatteristics of the sample, classified by sex,
benefit group, and reemployment status, are described
in Table #.'The most important feature reve d by this
table is.that reighly 49 percent of the certified orkers
had, not found employment by the survey da The
percentage does not vary'by benefit.status, but isimark-
edly lower for men (36 percent) than for women; (46

percept).. Those who did not find jobi are noticeably
ol those who did, and therefore are more likely
to v n eligible for retirement benefits, but there'.
still remain some relatively young individuals Who did
not Eind'jobf. The minimum time between layoff and
interview was almost two years, and dne must c
that those individuals who did not find jobs at all were

.-1. withdrawals from the labor force.' °_

The various. meastFes of job search intensity cast
furth r light on the characteristics of workers An
faun .jobsobs and those who did not. Whether measured
by th umber of job contaqts per week or the number
of hours spent searching per week, those who did not
find employment _searched less on the average than
those who did. Thi4 may reflect an awareness that job
prospects were dim as well as an opportune retirement
decision..
1 Regardless of their reemployment status, worker*
who lost jobs due to tariff or quota reductions were
different from those who lost jobs for otherr For -

ha out -----f m fro will h
six years or

ce is ac-
erence in

example, the TAA and QNR male worker
twenty wars of employment with
they were distharged compared with
general UI recipients. Part of this -diffe
counted for simply by 4te six- to eight-yeard'
age among the group. A broadgeneralization, would be
that trade,ii'mpacted workers were older, less educated,
semiskilled or unskilled, and had a lot of years on the
jab. It is ptecisely such workers who could beexpected
to have a difficult time in finding another job.

°Allowances must also 6e made for differing conditions in the labor
kets both across states and over time, since the period of 1970-74

vered both good and bad times.
"Individuals can be laid off after the impact date while the certifica-

tion is in progress. The individual records indicate that the latest
-termination was in April 1974, and this individual had found employ-
ment.

Although a 40 price Wal rate seems high, placed in the
perspective of other studies o ass closings of firms it is not particu-
larly so. See, for example [8].
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;Sample Characteristics; by Sex, Benefit Status, and Reemployment Experience

I

I .

.

Reemployed Indiviclu f . Never Found Job

Characteristics" TAA Qb111 4 U1 .
TAA QNR 1)1

%.

to Total Males Females Total I Males Females Total Males Feinales Total Males . Females Total Males Females Total Males Females

309: 178 131 112 72 40 115 74 41 . 208 95 113 .86 51 , 35 86 47 39

Years of education 10.3'.. 10:4 ' 9.7 9.2

Dependent! 0.9' 1.0 ' . 0.8 0.8
t

Years of job tenure 17,7 19.2 14.5'. 16.8

Weeps '

ndtice Of yoff 7,3 7.7 ' 5.0 8.8

,

Weeks ofjo search

before layoff 2,2 2,1 0.3 1.1

Job contacts

,per week ' 3,0 3.2 1.9 3.0

Percent white '86.9 87,1 :185.5 90.2

Percent married 84.8 '87.1 '71.8 83.9

Percent union

;ars
t received

X78.5 5 82.6 55.0 59.0

Pe

training 15.2 15.7 12.2 1.8

Percent received
)

counseling

.

19.1 20,2 13.0 . 3.5

Age .' '46.0 46,645,8 _46.6
---anr---7---- 5,5153..4 63.9 37.2

Ell/Wt 48.7 47.2 51.5 371

Percent skilled 20,6 23.0 lis 21.4

'Real hourly earnings

at layofr (S1967). i 3,4 3,6 2.3 2.9

Real weekly earnings .1..

at layoff ($1967) '140.9 149.2 93.2 121.9

DURI . number of

weeks between

layoff and

reemployment 48.7 39.4 01,4 32.7

DUR2 . DURI minus

out of thewe

labo force 44,3 35.7 /56.0 31.2

s

)

DUR3 DUR2 minus

weeks.of job training 39.5 30.3 51.9 31.0

Percent change in real .i

hourly earnings -26.9 -27.01,21.7 -2,4.1

Percent change in rear

weekly earnings -29.5 -30.1 -25.9 -25.2

.2 9.3 12.6 12.8 12,1 9.2 9,3 9.1 1.7

,0,9 0.8 1,2 1 '1,'! 1,2 0,4 0,4 0.4 ' ,P.3.'

20.4 10.4 5.6 5.9 5,d, 22.9 25.9 19.4 22.1

4

15.3

'

12.0i 3.0 3.2' 3.5 2.6 ,5.6 /.2

. ,

4.3

1,2 0.4 0.7 1.0 0.2 0,5 0.7 '0:9 0.4

.0.53.7 1.8 2.9' 3.0 2.8 IF 0.9 1.3,

97.2 : 77.5 781 78.4 78.0 82.4 72.0 94.8 89.6

88.9 75.0 67.8 71.0 61.0 75.0 88.0 59.7 66.8

69.5 40.0 43.5 54.1 \ 24.5 68,9 81,0 54.5 63.7

1.4 2.5, I,t7 2.7 4. 11,1 5.21 18:2 2.0

4.1 2.5 ' 4,3 2.7 7.3 104, 10.3 10.4 2.0

48.1 44.0 38.4 38.2 38.9 55.7 56.8 54.3 56,1

34.1 42.9 43.5 39.0 51.6 58.6 55.0 62.9 33.3

34,1 42.9 43.5 39.0 51.6 513 47.0 57.2 33.3

)1,9 2.5 35.6 48.6 12.2 12.4 20.7 2.6 11.8

3,3 2.2 3.3 3.9 2.2 3.0 3.5' '2.3 2.9

139.6 90.0 132.8 09.6 84.4 123.5 147.9 94,4 124,3

30.8 36\2 33.3 32.6 34.7

29.6 34.1 ', 28,6 26.2 32.9

29.6 33.4 28,5 26.0 32.9

-27.9 -17.5 -13.2 -15:4 -9.1

-26.4 -53.0 -17.6 -19.0 -15.2'
rirP

'Ratio of weekly unemployment benefits and TRA payments to prelayoff weekly earninp

tRatio of expected weekly benefits to playoff weekly tunings. Expected benefits are defined in the teat.

9.1 8.2 10.2 10.0 10. 1

0.3 0,2" 0, 0,6 k 0:r
33.9 19.5 7.8 10.4 5.3

5.9 , 1.9 2.5 1.5 3.3

v
0,6 -0- " 111.. 0.4' I..

,

0.6 0.3 )2.1 2.4 1.9' i

88.9 90.5 67,1 67.7 66.7

83.3 42.8 68.4 74.2 63.7

P' ,

77.9 42.9 49.9 58.1 43.3
I

-0- 4,8 12 3.2 3.3

20- 4.8 9,9 9.7 10.0

57.0 54,54' 48, 51,0 46,1

34.9 30.9 ) 43.3 37.7 47.8

34.9 30.9/ 43.3 37.7 47.8

16.7 4,7 22,2 29.0 16.7

3.5 2.9 3.5 2.4

'147.7 .90,2 117.4 140.1 59.1

a
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For thoseworkers who did find jobs, the average time
. bettveen layoff and reemptoyinent was 48.7 weeks for
TAA recipients 2:7 for QNRs and 33.3 for UI recip-
ients. TAA recipients tended to have spells of un-
employment between jobs that were 46 percent longer
than for UIs and 48 percent longer than for QNRs. If the
time that workers were not in the labor force is sub-
tmcted,'the adjusted duration of.unemployment figures

----..111the following: TAA, 44:3eeks; QNR, 34:2 weeks;
ap UI, 28.6 weeks. If time spent in training programs is
sebtracteeas well, the average duration figures are
TAA, 39.5; QNR; 31.0; and UI, 28.4. These figures
indicate that 'there were substantial differences in the
unemployment experience of the various groups. How-
ever, Table 3 indicat that the difference is 'mainly
accounted for by very large difference in the un-
employmenteployment be vior of female TAA recipients.
iv Table 4 shows the fraction employed within a given

, period by benefit status and sex. These results are con-
, sisteril All previous studies, i.e., women in all

categories have longer spells of unemployment than do--
men. At the end-of a year, this difference is reduced to
2.1 percentage points for the UI group due to successful
job search or to labor force withdrawal. However, for
the TAA group, the difference remains large-13.6per-

- centage points. Since the male behavior does not differ
very much between the TAA and the UI or QNII group,
almost all of the difference in the aggregate is due to
TAA females being unemployed tonger, than TAA
males.

Turning to the-changes in hourly wages and weekly
earnings as reported in Table 3, a similar observation

Table 4

Cumulative Employment Percentage of
Reemployed Workers

Group
1 2-13

Weeks
14-26 26-52 52+

TAA
Males 19.9 46.4 60.6 81.5 100
Females 10.9 23.7 40.7 67.9 100

Difference 9.0 22.7 19.9 13.6 -0-
QNR

Males i4.2 59.8 69.0 84.0 100
Females 14.9 37.1 57.5 79.7 100

Difference 9.3 22.7 11.5 4.3 -0-
UI

Males 12.4 43.8 65.1 89.8 100
Females 2.2 25.2 g. 46.0 87.7 100

Difference 10.2 18.6 19.1 2.1 -Q-
Note:. Calculations are based on duration of unem'ployment with

time spent in training and out of the labor force subtracted.
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can lie ade. Sincejhe individuals in this sample be-
came un ployed at different times during the period
1170-73, and since thii period was one of accelerating
inflation, all dollar figures are expressed in constant
)967- dollars. Thus real earnings at layoff,,iscpoininal
earnings 'divided by the consumer price index for the
month that the individual was laid off, and real weekly
,earnings at reemployment is nominal earnings at
reemployment divided by the consumer price index for
the month in which the indidual became reemployed.
For the TAA group, t olu n 1 shows that real hourly
earnings decreased by almost 26 pe ent, whereas real
Weekly earnings declined by 28.8 rcent. These
reemployment wage losses were con Clerably larger
than the losses experienced by, worke n either the
QNR or the ,UI groups.

.

Another interesting observation is that over 14 per-
cent of the TAA group received job training compared
with only 1.8 percent of the QNR group and 1.7percent
of:0e %LI group. Comparably, 11.1 percent Of the TAA
group received job counseling, whereas only 3.5 per-
cent of the QNR and 4.3 percent of the UI group re-
ceived counseling. These services, although important;
were not major aspects of the old TAA progrim, a fact
that is reflected in the small percentage of individuals
receiving them.

The major part of the program, the provision df TRA
payments, can be seen in the ratios of benefits to pre-
layoff wages, B/W, and expected benefits to prelayoff
wage, EB/W. The former is the ratio of the sum of
weekly unemployment b'ellefits and TRA payments to
prelayoff weekly earnings-commonly called the re-
placement rate. Since many benefit payments were de-
layed, an expected replacement rate was calculated as
the ratio of expected benefits to prelayoff earnings.

xpected benefits.are defined as the sum of unemploy-
ent benefits plus the amount of extra TRA payments
ultiplied by the individual's subjective probability of

receiving TRA benefits-i.e., EB = UI payments +
a (TRA payments), where a is the probability of re-
ceiving TRA benefits. The survey elicited responses
about individual's perceived probabilities, as of the
date of layoff, of receiving TRA payments. These re-
sponses were used to weight the actual benefits re-
ceived. Benefits should be further discounted to reflect
the delay in payment, but, as a practical matter, since
the delays were less than a year for the individuals
studied, this was not done. Theratio of actual benefits
to prelayoff earnings was 6.3 percentage points higher
than the:ratio of expetted kenefits to prelayoff earn-
ings.

the amount of benefits received was com-
puted using the unemployment insurance benefit al-
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gorithm for ach state, the forniipa for TRA benefits,
and the individual's normal weekly earnings before
layoff. Although the survey elicite esponses about the
amount eceived from UI and TR , thlk information
was sufficiently unreliable to nece sirate the use of

. calculations from actual benefit formu ae. For exam,
in Visne cases, TAA benefits were paid in one chec
along with UI benef s. In other cases a\sep rate check

;. was paid for each, or only a TAA ch Ck 'as paid.
Coifseqtrently, individuals had difficulty i entifying the
two sources of compensatio . and for co sistency the
appropriate benefit formula. as used. Bakd on these
calculations, TAA recipie h a higher replacement

. rate than workers in either of t other two groups. This
difference averaged over $1 per week in 1967 dollars
not subject to income tax. his amount is not inconse-
quential. .

In summary, the sample indicates that they were
significant differendes in labor market characteristics
between TAA recipients and UI recipients. The effects
of the TAA program on, the labor market experience of
these workers is discussed in the next section.

3. The Effects of the TAA Program on the
Job Search Process

The purpose of the TAA program under the 1962 ct
was to. promote .the reemployment of workers and to
minimize the loss in earnings. Consequently an evalua-
tion of the effects of the program on individuals must
incorporate its effects both on the duration of un-
employment and on changes in earningsAs indicated
in section 1, changes in the outcome of thjob search
process due to the TAA. program mustbe attributed to
(1) higher yeplacement rate of earnings under the TAA
piogram. (2) greater access to job training programs,
and (3) greater access to job counseling services. To
incorporate these possibilities into a simple model we
draw on the theoryOf job search.'.' According to this
theory, individuals who become unemployed will con-
tinue to participate in the labor market, that is they Will
search for a job, so long as their anticipated earnings
from reemployment exceed the value of their time spent
in nonmarket activities. In this interpretation the effect
of a decline in anticipated .market earnings would be
expected to differ across groups to the extent that the
value of time in nonmarket activity differs. For exam-
ple, the presence of children is likely to increase the
value of time spent at home, as would the availability of

pension inco
women with
would be les

- .113

e. One wo_pld expect then that married
:hildren and older workers in general
likely to become reemployed.

. Given that an individual does search for,work and is
aware of The distribution of wages in the market, an
optimal strategy would be to formilate a reservation
wage and silly. accept an offer that exceeded it. The
reservation wage may be affected by the TAA program.
Stith an effect would he expected becaijse higher un--
employment compensation levels under this prograM
lower the cost of search, and hence would be expected
to increase both the duration of unemployment and
reemployment earnings. Unfortunately the data are not
ideal to test these propositions fully, since unerdploy-
ment payments are per period of time and not per unit of
search, and there may be a substitution of time for
intensity of search. In addition. job training, to the
extent that it is effective, would increase an individual's
skill level and earnings, although its effect on duration
of unemployment is' ambiguous.'2

%An empirical representation of the outcome of the job
search process is embodied in the following model:

DUR = (11R +cf2T +a3C+ a4X1 ci (1)

tiv = IR +432T+ B3C'+ B X2 + 62 (2)

D U R -7- number of weekskunemploYment
= percentage change in Weekly earnings

(hourly wages) from layoff date to re-,employment
= replacement rate, i.e., unemployment

payments divided by previous earnings
= 1 if an individual received job train-

ing, 0 otherwise
C = 1 if an individual received counseling,

0 if otherwi e
XI, X2 = vectors of e ogenous variables
EP 62 = random err r terms.

R

In essence this model was used by Ehrenberg and Oax-r
aca [31. and by Classen [2] except that effects of training
and counseling are added in our specification.

Two issues arise in estimating this model. First, an
implication of the theory of search is that the error
,terms are jointly distributed and that their covariance is
negative. That is, individuals who haVe overestimated
their prospects will have longer than average 'un-
employment, and would tend to have lower reemploy-
ment earnings if their reservation wage declines over
time.'' Oil the other h4, as argued above, if expecta-

"A detailed description of the theoretical work on the job search '21n effect\ob training should offer the individual a different wage
process as well as a summary of the previous empirical work pertain- offer di striburon.
ing to search duration and subsequent wage change is contained in [7. "This argu ent suggests that an efficient estimator such as Zell-
chap. 2). ,miner's seeming) unrelated regressions estimator be used [9).

1
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/ t are realistic, those with higher reservation wages
will on average experience longe durkions of un-
employment, but will be com nsatect by higher

, reernployniatlearnings. This is the productive invest-
ment nature of the search 'process.

The second issue is the possible endogeneity of the
decision to participate in training or counseling ses-'
sions. Since these services are potentially available.to
TAA, QNR, and UI groups, perhaps at different prices,
the decision to participi(te in these programs may be
based on characteristics of the individual that are re-
lated to both wage change and duration of unemploy-
ment. For example, it could be that only those individu-
als who have an expected duration of unemployment
greater than some critical value enroll in training pro-
grams. If this 'were the case, the coefficient on training
(T) in equation (1) would show that training was as-
sociated with a longer duration of unemployment.
However, thi; would be a biased estimate of the true
effect of training if the training decision is correlated
with the expected outcome of the job search process.
Only when the urren e of training or counseling is
beyond a,n i avid al's co trole.g. , givell to everyone
in one area', to no one in another areacan an
unbiaied est ate of these effects be obtained from
equations (1) and (2'). The use of appropriate instrumen-
tal variable -will eliminate this problem when training (T)
and counseling (C) are continuous variables. An
analogous result has been shown by Heckman [5] when
the variable is dichotomous. In essence this requires
that the values of T and C, which are either 0 or 1, be
replaced by their predicted values from a probit regres-
sion. These predicted values have the interpretation of
probabilities -of receiving training or counseling. The
model in (1) and (2) then becomes

DUR = + o2P(T ta3P(C 1) + ct4X 4- el . (1')

vi"," =i3IR +02P(T= 1) + 03P(C= 1) + l34X2 E2 t2')

The probabilities of receiving training and counsel-
. ing, P(T = Al) and P(C = 1), are the fitted values-from the
probit regressions. Variations in the determinants ot'-
these probabilities due to the TAA program are denoted
as

aP(T = 1) aP(C = 1-)/
7 = and 8

aTA A

The effects of the TAA program on the job search
process can be- calculalpd then as

aDUR
a TAA

aR
= 01- 0(27 + Q341aTAA +

1
t3)

)P in Three: Trade Adjustment Assistance

al, aR .4., x
, aTAA' . PI aTAA -. P27 #131.

8 ,.... /
where y'is the mar inil effect of TAA participation on ,
the probability of receiving training, and 8as similarly
defined for counseling. As (3) and (4) indicate, the total
effect of the TAA program has two components.
'effect' is.due to the higher level of unemployment ben-
efits, whichl,alters the cost of-unemployment, and
hence has a diject effect- upon the search process. The
other effect is composed of the direct effect that training ,...-
and counseling have On the search process, multiplied
by the increased probability of an individual's receiving
them. For these latter effects it is possible that the-TAA
program had no substantive effect on the job' search
process, either because the program had .no effect on
providing 'these services, or because these services
themselves as .provided were of no value in the labor
market."

Evidence on the likelihood of an individual's receiv'
ing job training or counseling is presented in Table 5,
and larger set of results are contained in Tables Al and
A2 If the appendix (a description of the ariables is

--given on p. 115). Examination of colu ns (1) (3)
reveals that the TAA recipients were sign scantly more
likely to receive training or counseling than were QNR
or UI recipients. The coefficient on the variable TAA is
positive and signifiCant, regardless of the specification
of the equation. (See Tables Al and A2 of the appen-
dix.) The size of the. coefficient refers to the effect of
TAA participation n the index variable of the 'cumbla-
dye normal proba 'ty function. Translating these ef-

1 fects into probabilit , the coefficient on TAA in col-
umn 12) of Tabl mplies that TAA recipients had a
probability receiving training that' was 6.72 percent-
age points higher than without _the' program. In the
notation of equation (3), y = 0.0672.For counseling, the
estimate of 0.6502 in column (3) implies that 8, the effect
of the TAA.,program on the probability of receiving
counseling, was 0.0872. This evidence indicates' that the
TAA program, as operated under the old Act, provided
greater to job training and job counseling 'than
otherwise would have existed. To be sure, not all indi-
viduals received training or counseling; in fact only a
small percentage did. Nevertheless, the TAA program
appears to have made it easier for recipients to obtain
these services.

(4)

"At first thought it may seem unlikely that any individual would
participate in a program that is worthless in terms of future employ-
ment. However, since many training programs pay a subsidy, or, in
the case of-TAA, enable an individual to receive unemployment
benefits for a longer time, there is an incentive to enroll in the program
to lower the cost of current job search.
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Table
I

Probit Estilnates of Training and Counseling
Equations, N 535 jasymptotic Natio* in
parentheses)

Trai/ing Training Counseling
(1) . (2) (3)

Constant -3.6706 14.0289 -2.1042 -
(4.33) (5.75) (3.10)

koge -0.01g8 -0.Q1j12
(1.21) (1.45)

Schooling 0.0457 0.0461 0.0796
(1.36) (1.43) (2.55)

7Job tenure -0.0215 -0.0048
(2.06) (0.47)

tl ne mplo y m e nt rate /0.I879 0.1970 -0.0436
(2.30) (2.39) (0.60)

Sex -0.4032 -0.3717 -0.1751
(1.74) (le) (0.94)

Union 0.3380 0.3504
(1.30) (1.36) .

TAA 0.8235 0.9157 0.6502
(3.35) (3.60) (3.26)

Georgia 1.5932 1.7196 1.2000
(4.08) (4.33) (4.36).

Louisiana 1.5924 1.7646 1.9698
(5.67) (5.83) (7.17)

New York 0.6512 0.6049 0.3290
(2.11) (1.97) (1.22)

Rhode Island 0.7512 0.8770 1.2902
(1.62) (1.87) (3.39)

Log a likelihood
function -151.04 -149.44 -186.53

Description of Variables

Ale: age at layoff
Schooling: years of formal education
Job tenure: years of employment at the firm from which the
individual was terminated
Unemployment rate: local unemployment rate during the
quarter in which the individual was laid off
Sex: 1 = male
Union: 1 = union member at layoff
TAA: I = received TAA assistance
EBIW: ratio of expected weekly unemployment benefits. to
previous normal weekly earnings
P(C): probability of receiving job counseling. predicted from
column (3) of Table 5
P(T): probability of receiving job, training, predicted from
column (2) of Table 5
Industry change: found employment in a different two-
digit (SIC) industry
Dependent Variables
T. = I if the individual received job training

.4V = 1 if the individual received job counseling

tt.
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DUR I: number of weeks betwrien layoff and reemployment,
less the number of weeks spent in job training, less, the
number of weeks out of the labor force
DUR2: DURI number of weeks ouofithe labor force
%Aw: percentaje change in gross hourly wages
%Aw-h: Rerce change in groseweekly earnings.

The effects of variables representing location merit
comment. The coefficients reported in the text, and in
the appendix; indicate that in some states individuals
were more likely to receive training or counseling. Ex-
perimentation with different combinations of state vari-
ables indicated that the four-states shown - Georgia,.
Louisiana, New York and Rhode Island- differed sig-
nificantly from the remaining states. However, because
some states had only one TAA case, it was impossible
to separate differenes in the availability of training or
counseling due to permanent differences across states,
e.g., larger or more efficient programs, from transitory
differences due.cto the peculiarities-of a particular TAA
case, e.g., advance knowledge of a plant closing. Thus
the coefficients reported represent the combined influ-
ence 'of permanent and transitory effects.

Before proceeding to the estimates of the duration of
unemployment and wage change equations two ques-
tions of measurement should be noted. Since the TAA
survey was retrospective, special attention had to be
given to making the measure of unemployment as close
as possible to the Bureau of Labor Statistics definition.
In this survey information was available on (a) the
length of time between layoff and reemployment;
(b) the number of weeks spent in job training; and
(c) the time the individual was not looking for work. If r
the responses given to (c) are interpreted as time out of
the labor force, then the measure of duration rep,
resented by DUR 1 = (a) (b) - (c.) most closely
matches the BLS definition. Examination of the re
sponses indicated that question (c) was interpreted,dif-
ferently by various-respondents, hence two measures of
duration were used: (c) is not counted as unemplAyment
in DUR I but is counted as unemployment in.DUR2. 13

The second issue concerns the measurement of the-
replacement rate R. Due to lags in the delivery of TAA
benefits, some individuals did not receive TRA benefits
until after they were unemployed for some time. In a
few cases, benefits were received after individuals had
becomexeemployed. Many individuals were therefore
unable to state the exact weekly amount received. If,
was necessary, therefore, to calculate benefits for each
individual in the sample by use of the appropriate state

'The intent of the question was to distinguish that part of. the
interval between layoff and eventual reemployment when the indi-
vid was not seeking world In studies that rely on recall. it is
ditl'a9lalt to achieve this goal since questions such as those asked in the

tidy CPS about job search activity. are not suitable.
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formula, or in the case of TAA recipients, by thena-
tional formula. '6

In additicin, since TRA payments were often delayed;
a questiOn arises as to how they should be inclu$1ed in R.
If perfect foresight is a'Ssumed,, then actual benefits
received, suitably discounted, is the conect measure of
TRA payments. Since thtre was uncertainty as to eligi-
bility, it is appropriate to use expected benefits, again
with discounting for the delay in receipt of benefits. For
this sample, the adjustment for time discounting is neg-

"TRA payments were 8 percent of the individuals' previous aver-
age weekly earnings or 65 percent of the averagetweekly earnings in
manufacturing, whichever is less. Thus the algorithriVed to com-
pute TRA,payments does not change, over time, although the upper

. limit does.

g
4.

ligible, and was:ignored. In the estimates that follow the
expectecllenefit ratio is4adopted

The estimates of the duration and wage change equa-.
tions are contained in Table 6 for the sample of 536
individuals who found employment. The first two col-
umns contain the estimates of equation (1) for the two
measures of unemployment, and the-last two columns
contain the estimates of (2) for weekly and hourly earn-

'Expected benefits were calculated as the sum of regu'ar UI ben-
efits plus o'times the TAA differential. The probability of receiving
TAA benefits, a, is taken from question 50 of the survey. (How sure
were you of receiving TAA benefits at the time you were laid off?)
which was coded 1-5 (very sure, sure, etc.). These answers were
ranked as probability assessments ranging from 0.2 (no knowledge) to
1.0 (very sure). The average replacement rate of expected benefito
calculated in this manner was 6.3 percent lower than the actual.

Duration of Unemployment nd *age Change
(f-statistics in parentheses)

, Dependent ariable DUB('

Constant 13.06)1_
(1.30)

EB/W "f--2195
, (1.80)

P(C) -0.6424
(1.98)

P(T) 0.6530
(1.67)

.Unemployment rate 1.1700
(0.81)

Union 5.5435

Industry change

Sex

, Strhooling

Job, tenure

Rhode Island

Georgia

New York

R2

F

(1.39)

17.4807
(4.25)

-15.7956
(3.70)

40.5557
(3.21)

- 536

DUR2
(2)

%Aw
(3)

to h
(4)

14:6097 -37.5100 -55.6215'
(1.34), (3.80) (4.19)

0.3116 0.4392 0.5944
(2.31) (4.15) (4.18)

--0.5021
(1.40)

0.7726
(1.78)

0.2464
(0.15) '
1.2992 -8.4620 -7.3792

(0.29) (2.14) (1.39)
19.5888 -8.0164 -11.9749
(4.29) (2.25) (2.50)

-13.9107 -1.7344 7.2949
(2.94) (0.48). (1.50)

0.6333 1.350
(1.1l) (1.77)

-0.5152 ,-0.9553
(3.47) (4.78)

33.5838
(2.40)

"'2 16.4889 `, 21.7907
(2.76) (2.72) /

-4.8897 -12.4871
(1.03) (.1.97)

0.1002 0.1164 0.1104
7.3419 8.6823 8.1750
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iris change. The molt important result is that the effect
of higher unemployThent benefits on both duration and
wage change is positive as expected. The coefficient on
the expected replacement rate-0.2195 in column (1)
and 0.3116 in column (2) imply that an increase in the
replacement rate by 10 percentage points would in-
crease DUS1 by 2.2 weeks, and DUR2 by 3.1 weeks.
For recipients of TRA payments, the expected re-
placement rate was 6. rcentage points higher; there-
fore, the effect of hi erTRA payments was to increase
duration of unempl ment by 1.4 weeks (= 0.2195 x
6.3) for DUR1 and by 2.0 weeks for DUR2. A similar
calculation using the coefficients on the expected re-
placement rate from columns (3) and (4) ields the effect
of higher TRA payments on earnings: h urly earnings
were 2.7 percent (--= 0.4392 X 6.3) and we kly earnings
3.7 per nit higher than without the program. One
caveat this is that all of the effects of TRA payments
may not have beeh captured: In particular; the longer
potential benefit period for TAA recipients may have a
separate, independent effect on both durlition and earn-
ings. Preliminary tests of this, proposition7using the
state maximum UI durations and the -TAA maximum
duration, aid not indicate that this factor was important,

S
but the test was not conclusive because in several states
extended unemployment benefits were available; hence
potential dUration was measured incorrectly. Thus
EB/W may be only a rough measure of the true ex-
pected replacement rate 7

The remaining effects of the TAA program are related
to the availability .counseling and training. As reported
in Tables A4 and AS of the appendix, no significant
effects Of framing or counseling on earnings could be
found; and the effects on duration are hard to interpret.
C6Unseling has the expected sign, but it is insignificant
when time out of the labor force is counted as un-
employment. (See columns (1) and (2) of Table 6.) This
suggests the possibility that time spent between layoff
and the provision of job counseling was not spent in job
search." The estimates indicate that job training in-
Creased unemployment duration-although not, sig-

. nificantly. Since the availability of training services was
severely limited at the time of layoff for most .TAA
recipients ,3tie majority of (hose receiving training did
not start until after a considerable period had elapsed.
Furthermore,' thereewasan incentive to take training to

"Evidence of this behavior is partially revealed in the correlation
coefficient between various measures of duration and counseling or
training:

X PT.X PC.X

I. Time between jobs 0.2734 0.1217
2. Leis time in training 0.2020 0.0708
3. Less time "out of labor force" 0.0110 -0.0313

increase the length of time for which TRA benefits
would be paid. Thus the evidence that training had no
effects on earnings, c upled with a lengthened duration
of unemployment, s pport he interpretalion that the
training programs m y have s ved to provide, a type of
extended unemployment bene s for those who par-
ticipated.

The effects of the remaining explanatory variables
are of the anticipated sign but are, with a few except
tions, insignificant. For example, there was no signifi-
cant effect' of the local unemployment rate at time of
layoff. Union members were estimated to have a
slightly longer duration of unemployment, but again the
difference was insignificant. All else equal, union mem-
bers were estimated to experience an 8.5 percent de-
cline in hourly earnings, after a job loss a figure that is
large and significant. This effect is compensated some-
what by an estimated increase in their hours worked so
that the loss in weekly earnings' was 7.4 percent,.

The impact of job termination had considerably dif-
ferent effects for men than-for women. The coefficients
on sex (male = 1) reported in columns (1) and (2) of
Table 6 indicate that on the average spells of, un-
employment for males were 13.9 to 15.8 weeks less than
for females. The apparent source of difference is the
behavior of female TAA recipients: whereas UI and
QNR females had. durati 14 that were only 1.7 and 0.9
months longei than for al TAA females were un-
employed for 4.9 months onger. NO ready explanation
for this ,difference seems obvious. The estimated
change in reemployment earnings is not so different,
however. .

The effects of human capital accumulation can be
seen in the coefficients of schooling and years of job
tenure. Years of schooling is a measure of general
human capital, and years of job,tenure, since it mea-
sures the number of years employed at the firm the
individual was laid off from, is a proxy for job specific
capital. Although neither has an appreciable effect on
duration of unemployment, they did have the expected
effects on wage chaltge.:7he effect of education was
consistently positive in all specification that controlled
for interstate differences. The potsitive coefficients can
be interpreted to mean that job termination does not
reduce the value of general human capital. In contrast it
was estimated that the reduction of firm specific human
capiial due to a jab loss had a large negative effect;
indeed, this variable and the replacement rate are by far
the most powerful explanatory variables. Other things
equal, the regression coefficients in columns (3) and (4)
of Table 6 imply that each additional year 'of job tenure
is, associated with a 0.5152 percent ,decrease in real
hourly earnings and a 0.9553 percent-decrease in real
weieldy earnings when an individual lose§ ajob. Thus an

1 2 _
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individual-with-twenty 'years with Tie employer would
be estimated to' have a 10 percent decrease in hourly
earnings and an 18 percent loss in weekly earnings.

The inclusion of controls for place of residence at time
of layoff was intended to capture any systematic differ-
ences across states that were not captured by other
variables. ' ° For the same reasons-as discussed above it
is not possible to separate permanent state effects from
transitory effects due to individual TAA cases, an

Island

of the coefficients is therefore more,dift
ficult. In particular, the estimated impact of Rhdile
Island on duration is eon large to believe. However, the
direction of the effect is consistent with the view of
sev,1 obsAers that in Rhode Island, moreAo than in
otfitates, there was wide notice ,in advance of the
TAA programNrithat.many individuals took advan-
tage of the program.

1 9In addition to the local unemployment rate we also included the
average manufacturing wage in the SMSA, manufacturing employ-
ment as a percent of nonfarm employment, and the ratio of trade
impacted workers to manufacturing.employment. When the state
variables were luded, none of these-had an effect.

Part Three: Trade Adjustment Assistance

Afinal factor of interest is the role of industry change
oh duration and wage change. This variable 'was in-
cluded to measur the effect of the'departure of an
industry from an ea, and hence the lois of whatever
industry specific uman capital an individual 'pos-
sessed. It appears t at the variable is picking up' more,
than this. In partial , since the decision to accept a
job in a different industry is voluntary, it may be picking
up the effects.of unmet expectationeqo test this hypo-
thesis we estimated (1) and (2) using Zellner's seem-
ingly unrelated, estimator kut obt4ined no substantial
difference 'n estimates. Vereason for no difference
between equitiens (1) and (2) was the low correlation of
the disturbances.2° When industry change is deleted
from both equations and the Zellner estimatos is used,
the correlation of the error terms is significant, but the
remaining coefficients are not altered significantly.

"The variance-covariance matrix of one equIn of a two-
equation system can be writtenor Zellner's estimator as Vi = (1 --Ps)
{cr - P' a,"' XVCi(x;x2)-tvelx ,y.. If P, the correlation
coefficient of the residuals, equals zero, this reduces to the OLS
estimator.

Tab 7

Du ion of Unemployment
M es, N = 324 (t statistics

Dc ndent.Variable

Constant

EBIW

P(C)

P(T)

Unempldthiont ..rate
r.

Union

Industry change

Schooling

st Tenure

Georgia

New. York

R2

F

I.

d Wage Change
n parentheses)

DURI ,

-16.037
(1.24)
0.2409

(1.57)

0.4108
(1.14)

-0.7595
(1.72)

3.2976
(1.71)

9.4243
(1.68)
16.4459
(2.97)

0.0636

2.3135

DUR2

-13.616
(0.94)

o 0.3506
(2.04)

0.3259
(0.80)

-0.4243
(0.85)

2.6607
(1.22)

4.0804
(0.64)

18.7866
(3.01)

f;441

0.0542

3.0323

%tov

-40.532
(2.99)

0.5178

Voil(w 11)

-44.780,
(2.49)

0.6608
(3.57) (3.44)

-11.4703. -10.9044
(L88) (1.35)

-3.6296 -2.8392
(0.68) (0.40)

0.5203 0.7678
(0.66) '(0.74)

-0.6640 -1.2530
0.3 (4.72)

'17.8231 21.5046
(1.71) y1.62)

--2.0596 -0.545'6
(0.27) (0.97)

0.1032 0.1232."u

5.1957 6..3449

4
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The pattern ofresults thus far suggests.that a separate
investigation of male and female behavior would reveal
greater insight into the workings Of the TAA program.
The resume of reestimating th odel on the samples of
24 male and 212 females were reemployed are

contained in Tables 7 and 8. 'though the explanatory
power of each IS not very i h, pronounced differences
in response to unemployment compensation are re-
vealed. Higher unemployment benefits Were estimated
to increase duration and to lead to pigherreemployment
wages for men. Reemployment earnings of women
were estimated to increase as a result of higher un-
employment compensation but no effect can be found
On duration. This is rather difficult to understand-Con-
)theivably there were two different types of responses.
To analyze this possibility fisirth,the duration equa-
tion was estimated with various subsimples of females.
The results appear in Table 9. When females are split
into married-spouse present and all others, a marked
improvement in the explanatory power of the model is

observed, Unmarried women, although their numbers
are small, behave somewhat more like men as measured
by their response to higher unemployment benefits.
Married women, on the other hand, seem to, have no
significant response to higher benefits. Also, it is mar-
ried women whO account for the perverselfaining ef-
fect. Males were estimated,to experience Oorter spells
of unemployment as a result of although the
significance level is not very high. T *ning does not
appear to have any significant effect on unemployment
For unmarried women. For married women, however,
training prolonged unemployment by about two weeks
(exclusive of thelime spent in, training), and the effect is
highly significant.

4. Summary and Can)cluslons

The empirical findings of the previous section imply
that the TAA program under the 1962 Trade Expansion

Table 8
Duration,of Unemployment and 'Wage CHange,
Females, N,,= 212 (f statistics in parentheses)

Dependent Variable
Constant

EB/W

P(C)

P(T)

Unemployment rate

Union

Industry change

Schooling

Tenure

Rhode Island

Georgia

New York

R'
F

DUR I .

9.1321
(0.65)

iio46o
(0.21)

-0.6822
(2.18)

1.3471
(3.95)

2.1849
(.1.16)

8.5420
(1.36).

20.3349
(3.28)

D(.42 %Aw %4(w .h)
13.466 -32.1122 -58.7951
(0.92) ,J (2.51) s (3.31)

0.1007 0.2611 0.3902
(0.44) (1.73) (1.86)

-.0.4504 I ,,,
(1.35)

i15795
(4.33)

0.6630
(0.33)

7.5177
(1.12)
20.6742'.

/ (3.13)

26.3951 . 14.0497
(1.56) (0.77)

0.1880 0.1953

,6.7475 7.0761

-4.9504
(1.03)

12.5833
(2.79)

0,8313
(1.06)

-0.1334
(0.60)

13.3665
(2.01)

- 6.2855
(1.13)

0.1021

3.3169

, -2.4647
t:(0.37)
-22.222d,

(3.55) .`
2.4975

(2.29)

-Q.3039
(0.99)

20.2965
(2.20)

,13.0331
`.111.69)

it`' 0.1;68
,,r ,44t346
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Table 9, .

Duilltion of Unemplo rledMei
WomenSpouse Present, and All Other
Women

, A .

P(T)

Unemploynient

Union

Industry change

'Rhode Island

R'
F
N

All Other
Married Women

Spouse Present

27.6838 7.5112
(1.50) (0.39)
0.3274 0.0342

(1.11) (0:11)
0.4614 1.0878
(1.16) (2.47)

0.1674 1.9212
', (0.34) - (4.05)

2. 48 2.7626
(0.70) (1.19)

15.5488 15.1612
(1.52) (1.93)

18.6615 1T:0112
(2.12) (2.08)

6419507 19.7375 .

(2.29) (0:90)

0.2044 0.2237

2.0190 5.8075

63 149

4

Act had a small but significant effect on at least part of
the recipient population. As.described in equations (3)
and (4), the net effect of the TAA-program is the sum of
the separate effects of: (a)' higher. benefits while un-
employed (the difference between TRA payments and
what would have been received under regular Uti-
employment Insurance); (b) a greater probability of
receiving job training; and (c) a greater probability of
receiving job counseling. For male TAA recipie.nti the
net effect on,Onemployment (DE1R2) and-weekly earn-'
inv. is computed from (3) and (4) using the regression
coefficients from columns (2) and (4) of Table 7 as:

aDuR2 = 03506(8.1) 0.4243(0.06725
aTAA

+ 0.3259(0.0812)

= .2.84 weeks..

a(i Cv.h) z=-- 0.6608(8,1)7aaA
-) 5.4%.

Part Three: trade Adjustment Assistance
;

This increase in duration appears to have been used in
productive job search, since weekly earnings were 5.4
percent higher than would otherwise have occurred.

For women the tesults are less clear. Estimates of the
net effect of the program on duration of unemployment
range from zero to a one -week increase; but these esti-
mafes are not sighificant for the entire sample of wom-
en. There is) some indication (see columns 3 and 4 of
Table 4 that higher unemploymegt benefits lead to
increased reemployment earnings-2.3 percent for
weekly earnings gnd 1.5 percent for hourly earnings
but the evidence is not strong. The pronounced differ-
ence in the behavior of males and females is perhaps the
major finding of this study in regard to the, operation of
the program. these results Indicate thy "for the most
part women TAA recipient p/who were married did not
search for ajob while unemployed. It seems likely that
their average of 61 weeks between jobs was due in part
to the higher benefits available under the TAA program.
This interpretation is reinforced by the finding that,un-

, married women respond to higher unemployment ben-
efits in essentially the same way as men do. One may
tentatively conclude that the provision of ben-

.

efits to families wit more than one w earner can
make receiving th benefits an attrac ive alternative
to employment.. .

4' Further insight into the differential labor market be-
havior pf men, and women is revealed by observing the
Income maintenance role of the TAA program. Al-
though the -1962 Act was not specifically intended to
compensate indAviduals forjoblosses, higher TAA ben-
efits -while u4mployed certainly has this 4effec In
Table 10 estimates of the net present value of the privatE
costs of job loss are presented under three different
nssunigiiiiis.

I. The value of time while unemployed is zero and all wage
loss it permanent.

(5)!

(6)

For the Average male TAA recipient duration of un-
emploYntent increased by 2.8 weeks (1.9 for DUR1).

Table 10
PrIvate.Costs of Job Loss for Workers Who
Received Trade Adjustment Assistance by
Reemployment Status and Sex, 1975 Dollars

. Assumptions:,
Group 1. 2 3

A. Never Found Jobs .
Males 47,273 7,644 7,644 '
Females 18,934 1,452 1,452

B. Reemployed.
Males 29,895 25,690 4,704
Females 11,002 6,543 481'

C. Average TkA Recipient 26,322 11,860 3,293
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-2, The value of time while unernployed is 50 percent of
previous earnings for males, and 65 percent of previous
earnings for females; all 'wage loss is permanent."

n t ears.
3. The value ehZn 2 and all wage loss is transitory,

disappearing

1. These calculations should be interereted as upper-
bound estimates' of the private cost ofjob displacement
for this particular group of individualts)and not for all
individuals who change jobs due to import competition:
These estimates are biased upwards,...since they do not
allow for differential Unemployment* rates, for job loss
due to health reasons, for the value of any pensions
received, and for differing marginal tax rates among
individuals." Two points are of primary importance.
First, the costs of a job loss, tend to be smalleil- for
women for three reasons: their lower market earnings,
relatively higher nonmarket opportunities, and higher
replacement rates of earnings while unemployed. Each
factor should make married females less sysitive to
labor market programs designed to foster job search
activity:' Second, and perhaps most important, the pri-
vate costs that individuals bear depends critically upon
the extent to which a loss in earnings potential is per-
manent. If the loss is transitory, as is assumed in, col-
umn 3 of Table 10, then it is possible that the TAA
program can overcompensate some individuals. This
possibility is enhanced for individuals facing high mar-
Opal tax rote.

The eVidence presentedin thit paper coneetninithe
labor market effects of the TAA program pertains only
to the program as operated under the Trade Act of 1962,
and thus the findings are not necessarily indicative of
future behavior under the new Trtrde Act of 1974. AMir.t
from changes such as an increase in the replacement
rate to 70 percent frOm 65 percent, and that workers
may be eligible for benefits even though they are not
permanently displaced frm their jobs, the Ow worker
adjustment assistance provisions are not very different,

1'

and thus there are some grounds for extrapolating the

alThe estimates for women are baied on [4] with rough adjustment,
made for the older nature, and fewer dependents, of this sample:
Comparable values for males are available (except for the inappro-
priate measure of commuting time value), and the 50 percent figure is
little more than an edUcated guess. *

"In performing these calculations a tax rate of 28.4 percent was
used.

. I
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resitIts of the survey reporte,I in this paper to the new
. ,

TAA program. Some, but it is hoped- not all, of the
difficulties noted may continue to occur. The two major
problems that have significant labor market consequ-
Ances are the delivery of benefits and the level of be-
nffits. The cumbersome nature of the certification pro-
cess, which existed in the old program in order to focus
benefits narrowly, resulted in lengthy delays between
the date -of job loss' and the date when benefits were
received. This had the effect of reduCing the impact of
REA payments on the job search activity of individuals
byXmost one-half of the extra benefits. The dilemma is

(ea familiar one; mo. intensive eligibility criteria direct
resources where Congress intended th.rn, but also
delay their receipt, making them less useful.

The leirl of benefits provides a comparable dilemma.
Higher beittefits can lead to better job matches forsome
workers,' but for others, particularly married women
with spouse present, there is no obvious gain other than '
an income transfer.. The dilemma 'in this ca sF is that
equal TAA benefits for primary and seconder' income
earners in a household, may, due to the higher marginal,'
tax rate facing the secondary worker, result in with
drawal from the labor force during the period that ben-

. efits 'are available. This is an effect opposite to that
intended if the TAA program was designed to stimulate
job search and reemployment." In any event the pro-
gram can serve as a vehicle for compensating workers
laid off because of increased foreign traile especially if
the connection between benefits received and un-
employment were severed. One may speculate that this

"'`'sw could beCome More generally applicable if the
administration of the new TAA program turns increas-
inillowards compensating workbrs who are only tem-
porarily laidoffitue to imports and ,fo do not ct to
suffer any wage loss upon reemployment. - .

"Akant..ximpleof the potential size of the benefits consider the
case ,of an iitiaividual who lost his job in. manufacturing during June of
1976. Eh lite for TRA payments and earning the.average for man-
ufacturing this timeS298.06 per weekif 'he stayed unemployed
for the full 2 weeks he:Avould receive $7,57,3. If he were fully
emr4pyed iond facedim avWaw tax rateincome, social seciirity;'
of 28:4 percent, then he would have netted $7,746a difference of
only A173. This ignores the effect of fringe benefits and non-pecuniary
rewards, but italso ignores work related expense. The point is thatthe
program can subsidize a large part of lost earnings and may reduce the
incentive to work.,
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V

Table .A1
Probit Estimates of the Probability of teceiving Job Training N d36
(Asymptotic f-values in parentheses)

(I) (i)
Regressions.

(3)

Constant -3.8367 -3.8424 -3.6706
(3.85) (4.19) (4.33)

Number of dependents -0,0463 -0.0398
. (0.69) (0.61)

Age -0.0022 -0.0023 -0.0108
(0.18) (0.20) (1.27)

Schooling 0.0443 0.0434 0.0457

.
(1.32) (1.30) 2(1.36)

. Job tenute -0.0211 , -0.0217
-. (1.73) (1.80)

Unemployment rate 0.1899 0.1941 0,1879
(2.28) (2.34) is (2.30),

Seit -0.3546' -0.3626 -0.4032
(1.51) (145) (1.74)

Race -0.1027
(0.39) /

0

Urban/Rural (1 in urban)
,

I 0.0977
(0.22) '

Union 0.3317 0.3449 .0.3380
(1.26) (1.33) (130)

TAA (1 MP recipient) 0.9312 0.9179 0.8235.,
(3.62) (3.60) (3.35)

State dummies:

Georgia 1.6566

- ,

1.7076
. IV

1.5932
(4.02) (4.30) (4.08)

Louisiana 1.7495 1.7722 1.5924
(5.26) (5.82) . (5.67)

NewoYork 0.6032 0.6108 0.6512
(1.88) (1.27) (2.11)

Rhode Island 0.8674 0.8706 0.7512
(1.79) (1.86) (1.62)

Log of likehhood function -149.14 -149.25 - 151.04 .

1

(4)

-4.0289
(5.75)

I

(5)

-3.4388
(7.77)

0.0461'
(1.43)

-0.0215
(2.06)

0.1970
(2.39)

-0.3717
(1.60)

-0.002.4
(0.23)

0.0074
(0.24)

0.0091
(0.92)

0.2499
(433) -

- 0.1113
(0.61)

0.3504
(1.36)

0.9157 ,Q.9748
(3,60) .. (4.18)

,

1.7196
(4.33)

1.7646
(5.83)

0.6099
(1.97)

Ot8770
(1.87)

-149.44 -176.91

"'
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Table A2
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*obit Estimates of the Probability of Receiving JOb Counseling and Testing N
(Asymptotic l-values In parentheses)

Variable .. (I) (2) (3) '
Regressions

(4) (5) .

Constant .-1.7882 -2.1042 -2.001 -2.7447 -2.6978
(2.20) (3.10) (5.40) (5.10) (5.00)

IgUmber of dependents -0.0786 -0.0402
,.. (1.14) (0.67)

Age -0.020 -0.0142 '.
(1.97) (1.45)

Schooling 0.0682 0.0796 0.0919 0.085 .0.0849
(2.21) (2.55) (3.20) (2.90) (2.92)

Job tepure -0.0077 )-0.0048 -0.0127
(0.74) (0.47) (1.491

Unemployment rate -0.0640 0.0436 -0.0321 -0.4769 : 0.3943
(0.84) 0.60) .(0.44) (0.66) (0.54)

Sex -0.1627 -0.1751 -0.2189 -0.1764
(0.83) (0.94) (1.19) (0.95)

Race 0.3463
(1.25)

Union -0.1065
(0.49) ...

TAA 0.6731 0.6502 '0.5663 0.6649. 0.6397.
(3.33) (3.26) (2.96) .t.(3.39) (3.23)

,State durnrniei..: . 81`;

Georgia 1.1653. 1.2000 1.1045. 1.2207 1.1852
(3.56) (4.36) (4.10) (4.52)

.. .

(4.35)

Louisiana- 2.0712 1.9698 '' 4.8324 1.9275. 1.9688
(7.15) (7.17) (7.05) (7.13) (7.15).'

New York 0.3076 0.3290 0.3084 0.3164 0.2840
(1.12) (1.22) (1.16) (1.20) (1.06)

jii Rhode Island 6 1.2979 c 1.2902 1.2907 1.3533 1.3308
(3.35) (3.39) (3.41) (3.58) (3.51)

Lag of likelihood . .
unction -184.18 -186.53. -188.50 ,-188.05 -187.60

(6) (7)

-2.8782 -2.4158
(6.72) (4.33)

-0.0147
(1.62)

0.0847 0.0408
0.92) (1.50)

-0.0123. 0.0210
(1.45) (2.40)

0.1281

(2.61)

-0.1888 -0.0514
(1.03) (0.32)

0.6396 0.7167
(3.23) (4.01) /

1.2243
- (4.64) '

1.8897
-(8.15)

0.2474
(0.96)

1.3022
(3.47)

.

-187.75 -119.75
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-Table A3

Duration of nemployment
N 536

Variable

Constant

B/W

DURI

(1) , (2)

14.1244 13.0617
(1.48) (1.30)

' 0. 1t39 ,

(1.52) t
0.2195

.80)0
-0.6475 -0.6424
(1.99) (1.98)

, 0.6527 0.6530
(I.66) (1.67)

1.1758 1.1700
(0.81) (0.81)

5.5763 5.5435
(1.38) (1.39)

170395 V17.4807
,' (4.23) (425)

-16.1919 -15.79116
(3.78) (3.70)

41.4941 40.5557
(3.21)(3.29)

0.1096 0.1113

1, nos 8.2493

(3(
9.0322

(0.89)

0.2075
(1.78)

q

'
P -T0.2477

(0.81)

0.2239
. (0.60)

2.0328
(1.41)

7.4447

Ee/W

(C)

P(7)

Unemploy -.
ment rate

Union
.

Industry..
. change

Sep!

Rode
Island

R'

F

roe: grade Adjustment Assistance

44} 10

'

4 4.

DL R2

14) (5) (6)

6.9087 16.7560 1 14.6097
(0.69) (1.49) (1.34)

r 0.2530 '.

- ( I .97)' , .r
0.2643

/ (2.16)
0,3116

(1.3 lj

-0.2517 -0.5074 -0.5021 ..

(0.83) (1.41) (1.40)

0.2349 0.7695 0.7726
(0.63) . (1177) (1.18)

2.0048 0.2614 0.2464
(1.39) k (0.16) 40.15)

, 7.3344 1.3000, 1.2992
(1.8$), (1.83) (0.29) (0.29)

17.1439 17.1954, 19.4868 19.5888
1 (4.11) (4.14) (4.27) (4.29).

-17.8212 -17.2629 - 14.3951 -13.9107
: (4.15) .(4.03) (3.04) (2.94)

. 34.8563 33.5838
(2.49) . (2.40)

. 0.0914 0.0939 0.0978 0.1002

: 7.5853 7.8209 7.1431 7.3419

I .4
ra t

I

(7) (8)

11.8905 9.05144)

(1.06) (0.86)

0.2813
(2.19)

4- , 0.%87' (2.59)
,...
=0.1715 0.51786
(0.51) (0.53)

0.4092 0.4264
, (0.99) (1.04)

0.9812 0.9377
(0.61) (0.59)

2.8746 2.7823
(0.65) (0.63)

,19.2384 0.232) 2 6
(4.19) (4.22)

-15.7638 -15.957
(3.33) --.. (3.31)

0.0871 0.0904

7,2020 V7. 989

I
4
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Tab 14444

Percent Change In Real Hourly 'Earnings
N =634

Variable

Constant
(1)

-33.4666
4%'13.35)

B/W 0.3393
(3.37)

EBIW

.P(C)

P(T)

.
Schooling 0.6408

(1.12)

Tenure ' -0.5406
(3.62)

Sex' -2.5580
(0.70)

Union -8.2154
(2.06)

industry -8.0428
change (2.26)

Oborgia 16.3379
(2.72)

New York -4.13)38
(0.87)

0.1067

F 7.8744

Dependent Variable Percent Change In Real Hourly.EAumings

(2) (3) .. (4) (5) \

-37.5100 :-31.7926 -39.8347 -21.3939
(3.80) (3.52) (3.95) (2.39)

0.3486 0.3086
(3.41) (3.06)

0.4392 0.4461
(4.15) (4.22)

-0.1325 -0.1609
(0.48) (0.59) ,

-0.0523 -0.0167
(0.17) (0.05)

0.6333 0.8442 0.8556 -0.0521
(1.11) (1.36) (1.39) (0.09)

.10.5152 --0.4843 -0.4573 -0.4614
(3.47) (3.15), (2.99) (3.12)

-1.7344 -72.4639 -1.6774 -3.1365.
(0.48) (0.67) (0.46) (0.85)

-8.4620 -7.6942 -7.W*4 -12.4845
(2.14) (1.92) (2.00 (3.59)

-8.0164 -7.4438 -7.3691 -8.0899
(2.25) (21)7) 1(2.06) (2.24)

16.4889
(2.76)

17.9680
(2.93)

18.1861
(,2.9,8)

-44897 44123 .3480

f4t

(1.03)

0.1164

8.6823

(0.88)

0.1120

- 6.6240

11.07)

0.1215

7.2674

(6)

-25.2520
(2.85)

0.4028
(3.81)

-0.0749
(0.14)

0,434)
(2.95)

-2.3197
(0.43)

-12.912
(3.69)

-8.0315
(2.214)

6906 0.0992-

9.7115

I
L

4
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Table A.
Percent Change in.Real Weekly Earnings
N 530

Variable

Constant

B/W

BBIW

P(C)

P(T) ,

Schooling

Tenure

Sex .

Union

(I)
- 50.7468

(3:79)

0.4694
(3.47),

1.3702
(t78)

-0-.9897
(4.93)

6.3201
(1.29)

-7.1130

44.

Industty

itaecorgia

New York

R'

(1.33)

-12.1023
(2.52)

21.6301
(2.68)

-11.5000
(1.80)

0.1014

7.4359

Dependent Variable Percent Change in-Real

(2)

-55.6215. .

(4.19)

0.5944
(4.18)

1.3549
(1.77)

-0.9553
(4.78)

7.2949
11.50)

;7.3792'
(1.39)

1-11.9749
C12.50)

21.7907
(2.72)

-12.4871
(1.97)

0.1104

8.1750

(3) (4)

-49.8486 - 54.7568
(3.63) (4.03)

0.4/S2
(3.48)

0.5950
(4.17)

0.1996 0.1614
(0.53) (0.43)

-0.2626 -0.2142
(0,64) (0.52)

1.2301 1.2411
. (1.47) (1.49)

-0.9954 -b.9595
(4.81) (4.65)'

6.3377 7.2739
(1.28) - (1.49)

- 6.7116 -7.0304
(1.24) (1.31)

-11.9837 -11.8662
(2.47) -(2.46)

21.1409 21.3947
(2.55) (2.60)

-10.1823 -11.4101
(1.50).. (1.69)

0.1021 0.1108

5.9745 6.5483

Weekly Earnings

(5)

-35.0236
(2.90)

0.4187
(3.08)

(6)

-39.5097
(3.30)

0.3486
(0.48)

-0.8553
(4.29)

5.6618

0.3151
(0.44) .

-0.8196
(4.12)

65889
(1.14) (1.34)

-11.9743 -12.1634'
(2.55) (2.62)

- 12.1 i90 -12.0154
(2.49) (2.41)

0.0794 03)868

7:6042 8.3891

.13C
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Joseph Hight
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The study by George Neumann is similar to some recent
empirical studies on the effect of unemployment insur-
ance benefits% the duration of unemployment and on
reemployment earpings I, 2, 3, 4). The most notable
difference in this study is the inclusion of training and
counseling variables inthe regression analysis. Since an
apparent objective of the Trade Adjustment Assistance
(TAA) Program is tot urease trade-impacted workers'
access to training and dIttliseling services, this is impor-
tant.

The data Neumann used are from a sample of un-
employed workers, of whom some received TAA and
some received only regular unemployment conipensa-
tion. However,4although Neumann's model userthe
infonnation, regarding receipt of TAA to predict prob-
abilities of receiving training and counseling, it does not
use this information to estimate either the duration cif
unemployment , or wage changes. In Neumann's
analysis, the only purpose served by the use of data that
includes TAA as well as non-TAA recipients is that it
increases the variance of the benefit-wage replacement.
ratio.

One aspect of TAA that the Neumann analysis fails to
consider is the certification process for groups of work-
ers. Crucial to an evaluation of TAA is an assessment of
how accurately trade impacted workers are beini iden-
tified, for if the wrong workers are being certified then
evaluation of the effects of treatment of these workers
may be pointless.

When designing a study of the effect of a program that
provides special services to those who become un-
employed becauie of trade policy i'mpacts, it is .impor-
tant to ask what it is about trade-impacted unemploy-
ment that justifies 'separate treatment from unemploy-
ment in general. Two answers-occur to me. -

The first is that losses resulting from unemployment
due to trade impacts are, on average, greater than losses
incurred from unemployment generally, because of (1)
Capital losses resulting from decreased demand for the
industry specific human capital of the trade-impacted
workers and perhaps due to loss of seniority rights and
(2) higher adjustment costs involved when taking a job

.1 in a different industry. 'MIS suggests that we compare.
A
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the tosiist -ifteUrf-Cti by the TAA recipients with those
incurred by the nob -TAA group2Neumann has not
done this in his paper. but I believe his 'data', and his
results should allow him to do so.

The second difference between trade-impacted
workers and the unemployed generally is that the
search invironments of the two groups differ. I would
suggest that trade-impacted workers know less about
the wage offer distribution which confronts their*, than
do the unemployed in general. In addition, trade -
impacted, workers may face a wage offer distribution
with a wider variance. For both of these reasons. other

. things being equal, the expected duration of unem-
ployment for trade-inipacted workers is likely to be
longer. 1

Neumann's failu to recognize explicitly this struc-
tural difference in th job search relationships for the
two groups of worker has probably biased his parame:
ter estimates. In part' War, the estimate of the effect of
the wage replacement ratio on the average duration of
unemployment is likely to be biased upwards, since the
trade-impacted workers received a hither .wage re-
placement and were unemployed longet..Some part of

VI this longerjamemployment results from being trade im-
patted and not from the higher, replacement ratio.
Neumann's methodology fails to control for this.

There is sonic evidence that Neumann's estimate is in
fact upward biased.,In a study of the effect of U I
efits on job search behavior using data similar to
Neuntan&cin-Many respects, Ehrenberg and,Oaxaca
[2] found that Id males aged 45 to 59, an increase in the
replacement ratio from 0.4 to 0.5 led to an increase in
Unemployment duration of 1.5 weeks. Neumann's es'-
timate is that the unemplo ent of an average male
TAA recipient increased in d tween 1.89 and
2.84 weeks. Since the average replacement ratios for
non-TAA recipients and TAA recipients in his sample
are 0.37 and 0.47, respectively, this implies that a 0.1
increase in the replacement ratio.leads to a 1.89 to 2.84
week increas in dui-at n, i.e., a larger effect than
indicated 139._ renberk axaca's estimate.

It is possible that wit the proper control variables
Neumann's estimates nee not be biased,. but I have
difficulty colesiving of control variables that would
measure differences in wage distribution information
and variance. ckne possibility is a change in the industry
of employment from the pre-unemployment to post-
,unimployment job. Neumann does use a dummy vari-
able indicating whether. a change in industry, at the

- 2-digit SIC level occurred. But I qyiestion whether this-
: OM
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post-tint atplo merit job variable could eliminate. all the'
bias. Another possible control variable would be years
of job tenure prior to unemployment. Neumann used
sucha variable in his wage change equation but not in
his duration equations.

Given the lack of adequate control variables, I would
suggest a .dummy variable -indicating receipt or non-
receipt of TAA. If such a variable were statistically
significant, would be evidence that ( 1) trade - impacted
workers face a different job search environment' as
hypothesized above and (2) that genuinely trade -
impacted worker) have been the ones certified and
granted TAA.

The same considerations that would lead Neumann's
duration effecjipstimates to be upward biased uld
bias his, wagehange estimates downward.

The Ehrenberg-Oaxaca estimate of the wage c ge
replacement ratio relationship for 45-59-year-old males
implies that an increase of 0.1 in the replacement ratio
leads.to a 7 percent increase in the post-unemployment
wage [2]. Neumann's estimate iMplies that an equiva-
lent rise in the replacement ratio leads to a625 percent
increase in the post-unemployment wage. Again, it
would be a simple matter for Neumann to include in his
regression equationsia dummy variable indicating re-
ceipt of TAA.

Professor Neumann has provided us with an analysis
of an important aspect of international trade policy, for
if we are to achieve the expected benefits of more trade--'
we must devise an effective program of compensating
those workers who will be hurt and who will be forced
to make adjustments. :With some revisions. I believe
this study could provide useful information about im-
portant aspects of the TAA program.
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Foreign Trade and U.S Employment
Murray H Finley'

My invitation to this conference suggested that I give
my "unvarnished" view of the relationship between
foreign trade and investment and employment. I was

1/2 del*hted to accept the invitation for two reasons. Pint.
I will.pleased to know that at least there were some in
government who rec k ized and acknowledged that
there Is a relationship weep foreign trade, invest-
ment, and Employment. en it seems to us in the labor
moxement that man/ people. both in and out of gov-
emMent. do not accept the relationship and if they do,
would prefer to simply sweep this fact under the rug.
Most seem to consider it a 10%0-priority problem that can
be dealt with at some time in the tioureif it has to be
dealt with at all.

Secondly. I was pleased to come because I believe
that the relationshipbetween foreign trade. investment.
and employment is extremely important; that the labor
movement has something significant to say that no one
else is saying. and that should be

The. "unvarnished" messageffiat the labor move-
ment 'is working hard to get across is

it That jobs. are the ftindamental base on which our
economic and social well-being rest;
That not sting social or economic progress can be made.
or political stability maintained, either within the United
States or elsewhere in the free world, unless the U.S.
economy remains strong. The increasing international
interdependence not only means that the United States
cannot act in isolation from the rest of the world, but also
that our own economic health is essential tp the economic
andliccJid welfare of the entire internationalcommunity.
That there are things happening as aresult of our foreign
trade policies that are undermini$ U.S. economic
strengthand these things should not go uncorrected.
These things include the loss of jobs to imports. the
continuing flow of investment capital overseas, and the

)accelerating transfer of technology without planning or
recognition of the impact of such transfers. All of these
factors are contributing to the steady shift in this country
toward a service-oriented economy rather than a produc-
tion economya shift we believe has serious implica-
tions for the ftrture growth of this country.

*Mr. Finley. who isfresident of the Analgamated Clothing and
Textile Workers Union. delivered this speech at the U.S. Department
of tabor Conference imam Impact rt international Trade and Invest-
anent on Employment. December 2, IWO.
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It sounds glamorous to say we will be engaged in
transportation, in communication, in banking, in ser,
vices. We will be a kind of technological and managerial
elite who wUl send our production offshore, but con- / '
sume in abundance at home. We supply the compute
and the brains; the rest of the world supplies the re-
sources and the brawn. That is, in my judgment.0 total
misconception about what would happen. If such a
service-oriented economy ever did come to its Own,
there would be a separation between those who don't
have the skills to participate in the good life and those
who do. two-class society would develop: 19 under
class and those in the elite who manage the resat of the
world.

C.7

There are political dangers besides the domestic
economic dangersJ've mentioned. The high consump-
tion, nonproduction service oriented economy sounds
very good it least if you're an elite. but this assurfies a
peaceful political world. Can we imagine what could '/
happen if we produced no steel, or plastic, or elec-
tronics etc., but only managed their production in the
rest of the world. Suppose there are expropriations of
our investments around the world, .We'd be left with an
-elite with no ope to manage around the world.

n

cannot but lead to serious
ri

ry rious political con-
our judgment, undermining the industrial base of

thi count
sequencei. We need a strong production oriented
economy to maintainour military and political strength.
But we also need a strong production oriented economy
to provide basic industrial employment.

Now, probably, most of you had already decided
what I was going to say today before I started,. You
probably expect me to say that importsare flooding the
country, that American workers are losing their jobs;
that something has to be done. I won't disappoint you.

. Imports in many industries, including my own,
are flooding the country. Let me cjte a few examples. ro,

In my own industrytextiles and apparelimports have
increased dramatically since 1970. in 1975, the quanXitY
of foreign-made suits entering the domestic market was
more than double the I970 level. Jacket imports were up
about 75 percent and trouser's imports were-higher by 35

"'refit. The import penetration rate of thC domesticitr
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o

market fef suits increased from 6.3 percent in 1970 to°944:apProxitnately 35,000: And in filing for these ,

percent in 1975. For coats and jacketi, the penetration
rate for the same period increased from 16.3 percent to
22.0 percent. For trouserC the rate increased from 7.5
percent to 13:4 percent. The 1976 figures, are even more
elevated.
In the specialty steel industry, the story is similar. lin-.
ports this year have already increased 12.5 percenyover.
last yeir. The quotas apparently are'alreddy filled. Obvi-,
ouslyglimports would go higher withOut the qu,otas.

41- The shoe induktry has been all but destroyed by imports.
In the ten -yeah period 1965-75 imports of shoes and
footwear increased' 1,000 percentwith a ces4lting de-
cline in .the U.S. domestic industry 'of more than 30
percentand it is still going down. Ten years ago, im-
ports accounted for less than 2120 percent of domestic
consumPtiontoday they make up about half of the total.
Black and white TVsthe indtistri has been-wiped out
by imports-70 percent are imported: This last year, the
penetration rate for color TVs has shot up to 35 percent.
It is not just the labor intensive, consumer goods' indus-
tries which are affected by imports. Between 1971 and
1975, imports of capital goods increased 132 percent, or
almost twice-the rate for all 'manufactured goods.

Workers Are Losing Jobs

The debate over how many jobs have been 16st both to,
imports and foreign investment is not going to be solved
here today. But there is no question that jobs have been
lostand that the number stretches into the hundreds
of thousands, even millionsdepending on when you.,
want to start counting and on what kind of assumptions
you makeesPecially as to what might have happened
if there had been no foreign investment, and no increase
in imports.

. But 6/en if we cannot provideirrefutable macro data,
there are plenty of /flier° data to tell the stork. It is not
only sufficiently convincing to provide a basis for public
policy determination, but also represents such serious
disruptions in individuals' lives-that attention must be
paid to it. To the' hundreds of thousands of individuals
who have lost their jobs because of imports, to talk
about the broad picture is most unpersuasive. -

The caseload data from the International Trade
Commission and the Department of Labor provide one
in ation of the extent Of job displacement resulting
fro Our foreign trade policies. tinder the 1974 Trade
Acr; adjuitment assistance petitionslaVe been filed for
about 435,00f workers. Labor Department- figures
show that through the firsilsix months of this year more
than 160,000 work rs had been certified as,eligible for
assistance. In own industrymen's and boys'
apparel=we that at least 45,000 workers have
already lost their jobs, and the remaining thousands are
distinctly uneasy. We filed TAA petitions for close to
50,000 workers and have had eligibility certified for

"

used certain arbitrary yar4sticks that left out a lot of
affected workers. First, a cutoff dat of 1974. Second,
only,cases where unemployment re, hed 15 percent or
more. This is only in our industry alon , and not even
the 'total industry, but basically only tailored clothing,
shirts, and some of the outerwear industry.

In the footwear industry, about 80,000 have lost jobs.
Just through the first six months of this year, more than '
160,000 wort whose jobs were lost to imports have
been certifie eligible for TAA. However, none of
these figures count those who lost their jobs because of
increased foreign investmentwhen U.S companies
establish new plants overseas rather than here; and
serve foreign or even U.S. markets from overseas
plants instead of from U.S. plants.

As I mentioned, it is not just the economic problems
that concern usbut the very human ones that lie be-

. hind all these figures. Let me quote from a letter I.
received a couple of weeks ago. The letter is from one of
our members in New Albany, Indiana. The plant 'in
which she was employed closed a short time ago.

( Mr. President Murray H. Finley, I would like some
information on whether and if there is anything that can
be done about the imports and the illegal aliens in this
country. We at the H.A. Seinsheimers Mens Clothing
have been closed doWn because of imports. Is it fair for
us to be out of jobs and isn't there a way to deal with this
business through legislation. I hope . . . unemploy-
ment pay is nice. But it isn't enough the way prices are
and this small town doesn't,have many jobs if you are
over 40 and besides you can't be paying in on your
Social Security. Thank you very much, Mrs.'Mary Har-
ris.

'I haven't answered this member of ours. ram hoping
someone at this conference will provide an answer. But.
I can't bring myself to answer o the broad, overall

cture of trade and a promise that s ewhere down
th road, adjustments. will be made. he is plcing,

at can be done ?" And she is tal ng about herself
and the 450 other people who have just lost their jobs
in New Albany, Indiana.

.

Something Has toBe Done

All of us here no doubt agree that something has to be
done. But many-7-maybe mostbelieve that the
"liberalized" Trade Adjustment Assistance program
fills that bill. It does not. Of course, we intend to make
full use of itbecause it there. We have an obligation
to do the best we can for members who lose their jobs
becauie of imports. If as a' result of the federal

they are able to get $l,200 'additional dollars as a

1371.
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kin of employment-bunalpay, we have an obligation to
s ek it out for them. But it is a band-aid approach when
a tourniquet is called for. I am often asked, why isn't
TAA enough? Why isn't it a good answer?

There are two reasons why not:
V.

.0.
It doesn't get to the root oflhe problem, and
TAA doesn't workit is not effective in helping the in-
diyiduals who need help.. ,

Let me talk about the second pointthe kind of help
actually received by workers displaced by, imports.,(.
There are at least 435,000 workers on whose behalf
petitions for assistance have been filed since enactment
of the Trade Act. Of these, only 160,000 workers have

. been certified 'as eligible. Of these, only 106,000 have
managed to make their way through the maze of regula-
tion and procedure and have actually applied for assis-
tance: Of. these, only 58,000 had received any payments
by last lune, 1975. So only about one in eight has
'actually been helped. And what help they get is 'mini-

, 'Mal.Through JuneT176,,they had received an average
of aboUt $1,200 apiece..Only 24 workers had received
financial job search assistance and only 23 workers
received relocation assistance. This is out of at least
435,000 workers on .Whpse behalf petitions have 'been
filed. It is in fact a band-aid program, and a small one at
that! ) ,

We made a study to'see wliat happens once the peti-
tions are approved and eligibility certified. And I will
tell you,,it is a maze. We had a situa,tron in Illinois where,
a lark plant closed with about50b ivorkers..They were
certified as eligible, but far frOM automatically. It was
imposSible simply to go to the various employment
service field offices, most of which didn't even know
how to handle petitions for trade adjustment assistance.

ju Were not trained to do it. We ended up almost
desper ely writing.to the governor, the secretary of
labor, I think, to President Ford and possibly
President-elect Carter. And this was not, by the way, an
unusual case;. We generally have to fight for the work-
ers' certification.

We know some 35,000 have been certified in our
industry. But we can't even tell you how many got trade
adjustment assistance nor how much. We know some
did. But we don't know how to find outlhe full story.
There is no meChanism to notify workers- potentially
eligible for TAA to get them to the employment office to
getlhe money. This, by the way, may be a year after
they were laid off as a result-of the impact of imports.
While money, when,it comes, is always welcome to an
unemployed .worice,, it obviously does not handle the
problem that it was meant to handle, that is to get them
into new jobs.
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A study of adjustment assistance in the shoe industry
as reported in the Monthly Labor Review bears this out
[I]. The study fdund that only one of the Sample of 185
workers who were laid off had participated in a: gov-
ernment training program, only one had received a re-
location allowance, and only five had been placed in
jobs through the efforts of the local state employment
service agency in this case the Massachusetts
employment service. One-fciurth of those laid off never
found another job. Half were not employed full time,
and teal wages for those who were employed had de-
clined almost 18 percent from prelayoff levels.

The report also found that wlirs waited an average
19.4 months between the date layoff and the receipt,
of their first TRA cheek. That this long delay is typical is
substantiated by numerous reports from my Own Union:
Our field people report ``horrendous red-tape *In-
volved in getting' help to our members frOnn, the state
employment service agencies. In Illinois for exantple,,
the state employment ervice simply faile to do the job,
it was supposed to do and this des ite repeated
meetingi with state personnel, and re ate' reassur-
ances that the problems with local Offices had been
corrected. In our view, the time lags between'applica-
tion and receipt of benefits are inexcusable.,

One "safeguard" sUpposedly built into the Trade
Reform Act was the advisPury tormigtees through ,

which the labor movement and other affected grOups
could participate in all asPects of fOreign. trade Policy':
development, The idea was that through the advisory
committees, constituent probleins .could either be
quickly solved or avoided in- iheifirst place. I and
other fficers dour union are members of the Advisory .
Com tee for Trade NegotiationS, the Labor Policy .

Adyiso Committee, and the labor sector of the Ad-
YisorY ommittee for Textile Apparel and Leather
Products. Meeting have certainly been held and we
have participated;even preSentted detailed positions on
specific Problems facing-workers in our industry. But
these meetings have been designed more to brief us on
the issues that will arise in the multilateral negOtiations-
to take place in Genela, not to get our advice or to re4-4X
solve problems, What I sense is happening is that the
meetings are being carefully orchestrated so that most
of the time is spent on being briefed. Wbatlittle time is
spent on advising is to no avail because the negotiators
ignore the advice and, in fact, had already developed
predetermined positions before the, advice was given.
Thus, instead of a safeguard, to assure that trade policy
is consistent with national interests and goals, I and
many of my colleagues feel that we are engaged in a
charade designed merely to meet the literal require-
ments of the Trade' Act. But the Labor policy Advisory

Committee is not in any real sense advisory.
J.2
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Now to go biick to the first point that TAAlimply
does not get to the roots of the problem. 'Adjustment
assistance is based on the premise that so-called free
trade provides benefits Wall of us, and that the cost of
these benefits should not be borne unequally by the few
who suffer immediate (but supposedly temporary) in-
jury, but should be spread among all taxPayers. We in
the labor movement havelearned to our sorrow that this
'premise, and the presumptions underlying the program,
are wrong.

FimtWe don't have a free trade situation or anything
approaching it in the world today if indeed we ever
did. The United States may or may not on a
,free trade basis, depending on how loose you want to
define it. But welare alohe among the tradingnations in
acting as if the free trade foncept were 'fact and nor
fancy. Suck common phettpniena as administered
prices, nontariff baniers, local content laws, preferen-
tial tradiqgagreements; and subsidized exports make a
mockery of "free trade." The labor movement expects
U.S policy to start from a recognition of things as they
are not frotnan imaginary world; as we might like it
to be = 1

. Second, and most important U.S. policy, particu-
arly foreign trade policy ..= must become the natural

. outgrowth Of national economic policy. Foreign trade
'questions, foreign investment issues cannot be resolved
or even considered apart from domestic economic con
cerns. Our foreign trade and investment poliCy must be
an adjunct of national economic policy they must
serve national needs not the other way around. Let
me briefly sketch the picture as, we, see it.

p.

On the Home Front *
There can be no question that the United States is the
strongest nation in the free world. I am speaking here in
economic terms. There is nothing chauvinistic in rec-
.ognition of the fact theft we have more resources, and
use them .better,- than any other nation.. Our. re-
sourcs skilled labor, capital, technology, Manage-

.

ment capability, natural wealth, climate, and social.or-
ganizatien 7 all combine to make us the .strongest
economic unit. Yet at the present time our economy is
in trouble teetering on the brink of recovery and I
say that,a6visedly. .

There are almost 8. million .'American . worltrs un-
employed consisting a festering Sore on the economy, a
severe drain on the-federal-budget (about $17 billion this
year), and a drag en'ONIP growth. This is not to mention
the individual hardship that the unemployed incur. -

Psirt Three: Trade Adjustment Assistance,

We are told that an insufficient amount of capital invest-
ment is being.snade to create the new jobs that must be
created in order to reduce unemployment. - .

We read of potential shortages both of:essential raw
materials and of produCtion capacity to convert these
basic material& for our industries. Shortages are forecast
in such basic industries as iluminum, copper; lead, and
zinc.

.

The wholesale price index has been rising steadily over
the year and in the past feW months, fairly sharply, signal-.
ing an increase in the rate of inflation in the very near'
future.

. .,

There has been a long -term decline in the average rate
Of productivity 'growthwhich not only affects the
U.S.. ability to compete in World markets but also means
a slower of iniprovement in the average worker's
standard of thing. Between 1948 and 1966, productivity
in' the United. States increased each year at an average
rate of ,2.4 percent. But between 1966 and 1973, 'the
average rate of productivity increase dropped, to only
1.7 percent. This decline in productivity, growth oc-
curred at the same time that there has been a gradual

- *lift of the economy from the goods producing sector to
the service sector;, and this, really 'worries us: .°

TWeniy-five years ago, only 30 percent of the GNP-
was attributable to the service sector of the economy
and almost 60 Percent to the pick's producing sector

.

Since that time there has been a steady increase in the ------.-.
service sector and a steady decline the goods produc-
ing sector. Last year, the two sectors were about
even but clearly the service sector has the forward'
momentum. -4-I"- ' I -

In our view there is a Connection between these tw,11
developments -- th&declinejlproductivitY growth and
the trend toward a service. oriented economy. Since
technology is more readily applied to manufacturing
to the production of goods =than it is to the prevision
of services, it is in this area that the greatest imProve-
ments in productivity can be ade. And ,without pro -,
ductivity growth, there can no improvement in the
general standard of living. We all here today maybe
surfeited with material goods, and maybe our college
educated, middle class children are ready to spurn
materialistic things, and return to the "simple like." But
let me regaind you that the 2¢_million citizens whose
income isbelow the poverty level are not ready to give
up on improving their material and physical well being.
Nor, I venture to say , 'are the tens of millions more
Whose income currently falls somewhere between the
$5,500 poverty ei/el and the $114,000 median family
income. They are already savoring the simple life. And
they don't like it. Improvements in the general standard
of living. and therefere in productivity are not only -
.........-
viable goals, they are still, very fundamental goals.
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So here we have the U.S. economy the keystone
of the world economy the rock on which the free
world economy must depend and there are ominous
signs that the rock is turning to sand.

The Picture Outside the U.S.

What is happening in the rest of th world? In' the
developed-cotntries, the pace of,recove is no better
than in the United States, and in many it is even worse.
Great Britain's situation is almost desperate. I can only
say as an aside, if we looked at the history of what we
are .doing with direct foreign investment, and what
Britain did in the 1800s and 1890s, in terms of portfolio
investment, becominge Rentier economy, we, are going
on the same road and unless turn d, 'in my
judgment, We will end up wit the same dire results.
Italy is also in-a bad way. F ce, with tilg inflation
and in serious trouble. Even J an has'an inflation rate

'cnnsiderabfy higher than our o n, and its recOvery is
faltering, if not actually stopped. Only West Germany is
doing well The situati orse when w.o look at the

countrie ;except the OPEC which;,pf
cotirse,:ire doing very nicely. 'Many of-the developing
countries, dependent as they are; on exports of raw
materials to buy the goods they,need for deVeloPthent,
and sometimes simply to maintain a subsistence stan-

L, Bard of for their .peoplt,,.are 'seeking ways to
parlay their control: over cawL:maerial resources into
greater l'enefits and returns for themselves.
. . The nevt'ly established cartels of which the .bauXite.
producers' asSOciatiop .is probably the most success-
ful the -demands for a new International ,EconOmic
Order for debt repaymentdeferments, for special trade
preferences, and for U.S. financing of price stabilizing
buffer stocks of these efforts are indicative of the
basic economic insecurity oftheseinations. The success
of these nations in improving heir economic and social
well-being is completely dependent on a healthy world
economy and the world economy cannot prorper
without a strong, growing .U.S.: econOW If .the U.S.
economy fain; if our PeCovery falters and we slide into
aapther recession, which is the way the signs are point-

at the moment, t1Ye free'WoOd economy y come
down like a.hOuse of cards:

and
is .why it is 'mpor-

t to pay attention first and foremost to what is /tap-
ing:in the' United States. end that is. wily sit is so

ration to what is: happening to U.S.
jo that are the base on which the

moment ta what is 'happening in
investment.

U.S. Foreign Trade and investment Trends

Perhaps the most signiflcantinternational development
in the past ten. to fifteenyears is the rise of the multina-,
tional corporation and the spread of U.S. capital and
technology throughout the world. In 1975, the value of -

U.S. direct investment abroad was two and half times
as much as it was ten years before,. increasing from $52
billion to more than $133 billion. Annual expendOures
for plant and equipment by majority owned fates of
U.S. companies abroad trebled in 10 years, in rearing
from $8.6 billion in 1966 to an expected $27.1 bi 'on this
year And there is noend in sight. At the same e that
this capital is going out of the country, we are told that
we are facing a capital shortage in the United States.

We are also told, don't worry; foreign investment is
good for, the U.S. economy. Foreign investment; it is
said, creates jobs. It brings in more money. than flows
but. And,,besides, we are ,told; even if some workers
lbse, their jobs, other jobs will .quickly become avail-
able. I don't believe it!

' 'If mat were really so, then how can You account for the
fact that the Commerce Department survey of 298 multi-
national corporations showed that overall employment in

da .. their foreign affiliates grew by 26.5 percent between 1966
and 1970, , whereas einployment in these companies'
domestic .plants grew by iils144 5.
quarter of the fate of increase o
Where is the job creation here.,
fact that production worker em

percent, less than a
ernploymenroverseas?
r What accounts for the
loyment increased 14.5

percent faster for the MNCs overseas than for the U.S.
domestic plants? =

If it were true, how can you account for the fact that
. 'balance.ef-payments income from direct investment de-

clined by 47 percent in 1975? Last year income was only
$9.5 billion, considerably less than the $13.4 billion that
was added to-the book valete.of direct investment that;
year. .

If it were trim that other jobs are going to become aviiila-,
ow can you account for the stubbornly high .tin

employ 'eat rate almost 8 percent which at the.
moment eems to be going up, not down?

We have been told that one of o
gations is to recognize the need offl
to industrialize and to obtain a larg
trade. We don't disagree. But th
here ist that this, will not be. one -unle

*onomy is strong. There will be no proble
-d `terms of trade for developing coup

g their share of the world's economi
is bigger. We are also told that we s

t mechanism; that left ,alone everyt

im rtant .to pay
empl e t
economy standi.

Let us look for
foreign trade an

international obli-
veloping countries

hare of world
int' * t to ake

s the .S.
in impr y-
es, oriin-
pie , if the
uld trust

ng will
come o'bt I right. All I-can say on that is, w cannot
afford to simply let things happ on the theo that the
market is the best arbiter and effickent allocatbr of

creas
pie its
the m

1 t ,
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..resources. The fact is that the matket doesn't work very
well. For example, there was. no sensel ssian
grain deal which eliminated the U.S. grain. ifrpl led
to tight supplies and-set-of fa furith round -ofinfla 'on.
There is no sense in closing down Wilts here,* we are
in the case of aluminum, simply, to open.Up new ones
overseas, and at the same time paying higher prices for

could develop substitute sources of aluminum in the
aluminum we need, when for the same price

United Statei, and keep the jobs in the United States. It
mikes no sense to continue to keep millions:of Muni,
can workers on an unproductive income maintenance
program, and at the same time, through discriminatory
tax incentiiis, encourage U.S. companies not only to
go overseas but to increase their capital expenditures
oversee .

What we have' to decide is where we want to -go,
where, we want to be, and then do the thingi that are
:necessary to get there. The first step obviously is a full

ry

Part Three: Tra Assistance

employment policy, a domestic program that through a
. carefully planned, integrated program brings us to full

employment within the next four years.
The-second step is to stop doing the Things that inter -

fere with the goal Of full employment. High on the list*
the development Or a foreig trade policy that is firmly
based on Land completely consistent with. national
economic %d social policy. Not the kind of backward
nod in the direction of national goals that is epitomized
by the trade adjustment assistance program. But a
forward-looking program where such ineffectuA ar-
.tifices are not necessary and are not even considered.

Literature Cited

1. McCarthy., James E. "Contrasting Experiences with
Trade A stment Assistancet: Monthly Labor Review, 6
(June 75), 25-30. °.
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Introduction
Gary C. Hufbauors

Part Four: Foreign Investment and Technology Transfer

The paperi by Horst, Frank and Freeman, and Baran-
son make a contribution to the economic analysis of
direct foreign inVestment. These studies might well
serve as references bOth in the conceptualization of
issues and in the application of techniques. At the same
time, the .apers usefully illuminate points of- agree-
ment and ement. The studiesare rich in findings
and anal is; but my introductory comments will
neeessan be confined to a few themes.

Hors

In his paper, '`The Impact of American Investment
Abroad on U.S. Exports, IMporis and Employment,
Horst is concerned with measuring the net effect of
whatever relationships exist between U.S investment
abroad and U.S. trade. Reviewing the microeconomics
debate, Horst ia a persuaded agnostic. Foreign invest-
ment may either complement or substitute foillomestic
investment. Investment abroad by American firms
may either flow passively in response to the compelling

cies of foreign governments, Or it may result from
an 'active *arch by U.S. firms for new opportunities.
,Once located in foreign Markets, American companies
may either pull large amounts Of U.S exports with
them:or on balance they may substitute foreign pro;
ductiOn for U.S. eN3orts'.

Horst's contribution 'to' assess the net result of
these Opposing forces. Using a model that controls fore
Other influenCes, he 'measures the impact of foreign
investment on U.S. exports and imports, industry by'
industry. On the whole, Horst finds no stronestitislical
relationship, positive or negative, between U.S. direct
investment. and U.S. trade performance.

Commentators at polar ends, of the foreign invest
ment debate have argued that production by U.S. sub
sidiaries abroad either materially assists or badly
erodes U.S. exports. The absence of astrong statistical..'
relationship is thus highly significant. -It implies that,

revenuesion U.S. investment abroad, abet shift of that

e opinions expressed represent the views of the author, not the investment back to te United States would increase
of the Treasury Department.. U.S real national income.

*3-

contrary to accept belief, the complementary and)
substitute forces are about equally balanced. A. low
threshold of foreign investment may promote exports;
beyond that threshold level, Horst finds that the con-
nection varies from industry to industry. Consequently,
if a U.S policy towards -- foreign investment were de-
signed to promote export's, that policy would necessar-
ily be "selective?' in order to be efficient, The policy
would have to discriminate between' industries, and
possibly between countries. This prekents a dilemma,
for not only would it strain the capability of government
bureaucracy to favor the right industry in the right place;
at the right time, but also such an approach would

/
contradict eitablished precepts of neutrality, reflected
both in international trade agreernetts. and in national
tax jaws. A I

Frank and Freeman

Prank and Freeman examine "The Distribnforl Con-.
sequences-of Direct Foreign Investment. r Their anal-
ysis contemplates a significant degree of sUbstitution
between investment abroad by U.S. enterprises and
investment at home. Based on this premise, Frank and
Freeman carry out a step -by -step analysis of the cone:
sequences of U.S. foreign investment for: (a) U.S.
employment, by skill/Category; (b) implied adjustments)
in U.S. relative wage ratec necessary to restore f9.11'

) the level of real national income.
k and Freeman, the initial impact

ent fall's most heavily on lower skill ,

oupi traditionally experience the high-
est rates of unemployment; and thus Frank and
Freeman see freign dire& investment as worsening the
bottlenecks that already exist in the labor market.
Further, as$e adjustment mechanisms come into play,
he initiaternployMent impact' would be-translated into
lower relative wages for blue collar groups. Finally,
because fSreign governments collect nearly all the tax

employment; and
According to F

of foreign invest
groups. These
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The estimated employment impacts are very sensi-
tive felothe substitution parameters. Frank and Freeman
report thaftheir best estimate of the initial employment
loss attributable to plant and equipment expenditures
by foreign subsidiaries of U.S. firms, in the year 1970
was 160,000 jobs. This estimate drops to 20,000 jobs if
the substitution parameters are half as large as the pre-

-' (erred estimates, and rises to 440,000 ,jobs if the sub-
stitution parameters are twice as large.

The Frank and Freeman results depend on ti.vo as-
sumptions concerning world capital markets: first,, that
sufficient friction either exists in the world economic
system, or can be created by government action, to
ensure that rates of return on capital differ between the
United States and other countries; and second, that
foreign governments would not retaliate against a
policy-inspired reduction in the investment expendi-
tures of U.& subsidiaries abroad.

Baranson

In "Te0i nology Transfer: Effects on U.S. Competi-
tiveneSs and Employnient,. Baranson summarizes
some twenty-five case examples drawn from the air-

_

Craft, automotive, computer, consurner.electronics;
and chemical engineering industriesof technology
transfer by U.S. firms to independent foreign: CoTh-
panics.

Baranson finds a variety of motives underlying the
release- of proprietary technology. In one case, the
acute' capital needs of a :small U.S. computer firm
explaine r! the transfer. .In other eases, .the technology
was no !ginger central to the American company's busi-
ness. The atmosphere of detente was part_of the bargain

\.. lb 'Eastern Europe. In other situations, the risks as-
sociated with tangible investment were too. great, and
companies saw the license. of technology as the only

olfeasible meth .of participation in foreign markets. .

,. In twenty o Baranson's twenty-five cases, alterna
tive Western firms. had competitive technology, and
this contributed-to a bandwagon m ntality on the part of

U.S. firinl,. In addition, foreign governments, often.
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made coordinated use of policy instruments to improve
their bargaining power. In Baranson's view, the inevit-
able result was a reduced financial return for-American
technology and increased competition in the produc-
tion of goods for American firmi. Again, Atte> implica-
tion for U.S. policy is that countervailing restrictions
would have to be selective to be effective. Those famil-
iar with the work of the North Atlantic Treaty °Nan-
ization's Intanational . ExporfoContrgl Coordinating
COmmittee (CoCom) realize the difficulty of imple-
menting selective restrictions on the international
twister of technology.

I
"a

Agreement and M\a ieement

From these three papers, it is possible to diitill certain
major points of agreement and disagreement. To &gin
with, direct investment and technology transfer policies
must begrounded on microeconomic considerations;
such policies are likely not an effective vehicle for
reaching macroeconomic goals.

A major point of disagreement is the extent of sub-
stitution between investment at home and investment
blvd. In the past, the debate has focused on physical

ital, but, as Baranson points out, the same questions
arise in the context of new production technology. The
extent of substitution is a critical issue; virtually every-
thing in the foreign investment deblte-hinges-on this
highly sensitive parameter.

Finally, U.S. involvement in world markets, both y4

through trade and investment, enhances the demand for .

skilled American labor, and possibly increases the re-
turns to U.S. capital while reducing the demand for
unskilled American labor, Building on this observation,
one sChool of thought views 'an open econ y as
device for stimulating the acquisition of hum n skills
and the accumulation of physical capital in' the United
States.' By contrast, another school views an open
economy as attacking the economic interests of the
weakest segment of American society. The formulation
of international economic policy in the years ahead will
in part depend on which school prevails.



The Impact of America
On U.S. Exports, Impo
Thomas Horst*

Introduction

Investments. Abroad
s and. Employment

I
When American manufacturers invest abroad, do they
displace American exports and wit them American
jobs? When they establish plants irk' Mexico or Smith
Korea and export back to the United'States, do they
add to the flood of American, impOrts and leave more
Americans unemployed? Or are they merely riding a
tide of ecoriomic change that they/have neither initiated
nor controlled'? Jndeed, could it be that American mul-
tinationals through their foreign operations -promote
U.S. expOrts and/or minimize V.S. imports? Of all the
questions raised by U.S. investments abroad, few havet
provoked as extended.and as acrimonious a public de-
bate as these. i .

Although many international economists have em-
:vtoyed generakequilibrium,analysis to the relationship
between international trade and investment, the public
policy debateand our own analysis has focused largely
on the microeconomics of foreign investment behavior.
In a general-eqUilibrium model of perfect competition,

, the atomistic firth can invest as 'much of its. capital
abroad as it Wants without worrying about the impact
of its own exports or imports; any relationship between

iinternational trade; ,investment, and employment de-,
rives from the aggregate conditions for a generalecon-
Comic equilibrium.

By contrast, the/labor unions have largely ignored the
general equilibri,rin issues and focused instead on the

, impactof a firm's foreign investment on its own exports
and imports: Liikeviise, the multinationals in countering
labOr's charg s have accepted the microeconomic
framework, t argued that the effects on U.S.

. employment e positive, :rather than negative. , Al-
, though economists are hardly obligated to respond to

'This paper summarizes the analysis and findings of C. Fred
Bergsten, Thomas Horst. and Theodore Moran, American Multi-
nationals and American Interests. Brookings Institution, forth-
coining, Chapter 3. 1* Phase of the broader study was supported by
research contract !LAB 74-20 from the Office of Foreign Economic
ReSearch of the U.S:. Department of Labor. The views txpressed in..
this pa are those of the, author. They do not necessarily reflect ,

those oie U.S. Department of Labor.
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impdOant pplit policy issties on the narrow terms they
are often posed, the very nature of the debate suggests
that there may be important microeconomic issues that
have been overlooked by general-equilibrium analysts.

1. The Microeconomics of Foreign
. Inieitment behavior

Most microeconomic models of fireign investment be-.

havior suggest that foreign investment SubstituteS for
domestic U.S. production and employment: This sub-
stitutional relationship may arise in two ways, the first
being that the multinational may haVesilimited funds
available for ddmestic or foreign investment. Most
economists- are uncomfortable with this supposition,
since it implies that the firm cannot raise new capital at
the going rate.of interest: A second ,possibility is that
Product Markets, rather thancapital markets, constrain
the manufacturer's new investment. The typical inves-
tor manufactures a product different from that of its
competitors. Maybe the firm has a secret.flormula, a
patent protecting a superior prrodUct or process, or a
better reputation with its customers than its com-
petitors do. When IBM decides to build its.computers in
Europe, or RCA, to build ifs television sets in the 'Far
East, U.S. employment falls because no other Ameri-
can producer has the rights to use these companies'
patents, trademarkS, distribution and Service facilities,
and so forth. This is latter supposition, that the multina-
tionals' products are less than perfect substitutes for
one another, has been amply documented by analysts of
foreign investment behavi9r.

But although most microeconomic theory em
phasizes factors affectiaithe hication of production, a
modern, American corporation is much more, -than a
manufacturer in the narrow sense of ;the term. 'The
corporation recruits and trains workers and managers,
researches and develops new producti% seeks out new
customers through . advertising and direct selling
methods, finances and distributes its product,'provides
technical assistance, to users, and maintains repair, ser-
vice; and spare-parts facilities for old customers. The

1 4 tz,
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literature on foreign investment behavior is replete with
testimonials to the importance of thqse activities in
maintain ingNand expanding markets at home and
abroad. Recognition of these ''ancillary" activities is
critical becatise the foreign investment statistics we
compare to U.S. ,exports and imports often include
these nonmanufacturing endeavors, and because public
policy towards foreign investment rarely discriminates
beaten manufacturing and nonmanufacturing activ-
ities. For instance, the balance of payments guidelin*s
of 1965 -74 or various aspects of U:S. tax policy make
no distinction amongthese different types of foreign in-
vestment activity.' inicroeconomic theory is to 'be
real assistance in interpreting foreign trade and inve
ment statistics or in formulating new policy towards
foreign investment behavior, the theory must be bro
enough to encompass manufacturing and nOnmanufac-
Wring activities.

To show the importance of this distinction and to
Wing out other points, let us briefly analyze a multina-
tional's decision to establish a foreign manufacturing
plant to supply ap erstwhile export _market and then
contrast that type of investment with other activities.
For the time being, we will make the conventional- as-
sumption that Ate foreign market for the firM's product
is fixed and given (in the sense that there is a
do n ard-sloping demand curve), so that the deCision
to p uce abroad is also a decision not to port.

e foreign marker for American goo s is thus
limited \what determines the choice bet exporting
and overseas production? Some Amen an firms may be
very conservative about investing abroad; especially if
they have had little experience operating overse4?and
they will Continue to.export as long as they can nantain
a reasonable market 'share from an American base.
Since Anierican, wtige rates until recently have been
higher than those in Canada or Western Europe, to say
nothing of Latin Am#ica, and othetdeveloping areas,
the American firm wthild have to face low tariffs, trans-
port spsts, and other barriers to exporting and have
eithif`a distinctive product_ or enjoy some significant
cost advantage for exporting to be feasible. Such cost
economies might 'come from the 'economies of large-

- scale operation or the experience embodied in a highly
skilled and experienced labor force. We have consider-
able empirical, evidence that "U.S. manufacturing ex-
ports are highly concentrated in industries 'employing
more scientists, engineers, and other highly skilled
labor than is typical in U.S. manufacturing as a vJhole.

Foreign, production saves on tariffs and transport
costs and allows the. American firms to tap cheaper
foreign labor, but it has its drawbacks as well. In par-
ticular, investors often encounter substantial start-up
and overhead costin establishing fooreign plants. Al-

,1

though the American firm may be able to export using
existing U.S. plant capacity, especi4fly in periods of
slack domestic demand, foreign production may com-
,pel additional property, plant, and equipment expendi-
turesthat exporting does not. More importantly, if less
tangibly, foreign production may bring a host of hidden
learningcosts as the investor learns the ropes of labor
relations and trains a foreign work force. If these start-
up costs are too imposing, foreign production may sim-
ply pot be worth the effort. We have cpnsiderable evi-
dence froM various case studies that IL S. investors ar,
4nore, willing to consider foreign produttion should,elt-
porting becOme difficult when it has already spent much
time, effort, and money establishing its name with
foreign customers, when the foreign market is large or
looks like it will grow quickly, or when the American
investor has had experience in other countries in setting
up foreign operations. . .

4 An American firm's decision to replace its own ex-
ports may be precipitated by -several factors: .(1) ah
increase in the tariff on its exports, (2) a wide variety cif
other pressures and incentives by host countries to
Undertake local prodUction, (3) inflation itt U.S. labqr :

and matOal costs relative to those overseas, 0) a de-
valuation of the foreign currency against the dollar, (5
growing competition in the foreign iicarket forcing it to
utilize cheaper foreign production, (6) growtb of the
foreign market to a point where foreign itari-up and
overhead costs no longer loom so large, or (7) the firm's ,

,own seemingly gratuitous reaisessnient of the pros and ,
cons' of investing overseas. In each of these case ,
foreign production will expand and U.S. exports con-4
tract:" Given a, limit on hots( much the firm can sell
abrbad, more foreign produc'ibn is bound to mean less
exporting, whatever the reason for the substitution.

But it is important to note that even when the rela-
tionship between American and foreign production is
Purely substitutional, we have no simple' answer to the
critical issue of what, would have happened if the
American firm did not or could not invest abroad. The
answer depends in large part on what factor or factors
precipitated the foreign investment. In some cases,
such as' higher tariffs or other new barriers to exporting,
inflation of U.S. wage rates, devaluation of the foreign_
currency, or an increase in lcical competition, the alter-
nat*e to foreign productibn may be either a reduction
in U.S. exports or; total withdrawal from the foreign
market. In othercases, however, Vieh as the growth of
the foreign market (unaccompahiEd by an increase in
foreign competition) or the seemingly tuitous reas-
sessment of the benefits of investing a road, U.S.. ex-r
ports might be maintained or even ex anded. Much of
the controversy over what would have happened if
American firms had not invested abroad (the
U
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continued-exporting, hypothesis versus the other-
firms-would-have hypothesis) *ould seem to be a de-
pate over what sorts of factors typically precipitate the
Becision to invest overseas.

The case of a foreign SUbsidiary exporting back to the
United States the runaway shop 7- can easily be
integrated into the. type of_ analyiis outlined. above.
American production and emPloYment benefits not
only from the economic and psychological inertia Of the
status quo why close an American plant as.long as it
is competitive -- but also from tariffs, transport costs,
shipping dslays and all the other barriers to trade that
hurt U.S. exports. For an American firm to shut-down
domestic operations and produce overseas, these trade
barriers would have to be low and/or the differential in
labor costs high. Highly standardized products requir-

' ing a large, input of low-skilled labor, such as shoes,
electronic componentS, small appliances, or textiles,
are primary candidates for this type of foreign invest-
ment. And since American: firms are more likely to
undertake these investments when threatened with out-
right losses rather than foregone profits, competition
from foreign_ producers is often a' spur to this type of
investment. But, in theory it least; this: type of invest-
ment could be precipitated by a variety of initiating
forces: (1) U.S. tariff reductions, (2) explicit or implicit
subsidies offered by foreign countries, (3) inflation of
U.S. labor'and material costs relative to those overseas,
(4) a reyaluation of the U.S. dollar against foreign cur-
rencies, (5) increasing competitive pressure from
foreign or other Amerkan producers, or (6) a seemingly
gratUitous reassessment of the advantages of produCing
overseas. And here, as before, we must know which of
these factory initiated a.,iiivestment before we cal
hope to' determine what would have happened if the
investment could not or had not been undertaken.

One final note beforeturnitig to other types of foreign
investment. In looking at foreign versus domestic pro-
ducion, there is a natural tendency to,etriphasize those
cases where the two are or recently were-both viable
alternatives. In actual practice, ofcourse, American
production is often a remote and distant alternative to
foreign investment. Only a drastic change intariffs and
transport costs, wage rate differentials, and so forth,
would induce a multinational firm,to relocate its pro-
duction. The potential, 'substitution of foreign for
domestic employment often is more a theoretical possi-
bility than an economic reality.

As noted above, &foreign investment activity is not
manufacturing, in the narrow sense of the term. Our
foreign investment statistics, including those measuring
the activities of "manufacturing" -affiliates, typically
include a wide variety of nonnunufacturing efforts. By
any standard other than, the composition of value-added
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or total expenditures, the manufacturing may be the
ancillary phase. Comparing U.S. exports or imports to
total production or sales by manufacturing subsidiaries
is like comparing a basket of apples to a basket of
aPpIeS, oranges, Mangoes, and bananas. The abience of
More precise statistics may force us to make such corn-
pariscins, but we should at-least be aware of the pitfalls
of relying On such heterogeneous data. . .

Rather than discuss the full spectrum of nonmanufac- N, -
turing activities, let us focus on he particularly con -,
crete ekatnplewholesale distributionand-then try tcr'
generalize our conclusions. The distribution of prod- .
ucts from a manufacturer to retailers or final users is
usually subjedt to substantial overhead and,low variable
costs. The economies of size come 'from various indi- - '-
visibilities in the construction and operation of
Warehouses, automation in the ban ling of inventory,
the scheduling and routing of de , and the train-
ing of the sales force. An indePend t wholesaler or
distributor keepS his costs and charges down by hay-
'Wing the prodUCts of sever manufattirers simultane-,
ously. Although a manufacturer will often insist that a
distributor not handle any directly Competing product
lines,' the independent wholesaler is rarely dependent
otkany one manufacturer for his livelihood: The seem-
ingly inevitable consequence is that the independent
distributor is less anxious about the succes of a prod-
uct line than its manufacturer is. AltitouA the man-
ufacturer can try to negotiate a contract with the dis- ,

tributor requiring satisfactory performance, deficient
effort is difficult to anticipate, difficult to detect, and
often difficult to remedy-. A distribution contract, like
all'others, is essentially'a license to sue. 4

The obvious alternative to relying on uncertain inde-
pendent distributors is to own and /hereby control the
distribution network. With one's own sales and de-
liverymen' in the field, quick delivery of undamaged
goods can be better 'assured. ImpOrtant information
about new customers, or new markets can be' more
faithfully and accurately communicated back to the,
manufacturer; buyer reactions to new products can be
quickly assessed.' The drawback to owning the distribu-
tion network, of course, is that all those overhead costs
that were implicitly shared by several manufacturers
now fall on the one firm. alone. Within the United
States, we see how American corporations with fragile
or rrerishable products -are more ready to undertake
their own distribution than others are and that larger
firms are more likely to do so than' smaller firms are.
Likewise, we have Considerable evidence that export-
ers, U.S. andoreign, will undertake more and more
responsibility for foreign distribution the larger the po-
tential foreign market for their product is.

Much the same could be said of an American man-
fr",...r.
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ufacturer's willingness to einigoy and train its own
salesmen, to provide maintenance, repair, and spare-
parts facilities, to adapt its prodndt to local specifica-
tions, or to provide technical assistance to its custom-
ers. These requirements obvious& vary substantially.
from one. industry to another (e.g., durables versus
nondumbles, new pindlicts versus old ones, producer
goods versus consumer goods,- so forth). The criti-
cal difference between all these ket-oriented ac-
tivities and the manufacturing o rations Considered

.. above is that the former expand the foreign, market for
Ameri

.Prodtictio
U.S. ex

acts and the latter affect the location of
atid employment.. The one may promote
s (because.,of the economies of scale and

other 'co pkmentarities between manufactuiing and
nonmanufacturing activities,, increased nuirketintop
fort may encourage local production), and the lad*

- surely-does not .

. Falling between the two extremes 5f simple manufac-
turing and the market- expanding activities are assem-
bly operations. When an American investor establishes
a subsidiary `to assemble U.S. components for local
sales, U.S. exports of finished goods may be displaced,
blif U:S. exports of componeliparts or machinery eh-
handed. In theory; and perhlips in practice, the net
impact on total U.S. exports could bepositive. If U.S.
parts and components are being assembled abload for'
export back to the United States the factorie `110rOSS
the Rio Grande hi Mexico are the most obvious exaM-
pie -- the impact on U.S. production and employment
is once again ambiguous a priori. Thus, assembly opera-
tions provide a Mixture of the export displacement we
associate with puremanufacturing and the comple en-

The heterogeneity of Atnerican investments ab ad
tarities we have identified in market-oriented active ies.

is critical both for understanding, why statistical
analyses usually come to ambiguous conclusions about
the net impact of foreign investment on U.S. trade and
employment, as ours does below, and to formulating
publicipolicy towards foreign investment behavior.
With both substitutional, and coMplementary forces at
work, foreign investment in the pggregate may simul-
taneouily promote and displace. U.S:-' productionand
employment; LMewilie, a policy that discourages all
types of foreign investment --; as the balance-of-

: payments 'guidelines might have done had they been
more stringent, or fundamental changes- in U.S. tax
policy would, if implemented 7- is apt to have an am-
biguous outcome. The impact depends on the type, of
investment (manufacturing, distribution, assembly,
and so forth) and the reason that the investment is
undertaken (higher tariffs,firowing foreign competi-
tion, expansion of foreign markets, and so forth). Some-
times the impact would be positive, sometimes negative,

.1

and often it would be nil. So, although microeconornic
theory can shed some welcome light on the relationship
between international trade and investment, it cannot
and should not lead to simplistic conclusions about the
nature of that relationship.

- 2 Croas-Sectional Empirical Results..
.

Both the inieroeconomit theory outlined above and the
case-study literature on foreign investment behavior

`preclude our drawineany strong inferences about the
impact of foreign inyestment on U.S. exports, imOrts,
or employment. FOr public policYpurposesne.would
like to estimateemPirically the structural parameters of
a tally specified niodel of multinational firm behaviOr in
order to determine what would happen if U.S. policy.
were changed ina variety otpassible ways. Frank and
Freeman [11 have shown how one can pfilizz infonna-

---tion about tariffs and transport costs, wage rate differ-
entials, and so forth. We believe that this
useful as far as it goes, but its primary limitation is
does not go far enough. Their procedure is to
foreign markets for U.S. products asiven and f s
only on the location of productiopl Unfortunatel t is
virtually impossible to Supplemt their analysis 'by
developing comparable estimates of the important
Palameteri of investors' -market-oriented activities.
HoW does one quantify the cost of gain information
abOut foreimmarket oppo lies, of d = eloping sales
and service facilities, of adaptin roduct local mar-
ket cOnditionS, or of establishin& brand nam ugh
advertising? The dilemma is cleilk -;.-7- a partially spec-
ified-miidel.focusing only on the lOc-ation.of production
oversimplifies and pyejudges the relationship between
foreign. and domestic investment, but a fully specified
Model does not lend itself to empirical verification.

Faded with this dilemma, we have been reduced to
looking at the, de facto relationship.betiveen American ,

industries' foreign investment on the Ofie handarid their
exports and imports on the other. Do industries trim
have invested more:abroad tend to export more or im-
port less than those that have not? This exercise is anal-
oitous to tracing the statistical relationihip between the
pnce of a commodity and the quantity bought and sold.

.

One cannot interpret a positive relationship as a supply
curve or a negative relationship as a demand curve, nor
could one infer from abet analysis what /would have ,

happened if, for example, atal were imposed on out-
put.. One may be able to infer, however, whether the
market was fluctuating because of disturbances in sup-
ply or demand. A consistent tendency of the price to
rise as the quantity fell would indicate that supply was
less stable than demand. In looking, at the statistical
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relationship between foreign investment and U.S. ex-
ports: 'a consistent tendency for the one to rise as the
ottierfell would indicate that substitutional factors --
such as tariffs, transport costs, and eAchange rates
were 'more volatile than the compleritary factors
such as market growth and the development of foreign
marketing facilities. Such results cannot be used to
determine what would happen if U.S. policy were

'changed, but they may at least indicate the historical
significance of various economic factors. Of course, if
both substitutional-'and complementary factors Kaye
been equally significant or insignificant, the statistical
relationship will be largely random.

Our empirical analysis is based on a cross section of
seventy-five manufacturing industries over the seven-
year interval 1965-1-71. This was, of course, a periodof
stagnating U.S. exports and surging U.S. imports dur-
ing which U.S. labor turned away from its liberal at-
titude towards foreign trade and investment and began
pushing the Burke-Haftke Bill. Our primary statistical
source is the U.S. Internal Revenue Service, Source-
book of .Statistics on Inconie Corporations , which
presents data drawn from corporations' income tax re-
turns. We have relied on this source rather than the
more familiar Department of Commerce statistics bi-
cause'the former are collected annually and offer far

(\_. more. industry detail.
.-) The real and inunediate liability of the I.R.S. statis-

tics is that the foreign investment activities' of U.S.-
corporations must be inferred from the levels of foreign
dividends anax credits. Although data on the sales or
assets of foreign affiliates of U.S. corporations would
have been preferable, they are unavailable. Our proxy
for firms' foreign investment levels is their foreign sub-
sidiaries' dividends plus their foreign tax credits de-
flated by the total assets of the U.S. parents (which
includegjhe book value of the parents' investment,. jn
overs/as subsidiaries). Conceptually, our foreign' in-
vestment proxy is so riddled with distortions and errors
as to be almost unworthy of further consideration. In
actual practice, howeyer, it does not appearliFbe so bad
a proxy.

In Table 1, we have ranked our seventy-five indus-
tries according to the average value of our foreign in-
vestment proxy over the seven years 1965-71. As one
can see, the top industries (toiletries, drugs, soft drinks,
computers and office machinery, and photographic
ecititipinerit and supplies) are indeed those led by the
arierlAmerican multinationals (Procter and Gamble,
Eli Lilly, Coca-Cola, IBM,' and Eastman Kodak).
Likewise, the clothing, furniture, and wood industries
at the b9ttom of the table consist of many small firms,
few of which have national, much less multinational,
operations. Although our proxy is probably biased to-
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ward the highly profitable, highly advertised products
and against the less profitable, more mature pro ts.
(e.g.., rubber products, farm machinery, and metal
cans), it seems -to work surprisingly well despite its
unavbidable deficiencies.'

If the AFL-CIO-and others emphasizing the substitu-
tion of foreign for'domestic investment were substarit-
tially correct in their characterization of foreign in-
vestment, then induswies investing more abroad should
exhibit lower exports agdZstr higher imports than !indus-
tries investing less. In fairness to their hypotheas, we
should take account of spurious differences among
manoficturing industries. American investors who for
one reason or another enjoy suatantial technology

*advantages over their foreign caikpetitors may si 1-

taneously export more and jnvest more than firms ing
- more traditional technology,-but to credit their superior
airport performance to theirflpfeign investment would
be inlippropriate. Accordingly, we need to match our
foreign investment statistics not only with export and
import statistics, but also With information about indus-
tries' technological levels and other factors facilitating
foreign 'expansion.

-Jove have rine to Department of Commerce, publica-
tions to gather etport, import, and domestic shipments
statisticsby the detailed Standard Industrial Classifica-
tion and matched those statistics as best we could with
the standard Enterprise Classification used by theln- .

ternal ReVenue Service. Our measure of dustry's
export or import performance is the ratio expoits

rtor impos to comparable domestic shi ts.- The\ ,
value of exports and imports as a percentage: of domes- '
tic shipments averaged over the seven years 1965-71
are shown in the fpurth and fifth columns of Table 1.
One can 'see, for instance, that over this seven-ye
period toiletry exports averaged 1.9 percent of dome -
tic shipments, and toiletry imports (perhaps, but not
necessarily, from overseas affiliket of U.S. corpora-
tions) averaged 0.3 percent of domestic shipments. We
are also interested in the growth of exports and imports
over this period, which we have measured by the in-
crease in the average ratio between 1965-67 and
1969-71. Referring to the sixth andNeventh columns of
Table 1, we see thai toiletry exports as a percentage of
domestic shipments declined by 0:1 percentage:points
between 1965-67 and 1969 -71, and toiletry imports
increased by 0.1 percentage point's. Finally, the eighth
and ninth ckluninshow industries' employment of sci-
entists and engineers as a percentage of total employ-
ment in 1970 (a conventional masure of technological
sophistication) and the industries' advertising expendi- ', ,,,tures as a percentage of total assets (a, conventional
measure of advertising intensity). As one can see, the
high technology and high advertising industries have a
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.. . . '. . . _ _ ,
high kreign investment proxy. Because this same cor- The first statistic in the first row of Table 2 indicates that

. relation has been amply documented by researchers between 1965 and 1971, the average industry exported
using -foreign investment measures conceptually 4.4 percent of its domestic shipments. The next four -

superior to our own, we gain additional faith in our statistics show that industrir the.first quartile of
proxy. investors (the first 1.8 in Table 1) exported 6.0

Industries' export Rerformance can be analyzed .by percent of domestic shipments on average, that those in,
cross-tabulations based on these and other statistics the second quartile exported 5.9 percent on average,
shown in Table 2. Each of the seventy-five industries and so forth. Thus, by reading across the rows, we can .4

has been classified according to several criteria: its see how export performanbt varies with the level of
foreign: investment proxy, its employment of scientists foreign investment.
and engineereeits advertising intensity, and so forth. The statistics in the first row take no account of the

Table 1

Statistics for Seventy-five U.S. Manufacturing Industries

- IRS
Number Name

Foreign
Investment

Proxy
Export Import
Share ,Share

change in
Export
Share

Change in
Import
Share

2840 SoaP 3.30 1.92 0.32' -0.1f 0.01
2830 . Drugs 2.93 6.80 2.20 0.31 0.38
2086 Soft Drinks . 2.77 0.87 0.19 0.05 -0.02,
3570 Office Machin ry 2.70 15.12 4.87. 7.77 2.96
3860 Photo Equipm t 2.59 9.32 .4.41 1.08 1.43
2910 Petroleum 2.22 201 5(90 -0.21 1.17
3420 tHardware 1.80 3.94 3:21" . 0.13 1.63
3830 Optical and Me ical 1.63 8.07 5.03 .! 0.74 0.89
2040 Gjain 11 Pr cts 1.53 5.56 0.43 -0:1,3 0.03
3010 -Rubber'' 1.36 2.56 3.31,, -0.14 2.64
3660 Radio and TV 1.24 3.90 6.18 -0.86 4.84
269W Paper 1.21 1.17 6.29 0.1.6 0.14
3710'; 'Motor Vehicles ,1.16 5.71 41.87 2.14 7.68
329 Minerals 1.16 3.950 5.10 0.41 1.38
'3530 Construction Equipment 1.04 20.97 .-- 1.68 1.98 0.89
3630 House Appliances 0.99 '3.0B 3.61 -0.34 2.51
3330 Nonferrous Metals 0.89 3.12 8.54 0.85 -0.74
2810 Chemicals 0.79 9.35 3.07 1.08 1:31
2850 Paints 0.75 1.77 0.04 ' 0.30 0.00
3410 Metal Cans 0.74 0.41 0.14 -O.* 0.06
2020 Dairy Products 0.72 1.20 0.76. 0.04 0.09
3430 Heating and Plumbing 0.68 3.14 0.39 0.28` 0.22
2898 . Other Chemicals 0.66 9.32 2.34 0.51 0.27
2712 Periodicals 0.64 2.51e 0.26 -0.03 0.29
3550
2098

Special Machinery
Other Food..

0.59
0.58

17.84 6.98
. 5.97 2.60

3.74
0.34

_
. 4.04

0.11
3698 Other Electrical Products 0.53 6.22 2.78 . 0.77 1,41
3210 Glass 0.51 , 4.04 3.67 . 0.15 ._ . 0.95
3560 General Machinery- 0.49 10.03 3.80' - 1.69 2.04
2030 .Canned Foods 0.48 2.92 2.92 -0. fil 0.'36

,..3810 Sciatific Equipment 0.46 15.15 1.92 1.97 0.89
,698 Miscellaneous Machinery 0.45 a- 7.95 1.71 -1.26 NO.20
'' 3310 Ferrous Metalt. ,.._ 0.43 2.46 5.92 1.22 2.42

2050 Bakery Product's 7'0:39 0.09 0.36 -0.38 0.15
3520 Farm Machinery 0.39 10.10 6.99' -2112 0.55
3440 Structural Metal .0.38 2.48 0.39 -0.34 6.29
358Q' Service Machinery 0.35 8.48 0.57 -0.40 0.52
3540 Metalworking 0.34 7.53 3.08 1 0.94 0.66
2620 Pulp and Paper 0.24 7.11 14.86 - 1.71 -0.86
3990 Misc. Manufacturing 0.24 4.90 9.93 0.86 3.43
3270 Concrete 0.22 , 0.14 0.11 - 0.00 , 0.01
3461 Metal Stamping 0.21 4.71 0.34 0.79 0.23

Technical Advertising
Intensity Intensity

4.45 16.96
8.09 11.71
1.31 8.46- .
9.36 0.19
8.64 2.65
8.37 0.43
2.03 4.60
4.42 '4.59
1.59 7.19,
3.37 2.23

10.93 2.40
1.33 0.98
3.12 "'

2.511/ 1

5.03' 4.4. 0:80
.2.92 '3.15

`3.33 0.43
8.76 1.18
5.80 2.31
2.47 1.05
0.64 3.87
2.47 1.41
5.70 1.81
0.36 2.12
4:50 1.14
1.70 6.64
7.28 1.62
2.17 0.95
4.50 1.19
1.30 3.97
9.42 1.39
5.10 1.28
2.48 0.24
0.57 4.95
3.56 1.06.
2.78 0.70
4.50 1.62
3.82 1.14
2.43 0.84
1.08 3.22
2.67 0.54
1.90 0.99

cJIV
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Table 1 Continued

IRS
Number Name

Foreign
Investment

Proxy
Export.
Share

Import
Share

Change in
Export
Share

Change in
Import
Share

Technical
Intensity

Advertising
Intensity

2711 Newspapers 0.19 0.05 0.08 r 0.00 0.04 0.08 0.45
3870 Watches 0.19 1.55 17.44 '0.22 2.09 2.38 6.89
2998 Other Petroleum 0.19 14.85 ,, 0.08 -0.05 0.07 3.89 1.33
3240 Cement 0.18 0,32 1.72 -0.08 1.13 2.07 0.16

100 Tobacco 0.18 3.16 0.21 0.84 0.15 1.41 .. 6.92
.2715 Books 0.17 3.63 2.06 0.46 0.28 0.36 3.68
3662 -4Electronics. : 0.17 7.41 .2.99 5.38 1.86 7.28 1.00
3798 Other Transportation

Equipment
0.16 3.26 7.06 -1.04 3.96 1.95 \ 0.68

2410 Logging 0.15 7.06 9.73; 2.63 1.88 0.38 0.29
2310 Men's Clothing 0.14 0.80 3.29 0.28 2.25 0.21 1.92
3930 Ordnance 0.13 12.29 1.84 -4.64 Q.38 14.72 1.67
3720 Planes 0.13 10.67 1.31 6.18 0.26 14.63 0.28
3498. Miscellaneous Fabricated 0.12 4.65 3.65 0.39 1.33 2.47 1.00

Metals
'2084 Liquors ' 0.12 0.88 27.31 -0.08 2.66 1.31 3.72
2228 Weaving 0.11 2.86 4.65 0.11 0.92 0.92 ,.0.71
2798 Printing 0.10 0.66 0.27 -0.25 1.12 0.36 0.88
2060 Sugar 0.09 0.34 26.89 0.09 .72 2.13 0.53
2430 Plywood 0.09 0.81 6.03 0.28 0.77 0.46 . 0,68
3450 Screws 0.09 2.18 3.19 0.59 1.64 2.05 0.72,
2010 Meat 0.08 1.55 3.75 -0.07 0.94 0.58 2.18
3140 Footwear 0.08 0.28 9.24 -0.02 9.16 0.28 2.55.1:
2398 MiscellaneouS Textiles 0.07 2.35 1.08 -0.97 0.13 0.46 1.09
2298 Other Textiles 0.07 2.02, 7.45 -0.17' -1.74 0.96 0.83
2250 ?Knitting Mills 0.06 '0.74 4.15 -0.04 2.60 0.33 1.68
21182 Beer 0.06 0.18 0.9,7 -0.07 -0.02 1.31 9.68
2330 Women's Clothing . 0.05 0.51 3.45 0.03 2.25 0.21 1.97
2590 Other Furniture 0.14 -0.81 1.83 0.05 1.24 0.65 1.49
3098 Plastic Products 0.04 2.25 2.21 1.14 0.93 2.35 1.22
2510 House Furniture 0.04 0.43 1.83 -0.11 1.24 0.65 2.34 *
2498 Other Wood 0.02 1.41 4.99 0.09 ' 0.82 0.67. 0.95
3198 Other Leather 0.01 2.65 10.06 0.12 3.72 0.69 l'ar 2.25
2380 Other Apparel 0.01 0.83 7.96 -0.06, 3.43 0.21 1.73
3730 Ships and Boats

.
0:01 2.30 0.90 -1.26 0.71 441 .. 0.85,

Sources of data are described in the Statistical Appendix to chapter 3 of C. Fred. Bergston, Thomas Horst, and Theodore Moran,
American Multinationals and American interests, Brookings Institution, forthcoming.

The foreign investment proxy is an industry's foreign dividends and tax credits as a percentage of its firms' total assets, the percentage
being averaged over the years 1965-71.

The export share is the industry's exports as a percentage of domestic shipments averaged over the years 1965-71.
The import share is U.S. imports as a percintage of comparable domestic shipments averaged over the years 1965-71.
The growth of exports is measured by the difference between the ratio of exports to domestic shipments averaged:over the years

1969-71, and the comparable ratio averaged over, the years'1963 -67. , . ,
.

The growl!) of imports is the difference between the ratio of U.S. imports to cornagrable domestic shipments averagedover the years
1 969'-71 and the comparable ratio averaged over the years 1965-67. . ,

Technical-intensity is measured by the employment ofseientists antl engineers as a percentage of total industry. employment in 1970.
Advertising intensity is measured by advertising expenditures asa percentage of total industry assets averaged over the seven yfars

1965-71. .

technological intensity or other Charaoteristics of the the second quartile; and so forth. Thus, by reading:tip
industries. Accordingly, the second and third rows con- and down the colunins, we can see roughly how export
trast the export. performance of high- and low- ,..rformance varies ,with the characarisciis of the in
technology industries. Across °the hoard, the high- ustries, holding.the foreign_ lZvel inore
technologyindus s exported 8.1 peecent of domestic less constant. 'G.:.

iPmspts, and lo -tecpnology industries averaged Several features of TaErle 2 are striking. U.S. eik)art
Iy 2 percent; se Ifigh-technology induStries that performanee was clearly stronger in the high -

-quartile-of-foreign-investora-ex :-.- technology
Ported 7.6 perce compared to 9.7 percent for those in t/1 former averaged exports equal to 8.1 pernt of

"1Co
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Table 2
Crops-Tabulation of Industries' Average Export Performance, 1965-71, Accords to Foreign
Investment Level and Other Industry CharactOrlatics

All 1st Quartile
Foreign Investment

2nd Quartile 3rd Quartile
All 4.4 6.0 5.9 4.3,
High technology 7.6 9.7 7.8
Low technology

.13
3.5 2.5 3.0

High advertising '3.1 4.6 2.4 2.8
Low advertising 5.0 7.7 7.5 4.8
Machinery 10.6 18.0 11.0 8.4
Non mac hi n ery 3.0 4.5 3.6 4.1
High education 6.5 6.6 7.9 6.2
Low education 2.2 3.1 2.5 2.9
High earnings 5.7 6.9 6.4 5.0
Low earnings 2.4 4.3 3.0 3.0
High,experience 4.5 4.1 5.2 5.1
Low experience 4.2 8.9 6.7 3.3
High skill group 1 7.5 8.7 8.8 6.1
Low skill group. I 2.6 3.3 3.3 3.2
High skill group 2 4.6 5.8 2.3
Low skill group 2 4.2 6.1 47,13

High skill group .3 6.9 7.4 8.9
4i., skill group 3 2.6 4.3 2.5 3.6
High' skill group 4 3.1 5.6 3.5 1.7'

Low skill group 4 5.0 6.2 7.0 6.1
High skill group 5 4.9 7.6 6.Q 4.0
Low skill, group*5
High skill group 6

3.9
3.0

5.2
3.4

5.8
- 4.3

4.7
4.3

Low skill group.6 5.7 7,7 7.1 4.2 .
igh skill group 7 2.9 3.4 4. 2.8
Mow skill group 7 5.0. 6.7 6. 5.1
White 6.0 6.9 6.7 5.7
Nonwhite 2.1 3.7 2.9 2.3
Male 6.8 5.8 5.0
Female 3.4 6.1 3.1
Unionized 4.4 3.8 4.4 5.5
Non-unionized 4.3 7.8 7.0 3.2

A

4t1; Quartile

1.3

2.3
1.3

1.0
1.4

?.3
1.2

1.0
1.4

1.3
. 1.3

1.4'
1.3
1.5
1.3

1.8
1.5
1.4

'1.3

1.5
.3

1.3
1.4
1.1-

0.9
1.5

1.3
1.3

1.1
11

domestic shipments and the latter 10.6 percent. These
°industries employ proportionately higher numbers of

well- educated;, highly skilled, and highly experienced
Workers.

. Although these charicteristics of U.S. industries
with.strong exhort records have been noted by metier-

. -ousauthors, Table 2 alio reveals the sepatate contribu-
tion of foreign iiivetting to eiporting. As we read across
the rows of Table 2, we can see the marked difference
-between industries.iii the top three quartiles of foreign
investors and those its ,the bottom ,quartile. Industries
yitti little or.,nO foreign investment export only 1.3

rceill Of domestic shipments; and that poor perfor-
..

duCation.or among Ihe /ago,- force, or'any other
, .

hc).

industry attribute we have measured. It apilears that a
modest amount of foreign investment, perhaps in the'
form of overseas sOes and service affiliates, may be a
prerequisite to exporting. But dace we move into the
top athree quartile§ of-industries, further _incleases in
foreign inviitmeat are 'not matched by coMparable in!
creases in U.S. exports.

The relationship between foreign investment and
U.S1 imports, which"' s analyzed in Tible 3, is somewhlt
the opposite of that with .S. exports. Imports are
higher in industries marked by lois; foreign investment,
low technology, low education, low annual earnings; a

deers, a percentage of bperatives,*na.high
low

d
of professional, technical 'and kindrid

percentage of nonwhite workers. This pattern kproba-.
.,,

-0
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Table 3
Cross - Tabulation of industries' Average import Performance, 1965-71, recording to Foreign
Investment Level and Other Industry Characteristics

All
Hi technologfh
Lo technology
High dvertising
Low advertising
Machinery
Nonmachinery
High education
Low education
}Ash' earnings
Low earnings
High eiperience
.Low experience
High skill group I
Low skill group.'
High skill group 2
Low skill group 2 .

Hig l? skill gronp.3
Lo skill group 3
High skill group 4
Low skill group 4
High skill mob Se"-
Low skillgtoup 5
High skiff group 6
Low group 6
High skill group 7
Low skill group 7
White
Nonwhite
Male
Female
Unionized
Non-unionized

All 1st Quartile
Foreign Investment

2nd Quartile 3rd Quartile
4.3 3.7 2.3 5.6
.3.2 4.1 3.0 1.9
4.8 3.0 1.7 7.0
4.6 2.9 1.2 11.4
4.1 4.7 2.9 3.6
3.0 3.3 .3.0 3.3
4.5 3.7 '2.1 6.3
3.8 3.8 2.7 6.7

.4.7 2.9 1.8 4.9
3.5 4.0 2.4 5.0
5.4 2.9 2.0

9 4.2 2.7
2.9 2.1 8.9

2.5 3.7 2.3 1.6'
5.3 3.6 2.4 8.0
3.9 - 2.7 .2.0 5.6
4.5 4.3 ) .2.8 5.7
3'.4 3.41 . , 2..7 4.5
49 4.0 1.9 6.5
3.7 1.9 1.1 $.2
4.5 4.8 2.9 6.0
3.6 5.0 2.5 4.7
4.8 . 3.0 2.1 6:9
4.7 4.6 2.5 6.6.
3.8 3.1 2.2 4.9
5.9 3.6 3.0 7.7
3.6 3.7. 2.0 4.4
3.5 3.8 2.2
5.2 3.4 3.0

.5.0
6.6

4.4 4.1 2.3 5.9
4.1 2.9. 2.4( 5.1
4.3 5.1 2.9 4:7
4.2 "-2.5 2.0 6.5

,
4th Quartile

5.3
0.9
5.6
5.2
5.4
.0.9
56
6.7
6.2
1.3
6.4

11.3
4.2
0.6-
5.9
7.1
4.7 .

.7

8.0
4.6
1.6
6.6
4.9
6.4
8.5
4.2
3.7

5.7
5.6
5:1

3.5
5.5

reflects more the cheap-labor or natural-reSource
characteristics of certain ndustriei (e.g., pulp and
paper,4watches and clocks, liquors, sugar, furniture,
pnd leatOerd3ods) than the 3bsence of foreign invest-
ment per se, the evidence will not support any coficla-
sion that foreign investment has led to highgr than aver-

.. age tiworts.
Looting only at the levels of U.S. exports and

ports and their relationship to foreign investment; one
might wonder why the AFL-CIOhas been so upset. The,
reasons become more appgent when we turn to Tables

d 5, which show how U.S.. exporti and imports as a
ntage of domestic shipments increased between

1965-67 and 1969-71. According to our way of
.

(ST,*

measuring export or import growth, if one or the otner
increased from say, 5 percent to 6,percent of domestic
shienents, we would show an increase of one percen-
tage point. According to Table 4, the average industry
increased its exports by only One half of a percentage
point between 1965-67 and_1969-71. As for variations
around this low average, weSee that thtraditionally
strong export industries --- the high-technology indfis-
trieS and the machinery manufacturers showed the
largest increases. The low-technology industries barely
maintained their low export ratios over this seven -year
interval. Finally, we might note that here, as before,
industries in the lowett quartile of foreign investors had
slower-growing experts than di those in top three.'
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Table 4
Cross- tabulation of Industries' Export Growth, 1965 -67 to 1969-71, According to Foreign
Investment Level and Other Industry Characteristics

All

All. 0.50
High technology 103
Low technology 0.22
High advertising 0.19
Low advertising 0.67

''-Machinery 1.46
Nonmachinery 0.30
High education Q.79 .
Low education 0.21
High earnings 0.74

.Low earnings 0.17

.kligh experience
experience

0.50
0.50

High .skill group I
Low skill group 1

1.(2
0.16

High skill group 2 0.64
Low skill group 2 4141
High group 3, 0.89
Low skill group 3 0.25
High skill group 4 Q.45
towikill group 4 0.53
High skill group 5 0.54
Low skill group 5 0.47
High skill,group 6 0.30
Low skill group 6 0.70
High skill group 7 0.29 11111
Low skill group 7 0.59
White 0.68
Nonwhite 0.26
Male 0.54
Female 0:44
Unionized 0.44
Non-unionized 0.34

.1st Quartile

0.82
,I.14
0.32
0.23
1.56
4,88
0.31
0.94
0.24
1.16
0.13
0.33
1.60
1.50
0.14
1.17
0.60
1.27
0.25
1.23
0.56,
0.71
0.87
0.22
1.20
0.12
.1.11

0:97
0.43

.05
.35

0.19
1.32

Foreijrr Invfitment
2nd Quartile

0.32
0.58 .

0.09
0.07
0.44
1.09

- 0.03
0.42
0.15
0.38
0.04
0.23
0.43
0.84

- 0.12
0,78

-0.19
0.52
0.11
0.19.
0.38
0.23
0.45
0.16
0.67

-0.02
0.33
0.32
0.34
0.26
0.45

-0.03
0.58

3rd Quartile 4th Quartile

8 0.11
1.56 1.27
.50 .. 6.04

0.46 -0.03
0.89 0.16.

0.36 1.27
0.89 0.04
1.25 0.31
0.44 0.07
0.92 0.38
0.54 .03
1.05 0.20
0.48 0.09
1.18 0.51
0.55 0.06
0.26 0.20
1.16 0.07
1.05 0.17
0.58 0.10
0,24 -0.08
1.17 0.15
0.87 0.31
0.65 . 0.03
1.31 0.03
0.39, 0.33
0.36 0.14
0.82 0.12
0.95 0.36
0.55'

010.56 0.
1.15 -0.01
1.11 0.26
0.48 0.09

quartiles. But, generally speaking; the relationship be-
Omen foreign ,investmer4 levels and export growth wasv
random.

Ttible 5 examines the growth in U.4ermports between
1965 -67 and,1969-75. Imports wire growing much
faster thanittpotts: the average increase foriinports
was 1.30 percentitge points, or two and a half times the
comparable increase in exports. :As Table 5 makes
abundantly clear; thli growth. in U.S. imports was not
fOcused in a few %isolated industries. .Virtually .every,
type of industry witnessed an increase in the import
share.° e to two percen e points. Perhaps the most
Interes att.= of yari 'on around this

for eighteen ind triei
1,1

foreign inve ors (see the secOnd'iolunm of Table 5).
Within this group of investors, imports were growing
especially quickly in industries whose workers had
more edUcation, higher earnings, and more experience
and were operativei, not laborers, nonwhite and: co-
vered by a union cOittract. ;

Of course, our statistics do not indicate, whether
foreign investme was the cause of this rapid growth of
imports. Looking back to Table 1, we can see that the
industries in question were Motor vehicles, radio;. tele-,
Vision and communications equipment, Office machin.
ery, and rubber produCtsi Although one would have to
undertake' detailed 'industry Studies to deterniine the
ro fforeiga;invi,tstnentkin promoting imports in these

4.1'
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Table 5
Cross-Tabulation of industries' Import Growth, 1965-67 to 1969-71, According to Foreign
Investment Level and Other Industry Characteristics

All
All' 1.30
High technology 1.14
Lowtechnology 1.39
High advertising .50
Low adVertising .20
Mac hi ne ty -1 .46
Nonmachinery .27
High education .14
Low eduCation .47
High earnings
Low earnings .62
High experience .10
Low experience .47
High skill group I .04
Low skill group I .45
High skill group 2 0.90
Low skill group 2 .57
High skill group 3 1.16
Low skill group 3 1.40
High skill group 4, 0.68
Low skill'group 4 .62
High skill group 5 1.12
Low skilrtroup 5 1.45
High skill group 6 .51
Low skill group 6 1,10
High skill group 7 0.69
Low skill group 7 1.56
White 1.20
Nonwhite 1.44
Male 1.17
Female 1.51
Unionized 1.25
Non-unionized 1.33

1st Quartile
.62
.44
.91
.44
.85

.58

.74

.05

.88'

.10

.85

.26
.55
.70

0.78
2.16
1.44
1.85
0.63
2.25
1.99
1.44
2.18
1.27

.7

. 5

.04
34

.12
2.44
0.97

Notes to Tables 2 throughk5
Sources of statistics are given in the statistical appendix to

Chapter 3 of C. Fred Bergsten, Thomas Horst, find Theodore H.
Moran, op. cit.

The cross-tabulatiog are based on industries classified accord-
ing to the following criteria:

The first quartile of foreign investors are those ranked from
one to eighteen4 Table I; the second quartile are those
ranked from nineteen to.thirty-seven, and so forth.

a "High technology'; were those with scientists and engineers
(a subs of skill group I) in excess' of 3.2 percent of
total emp oyment in 1970.
"High ad ertising" were.thoso industries with aciv sing
expenditures equal to 2 percent or more of total assets a r-
aged over the years 1%5-71.
"Machinery" industries were those judged by the author t ,

be manufacturing durable capital' equipment for sale to other
producers::.,
"Hi education" were diode series in which the median
year( of education of employees was greater than twelve in
1970.
"High .dxperience" were those industries in which more
than 55 percent of the employees were between 30 and 54
years old in 1970.
"High earnings" were those induitries whose employeeeS'
median yearly earnings, excered $7,000 in 1970.

tiP

Foreign Investment
2nd Quartile 3rd Quartil 4th Quartile

0.79 1.15 1.67
1.14 0.65 0.71
0.50 1.33' 1:72
0.17 1.73 3.01
1.07 0.95 1.18
1.52 1.32 0.71 '
0.45 1.11 1.72

'0.94 0.66 0.27
0.52 1.51 1.93
0.89 0.67
0.22 1.98
0.71 0.46 1.77
0.88 1.92 1.65
1.08 0.51 0.42
0.5.3 1.53 1.81
0.86 1.04 .00.92
0.71 1.24 1.93
1.03 1.06 0.88
0.52 1.22 1.76
0.16 0.98 0.94
1.08 1.28 1.86
0.98 0.83 0.99
0.52 1.59 1.90
0.47. 1.31 1.89-
1.01 1.04 1.04
0.71 0.72 1.05
0.82 ,1.40 1.89
0.79 0.93 2.96
0.77 1.45 1.32
0.84 0.98 1.12
0.67 1.45 2.15
0.7 '160 1.29
0.81. 1.71

"High skill group 1" re those industries in which more
than 8.8 pergigke...f all e ployees.Wereprofessional, techni-
cal, and kin rs in 1970.
"High skill 2" were those in Which ..more than 5.8
percent of all employees were managers and kindred workers
in 1970. .

st,"High skill group 3" were those in wifich more than 12.5 per-
cent of employees were clericaland kindred workers is 1970.
'.'High skill group 4" Were those in which more than 3.0
percent of employees were; sales workers in 1970..

,",High skill group 5" were thoie in which more than 19:2
percent of employees were craftsmet foremen, and kindred
workers in 1970.
,"High skill group 6" were Otiose in which more than 43.2 per-,
cent of employes. wese-ependlts 0.' "-.

ch"High skill group7" were those n 5:0 per-
cent of employees werelaborers in 1970.
"Nowhite" industries were' thorie in which more than 9.5
percelit of employees were - nonwhite in 1970.
"Female" indukries were those in which more than 28.1 per-
cent of all employees were female in 1970.
"Unionized'; inthistries were those in which more than 70
percent of all-employees. work in plants, in which'at least
half of all in .ncluction workers were covered by union con-
tracts.
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industties, casual evidence suggests that the relation-
ship between foreign investment and importing varies
from industry to industry. A substantial portion of the
increased importof motor vehicles did come front the
Canadian subsidiaries oft -OkThree U.S. automobile
producers and were induced b he tariff recItctions of
the Canadian - American Automotive Pact of/ 965. This
would seem to be a classic case of the fidestitution of
foreign for domestic investment and employment in-
duced by a Aariff reduCtion. One should not ignore, of
course, the growing automotive exports of Japanese
and German companies to the Unitgd States. In radio,
teleVision, and communications equipment, the growth
of imports was probably due to the growing competi-
tiveness- of Japairse . producers (such :as Sony and
Panasonic) and the induced export of production and
job& by- U.S. companies to the -Far East. In this in-
stance, U.S. investments abroad appeik to be more
"defensive" than they were in the case of automotive
miiports. Finally, the growth of U.S. imports of rubber

,tOroducts probably consisted largely of radial tires from
European producers, and the correlation kith U.S. in-
vestments abroad may well be spitrious. We must be
wary of drtwing any simplistic conclusions from these
sorts of statistics.

Summary and Conclusion

Our analySi's has focused on the microe it rela-
tionship between U.S .iiyestMents a U.S.
exports, imports, and employment. Although foreign
investment niaY have important effects on the general
equilibrium of the world economy, the public policy
debate in the United States has focused largely,on mic-
roeconoinic issues. The labor unions have charged that
U.S. Multinational firms displace U.S. exports, aug-
ment U.S. imports, and in either instance export U.S.
jobs. The multinationals have emphasized the positive
effects di foreign investment on U.S. exports and
employment and aimed that when foreign investment
substitutes for domestic, the substitution is induced by

I, higher foreign tariffs, the growing competitiveness of
foreign producers, and other econfornic &dors that
'leave them little choice but to invest oversea.

Microeconomic theory inTcates that these views are
not nelliessarily contradictory. -Even if one regards
foreign demand for U.S. produets as fixed, a variety,of
economic factors tariffs, wage rate differentials, the
Size of the foreign market, and the firm's own subjective

sment of the costs and benefits of investing over-
seas influence, the choice between domestic and
foreign production. In some cases exporting may be a

0

"0
viable alternative (though, presumably, a less profitable
one in the long run) to overseas production, and in other
instances it is not.

But one should not base policy analysis on the as-
sumption that foreign demand for ,U.S. products is
fixed. A multinational's foreign activities include a wide
range of activities gathering market information,
sales, servicing and distribution, adapting products to
local market specifications aimed at expanding the
size of the foreign market rather than merely relocating
production. This point is criticaljn two respects: under-
standing why there is no clear statistical tendency for
U.S. exports to fall or imports to rise as foreign invest-
ment expantand why 'broad restrictions on foreign
investment such as the balance-of-payments
guidelines or proposed changes in U.S. taxation of
foreign investment income .-- might havean ambiguous
effect on U.S. production and employment.

To predict the impact of a change in U.S. policy
requires a fully specified Model of foreign trade and
investment behavior. Although many of the factors af-
fecting the location of production can be quantified,
those influencing,the size of the foreign market cannot.
Our statistical analysis focused on the de facto relation-
ship between U.S. investments abroad and U.S. ex-
ports and imports. While one cannot infer from this'
analysis what would have happened if U.S. policy were
different from what it was, one might be able to identify
the relative importance of substitutional and com-
plementary factois encouraging American firms to in -'
vest overseas. A consistent tendency of exports to fall
or imports to rise as foreign investment expands might
be evidence of the historical importance of substitu-
tional effects, and the opposite statistical felationship
would underscore the importance of complementary
forces. If both effects are -weak or of roughly equal
historical significance, the statistical relationship will.

, 41 ..+,.: ..be haphkard. i.
.,'

We have exathined differences
,

among seventy-five
manufacturing industries' average export and import
levels from 1965 to 1971 and the growth ijt these levels
over the same period. On the wpole we have failed -to
uncover any consistently strong statistical relationship,
positive or negative, between U.S. investments ab
and any of our measures of trade performance.
though our data and our methodology have obvio
flaws, one cannot escape the impression that the mic-
roeconomic relationship between international trade
and investment i's complex and/or weak. We do have
some tentative evidence that a modest amount of ov
seas rivestment, perhaps in'the form of sales, and er-
vice facilities, is a prerequisite to U.S. exporting: We
alSo covered some evidence that certain indus es

15S-
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marked by high foreign investment motor vehicles,
radio, television and communications equipment, of-
fice machinery, and rubber products did experience
faster than average import growth between 1965 and
1971. Without more detailed industry studies, however.,
it is impossible to determine the extent to which foreign
investment was the cause, the effect, or merely a spuri-
ous correlate of the growth of imports.. If U.S. foreign
investment policto be geared more towards protect-
ing U.S. employment than it was in the past, then it
would also have to be more selective and discriminating
than it has traditionally been. Broad and undiscriminat-
ing changes in U.S. policy could do more harm than
good.
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II

The Distributional Consequences
Of Direct Foreign Investment
Robert H. Frank and Richard T. Freeman*

Introduction and Summary

When countries can make adjustments through offset-
ting stabiliiation policies, the most important long-run
effect of direct foreign investment (DFI) will be a redis-
tribution of income. This report examines the effect of
overseas investment by U.S. firms on both the short7
run level of employment demand and the long-run dis-
tribution of incomes within the United States. .

Section l begins with a summary of the findings of our
earlier study [6] of the short- em loyniertt..dernifind

effects of foqign investment. This sec on considers the
question.of what fraction of'the ove eas markets 'that
are presently served by foreign subsidiaries could have
been served byexPorting from the United States. We
conclude that, even though sales in these foreign- mar-.
kets would shrink by more thanhalf in the event ofa ban
on 'foreign investment; such a ban would nevertheless
be likely to produce an increase in domestic employ--
ment demand. EitiMates of the short-WO employment
deniand reductions that result from DFI e presented
or the economy's manufacturin ndii. rigs..,

Section 2 presents an extension ese findings, in
which we have broken down the employment demand
effects of DFI by ,occupation. The' question of what
effect' foreign investments hive on problem- of
bottlenecks in the demand forlabor is then considered.
We conclude 'that DFI exacerbates 'such bottlenecks
slightly by causing muchlarger redUctions in blue. collar
than in white collar employment demands.'

Section 3 examines the question of hoW long labor .77
markets take to adjust to the employment. demand re-

: ductions associated with the overseas activities Of mul-
linational subsOiaries. A dynamic simulation model is
Used in thstudy of this question and we conclude that

v1101 paperis based on Robert H. Frank and Richard T. F.
pf U.S. Direct Foreign Investment on Domes nem-

," State 1722-4200-30 which was jointly funded by the U.S.
t of Labor and the State Department and completed in
"Estimating the Distributional Consequences Of-Direct
vestment,' ILAR J91(60018 which was expected *to be
in 1977.
t study that makes this point is fin

-1.5

, 15$ ",

almost the entire membership of a cohort of workers
who lose their jobs as a result of these employment
demand reductions can expect to have been placed in
new jobi within a.matter of months.

Taking %cognition of the fact that short -run disloca7
tions are PRY6a small -part of theoVerall effect of DFI,
section 4 (radettakes an analysis of the long-rim effect of
capital (Attflows on both the size and se:Imposition of
nationarincome in the' [Anted States. We conclude that
when account is taken of the leakage of tax revenues
into the treasuries of host countries, foreign investment
results in .a slightly lower, level of equilibrium U.
national income. As far the distribution of income' is
concerned, the Principal long-run consequence of DFI
appears .to be a moderate shift favoring capital.

1. Home-Foreign Substitution and-the
Short -Run Domestic Employment

. Demand Effects of Foreign investment
. ,

Estimates of the effect of. DFI on' short-run domestic
employment demands are usually constructed by ag-
gregating various positive and negative effects attrib.;
uted to the overseas .activities of subsidiaries. The
principal negative effect is usually calculated as the
fraction of foreign stkbsidtary employment that could
have been retained 'in the United. States had MNCs
attempted,to servefforeign markets by exporting from
doMestic productiongsites. The main. offset to this ex-
pOrt:tlisplacement is an.e,,,xport stimulus effect, which
'represents the domestic.employment required to meet
foreign sub'sidiaries' 'demands for U.S. exports of in-
termediate products.' .

Subsidiary imports from U.S. parents and other U.S.
firms account for only a small fraction of subsidiary net

'Other employment stimulating effects that have been mentioned
include increased employment in domestic MNC headquarters,
increased employment associated with export of complementary
MNC,products, and additional domestic employment stimulated in-
directly by increased incomes and export demand abroad all of
which are likely to be minor in relation to the direct, production
related effects on Which we focus. For more detail, on these and re-
;ated issues, See [10, 8, 91.' . ,
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sales-(4 percent for all industries in 1970), and the pro-
cedures used for calculating the magnitude of the export
stimulus effect have according! generated little

researchers. M t of the controversy
dis-

agreement among resea
over whether th net domestic employment effect of
DFI is positive (negative has focused instead on the
calculation of the export displacement effect. The cen-
tral issue in this discussion haS been the question of
what MNCs would or could have done had they not un-
dertaken foreign investment projects.

-,,

Studies that have produced conclusions of domestic
.

job stimulus have usually found that, largely because of
.cost advantages in overseas sites, markets now being
served by foreign subsidiaries of MNCs could not have
been served by expbrt from the.United States. These
markets would thui have 'been lost entirely to foreign
competitors had MNCs been prevented from pro6cing
overseas. Studies that identify a major negatife net
employment effect of DFI have fotind that a large frac-
tion of overseas markets could have been served by
U.S. export s.

.-.

Debate has continued on this issueOargely because
there has been virtually no hard evidence on the critical
question of what the alternatives to subsidiary

are
opera-

tions really a for U.S. MNCs. The most
evidence_ concerning alternatives to overs produc-
tion currently exists in the form of statistical studies.

. . that associate various forms of domestic and foreign
activity measures. In out recent study [6], we argue that
evidence frit* this sOurce.has been misinterpreted and
provides no real indication of what MNCs -Would haVe
done in the absence of a foreign in-vestment alternative.

As a simple illustration, consider the case of an over-
seas subsidiary that requires $50 of intermediate inputs
from its U.S. parent-for each $100 in foreign sales. In th
context of a growing foreign market, one would obse
a positive association between a subsidiary's sales an
U.S. exports to the subsidiary. This posi assOci
tion clearly does not imply, however, that U. xpo
to the subsidiary host country would decline ids oper
tions were prohibited. If U.S. production costs are t
much higher thin foreign costs and if foreign demand s
not highly elastic, U.S. exports could increase subs
ti ally in the event of such a restriction. .

The principal contribution of ouf,. study [ is the
development of a specific analysis .that is c able of
generating evidence on the critical counterfa al ques-
tion, What would have happened if DFI h: d been pro-
hibited. This analysis involves the comparison of the
MNC operating under widely different policy regimes.
The first places no restrictions on the MNC's overseas
activities, whereas the second denies the MNC the
option of operating foreign subsidiaries. The first re-
gime corresponds approxitvately to the present envi-

ronment in which MNCs operate, whereas the second is
an essentially hypothetical construct. MNCs operating
under the first policy regime will, in general, elect to
serve foreign markets from foreign production siteS.
Under.the second regime MNCs are assumed to sepve
foreign markets by exports.

The ratio of MNC employment in the seco egime
to employment in 'the first defines our measu of the
extent to which MNC overseas subsidiary emplOyment
substitutes for or displaces, domestic employment. At
one extreme, if MNC employment is the same under
both cases, the substitution ratio takes the value unity,
indicating that employment in overseas subsidiaries
displaces domestic employment on a one-for-one basis,
Alternativ ly, if export from the United States is not
economic ly viable, the substitution ratio is zero, indi-
eating no job displacement. Between these two ex-
'tremes th is a full range of-intermediate .cases.

The principal factors that affect thetubstitution ratio
are inferred from an economic model of firm behavior.
One key factor is the degree of monopoly power evr-
cised by the MNC in foreign markets. When the
sells a highly standardized product in nearly perfect,
competition with many foreign .producers of nearly
identical, products, market power is low. In this com-
petitive situation the higher price -forced tbe,higher
costs of producing in the United States will cause the,
MNC to lose most or all of its foreign 'market if it is .

constrained to produce at home. Most MNCs are in fact
far from perfect competitors. Instead, they tend to be
large, technplogy-intensive organizations which sell
highly- differentiated products; and which, in conse-

. quence, possess substantial market power.
In many" instances this may enable the MNC to ab-

sorb higher U.S. production dbas without losing all its
foreign sales. In [6] we describe a procedure whereby
the degree of MNC market Power (specifically the elas-
ticity of the demand curve facing the firm) can be esti-
mated with information taken from the income State-
ments of U.S. multinationals surveyed by the Depart-
ment of Commerce.

Another major factor affecting home-foreign sub-
stitution is the extent to which the cost of supplying
foreign markets by U.S. exports exceeds the.costs of
foreign production. Such cost differences are due
largely to differences in unit labor costs, transport and
handling costs, tariffs, and other similar trade restric-
tions.. Using a variety of' data sources, we have con-
structed estimates of .tiome to foreign production cost
ratios for major manufacturing industry groups. These
cost ratio estimates are then combined with demand
sensitivity estimatet in a procedure that yields esti-
mates of the substitution ratios 'bed above.

Once estimates of these ho ign substitution
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parameters were obtained,',we were able to calculiate
the net employment gain or loss associated with agiven
year' foreign investment. Here we attempted im-
provron existing work by explicitly taking into account
not only DFI- related employment, 'effects in the man-
ufacturing sectors of first impact, but also employment

effects'related to changes in the demand for inter-
mediate products ,reqUired in industries that invest
overseas. Their exclusion would result in.an under-
estimation of the ifirect effect on U.S. employment. In
Primary metals, for example, shifting SI Million worth
of activity overseas has a relatively small direct impact
on domestic employment in that .in try, beciuse of
labor's relatively small share in indditry value added.
Yet thaotal impact on U.S. emploYnient is really much
larger because a reduction of domestic activity in the
metals industry? .means that sectors providing inter-
mediate inputs (many of which are highly labor-
intensive) wit experience corresponding declines.
There are analogous secondary effects augment'
domestic employment, which need to be taken into
account in estimating the export stimulus effects of

4 DFI. - .
Tar trace out both priruiary and secondary effects we

used', awaggregated version of the Bureau of Laboi-
Statiitics 1963 input-output table for the U.S. economy,
updated to 1970, together with corresponding capital-
output and employment-output ratios. The employ-

Me specific expression employed for estimating the substitution
parameter is a (MCFIMCH) , where MCF is marginal production
costs in the foreign market. MCH is the cost of landing an additional
unit of domestically produced output in the foreign market. and 71 is
the price elasticity of demand in the foreign "pt.

i
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ment gain or loss associated with a given year's real
foreign investment as measured by Department of,.
Commerte estimates of property, plant, and equipment,,
expenditures of U.S. wholly owned subsidiaries was
found by-first computing the full (i.e., the primary and
secondary) "export displacement" effect associated
with these activities, modified by the appropriate sub-
stitution factor for each industrial sector. This job loss
figure was then offset by a similar calculation of the
export stimulus effect from the addition of y.s. export
requirements of U.S forelgisubsidiaries.4

Our estimates.of the substitution parameters and net
employment demand reductions attributable to the 1970
flow of DF1 are reported for several large manufactur-
ing,iodustries in Table 1. Column 1 of Table 1 reports
ourbest estimates of the industry substitution param-
eter!' al . Column 2 lists DFI flows (property, plant,
and equipment expenditures) by industry for the year.
1970. Column 3 reports .the net employment demand
effects by industry basedon the substitution paf.ameter
entries of column 1.

Because many of the essential inputs to the calcula-
tions were inferred from somewhat incomplete data,i,
and the estimation procedure itself is founded oft a
number of strong assumptions, we emphasize that the
figures in column 3 of TIsble I are, at best, only indica-
tive of the scale it'd distrib,ution of DFI-related job loss.
In particular, the results above are quite sensitive to the
values of the home-foreign substitution factors; fur,.t.,

'Estimates (idle U.S. export share in total subsidiary intermediate 1
input requirements were based on the 1970 Department of Commerce
special survey or U.S. multinationals.

r
Table1
Substitution Ratio, and Net Emploiment Demand Effects for 1970 DFI Vector

1

Industry Name Substitution
st. parameter a*

2
DFI

(S1000)

3 4 5
Net Employment Demand Change'

cr') (0 cer2) (o. 201
Food 0.368 266,879 2.644 15.173
Chemicals 0.441 882;445 14,944 5,833 33,056
Primary and fabricated metals 0.245 336,535 8.854 5.063 36,711
Electrical machinery 0.345 359,044 17,620 . 5.017 42.806

,, Nonelectrical machinery 0.358 1,242,846 446,905 16,636 98.283
Transportation equipment 0.191 782.366 310 22.271
Rubber . 0.463 123,594 5,062 1,197 12,790aPaper 0.463 320,929.. 7,321 2.549 16,564
Other manufaZturing (. 0.402 365,534 4,439 2,865 19,041
Nonmanufacturing

(indirect only)
5.311.557 44.278 6.072 134,937

TOTAL 9,991,729 160,377 19,574 441";706
'Change in -number of jobs; minus indicates jOb
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thermore, the estimation of these &Oars was based on
data that stands out lathe least reliable in the study: For
these reasons we have calculated two additional sets of
net employment effects, one based on substitution
parameters set at half the values of our best estimates,

. another based on substitution parameters Set at twice
c those, values, These alternative employment .demand

estimaps are reported in columns 4 and 5 of Table I .

Even for the estimates based oh the low values of the
substitution parameters (column 4), the export dis-
placement effect was seen to dominate the export
stimulus effect, resulting' in a net employment demand
reduction for each industry,

We have also computed break-even values for the
substitution factors; i.e., values at which the export
displacement effect is Alpaca)/ offset by job gains as-
sociated with new exports, and at which the net job loss
is zero. We found the average break-even value to be
apprdximately equal to 0,10. This means that for there
to be do bet' loss of production jobs, for eVery 100 jobs
created 'overseas by U.S. subsidiaries, on average no
more than ten U.S. jobs must be displaced in the same
industry. Since all of the substitution factors that we
calculated Were well above this figure (the average
value was, in fact, approximately 0.35), there is clearly'
a strong presumption that, even allowing for consider-
able deficiencies in the data, the net impact offoreign
investment by U.S. multinationals is a substantial
domestic employment demand reduction.

2. The Effect of DFI on the Occupational
Composition of Domestic Employment
Semand

In order to determine whether foreign investment
proves or worsens the problem of bottlenecks in the
labor market, it is necessary first toestablish a criterion
by which to measure imbalances in the composition of

_demand kir labor. The theoretical concept that under-,
lies this criterion is the model of unemployment disper-.

sion and wage inflation introduced by Lipsey [101. Lip-
sey's model considers a group df identical labor sub-
markets and concludes that wage inflationary pressures
are :minimized for a given-aggregate unemployment rate
when the unemployment 'rates in all the submarkets are
equal. Lipsey's model has been generalized for thecase
of submarkets that have different wage levels (see [5)), a
more realistic description of submarkets defined by
skill category. Here the conclusion is that the least
inflationary distribution of demands calls for relatively
high unemployment rates at least temporarily in those
stibmaskets with relatively high wage rates and vice-
versa. ° In terms of skill categories, a balanced composi-
tion of demand is one in which more skilled,' high wage,
groups have high unemployment rates and less skilled,
low wage, groups have low unemployment rates.° Since
the present distribution of unemployment across skill
categories is precisely the reverse of the optimal dis-
tribution more skilled groups now have the lowest
unemployment rates the, generalized dispersion
model reinforces a basic conclusion of the Lipsey
model: any shift in the composition of demand in the
direction of greater equality across skill categoriescon-
stitutes a clear improvement over the composition of
demand presently observed in the United States,

Employing this criterion, we have attempted to an-
swer the question of whether 13F1 improves or worsens
the problem of structural imbalances in the occupa-
tional distribution of employment 'demand. To do this

'With two submarket's the inflation minimizing distribution ofem-
ployment rates must satisfy

e w 2 g (e2)

2 /4'1 g1'

where .wilrlhe wage rate, ei the employment rate, and gi' (et). the
slope of the Phillips curve for the ith market. See (5. p. 244).

The submirkets with the higher wage rate must have a higher un-
employment rate if wage inflation is to be minimized because of the
larger than proportional contribution of the high wage submarket to
the overall wage index. A given increase in unemployment is worth
just as much in the low wage submarket as it would be in the high
wage submarkeLhut produces a smaller boost in the aggregate
of wage irdlatiM when taken in the low wage submarket.

Table 2

Employment Domand Reductions from 1970 DFI Vector, by Occupational Category (four-order)

.11 2 3 4Occupationalr Employment Demand Employment Demand Reduction 1970 UnemploymentCategory . Reduction (1000s) (10000 Ratio (1 +2)x100 Rate (percent)
White collar 62.2 37,997 0.164 2.8
Blue collar 185.4 27,791 0.307 6.2
Service 8:6 9,712 0.088 5.3
Farm workers 4.2 3,124 0.134 2.6

^
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we have employed data from the 1970 National Industry
. Occupational Employment Matrix [161 in conjunction

with our estimates of .industry substitution ratios in
carrying out an input-output calculation of the type
described in the previous section.' The results of thii
calculation for the:1970 flow of DFI are reproduced in
Table 2 for a four.order breakdown of OcFuPational
categories. , '

Column 1 of Table 2 lists thiggitimated employment
demand reductions by occupeonal category. Cplumn
2 lists total 1970 employment' in these. categofies. In
column 3 we have shown emplilyment demand reduc-
tion ratios'by occupational category, calculated as 100
times the ratio of occupational employment demand
reduction to total occupational employment. Column
shows the 1970 occupational unemployment rates.

Most of the employment demand reductions are con-
centrated on white and blue collar workers, with ser-
vice and farm workers experiencing only comparatively
minor effects. Among the former groups, blue collar
workers are far and away the hardfst hit. In terms of our
criterion for a balanced composition of demand, the
entries of Table 2 suggest strongly that the foreign in-
vestment flows of 1970 have exacerbated the problem
of structural bottlenecks in the labor market.'

'The short-run impact study produced a vector of loss effects
by industry, WI]. To find the effect of this job loss by skill categor-
ies, this vector was pre-multiplied by a matrix (SO, where each entry
measured the percentage of 1970 employment in industry I in skill
class J.

'A very similar pattern of results emerged when the same calcWa
dens were carried out for the remaining years in the 1966-73 period-
for which we have data.

S
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`,.
e collar" and "white collar" are extremely ag-
e occupational categories and our conclusions

modified if employment demand reductions
were concentrated' on high wage groups within each
category. In order to investigate this possibility, we
have repeated the original calculations in the context of
a nine-order occupational breakdown. These results
appear in Table 3.' Within the blue collar category,
"operatives" experience tubstantially larger employ-
ment demand re uctions than do workers in the more
skilled "craftsm n, forernen and Kindred" category.
Within the white collar category, employment demand
reductions are not highly concentrated within any of the
four subgroups shown in Table 3. Accordingly, we con-

de that the entries in Table 3 are generally consistent
with the hypothesis that foreign investment outflows
tend to create additional imbalances in the composition
of demand for labor.

At this point we should stress that, number of
reasons, the estimates reported in Tab d S should
be regarded* tentative. Because w d specific
information on the types of activities t are Arens-
ferred abroad, we constructed Tables 2 and 3 under the
assumption that the labor requirements associated with
each unit of export stimulus and export displacement
are the SWIM 1111 the overall labor requirements veator
for the partitehir industry in which they occur. Some
offer researchers who have addressed the issue of the
effect of DFI on the composition of demand for labor

'In the interest of space, we have not feported the results of similar
computations we Snadador a thirty-order occupational breakdown.

Table 3

Employment Demand ReduCtions from 1970 DFI Vector, by Occupational Category (nine-order).

1

Employment Demand
2

Employment
3

Demand Reduction
4

1970 Unemployment
Occupational Category Reduction (1000s) (1000s) Ration (1+2) x 100 Rate (%)

WHITE COLLAR
Professional, technical, and kindred 21.7 11,140 .195 2.0

Managers, officials, and proprietors 11.9 8,289 .141 1.3

Clerical and kindred 23.5 13,714 .171 4.0

Sales workers 5.2 4,854 .1061 3.9

BLUE COLLAR
Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred 29.4 10,158 .289 3.8

Operatives 49.7 13,909 .357' 7.1

Laborers: except farm and mines 6.3 3,724 .169 9.5

SERVICE WORKERS .7 8.6 9,712 .088 '5.3
FARMERS AND

FARM WORKERS

TOTALS .

4.2

160.3 78,627

:133 ,

.203 4.9
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have Argued that multinationals tend to export produc-
tion activities to overseas sites while concentrating
managementand other front office support activities in
domestic sites. (See. e.g. [8, 18J.) Ifso, our estimates in
Tables 2,and 3 will tend to understate the increase in
structural imbalances in the labor mauitit that result
from capital outflows. On the other hand,there is some
indication that the firmi most heavily insolved, in
foreign investment activities may employ production
processes that,- more technology intensive than
those employed by other firms. If so, and if such
technologies are relatively intensive in their require-
ments for skilled labor categories, our estimates will
tend to (We/state the occupational labor demand im-
balance associated with DFI.

Finally, all of the occupational employment demand
redaction estimates are based on Aar earlier estimates
of thchcime-foreign substitutiontatios and accordingly
are subject to the same qualifications that apply to
these.

With these qualifications in mind, our estimates of
the occupational employment demand. effects of DFI
provide no support for the hypothesis Mitt the desire 'to
escape domestic labor market bottlenecks is the pri-
mary motive for the establishment of foreign subsidiar-
ies by MNCs. On the contrary, our estimates seem to,
suggest that foreign investment is if anything ectause
rather than an effeet of domestic labor market
bottlenecks. l To be sazarDPII is notothe.only cause of
such bottlenecks and the magnitudes of the effects we
estimate are small enough to suggest that the problem of
poorly distributed demands in the labOr market would
be with us for quite some time event new foreign
investments were prohibited altogether.

3. Short-Ryp Labor Market Adjustments
to Uneffifiloymeht Resulting from
Overseas Production Transfers

In this section we employ a simple probabilistic model
of the labor market in an attempt to simulate the time
profile of industry unemployment as it responds to an
initial DFI-related displacement of workers.,

Previous discussions -of the effect of DFI on un-
employment have produded estimates of the total
number of jobs lost by cumulating the equivalent ofour

Demployment demand reduction estimates for a rather
lengthy historical period. The U.S. Tariff Commission,
for example, has .estimated [181 that as many as 1.3

-

"This interpretation is consistent with the Addyii heldbelief dial
multinationals go abroad primarily because of the multiple cost
advantages of locating production facilities in close proximity with
the markets they serve.

.

million jobs maychave been lost. becatnie of the cumula-
tive effects of foreign investment through 1970. Esti-
mates such **these shed very little light on the question
of how much of our current domestic unemployment is
the result of DPI. Most workers who lost their jobs
when plants moved abroad during the mid-sixties have
presumably either retired, died, or found new jobs in
the meantime. Accordingly, explicit account of labor
tnarket adjustment processes must be taken in order to
generate even a crude picture of the actual unemploy-
ment that results from overseas investment.

Contemporary discussions of. the problem of un-
employment have stressed its dynamic character. The
flouts in and out of unemployment are very substantiar
in relation to the stock of unemployed individuals and .

spellkof unemployment are of short average duration.
A certain degree &job turnover is inherent in the nor-
mal fUnctioning of any labor market. Even in equilib-

. unemployed job seekers and a c of unfilled job
rium we usually ',observe simulAeously a group off/

vacancies. Under given institutional conditions, the
likelihood that ajob seeker will be placed in ajob during
a certain time period will depend onthe overall balance
between those vancancies and 'searchers. In an expand-
ifig sectorin which vacancies greatly outnumber search-
ers, the likelihood of a rapid placement is high, and
vice-versa. .

In our exercise, we consider a situates in which each
industry labor market is in an initial state of equilibrium
such that vacancies and searchers arc approximately in
balance. The first impact ofOversell& produCtion trans-
fers for a given industry is taken to be the addition to the
unemployed pool of a grouP of workers. Their number
is detennined by the-size of the export displacement
effect for that industry, as deseribed in.section 1. Simul-
taneously, the industry adds vacancies due to the ex-
port slimulys effect, also described in section 1. Be-
causethe export displacement effect outweighs the ex-
port stimulus effect for every industry in our study, the
outcome of these additions is to increase the ratio of
unemployed.job seekers to unfilled vacancies. This, in
turn, reduces an individual searcher's probability per
period, of successibl job placement. We employ this
reduced placement probability to estimate the number
of searchers who will find jobs during the next periCid.'.

The normal turnover.process is preaturied all the
while to generate flows of new searchers and vacancies
each period. These fldws are used in conjunction with
the estimated placement outcomes from the pre"
period to determines new placement probability ft:)g
next period. The sametalculations are then perforl ed
for successive periods until moasf of the;originally dis-
placed wittiteri have secured w jobs. Once most of
these placements halie occurred, the labor market Will
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have moved to a state in which the fl: Ws into and out of
unemployment are again equal. Even though the llow
balance is restored, the, stock stf job seekers will con-
tinue to be Jager than the 'stock of vacanci,s until
aggregate polio i6 can restore demand or met a fall in
wages Fan restore labor market equilib um. As a result.
the probability per period(eof success' I job placement
will be less than it.was originally, eve after all. of the
workers displaced by the production transfer have
found new jobs.

The most striking feature of tilt estimhtes reported in
Tables 4 and 3 is that, for each industry, a majority .of
the displaced workers will-have found new jobs within
seven weeks,of the date of the onset (g. their unemploy-

.ment. The nonelectrical machinery industry. which ex-
periences the largest initial job displacement. also
exhibits the most seriously persistent unemployment
problems. but even in this case more than 80 percent ,

the initially displaced workers will have found dew jobs
within fourteen weeks of their layoff dates. Thai, the

'Our model thus points to two types of u ritployment unemployment profiles in 'Pettit% 4-and $ suggest that
that are attributable to overseas ptoduction transfers. protracted periods of joblessness are notigne of the
The Mit and most visible of these is the initial spells of nukjoro'sts aokOciated witp,,thc transfer ofIrosiuctioti

'Iotilessness-experienaed bythose workers directly twerscai. . .

placed by the production transfers. The secon
,

d and
,

In Table 6 we summarize our estirnatasofthe indirect
its!ltewhat more subtle type result; romthi fadt that oyment that results from DF1. edolumns 1 74 of.

Table &report weekly job placement probabilities by
industry and the corresponding average unemployment
durations both before the 1970 DF1 displacement
curs and again after the initially displaced workers have
found new jobs. Column 5 reports residual unemploy-
meht by industry. which is the increase in the stock of
unemployed workers associated with the higher aver-
age durations of unemployment resulting from Dip re-
lated reductions in labor demand.

0:the employ MiLdemand redaCtioni reduce placement
probabilities for all job seekers, so that even those not
displaced directly by the production transfers will take
longer on average to secure new jobs. . .

On the basis of a model of this type, we have esti-
mated adjustment profiles for the initially di6placed
workers in eight large manufacturing industries."
These estimates are reportedin Tables 4 and 5. Row I of
Table 4 records the number of layoffs (in thousands)
associated with the 1970 export displacement effect for . As it was in the case of direct unemployment'effects,
each industry. Successive rows affable 4 list our esii- the nonelectrical machinery industry is hardest hit with

. mates of the number of these initially displaced workers ,respect to indirect effects. Its average duration of un-
whO temain unemployed on Successive weeksitom the
layoff date. Table 5 translates the entries of Table 4 into
proportional terms: its fth row entries are interpreted
as the fractions of the originally displaced cohorts that
remain unemployed i weeks from the layoff date.

"For details of the proCedures and data Sources used. see Appen-
dix 1..

employment rises by more than 40 percent because of
the employment demand reductions stenamin# ftom
1970 DF1. Even after tliose workers directly displaced
by DFI have found new jobs, this higher duration of
unemployment results in an increase of mote than
40.000 in the nonelectrical machinery industry's stock
of unemployed job seekers. The indirect effects are
markedly smaller in all the other industries but are

Table 4
Direct Unemployment Resulting from 1970 yectOr Initially Displaced Workers WInkflemain
Unemployed (Thousands)

Weeks from
layoff date Food Paper Chem Rubber

t
Industry

Metal Mach
Elec

s -

Mach
Trans
Equip

1 8.3000 9.3000 18.0000 7.6000 27.4000 53.9000 24.9000 14r.4000

2, 6.3160 7.5529 15.6094 6.2345 22.2453 47.4677 21.5880 12.2774

3 4.8079 6.1430 13.5481 5.1180 18.0667 4111344 18.7230 10.4689
4 3.6609 5.001 11.7677 4.2039 14.6775 36.8936 16.2431 8.9277.

5 2.7881 4.0771 10.2277 3.4547 -.\ 11.9270
'7.8802

32.548 14.0953 7.6140
7 1.6178 2.7144 7.7375 2.3351 25.3836 10.6211 5.5393

10 0.7156 1.4796 5.1055 1.3011 4.2362 17.5240 , 6.9560 3.4386
15 0.1839 0.5409 2.5650 0.4921 1.5076 9.4956 3.4431 . 1.5543

20 0.0473 0.1984 1.2931 0.1865 0.5370 ' 5.1657 1.7070 0.7028

25 0.0122 0.0730 . 0.6534 0.0708 ' 0.1913 2.8182' 0.8472 0.3179

sr 1
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Dltect Unemployment,ResultIng from 1970 Vector Percentage of Initially Dliplaced
Workers Who Remain UnempIeyed, 1970

Weeks froni
layoff date

3
4
5-'

'7
10
15
20

Industry
. TransFOod *japer Rubber Metal Mich

1.0000 V1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 ". 1.00000.761( 0.8121 0.8672 -0.8203 0.8119 0.88070.5793. 0.6605 0.7527 0.6734 0.6594 0.77610.4411 0.5379 0.6538 0.5531. 0.5357 0.68.45
0:-`3359

-N
0.4384. , 0.5682 0.4546 0.4353 0.6040 .0.1949 0.2919 -0.4299 0.3013 0.2876 0.47090.0862 0.1591 0.2836 0:17/2 0.1546 0.3 10.0222 0.0582 0.144. 0.0647. 0.0550- 0.17 T0.0057. 0:0213 0.0718 0.0245 0.0196 0.' 8

10.0015 0.0078' 0.0363 0.0093 0.0070 0.0523

, K.Iec
. Mach Equip
1.0000 1.0000
0.8670 '0.8526
0.7519 0.7270
0.6523 ' 0.6200 f
0.5661 0.5288 1
0.4266 0.3847
0.2794 0.2388 .
0.1383 . 0.1079
0.0686 , 0.0488
0.0340 0.0221

_./

:nonetheless substantial in Several, especially. electrical
machinery and chemic ,- s;

Atthe micro-leve residual unemployment in-
creases constitute a Smaller social bunted than might at
first appear, inasinuchas.these are the-result of a sing!
-increase .in the average duration of a spell of un-
.employrnent of roughly one week. On the other hand, .

when viewed in terms of their implied costs in output
, forgone, .the residual unemployment figures appear

much more significant.
Like direct unemplOymenreffects, the residual411

effects ar a transitory phenomenon; they will tend to
decay as real wages adjust and as the employment de-
mand reductions from which they. stem are offset by
aggregate clangPd policy. How long these effects will
./aktiremains an open question. - 414

In interpreting the findings reported in Tables 4, 5,
and 6, one should bear in mind that the estimates-of the
size of the initial displacerbents are. rather more unaer-.
tarn than ate, those orthe indirect effects 'as noted. in

Appendix 1. We also stress, that any -conclusions that
may be drawn from the analysis above will be appli-
cable only to labor markets whose degree of tightness is
roughly the same as in 1970. Particular care should be
Wien to avoid any inference that Our estimates are ,
indicative. of what the time profiles of DFI-related
employment would be like in the arket with
its nearly 8 percent unemployment rate.

1 .

4. TheL.Ong-Run Distributional
.Consequences of Omerseas- investment

Up to thiapoint our study has been primarily 'micro- --

economic in its approach. The analysis of the labor
-market dislOcations due to DFI has been based on firms
incliistrY, and labor market behavitir. Althouih, this.
focus is appropriate for shorter run issuessit is leis

Table 6
!indirect Unemployment Resulting from 1970 DFI Vector

Industry
Food .
Paper,
Chemicals
Rutilier ,

: Metals
Nonelectrical Machinery
Electrical machinery
Transportation equipment

Weekly Placement Probability
Pre-1970 DFI

0.253
0/36
0.182`
0.2
0.198
0.164
0.151
0.153

Avertige Duration of
Unemployment (Weeks)

Post-1970 DFI Pre-1970DFI 'Post-1970 DFI
0.239 .3.95 4.19
0.1,85 4.24 5.42
0.1' 5.49 7.72
0.118 4.93 5.q
0.187

10.10
5.04
5.9.1

5.35
8.65,

0.132 6.62 7.58
0.147- 6.54 6.80

lestozinat
Unemployment

6;403
6,967

8,388
41,708
16,557
6,449
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pertinent when the relevant time horizonis extended,
since the aggregate-economy, can eventually, adjust to
dislocations caused by DFI through' either market
forces or direct policy intervention.q,Thus, when'con--
sidering'the long =itinconsequenCeS of foreign invest-
!tent, emphasis should be giyen to its effects on the
general wage level, national income shares, and aggre-
gate output, rather_than on the details of temporary job
losses. The change to a broader, long-run frame of

-.reference simplifies the analysis in some respecti,; but it
also introduces' some neW.S..iSsues that could safely be
ignored in the more niicroeconomic approach. For
example, a. long-run ,.study must deal with a more
generalized notion of factor substitution. In this regard
there are two types. ofvubstitution possibilities that
need to be distinguished substitution between foreign
and doMestic investment (i.e., the aggregate counter-
part of the micro economic, home-foreign substitution
issue 'disCussed earlier) and substitution between
domestic factors of production. Both have a bearing on
such questions as the effect of foreign investment on
domestic wages. To the ,extent that overseas iiivest;

,
inent substitutes for domestic investment the equilib-
rium U.S. capital stock will be smaller arid, therefore,
home wages lower \then foreign investment is allowed
tha would be the case if it were prohibited. Similarly,
whe capital-and labor Can be substituted freely for'one
snot er in domesticproduction processes, a large de-
Creas ip the home capital stock from foreign invest=
'inent will have a relatively small:impact on_Wages.,;'

In addition, in both cases.the concept of substitution
applies to a very highly aggregated view of the econ-
oiny. Thus', theineasure of domestic factor substitution
must implicitly e into account all the underlying
compositional c Ages' and, adjustmeits that bring,

is to equilibrium.-
ubsfitution 'con-
ution within The

doineslic factorAnproduct
.LikevAie,.*.eiggregate home-
cept ,should not Only for 41

multirtafirinal firm but alikfor. general induced
effects in domestic and international marketS.

ALnurnber of estimates of aggregate domestic factor..
substitution in ET. S, producticin have been made,but, as
was the case in the microeconomic studies discusse
earlieroalrnost trio, evidence exists on the long-ru
aggregat'e substitution between ..home and foreign in-
vestment. Although thiS issue is obviously of central

12 Moye specifically, these adjustment mechanism's include (I) d
rect adjUStment through wage changes in the affected industries
(2) indirect accommodation through exchange rate changes. differe
tialrates of inflation:and induced changes in income, (3) general an
specific dofnestic stabilization policies, and (4) offsetting intern

. tional!conunercial policy measures, including tariffs. iquot4i_sx,
'sidles and special taxes:""and regulations on DF1. Of course.. this
variety of possible adjustment 'mechanisms greatly complicates any
analysis of the long-run adjustment process and its outcome.

importance, most past analyses have bypassed, the
question somftimes without -explicit, indication
and instead usee assumed values for key 'substitution
parameters. In the analysis that we report here, we have
attempted to provide' indirect estimates Ogle size of
thiS substitution effect by inference from Observed
data. '

The basis for these estimates is a highly aggregated
model of the world economy, in which we haveiried to' _

preServe the most relevant macroeconomic features. of
an ongoing overseas investment program.9 In partiCu-
lar,.we have foUnd it convenient conceptually to divide
global Production into three main sectors, each with its
own distinct prodUction functkrtjhese sectors are (1)
a home sector (in which home lahorand homecapital
are the main inputs to production), t2)a-fordige;SeCt
(in which.foreign labor and foreign capital.are,tti
puts), and (3) a foreign investment 'sector (in wh
home capital and foreign labor 'are. the inputs).. To
simplify matters, production relationships in each sec-
tor are taken to be of the same general formThey differ
from one another, however, by scale factors that are
chosenIto reflect differences in productivity, systematic
differences in c sts (not fully offset'by other.fac.
tors), or the irnpac of local commercial policy.
speCtiVe of the tin flying causes of these differences,
they are similar in theikeffect on thelplocation Ofproduc=
'Lion. If we atituneIlfat investors seek 'the highest after
tax, real ret 'en their investment, it is obvious that
foreign investment; will be encouraged, by a large
technology 'or cost gap that favors use of home versus
foreign capital and fOreign versus tiorne labor.

In this regard, the influence of capital7specific factors
on 'foreign investnie,nC should be emphasized, since it
has largely. been 'ignored' fortnal treatments of the I.
topic. In the conyentional approach it is generally as::
Slimed that nternatijinal,technology gapsderive from
local conditions and We' associated witli intethationally
nonmobile .factors %of production (which collectively
correspond ,to "labor" in this context). Accordingly,
nonlocal investors can take advainageofthesegaps by an,
inward flow of capital. Investment for raw materials

.

extraction, provides :a convenient- illustration of this
type..:If all foreign investment were, motivated by simi
lar loCal,factors, simply distinguishing bp.tvireri home`
and foreign-pioiluction .would-prObably be sufficient in
an aggregate Model; However, tecent analysis has
phasized the importance of caPit9.1 flows based on fac-
tors specific tolhe investor pat are also transferable to
the overseas site (seep ete, [12])".The advantaqs may

13The*detaiLS of the Model are spelled out moretfullY in our "The
Distributional Coniequences of Direct 'Foreign 'Investment." re-
search report submitted to VS. Department of Labor-, 1977 and in
Appendix 2. :
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reside in access to a superior technology in the narrow,
technical sense or they may depend on better dtaiage-
ment, successful product identification, or skillful mar-
keting. Regardless of. the underlying cause, the result-
ing DFI serves as a vehicle for extending this special
advantage to ,a foreign site in order to capture its full
value. To model this capital-specific aspect of foreign
investment wehave, therefore, added the foreign in-
vestment sector as a separate4ntity.in which relatively
high-powered U.S. owned capital is combined With
local labor:

It is important to stress the point that when dealing
with long-run issues foreign investment should be re-
garded as part of an ongoing, dynamic process. The
reason that this needs emphasis is that it is quite,com-
mon in some popular views to treat foreign investment
as if it amounted to 'a physical transfer of units of capital
across international boarders.' In these yiews, the
foreign 6hpital stock is augmented by DFI and the
domestic ,capital stock is reduCed in a simple one-for-
one fashion just as if the corresponding physical
machinery were unbolted and reinstalled across. the
border. In making such aAimpliiTcalion, however, this
approach predetermines the answerto an important and
controversial qiiestion narrcely, the degree to which
foreign investment substitutes for home investment.

More plausibly, real foreign investment takes& place
A's new ,capital goods are pUrChased by foreign sub-.
sidiarieS from the output streams of both the host and
h economies TheSe investment goods provide new

petal inputs fof production in subsequent periods.
ence, a fullanalysis of long-run equilibrium must take

intcraccotint:notonlythe current period's international
allocation ofCapital but also; its effect on the' continuous
prOcesS of savings, investment, and output growth;
Only: after the true long-Tun equilibrium is determined
can we measure the complete.effect of-foreign invest
ment on concepts of particplar interest the
degree of home-foreign substitution in the egitatStock
As we shall see, when these dynamic effects are intrO;'
diked, the degree of home-foreign substitution can vary
over a rather wide range and is by no means confined to
a value of unity.

It may be( h At this Point to summarize briefly
the mechanic r the model we have in mind. When
direct foreign investment is first alkowed, U.S. firms
respOnd to the opportunity for greateiWits by invest-
ing in foreign-'operationS The initial transactions are
financial, but we assume that the real counterpart even:
tually takes, place as well. When this shift has been
accomplished, ordinarily more capital will be itistalied
overseas, and, to a degree, less at home. The effective
transfer areal capital implies that foreign wages will be
driven up in both the foreign sector and the foreign

investment Sector.. and hbme wages Will be reduced.
DomestiC tax collections will also-decline. In addition,
domestic income ley and aggregate saving will be
affected. AsSeimi that saving is positiVely, related to
income, if DF raises total national income, then-the
rate of net capital formation will be increased accOrd-
ingly.:HoweVer, since these-new contributions to the
capital stock will alter rates ofreturn, further rounds of
adjustment are needed to reach equilibrium.

This- dynamic process of adjustment Will terminate
only after several conditions are met.- First, U.S._firms
will continue to shift toward .foreign investment ac-
tivities until, foreign and domestic (after-tax) rates 44.-.
return to U.S. capital are brought into, alignment.
Likewise, wage levels in the DFI.and foreign sectors
must be equaliketf, since- those two sectors share a
common labor market. Finally, the rate of net capital
ftirmation (as determined by savings and, henee, by
income) must eventually be in balance with the growth

or force, adjusted for productivity
pid a. growth in the capital stock will
to marginal Produtt of capital dOwn,
cing a slower grovith of outplit apd of

itself. An, initial rate of growth of

rate of
chan Too
drive the aggre
eventually pr
the capital stb
capital that is toolovv will have: they reverse effect,"

Our experiment is the opposite of the one described
L.ab.ove that is, we currently observe A wdrld in which
DFI is already permitted, and we seek to reconstruct
what would have happened had, DFI been restricted 'by. .
inferring the long-run equilibrium to ,WhiCh: the ecoh-,.
omy would tend..

Before turning to our estimations, seve omMents
should be added regardini the role of govern nt pcil-
icy and the ture of the foreign sector in the model.-
Govern tivhy influepCis ibtiign investment-in ,

several way : First, tax Poliey with'respect to, profits
from domestic and oversea'inivestritent directly affects
the global alloation of capital' and alters the flow df
income and savings. Takes levied on foreign investment r

... earnings are also part of the government:s total tax
revenues. In addition, by its domestic fiscal activities
the government can contribute to aggregate savings to
the extent Thal net tax revenues exceed goyerihnent
contsu ption , expenditure..: In our estimations the
speCifi ation of foreign investme t taxes was based on

( t 67

' 'These arguments arg based on a Slightly extended versicin of the.
siinplisingle-sector Solow growth model for a closed economy. At
the. point of dynamic equilibnum the eccinorriy's gross savings and
investrrientlineludin&foreign investment) v7ill offset depreciation of
the current capital sOck (again, inCluding foreign invested capital)
and match (in percentage terms) any growth of the' labor force and
increase productivity, This equilibriuin is stable in the sense that.
if the aggre&te economy is dislodged from this point, it will automati-
capy tend' backpward this configuration. For more details on
type of growth kodel,,,see [24

.
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current U.S tax policy in which a cr dit is all wed for
foreign taxes paid uPto the full amoinit of the U.S. tax.
The size of the government surplus or deficit was irn-

hsliaggbedded in the choice of an aggregate- i propen-
. Sity, which in this case was based on istoncal values.
This procedure, of course, ignored some possibly im-
portant compositional aspects of the savings and in-

be captured in a more-.vestment process that co
detailed version Of the m 41eI . .

To reach any determine yttcome in the model it is
also necessary to speeify-the economic behavior of the
host dountry. In this area we have tried to strike a
prac tic nce between realisticassumptions and the'
need to the Model a:incise. Foreign investment
earnings assumed t9 be taxed. abroad at a fixed
proportional rate; In addition, saints policies are pur-
sued in the foreign country thatsesult inra stable long-
run foreign capital-labor ratio (i.e., the ratio of 9aPital
owned by foreigners to the foreign labor Supp19). We
recOgnize that other, assumptions L such as a fixed
foreign sayings propensity are legitimate altdna:
fives. to this specificatarinbUt an assumption of the'
latter type leads to the unnecessary complexities of a
full-fledgeld1W,c4'0.untry model

Easie model we have followed the
.ft classical` view that in the- lOng; run the current ac:

count i;e:, net eiportS plus net earnings on overseas
inveitritent must be in balance. However, it is po

le to allovJvfor an Unbalance -n
ritimby an appropriate chang
sity to.save. This situationvtoul
the United States were assigned t
dollar transactions balanCes to the rest of the-World, as
was the case in the late fifties and sixties. Any persistent
current account deficit, of course, acts as an additional
sou re of savings to the aggregate economy.

Estimates of Long.:Run Effects
One.of the attractive features of a highly, aggregated
model is that it requires relatively few pieces of outside

Informatioil. The other side of this "advantage " how-

l-
e steady-state eqmlib-
he aggregate Propen-

'se, for example, if
role.of supplying

ever, is that results tend to depend closely on the
specification of relationships and parameters. In this
regard it is sufficient to point out here that relatively
reliable, values for many of the basic parameters are
available in p(iblished sources. For. several ;others,
however, we have had to supply our own estimates; in
thislitse we have also experimented with variations
around these values to check the sensitivity of conclu-,

,..
,...,' ,

. i
"Some experiments with a fixed savings rate hi, a two - country

model indicate-that approximately the same results can be Obtained.
Also. "sensitivity jests on the choice of foreign capital-labor ratio
show that our results ,are fairly stable ()Vera reasonable range 'of
values.

sioiis to their Assumed values-Perhaps the p lost uncer-
tain are the parameters that measure thy- size of the
technology and cost gaps across the three sectors- of the - .

global Model. These parameters are important, iAas-
much as they provide the basic motive for DFI', and
empirical evidence on their'values is partitularlY lim-

Ited.and of dubious quality.
We have proceeded by choosing jarameter values for

the technology and cost gaps that result' in an equilib-
rium level of overseas investment that is 1n accord with
observed historical- levels. In doing so we have taken
note of the fact that in the early 1970s the Average
reported net return-from foreign investment was mime-
what higher than that from domestic investMent.1 6 Ai:
though reported foreign Profits may have 6een some
what inflated foi: tax .purposes, we-have)ssumed that
foreign inVestorslin our baSe year 970 required ap-
proximately a 251percent premium .on "the return to".,
foreign invested capital. Then, relying on the fact that in
1970 the stock of f6reign investedcapital was approxi-
mately 6 pef:sent of the total,V.S. owned capital stock,
we fOund the teehnology patameteri.that produCed this

; capital stock ratio-in the steady 'I%

ki-Ta6le 7 we present the results from three alterna-'
live experiments that measure the effect of bF.IOn the
size and composition of national income.. The estimates
in row 1 ire calc,ulatedon the basis of the 25-percent rate
of return difference described abo e. us, the entries
indicate in percentage terms the change i quilibrium
income levels and shares- that:would have oc un-ed had
foreign investment been prohibited in 1970, ese val-
ues are also-used as our base values ill nsitivitY
tests reported in- Appendix 2, Table' A-1. It may be
argued; however, that in 1970 the adjustment process
might not iet comffererNtitrthat-ers-441!,...--
passed the requirefl, premium on foreign investment
earnings wotildhavedeclined.: These results thus con-
stitute an unduly conservative view. Accordingly, for
comparison we also show in rows 2 and .3 the outcome

"Estimates. of rate of return on domestic and foreign invest-
ment vary and. are somewhat uncertain due to both conceptua4dift
ferences and reporting errors. We have used the figures appearing,in
[13, chap. 10],as a best approximation..

"The Capital stock concept inthis calculation is ir4ended to include
the entire privately owned cap*1 stock of theUnited' States i.e.,
property, plant, equipment, and inventories of the corporate; unin-
corporated, and household sectors (excluding conirner durables):
The 6 percent, figure was derived. by first ustgeligutes for all
industries in [13. Table 2 4, Cols (2) and (4)) for. do Me sticaiiitfpreign
fixed aisets, Foreign Assets werefexit'andecl by allowinglpercent
for foreigii inventories, and dcime-stic assets were expanded so the
broadit definition of,capital stock by applying:the' proportiOns.given
in [3, p.:3011..Ii*a narrower definition of the capita1StOckwere used
(on the 'assumption, for example, thatthat; thereJs.relatively little factOr
substitutiOn between the corporate 'sectorancrthe rest olthe' ecOn:
omyithe.6 percent stockcratie Shatild be increasedand the effect Of:
PF1 on domestic incomes in the corporate sector would. be larger:
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Table 7,
Long-RodEffecrs of DiraCt Foreign

Equilibrium Ratio of
Foreign Subsidiary Caitge in U.S.

Wages
(percent)

.23.2

Capital Stock to
Domes is Capital Stric

0.062 .

,0.098
0.219

inyeatlkint ,

A' 3
Change in Labor's
Share of National

Income
(percent)fr-

: 4:7. 2.7
-5.9

4

Change in U.S. Change in U.S.
Rate of Return National Inconie

(percent) (percen

6.2 0.6
10.5 2.7
28.1 4.4

Nute: The-estimates in Table 7 were comlnited using methods and pasection. Row I assume,s that foreign investment requires a 25 percent preNational inc re, as it is used here, is a gross concept and includes ove

Home Foreign'
Substitution

Ratio

:099

1.208

eter values described in the technical appendix to this
urn: row 2. a 20 percent premium: row 3..no premium.

eas earnings net of foreign taxes..

when the premium is itedgeed to 20 percent and zero,
respectively. As on_ e, would expect, the percentage
changes in .rows, 2 and 3 are absolutely larger than
corresponding*tries in row I, but are always in the
same direetion:'. . ,

in all cases DF roduce s a declinP In both the real.
.

wage (colutnn the share of nattanal income going
to labor (colu ), when- compared with a no-DPI
regime. The rechtetionlnabor incomeas substantial for
rows 2 and 3 and reflects the fact. that the domestic
capital stock is appreciably larger in the no-DFI regime
than in a regime in which DFI is permitted. Even* -die
relatively conservative estimates in row 1, hoWever,
wage income is reduced by more than 3 percent. On the
other hand, income accruing to dapital (pre-U.S. tax,
but post-foreign tax) increases significantly in all cases:
This is hardly surprising, since higher return abroad is
presumably the original motive for DFI. .

The fact that labor's, share of income. (column 3)
neClines lessAapidly than the .level of labor income

p,.(colunin 2) Miry seem paradoxical at first. A partial
eiplanation lies in the fact th4t national income declines
under the DFr regime in ow I py 0.6 percent. This
observation itself may be sdmewhat surpriiiiigln light
of, tine's usual expectation that a freer movement of
factors .of production should ordinarily result in a more
efficient alloCation of resources and higlier aggregate.
income.

The final answer is found in the large 'dead-Weight
loss to the home economy caused by tax payments to
foreign treasuries. Overseas inVestors care about the
total: tax assessed on:Overseas earnings, but may be
presumed to be indifferent to th ionality of the,tax
collector. The home reasury, of course; is not. Current
U.S. tax law allows a fUll,credit for foteign taxes paid;
under present foreign and. tax rates the re It
is that over 90 percent of taxes is 'A on' foreign su

c\
sidiaries' earnings gd t foreign Sinies. According

to our calCulations, this large loss apparently Cliote;than
.outweighs any gains to investors taken collectively.
This posSibility of overinveStment by U.S. firms,. has
been suggested elsewhere (e.g., t131),and this exercise.
provides SoMe:addition4 support to the argtOent that'
higher total taxes on 5verseas.earniigs could` raise
aggregate U.S. welfare.

From the equilibrium values of the mo it is also
possil* to obtain an estimate of the version of
the home/foreign substittition ratio used in t e earlier
short-run study. Recall that this ratio meas res the
extra capital stock.. that would have hen retained at
home had DFI been disallowed, expressed as a fraction
of the actual stock of capital invested overseas: The
long-run version of.' this sUbstinition ratiO,.., shown in
colintin 6 of Table 7, turns out to exceed 1.0;inever
Case. This means that in the long run, for every dollar's
worth of capital stock iniested,overseas, more than one

. !dollar's worth would have been invested at 'home had
DFI been iirohibited. The explanationof this-somewhat
counterintuitive result is related to our earlier observa-
tion that under DFI, tOtal home income declines. When
DFI is not allowed, home income rises; increased in-
coine will provide extra savings and extra investment,
all of which will be retained in thedomestic economy.
The consequence is a larger than unitar3, shift in the lOng
run.

. .

The results.:ofthe sensitivity tests displayed in Ap-
pendii 2, TableA.7l are also worth briefccirnMelit, since'
they give soine in4Fation of how these concluiions
would be affected *hatesin the basic parameters of
the model., Severra eters appear to have only a
rather minor effect on the long-run eiluilitiuni; they
include the foreign an& hoine tax rates 0.6 s 2 and 3)
and the parameters, that' measure the relative size and

capitalLintensiveness of the foreign sector (roWs 7 wig!
8). On the Other hand, the results appear to'be consider-
bly more sensitive to the parameters of the production

;.%
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function Now 9 and 10), and especially to the technol- Appendix 1
ogy parameters (row 5), suggeSting the need for further

.-refinemen of the production -data. The Industry Labdr"Market. Model'
The rather strong influence of thtax rate-riled to For a single industry labor market we employ

foreign eainings is alp worth pointing out, sin e the tax
treatment of foreign investment ha been the focus of.
much recent debate.In one experiment we reduced the
total tax on foreign investment earnings &equal the
foreign. tax level (holding 9413.S. tax ,rate at constant);
this is equivalent to .a regime in .which b.s. 'foreigti.

.

iidefinite deferralprvestment earning?are subject-to-
on payment of. U.S. taxes. In case the percentage
differenoe in wages rises alnibst percentt, and the,
net loss of national into exceeds 1 percent when DFI
is allowed.

Finally, as might expe in long -run grOWth
model, the, results are rat er sensitive to the Assumed
growth rate. By implication:they jam, also sensitille
the to of depreciaticin and rate of growth of the labor." .

fore ince these parameters play a similarrOle in tke
e has been suggested that t e domestia savings

prop ity; rather than being constant, might be re-
sponsive to changes in the domestic interest rate, and

. that foreign investment Might thereby' contribute to
economic grotyth by indirectly stimulating savings.
Some preliminary experiments that allow for a positive
a.4115ciation between savings and the interest rate indi-
:cate that, even under extremely high interest 'elasz
ticities, the qualitative results obtained earlier are un-
changed. However, it still may be the Casrttrat a suffi-
ciently strong association between foreign' investment
and savings for example, if foreign earnings were
almost entirely retained and reinvested could reduce

. the income asses cited above. Further investigation in
a more disiggregated model is needed in order to
evaltiate this possibility.

In general, the results in this section are ronsistent
with and support the findings in the earlier part of this
study. It appears that foreign investment has brought
about a moderate decline in both wage rates and labor's
share of total national income. At the same time there
appears to have been a slight overall loss in total income
accruing to the U.S. economy, primarily becausof
large tax payments on foreign ings that are. col-
lected by foreign treasu s under e current tax sys-
tem. It is impo o point' out that, although the
numbers that we have generated in ihis section are
indicative of-the scale and direction of these effects,
they Stiouid be-regarded at this point as tentative esti-
mates only. As Ike haVe already emphasized, the results-
depend to a considerable extent on the yalnes assigned
to several key parameters: This sensitivity sogests that
future research should be directed partiCidarly at pp-
grading the quality of these inputs to the estimation.

lowing notation:

t separations rate, exogenousIrietermined.
a = accessions rate
p = probability .a job.seeker secures emploYment

in a given period .

d -= expected duration of a spell of unemployment .-
e indus-=

V
E'_
L=

number a unernployed workers in
try
number of job vacancies in, the i
number of-employed work
total demand for labor
labor force = E + U

W. the-moneywage rat
.

/W e rate of Wage inflation = g (V /U),
0:

The prO ability that a job seeker secures employ-
ment in,d given period is assumed proportional to the
number 'of vacancies per job seeker in the industry

dustry

with

ViU, %len V/U.< I/k;
1, when V/U> 1Ik;

where 0 < k r. 9

The probability that a given job seeker secures em-
ployment only after T periods of search is equal to
p(1-p)T-1. Thus; the expected duration of a spell of
Unemployment is given by

ET p(1-p)
p

T=I .

the accessions We, i.e., the number of job seekers
, .

who cure "lkniach period as a fraction of total em-
ph) ri t, is given by

a = 5V IE.

Ile, following conditions define comjpletf equili-
britnn in the industry 'labor. market:

,

(Alternatively, the number of vacancies created each
period tE must be the same,as vacancies filled kV).

We shall alsd-cnsider. the possibility of leis
coniplete equifibnum.configurations, a :4semi-eq
brium," in which



,

Eventually, in this situation,, the Phillips relation
1W = g (VIU) will produce fig fling wages, bringing V

back into balance with I, As a practical matter, how-
ever, wages may be very slow to fall in response to an-
excess of searchers ove vacancies and, moreover, in-
dustry labor detuand Ma be highly wage inelastic, mak-
ing possible a protracte etcess ofU over V. The exis-
tence of such reason ly stable disequilibrium config-
urations; first rationa ed by Keynes interms of wage
rates being "sticky downts.i.ardi.," has received consid-
erablp empirioal,dosumentation in recent yeals,and
creasing] y haq.comPto'be interpreted in terms.of wan-.
tity rates of adjustment strongly dominating price eates
of adjuginent when markets are. displaced from equilib-
rium. .

Part Four: Foreign Investment and Techogy,Transter''--

Olir simulation exercise considers the indinstrylabor
market to be in an initial equilibriums conf*uration of
the complete type. This initial equilibrium is disturbed
by industry 'direct foreign investment .activities that
iiinnitanepnily.disPlace AUexih and d Create AV
new jobs, the immediate effect of 'which is to. increase'

*--/.the stock of unemployed Workei.s trout U to U .+ AU
and the stock of vacancies from V to V + AV.

These changes in the vacancy and unemployment
stocks. produce an immediate change in the probabilay
Jilliacement and, hence, in the duration of an unem- .t. s
ployment spell from d to c/1, where and

W assume that wage$ in this case are slow to re-
spOn and/or that industry labor demand is insensitive
to w ge rates; the industry labor market then proceeds
to tablish a semiequlibrium of the type discussed
a e; M. which the flow of accessions etiltal js, the flow
of se ations, but in which the stock-of searchers per-
sists at a. 'gher level than the stock of vacancies. This
semiequilibriumtlosition is formally defined by

tE* =IV*

.where the starred variables rgpresent values:taken in
'thesemiequilibrium position. V* and E* are also related

E* + V* = .1*, r (3)

by

where
r - '

Solving (2) and (3), .we obtain

Ay =I+ AI.-

di = 14V+ AV)
(U+ AO) I'4111111°'

Sintce the abor force has remained unchanged we also..
Expression (1)' illustrates the importance of keeping Itays:4; '-

separate accounts for. both job gains and job losses
when assessing the dislocative effects of a shift in labor
demand. Most studies of the effects of DFron-dnmestic
employment have instead placed primary emphasis on or
'.the net job displacennint figure, i.e., (AUAV) in our
notation. Using expression (1), it.is a simple matter to
denionstrate that ajob displacement of (AUAV) jobs
produce$ a smaller increase in the, duration of unem-
ployment than does ajob 1O$s of AU accompanied by
not fully offsetting job stiMiilti§4V.:Ivioreci:,er, empha- is then
si on 'the net job displacement figure tends to obscure

, ,

di fact that 'AU, nOt41/:--AV,:individuals are initially
ded to the stock of job searchers as a result of the,

labor de and shift.
If the FI=related labor demand shifts result in more

workers ing displaced than there are new job vacanr ".

cies created, as we have estimated they do for each of --which yields a corresponding'unempldyment duration
the indutries in -out' ithdy, the duration of a spell of of
unemployment, ii.sgen from expreSsion (I) to rise ini-
tially.

= E +
+k t+k*

V* = r = V+
t+k r+k

U* + E* = U + E

Us TEs)= tk
he probability of job plaCemen the seiniequilihrium

kV* ....k[V + A.101(r+k))]
P*

U* [UL1.01-101
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We compare the values of the original eiluilibruim
duration of unemployment d, -its initial diiturbance
yalde d1, and the semiequilibrium duration d* when

= V and. tit/ > AV and find

d <d d*:

Or, in placement probabil y terms

p > Pi> p*. A

As long as the duration of unemployment remains
-higher than its initial value following a DVI:rilatetf.
. disturbance, all Workers 'Who enter the pootoljobeeek-
ers, whether becausd Of a DFI displacement or not,
can expect to experienCe a longerspell of unemploy-
ment than they would have in the absence of the dis-
turbanc-e. Put another way, there will continue to be
more men unemployed, on the average, than there were
originally, even well after most of the initially displaced
.workers have secured new jobs. In terms of the semi-

; equilibrium position &Scribed above, there Will be U*
Men unemployed each period as compared with the ini-
tial equilibrium value U. The difference,

*u*-u=-61( (4)

we will label the residual contribution to industry unem-
ployment oithe DFI-related disturbance. This residual

tribution will persist as long as-the semiequilibrium
c ndition..persiSts; that is, 'until:falling wages, a sec-

ral product demand shift, aggregate' policies, or ionie
ther phenomenon occurs so as to reestablish the in-

dustry balance between vacancies and unemployment.

Data ,So4urcet for the Simulation Exercise
The year '1970 was chosen fOr our simulation exercise
because the overall Unemployment rate of 4.9 PerCent:

'during that year approximates pig- ,:`full employment"
level characteristic of contemporary macroeconomic
policy discussions:.

Employment and Earnings. publishes data for eni-.
ployment, unemployment, and separations rates. for
most important manufacturing industries at the level
oLaggregation,corresponding. to our emploYment de-
ri.,i0rd estimates reported in section 1. For a year in
which industry labor markets are in equilibrium' as de-.
fined in our model, initial industry. unemployment ditr-
atons can becalculated by exploiting the equilibri&n.
relation, .

14i = lj X

167

whereli; is the ith iredustry unemploy ent rate, ti is the
, --.<

separations rate (separations per nth, per 100 em-
ployeeS) and di is the average durati n per spell of Lin=
employmerk measured in months. :

For the year 1970, a year of increasing. unemploy
rienL such a cedure woulchipt be entirely appro-
priate,.sirice th ecorded separations rates for most
industries exc d those required to generate equili- ,
brium unemployment stOcks tat IWO-Values: We. make
an adjustment for this:problem .by adopting as our esti.-
mates of industry equilibrium separations rates the
'-arithmetic means of- tile published values for separa--
.4ions rates and accession rates. Pie latter figures, in
contrast to the ,separations rates, areflower than those .
corresponding to equilibrium Vabancy - u employ -
ment stocks in a year of rising unemploym nt. Ilia
adjustment is somewhat crude, and inexact but the .

general pattern of results produced by our pro edure is
fortunately not very sensitive to 'rain& inaccuracies in
the measurement of industry separations rates.

Finding di enables us to calculate the corresponding
placement probability pi, and. again exploiting: the
equilibrium assumption, the proportionality factor ki
in the place_ment probability expression.

Our first calculations in the simulation exercise trace
the placement probability movements from p, to j in
weekly intervals and employs these/values to compute
time profiles of the number of DFI-displaced workeh
who remain unemployed in each industry: these are
the -!`direct unemployment effects" summarized in
Tables 4 and 5. The properties of the serniequilibriii\in
are summarized as 'indirect unemployment effects '
in Table 6,

When interpreting the results reported in Tables 4 6,
several qualifications should be borne in inhid.

As the exercise was set up, all of the dislocations re-
sultant from both the direct and indirect effects of the
1970 DFI vector were presumed to haYe occurrecliall at
once: One might easily argue Pig, at the level of indus-
try aggregation of our study, DTI effects would be bet-
ter' characterized as occurring Art a smooth flow
throughout the year. The effect of such a characteiiza-
tion is to replace the large 'groups-of unemployed work-
ers whose experience we,trace in Tables 4 and 5 with
many smaller groups. The unemployment profiles of
these smaller groups will be very much like tflose of
the larger: groups and, as the DFI accumulates -to its
.yearly . total, the' residual Unemployment cOntribumw
tion under the smooth flow view becomes. identical
`With its lump sum approach Counterpart.

Actual implementation of our model required first.
that certain assumptions be made cbncerning the nature
of the expart 'displacement and export stimulus effects"
discussed in section 1. If the foreign investment project
1 7 9 ,,- . . , , .

d..,. ,
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is preceded by a complete shutdown of the domestit
production facility, whereupon a domestic operation is
reorganized to serve the export requirements of the
foreign production site, , the number' bf initially _dis-
plaid workers° iscleterminecl by size of the export dis-
placementeffect,aand the number of new vacancies will
be d byffie size of the export stimulus effect..

a hand. if the U.S. export requirements of-
the o pas production site are satisfied by sirriOly
retaining some portion of the domestic production
Operation intact, the number of initially displaced workr-\
.ers is determined by the differencOitween the exriort
stimulus and export displacement effects, whereas the (.
number of new vacancies .would be zero. The actual
mix of. theselvv,o assum.ptif.ms that best characterize the
industriesiii our study would_ be quitedifficult.topsti-

.mate prediselt FOC filkiiitirOoses of our calculations in
this,section welave assumed the maximally dislocative
alternative, namely that U.S. export requireinents of.
foreign produ
nized domestic
therefore its
the number Of init.'
this particular acco

es are 'served from newly Orga-
perations. In interpreting our findings,
d be. kept in mind that oar estimates of where

y displaced workers are, at least on
t, upward biased. Since the ex-

port.stimulUs is usually_ only a small fraction of the ex-
port displacement, howeVer, this bias is probably vdry
small. . (

A very similar qualificadonppplies 4n the case when
:.:-Ir the overseas production transfer.occuri in the context,

Of a firin whose domeiiic emplOyment is growing-rapid- ,

ly. For such firms, the export displacement effect may
take the form of fewer new workOs being hired rather
Man existing employees being discharged.. If So, our

:estimates % the ininallyslisplaCed workers will again be .o
upward biat .

As far as the residual unemployjnent estilhates- are
concerned;- however, .these depen.d only 'on the size of
the -net employent demand reduction 0.e., the; differ-
ence between the export displacement and export-stim-
ulus-effects) and will thus be affected neither by the
ortitular assuniptims made4bout whether the export

5'Istimuliweffect requires the reorganization oir,dOinestic -
° prodtictiOn facilities r by the rate Of growth of domes-

tic employment,de anc , :

In our model it w also. assumed that industry labor
markets were' esse 'tally independent of. one another.
In practice,.hoWev r,, we may witness substantial inter- -

industry' Migration on the part of job seekers, the effect
of which would be to eliminateMuch of what limited
heterogeneity is displayed in. the 'qollection of adjust-
insitliatIA in Tables 4 and 5'.. ; r------

Appendix 2

The Long-Run Model.
The following equations. Summarize the basic 'Model
used to deternine equilibrium values:

OR -;e1 -e'11 = 8[1+4i]1 [1 Opc*= O, (1)

EisR-__)f-
+

j
(2)

J*; (e*).=-4(eF )"-eFfOeF), (3)

f '(e) = f IF(eF)
nic 0 = 1(E)1: Ei F'(eF) [k (5)

k = capital-AM/Or ratio for factors owned by -,
the home country

ks = capital/labor ratio for 'factors owned by
the foreign country .(assumed constant)

e = capital/labor ratio for factors emplOyed iir
home production .

capital/labor ratio for_factors employed in
the foreign investment sector

= capital/labor ratio forfactorS employed in
foreign production ..

:f(e) =. output per unit of labor in home produs;
tion . ,

a t.
fF(ei) = output per unit of labor in the foreign in-.

vestment sector
(e*) = otitputter unit Of labor rn foreign produc-

8- = ratio of home labor to jotal world labor ,

(constant) . ;.
= ratio of foreign labor employed in the

foreign investment sector to labor enit-
ployed at- honA

.

= growth rate Of the home labor force plus
the rate of capital stock depreciation
(constant)
home average savings propensity (con-
stant) .

= home tax rate on domestic returns to
.
- capital (constant)
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.foreign tax rate on foreign returns to capi-
tal .(consiant)

= total tax rate (including bith-foreign and

c.i vested Capital.
domestic takes) on return to foreign in-

As may be seen, `production is carried out in three
'locations: at home, abrOaci by home entrepreneurs
(foreign investment), or abroad by forei entre,
prenevrs. Each sectof,hasits own production lation-
ship and torrespondirifae tor employment ratio: Equa-.
tions (1) and (2) are full employment cOnd#ions, which
require that the total world stocks of capital and labor,

thi (3) indicates that, in equil. foreigifin-
respectively, ke. fully utilized in the threefsectors.
Equati
vestors and local foreign producers, who9hare a com-
mon marker for labor services, pay the same wage rate.
Similarly, according to' &libation (4), in equilibrium
home producers will equalize the post-tax returns from
domestic and foreign investment.

Equation (5) expresses the key steady-state condi-;
tion that, in long-run equilibrium, the investment re-
quired to offset depreciation and growth, inlhe labor
for-0 must exactly equal dAnestic savings: We. have
assumed here that domestic savings constitutes a fixed
percentage of-total national income:including the re-

. turns from foreign investment.
We also have selected as our basic"production _rela-

tionship a CES. (constant elasticity of substitution)
function of' the form 1-

.14.1 (e*)= A Ewe* + -tts41 I# (6)

Itvhere /3 is related to p, the Constant elasticity of sub-
stitution, by /3 = (1/p) 1, A is an appropriate scale
parameter, and co is a weighting factor for the input of
capital?'

The function in (6) applies to production in the 'for-
eign sector, According to our assumptions regarding
tgchittloty differeucz0hOtome and DM sector func-
tions"c be written as

fF (eF) = iz.f* (eF), (7)

ft!) = X h. (e),

where 1.1, and measure the size of thtse gaps./
These eight etivations are sufficient' to determine

equilibrium levels of the model's variables.
The dynairiks 'of this system can be understood by

.referring to Figure 1, which is a modified version of the
familiar phase diagram for a simple, single-sector
closed economy. The function

a(k4) ---=f(e) + (1 -7*..) (ep)

Table A-1
SenlitiviV Tests

.A

tip

. e

Change Change Change in
in in Rate National

Wages of Return. Income
(percent) (percent) (percent)

I . Base values -3.2 6:16_ 70.6
2. "1";° = 0.35 73.0 . 6.1 -0.4

(down 12 percent)
.3. r' 0.48 -3.2

t 48
(1). t up 12 percent]

fr 4. r = 0.43 . -4.8 -

t = 0.40
ft. d'Own 7 percent)

5. A. = 85
= 1.18

(change .-= 6 percent) 4%

6. k* = 5.5 -5.2
. (down 8 percent)

7. 8 0.5 -2.7
(up '25 percent)

8. o- = 0.16
(up 7 percent)

9. = 0.43 1.2 -1.0
(down '16 percent)

. ,

6;2 -0.6
.

9.6. -1.1

7.7 5.7 -1.2

10.3 "' -0.9

5_1 -0.5

-1.06.2 .12.4

10. p = 0.6 -1.6 3.5 -1.1
(down 20 percent)

Notes: Under a CES specification the wages and the horhe
urn to capital can be expressed as

Ilp
= p .r *= X p (c,)(14--=!-')

.e
Nati nal income (pet capita), defined to include the returns to
capi invested abroad, is

y = w r e (k-e) r ).
The share of labor in national income is, therefore, wly, and
capital's share is

The parameter values, used in results reported in Tables 7
and - I are (unl s.ottierwise indicated): - - . f

A .0 . n = 0.05
p 0.15 (13 1.43 .r = 0.43
w

. .

= 0.50 ,r* 0.40'
a = 0.15 t = '0.43
k. = 6.0. = 0.90
0 = 0.40 p = 1.10

Production parameters (A, p, and ii) and tax levels (7,..r*,
and t) are based on [13, chap. 9]. Derivation of the technology
parameters (A and it) is described in the text. The aggregate
propensity to save, cr, is based on annual data in various issues,
of the Survey ofCurrentPusiness , and includes alloWance for a
2 perceRt (of GNP) government budget deficit. The 5 percent
figure forn is based on a 4 percent annual depreciation rate and
I percent annual growth rate of the labor force. The .capital:
labor ratio estimate for the foreign sector, k*, is assugied to be
10 percent lower than the corresponding steady-state figure for

It'the parametei'O is intended tobe a rough Measure 'Of
the relative-size of the foreign corporate-sector(s);ie DFI host
countries.

`,-(9) j...7

J.
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ORA

0

Figure 1
Phasi Diagram for Determining Steady-State
Values

NOTE: PB hap slope PC is perpendicular toOBC;OB measures
steady-stateexpenditure per capita; BC measures steady4tate saw;
int; Per capita.

where e =.e(k.; t)
eF=eF(lc; I)

r
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Comment
Guy V.. G. Stevens* I

My, comments will be' on Thomas Horst's paper and,,in
A less cOmprehensive way, on the paper by Professors
Prank and Freeman..They will be 'ignited to what 1 think
is the central issue in both of these papers, the substitu-.
tion effect hetweekexports and foreign investment.

'Let Me startA;gy congrakilatingthl auriati of Intepna-
tional Labor- AMTirs for -suppoitingi thesestudiei. I
think the bureau and the publiC, -got, their,.money
worth. Both studies did :what. .they shin-fhat-thcy:('
introduced something' new and

otil
as far.. as

research resultra07cOsicelnesl;
Getting .to, parAiettlais; .Horst's development of the ;

idea that the nonpit3duction aspects of direct invest
mentInay be of crucial importanCe for the size and sign
of the substitutionffect is an-important contribution. It
is an important and plausible hypothesis that direct
investment ih foreign facilities may actually push out
the demand curve for the subsidiary's .pi-odtict.

As far as the Frank and Freeman paper is concerned,
the cdntribution that impresses me the most is their
imaginative use' of economic. theory and the available
chga _ to make a breakthrough in the estiination of ttle '.

f elasticitY c4the foreign ibbsidiaryl,adernand curve. Itia
well known that this is a crucial parameter for the mea-
surement of the substitution - effect. As a-person who
as tried to do this inthe Past incl;1 think4 failed, can

t, - .,-
. s that this.is a very,*4t,t4o ;ra*Ault.: ' I will try,b low

to More specific coiikerOng'the importance o it
esti e s the implication of their work ,fc.9 f ture
research. . , " A

The Horst Paper
..4.

,

.

The Horst' paper starts with an excellent summary of
the major considerations that affect the decision to

. 'The. views expressed here ate .solely those of tht author and do not
necessarily represent those 9f the Fed Reserve Sk,stem:

'In p1, we were fticed td assume alternative valued for
the elasticities of the deinand cu ittbsidiatiefand,their
cPmPetitorS; odr attempts to estiinnta these elititieities, using aggre-
gate time-series data, led t inconclusive results.

.,

locate abroad --; the choke between exporting and
direct investment. The most important and original

'nt -that Horst emphasizes in the paper is that the
yio prodUction 'aspects of 'direct investment, namely

drtiSing and setting up distributional and service
facilities, can add new elements to the firm's product,
market: there= actually shift out the demand curve for
the firm's product over whatii would be if the firm just
exported from the -United States.

If'that idea can be verified and actualli/measured,
then. as Horst has said, it puts the analysis of the impact
of direct investment on U.S. employment in a com-
pletely different light. In fact, we may find that direct
investment and eitporting are complementary, anckthat,
employment May be. increased l'iy!,:lireV investment....

The only problem with' the paper is that Hdrit
eschew's tryingiOkniasure this impact,,and even verges
on saying thaf*Ild so, is 'impossible. I am glad to see
that in' hisnrallSomments hOre he 'maintained only that it
is, very difficult a position with which I agree. It is
difficUlt now, especially, given kind of data that we
llitVe. But we should be able to point the data that are
necessary and sufficient tdmeaSure,ttie,effect Horst
hypothesizes. Then, if thity_.are -not .aVailabie, one can
push to have these data collected.

Concerning the empirical results' actually pfb-
duces-in the paper, I-frankly don't see'hoW the rankings
that he has to his Table I conFlissively show anything; I
am not sure,. but I think he inightagree. These results.
seem to glye one simple correlations.or, at 'best:condi-
tinal:coirelations,-. holding bne factor consta
such they are subject to the -Cr-Welkin :that h 'been,
leveled pisi regression` results . where teignt
investment was just enteredas -an'independen vari-
able. The foreign investment variable'and the ex rting.
variable may be determined by third factorath cause
both to move to 'the same- directick. Therefore,,yoii
can't conclusively say :that these' simple tips- of
correlations or tven regreision results area real test of
hypotheses abotit the substitution effect. .

the statistical 'tes s have tried to' measure. the
Despite these it seems thatfausF about

irripact. -of foreign. investment on zexpOrts have, shoWn .1

either rid effect of direct investment onteapckts Or some
kind of thinplementarity bet en the tIvo.2

These regressioni have liatiqy just added some kind'
of foreign investment -variable to an export equation in

'Adler thoroughly analyzed, the aggregilte data by country and are ,

' in most cases (except for Japan) he found eitherefo effect of?'
complementarity. Lipsey and Weiss- (mind .cdmplementarity in their
stui of the directinvestment in manufacturing [SI. Finally, in earlier
cross-section work. Horst found a positive effect of foreign sub-:

. sidiary sales on\L1.S. exports (reported. in DI).
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Which case there certainly, is a sin ultaneous lequation
problem. .But nevertheless, we do have this tantalizing

. evidence that foreign investrKent actually helPs
ports. Although it ,may. be a misinterpretation of
causality 1 do not thihk it has yet been conclusively
Shown to be incorrect.

The Frank-FreenftfhiPaper
.

Getting the Frank and.,Freeman paper, ',agree with
their Cri 'ism, on theoretical grounds, of the correla-,..

_ tion ancl egression results mentioned above. Given the
,simultaneous equation' probfems present, one can cOn-

.

Struct 'models where' sports and foreign subsidiary
sales are substitutes and yet, because of third faettirs,
the regression'oefficient of subsidiary saleS 'in an
export awake may be positive. However; Showing
the - ssibility of a fallacy is not proof of the fallacy:
Rather, to show this latter, the researcher' must
demonstrate that a properly run test op the same (or
very similaridata leads to-the ofJpOsite result.'

Concerning the many positive contributions- in this
, and earlier papers, Ijklqiild lIfe to concentrate on their

method of estimatinTlhe substitution effect between
exports and foreign subsidiary sales. I commend

.Messrs. Frank and Freemarilfor their imaginative use of
the marginal conditions of profit maximization and their

. use of revenue and 'Cost data to get estimates of the
tie demand 'curve.for 'exports an* diforeign

subsidiary sales. I think anoVe-prOCedure, and it'
led to very interesting and reasonable results. As I try-to
show, below, their work. should stimulate 'research in
this field. -

As their Table I ShoWs, their results- are very
sensitive to the estimate of their substitution paraineter:
(T...They

-bave
in athis table couple alternatives, to

their estimated ratio. Their best guessis that U.Sdirect''
foreign investment in 1979 led to a total losa of 160,000
jobs; but when you halve a, the loss drops to'19,000
jobs; when you double it, it increases to 441,000 jobs.
Thus their bottom. line. the effect of direct investment
on 'jobs -- is very sensitive to the :estimate of the

5 6stitutiOn ratio." 4

First, I fail to see -in their apprOach one of the most
.important elements that I thought was wrapped Up in
the analysis of -the substitution effect: assumptions
about the behavibr of competing foreign firms. Hereto-
fore all estimates of the substitution effect have
depended on assumptioni or estimates of what foreign
competitors would do if U.S. firms were prevented or
restrained from investing Abroad (see- [5, 2]).- In the

case, du d by Hauer and Adler [51 as the
"reverse allassical we might expect foreign
competitors to-jump into the market that U.S. firms
Were restrained from serving by, diuect investment; in
this case, exforfs would not be helped by restraining
direct investment. . It is, my opinion that ;Frank and
Freeman have not adequately accounted for this facto`
in fadt, it seems to me that intlicit irrtheir -analysis is the
assumption that foreign .competitors will-do nothing if
direct investmenCis restrained. Since the authors
disputed this conclusion at the cgpference, as an
appendix to this comment prov.ide short Counter-
example; this shoWs, I think, how their framework
cannot, generally,. be accounting for the eitestior for-.
eigri competition. If I am correct, most would agree that
something-should be done to incorporate tkis neglected
effect .into their framework. .

The final comment I have Oar procedure is
thpir use of & to calculate the al de cts. for 1970,
in their Table F. Pain not Sure that t is:Wfroper way to..
cakulate a mai:ginal effect. Their question. is:. "What,
happens to lops. if we ban ,the direct investment that
happened iq 1970?" And they iise their average '07. of
0:33 as an important parametef to calculate this em-
ployment effect..

Now;just as a counter- example, suppose. that in 1970
the total production from direct investment abroad was

_.well above the level: that would be exported if all U.SJ
firms were forced to produce only at hame..That would
mean that even if you held incremental direct invest-

in 1970 to zero, there' probably wouldn't be any
effect chi exports; for we would already have proijuc-,
tion al3road that would be above the optimal level of ex-
ports. Yet their calciilation gives a different result. This
Is so, I think, because their substitution parameter is a

pite their innovative use of available data; policy-
makers. shotild be 'warned as the authors correctly
do that the estimates of (rthat are presented is
paperre the-first fruits of -re searc hand. May

_

iup to scrutiny, For one.thing each estimate s ba d ors'
ode observation, and. derived by ..a, co tic ted
calculation that cannot allowfor errors in the dat
theory, or for the normal grror term in econotik °-
equations.. Second, Oeir procedure may have substan-
tive -flaws; concerning .the possibility of these;' I have
two critical ointments perhaps better put as queries.

I

global eititriate:,what would hapPen.ifyou,iOrp/et4 7
banned foreign4n vestment and made U.S.' business sell -
all its foreign facilities. It should not be used without
modification to calkulate the incremental effect of put-

ting a pajtiaL ban, or some kind of partial constraint, On '
foreign investment activity.

Implications for Future Research

I would like to close -by_reiterating .what I see 'as the
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implications of these two udie r future research.
Firit, both 'studies indicate the need for more work on
the careful estimation of the substitution effect between
production abroad through foreign subsidiaries apd ex-
porting from the United States,( Frank and Freeman
give us hope that we can make- progress in measuring
the key parameters that determine the substitution ef-
Rio. Horst point's to a new set of considerationsLhat
,miiist be taken into account and Measured, factors deal-
ing with OW production abroad affects the foreign de-
Mand for products produced by V.S. firms.

SeconcL'it is clear that the theories underlying these
two studies are not consistent: Horses implies that
direct investment may shift out the demand curve for

Frank and Freeman specify their demand (pnce)
curve as Cobb-Douglas: Q = NP-4; constant marginal
costs are assumed: thus Ci(Q) = MC, + K, where
MC, is the constant marginal cost for the particular pro-
duction location and K is some'(irrefeVant)Ievel oCtixed
costs. very irri rtant point is that the inlefcept Of the
firm's deman curve is a constant/1/;'in particular it is
not a function of what competitors do. Under these cir-
cumstances. the authors show that their ratio .a is a
funttion of marginal costs and the (constant) demand
elasticity (n) alone.

QH /QF =AMC? MCH]n.

the product previously exported, whereas Frank and The following simple example shows that this sort ofFreeman's makes the usual, assumption that the foreign procedure does not generally act ount for the actions of
. demand curye is unaffected by the location of produc- competing firms. We will consider a case with constant

lion. Both papers have done a goodjaib in describing thi marginal costs identical to Frank and Freeman;. to' sim-factors that underlie these theories and the differences plify'thingswe will assume that the market price (de-
in Vieir implications. What remains to be done see nand) curve is linear; P where Q is total mar-if these conflicting theoretical strands panbiiiiitegratedis ket supply. In our example we, will specify precisely the
into a more general model vile that is Iiiired to em-, behavior pattern of cdmpeting firms: for simplicity as-. opirical data, existing or potentially collectable: and, *muffle that there is one other firm supplying an identical
that, therefore, can be used to test the alternative hypo_ produCt to the foreign market; in this duOpoly situation,

We will assume that each competitor adopts Cornot-.
type behavior: maximizing his profit function on the
assumption that the competitor does not reect. We will
show that estimates made of a = QUIQF on the basis of

t any, given equilibrium position as done by Freeman'Frank ffrid Freeman define their cr Alothe tatio cif (1) the and Frank will be incorr t. The reason is that suchoptini tallevelpfoutPut (QH) if the firm is constrained to estimates will not account for the reaction of the cori-
petitor as the equilibrium changes.

The market price curve (inverse of the market de-
mand curve) is P = ad' bQ ; since total output Q is pro-
duced by firm I and 2, Q = + 02. The U.S. multi -,
national maximizes profits, assuming as given the cur-
rent level of the competitor's output (Q2).

max Ir = la b (Q Q2 Qi MCi Qi
as the result of a simple profit maximization problein:
the, following profit (7r) function is maxiized,JD ;.hhe- As discussed above, the optimal level of home and

foreign production is found by inserting, respectively.,
the marginal cost at home (MCii) and abroad (MCF).

Maximizing with respect to Q1: the firm sets the fol-.

iving marginal.equation to zero:

. 'theses.

APpendix

Supply the rnairket from exports from the United States
and (2) the optimal level of outPilt (QF) if the firm' is
allowed to produce outside, the United States, where it
is, presumably' cheaper- The rates of- thes two-level
JH /QF equali a; for their 'calculations they make fur-' ther assumption that each added that. Of production
abroad will replace a units, of exports from the United
States-.

ri)r both cases the optimal output level is determined

choice of an optimal
,,. 1

!VV.- ci(Q),
.

where Q is quantity; P(Q) isihe price fuhetion for thee .

market, i.e., the reverse of the downward sloping de- ) bQ2) 2bQ MCi =
41, .:mad curve- for, the foreign ;market; and C, (Q) is the

cost function for production in Iodation i. i can equal H This leads to optimal leveWofthomeand foreign produc
(home productioq) or P' (production abroad). tion of .

(1)

'This model is developed in detail-in their earlier paper [N.
_(d-bQ2)- MCl/ .

34" 2b (2)
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. (3)

We might estiniate these levelh; or their rattfa a- in ways
similar to those suggested by Frank and.Ffteman. To

Aiet
QH (abQ MCll,

' =
QF (a -bQ2)

we need measures of the marginal cost of production` af
home and abroad and a measure of (a -6Q2), this: latter
is a measure of the intercept of the firm's deMand
curve: Frank and Free needed,needed, exactly the ,game
cost data. Analogous to rank .and Preeman we can
manipulate die dap at, any point of equilibrium to get
estimates "Sfa bQ2 and apy other parameters of the.
system. Thus:

In a
max' on states:

. ,P =- (a bQ2) bQi and

=1) + b
(4)

n, the first - order. cOridition (1) for a profit

.
-bQ2 -1111?

Hence from (4) and (5)::

a bQ2 =,P + b`Q, ..=12 + P,- MC .-;213t MC..

of Q2 for the two polar-cases behind the calculation of
Qll and QF will both be different, and different fro" any

_ intermediate_ point.of .eqUilib ii. For . this _re on, _ _ _

given this model, no data can bruSed in the :Wa sug-..
,. deated above to calCulate an unbiased cr. The variation

in Qs must be takeninto account to obtain unbiased . --.,

estimate of a. . . ''' -. - , . r
In fact we know the estimate cofoo will usually be bi-

ased upward . If home costs are higher ;--the actual level ---,,
of Q2 for the calg of all production *home willbe high-
e eQkletually observed when some production
is undertaken abroad; thus the numerator-of o- w'. I be
lover than estimated. Similarly the level of Q2 e-''
sponding to all production abroad tvill be greater t an

--or equalito the-observed Q2t; thus leaving the denomi-
nator unchanged or higler. 4,',

in this particular caw, one might note. that One can
i fake account' of the effect of foreign competitors just

by knowing the marginal cast faced by these c6nipeti-.
tors (MCC). --

. .

PrOfit.maximization by the competitor adds one more
maeginal,.condition to the model'.

ar'P= bQi is) ok El
4. ly

an 'estimate of a constructed in a way similar to
that used by Frank and.Freemarl (using,data from any

roved point of equilibrium) would be

rip Aki _

=
MCi = MCF

-

Within the framework of thfM model, the aboye mea-
sure of cr is ,wrong Ail the data t are used to con-
struct O-Presuppole that the produttiob level Of Com-
petttors vilrbe Qp°, theparticuiar level of supply by
tiatopeti.totsCat th tithe the data;Were gathered for the
calcula o owe*, this level 02 will almost
certainl the .ievel of competitors'. pfoduction iii

circumstances: in..pantcular'thd case
Oction is foreed to be don Ott home (the
Qi), or the aftective, where all pria-

artg oth
where 01
case le

ttInetion-is done ad (OF). Be se of the duopolistic
Anarfat situation. the multinational adjusts its supply

foreirnarket; it do its competitois. The revels
:-

.

bQI-:.-2bQ2 -MCc =Q.

.

ations ( I-) and (6) can be use
r Q, and Q2. It can be v

re' ced-form solution for

(6)

iitriliandous-
t the,netv, true

3a,'+.11,1Cc Mt. i
Q1 3"p

Or"

This an be Ampared to (2) and (3) by substituting
UCH or li1CFfoyM9.The values for QH and QNcalcu-

.4ated from (7) arethe correct onescfo use in calculating
the a sought by Freeman and Frank.
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This commentAeals with the Calculations Frank and
Freeman made in deriving the etPort displacement ef-
fects of overseas investment by U.S. firms. These Cal-

cculati9ns are not presented in the summary paper pre-
pareTfor this conference.:but they are important to-its
results. The calculations are subject to criticisms that
can iiigitantially change the mtignitude, and even t
direction, of short-run ftemPloyment impacts re:-
ported in the conferenCe summary.

Frank and Freeman's methodology requireS estima-
tion of the foreign demand curve' for itroduCt of a
V.S. firm that has some monopoly power. Thitdemand
curve is alsumgd to have a constant elasticity (vi). If the

output from sub "' : ,ri.e(s located abroad,.the elas-
U.S.' firm is foreign demand
with out
ticity bf demand:A.1n be.ialculayd"frogi the equation

...a

-P/SicF , -
) (1)(P /MC' ,

. -

t he, price charged,for siibsidiary output:and
'the marginal cost of subsidiary producliOn. .

d freeman assume marginal costs are con-.
_replace equation. (4) with

R
R

(2)

where .R is the totalevenue of subsidiaries'and C is the
total variable casts of subsidiary prodpektion. Janie the 1,

.. demapcLcurve is obtained, the \vo,sts of supplying the
foreign demand through exportsican be compared-with

"the.ot`Sis orsupplying this demand through subsidiary
produCtion ip order to ain an estimate of the exports
displaced- 14 sulnidia

*
output, A mathernatical114-.

pression:for a, the ratio otdisplaced exports to sub-
. . ., .Aidiary productidh, is , - .. , E .

a !--` (itiCF/MC'HyTl,

*This comment is 'derived from a fOrtiirOMing review.of studies on
She employment impacts of international investment by Harry
Grubert and Don Rousslang, Office qf Fokeign Be-06°6de Research,

Ivan of International Labor . The views expressed in thir
t do not necessarily reflect tho .ofothe Department of Labor.
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ariabfe cost. The estima demand elasticity
furtherAcreased if The average t dist is made to

include the opportunity cost, of
-T-he-following-exarripte-shows Avh

portunity costs is inappropriate. Suppose .a firm oper-
ates undercoaditions of perfeOtoompetition and faces a

_perrectlrelesticAemand curve: Even' f the system is in:.
long-Fun equilibrium, accounting cogs need not,equal

'tont revenues so long as there is an opportunity cost of
capital. But if accounting costs were used in eqaation
(2), ,the estimated elasticity of demand would 'be less
than infinite

Using tota cost instead of total variable,cost. in
equation (2) and iricluding a 10 percent rate of return to
capital as itsOpporninity cost great1V-increases the es-
timated demand tiilasticities. This reducei the estimated
export displacement effeCts to such aii.extent that they
are more than offset by the export Stimulus effects that
rekult from subsidiary imports of parts and, equipment
from the United Statesj . ,

chiding' transp Atari/and tariff costs, assumed -to be mates of the short-run employment impacts of overseas
where /l/C1-/ marginal costs of U.g%.exPorts,. in- .,. The 'arbitrary nature of Frank and 'Freeman's esti-.

constant. t
. . investment has been demonstrated above by showing

A grap example, of Frank a Freeman's the variability of 'these estimates with respect to
method gy is. iven in Figure 1..1-ler export dis- reasonable changes in the assumptions. Other assump4-
pllee ent effect iigkien by the ratio /QF), where tions used by-Frank and Freeman are also subject to
Q s :the qtiMitity the firm would 'export from the question. For example, in another recent attempt to
United States in, he absence of subsidiary production estimate the effect of direct foreign, investment on U.S.
and ar is the quantity the firm'would choOse to supply export& Adler and Stevens [11 used the assumption that
with subsidiary prodUction. . subsidiary output was a perfect Substitute for Oulputiof

From Figure 1 and from-equation .(3) we see tkat as native firms in the host country but not for U.S. ex-
(bng as MCF is less thankfCH, the offset coefficienta is ' ports, Frank and Freeman's methodology is inappro-
greater when demand is less elastic: From equation: 2) priaitr where, this assumption' holds. They use the as-
we see that the smaller the cost figure used, the smaller \iss.umption that subsidiary output is a perfect substitute
is the estimated elasticitx. of demand. There are two: U.S. exports; but not for output of native Arms.
iMportant reititps why thj cost figurh used by Frank Another possibility is that other foreilin producers 'may
and Freelinan may resulOn Underestimating theelastic- be induced to ;enter the Market at price levels between
ity of deaand. (1) They assume that Marginal costs,are PF and PH in Figure 1. lin this case, the demand curve
constantand therefore eqUal to aver* variable costs. . may become much more elastic in the range between
Thip,, -probably understateS trite- marginal costs, (2r4itlese'priCes, which would reduce the export displace-
Prank and Freeman used accounting costs to calcull melt effect from that ealculated by. Frank and Freenian.

AP `i77 fitful eiquation (2), a procedure that does not atcoun
for the opportunity cost of capital._

Since overseas investment' has been growing, it is
Ntinlikely that ,sUbsidiaries. have been operating wider
conditions of constant short-run marginal costs, and' t
is alSolualikely that they.haVObeen Operating at-output
levels less than those necessary to.lt hieye minimum
Average total costs. _Therefore it,is Unlikely that short-
run marginal- pOSts have been less than average total
castt, And it viould probat* be a better prOcedure to ,

Use average total inplaeeofshort-run variable cost
equation (2 TillOwillincrease the estimated elastic
of demand, since average, total cost alwaits eiceeds

Literature Cited,.. .

1.. Adler, MiChael, a11d GuySteVens. "Direct Investment and
Trade: Ailknalysis of the Export Displacement Etfeet."
Journal of Fivince (May 1974), 65576.

, .

'These calculations are available in a"forthcoming review of ill
vestment Ntudievby Harry Grub-ert and otissiang.
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Technology Transf Effects on U.S.
,Competitiveness and Employment
jack'Bataristn*

ProjectOvervieW

Project Foeue
for some tiMenow, it havbeen the prevailing view,that

- U.S. induStry has a self-interest in restricting there-
lease of proprietary technology and that thistitude has'
safeguarded U.S. economic interests. Co ventkonal
wisdom has argued that, on balance, U.S.-based rim*
national firms have minimized losses in U.S. 'income,
trade, and employment through judicious- investment
and licensing in foreign facilities, withotit which re-
sidual earningS for the U.S. economy would have been
greittly diminiShed or entirely, lost. It is further argued
that manufacturing investments made 'to serye local
markets that are otherwise closed to imports also, gen-
erate exports of components and equipMeht 'for over-
seas production,- which 'would otherwise go to, foreign
suppliers. This view reinforced by corollar as-
.sumptions' thit (a) Aine firms .enjoy subst tial)
com ercial leads in high tethn,ology. fields, (6) the war
contin to invest in R&D to maintain these I s as
majof s urees of design and manufacturing technology,

. and (c) there is little danger oVompetitive threats from'
enterprises in newly industrialiiing nations (including*
the socialiit economies and resource-rich developing
countries) in the foreseeable future.

More recently, cogiOrn has been expressed over the
dissemination. of U. N. tuitnology to other economies
and the adverSe consegtiaces these transfers may have
for our economy. Some analysts haye egun to argue
that U.S. firms are contributing to botd, thedeteriora-
tion of U.S. trade balance and to the loss of technical
leadership by establishing foreign manufacturing af-
filiates. and by licensing their technology to- foreign
manufacturers (see i2,

A . new generation of technology transfer arrange-
ments with non"controlled foreign enterprises has given

The views expressed in th paper are thoullatthe author. They do
not necessarily reflectsthose e U.S. DepiffiEnent of Labor. The
paper is based on 'Jack BarAns ,'s !InterillItional Transfers of
Industrial Technology by U.S. Firms eir Implications for the
U.S. Economy". under contract ILAB 75-1

.
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further cause for concern: The following scenarios illus-
trate these new arrangements:

General Motors Corpolation is negotiating a new ag-
reement with a Polish stateowned automotive man-
ufacturing enterprise (POLMOT) that represents a land-
mark or change in U.S. business involvement in over-
seas markets. U)ader the:proposal, General Motors will
design and engineer fdr volume production 100,000
,units/year) in Poland a new line of vehicles ran from
light pick-tip vans to Medium trucks in the 5-m -ton
range. General Motors will market.under itstradeni&tline
a per entage ofthe Polish plant's output
is the likely.number, initially. GM wi
agers and technicians in their facilitie

Wilts

h. IllIan-..
ated' in Eng-

land and other parts of Europe, and Polish technicians
will participate in the design and engineering of the neW-
truck line. The proposed' GM agruement takes a sig-
nificant step beyond the coproductiOn' and comarketing

. agreements that have been.negotiated by American and
other foreign enterprises in Eastern Europe in that it
includes the st4ring of design and engineering of anew
product line for the highly sophisticated and comPeti-
five Western European market. .

. Cummins Engine Company, a billionliollar corpora-

.. its west generation ofAesel iniOne esign with its

corpora-
tion, committed to sharing the productir function on

licen g affiliate in Japan; Komatsu, .a leading tractor
and construction equiptikni Manufacturer. Based upOit
a comparative analysis of-capital requirements.for fu-
ture expansion Of R&D, marketing, and :production
capacities, the latter was found to be least 'efficient in
terms of relative rates of return. Ctimniins' long-range
planning seems to -point %ward a shifting center of
.gravity in the direction of a-Technology, and marketing
company, rather than a manufacturing company.

. In March of 1975, a leading U.S. auto parts.manufac
.1tirer completed four years of negotiations with a
'Socialist country fora sizeable contract under which the.
firM will supply manufacturing equipment andi&chniCal*
know-hdiv for an auto parts manufacturing. Mitt-The-.
technology and equipment .including.. luirgical,
MechaniCal,-electroPlating, and casting line .',.,.will be
the most sophisticated available andprOkises to pro-
duCe an internationally competitive produat; The-Con-.
tract was.the first one this firm had negotiated with the ,

,particularcoUntry,officialsnd its officials quickly realized that
they faced an astute and well- informed bargaining
agent. They felt alack in both th'e backstop coMMercial-
and economic intelligence ,andnn understanding of their

R9 0
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, . adversary's behavior in negotiating for and acquiring
foreign industrial technology. A lor asset" that the
U.S., firm h4 vas a "cadillac-Iine" technology, which
their client ed to ryfer. and thisis what ultimately
led Wan agreement on their. terms.

Between' 1972 afid:1975. Fujitsu,Ltd.. a leading com-
' uter manufacturer in Japan, acquired progressive ac-.

cess to highli, ed computer technology de-
. veloped by t Amdahl rporation, founded in 1970

by a former HIM design engineer. Amdahl equipment
enables users of 04 equipment to double the cost
:Wee-INen-ass of-their data proesiing.-In return for
Successive rounds of venture capital, Fujitio4, backed
by Japanesejovernment financing. acquired ll patent
and manufacturing rights for Japan and has since moved
the tecthhology to Spain and is negotiating with Siemens
in Germany for sharing Amdahl technolciiyi. Eighty
percent of Amdahl computer manufacturing require-
ments, have been shifted to Fujitsu in Japan. Fujitsu is
now planning ko use Amdahl coniponent technology to
design and mapufacture small to medium computers for
sale in the market.

In 1971. General Electric entered into a joint venture
with SNECMA; the French government- controlled
manufacturer of military aircraft engines, to design and
manufacture 10 -to-IS-ton, ckyilian prototypes. Under
the agreement, GE was to provide tec ology for the
"tiewcore" (compressor portion) of jet engine, °rig,-
inally developed, for the U.S. Ion -range B-1 bomber.
R&D expense (estimated at nearly a half billion dol-
lars twice GE's annual R&D budget) and ownership
of the new engine was to be shared by GE and
SNECMA. GE entered into the agreement to maintain
its long-tenit position in the civilian aircraft engine mar -
ket globally. The agreement represented a marked shift

(.

in G.E'spilfingness to share front-end technology with
anothertommerclal group,' " - .

General Telephone and Electranics in 1972 signed, .a
$22i million contract with SCANS C/Algelia,to build
a completely/ integrated corisum electronics plant.

. from raw materials through compo nt manufacture (in-
cluding cathode-ray tubes and semiconductors) to end
products (TVs, radios, tape recorders, and cassettes).
Under the agreement, over three hundred Algerian
technicians and managers, ranging from shop foreman
t . lant director, are to be trained in the United States at

f $23 m iffron.-SONEL EC is planning to manage
e facility entirely with Algerian-nationals within two

years.
In 1975, Honeywell entered into &joint venture with

CII, the dominant French computer firm, strongly
backed by the French government ($280million in.R&D
funding and over $400 million in government pur-
chases). The strong inflow of U.S. technology was a
condition of Honeywell's entry into the French public
sector market. ' -

''19.

The foregoing scenarios are excerpts from twenty-
five case studies Developing World Industry &
Technology prepared in five industries aircraft, au-
tomotive, computers, consumer electronics and chemi
cal engineering. (See Table I for complete listing of case
studies.)The sceilitrios cited represent the forefront ofa

atrend revealed he case material in which U.S.corpo-
rations have redefined their "self-interest" such that
under some circumstances, they now find attractive the
sale of industrial technology to nonconttolled foreign
enterprises.* The technology sold, in such cases, is in-

.10

Table I
Industries and Case Studies

AIL
_ General Electric

SNECMA (France)

General Dynainics:
40 European

Consortium
Sikorsky Helicopters

' VFW Fokker (West
Germany)

Lockheed.
Kawasaki (Japan)

Piper Aircraft
EMEIRA$R

(Broil)

A utale
General Motors

. PciL MOT (Poland)

Cumrhini 'Engi
Komatsu (Japan)

-Gamma Auto*
Socialist Country

Swindell-Dressler
U.S.S.R.

Bendixt
Bosch (West

(Germany)

Computers

Amdahl--
Fijutsu (Japan)

HOneywell
CII-HB. (France)

Control Data
ROM-SRL

(Roumania)

Singer
ICL (U.K.)
Dataproduets-7
Videotonungary)
i and Tokyo-Juki

Consumer
Electronics

General Telephone & ,
Electronics -

SONE,LEC (Algeria)
Sigmaliistruments*-7,
Nippon Eleotric(,,

Instriaments "japan)
Motorola
Matsushita (Japan)

RCA/Corning--
UNITRA (Poland)
Fairchild Camera
Kyoto Ceramies,

(Japan)
,

Chemical
Enineering

LIOP ,
Foreign Auto

Sohio
PRC

Fluor
Saudi Arabia .&

Iran

Alpha*.--
Worldwide Transfer
Beta*
DeVeloping
. Countries

t (Japan)
Vat

'The U4 firms marked with an asterisk were assigned pseudonyms. due to the sensitive nature of the information provided by their
officials.
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creasingly the most sophisticated and recent generation
. available, and its release is, Often under terms that as-

r:sure.,,O rapid and efficient implantation of .aninterna,
tionally cOmpititive productiye capability. This trend
represents a adical depallUte from the traditional
transfer Mode of direct foreign investment and licens-
ing, in which the technologN released was generally
baied on "mature" product lines and generally avail-
able production techniqueS..

A basic lbrustorour reseal-di effort has been to
explOre often conflicting viewpoints and to develop
some n insights and-understanding on the economic
impact ertain technology transfers. A central objec-
tiyi was identify the determining factds and condi-
tions that uenced the U.S corporation's decision to
enter into e agreement, including the extent and tim-

,r ing of the tr nsfer: We have 'attempted to trace through,
.

-where feasi le, the-effects of such transfers on the
productive c pabilitio of recipient enterprises, and the

, consequence for the U.S. , competitive position in
world markets (and their implicit impact upon levelsL
and distributions of U.S. e ployinent and national in-
come):

The study also aims at s mg more light on what it
meant by the term "technologytransfer" and which

. modes of transfer (and related conditions and practices)
lead to the most rapid, pre'tnatiire, or otherwise disad-
vantageous erosion of the firm's proprietary'technol-

. ogy. A purposeful effort has been --&de to isolate
technological factors from other operating considera-
dons: and to ditinguish between relatively innocuous

f transfers of standardized technology easily available
from alternative sources and the more advanced or

. sophisticated technology that cannot readily ha
tamed from other U.S. companies or elsewhere. in the
'world. Important distinctions are &awn between t
sale of turnkey plants or process elements and the ii
planting,,abroad in the eign enterprise of technica
know-how to duplicate t e hnology or to design aid
engineer new generations of technology from the base
acquited 'uncle': the licensing arrangement.

Technology, as used in this study, lifers to the pack-
age `of product designs, production and processing
techniques, and Managerial systems that are. used to
rnanitfac* particular industrial produ A modern
truck.diesel engine consists otapproximat y 750 indiL
vidual parts and requires over 30,000:separate steps to .

alikonVert industrial materials (over 350 different kinds)
l'into. finished.. compOnents. , The tichdolOgy paCkage

consItits of detailed process sheets, material's specifica-

transplant.' These tens of thousands of elements for a
single industrial procjuct, suckas a high-Speedlhetel,

. are Meticulou.Stly :accumulated over- ..time throngii re-
searc d development, and through trial and error in
equip t, factOry methods, and the detailed specifiell:
tions and procedures developed through prolonged ex-
perience'. This is even more true of the chemical proces-
sing and other high-technology fields such as computers
and jet aircraft. Technology transfer is best effected: .

through sirstained enterprise,to-enterprise relation-
shipS, during which time, elements Of the techn

;package are conveyed to the recipient through th
vision of the afbrementioned technical data, trai g
and demonstration, and through an interactive process
of adjusting implanted procedures and equipment oper-
ation until the desired etid products. including produc-
tion efficiencies and quality standards, arethieved:

The continuum of technology packages ay range
from mere patent and trademark rights to a complete
"turnkey-plus" plant that includes all of the foregoing.

' Management service contracts 'stand in the forefront of
highly effective technology transfer modes to implant
operative-technology. including the trailing of mana -1

and technical supervisors in a rapiff and efficient
wa,y. i

An important set of distinctions needs to be drawn
among specific," "system-specific," ane"gen-
eral" technology.' The first refers to" the tried-and-
tested, practical knowledge that a-firm has developed
over time to produce a particular product with all the
bits and pieces fitting together and funetioning at a '
cost-con itetitive leYel. "System-specific" refers to
specialized capabilities that a firm may have developed
over time in such areas as welding techniqUes (for.
example, to attach the fins of a turbo jet engine to the
drive shaft) or caring techniques for a special alloy (of
high quality without porosity for the same turbo-jet
engine). "General" knowledge is the easily obtained;
nondetailed, information` about. design and manufacturf
ing principles for, say, fractionoEhOrsePower electrical
motors.

Another critical aspect lies in the distinction between
iMplanting "operational" (turnkey) technology and
imparting teChnical, capabilities to duplicate that ,

technology which, in some cases, may lead to anindi-
gennus.capabilitY to design and engineer inchtstrial
tems. The Japanese have been particularly successful in
Using, licensing arrangements, as steppi stones to

alself-sufficient tecnnological capabilities, 'filch were

tions; .processing and testing equipment designations,
For further details on measuring:Auld quantifying this "qaantumand quality control procedures. Together they are a and complexity," see [1, pp. 18,r-13? . .measure of ''quanturnipd complexity.' af a technology , 'This is a basic distincti dntwn in [51.

184.
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eventuallytited to develop new generations of interna-'
tionally competitive groducts, processes, and produc
tion systems. Achieving worthwhile resutts in the latter
area depends -in part upon the atage4f, dev alopilleht of
the recipient enterprise ,and stippOrtinnindfstrial sec-

' ''tors.
Research Approach
Selection of the twenty-five case studies was based on
segeral criteria. First, each case study must have iden-
tified'aparticular agreement between atI.S. firm and a
noncontrolled foreign enterprise; resulting in the trans-
fer of proprietary, industrial technology to the foreign
enterprise. Secondly? our analytical model called for a
diversity of CorpOrate- considerations, purchaser envi-
ronments and technology packages. We attempted to
select cases that, collectively,- would provide a rep-
resentative sample of this universe. Our search for 'suit-
able case materials was also based on 'the experience
and knowledge of DEWIT associates and Consultations
with other individuals in government and industry whp
are, knowledgeable in the sectors researched. In some
instances; we were able to capitalize on a unique access
to company information enjoyed by a case writer. Ac-
cess to and availability' of information on a particular
agreement were not unimportant considerations in case
study selection: Of approximately fifty, possibilities for
case write -ups, 35 percent were discarded for lack 'of
information and an additional 15 percent rejected on the
ground that they contained a theme similar to one al-
ready selected.

The subject of international licensing and the transfer
of techtiovis, in most technblogy-based companies,
-highly, proprietary. Although general policies and
hypothetical .scenarios are acceptable topics of discus-
sion, most firms are loathe to disclose details of indus-
triallicensing arrangements: This is true foriivarieNif-

A reasons. First; there is a villistasive feelingNithIn the
U.S. business Community that recent attention focused
by various governmental agencies and gingressiOnal
committees on their overseas activitiesharbeen exces-
sive and that the, new disclOsure'requitements reduce.
their flexibility in Overseas operations. Secondly, #07
eral of the cases of technology transfer selected for
study have been highly controversial and have gener-
-ated considerable discussion in government and labor
circles and the press on Corporate responsibility beyond
their immediate responsibility, to earn returns for the
shareholder. Thirdly, in some of the Cases; the U.S.
firm had entered into an agreement witlythe:p*chasing
enterprise that prohibited the release of any idorination
related to the.transfer agreemeet, with the exception of
information required by their resPective governments.
And, finallY; technolog transfer that, takes the f of

5
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joint Venturesor acquisition can be construed, at times,
as having, rada restricting overtones and U.S. firms
arixious/to avoid any suggestion of antitrust Violation,
will be rehiCtarif to discaSSIi-partictilar-tranSter.

The experiences of the case writers varied widely in
their efforts to obtain from corporate officials informa-
tion that related tothellAsnario in question-. Some in-/
vestigatars encoinitered cOrporate officials who were
extremely cooperative ande'kensitive to the issues and
questions we raised in interviews. In a few instances, the
official articulated a concern that his corporate interest
in selling a particular technology to a noncontrolled
foreign enterprise may not be in ,the best infrereik of

U.S. econorri& Some officials even indicakdlatn-
cern fol- the comfititive position of their own ftriii over
the long term as a result of the sale. Four of the firms
interviewed were granted anonymity in the case write-
ups in exchange for their providing sensitive material on
a particulatechnology transfer agreement. In thoge
cases, a pseudonym is used-instead of the real nameOf
the firm in the case study. In those cases where relevant
information was denied by the U.S. party to the agree-
ment, the case writer had to rely on information ob-
tained from trade journals, officials in. trade associa-
tions, U.S. government officials with knowledge of the
agreement, and academicians: Most of the case studies
are based on a combination, of interviews with corpo -:
rate executives and informed noncorporate individuals,
and readings irlsdiverse publications ranging from con-
gressi9r1 testimony and trade ass9Oiation literature to
annual reports arid business magazines and newspap-'
ers. In developing scenarios, the case writer was on
occasion cenfronted with the "Rashamon" phenome-
non, with different sourcestf information on the same,
set of events each 'telling a' different story. Where dis-
crepancies did appear among the various sources of
information, it was left to the case writer's discretion
and judgement to resolve Or explain the differences in
viewpoint.

A draft coy of each case study was sent to the
relevant cornIgrate official (generally the vice president
for interilational operations or international licensing
andatents) with the request that it be reviewed for
factual Or- interpretive inaccuracies: We also solicited
froin the officials anyidditional material or information
they felt bore on the Ictise. Significant differences in
viewpoint or interpretation are Ned accordingly'

The Analytical Model
Our analytical model has-been designed to d ayv from
the case Materials policy implications as thy relate to
impact on the U.S. economy. The technology transfers
dttipnd Upon an interrelated set of factors consisting of
(a) the motivations, sic t es an of
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technology 'suppliers.(cohditioned, in part, by govern.
meat policies and economic situations); (b) the astute-
nose, bargaining power and absorptive, capabilities of
recipient enterprises (as ,rel forced or tonditioned y
gineirturielit.actioicirid edOn polielei); and (6) th
nature, quantim, and comp xity of the techno gy'
transferred. Each of these elerhents is described i at
follows.

A summary view of the analytical model appears in
Table 2.,What is actually transferred 'and the tirhakof
these transfers is a function of the supplier enterprise
strategies, supplier government policies, purchaser en-
terPrise objectives, and bargaining position as .rein.
forced or conditioned by purtaser government
policies and activities. ;

It was not feasible, nor withifithe scope of this study,
to trace through the net effect of technology released in
individual cases. The case material does, however.
provide insights into the problem and indicate how
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quantitative research in this area might be pursued. The
employment consequences of exporting American
technology have multiple effects, as follows:

increase in U.S. technical emPloyment in research,
*design, and engineering seoilces (unless wook is done by

the U.S. firm's foreign subsidiary).
An increase in employment in the capital odds industry.
supplying ,equipment associated With e transferred
technology.
A decrease in ernploymenrfor America competitors of
foreign firms who have acquired advan d technology
and salriable to diAlace U.S. firms' marke hares.
A stimulus of foretn competition that coul force
firms to upgrade production facilities and thereby create
new jobs in capital goods and maintain or expand produc-
tion jobs.
An increase in employment, to the degree that technology
exports to foreign economies false per capit come
(particularly in developing countries) and genettle in-
creased demand for U.S. exports.

Table 2
Analytical Model: Technology Transfers by U.S. Corporations

Supplier
Enterprise,

Government

Government policies
Economic
Political
Stritegic

Bargaining power
Government controls over

enterprise action
Technological lead of

'enterprise
Enterprise strategies

Shift from equity invest-
'Tient and management
control to sale of tech-
nolOgy and management
'services

Measured release of rore
technoloa,1

Release &Technology, no
longer central to company
liusiness

Necessity to accept foreign
lL affiliate-due to enormity

of R&D. or capital invest-
mint costs, offset require-
ments, scale of operatic"
requires consortium

e

TeChnology

m and complexity
Licens to manufacture or

turnk. -plus
Operativ -duplicative-

innotat e
General-firm-system

specific
Stage in product/process

cycle

N.-.

Source: De4ekoing World Industry and Technology, Inc.

Purchaser
Enterprise,

Government
.

Government policies
Economic
Political
Strategic

Bargaining power
Absorptive capabilities
Alternative sources of

technology
Astuteness
Finandial resources

Enterprise,strategies
..` Internationally com-

petitive technology
Ouplicative and/or in-nova-

tive design engineering.
capabilities

Market entry to export
exports

Training of technical
managerial nianpoiver

Fast, efficient .technology
transplants

Cl
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!
The illit,effect of the'above depends uptin the relative

levelsofjoh-eroding versus job-generating effeqts, and '
the response of U:'S. industry to .meetingi new
tiehriafOgical-challenge-s in the form of foreign-competi.
tion. It also .clear that different occupations in the'
U.4 la force Will be affected by different impacts
increased technical and related high-skill employment
in technology exporting firins and decline of blue-collar
production jobs among firms competing with..
foreign production facilities based upon newly acquired
tec logy;

°

pose formidable competition in world markets (as int
General Motors-POLMOT,andytmdahl-Fujitsu caSes);;,

. In Cases involvtg the "mtasiired 'release of care$141."-
technology; ", mu 1/sends-Upon the-aiiititeness- and-
bargaining positioni'a the foreign purchaser r%laikieto
the U.S. firm.
.technological
that Icadioeffecti
corporate and chic

other deterrninIrt
not central' to ,c

cant backlash_effp
and foreign markets. A. techri ally strl nd commer-
dally aggressive foreign purch ser mtVpreempt third-
coupiry markets, or second-generation R&D by the
foreign enterprise group(s) may result in a new aggres.aiii
sive outward ,thrust, e.g., Japanesescolor televisionAir
pocket computers, and solid-state tape recorders. U.S..,
firths are particttlar. ly vulnerable' where they face the
necessity to accept a foreign affiliate due to the enor-
mity of R&D outlay or production tooling requirement
(GE-SNECMA and/Amdahl- Fujitsu). Nontitriff bar-
dors to entry or offset purchase reqUirements = typical
of the aircraft industry are two other conditions that
undermine the U.S. firrh's bargaining position, particu-
larly where the foreign enterprise is strongly supported
by government policies and financial resources(aircraft
inFrance and Germany' and computers in Iapan'and
France). . -

The nature of what. a particular firm is Willing to
`release itridThe timing of the technology release depend
in ai on whether the firm'considera itself essentially a
pr Wilc;sion:.and .Marketing 'group; as 'distinct froni. a,

s' design or construction engineering firm. 'NS
ion is :especially evident in the chemical indtis-
reXample,. a:cOnglornerate enterprise such as

2. Summary of Findings '
The :following is a summary of case material findings
according to the analytical model categories: corporate
strategies, technology purchasers, and the technology
package.

Corporate Strategies ..
The willingness. to release proprietary technology to
rivcOntrolled enterprises has stemmed from a variety
Of Motivations and conditions. The motivations range
from acute 'capital shortages (as in the Amdahl-Fujitsu
case) to the sale of technology that is no-longer central
to company business. The shift froin equity position
and managerial control of overseas production facilities
to management service contracts (GM.POLMOT and
GTE-SONELEC) is in paredue to the shift in the nature
of demands for industrial technology by .purchasers .

(particularly in EaStent European countries) and in the :

relative bargaining position of resoUrce-rich developing
countries. The shifts are also de tq a 'Major change in
corporate at hides towards overseas capital invest.'
rnents in el .and equiPment.1 The new trend ha.4
Contrjbuted to acceleration of implanted ca liability
to nOncontrolle4 foreign 'enterprises, which may then

,

oatt gr4ine nuMber of 14.S. firMs have noW decided that the riaks
associated with capital investments in overseas p ts Pave become
too high for realized rates of return, For Genel Motors' in 1075
foreign operations represented 28 percent of total' sales but only 1,5
percent of.earnings. virtually all of whibh came from Canada. Aside
from the political uncertainties in a widening area of the world. there
are the econainie. vicissitudes brought an by World
exchange-rate revaluations and recessionary cycles. all of which
have adder) to, the risks of locking into fixed inVestmentOn a world of
changing-circuinstances. These uncertainties have been compqunded
'by .the fragmentation of world markets resulting froM impart,substil
tution behind tariff barriers and regional trading blocs as a partial
offset to the inefficiencies of protected national economies: Addi-
tional financial burdens haVe resulted from expanded researCk and
development costs in response to emerging demands for fuel ;con-
Orriy, emission controls, and.more Stringent Safety standards, coupled
with more exacting demands for model changes and variations under
intensified competition on a worldwide basis.

e ability of the U.S'.firn to maintain its
d, and to continue to commersigkze
ely ,in Ifirid markets from Kith the

.'s viewpoint' late d
hriolp t is

n domestic

actors. The s
moth 's bu es

r U.S.

stin
tries. F
Ubfris ly threefirms in one. The product firm that

maricets tomobile catalytic converters is particula4
wary Of leasing productton technology to potential
competit s that can "run" with the acquired technical
know-how. Their. process design company is interested
in selling newly develppedteChnology as extensively. as
Rim, and:reinvesting aportion-of its profits in develop-
in new generations of technology. There is little con-
cern for, The competitive optential of technology pur-
chasers. The:construction engineering group expertise

s

--4Thie new Manage trservice,contracts also represe nsider-
able drain of tech cid, 4flatifigerial Manpower tp"offshoreliites.The
Business Council international Understanding is discussing con- -
tracts with fotirtee U.S, multinational firms to provide orientation
Courses for apprOxiMately 7;200 technicians whc are "ta be placed
abroad in connection. itt!" nt s2itice contracts for twenty -
three projects in line cou tries. ..:.. iii

4,0
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I
lies irintsteMs manageMent and the logistics of fast and
efficient installation and run-in,of turnkey planti
process technologies embodied in distilled equif
are black box elements of an overall plant constrikt
project, and as such are of no proprietary.Conoern..
ft (4 categorical listing of cases aCcording to corporate
strategies for release of technology appears in Table 3.

. The end column lists possible implications tbr other

a
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tiEularly in the fields of ,corilistifers, jet aircraft, in
certain automotive and elettronic components, in order
o develop internatAnally cOnipetitive industries. An.

-Boni rte in these-cases is
.forniation of a joint venture'- between the U.t. firm and
the foreign firm or consortium of.firms in which the
former provides the technology and the latter, with
government financing,. provides venture capital and
R&D and production-tooling fundi Or the means by
which nontarilkbarriers to market entry are circum-.
vented or, offset' requirements met. To the U.S. firm-
suffering .severe capital constraints and firgling itself
excluded from important markets, these an be ,ex.-
tremely attractive terms on which tb negoWategh joint -
venture. Amdahl-Fujitsu in the computer field and lit
GE-SNECMA in jet aircraft are two cases indpoint: The
firms in this groupinhave demonstrate on numerous-
occasions a high absorptive capacity anhe ability not
only to duplicate and innovate U.S. industrial technol-
ogy, but to tOnimercialize and market the improved
Technology successfully.

. The teChnoldgy transfer agreements with tile sociali4t
countries have been state- negotiated and are aimed at
technological self- sufficiency. This grouping, ?Wind
and Romania in particulio, have spearheaded the driva
to negotiatettie new generation of technology transfer
age eats, which involVe the implanting of interna-.
tional competitive technology and prdductionsys-

- terns gh'-volume, cost efficient, and quility con-
'. trolled p cts). This was the case in the General

MotioniPOLMOT case and in several other transac-
tionsvflth,Eastern European economies involVing Con-
trol Data (computer peripherals), clerk Equipment CO.
(heavy equipment a3jes); and International Harveste
(specially designenieavy-duty trailers and chassis
These agreements- generally inclu*:- (a) fait and 1-

cient enterprise-to-enterprise implantation. of produc-,.
tion capabilities; (b) patent and trademark rights; (e),
marketing of end-products outside socialist 'country
markets to earn the foreign exchange peeded to pay for
the acquired technologY.;.and (d) SOlhetimes. (as in the
General fvfeftors-POLMOT case), the design and engi-
neering of a new or imProvectisioduet line to compete in
world markets. Some U.S. firms have argued, spe-
ciously ornaively, that this type of invOlveinent obviates
the purchaser's need 'to. develop his owe produCtion
systeni designs and thereby *cid assotiated enter-
prises into a .continuing teehnologicatdePendence..

The bargaining' position of Eastern European and
other socialist countries is. considerably enhanced by
the fact that in _most cases they are' dealing in
-technologies for which there are usually several alterna-
tive sources of similar, if not as; ttractive, technology...
Iirt theGeneralMotors case, if om had turneddOwnlhe

. .
,

U.S. firms or the U.S. economy.

'Technology Purchsieri ,

This recent phenonienon, however, cannot befully
explained by examining alone the factor* and condi-
tions that mot
cant; if not mo

.S. corporations; equally impdr-
mportant, is the shift in the nature of

.foreign deman :for technology and in the bargaining
power of the purchasers.

At the enterprise level, a basic purpose in purchasing,
technbldgi (ranging from patent rights to turnkey

. plants) is to gain time and ultimately to save resources.
Neva acqtiired technology may be .used to modernize
or ervise upgrade existing plant :arid /industrial

ilities or to moveinto new or improved product lines
d to acquire new or improved production or materials

p cessing techniques. lo?nnt the governmental
persPective,.fndustrial development goals may range, .

from the narrowly economic (to improve productivity
?-"" or to enhance competitiveness:in world markets) to

broader developmental and political goals (to develop
decreased. dependence or absolute self-reliance in
"basic" or defense-oriented industries). In both in-

. stances, there are important: distinctions between
turnkey (operational) technology iinen-depth
and technicalinfonhation that would permit aleclinok

purchaSer duplicate acquired technology and to
innovate beyond that point. Ai

From an analytical vie point it is useful to
guish among three distinct recipient environnients;411-

strially'advanceeeccinomies (Japan and *estern
pe); Socialist conntrietr(the Soviet .Union, the

tOple's Republic of China, and Eastern Europe), and .

Oil-rich developing countries (Algeria and Venezuela)
and/or those with a relatively:advanced industrial base
(Brazil. and Iran). There -allite!...,..tantial differences
among and within these jiroupings ,,in terms of gOv.;
ernment policies;-0) bargaining power (igiatms of fi-
nancial resources, ashiteness.* orchestratrng contract
negotiations, and access to alternative technology
sources); and (c) technical absorptive capfliiities at the
enterprise level and. anriong supportingAhstrial see-
tors. (See Table 4.) .

It is Official policy in sev Western tiropearf goy..
enunents and the ane government. that national
e n a n p r i s c e should ac vaned technologies, par-

18
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deal, Mercedes-Benz (Ger any) or V (Sweden)rp
undoubtedly would have bee equally potent and
willing to consummate a simil_ arrangement. Another
strong bargaining factor is that the socialist govern-
ments are prepared to provide investment. capital and
pay design and engineering costs, thus obviating the
need for. capital expenditures by the .U. S. firm, which
can still earn highly attractive returns on their manage-
ment and technology assets.

Thithiretgrouping of purchasers the resource-rich
developing countries is characterized by articinated
government policies of rapid industrialization on
foreign technology and rapid' growth of industrial
facilities to process ant3 fabricate their raw materials for
world markets. The Fluor Corporation, .a leading U.S.
chemical engineering company, has $4 billion in mew
contracts in Saudi AraBia alone. In other oil-rich coun-
tries, the demands are for progressive management and
control of lead sector industrial facilities. In Algeria, the
agreement between SONELEC and General Telephone
and Electronics is a case in point. Implicit in the agree-
ment are motivations,on the part of the Algerians to lay
the base for an internationally competitive industry and
an expanding self-reliance to design and engineer future
generations of production systems adapted to Algeria's
emerging needs. and industrial capabilities. Two other
considerations in contract relations involving the de-
sign and construction of industrial facilities are: (a) the
training of techniciaps and engineers-to duplicate and

' innovate, and (b) the-progressive involvement and de-
velopment of domestic capital, goods industries and re-
lated supplier plants as contributions to overall indus-
trial growth and development. The resource -riche de-,
veloping countries, although they are loin technolog-
ical absorptive $apabilities, do have theifinancial re-
sources to purchase in comprehensive packages the
best technology available'.`

See Tables 5A and 5B through 9A and 9B for a synop-
sis of each of the twenty-five case studies.

Industry Trends
Policies governing the transfer of .technology to nop-'
controlled foreign enterprises vary widely among the
live industries of this study. Corporate decision-makers
in their respeCtive industries are motivated by a differ-
ent sot of considerations and confronted with a differ-
ent set of puhasing environithents. From these differ-
ent sets of corporate considerations ,-and purchasers
within each industry have emerged different technology,
packages and, modes 'of transfer and the tinting of re-
lease of unique and proprietary technology. See Table
10 for a synopsis of the industry characteristics and
trends.

19:4

U.S. firms, in the aircraft industry have been faced in
recent years. with prohibitively high R&D costs for de-
sign of new generation technology. The development of
a new airframe or jet engine is perhaps one of the most
expensive undertakings in modern industrial activity.
lit addition, even if the U.S. firm were capable of
independently financing the R&D, it finds its access to
markets in the industrially Advanced countries slowly
bur surely narrowing through' the erection of nontariff
barriers. PurChasers of advanced U.S. aircraft technol-.
ogy can be characterized by an eagerness to develop
their industries to internationally competitive ,levels
high absorptive capabilities, and a position of strong
financial government backing and financial support:

Joint ventures and coproduction arrangements be-
.. tween foreign firms and U.S. firms in the aircraft indu4-
try meet the needs and aspirations of both parties. The
foreign firm.provides the U.S. firm with funds to al-
leviate the financial burden of R&D and production
tooling as well as the Means to circumvent nontarifg
barriers (as the foreign' status of the U.S. firm is re-
moved by virtue of the joint Venture in the targeted
market). The U.S. firm Ofovides the foreign partner
with 'advanced technology and management ifstems

.

that are the indispensabligingredients for competing in
',international markets. TA likelihood that U.S. aircraft
firms will'in the near future enter into overseas turnkey,
arrangements, as have firms in other industries we've
studied; is slim. Advanced 0/craft know-how does not
lend. itself as well to packaging as does, say; color TV
tube teamalogy. But, more. important, it appears that
U.S. firms in the industry still perceive themselves as
production firms and feel that their compafative advan-
tage lies in production, whether independently or.An
partnership with a foreign firm.

Cctproductikin in the industry will be the trend for'the
future:In the short term, such agreements will be highly
advantageous for the U.S. firms, as they will benefit
from the earnings needed to develop new generations of
technology and will provide access -to markets from c.
which they might otherwite be excluded; In addition,
the U.S. aircraft industry can expect to gain technologi-
cal im from its foreign partners. But, over
-the lon 'term, the likely narrowing of the technology
-gap between the U.S. industry and foreign enterprises
can lead to a buildup bf pote9tial competition iptworld `---
markets.

' 4Firms in the U.S. computer industry. sugerounder .

constraints similar to those present in the aircraft indus-
try:' shortage ,of capital for expensive RiD and pro- .

tected foreign markets. In addition, alrlirms 'in the
industry, both U.S. and foreign, must contend with the
giant Corporation IBM. Due to its conpetitive strength,
some U.S. computer manilfacturErs'_have chosen to
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General Electric,
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\General Dynamics
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I

Sikorsky Helicopters

VFW Fokker (West

Germany)

Lockheed

Kawasaki (Japan)

Piper Aircraft

EMBRAER (Brazil)

Nature of Sophistication

Agreement of Technology

v
Joint venture to Advance design, inter- Yes

manufacture jet natinally competitive

engines for civilian

aircraft

Coproduction

military aircraft

Coproduction for

helicopter trans-

pop

License to manu-

facture military

patrol' aircraft
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Advance design and
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and manufacturing

kno*how
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manufacturing know -

how

Moderately sophisticated

deign and production

techniques.

ra

Alternative Sources

of Competitive Tech.

U.S Foreign

Total

Remunention
Projected Impact on

Other U.S.
to U.S Finn

Producers

,Possible Unknown

Eurppeon

consortium'

to develop

"ten-ton"

engine

Yes Yes Unknown

Yes, Bell,

others

'Yes, bur

-second

choice

Yes, Cessna

,or Beech

Pre-empt sales in European

and other world markets

Displaces sales from U.S.

production sources `

Probably not Unknown Displaces sales from U.S.

production sources,

Probably Unknown

similar

lines in

United

Kingdom

Yes, other,

European

sources

Probably no diiplacement

Unknown (Increased competition in third

country markets, especially '

African, once Brazilian

industry becbmes more de-

veloped

Sow: Developing World Industry and Technologs, Inc.
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veloping national induitry

and offset sales earnings,

."4

1

. Government insistence

implanting manufacturing

technology with spread

effects on' supplier indus-

tries ,

Piper pre-empted from ex-

portport by import

restn ns,

Brazilian government inteq.

est in developing national

desigd and production

capabilities

(.)

Policy

Impkationi

Possible erosion of U.S.

techologIcal lead over

French firms as a result

of involveinent of French

design and production

engineers

question ofpether SNECMA

can become mkjoi innovator

an4 significant competitive

threat to segments Or.

industry

Substantial net contribW

tiOn to U.S. balance of

payments, but techhology

transfer may considerably

enhance competitive posi-

tion of European industry

visavis U.S. firms

Indication purchaser im-

proving on acquired

technology and may liecome

source of future competition

No demonstrable loss of

jobs or U,S. technologi-

cal lead at time (late

1950s)

Prospect of Brazil becom- ,

ing significant exporter

of aircraft components

(following trend in auto-

motiveexprts) '



Table IA'

Automotive Industry

.Case

' Study

General MOtora'.

POLMOT (Poland)

Cummins Engine

Komatsu (Japan)

Gamma Auto

Socialist country

SwindellDressler.

USSR .

Bendix
Bosch (West

Germany)

Nature of L'

. Agreement

Coproduction of

commercial

trucks

License to inanu-

facture and co-

marketing

, .

SOphistication

f Technology U.S.,

competitive Yes

&tint-end

Altemath Soirees

of Competitive Tech.

Foreign

Yes, Europe

,or Japan

Highly competitive Probably no

front-end technology

License to menu Most sophisticated

facture auto parts technology available

for particular products.

Turnkey construc-

tion of truck

parts foundry

Crbsslicensing of Advance design

.electroniC fuel in product

jection system

Yes, two

U.S. firms

International competi Yes, but not

tive facility "Cadillac"

line

Source: 'Developing World Industry and TeChnology, Inc, 1976.

, a

Probably no

Total ,,

Remuneration

to U.S. Firpi

$50 million in potential

earnings

Sales of vehicle com

ponents and replace-

ment parts

Sharing in MAE

costs of new model

Savings in capital in

vestments of up to

1200 million for new

line

Royalty earnings

Cummins would have

had difficulties pro-

ducing the K engine

without Komatsu

Yes, two $47 million

former Anticipate future sales

European of equipment, tools,

licensees of and training not

Gamma called for in ongi

nal contract

Approximately $50

million

Sale of parts ankom-

ponents

Yes \ , Yes Licensing fees and ,

continuing sharing

of technology and

components

Yes, Europe

or Japan
1.

Projected

pact on Other

U.S. Producers

Competition in

Western European

truck market and

possibly imports

into U.S.

Engine parts

manufacturers

lose out to

Japanese pro-

' ducers

Competition in

Western European.

and U.S. markets

Competition to

auto parts

manufacturers

in Western Europe

Competition to

. U.S. engine sales

in Western Europe'

and possibly

U.S.
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Table 0

AutomotivtIndustry

Companies

General M'Ptort

POLMOT (Poland)

;

Cummins Engine

Komatsu (Japan) '

Gamma Auto,-

Socialist country

SwindellDressler ; Designiand engineering of

USSR advanced iron foundry

facility to supply truck

manufacturing complex

Technology

(J\ Traniferred

Design and induction for

nel line of commercial

trucks to be marketed in-

ternationally

Manufacturidg technology

for advancedesign diesel
4

engine

-Manufacturing technology

for latest g!neration

automotive bearings

4

S5

2

Coprate

Conkrationi

Opportunity to earn corpo-

rate return on Eastern

European and segment of

Western European mar-

kets that would otherwise

respectively be inacces-

sible or require prohib-

itively high capital

investment

Severe capital constraints

prompted company to

assign major manufac-

turing responsjbilities to

former lipaOse licensee

Corporal! plan is to develop

next generation of manu-

facturing technology that

will cut costs by 40%, be-

fore purchaser is ready to

enterand compete in inter-

national market

SD is a process engineering

arm of the Pullman Cor-

porationandAnlike "prod-

uct" company is not con-

cerned about future com-

petition from facility'iout-

put

1

Environment,aernhmelnt.

Pdlish government wanted

training of technicians and

managers in production de

sign operations as well as

in engineering

POLMOT wanted rapid place.

me nt of internationally com-

petitive facility to earn

foreign exchange

Komatsu anxious to take on

major manufacturing roles

for world market

Purchaser government anxious

'to obtain most modern and

up-to-date faeilit to manu-

facture auto com nentx to

internationally co peti-

five standards

Evidence Soviets interested in

acquiring both operative

(turnkey) and duplicative

(designengineering) cepa-

bilihes

Policy

Implications,

GM putting a potential

competitor into busi-

ness that may displace

U.S. truck exports to

Western Europe and even-

tually even compete in

US. market with vehicle

or truck parts

J

Erosion of U,S, produc-

lion jobs yielded to

Japanese production

facilities

U.S, firm shifting invest

ment emphasis away from

production and toward

marketing and reseirch

Possible erosion of U.S.

jobs if purchaser enterprise

is able.te successfully

operate facility and

export at competitive

prices before Gamma is

able to commercialize new

auto mt

Increased competition for

4 U.S. flirt's in LDC markets

Contribution to indus-

,
trial complex (auto

motive),that 'may In

short time compete in

international sales of

original equipment and

automotive replacement

parts

UI



"Ps

TOW 1I (continued)

Campania

Bendix
Bosch (Germany)

Technology.

Transferred

Licensing of electronic

,finl injection syetim

Sarre: Developing World Industry and Technology, Inc.. 1476,

Cmate
Considerations

Necessary to license hot

en i technology to strong

technical partner with

dominant market position

in order tp earn return, to

avoid patent infringement

claims, and to benefit from

technoloiy exchange

Purchaser

Environment

German firm able to maintain

its technological parity with

U,S, firm through cross.

licensing arringement.

European into market de

mind ahead of U.S. for

this technical innovation

Polky

Implicatlans

Such interchanges edvantag

eous to relative market

positions of involved U.S.

and German firms, but en

hence competitive politioji

of foreign manufacturers

vit.avit other US, firms

S

1
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Tsbls ,
r'

COns,inor Elch Industryilc Indust

Case Nature of.
10

%b

4 1

s
Alternative Sources ' , ,

f Compel rtil Technofogy
Total Projected ['Impact

Sop histicatio 4 Ilemuneration °Odle). U.S.

' StudY Agreement .1 oftTechno T,S. , Foreign ;/,,, to U.& Finn . -- Producers

t'ackajp includes

)' ,
standard technology,

as well as sophists'

cated manufacturing'

GeneraLlelephope Turi# cone

and pl6s

SONELEC (Algeria) marrafactuiing

liitow-hoW and
. ,

,; managerial

4
training '

Slima InstruntootsL ,Ctosslicensing Fairly sophistjcated ,Yes '

Nippon Electric

Ihstrtirqnts '

. Om); s'

Yes, .French, 4213 nullton

Brit!skand, (including $2,5

West Oeri million for

man firms anagement

knot -how, training in .
U.S.). 7,,!'"? "If

r q'

fot electronic

control and

instrumentatiod

Motoro Acquisition-

"lstsushita, (Japan) license to

manufacture

patented

products

RCA/Corning7 Lice* and

UNITRA (Polaid). .1.: know-how lo

manufacture

cathode ray

tubes

Fairchild Camera License and

Kyoto, ceramics knoik-how to

011111)) , manufacture

ceramicIsemi-

conductors

4 containers ,

o

'1, Yes; Over $1. Million

technology, Othich is ., ',' .), approxi 4eryeax

prod$ed by only, . matO 1; '

;few firms . world-wide . :.

-*
\\* competitors

Sec d generation . Yes

'technology, Moderate

sophistication

, - Yes, but

Japimese

more price'.

competitive

eurFhase price

unknown

Moderatelysophisii- yes ,.....-1 Yes, espe- Over $124

cated manufacturing cially , 'million

techniques , Japan, but

. U.S. firma'

, preferred

Fair) sophisticated Yes Yes $104,000

ma ufacturing tech-, (For nlar, "(For near

nique alternatives) alternatives) 'l

Source: Developing World industry and Technology, inc.,1976.

'11 7
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.
lossible loss of

' oyerseas market,

' if SONELEC begin's

to export

%.

Loss olmarkets be- (-

cause dNEI:s suc-

cess; agreement be-

,came co,mpetitive

liability to,Sigma

Reduction,of U.S. ,

parts content

Displaced by Jap-

anese imports

No immediate effect

on U.S. markets ,

iytoto may have,'

proved to U.S. pro -

ducers that market

for containers

existed, thereby

spurring R&D effort

I

C

3

P.

N
2
a

A
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Table TB

Consumer Electronlcilndusiry.

Gent

SO

Companies,

lTelephone

tronicsE

Tunikey-ptus arrange-

ment providing plant,

LEC (Algeria) co1itructipn, manu-

facturing technology

(filly integrated

from raw material to

radio and TV) and

training of full

range of man &

Itnicians

Technology

' x
Transferred

1

Sigma Instruments

Nippon Electric

Instruments ,

(Japan)

Motorola

Matsushita (Japan)

RCACorning

UNITRA (Poland)

Fairchild Camera:t

Kyoto Coqmics

(Japan) V

Complete access to

product design and

manufacturing know-

how for electronic

control & instrumen-

tation devices

TV manufacturing

plants and patents

sold out to

Matsushita,

Prdduct design, plant

engineering, manufac.

luring know-how, and

technical training for

/cathode ray tubes

/ Manufacturing know-

' how for ceramic semi-/

/
/ conductor packages

Source: Developing W rid Industry and Technology,

COnlideratitec:

Opporttniii to

:andel rn

n technology assets

oat Capital

resource commitment

/Maintaincontrolled

release of technology,

but Japanese firm

began td compete with

U.S. firms in third-

world country, markets

U.S. firm decided to

phase out its involve-

ment in consume! elec-)

tropics field in face

of mounting R&D costs

& intensified competi-

tion from foreign

(Japanese) imports

Acquisition came at

time when consumer

demand had fallen off

in U.S. market

Financially remunera-

tive opportunity to

earn return on tech

nology asset in oth r-

wise inaccessible

market

Fairchild sold off

technology it con

siderOperiphe to

its core busin s

Purchaser.

Environment linplications

Oil re' venues permitted, 'Future competition of

government to finance

: industri facility

Want selftsufficient

- operational & even-

tually design engineer-

ing to compete in world

Market

High absorptive cepa-

Ability 'of foreign

r. partner and supporting

.,industrial environment

1kPidly expanding

Japanese market

r (j-Aatsushila gained some

manufacturing know-how

(less in product design)

Company able td expand

product lineworldwide

and rapidly penetrate,

U.S. market

A1gerian source as sup.

plier of components to,

Western European market'

On the rfosit,ve side, 4,

this is new, generation

of technical assistance de-

veloping countries want from

U.S. firms & this way affords

sa political leverage

to M. foreign policy

High technical absorptive

capability of foreign

partner led to rapid'de-

velopment of international

competitor

U.S. firms lose vigor in

responding tb import,

challenge

Impact on U.S. loyment

minimum beca Japanese

firm took over S. plant

Polish enterprise inter -'°d

ested in internationally

competitive Production,

capability to supply

domestic & Eastern

' European market

a Japanese firm acquired

technologi for manu-

facture and export to

. world markets, including

U.S.

Long-term (10-year) po-

tential for expori of

cathode tubes (& TV sets)

to Westefn European and

.'° LDC markets
. 4

US. Produtn employ.

technolo been 'Ora.

t tn,ment less t Vial h
would hp eiriebad the

mercialized by iliOrm
)

2(46
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Tattle 8A

Computer Industry

Case

sat
Natu of

went
Amdahl ', License to

Fujitsu apart) facture

advanced

generation of

peripheral

tquipment

,

Honeywell

CflHB (France)

Licerise to

manufacture

advance.

design com-

putet

Control Data Joint venture

ROM-SRL (Roumania) to, manufac-

ture computer

peripherals

Alternative Sources

Sophistication
of Competitive Tech. ,

of Technoligy \i U.S. Foreign

Highly sophisticated, No No

internationally corn-

Petilive

Highly sophisticated,

idternationally com-

petitive

Yes

Moderately'sophistica- Yes

ted, second generation

design

Singer Acquisition by Moderately sophistica Yes

ICL (U.K.) ICL of Singer's ted, second generation

International design

Business Machines

Division `c
Manufacturing.;

rights

Dataproducts LiCense to Moderately sophisti Yis

Videoton (Hungary) manufacture rated, second orthird

Tokyo-Juki (Japan) computer generation'design

peripherals

e.
Source: oDeveloping World Industry and Technology, Inc., 1916.

Yes, but

second

Total Projeclai Impact

Remuneration

to U.S. Firm

Becathe of agree-

ment,. Amdahl was

able to employ

large-scale into-

grated circuitry

in the logic of

its computers,

thereby surpass-

ingIBM

Venture capital ,

Almoit 000 mil Possible disphice":

. lion Avenue 4 ment of U.S. corn-

chojce .. from operatio puter sales in

Accesslo French

public sector

market

Yes, 6ut .Access to, to

cost !abort

choice Guaranteed pre-

tax profit of 10

percent on ROM'

Control Data's

operations '
Increased entry.

\ into Roumanian

ticket

Yes Singer relieved

itself of un-

profitable

operation

\ on Other U.S.
' Producers

Probable displace;

ment of co utor

sales IBlnd
,others in European

and other world

mar4ts. Also loss

of parts manufacture

for U.S. market

Yes Export of

components

Fees and royal-

, ties paid

. Europe and else-

,where

Possible displace- '
ment of U.S. (

subsidiary sales

in European markets

Loss of component

exports to Europeah

markets .

Some displacement

of previous U.S.

exports tsi these

countries

4
0
6

e
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la,b11111

Compthr Indystry

.cloopoes

Amdahl

Fujitsu (Japan)

Honeywell

CII-HB (Frana),

Control Data

ROM-SRL (Roumania

Singer
ICL (U.K,)

dataproducts--'

Videoton (Hungary)f

Tokyo-Jukit (Japan)

Technology

Transferred

Manufacturing tech,

nology Or advance

generation peri-

pheral equipment

used in conjunction i

with IBM computers

Manufacturing tec

nology and compu

design inherited from

acquisjtion of GE

computer division

Manufacturing tech-

nology for computer

peripherals

Mantifacturing

nology for

business computers

/danufactuiing tech .

nolOgyfor computer

peripherals (line

printers)

L

soZe: Developing World Industry and Tecluudogy, Inc., 1976

ecaidCcrations

Inabil y obtain

venthfe capital in U.S.,

market led to associ-

ation with Japanese,

firm

Soie means of obWn-

ntaccess to French

market

Guaranteed, iales'to

French government and

:heavy R &D support

for technical develop-

ment

Access to Eastern

European market

Low-cost procurement

source for components

exported to Western

Europe

U.S. firm.unable to

compete in this pro-

duct line; decided

to divest marginal

ng product groups

e,d cote tech-

gy on patented

"hammers" for line

printer and maintain

lagged dependence

position

Purchaser

Environment

Japanese firm 811XiOUS

to obtain inter-

nationally competi-

live technology to

compete in Japanese

and other world

markels.

Strong backing of

Japanese government

Finnntial backing of

French government to

develop French com-

puterindustry to

challenge dominant

IBM position

Anxious to obtain ad-

.Vanced generation of

U.S. technology

Roumanian government

interested in copro-

duction agreements

that upgrade tethno- ,

logical, capabilittes

and earn foreign ex-

chabge for economy

UK firm ankious to up-

grade its competitive

position through ac-

quisition of comple-

Mentary product line

gak foreign fims

"I4r satisfied with lagged

dependence arrangemen

Policy

Implicadons

'Acquisition of,U.i. tech-

, nology enhances Japanese

competitive positions;in

Japan and Europe and pro-

vided technology for

future penetration of

market 1

( '

Technology agreement.

,permits displacement of

certain U.S. computer

product exports

Components procured in

Roumania obviates pro-

duction requirement in

Competitive position of

foreign firms enhanced

. over other U.S. firms

remaining in industry

None ite

210
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Tab A

Englitorhir Industry

1 Case Nature of

Study 4greement

UOP License to

Foreign auto install'

,firms catalytic

converters

on autos for

Alternative Sources

Sophistication
of Competitive Tech.

o Technology $ U.S. Foreign

Apilication know-how Yes Yes

for fitting converters

Total

Remuniation

to U.'S. Fum

Unknown

Projected Impact

on Other U.S.

Produces,

Soie possibility

of future import

competition

4

R

Fluor
.Saudi Arabia

and Iran' 1,

Alpha
Worldwide Trans.

fer

Beta
Developing

countries

export /

Licenseiand

process know.

how for

production of ,

acrylonitrile

l!oesign and

construction

of turnkey

plants; process

kcensing .

and manage-

ment,training

Turnkey-plus

Turnkey-plus

Soihisticated process

15gic and catalytic

equipment

'Yes 4 Y'es

Varying degree of so- Yes

phistication in pro-
,

cess logic and

equipment

Varying degree of

sophisticationhigh

in design logic and

"core" equipment

Sophistication Yes

in management

of construction

projects

Source: Developing World Industry and Technology, Inc., 1916.

Yes

S8 million pay-.

[tient '

U nknown

Yes es, Unknown

especially

the Japanese

Yes Unknown

Little immediate

impact; however,

( Chinese IV beco

compelitivNn

world markets for

synthetic fiber

Aiture production

of chemical products

could compete wi

U.S. chemical'ex-

ports

Foreign production

could compete with

U.S. chemical

exports

c,Little prospect

of competition

2

G.a

t 3
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Tab4 9B

Choofic#,Eogl000rIng I6Ostry
0

CcpPanica

UOP L , Catalysts and catalyst

Foreign alio firms containers for cilia-,

with U.S export lytic converters

markets

Technology

Transferred

Sohio
People's Republic

of China

Fluor
Iran and Saudi )

Arabia

4

Process technology

fqr synthetic fiber'

feedstock (acrylo-

nitiile). Through

Japanese engineer-

ing intermediary

includes plant en-

gineering and

training of

engineering per-

sonnel

Engineering and con- .

struction.af chemical

and petroleum pro-

cessing facilities,

with a strong emphasis

on efficient and rapid

installation. (Saudi

Arabia: a natural gas

collection and pro-

cessing plant; Iran:

a series of refin-

eries)

I

1.

CorPorge

Considerations . ,

Process company fbcikses

on the development and

sale of successive gen-

,erations of innovative

technology; product

firm, the Automotive

Division, retains colt-

trol over technology &

mamifacture & returns

profit factor to com-

pany for each unit

sold

Acting here as a pro.;

cess enginaeringfirm

(as distinct from

product firm with con-

cern over world future

market shafts), prime

consideration is maxi-

mizing revenues from

technical innovation

Process and plant en-

gineering firin's basic

interest in maximizing

returns from sale of

design and engineering

services anywhere in

the world (Over half

of $10 billion in'con-

tracts now overseas).

In order ,to maintain

commercial & techno-

logical lead in world,

firm must improve its

cost competitiveness by

con,stantly upgrading its

efficiency in project

management

Purchaser

Environnsent

Foreign auto makers with.

U.S. export markets com-

pelled by law o install

emission contr I de-

yices to maintain mar-

ket share

PR anxious to acquire

u to-date operative

tec ology with export

pole al and at the

same me lay base foi

adaptive engineering

of related families of

chemical facilities

Saudi Able anxious to

expand its domestic,

processing,of oil and

natural gas resources

Strong drive in Iran

to develop [pal ex,,

pertise in project

,management

Policy

Implications

Production jobs and

income retained in e

U.S. as result of

UOP's automotive

division's manage-

mast of technology

assets

Proliferation of ad-

vanced process

design in synthetic

fiber field, when

linked to textile &

clothing fabricating

industries in Far

East, pose further

threat to U.S. exports

in this area

U.S. employment gen-

erated among design and

engineering firms and

among related capital

goods industries, but,

long-tertn employment

effect on prodUction

workers in petrochem-

icals likely to be

undermined

,mmilminmnoommnrmilk
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Table N (continued)

inta
Commies - oUstured

Alpha Corporation Complete turnkey

(W4Iwide Transfer) plants, including

training of operation

al personnel in ethyl.

ene processing.

Particularly active in

selling advanced pro

cm designs for

ethyknerduction

COPOrik
Considerations

Retains core techn

0(
der

equip that it sup-

plies, rather than re

kuing manufacturing

specifications. The

same applies to certain

sllitrflogic that it

does not share with

clients

Perchner

Eminent

Japanese laws prohib-

ited US, finnifrom

puticingin Japan.

Japanese purchuen,'
Prepared to piffilib

price for full sets

of technical

bodied in eq p

drawing, goo lbw

sheets, plant layouts,

and operating instruc °

, lions

Beta Corporition- General contractor in Unique and proprietary LX (Chi e) interested

1
Developing petrochemicals, non. ciptbility in project in deve

countnes ferrous metals and management systems; engineer technical

minerals, mining, and utilizes process tech. personnelwhich Beta
pharmaceuticals, nology supplied by

others, Relies on

foreign subsidiary's

engineers obtainable at

acconlidstes

degree possible

to fullest

, much lower costs

Source: Developing World Industry and Technology, Inc., 1976,

y.

st

4

Policy

implications,

The transfer of en

gineering and design

carbilties to Japan

haslielped-develop a

competitor Pn the

lineering,
s, and end product

industries serving World

markets -- partly offset ,

by improved technology

, resulting frofn R&D efforts

U.S. firm provides phased

in engineenntcapabili.

ties for newly indus-

trializing nations,,with

little probability of

imparting capabilities

that will compete with

U.S. industries
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Table 10
Overview: industry Trends and Economic implicitions

Industry Characteristics
and Trends

Aircrqft
High R&D and production-tooling costs GESNECMA (France)
and nontarlff barriers forcing U.S.
firms to share new aircraft-design' General Dynamics
!Unctions and to enter into coprO- European Consortium
,duction agreements to reduce burden- Sikorsky Helicon-
some capita_l outlays for component 4 tersVFW (West
production and obtain means to Germany)
market entry.

Automotive
Emergence of management ser ice con-
tracts in lieu of equity investment
as a result of diminishing access to
world markets coupled with heightened

elt/114kriligitilt foreign capital investment
And reinforced by theArthanced bar-
gaining power of socialist and other
developing countries.

Computers
Mounting R&D costs to develop new
generations of products, e. dearth f
venture capital (particularly tor
smaller U.S. firms), and intensified

.foreign competition,liVe-forced some
firms to withdraw from market and sell "

r dual technology to foreign firms
oiliFelease advanced technology to
foreign enterprises in return for
capital funding.

Consumer Ekctronifs
Increased foreietompetition coupled
with relative narrowing returns force
multiproduct companies to phase out
certain product lines and sell' off
technology, and foreign firms with
aggressive commercial expansion caps-
bilities to take over competitive
technology.

Management service contracts to oil-
,rich developing countries and social-

.4 ist (state capitalism) countries a
lucrative source of income to U.S.
corporaticins without capital invest-
ment.

Chemical Engineering
Industry furthest advanced in firms
that specialize in process design and
plaid engineering and construction
fOr foreign' (and U.S.) enterprises
These "design engineering" companies
haye distinctive "product" companies
with interests in maintaining mar- -
ket shares; (See also Swindell-
Dressler-USSR)

Leitmotif Cu's

General Motors
POLMOT (Poland)

Cummins Engine
Komatsu (Japan)

Gamma Auto
Socialist country

AmdahlFujitsu
' (Japan)

HoneywellCII/HB
(France)"

Motorola -- Matsushita
(Japan)

Sigma instruments
NipporiEleetronic
.InvestMents (Japan)

General Telephone
and Electronics
SONELEC (Algeria)

RCA/CorningUNITRA
(Poland)

AlphaWorldwide

FluorSaudi Arabia
and Iran

U.O.P.Japan

Sohio--PRC

ounce :_ Developing World 'Industry and Technology, .4c., 1976.

Economic Implications

(I) Narrowing of technology
gap Can-lead to buildup
of potential competition
in world markets.

See (I)

(2) Shifting emphasis from in=
vestments in production, .

facilities to marketing and
R&D companies.

See (I)

.(3) Inability to obtain risk
capital in U.S. gives
foreign enterprise access
to U.S. technology.

See (I)

(4) Highly effective management
service contracts aimed at
internationally competitive
enterprises help develop
future competitors in tradi-
tional product lines.

See (1)

(5)"U.S. firms benefitfrom
sale of engineering skills/
and capital eqiiipnaggt, but
force competition !Tom
petrochemical plants now
prOliferating in oil-rich
countries including followon
industries (from synthetic
fibers to textiles).

.
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withdraw from the businessilltogether --1'General Elec-
tric in 1970,RCA in 1971, and Xerox in 1975. Other
firms have opted to compete with IBM solely in the
production of special-purpose computers or computer
'peripheral devices.

To overcome thesiobilicles, firms in the U.S. com-
puter industry have taken measures similar to those
taken by U.S. aircraft firms. In exchange for access to
foreign markets and an infusion of foreign government
funds for developing new geneiations of technology,
the U.S. computer firm is ptepared .to share its know-
how. Small, new computer firms, such as the Amdahl
Corporation, find such arrangements papicularly com-
pelling during recurring periods of ventufe capital short-

. ages in the United Sfates. U.S. firms that have earned
diminishing returns. on their computer assets, and opted
to sell out altogether, have found a scarcity of interested
U.S. firms and have been forced to sell their operations
to foreign enterprises,thereby enhancing their (the lat-
ter's) competitive position vis-a-vis the U.S. industry.
Most of the purchasers of U.S computer technology,
whether they have acquired it throughAjoint venture or
acquisition, are both highly absorptive and intent on
becoming internationally.competitive.5

The trend of the future in the American automotive
industry seems to be toward an increased incidence of
management service contracts'in lieu of equity invest-

r ment. This phenomenon is the result of diminishing
access to world warkets combined with heightened

^ risks of foreign_capital investment. In many countries,
roduct take=off as payment for technology and man-

agement services is becoming one of the few ways to
remit earnings. These considerations are reinforced by
an enhanced bargaining position of socialist and other
developing countries. Expanding capital requirements
to Maintain growth and market shares forced some U.S.
automotive firms to rethink where their comparative
advantageliesa Cummins Engine Co., for example, long
a leading manufacturer of high-speed diesel engines,
has elected to share a significant portion of the produc-
tion function for its newest generation diesel engine

. sAn analogous set of conditions and consequences have occurred
in the.puclear reactor industry. Faced with high R&D costs to de-
velop nuclear reaclor technology for commercial use and with domei-
tic demaird Tallinifshort of anticipations, U.S. firms have sought to
amortize investments through licensing arrangements abroad, which,
in'-turn, has led to a proliferation of nuclear reactor technology.
Germany, France, and Japan now compete with the U.S. industry as
technology suppliers. The worldwide energy crisis, triggered by the
rise in petroleum prices, has intensified the demand for nuclear tech-
nology by developing countries -T- Argeritina, Brazil, India, Pakistan,
and Iran in particular and countries like Germany are prepared to
'trade technology on processing nuclear materials and the design and
eenstruetion of nuclear plants for'access to uranium and other fission-
able ores and the vast amount of hydroelectric- power needed to
process :nuclear power plant feeder stocks. .(See (31.)

re
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with its former Japanese licensee, rather than to pro-
duce the entire engine in its U.S. facilities. Other U.S.
firms, as well, are shifting emphasis frompvestment in
production facilitie ' to marketing and 'R&D. The
never-ending struggle y the U.S. automotive industry
to design production s stems for a high-wage labor
force in competition wit low-wage economies with
high productivity potential is Unothermi0:yrtant factor
contributing to this new phentimenon.,While tl#s trend
can be expected to be remunerative in the shah. run to
both the U.S. firm inliolved and the U.S. capital goods
industry employed to equip the new facilities overseas,
Willey result in the long run in an erosion of U.S.-based
automotive production, increased foreign competition
in world markets, and a consequent loss in blue-collar
jobs and intome.

The U.S. consumer electronics industry has experi-
enced a severe erosion of, its world market share over
the past decade -- in large part due to aggressive and
innovative Japanese competition coupled with a rel-
ative narrowing of returns. Many multiproduct firms in
the industry have, as a result, been forced to phase out
certain prbduet lines and sell off their technology.
Foreign purchasers with the combination df high tech-
nical absorptive, and aggressive commercial .expansion
capabilities have beed able to adapt acquired technol-
ogy and in some cas to shift segments of production to
lower wage-areas, thy posing strong competition,to
other U.S. firms that remain. in the industry.

Other active purchasing groups of U.S. electronics
technology have been socialist economies and oil-rich
developing countries. These two groups have been suc:
cessful in negottating highly effective Management ser-
vice contracts aimed at developing internationally
competitive enterprises. U.S. firths in the consuarr
electronics industry may face competition in traditional
product lines in their export markets for componentt'
once these turnkey operations come on-stream.

The chemical engineering industry, for some decades
now, has been in the business of commercializing
technology, whether it is embodied in a special proceis
for deriving ethylene from petroleum or embodied in a
computerized schedule for engineering and construct-
ing the ethylene facility.' Chemical engineering firms._
have rarely gone through the evolutionary, phases in
their overseas operations that prodUct-otiented indus-
tries have followed: beginning with export and then
direct investment to serve protected local markets, fol-
lowed by licensing to foreign affiliates, and finally, es-
tablishing pi-oduction facilities overseas for export to
third-country markets or backto the U.S. market. All of
these stages had in common a need, on the part Of the
product firm to retain its technology under parent cor-
potation control, because a return was earned only
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when the product, based on that technology, wascom-.
mercialized in the marketplace. The chemical engineer-
ing firm, howeVer, earns a return on its technological
assets only when it commercializes its technology, arid;
therefore, seeks to sell newly developed technology as
rapidly and extensively as it can and to reinvest a por-
tion of its profits in further R&D. There is tittle concern
for the conthetitive potential of technology purchasers.

The U.S. chemical engineering isdastry has always
had a broad international oudoef. In recent years,
howevei, its share of business conductiti overseas has
increased significantly. This has been due, in large part,
to a slack in new construction, and expansion of t
domestic petroleum and petrochemical industry and the
new purchasing.power and desire for sophisticated in-
&Lena] projects in.resource-rich developing Countries
and the socialist economies. Firms in the industry ag-
gressively compete for and cultivate new markets
abroad. Many engineering firms have established over-
seas affiliates in order to be able to bid more effectively-
on construction contracts. Despite the employment and
income gains to be made from this vast market in the
process of setting up these plants, the end result will be
the proliferation of internationally competitive produc-
tion capabilities in what have been U.S. export markets
for commodities such as synthetic rubber and textiles,
plastics, and petrochemical feedstocks.
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provide foreign enterprises a variety of other forms of
suppbrt, ranging from the subsidization of bidding costs
for o
jobs
foreig
sector.

2., T e new enterprise -to- enterprise arrangenients
for transferring late generation technology and produc-
tion techniques are designed to contribute to rapid and
extensive implanting of operative technology to enter-
prises and economies with even modest absorptive
capabilities. e release of proprietary technology is

irrparticularly die lug in a world of intensified competi-
tion from astute and aggressive enterprises of indus-
trially advanced countries. In addition, enterprises in
industrially advanced countries have become alterna-
tive suptffial% of first-class, operative technology a
result, in part, of the proliferation of design and man-
ufacturing capabilities by U.S. firms. We found that in
at least twenty of the twenty-five case studies, an
equally competitive 'technology was available from
foreign enterprises. This has had a bandwagon effect on
U.S. firms that now argue if they do not-provide the
technology, someone else will.

The impetus to release design and manufacturing
technology to socialist Countries is further reinfoiced
by the U.S. policy 'of detente. Ia the case of Eastern
European econaInies, it is contended that technological
support leading to internationally competitive industry
helps to weaken the political dependence on the
VSSR. An even stronger argument is 'put forth re-
garding the People's Republic of China, where the ab-
sorption of advanced technology is viewed as a coun-
tervailing force to Soviet power.

3. The foregoing obseivations provide new and re-
vealing insights on product cycle theory. It is no longer
merely mature products and standardized technologies
that are moving abroad. Certain U.S. firms, for the
various reasons outlined, now feel compelled to release .
to foreign enterprises their most recently:developed
technology (in terms of product designs, process en-
gineering, and production systems). In some instances,
the "producethas become-the implanting of design an
engineering capabilities that are the spawning ground
of future industriaLcompetitors.

erseas contracts, and cost overruns of overseas
the collection-of commercial intelligence in

countries and its dissemination to the private

Major Findings
The following three dimensions of international trans-
fers of industrial technology are among our most salient
findings based on case materials. They firmly challenge
the viewpoint that decisions made by U.S. corporations
in their own self-interest regarding the sale of industrial
technology coincide with and protect the interests of
the U.SAeconomy.

. 1. The role played by the governmena,of the foreign
purchasers of U.S. technology has greatly expanded,
thereby lending, increased bargaining leverage to the
purchasing enterprise in negotiations with American
corporations. This role assumes several forms: the
erection of nontariff barrAers (Honeywell's majority-
owned French 'subsidiary was denied sales to the
French government until it merged in a minority posi-
tion with krench computer firm CII) dWiff barriers
(the Brazilian government raised on imports of
aircraft products already under producti -in the cowl-
try from 7 to 50 percent in 1974); acting as purchaser
through state trading companies (the .practice in
commercial negotiations in socialist economies); and
the provision of generous R&D subsides to national
enterprises (in 1971 SNECMA, the French aircraft en-
gine manufacturer, received $200 million in public

funds for civilian engine development). Governments

4

implications for the U.S. Economy
Based on our analysis of the, case- studieis, we have
identified the following six Aets of implications for the -
U.S. economy. 4

1. The new genetation of management service con-
tracts, coupled with evolving corporateperceptions for
maximizing returns on technologyassets, may result in
a further erosion ofU.S. production. jobs in key indus-
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-;;--tries such) as automotive, aircraft, consumer elec.
tronics, and chemicals. Design engineering and capital
equipment industriei will benefit, from the first -round
effects of foreign plant construction; but where the
transfers result in intebnationally competitive facilities
and as.the plant capacitiei proliferate, U.S. production
and employment could be threatened.

2. These, technological displacements could prove
particularly troublesome: (a) under adverse domestic
economic conditions (low gro*th. rate, high un-
employment, inflation, declining productivity, -and_
balance-of-payment difficulties); (b) in the absence of
substantial improvement in labor market adjustment
mechanisms (to relocate and retrain displaced produc-
tion workers); and (c) in an economy where technolog-
ically dynamic industries (or iervices).are not expand-
ing at a rate 'sufficient to absorb labor displacement
from declining industrial sectors. The shift from the low
skill range, of production jobs to higher skill technical
support requirenients poses additional manpower ad-
justment problems. .

3. A perinbsive, posture in the release of front-end
technology to commercially astute an4 aggressive
foreign enterprises can prove to have especially damag-
ing consequencetfor,other U.S. producers in that in-
dustry. Not only can there be anticipated an erosiotishr
the U. ymarket share in newly developing regions, but
also in the most industrially advanced export markets.
The Amdahl - Fujitsu joint venture is an excellent case in
point.. It has been estimated that the infusion of Am-

, dahl's technology his. allowed Fujitsu to close approx-
initel9 a three-to-five year technological gap between
it and the U.S. industry. By 1970, the Amdahl-Fujitsu
joint venture can Sell a sufficiently large number of 150
systems in North America, Western Europe and Japan
to displace more than $500 million in revenue to IBM.

_
Furthermore, Fujitsu is now negotiating with several
German compu r firms to establish joint ventures to
enter European e ..ts. %

4. There .is some 'dente that IJ-tS., firms are en-
countering increasing difficulties in adjusting to techni-
cal change and are considering the marketing of their
technology as an &et:native to aggressively enginieer-
ing for competitive production in the high-wage U.S.
economy. In the- Cummins Engine-Komatsu case, the
corporatedecision was to allocate major manufacturing

a.
responsibtury for its most advanced engine line to-41
strong, successful Japanese firm (formerly, a licensee),
because of the falte proficiency of production in the
Unite" States and cycliCal difficulty Ofraising ex-
pansiOn capital in e United State's. The dearthiof
venture-capital was determinant factor in the substan-
tial-release of fro -end technology in the Amdahl -.

Fujitsu edit. ,

5. The proliferation of internationally 'competitive,
industrial technology to Japan, Western Europe, and
socialist economies may be weakening the bargaining
position of . U.S. firms as suppliers of technology to
newly industrializing countries and. trade negotia
tions with these countries. Jap has become a
technological intermediary for m y countries of the
developing world, having absorbed and adabted seg-
;tents of U.S. technologY. The socialist countries may
follow suit in time, depending on the volume of transfers
and the efficienci, of implantation. These trends in the
world economy add:to the continuing necessity for U.S.
industry to maintain technological leads through in-
vestments in R&D and the commeriializing of technical
innovation within the U.S. produaion'system (as dis-
tinct from the tendenCy to move abroad as it becomes
difficult it maintain production competitiveness in the
U.S. economy). .

6. Techtfological partnerships with industrial enter-
prises in developing countries (such as Algeria' and
Brazil) could be mutually beneficial. Until such time as
the technology and managerial gaps are' considerably
narrowed, U.S. enterprises c continue to export
U.S.-manufactured goods, en ering services, and
capital equipment. In a c gin world economy. in
which developing countrie take expanding share in
the international division of la for mantifit4tUred=
goods, the Unified States will continue to shift to Ole
capital-intensiv range of manufacturing, relinquishing
the more labor-intensive segments of productkon to
lovIer-wage countries. These shifts, however, place an
added burden on U.S. labor market adjustment
mechanisms.

. A final note of caution may be in order. The evidence
presented in the case material is an early warning, of
what may prove to be emerging trends in the interna-,
tional economy -- an enlarged Mobility of technology
in international tlide, the importance' of technologiCal
diffusion in changing patterns of contparatiye !advan-
tage, and theintensified competition among suppliers of
technology. If these trends materialize-and they prove
to be of significant proportions, it may mean an inten-
sified set of problems for the U.S. economy in adjusting
to these international shifts in comparative advantage.,
The emphasis in the analysis his been upon the identifi-
cation of fattrirs' and trends thatWoutd prove harmful to
the U.S. economy. Whether-or not these factors and
trends do prove harmful, on balance.; depends upon

'offsetting factors' and Tesbonse meehanisms within in=
dividual firms and other impacted* fIrknoalkewhere in
the economy. For example, the earni&s g,snerated by
technology sales could result in new asiElim*e competi-
tive industry, and the newly industrialized nations that
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benefit from' the purchase. of our technology could ex- . Co.mment
pand ,demand for U. ports.

To assess the n effect of the economic forces at play T. Norman Van Cott
would require sector and general equilibrium analysis,
which is well beyond the scope of this study. We have,
therefore, stopped short of definitive policy recom-

endations. Even if the individual events cited in the
ases proved to be significant trends within the econ-
my, there is basic disagreement aihong economists on

intervention mechanisms, and indeed-whether on bal-
ance any intervention in the long run can prove benefi-
cial (see, for example [6]).
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In Jack Baranson's view, technology transfers by
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firms may (1) cause an erosion of job opportunities in
key industries in the United States, and (2) weaken the
competitive poisition of UPS. suppliers. of technology.
Baranson admits the paper is one-sided. The emphasis
in his twenty-five case .studies is almost entirely on
aspects oftechnology transfers that areharmibl to U.S.
economic interests, to the neglect of beneficial effects.

But one - sidedness aside, my major criticism is that he
misinterprets his evidence. He concludes that there is a
causal relation between the harmful effects he describes
and the transfers themselves. pot-the-evidence does not
support this conclusion. pi at least twenty of the
twenty-five case studies, Sorenson observes that U.S.
firms food foreign competition. For these cages, even
if the American firms had been prohibited from engag-
ing in 'technology transfers; the actions : of foreign
technology sources in marketing their technology and
recipients selling the resulting products for home con-
siimption or e port would have led to harmful effects
similar tb tho Baranson describes. By directing atten-
tion to the nterfictual implications of Baranson's
evidence; it is exposed as incapable of confirming the
proposition Chat the technology transfers he considers
harmed U.S. interests. Curbing technology export ac-
tivity in the face of competitive pressures will not avoid
the harmful effects, and with no gains realized from the
technology exports, the f rfeited export revenue would
impoie a net burden on e United States. There would
not be any "goOd news' to offset the "bad news."
Baranson's failure to fcici us on the implications of the
foreign competition issue is a critical oversight on his
Part, since it risks reversing the thrust of his argunient
about the desirability of technology Venders.

In those technology markets where a number of U.S.
firms possess world monopoly power, specific restric-
tions to prevent these firms from cbmpeting this na-
tional advantage away may prove profitable. In such
cases Baranson's conclusion is at least plausible. As
Baranson suggests, hOWever, the trend of the last sev-
eral decades is toward increasing world competition in

n technology, with a concomitant decrease in U.S. mar-
423et power. Consequently we should be cautious about
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the current prospects for such pins, whatever' past
opportunities mighthave been. Withdrawing from the
world market after competitive conditions emerge is
analagous to paying a toll for shutting the gate after the
horse is out. Professor Harberger has argued that (eal
world competitive forces are soostrong that we could of
build a very effective gate to 'keep our technological
advantages at home in any event.

In addition to the foreign competition issue, I find
Baranson's analysis marred by other defects. For
example, in seventeen of the-twenty-five case studies,
the royalty or payment received by the U.S. firm if
best only vaguely described. In what is basicallya page
about firm behavior with respect to technology, it is
curious that the price of technology does not enter as a
consideration fbr the supplier enterprise in Baranson's
analytical model as illustrated by Table 2 in his paper.
Yet if the technology transfers Baranson discusses ac-
tually cause adverse employment effects or a logs of
competitive edge, is it not Conceivable that the royalty
could more than compensate for the damage? Surely
there is some royalty that would! Baianson does not
even consider the possibility. Although the "What's
good for General Motors is good for the pountrY"
criteria for social policy has been discredited, one ,

should not totally disregard the firm's interests. It is an
appropriate part of the cost-benefit calculations, dif-
ficult as that exercise may,appear judging from Baran-
sort's concluding comments. . u

41.

Coniment
Arnold C. Harberger

Le,t me begin by congratulating both the organizers for
their wiseloices and the authors.themselves for the
high level professionalism and IF hnical competence
that the papers demonstrate. This1takes it a pleasure to
be a discussant, and at the same time tempts the discus-
sant to take a wide-ranging strategical approach, rather
thin carp at tactical or technical details. As yoli will see,
I have found it easy to succumb to that temptation.

I was lucky, I think, in my choice of the order in=
which I read the papers:, First, Frank and Freeman,
then Horst, and finally, Baranson; for as it worked out,
each subsequent paper helped me move further along
the line of thought on which I had left the previous one.

On the Frank-Freeman paper, I was pleased by the'
sophistication with which they dealt with the labor
market, and in a way, gratified to learn how felatively
well our economy seemed to work in absorbing the
unemployment induced by shocks in theforeign trade
and .investment sectois. The atititors state that "pro-
tracted perioAs ofjoblessne?s are hot oqs of the major
welfare costs associated with the overseas' transfer of
production uactivities." This statemept is amply con-
firmed their Table 6, which shows the ayerage dura-
Aon of indirect unemployment ass ed with these
shodks to range between four and e" eks, and by
Table 5, whicliistimates that more y all of those.
initially displaced are reabsorbed within six weeks.

The long-run picture emerging out of their section 4,
however, is much more disturbing. There; it appears
that of direct foreign investments could
lgad to a rise of 3 to 10 percent in U.S. labor income, and
of up to 4percent in U.S. national income. These are big
numbers; even if it is recognized that such differences in
measured income are likely to overestimate, signifi-
cantly the differences in economic welfare involved.
You should recall that I have been engaged in welfare
cost "estimation for many years, .working with
monopoly, the U.S. tax system in general, the corpora-

. tion income tax in particular, measures of the'costs of
ec "c distortions in other countries; etc. I never got
numbe as large as those obtained by Frank and
Freeman. of am impressed.
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Frank and Freeman's results have powerftil policy
implications that go in a direction antithetical to the
conventional wisdom of economics: Are we to take
them seriously? If so, how can we avoid following them
to their apparent .policy implication of prohibiting
foreign investment? And if we are not going to tpke
them seriously, on what basis?

I, for one, do not believe that serious empirical and
theoretical work, ,competentlY carried out, should be
dismitsed merely on the basis that the results do not
accord with our precOnceptioni. My own' reaction to
the results was to try to relate them to my own thoughts
and observations on the international flow of capital.
This' (the international capital market) is the place

'where the experience of other countries touches most
directly ottothe subject matter of today's session.

To mike a long story short, the evidence points to the
existence of a single grand. capital market, covering at
least the great bulk of the nonCommunist world.
Within this capital market the rates of return on invest-
ments have a tendency to be held within a relatively
narrow band. I have estimated national aggregate rates
of return to Capital for some twenty countries, and they
show an amazing degree of similarity. Moreover, there
is no stron6 tendency for the rate of.return to behigher
in poor than in rich. countries. Thailand's rate of 7.3
percent .is close to Germany's (7.1 percent), and Co-
lombia's (7.8 percent) is close to Belgium's (7.9 per-
cent). The average rate for eleven less-developed coun-
tries (8.7 percent) is close to those of the U.S.; (8.5
percent) and Canada. (8.4 percent).

The most plausible explanation for these observa-
tions is that capital flows with relative' ease among the
countries concerned. In many cases it is free to move; in
others there are legal obstacles. But it seems that even
where the legal obstacle§ are numerous and strong, the
ingenuity of economic agents overcomes the assiduity
of the bureaucrat and capital nonetheless flows quite
freelytOn the basis of a rather systematic though in-
formal poll of knowledgeable pedple in the Indian fi-
nancial community; for example; capital flowsfreely
over the black market between Bombay and Europe,
and Indian investors in the'Eurocurrency market earn
essentially the Eurodollar rate. In Latfn America there
is widespread evidence of capital flight (mainly through
underinvoicing of exports and overinvoicing of im-
ports) when the local situation becomes precarious (or
nonremunerative), and of a reflux of funds when local
_Conditions return to "normal."

Taking the above evidence at face value, I believe
that international capital flows can be likened to move-
ments of subsurface water. Though there are some dif-
ferences in the level of water, due to theodifferent
characteristiesof sbil and rock formations, etc., there is

ktill a strong and dominant tendency for the water in any
place to find its natural level.

I think it is the same with the rates of capital in
different places. Some rates of return may be higher
than othemowing to conditions of risk, location, etc.
But dramatic differences are hard to find and the best
available evidence suggests that attractive new invest-
ments.will create a sort of suction, drawing Hinds from
other parts of the market, or diverting funds that would
otherwise have gone elsewhere. In, the end, the new
investment opportunities wilt be financed in large mea-
sure from the world capit*market. fit were iiot so, we
would observe far more dramatic and persistent differ-
ence in rates of return than we normally do.

Where does all this lead us? lichv is it relevant to this
topic of foreign investment? As I see it, the key is that
the policy implication of the Frank-Freeman paper, of
'cutting off direct private investment abroad, becomes

ether- worldly. If one tried to 'prohibit foreign invest-
ment the flows in question would simply find new chan-
nels. My guess is not that the location of production
Would be totally unaffected. Barriers cannot be got
around costlessly. But strong real economic forces
would continue to influence the location of production
in a baiically unaltered, way.

The other papers have some bearing on this issue.
HOrst points out, on p. 141, that in actualpractice; U.S.
production is often a remote, and distant alternative to
foreign' investment; and Bat anson. shows how many
different kinds of relationships the multinational firms
have entered into as alternatives to the more traditional
direct investment.

As I was reading the Frank-Freeman paper, my imag-
ination immediately went to possibilities such as the
American firms providing licensing and the American
capital market providing debt capital, with this combi-
nation supplanting the more traditional kind of direct
investment. But Baranson shows that the actual tela-
tionships haye been far more complicated and incredi-
bly more ingenious than I had known.

draw very different conclusions from those
I3aranson, however. seems ,to suggest that the
various types Of relatiOnshitstaight appropriately
regulated. My own reaction is that it would be absurd to
try to do so. If direct investment is regulated, licensing
iscgoing to_do much the same thing. If some disadvan-
tages appear to licensing, management service con-
tracts will accomplish much,the sane ob" ive. And if
the government tries to cl n on management
service contracts, there is still nothing to prevent the
same or similar individuals from being contractedldi-
rectly, and personally, by the foreign firms tSldo much
the same work.

And after all is said and done, one caa simply recon-
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stitute multinationals, or pieces of them, as Panama or
thefts corporations totally outside U.S. jurisdiction
except as far-as their U.S. operationare concerned. So
let's not kid ourselves.

In any event, I am'troirbied by the attitude that con-
siders such regulation as a plausiblelline of policy. As I
can see it, international movements of capital and
technology are a lot harder to prohibit than the con-
sumption of alcoholic beverages was in the United
States during the Prohibition years. And in a deep
sense, I am worried by it. venAf foreign investment
could be effectively prohibited and even if this raised
U.S. income, the policy would violate some ftindamen-
tal goals that I think are widelY.shared in the free world.

If there is any single thin that will help lift the poorer
twetthirds of humanity out of its p sent poverty and
Misery, it is the application of modern echnology, I just
do not want to see it accepted as a te. et of our publ'c
and social values ,that the U.S. woul , as a matter' f
national policy, limit the spread of technology arou d
the world, trying, as it were, to explpit our national
monopoly position even beyond what individual firms
do in the_purSuit of their own self-interest. I really
Would feet a, sense otshame if we ended up institMting
the very kind of international trade and investment
policies that, as carried on by-Great Britain, prompted
the American Revolution two centuries agl,

\

1

Reply
Jack Baranson

e's

o.

C.
T. Norman Van Cott's cotiunents allow me an excellent
opportunity, On the one hand, to acknowledge some
deficiencies in the study, and on the other, to correct
some misconceptions that have arisen concerning my
analysis. What I have reported is that the, transfer of
latest generation technology by U.S. firms to noncon-
trolled foreign enterplises may, in Mr. Van Cott's
words: (I) cause an erosion of job opportunities in key
industries in the United States, and (2) weaken the
competitive position of United Statei Suppliers of
technology, over the long term. That final qualifier is
significant and, in fact, carries several other important
qualifiers: . 44-

(a)under adverse doniestic -economic conditiojes (low
growth rate, high unemployment, inflation, declining

. productivity, the balance-of-payment difficulties); (b)
in the absence of substantial improvement in labor mar-
ket adjustment mechanisms,(to rekicate and retrain die-
Placed production workersWand (C) in an economy
where tlichnblogically dynamic industries (orseryiies)
are not expanding at it race sufficient to-absorb labor

. displacement from declining .industrial sectors.

e case studies may be faulted for not sufficiently
recognizing the first and-second round of beneficial
effects that accrue to the V.S. economy, as a result of
technology transfers.' Most of the calk analyses do,
however, point to the employment and national income
generated among U.S. capital goods and engineering
firms in constructing and equipping new manufacturing
facilities overseas and among the suppliers of technol-

. ogy that are callesi upon to export; before Start-tip oper-
ations begin, finished products and later, parts and
components not produced by the technology pur-
chaser. Also, if not explicit, implicit, in the case write-
ups is the recognition that a willing and quilified alter-
native foreign source of comparable technology existed.
And, ilarthennore, if the U.S. firm refrained from selling
the technology, these first and second rounds of benefits
would be denied the economy and any long-termrad-

4, verse consequences would be stifkred 'in any event.
I tuIIX appreciate,both Mr. Van Cott's and Professor

Harberger's clever analogies on ,the: ftitility and court-
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terprOductivitx_of U.S. gavernment attenipts to 4antrot.
the flow of technology across niaonal bouridaries. It 7'
has not beentny intent to suggest that I advocate such A

measures. What I have called for are Improi4t / ,early
warning systems of adverse impaetrao that timely ad.:
justments can be implemented in thefi indicated Indus-
tales and in the economy at large;

Finally,' I agree with Mr. Van Colt that a greater
knowledge Ig royalty payments would have been ex- ,
tremely vaharble to our analysis; however, the expecta-
tion that U.S. firms would reveej precise figures 1,,on
particular royalty revenues for a public document is
slightly naive. Such itiforrnation, inmost cases, is con.-
sidered highly proprietary by thefirm. In the absence of
specific data, we can safely assume' that most suppliers
of internationally competitive technology ,are gener- I
ousiy compensated for its release. And, if U.S. flrnis
employ those revenues to generate more competitive

4 technology or to employ more worker's productively:
most adverse consequences would be offset. -

."i I do believe.Frofessor Harberger is mistaken in his
. jucigthents on,the geoid and, pyblic interest in controlling

the activities of MN(s andin the potential for effective
action in this, area /-- .bath. from the US. and LDC

4 viewpoint. Govenient intervention in foreign enter-
involvements inIapan was a maicir contribution to

the growth and dynamics of JaPariese enterprise. I be-
lieve similar effortain Brazil, Mexico, and other newly
industrializing nations ,-.when judiciously conceived
and applied ,.- have contributed to the dynaniic growth

, and developmept cif their national indusuief. .

U.S.
, i

From the ., viewpoint, I believe that the new r
generation of awe transfers of operational technol-
ogy

to Controlled foreign enterprise should
ogy by U.S. c rations based upon commercial con-

now be viewed in the-larger context of impacts on the
U.S. economy. I,ha* gone a bit further ii spelling out
U.S. economic polick implications of the DOL study in

/11 -r. s

Lltorature ,CIted

1. Biranion; Jack. "Technology Ear*, Hurt Us."
Foreign Polley: nn 2.5 (Winter 1976-77); 180-95.

.
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Introduction
I Donald F. Gordon

t/

44

The largest part of the research initiated by the Bureau
of International Labor Affairs, which has been reported
at this conference, has concerned the short-run dislocai
tions and employment effects of rather sudden changes
iri trade flows. I think this is as it should be. The costs of
such changes are very real to the individuals who suffer,
and are properly of concern to legislators. Moreover
such questions have teen woeftilly neglected in the
textbook and other standard literature, where- one
smoothly slides, up or down oh supply and demand
curves.

Hdovever, as a result of this pro emphasis a casual
obsenier of these proceedings mi pg get the imp

, that we regard exports as O 'and imports, bad.
This, of course, is not so. It

J

'll true thatin t long
run imports raise our standard of living and that exports
sire ultimately, only worthwhile because they enable us
to buy these imports. It is perhaps easier today than it
was four years ago to see this. In the interim we had one
sharp crisis over a lack of oil imports, and another over
a surge in grain exports.

. The international trade of the United Stites has ex-\
panded rather spectacularly over the past few years,

. and the benefits to the American worker of this expan-
sion would not have been possible without the impress
sive increases in productivity in many foreign, econ-
omies.Some of the sources of this productivity, relative
to the United Statei, for several countries, is the subject
of the study to be presented and discussed this morning.

There are at least the reasons why labor -- that is
nearly all of vs should be interested in comparative
international productivity. First; as already alluded to*,
increased fOreign productivity makes other countries
better suppliers of goods for us and, what is the other
side of the same coin, better customers for our goods. It
is only, in minoirespects that we should envisage two
large trading nations as competing as, say, two neigh-
boring hamburger stands the type of notion behind

.0

much popular thinking. A more correct analogy would
be the agricultural and manufacturing industries of the

.United.States, providing each other with goods and mar-
kets for goods. Both thrive individually when the other
is more productive.

Second, the more we understand about growth pro-
cesses the more we can explain our own rather =Ow
rate of growth: To some extent we may be able to-karn
something that will improve our performance. This
cannot, of course, be guaranteed. But it is important to
r tuber that even a minor change in productivity

- int, ovement compound interest being what it is
will result in a much greater gain in real, wages and
welfare than short-run disturbancet will cost.

Finally, comparative productivity studies show up
this latter fact They,free us from the tyranny of the
journalist's conception of economic problems, which
emphasizes price changes, monetary crises, exchange
rate crises, and other superficial or ephemeral
phenomena. These must concern political leaders, and
they do make headlines, but they are basically of sec-
ondary importance compared to productivity. Let me
cite bireonk exampk.Everyone "knows" from seve
years of panic headlines that the Italian economy is
"Sick man of Europe." Who would guess that in fact,
reported in my latest e lion (1976) of the Statistic'lion
Abstract of the United fates, real hourly wageri in .

Italian manufacturing to 3. percent from 1967 to
1974? This was much the highest increase among west-
ern European industrialized countries, and compares
with a'5.5 percent increase in the United States for the
same period.

For these, kinds of rei4.ns I believe we should be
interested in the results of the recent and relatively
sophisticated research on the determinants of produc- ,.

tivitY change by Professors Christensen and Jorgen-
son.



Productivity Growth, 1947-73:
An. International Comparison
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Laurits. R. Christensen. Dianne Cumming, and Dale W. Jorge"Rhon*

1. Introduction

The purpose of this piper is to provide an international
comparison of postwar patterns of productivity growth
for the United States and eight of its major trading
partners Canada, France, Germany. Italy, Japan,
Korea, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. Our
study covers the periodlp47 73 for the United .States
and as much of this period as is feasible for each of the
eight remaining countries. We compare growth in out-
put and growth in output per hour worked for all nine
countries for the Period 1960-73. For all countrieiex-
cept Korea we comparel*ductivity growth during this
period with productivity growth beginning earlier and
extending through 1960. .

A complete' analysis of productivity growth includes
the growth of real product and its sources: growth in
real factor in t and in total factor productivity.

factor input must be further divided
in real capital input and in real labor

in labor input in yes growth in hours
worked and growth M real labor in t per hour worked,
which We'denote the quality of worked. Growth
in capital input inyolves growth in capital stock as a
component of wealth through saving andcapital forma=
tion and growth in real capital input per unit ofcapital
stock, which we denote the quality of capnal stock.

In section 2 we present our methodology for measur-
ing real product, real factor WPC and total factor pro!
ductivity. This methodoleay; based on the economic
theory of procluakm,htfins with a production function
giving output as a fimctiOn of capital input, labor input,
and time. We derive index numbers for real product,
real capital input, real labor input, and total factorpro-
ductivity. We express, the rate of growth areal product
as the sum of the growth rateof total factor productiVity
and a weighted avenge of growth rates of real capital
input and real labor input. We provide descriptive mea-
sures of hours worked, espial stock, capital quality,

This 914, is' based on Laurin R. Christensen and Me' W.
Jormsesson. "Maw* Economic 'Performance: 1947-1973"under
contract !LAB 734 !Ana was compleled in 1973.

Growth in
between gro
input. Grove
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and labor quality. Using these descriptive measures, we
express the growth rate of output per hoUr worked as a
weighted sum of the growth rates of the quality of hours
worked, the quality of capital stock, capital stock per
hour worked, and total factor productivity.

In Section 3 we outline the empirical implementation
of our indegintimbers for real product. real factor input,
and total Mar productivity for the nine countries in -'
eluded in our study. In section 4 we present an
donel comparison of patterns of productivity growth for
all nine countries. Our first finding isthat, for .1960-73,
differences in growth rates of real produkare as-
sociated-with differences in growth rates of re factor
input, and that, for a given country during this period,
growth rates of real product different from those of
earlier periods are associated with differences in growth
rates of real factor input. Our second finding is that
'growth rates of output per hour worked are associated
with growth rates Of real factor input per hour worked
among countries for a given time period -and between
time periods for a given country. We present a more
detailed summary of our conclusions in section 5.

2. Methodology

Introduction
Our first objective is to Separate growth in real factor in-
put from growth in total factor productivity in account-
ing for growth in real product for each of the nine coun-
tries included in our study. For this purpose we require
a 'methodology for measuring real product, real factor
input, and total factor koductivity. Our methodology
is based on the 'economic theory of production and
technical change. The point oOcleparture for this theory
is a production function giving output as a function of
capital and labor inputs and time. We consider produc-
tion under constant returns to scale, so that a propor!
dotal change in all inputs results in a proportional
change in outputs

In analyzing changes in production patterns, we com-
bine the prOduCtian function-with necessary conditions
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I for producer equilibrium. We express these conditions
aaequalitlimbetw of each input 1st the value
of output and the elasti ity of output.with respect to that
input. The elaiticities depend bn inputs and time, the
variables that enter the production Aniction. To analyze
changes in the pattern of production with time we con-
sider the rate of technical change, defined as the rate of
growth of output, holding all inputs constant. The rate
of technical change, like the elasticities of output with
respect to input, depends on inputs and time..

Index Numbers
Our methodology for productivity measurement is
based on a specific form of the production (Unction F:

Y = exp aK In K + at I n + ourT

+ ;ip K(InK)2 + aia InK 1111, + InK T

+ L(In 1)2 +OLT I n T + YiarTr2)

For this production (Unction, output is a transcendental
or. more specifically, an exponential fbnction of the
logarithms of inputs. We refer to this form as the trans-
cendental logarithmic production ffinction or. more.
simply, the translog production fiinction.'

The translog production function is characterized by
"Constant returns to scale if and only if the parameters
satisfy the conditions

+ at.

he Pia
OW SU. = 0.

The value shares capital and labor input can be ex-
pressed as

.. .

ve aK +IIKK In K+OKL 1 n /. + PKTT

pi. eti, + SK L, In K + OLL In L + OLTT.

Finally the vote of technical change can be expressed
as

WT. = orhr InK LT In L OTTT
a,

If we consider data at any two discrete points of time,
say T and T-1, the average rate of technical change can
be expressed as the difference between successive
logarithms of output less a weighted average of the dif-
ferences between successive logarithms of capital and
labor input weights given by average value shares

elesios production inection was introduced by wan,
Imogene, and Lour, The treatment of technical chew outlined
below is from Jorgenson and 1.1m (151

I )
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In Y(7' I YIP 11°

where

C

p i'r

yid In K IT) In IT-14
4.,y1.11n 1. (T) In I. (T-

10 To

,1/2IPK(n+PK(T--1)1.

impt(7:)+1,t(7.--01,

qlvrm+PT(T-01.
We refer to this expression for the average rate of tech-
nic. change i,yT as the translog index of technical
change.4 can also Ionsider specific forms for the ffinctions
defining aggreglite output Y, capital, input K, and labor
input L. For ehtample, the translog form for aggregate
otitput as a hiliction,of its compatents is

Y a eXplat In YIi.a2 In Y2 + + am In Ym

+ i(In Yi )2 + f3L2 In Yi In Y2 +

+ ( n Y
m

)2

The translog output aggregate is characteriied by con-
sten returns tcf scale if and only if

rn "-
al + a2 + + am. u 1,

pet +012 + Palm °I),

-

P1 + 02 ni + + Si?!
=0.

The value shares of individual outputs {yn} can be
expressed as

= pii I n yi + + pon I n Yi,

(i 21 I ,2, . . , m).

Considering data at discrete points of time. the dif-
ference between successive logarithms of aggregate
output can be expressed as a weighted average of differ-
ences between successive logarithms Of individual out-
puts with Weights give31) average value shares

In Y(T) -In Y(T-1) ag T17,yi [In Y i(T) - In Yi(T-1)] ,

w Yi

where

WY1 = [Nei (T) + Wyt(T-1)),*
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Similarly, if aggregate capital and labor input are trans-

log AinNions of their components, we can express the

difference between successive logarithms in the form

In X(71 In AU' I) sit Iln Aft 71 In Kit r 1)1 .

4111.( In 1.(T I) A Pfl LA (1) In 1.A IT Ali

where

lop

/Pi A al

%Iv t 110 IT . 01.2. .?I).

V2Ivik171'+ PI A (T 1)I, (A-i.:, p).

We refer to these expressitkns for aggregate output,
capital input, and labor input as translog indexes of out-
put, capital input, and labor input.*

To den rice indexes correspondinc to translog in-
dexes of gate output. capital input, and labor in-

r put, we em y the fact that the product of price and
quantity fnde ties for each aggregate must be equal to the
sum of the values of the components of the aggregate.
For exahtple, the price index for aggregate qutput is de-
fined as the ratib of the sum of the values of the indi-
dividual outputs to the translog output index. Price in-
dexes for capital and labor input can be defined in a
strictly analogous way. Although the resulting aggre-
gate price indexes do not have the form of translog in-
dex numbers, these price indexes are nonetheless well
defined. Each aggregate price index can be determined
solely from data on p s and quantities of the compo-
nents of the te. By definition the product of
price and quantity indexes for at aggregate is equal to
the sum of thi values of its components: However,
these indexes do not have the reproductive property
that a translog index of' translog indexes remains a

.translog index. The translog index for an aggregate de-
pends on the structure of the subaggregates on hich it

is defined.'

Productivity Change
Our methodology for separating growth in real factor
input from growth in total factor productivity is based
on translog index numbers of aggregate output, capital
input, labor input, and 'technical change. These index
numbers provide a direct connection between the

'The quantity indexes were introduced by Fisher [ I 1] and dis-
cussed by Tornquist (18), Theil [17), and Klock [ 16]. These indexes of
output and input were _first derived from the trans)°, production
function by Diewert (91. The caresporlding index of technical change
wan introduced by Christensen and Jorgenson [6]. The translog index
of technical change was first derived fmm the font) of the translog
production function given above by Diewert (10] and by Jorgenson
and Lau [15]. Earlier Dieweit had interpreted. the ratio of translog
indexes or output and input as an index of technical change under
the hssumption of Hicks neutrality.

'This corrects an error in [5, p. 261).

economic theory of production and technical change
and data on prices and quantities of output and input at
discre4 points of tithe. We find it usehtto develop
further implications of our methodology for data on
capital and labor input. The measurement of capital In-
put begins with data on the stock of capital for each
component of capital input. Similarly, the measure-
ment of labor input begins with data on hours worked
for each component of labor input. It is important to be
explicit about the relationship between these data and
the aggregates for capital and labor input defined by
translog index numbers.

For a single type of capital input we first characterize
the relative efficiency of capital goods of different ages
by means of a sequence of nonnegative bars
d(0), d( I). . . . We/normalize the efficie y of a new
capital good at unity, MO) I so that th emaining ele-
ments in the sequence represent the efficiency of capi-
tal goods of every age relative to the efficiency of a new
capital good. We assume that relative efficiency is non-
increasing with age, say T. so that

d(r) d(r--1 ) G 0, (t1,2, . ),

and that every capital good is eventually retired or
scrapped, so that relative efficiency eventually drops to
zero.

lam d(r) 0.

The stock of capital. say A(T), is the sum of past in-
vestments, say /(T-r).each weighted by relative effi-
ciency.

A(T) E d, /(7'--r).

SimillirlY, the price of acquisition of new capital goods,
say pi(T), is the discounted value of the future prices of
capital input, say px(T+1). weighted by relative effi-
ciency.

pi(7) = I
1+1(T+s.)

p(T+T+ I
o S =r

where r(T) is,the rate of return on capital iaperiod t and

J

r(T S)]

is the discount factor in period T for future prices in
period T +S.

23
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Using data on decline in efficiency, estimates of capi
tal stock can be compiled &or/140a on prices and qUan-
tities of investmentin new.capital 'goods at every point
in time. by means of the perpetual inventory method.'
We assume that:relatiVe efficiency of capital goods de-
clines geothetriCally with Age:.

Part Five: international Productivity Comparisons

A'
dr = (1 6)7, 0=0;1, ;

Under this assumption capital stock is a weighted sum
tf past investments with geometAcally declining
weights.

A(T).E _.5yr /0--
T= I)

Similarly, the price oT investment goods is a weighted
Sum of future prices of capital input with the same
weights.

PAT) .= E (1 -5 )ril
r=o S=1

1

11-r(T+S) P K(747+1).

Capital stock at the end of each period is equal to in-
vestment during the period less a constant proportion
8 of capital, stock at the beginning of the period.

A(T) = 1(T) - 8A(T- ,

Siinilarly, the price of capital input is equal to the sum of
the nominal return to capitalpi (T-1),r(T) and deprecia-.
'tion 8 pj (Tt less revaluation p (7) p (T- 1).

PK(T) = 'PA71-1)?(T) ± 61,1(7).- [PAT); PAT-01.

We canal's° express the price of capital inputas dip sum
of the price of investment pi,(T -1) multiplied by the
own rate of return on capital r(T) (pi(T)* pi(T-1)J1
[MT 1)] and depreciation

pi(T) pi(T-1)
1?

1
+.0) = pi(T-1) [r(T) . 6 P1(71pi(T-1)

Second, for eacit<ef the components of capital input
{Ki (T)} thj flow of capital service's is proportional to

, 'Thep al inventory method has been employed by Goldsmith
[121 and in fie BEA capital stock study [1]. The dual to the perpetual
inventory Method, involving investment goods prices and capital
input prices, was introduced by Christeien andJorgenson [3, 5]. For
'further discussion of the underlying model of durable, capital goods,
see [13].

-0

the stock of capital at the end of the preceding period,
say {A; (T

K1(T) = (21,,Ai(T-1);" 1/41.-(j= 1,2 ..... ti),

where the constants of proportionality {(2KA trans-
form capital stock into a flow of capital services per
period of time. For example, the flow of capital services
from aWoup of Machines is measured as the services of,
thekmaOines per period of time, and the stock of capital
is measured as the number of machines. The flow of
capital services reflects the own rate of return to capital
and the rate of depreciation, both expressed per period
of time, as well as the quantity of capital stock. The-flow
of Services per unit of stock varies from one type of cap-
ital to another, so that the constants {QK} can be taken
as measures of the quality of capital stock in produc-
ing capital services. .

The translog index of aggregate capital input can be
expressed in terTs of its components or in terms of cap-
ital stocks. <

In K(T)- In K(T-I) = 17/[1n (T)

1 n Kt (T-1)].,

E vi[lnAi (T-1)

I n (T-2)] .

If we define the stock of capital at the beginning or the
preceding time period, say A (T -1); as a translog index
of its components,

In A (T-1)-1n A(T-2):= IITAi[Irt A i.(T-1)- In Ai (T-:2)1,....

with weighti given by the value sharei of the individual ;
capital stocks {vy} and

Ai 7- Ih[vAi (T-1) + vAi (T-2 I, 2, ... , n),

we can define an index of the ,quality of capital stock,
say QK(T), thit transforms the translog index of capital
stock into th6 tranSlog index of capital input

If (7) = Q (7) A (T-1).

Our index 'of the quality of capital stock can be ex-
ptessed in the form

QK (T) In QK (T-I) = [ln Ai (T-1)

In Ai (T-2)1

[In A (T-1)

In A -(T-2)) ,2 3
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so that this index reflects ch ges in the composition of
capital. If all components capital stock are grOwing
at the same rate, qu i mains unchanged. If compo-
nents with higherflows of capital, input per unit of stock
are growing more rapidly, quality will increase:If com-
ponents with lower flows per unit of stock are growing
More rapidly, qua* will decline. .

Second, for each of the co'mponents of labor input
{LK(T)} the flow of labor serviced is proportional to
hours worked, say, {HK(T)}.

,
Lk (T)=. QLkHk (T), (k = 1, 2, . , p),

where the constants of proportionality ntx.z,k} trans-.
form hours worked into a flow of labor services per
period of time. The flow of services varies from one
type of labor to another, so that the constants {(2/Ji} can
be taken as measures of the quality of hours worked in
producing labor services.

The translog index of aggregate labor input can be
expressed in terms of its components or` in terms of
hours worked

1n (T) 1 n31., (T-1) = 17k On (T).- 1 n Lk (T-01,

= E Tk [ln (T)fnHk(T-1)].

If we define hours worked, say H(T), as the unweighted .
sum of its components,

11 (T) = E H k (7),

we can define ail index of the quality of hours work
say Qi (T), that transforms hours worked into the tran
log index of labor input.

L = QI (7) H (r).

. Our index of the quality of hours worked can be ex-.
pressed in the form

n Q1, In QL (T-11

=E vk [in Hk (T) in Hk (T-1)]

[ln H (T) H (T-1)],

so that this index reflects changes in the composition of
hours worked. Quality remains unchanged if all compo-

, nents of hours, worked are, growing at the same rate.
Quality rises if components with higlielllows of labor
input per hour worked are growing more rapidly and
falls if components with lower flows of input per hour
worked are growing more rapidly.

We have decomposed the growth rate of the translog
index of aggregate output into the sum of a weighted
average of the gr9wth rates of tran slog indexes of aggre-
gate capital and labor input and .the rate of technical
change. Using the indexes of capital and labor quality,
we-Can decompose the output growth. rate as follows:

7__ 1

In y(n- In,Y(T-1) = vk [In K(T) lnK (T-01
+ FL [1 n'L: (T) 1 n (T-1)1 .

= K [In QK (7)

(T-1)j

+ [ 144 (77-71- 1 n A
,

.(T-2)J-

171, [In QL fn
(T-01
+ vL [1nH(T) lnH
(T-1)1

.QL

The output growth rate is the of aweighted average
of the growth-rated of capital st k and,hburs worked, a
weighted average of the growth rates of quality of capi-
tal stock and hours worked, and the rate of :technical
change.

Finally, we can define an index of real product per
hour worked, say M(T), that transforms' hours worked
into the index of real product

Y(T) = M(T) H(T).

Our index of real product per hour worked can be ex-
pressed in the form

M (T) ln M (T-1)

.1 = Tic [1.

+i)-1 [1

Q lc (7)- 1 n Q;4T-'-1)]

QL (7)7-- In QL (T-1)]

1

)12'-2

The

111 (7') H (T1)1' T..

The growth rate of real product per hour ivorked is the
sum of a weighted average of the growth rthes of quality
of capital stock and hours worked with weights given
by the value shares of capital and labor input, the
growth rate of capital stock per hour worked weighted
by the value sh are'ofof capital input, and the growth rate
of total factor productivity.

12-
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3. Production Account

introduction
Our next objective is to identify output, capital input,
labor input, and technical change with accounts for real
product, real capital. input, real labor input, and total
factor productivity for each of the nine countries in-
cluded in our study. It is important to emphasize that
only the translog indexes of output, capital input, labor
input,' and technical change can be derived. from the

w . theoretical model of production we have presented-in
- section 2. The stock of capital, the number of hours

worked, the indexes of quality of capital stock and
hours yorked, and the index of output per, hour worked
are purely descriptive measures.. In this section we
outlinelhe Principles we havef011owed in constructing
production accounts for the nine: countries in our study.
A deicribtibn of the complete accounting system and

.details of its empirical implementation for the United.
States can be found in [5].5

Product: and Factor Outlay
The starting point for constructing translog irulexes of
output and technical change is the measurement of the
values in current prices of total produet and total factor
outlay. The fundamental accounting identity forthe
producticin account is that the value of total product
equals the value of total factor outlay. We exclude

. indiiect business taxes unrelated to-factor outlay, such
as retail sales taxes and excise taxes, fromthe value of
total product; however, indirect business taxes that are
part of the outlay on factor services, such as property)

total product. Our concept of ou put is intermediate
taxes; are retained in the value of trifactor outlay and

between output at market prices and ouliptit at factor
cost.

The production account in a complete system of na-
tional economic accounts includes the activities of the
private sector, the government sector, and the rest Of
the world. In analyzing productive activity and its dis-
tribution between consumption and investment on the

\ 'output side and between capital and tabor on the input
side, we have limited the scope of our production ac-
count to the private domestic sector of each country.
Rest of the world production is excluded on the grounds
that it can reflect a different phySical and social envi-
ronment for. productive activity than the environment
provided for the domestic sector.

Part Five: international Productivity Comparisons

Ths boundary between private and government ac-
tifiPrVaries from cekntry to country within our study, ,

due to variations in the role of government enferprises.
Although gdvernment administration must be. excluded
from Our privaSe domestic production account, essen-
tially similar economic activities .= telecommuhiCa-
tions, transportation, and public utilities are con-
ducted by government enterprises and by private en-
terPrises. Foi some of the countries inCluded in our
study it is impossible to obtain 'separate accounts for
government and private enterprises. For the United
.States, on the other hand, government enterprises are-
treated in a manner that is more closely analogous to the
treatment of government adthinistration than to the
treatment of private enterprises. No, sepagate capital
accounts are maintained for government enterprises
and government administration. Of course, govern-
ment enterprises produce an, ahnoit negligible propor-
tion of the gross national product of the United States.
To provide international comparability in the scope of
our kroduct measure we have.. included government
ente#rise product for all countries. .

The ifielusion of government enterprises in gross p
vate domestic product- should not result in confusion,
Since .`:private" grosS" national PrOducv incl des goy-. ..

e andeirlinent enterprises in the OfficiarnatiOnal in
product accounts of all nine countries. One uncon

:tional aspect of our measure of total output.is an impu
tion for the .services of consumer dUrables.. OuisObj c-,
tive is to attain consistency, in the 'treatment of ow ``t-
occupied residential structuresand owner-utilized con
sumer durable equipAnt. It is standard procedqe for
national income accounts to include an imputatiAn for.
owner-occupied housing in national product but not to ,

include an analogous imputation
gross

dUra-
bles. 'Our measure of total input is gross private domes-
tie factor outlay, whiCh is equal tofross privatedomes-
tic product.

The, product and ictor, outlay accounts are 140:
through capitul. forMation and the 'compensation. of
property. To make this link explicit we divide total
output between consumption and investment goods and
toed factor outlay between labor and property compen-
sation. We include anervices and-nondurable goods inn
consuMption goods; we include all structures and pro-.
&leer and consumer durable equipment in investment
goods. Data for the United States are available. for a:
complete .separation of iron' private domestic product,"
between. Consumption. goods and investment goods.

e countries it has been possible to separate.
`gross prl ate domestic product between ConsuMption
goods an stment goods, except for inventory in:
ve ent and ne xports. The .value shareS. of invest-

5A detailed descriptiOn of sources and methods for each country is
available in our report to the Office of International Competitiveness,
U.S. Department of COmmerce and the. Bureau of Internns!

,.,Labor Affairi; U.B. Department of .f.fabOr; see [4].
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ment goods 'product for each country are presented in
Table 1. \

To divide totalfactor outlay between labor ato prop-
erty compensatioit is necessary to allocate the factor
outlay for splfi-employed persons between labor and
property compe'nsation. We have used Christensen's
method (21 to impute\ labor compensation to. self-
employed workers; we have assigned the estimated
wage rate for employees to_Oe hris-
tensen has shows that for the United States this.methocr
results in an allocation consistent with the assuniption
thataafterctaxtrates of return are equal in .the corporate
and noncorporate sectors. The value shares of property
compeniation for each country are presented in Table
2.

Real Capital input
The starting point or the co 'nation of a 'translog,
quantior index of c ital input aperpetual inventor*
estimate of the stoc of each type of capital; based on
pUst inVestments in. constant prices. At each point 'in,.
time the st k each type of capital is the sum of past
investment eighted-by relative efficiency: Under the

217

a

assumption that the efficiency of capital goods declines
geometrically, the rate of replacement for thejth cal)ital
good, say 8), constant. Capital stock at the end of
each period be estimated from investment during
the period d capital stock at the beginning Of the
period

(T) = rl (7) + (1-61) Al (Tc--1),

n).

We have compiled time series of capital stock esti-
mates for seven asset classes: consu er durables,. non-
residential structures, producer du le equipment, res-
idential structures, nonfarni inventories, farm inven,st,
tories, and land. For each of the seven asset classes we
derive perpetuid inventory estimates of the stock as
follows: First, we obtairka benchmark estimate a,Capi
tal stock froth data on national wealth in constant
prices. Second, we deflate the investment series from
the national n9orne and product accounts to obtain
-ihi,estment. in constant !vices. Third, we choose in
estimate of the rate of reikeemefit from data on ,

lifetimes of capital goods. 'Finally, we estimate capital

Table 1
yelue Share of investment Goods Product, 1947-73 ;

Year Canada`: France Germany Italy

1947
1948
1949

,275
.294
.300

1950 ' .307 .243 .304
1951 .294 .255: .324
1952 .297 .249 .336

- 1953 .299. .242 .321
1954 .296 .249 .339
1955 .302 .262 .368
1956 .327 .264 .362
1957 .332. .272 .365
1958 , .313 .274 .359
1959. .306 .272 .363
1960 .297 .276 .386
1961 .292 .287 .391
1962 .300 , .292 .396
1963 .0 .309 f .294 .390
1964. .313 .309 .414
965 .326 ; .311 .422
1966 .336 .317 .398
1967 329 ,.317 . .358
1968 .330' .119 .389
196 .324 326 .412
19 .324 .327 - .424
197 ,321 .331 .420
1972 ..323 .333 .409
19 .323 .333 .405

Japan ' Korea

.247 .298

.252 .271
/258 .274

.295 :`.

.267 .334

.277 .372 .

.272 .322

.278 .351
.289 .389. .125.

'.300 .450 A32
.305 .414 .152
.309 '.421 .160
.290 .429. .139
.269 °- .408 gr .169
.263 .414 .227
.269 .443 .232
.276 .458 .270
.281 .463 .281
.284, .482 .264
.284 .469 .250
.280 .460 .224 kA
.281. .486 .256 Cor

Nether-
lands

United '
Kingdom

United
States .

gie .279
t .306

.287

.337
.251 .336
.243 A .318
.272 -.314
.279 .303
.297 .213 .334
.310 .216 .331
..322 .223 .323
.300 .2/47 .295
.316. .235 .315
.325 .238 ..297
.326 .238 .291
.326 .233 4 .302
.3)9 *.234 .306
.342 .253 .306
.341 .251 .314
.340 .246 .313
.343 x.253 .301
348 57 .303

4 0 .300
.14 .254 .288
.347 .258 .293
3,337 .255 .300
.329 .264 .302

235
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Table 2

)8
Value hare of Capital Input, 1947-73

Year

1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

. 956
1957
1958'

1959
1960
1961
1962
1903
1964
1965
1966

'1967
1968
1969
1970

2
3

Canadtt France

.346
.376
.397
.413
.406
.430
.426
.418
.449

i .443
.423
:441
.444
.444

..447
.448
.460
.470
.467
.462
.440
.442
.436
:434'
.441
.430
.470

-.439
.387
.376
.396
.386
.381
.372
.377

-360
.366
.389
.385
.384
.387
.394
398
.431
:436
.432
.441
.443
.435
.439
.439

Germany Italy
;

...340

..348.
.419' .382'

.361 .420 .334

.358 .394 .335
.371. .403 . .336
.369 .399 .351 -
.373 .400-
.369 .402
386 , .407
.396 ,409 .

.3$9 .418
.379 .415
.385 .389
.395 .379
A00 385
.400
.405 r .390
.423 .391
.421 .404
.413 .374
.405 .332
.409 .311
.404 329 ..

Japan

. 362

.346

. 362
1

.433
.401
39$
.422
.402

.396 .415
.431
.442
.441.

..436
.409
.405

..
, . Nether- United (United

I Korea lands Kingdom States

.474

.480

.467

.469
.483*
.482
.468
.454

, .459
, 132, .465

* .394 D. .448
.385 .443
.405 .437
.423 .432
.394 .432
.384 .416
.3.75 .424
.341 .433
.334 , .422
.355 .413
.342 ' .415
:355 .421 -
.378 '.4I0

.370

.379
375
.395
.402
.393
.377
.396

.385 .399,
..370. .384'
.379 .381
.381 .399
.386 394 ,
.385 .3%
.381" .402
.378 .406
.389 .409
.387 .411
.384, .422*
.303 424
.389 .416
.394 .410
.386 .407
.371. .391
.387 .400
.405. .410
.404 .415

stock in every period by.applying the perpetual inven;
tory' method as olptlined in section 2.,,,

Each type of c ital stock can be valued in current
prices by usipg an index of the acquisition prices for
new capital gds. We employ the investment goods
Price indexes 'to convert stocks of assets in constant
pricOlo stocks of assets in current prices. TheSe values
can be employed in estimating value shares by class of
assets. The value shares and stocks can be combined
,to obtain a translog quantity index of aggregate capital
stock. The price index of capital stock is obtained: by
dividing the value of all'assets by the translogquantity

Value shares of thoseven assets in each country
for 1970 are presented in Table 3.

TO construct trranslog price and quantity indexes of
capital input e require value shares Of individual capi
tal inputNi total property coMpensation and stocks of
individual sets. In the absence of taxation the value of
the jth
own ret
revalua

I

pKi (T) (7) = [pp (T-1) r (7) + pi/ (7)

-P211 (n -1,1; (r--0)] Al (T-1),'
= 1, 2: , n).

Given propertrcompensation, the stocik of assets, the
price of. acquisition of capital stock, and the rate of
depreciation, we can determine the nbminal..rge of
return. The n6minai rate of return is equal to the ratio of
property compensation less depreciation plus revalua-
tion of assets to the value of capital stock at the begin-
ning of the period.

In measuring the rate of return, differences in tax
treatment of property compensation must be taken
into account. For tax purposes the private do estic
sector can be divided into corporate business, noncoer-

Illorate business, and households and nopiroft institn-
ital input is .the sum of depreciation and the Lions. Households an
to capital, defined as the nominal return less direct taxes on the fib

on. Noncorporate business

236.

institutions are not subject to
of capital services they utilize.
's 'subject to personal income

Lt.
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7.

Table 3
Value Shares of Capital Stock by Asset Class, 1970

Canada France Germany Italy Paw Korea

Consumer .196 .067 .076 .081 .055 .038
durables

t
Nonresidentitil .233 .150 .193 .180. .239

structures- .376

Producer
durables

.156 .198 .222 .173 .176

Residential
structures

.200 .276 , .294 .371 .188 .177

Nonfarm .110
inventories .111 .078. .077 .139

Farm
inventories

.017 .043

Land .222 .198 .136 .117 .243 .217.'

a

Nether-t United United
lands ifingdom States

.094

.192

.206

.2511

.163

.086 .137

.205 .157

.316 .136

.168 .216

.105 .077
is

.019 .012

.101 .263

taxes on income generated from capital services, and
corporate ,business is subject to both corporate and
personal income taxes. Households and corpopte hnd
noncorporate businesi are subject to indirect taxes on
property income through taxes levied on the value of
property. In order to take these differences intoiitccount
we allocate each class of assets among the four Sectors.
For all countries, households and institutions have been
treated separately from the business secto ,...t.Wome of
the countries it was not possible to separa*thorpo-
rate and noncorporate sectors:' ' A

I 14Property compensation associated with assets m the
household sector is not taxed directly; however, part of
the income is taxed indirectly through property taxes.

To incorporate property taxes into our Odexes of the
'price and quantity of capital services we add property
taxes to the return to capittd and depreciatiOn in the
definilion of thetwalue of.thejth capital input.

. PK;(7)1C1(7)= 11211(T-1)r (7) P111(T)45/

p ),t (7)1 Aj (P71),

1; 2, . . . , n),V.

ti is the rate of property taxation. The nominal
rate of return "s the ratio of property compeni less
depreciation us revaluation of capital sets lesi-
property taxes t the value of capital stock 'a pm begin-
ning of the peri .

Given the nominal rate of return for households and
institutions, we can construct estimates of capital input

prices for each class of assets held by households and
institutions land held by houtehohnThd institutions,
-residential structures, nonresidential strticttn-es, pro-
ducerdurables, and consumer :durables, These. esti-
mateslrequire acquisition prices for each capital goad,
rates .of replacement, rates of property taxation for
assets held by households, and the nominal rate of
return for thesector as a whole: We employ separate
effective tax rates for owner. occupied residential prop-
erty, bolh land and structures, and for consumer
bles: Finally, we combine the pricelnd 'quantity of
capital input for each asset class into a translog index of
capital input for Households andjpstitutions.

To ..pbtain an estimate of the doncorporitte rate of
retu 'we deduct p y taxes. from noncorporate
property compensatiOn, revaluation of assets, sub-
tract depreciation, and-di e he result by the value.it
noncorporate assets at the ginning 'of the period. The
noncorporate rate of return is gross of personal income
taxes on noncorporate property compensation. Prop
eity compensition of households and institutions is not
subject to the personal income tax. The value of prop-
erty compensation in the noncorporate sector, is equal
to the value of the flow of capital services from residen-
tial and nonresidential structures, producer duriible
equip ent, farm, and nonfarin inventories, and land
herd he sector. All farm inventories are assigned to
the onCOrporate sector. Given the noncorporate rate
of return, estimated from noncorporate pro COM-
peniation by the method outlined a Oven

data on prices of acquisition; stocks,' rates, d
replacement rates for each asset class, we can estimate
capital input firices for each asset class: Price .and

2, 3 ';Z,
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quantity data are combined into a translog indei of the
quantity of capital input foi- the noncorporate sector.

We next consider the measurement of prices and
qutunitiesof capital input for corporate business. TO
obtsen an estimate of the corporate rate of return we
must take into account the corporate income tax. For
the United States, the value of capital input for the
corporate sector, modified to incorporate the corporate
income tax and indirect business taxes, becomes

1 i-u (r) zi (T) -19 (T) + Y 1 (T)]
1-u (T)

r (71+ pi/ (T) 6/ (pli (T)

1
pi/ (T-1))] p11(7) t, (T) Al (T-1),

.014

(1= 1, 2, . . . , n),

where u(T) is the corporate tax rate, zi(T) is the present
value of depreciation 'allowances on one dollar's in-
vestment, ki(T) is the investment tax credit, and yi (T) =

.11

-
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.

ki(T)u(T)zi(7) for 1962 and 1963 and zero for all -other
years. The tax credit is different from zero only for
proilticers' durables, Depreciation allowances are dif-
ferent from zero only for producers' durables and struc-
tures. For other countries this formula has . been
adapted in order to reflectthe corporate tax structure in

,,,,

each country.
Oifr method for estimating the corpOrate nominal rate

of return 's the Same as for the noncorporate nominal
rate of re rnth. Property compensation in the corporate
sector is e sum of the value of services from residen-
tial and nonresidential structures, producer durable
equipment, nonfarm inventories,/and land held by that
sector. To estimate the nominal rate of return in the
corporate sector, we require estimates of the varitibles
that describe the corporate tax structure - the effec-
tive corporate tax rate, the present Value of deprecia-
tion allowances, and the inVestment tax credit. We
obtain estimates of all the variables - acquisition
prices and stocks of assets; rates of replacement, and
Variables describing the tai structure - that enter the
value of capital input except of course, for the nominal
rate of return. We ;then determine the nominal rate of

Table 4 A
Own Rate of Return to Capita in the Business Sector, 1947-73

Year Canada

1947 .057
1948 .068
1949. .072
1950 .070
1951 .058
1952 .073
1953 .066
1954 .053
1955 .066
1956 Ars,

1957. . e.059
1958 .061
1959 .060
1960 .055
1961 .050
1962 .055
1963 .060
1964 ANS4

'1965 .067
1966 .066
1967 .053
1968 .054
1969 :046
1970 .049
197 .047
1972 .045

1973 .065'

.093 ..053

.069 .065

.058 .07.1
.066 .065
.063 .067

..062 .082
.059 .079
.059 .079
.050 .073
.049 - .079
.064 .087

.062 :069
1 .067

..066 .072
.066 .074

-.081 .069
:081 .061
.081 .075
.088 .075.

.085. .079

.080 .070

.083 .067

.083 .064

- Italy Japan Korea i

.049
.057
.050

.044

.030
.037

.063 .048

.063 .057

.063 .056 (
' .068 .042 .

.073 .052

.078 .072 i .066
.088 .102 ,1 .109
.086 .079; .095
.075 .085 .173
.062 AO .217
.067 IN .157
.077 . 07 . .136
.080 .103.
.080

.092

jeeii

/ .138
.113
.124

.074 .137 .131

.046 / .109 .124
e .042 .105 .141

.035 .101 / .185

-

Nether - United United
lands Kingdom States

40 .077
4 .079

.063

.065
.057 .071
.045, .059
.053 .052.

.066 , .052

.072 .071, .061

.067 .072 .049

.065 .07.1 .048

.056 .067 .049
061 .072 .051

.067 .081 .046
- .057 .081 :049

.055 .073 .059

.050. .081. .061

.057 .089 .:063

.054 .085 .071

.046 .078 .076
.051 .079 .068.

.053 .081 .062
..053 .069 .053

t.S61 :065 .048
.057 .045

.047- .066 .054

.044 .058 .058
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return fiora these variables and total corporate preperty
compensation.

To estimate the nominal rate of return in the corpo-
rate sector, We first subtract property taxes from total
property compensation before taxes, then subtract cor-
porate profits tax liability. We then add revaluation of
assets, subtract depreCiation, and divide thp result by
the value of corporate assets at the beginning of the
period. The corporate rate of return is gross of personal
income taxes, but net of the corporate income tax. We
estimate the price of capital input for each asset
einplOyed,in the corporate sector by substituting the
corporate tate of return into the corresponding formula
for the price of capital input. Theie forniulai also de-
pend on acquisition prices of capital assets, rates of
replace merit,' anCtvariablesslescigibing the tax structure.
Data on the stock of each asset class are constructed by
the perpetual inventory method. Orice and quantity
data of capital input by asset class are combined into a
translog index of the quantity of Capital input for the
corporate sector:

It is interesting to compare the rate of return on
capital over time and across countries. In Table 4 we
Present own rates of return for the

1
These rates of return are computed as a weighted aver-
age of own rates of return on corporate and noncorpo
rpte assets, using the value of assets atthe beginning of
the period in each sector.as Weights. Own rates of return
are adjusted for differences in rates of inflation over
time and across countries. Capital input prices depends
only on own rates of return. The price and quantity
index numbers for capital input in the various sectors
can be combined into price and quantity index forrthe
private .domestic sector. The quantity index is a traits-
log index number.and the price index is defined as the -

ratio of propert compensation to tb,p_quantity index.
Growth rates of. al capital input are presented for each
country in Table

Real Product and Factor liut
To construct a quantity index f labor input it would be
desirable. to use the formula for a translog labor index`
for a large number of skill classifications.. Classifica-
dons could be defined by level of education, sex,,age,
occupation, and so -on. Following Jorgenson- and
Griliches (14], we have limited our consideration to a
single skill measure - educational attainment. This re-
sults in a quality of labor index, whichwe apply to total

Table 5 se
Annual Rages of Growth of Real Private Domestic Capital Inpue947-73

Year

1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
19596
1960

,D1961
1962
1963

5
1966
1967
1968
1969 ,

1970
1971
1972
1973 ,

Canada

.092
,072
.071

France Germany Italy

.083 .054 .043

.073 .042 ; .052

.066 .039 .070 .019

.074 .044 .068 .027

.049 .048, . .075 7

.064 .051 .088 .03

.080 .055 .080 :038

.065 .052 .077 .040

.049 .045 .073 .037

.048 .042 '.069 .042
.043, .054 .082 .055
.036 .059 .079 .066
.041 .064 .079 .070
.045 .066 ..067." .078
.054 .077 .049
.065

.i.070
.061 .084 .036

.068 .064 .066 .039 6

.054 .060 .041 .052
..049 .059 .055 .049

.051 .967 .071 .053

.037'.\ .064 . .076 . .060

.044 .062 .073 .049

.052 .064 .062 ,'.046

Nether- ° United
Japan Korea lands Kingdom

United
States

.067

.063

.042

.067
.026 .054

- .014 .004 .037
-.003 .021 .039
:.016 .052 .032'
.017 .055 .053 .052
.078 .064 .035 .042
.119 .062 .040 .034
.054 .035 .044 .018
.069 .041 .051 .034
,109 .056 .031
.157 .012 .049 .023
.113 .037 .073 .039 .034
.089 2059 .063 .046 .019
.117 .050 .073 .060 .043
.089. .038 .074 1051 .053
.083 .096 .062 .041 .057
.117 .111 ..057 .043 .044
.140 .124 .059 .046
.138 .133 .060 .034 .046
.148 .107 .076 .035 .031
.123 .101 .067 .047 .035
.116 .069 .062 .059 , .045

.239
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manhoUrs in the private domestic sect r. Growth rates
of real labor input are presented for east, country, in
Table 6. The quantity indexes of priv to domestic capi-
tal and labor ut can be combin into a triknslog
quantity index of rivate dottiest factor inpaINThe
price index is the computed as the tio of the value of
private dotnesti input to the Tr tity index. GroWth
rates of real fac i input are prese ted for each country
in Table 7. ,,r....

Given measures o total produ t incurrent prices; the
remaining task is to separate se data into price an
quantity components. Total pr uct is first.divided int
investment goods and consum tion goods. These com-
ponents of total product are parated into price and
quantity components using flatorS from the national
income and product accoun The quantity indexes for
consumption and investme t goods are then combined
using translog index num rs. Price indexes are con-
strticted, so 'that the prod t of price and quantity in-
dexes equals the current ollar magnittide. Since inven-
tory investment and net,exports can be negative, quan-
tity indexes aremIded tOthe quantity index of consump-
tion and investmierligods to obtain the quantity index
bf gross private do tic product. Growth rates of real
Product area presen d for' each country in Table 8.

41e.
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Growth rates of total factor productivity, where total
factor productivity is defined as the ratio of real.product
to real factor input, are present d for each counkry in
Tab* ' 9. Finally, growth rate of ,output per hour
worked, where output per hour wo ked is defined as the
ratio of real.product to hours worked, are presented in
Table 10. 0

4 IntestatiOnal CoMpailsons

Intioductlon
Our international comparisons are based on growth of
output, input, total factor productivity; and output per
hour worked for the nine countries included in our:
study. In section 3 we have presented annual growth
rates of real gross private domestic produC4 real gross
private domestic factor input, total factor productivity,
and output per holt; worked for all nine countries. We
have also. presenteli growth rates Of real capital input

;#..- and real labor input for these countries. In this section
we first exami, growth in real factor input and in total

All annual growth rates presentedin this paper are computed as
first differepces of maural logarithms.

Tlible 6
Annual Rates of Growth of Real' Private Domestic Labor InpuL.1947-73

,

Year

1948 it"
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957,
1958
195
1

1

1

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967.

1968

113`
1911
1972
1973

1

2

&nada
.013.
..017

-.019
.620
.011
.014

-.005
.017
.043
.014.

.031

.010

-.021

.029

.017

.031'

.032

.027

.019

.002

.019

--.001

".019
.027
.054

Nether,-
Japin Korea lands ,

.016' .030
-.006 .Q22-

-.007 .029 .031. 049\
.010 '.035 .033 .027
.003. .044 .004 .040
.005 .015 -.001 .077
.010 -.014 .031 .649

-.007 -.009 .005 .035
-.006 -.006 .023 .046

. 015 .012 -.051 .059

.004 -.000 .026 , .013

. 007 -.016 ..003 .022

. 008' -.016 .028 .026

. 013 . ..012 -.036 .030

.006 -.008 -.075, .043

.012 -.019 . _'.027, .027
7.002 -.058 .039 .038
-.007 .018 .021 .034

.016 -.006 .014
.008. .006 .026 .018

-.002 -.022 -.019 ''.012
-.003 -.016 ...016 .014

. 007 -.003 .007 .033

2

.United
Kingdom,

.024

.024

.023 1.

.020 .005

.006 -.020
-.006 -.012

.020 .024

.025 .014
.061 -.029 ,022
61,2, .026 .002
.041 .021 ..014

-.002 41' .013 .018
.106. -014 -.002
.030 .011 - -.013
.057 . x.018 ' -.015
.079 .014 -.000
.063 '.016 .005
.002 -.004 -.027.
.066 -.001 -.053
.064 -.018 .010
.066. -.004 .038.

United.
States

.016
-.039

.038

.044
, .010

.017
-.034

.035
.021

-.008

.041

.013
-.005

.028,

.016'
. .021

.037

.1338'

. 015

. 024
.032

-.011
:006
.038
.050
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Table 7
Annual Rates of Growth of Real Private Domestic Factor Input, 1947-73 46,

Nether- UnitedYee Qua& ranee German Italy Japan Koiea lands Kingdom
1948 .042 J > v

6
1949 .038 .000
1950 .017 .039
1951 .046 .032 .034 --. .054
1952 .037 .012 .033 .009 .028
195pc
1954

.036

.028
.011
1023

.044

.047
.026
.030

.036

.017
.015
.023 i

C.. 4 .025
-.005

1955 .031 .020 ..055 .013 .032 .037 .034
1956 .052 .022 .042 .013 .056 --. .037 .023 .033
1957 .043 .027 .021 .034 .059 .034 .001 .011
1958 .020 .014 .023 .019 4 .064 .025 .007 -.002
1959 .039 .013 . .024 .029'. .048 .027 .032 .032
1960 .027 .025 .034 .047 .063 .032 .028 .0221961 .007 .023 .032 .038 .052 .042 .012 .035 .010
1962 .032 .027 .021 .029 .078 .016 .046 .020 .026
1963 .01.8 .029 - .020 .045 .061 .039 .044 .024 .023
1964 .038 .034 ,1034 .007 .054 .023' .035 .029 .028'.1965. .042 .024 .026 - .027. .073 .083 .039 .022 .0401966 .044 .03 .022 .030 .052 .033 .038 .01.1 .045
1967 .041 .027 .008 -039 .057 .071 .015. . .007 .. .033
1968 \025 .022 .028 -.033 .071 .090 .032 .017 ,. .033
1969 .. .032 .036 .033 .016 , :070 .084 , .034 .020 .038
1970 :022 .034 .033 .030 .071 .047 .023 -.004 .012
1971 .027 .019 .009 .069 .080 .031 -.020 .016
1972 .035' .026 .020 .006 .059 .077 '.017 .025 .037
1973 .053 .032 '.024 .020 .066 .067/ .024 .046 .048

factor productivity as source of growth in real prCidnct:
We then look at growth in e quality of capital stock,
the quality of hours worked, capital stock pet hour
worked, and total factor. produCtivity as sources of
growth in.realproducl per. hour 'worked.'

Since anntial growth rates ofreal product, reakapital
input, real faCtor input, total factor productivity, and
real produCt Oer hour workickareavailable for all nine
countries inclided in our study for the period 1960-73,

we can \ompare patterns of productivity growth across
countries for this period. For all countries except
Korea, annual growth rates are available for periods
endingln .1960 and beginning at various Points plume
from 1947 to 1955; so that vie can 'compare patterns of
prOductivity growth between time Periods for every
country except Korea: Since the earlier periods vary in
length from country to country, we do not attempt to
make systematic compaiiions of productivity groWth
patterns across countries for periods before 1940-731

Aggregate 'Economic GrOv;th
We present 'average annual growth rates for real
product, real factor input, total factor productivity, real
capital input, and real labor input in Table 11. ThiS table

provides average anaal growth rates for all' nine
countries included in our study for the period 1960.-73.

Our first international comparisons of 'aggregate eco-
noinic growth are based on growth in real product, real
factor input, and total factor productivity for all nine
countries for this period. Table 11 also includes average
annual growth rates for all, countries except Korea for p
earlier periods beginning from 1947 to 1955 and ending
in .1960. Our intertemporgl comparisons of growth
patterns are based on data for the period 1960-73 and
for the earlier periods, ,. .

During the 1960-73 period, average growth rates of
real product fell within the relatively narrow range 'of
4.1 cent to 5.9 percent for six of the nine countries
inclu si in our 'study. For Canada and the- Liniteil
States", average growth rates Or. real product were. 5.1
percent and 4.1 percent, reipectivety. For Prance,
Germany, Italy; and the Netherlands, average owth
rates were 5.9"percent, 5.4 percent, 4.8 percent, d 5.6
percent. Growth of real pr duct for. the ited
Kingdom fell below this rang with an average rate of
3.8 Percent: For Japan an Korea, growth of real
product greatly exceeded this range with average rates
of 10.9 percent and 9.8 percent, respectively.
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Table 8
Annual Rates of Growth of Real Gross Private Domestic Product, 1947-73.

.
A.

Ilear
1948
1949
1950

.Canada

.035
.654
.097

France Germany Italy

1951 .039 .025 .099
1952' .090 .031 .082
1953 .059 / .080 .085 L .087
1934 -.006 .050 .079 .036
1955 .087. .053 .121 .082
1956 .095 .046 .081 .047
1957 .027 .058 -066 .045
1958. .025 i .015 .041 .056
1959 .042 .050 .076 .065
1960 .029 .084 .095 .064
1961 .015 .053. .055 .084
1962 .060' .063 .040 .060
1963 .055 .058 .041.- .047
1964 ..069 101.1076 .072, , .034
1965 .071 .054 .063 .034
1966 .066 .058 .035 :056
1967 .029 .050 .000 ,973
1968 :053 .044 .078 .055
1969 .043 .081 .070 .001
1970 .038 .061 .071 .053
1971 .050 .047 .031' 7.026
1972 .050 .054 .044 .028
1973. .066 .067 .060 ,061

'Nether-. United
Japan Korea lands Kingdom

.095.

.064

.103

.043

.097

.069

2.

.015

.075

.069
+072
.054
.036

-.053
.100

..78:314#5-

.033.

.096
:062
:035
.049
..071
.067
.067
.052
.062
.050

.178 .053

.106 126

.109 .099

.119 ,071

.095 .071
.076 .120
.114 '.083
.12S .121
J13 l .176
.123 .077

-.093 ..089
.084 .094
:081 .199

.023'

.026

.010

.046
.061
.050
.015
X039
.072
.025.
.028
.031/

a-.039.
.O10
.037
.034

1113

United
States

.055

.065

.037

.045
-.010.

.071

.013 .-

.016--

.002-

.058

.022

.023

.056

.038

.053

.060

.059 *

.027

.045

.030
-.000

.035.

.061'

.061

Among the six 'countries characterized by moderate
'grOyith of real products the range of variation inaverage
growth rates of real factor input is den narrower than
for reit product: FOr France; Germany, Italy, and the
Netherlands the 'average' growth rates of real factor
input are 2.9 percent, 2A percent, 2.2 jercent, and 3.0
percent, respectively, for 'the period 1960-73. For this'

,period the average growth rate of real factor input for
Canada is 3.3 percent and for the United .States is 2.9
percent. By contrast the high groWIFTemintries, JIpan
and Korea, had the highest average growth rates of real
factor input, 6.4 percent and 5.8 percent, respectively.
The 13w growth country, the United Kingdom, had the
lowest averse growth rate in real factor input at 1.8
percent.

Our first, conclusion is that variations ;inn average
growth rates of real product among Countries during
1960--,73:are associated withvariations in growth rates
of real factor input. This conclusion is based on all
possible comparisons between growth rates Ofre4prod-
uct and real factor input for pairs of countries. For
twenty-eight of the thirty-six ifossiblie comparisons the
differences ofgrowth rates of real product have the

same sign as the differences of growth 'of real factor
input. For example, a comparison of patterns, of
economic growth for 1960-73 for Italy apci the United
Kingdom reveals avePage growth rates of real product
of 4.8 percent and 3.8 percent, respectively. These
growth rates are associated with average growth rates
of real factor i ut of 2.2 percent and 1.8 percent_

If we com e patterns of aggregate.. economic
growth betireen t e 1960-73'Period and earlier periods
for each country included in ourstudy (except Korea),
we find that average growth rates of real product have

for France,, Japan, the Nethenlands, the
United Kingdom; and the United States, and that aver
age growth rates have decreased for Canada, Germany,
and Italy. For every country with an 'increased aver-
age growth rate of real product, the average growth rate
of real factor.,input has also increased or retained the
same. The most dramatic increases' are for Japan,,
Where the average growth rate of real product rose from
8.1 percent for 1952-60 to 10.9 percent for 1960 -73;
the average grdwth rate of real factor input rose from
4.7 percent for the earlier period to 6.4 percent for the
later period. At the opposite end of the spectrum, the

42
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Table 9 .

Annual Rata of Growth of Total Factor Productivity

Year Citiatht Rance Germany
L948 -.607
1949 .016
1950 .080
1951.. -.007
1952 .053
1953 .023

.1954 -.034
;,1955 -.056

1956 .043'
1957 -.016
1958 .005
1959. .003'
1960
1961

4962
1963Y
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968 .

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973.

.003.
L -008

.028
.027
'.032
.029
.022

-.012
.029
.010
.016
.023

_.016
.013

-.006
.019
.069
.027
.033
.024
:031
.001
.037
.059'

'.036
.029
.043
.030
.025
.023.
.021.
.045
.027
.619
.029
.035

.064
.050
.041
.032
.066
.038
.045
0

.061
.023
.020
.021
-038
.037
.013
.008
.051.
.038
.038
.013

.037

1t4ly

.062
.006
.069
.034
.012

.13367

.017

.046

.031
,002
.026
.061
.025
.634

.022
.045
.016

).622
-.035

(041

Nether- .
Jaien Korea. landi.

i :058

.047

.071

.038

.004

.020

.049

.125
.028
.048
.065
.022
.024
.957

.054
.043
.053
.024
.025

.

.005

.061

.046

.034
.017
.002

.073

.047
.011' .022
.009 -.002
,060 -.011
.048 .061

.. -.012' .022
.087 -.003
.012 .034
.031 .038
.092 .033
.030 '4044/
.009 1.021-
.017 .045
.132 .027

United
Kingdom

-.001
.025
.002
.014
.033
.015

-.005
.015

f

United
States

.019
..008
.054
,011
.009
.021

-.004
.037 1

. 004
.004
. 026
.000.
.014
.030
.015
.025
.ALa.020

.013
-.008
-.012

.019

.024
..013 ,

.016

.025.

.023
-.010

.041
.055
.026
.022

growth rate of real product for the Uriitel Kingdomitise
Modestly from 3.3 percent1for 1955 -60 'to 3.8 percent
for 1960-73, and the groWth" rate of real factor input.
remained virtually unchanged. at 1.8 percent for both
periods.

Among countries with decreases in .the average
growth rate of real product, the greatest change'was for
Germany with a decline from 8.2 percent for, 1950-60 to
5.4 percent during 1960-73. The average growth rate of
real factor input dropped from 3.6 percent to 2.4 percent
between the two periods. Hot. Canada the grovith rate of
real, product dropped from 5.2 percent for 1947-60 to
,5.1,perCent for-.1960-b, and the growth rate of real
factor inpitIO dropped from1.3.5 percent to 3.3 percent
between the two periods: For Italy the average growth '-
rate of real product declined from 6.0 percent for'
1952 -60-to 4.8 percent fsir 1960=73, and the growth
rate of real factor input declined (tom 2.6 percent for the
earlier period to 2.2 percent for the later period. Our

. second conclusion iS that -increases and decreases in
average growth rates of real factor input between
1960-73 and various earlier periods beginning from
1947 to 1955 and ending in 1960 are strongly associated

with-increases and d reases i
real product for all t countne
available.

The most striking iflustTation'of the association of
growth in real factor input and growth in real product is
provided by, a comparison of patterns of aggregate
economic growth for Germany and Japan. During
1950-60 Germany had an average growth tate of real. -
product of 8.2 percent, and foy 1952-60 Japan had an
average growth rate of real broduct of 8.1 percent. For
1960-73 Japan's average growth rate of real product
rose to 10.9 percent, andGermany's average growth
rate fell to 5.4 percent. Japan's average growth rate pf
real .factor input rose- from -4,7 percent for the earlier

?period to 6.4 percent for the 1960-73 period, and Ger-
many's average growth rate fell from 3.6 percent to 2.4
perCent.

.

GrOwth in Capital and Labor input
in analyzing the growth of real factor input among coun-
tries or between time periods for a given country, we
first recall that the growth rate of real factor input is a
weighted average of growth rates of real capital input
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Table 10
Annual Rates of Growth of Output per Hour Worked

Year
1948
1949
1950

Canada

.025

.042

.121

' France

...I

Germany Italy

..

Japan Korea
Nether-

lands.

.

United
Kingdom

United
States

.046

.052

.062
..1951.

1952
.024
:085

..014
.042

.070
'.061 ... '.026

.026

.033
1953 .051 .092 .057 .059 ' .045 .057 ,034

-' 1954 .'005 .046 .045 .006 .045 gr.e. .050 .029
1955 .076 '.055 .078 .081 .031 .053 .042
1956 .059 .046 .066 .051 -.030 .038 .023. .008
1957 .019 -.053 .081 .017 .Q50 .035 .051 .029
1958 .046. .028 ..050 '.054 .033 -.042 .028.. . .040
1959 .018 1 .061 .083 __., .044 .030 .085 .028 .029
1960 .026 .075 -.084. .016 .058 .060 .053 .016
1061 .042 .055 '056 .069 .166 .004 .068 .034 :035
1962 .036 .061

t.
.057 1)69 .084 .019 024. .019 ..036

1963 :042 .055 . .05$ .031 .08/ .071 Ill/ :031. .029
1964 .043 .068 .061 .083 .095 .085 .088

..0(31
.039

1965 .044 .064 .072 .122 .057 , -.023 .053 -' .030
1966 .044 .049 .055 .042. .051 .102' .029 .047 .029
1967 .015 .056 .060 .047 :083 .038 073 .052 .021
1968 .05, .055 :061 .046 .098 .054 1.061 .045 .030
1969 .028 :068. .055 .080 .111 .125 '.056 .011 .006,
1970 .041- .058 ° .066 .040 .114 .086 .076 .,, .070 .019-
1971 ..036 .053 .054 .006 .088 .035 .058 .094 ..038
1972 .028 .062 , :061 .057 .076 .042 .086 .047 .032
1973 .017 .064, .065 .067 .056 .144 .059 '.036 .020

)

Table 11 -,

'Average Annual Growth Rates of Real Product, Real Factor Input, Total Factor Productivity,
Real Capital Input, and Real Labor Input

Canada Frknce Germany Italy Japan

1960-73

Korea
'Nether- United United

lands Kingdom States

Real prquct .051 '.059 .054 .048 .109 .098 .056- .038 .041

Real factor input .01 .029 .024 .022 .064 .058 :030 .018 .029.

dotal factor pro-
ductivity

.018. .030 .030 .026 .045 .040 '.026 .021 .ori

Real capital input .049 .063 .0701 .054 .115 .073 .066 .046 .040

Real labOr input ..020 .004 -.007 .002 .027 .050 .003 .000 .022

1947-60 1950-60 1950-60 1952-60 1952760 1951-613 1955-60 1947-60

Real product .0524 .049 .082 1:060 .081 .050 .033 .036

Real factor input 4 .035 .020 .036 .026 .047 .027 .018 .025

Total factor pro-
.ductivity

.017, to .029 .047 '. .034 .034 .023 .015 ;Olt-

Real capital input .068 .047 .069 .033 : .045 .040 .045 .046

Real labor input .011 .003 .016 .022 .048 .014 .002 .012

244
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and real labor input with weights given by the value
shares of each input. We give value shares for capital

lapin together with ratios of the average weighted
growth rates of capital input, labor input, and t tai
factor productivity to the average growth of real
product in :Table 12. The growth rate of each input is
weighted by the! value. share of that input. Table 12
provides data for all nine countries for 1960-73 and for
all countries except Korea for earlier periods ending in
1960.

Value sharel for capital input vary within a narrow
range *from 0.369 for Korea to 0.44rfor Canada for
1960-73, so that variations in weights assigned to capi-.
tal and labor input account for little variation in. avalite
groWth rates of real factor input across countries. How-
ever, average growth rates of real capital and labor
input vary substantially among countries, as indicated
in Table 11. For the European countries the growth rate
Of labor input ranges from a negative 0.7 percent for
Germany to a sitive 0.4 percent for France. Average
growth rates o labor input for Canada and the United.
States are 2.0 ent and 2.2 percent, respectively, and
for Japan and rea are 2.7 percent and 5.0 percent,
respectively.

Comparing a rage growth rates of real capital input
among cou'ittri for 1960-73, we find that Japan and
Korea havOthe ighest average growth rates, with 11:5
percent-1'nd .7.3 percent, fespectively. Canada,. -04
United Kingdom, and the United States have relativelyv. f

227

1

low average groWth rates of 4.9 perfent, 4.6 percent,
and 4.0 percent. For the remaining European countries
the average growth rates of capital input are higher than
for the United Kingdom and the two North American
countries and lower than for the two Asian countries.
Average rates of growth for France, Germany, Italy,
and the Netherlands are 6.3.percent, 7.0 percent, 5.4
percent, and 6.kpercent.

Our third conclusion is that for 1960-73 very high
average growth rates in real prOdtict are associated with
high average growth rates of. both capital and labor
input and that low average rates of growth in real prod-

ruct are associated with low average growth rates pf
both inputs. Averagegrowth rates of real product in the
moderate range froin-4.5'to 6 percent, which includes
five of the nine countries in our study, can be associated
either with low average growth rates for labor and high
growth rates for capital, as in Germany, or with high
average growth rates for labor and low growth rates for
capital, as in the United States. Since thereare substan-
tial variations among countries in average growth rates
of both capital and labor input, further analysis reqUires
a study of the sources of growth of capital input through
the supply of saving and capital formation and the'
sources .of-growth of labor input through the supply of
4/ork effort.

We find it useful to illustrate our third conclusion by.
comparing the economic perfoeTsance of the United
Kingdoni and the United 'State for 1960-73. The

Table 12
'Value Share of Capital Input and Contributions of. Growth in Real Capital input, Real Labor Input

-4rriss

and Total Factor Productivity to Growth In Real Prqditct

Canada - Frame Germany Italy Japan

1960-73

Korea
Nether-

lands
United Uti.

Kingdom

Capital value share .449 .417 .401 .383 .415. .369 .429 .387 .408
Contributions of

Real capital input .430 .444 .520 .435. .437 .264 .509 .468 .401
Real labor input .209 ..043 -.074 .020 .147 .324 .031 -.006 .317
Total factor pro-

ductivity
.361 .513 .556 .545. .414 .412 .460 .538 .282

1947-6&1950260 1950-60 1952-60 1952-60 . 1951-60 1955-60'1947-60
Capital value share .4t ,420 .382 .367 .405' .352 .470 .380 .387
Contributions of I

Real capital input -.549 .365* .340 .220 a 197; .381 .513 .497
Real labor input .127 .039 .120 .21.5 Sti .155 .042: .204
Total factor pro-

ductivity
.3125 , .595 .568 ;565- .421 -.465 .445 .303



United States' average gr th rate of real product is
higher at 4.1 percent than e United Kingdom'st 3.8
percent. Average growt ates of real factor input are
2.9 perddit-for the Unit d States and 1.8 percent for the
United Kingdom. The difference in growth rates of real
factor input can be accounted for by the difference in
average rates of growth of real laborinput, 0 for the
United Kingdorn and 2.2 percent for the United States.
Thi United Kingdom's average growth rate of capital
input of 4.6 per*it exceeded that for the United States
of 4.0 percent. The Vnited Kingdom's average growth
rate of total 'factor productivity of 2.1 percent also ex-

. ceeded that for the United States of '1.1 percent. The
difference in average growth rates of real labor input in,
the two countries Accounts almost entirely for the dif-
ference in average growth rates of real product.

If we 'compare the growth of real factor input during
1960-73 with that of earlier periods, we first observe
that the greatest change in value shares of capital input
is Japan's increase to 0.415 for the period 1960-73 from
0.352 for the earlier period. Changes in value shares of
capital input between time periods do not.account for
much variation in average growth rates of real factor
input between time periods. For five of the eight coun-
tries included in our intertemporal comparisons, the
value share of capital input increases between the ear -
lier periods and the period 1960-7,?. If technicil change
were Hicks-neutral, this would iniply an average elas-
ticity of substitution in excespof unity for these five

;' Countries, since the growth rate of capital input exceeds
the growth 'rate of labor input for all countries and all
periods except Japan for the period 1952-60.

Comparing the average growth rates of real capital
input and real labor. input between time periods for
Japan, weind that its average growth rate of real labor
input for the period 1952-60 was 4.8 percent, and its
average growth rate of real capital input was only 4.5
percent for this period. For the period 1960-73 Japan's
average groivth bate of labor input declined to 2.7 per-
cent, still high by international standards, and its aver-
age growth rate of capital input jumped to 11.5 percent.
The improvenaent in Japan's economic performance
-was due almost,entirelyto the increased average growth
rate of real capital input.

Germany's decline itithe average growth rate of real
labor input from 1.6 percent during the period 1950-60

e. to -0.7 percent from (960 -73 was as large as_Japan's
decline from the period 1912-60 to the later"ftliod.

's average growth 'rate of capital input rose
for 1950-60 tb 7.0 percent for 1966-73

growth rate of real product fell from 8.2
the earlier period to 5A percent irk: the later

The decline. in. Germany's economic .perfor-
mance :was due 'primarily to the deCreased average

German
from 6.9
and its
Percent

Seri.
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growth rate of real labor input; the contrast to changes
in Japan's economic performance between 1960-73
and the earlier period is due to differences in the in-
crease of the average growth rate of capital input.

Our fourth conclusion is that a rise or fall in the
average growth rate of real labor input is associated
with a fall or rise in the growth rate of real capital,input.
This pattern reflects the process oft substitution be-
tween capital and labor input in production. Germany
and Japan provide the most striking illustrations of this
pattern with substantial changes in aggregate economic
growth between 1960-73 and the earlier periods. How-
ever, the same pattern can be seen for two countries
with moderate changes in aggregate economic
growth - Canada and the United States. Canada's av-
erage growth rate of real capital input fell from 6.8
percent to 4.9 percent, and that for the United States fell
from 4.6 persnt to 4.0 percent, betkyeen therperiods
1947-60 anir 1960-73. For the' same two periods,
Canada's average growth rates of labor input rose from
1.1 percent to 2.0 percent, and theUriited States' rose
from 1.2 percent to 2.2 percent. France is, the only
exception to the general pattern; its aikrage growth
rates of real labor input and real capital input rose from
0.3 percent to 0.4 percent and from4.7 percent to 6.3
percent between the periods 1950-60 and 1960-73.

As a second illustration of our fourth conclusion we
compare Korean growth for the period 1960-73 with
Japanese growth for.the period 1952r,-6(elapan's aver-
age growth rate of real labors was'4.8 percent and
Korea's was 5.0 percent. Kor average growth rate
of capital input was 7.3 percent, and Japan's was only
43'percent. KOrea's average growth rate, of real prod-
uct for the later period was 9.8 percent, compared with
Japan's rate of 8.1 percent for the earlier period.
Korea's average growth rate of total factor productivity
for the later period was 4.0 percent, and Japan's aver-
age in the earlier period was 3.4 percent;The difference
in average growth rate's of capital input accounts for the
dfference in economic performanck

4:00k

_

ProductivityProwth
Up to this, point we have Compared patterns of aagre-
gate economic growth among 'the nine couniriet6 in-
cluded in-our study for the period 1960-13. We have
also coMpared patterns of groWN betWeen various time
periodkbegimnng'from 100. toq955-and extending to ,
.1960 andthettme period 1,60-73 for all countries ex-
cept Korea; W can provide additionalp,spectiveon. '
these results.by comparing patterns of growth in output
per hour i.V,tirked. aknorkg Countries' and betweoghtinie
periods. In Table 13 we present average annual groW*h

r4ates

of real product per hoer worked, real factor input
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Table 13
011Average Annual Growth Rates of Rea) Product per Hour Worked, Real :tor Input per Hour

Worked, Capital Stock per Hour Worked, Quality of Capital Stock, Quality of Hours Worked

Canada France Germany Italy Japan

1960-73

Korea.
Nether-
lands

Real product
hour worked .037 .059 .062 .058 .087 .060 .058

Real factor input per
hour worked .018 .028 .033 .033 .041 000021 .033

Capital stock per,
hour worked .023 .051 .076 .061 .064. .020. .048

Quality of capital stock .011 .012 :.005 .004 .030 .014 :020
Quality of hours worked .005 .004 .001 .013 .006 .012 .005

1947-60 1950-60 1950-60 1952-60 1952-60 1951-60

Real product per
hour worked 4 .046 .051 .067

Real factor inpUt per
hour worked .029 .021 .022

Capital stock per
hour worked ,, ..045 .040 .059

Quality of capital stock .017 .099 -.000
Quality of hours worked .006 .005 :001..

United
Kingdom

United
States

.045 .027

.025 .016

.048 .017

.004 .010

/006 .008

1955-60 1947-60.

.041 .035 .040 .037 .031

. 007 -41 .017 .023 .020

. 012 -.013

.002 .013

.002 .002

.022 , '.039 .031

.009 .010 .010

.0(1111 .006 -.007

per hour worked, capital stock per hour worked, quality
of capital stock, and quality of hours worked for all nine
countries for the period 1960-73. Table 13 also includes
.1-Verage annual groWth rates for earlier periods for all
countries except Korea.

Durihg the 1960-73 period, the range of variation.in
average growth rates of real product per hour worked is
only slightly narrower than for real product itself. For
Canada and the United States, the average growth rates
are 3.6 percent and 2.7 pereent. For France, Italy, the
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom the average
growth rates are 5.9'percent, 5.8 percent, 5.8.percent,
and percent, respectively.- Germany!s-62-percent:-
growth bf real prdduct per hinir worked is- higher. than
Korea's 6.0 percent. Japan's 8.7 percent average groyith-

N, rate of real product per hour worked is highest.
The range of variation of growth rates of real factor

inputper.hourworked is narrower than that of growth
rates'ofireal product per hour worked, Just as the range
of variation Of growth rates of real factor input is nisr-.
rower than tbatof growth rates of real product. Average.
annuidgroWth rates of real factor input per hour worked

. for Cfuticla and tie United States are 1.8 and 1.6 per-
.ceht., For theibur EUropean countries characterized by

moderate growth of real product per hour worked
France; Italy, the Netherlands, and the United King-
dom - the average growth rates of real factor inPut per
hour worked are 2.8 percent, 3.3 percent, 3.3 percent,
and 2.5 percent, respectively. Germany's 3.3 percent
growth rate of reatfactor input per hour worked, is
above Ktirea's rate of 2.1 percent. Japan has the highest .
average growth rate real factor input per hour worked
at 41 percent as well as the highest average growth rate

alai product per hour worked: .

r fifth - conclusion is that variations in average
groWth rates of real product per hour worked among
_countries,-uring- -the period 1960-73 are associated
with varin tons in growth rates of real factor input per
hourWorked Thil.assOciation js similar but not identi-
c4, to the association we have'fOunit bitweelt -growth
rataWm-id product and real factor input during this
period. For twenty-nine of thirty7ii,x possible Compari-
sons between pairs of countries the differences of
growth rdtes of real product per hour worked have the
Same sign as differences :of growth rates of real factor
input per hour worked. For example, a Comparison of
patterns of productivity growth for the period 19607713 --

for illy and the United Kingdr shows. av'erage
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growth rates of real product per hour worked of 5.8
percent and 4.5 percent, respectively. These growth
rates are associated with growth rates of real factor
input pet' hour worked of 3.3 percent and 2.5 percent.

If we compare patterns of productivity growth be-
tween the period 1960-73 and earlier periods for each
country included in our study, except Korea, we find

Lthat average growth rates of real product per hour
worked havelncreased for France, Italy, Japan, the
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom, and have de-
creased for Canada, Germany, and the United States.
Every country with an increased average growth rate of
real product per hour worked also has an increased
average growth rate of real factor input per hour
worked. The most dramatic increases are for Japan,
Where the average growth rate of real product per hour
_Worked rose "from 3.5 percent for the period 1952-60,
the lowest for aff country included in our study for
periods before. MO, , to -8.7 'percent :for the period
1960-73, the highestfor anSf country included in our
study for this period. Similarly, the groWth rate,of real
factor input per hour Worked. rose M 0:1 percent for
the earlier period to 4.1 percent f r the later period,
again the lowelyand highest average growth dates' for
the two periodii. .

Amo un -es with decreaies in the average
growth vale of re product per hour worked, Canada'w
dplined from 4.6 percent Mir the period 1947-60 to
percent for the periOd 1960-73. For the United States

..
-the decline was from 3.1 percent to 2.7 percent fdi these
two periods. The corresponding declines in ,average
growth rates of real factor input per hour worked were
from 2.9 percent to 1.8 percent for Canada and from 2.0
.percent to 1.6 percent for the United States. Germany's
average growth rate of rell-product.per hour werkedfell
from 6.7 percent for the period 1950611to 6:2 percent

I
for the period 1960-73; its average growth rate of real
factor input per hour worked rose from 2.2 percent to
3.3 percent for the same periods.- Our siXth conclusion
is that changes in "rowth rates of real-product per hour
worked and real factor input per hour,worked between
various earlier ptiriods ending in 1960 and the periOd

%
1X3 are almost as closely associated as changes in

rates of reajproduct and real factor input for the
two periods. 1 . -,4

..,..ik._ A useful illultration of the association of growth in
real factor input per hour worked and growth ititeal
product per hour worked is prOvided by .a comparison

'' Of patterns of productyiti growth for the United King-
dont ant the United --es. During.the perioir195760
thetenited ICingikim's 3:7 percent average growth rate
of rea)Aproduct pek"hour worked Was higher than the
UnitedStates' 3.1 Percent for the period 1947-60. For
the period

&
1960___ 73.the United Kingdom's growth rate-

Pad Fiva) Internetepnal Productivity CO orisons
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of real product per hour worke s se to 4.5 percent, a
that for the United States fell .7 percent. For t
period 1955-60 the United Kingdo 's growth ra of
real factor input per hour worked was 2. s nt, and
that for the United States for the period 1947-60 was
2.0 percent. For the period 196073 the growth rate of
real factor input per hour worked for the United King-
dom rose to 2:5 percent, and that for the United States
fell to 1.6 percent.

Real.Factor Input Per Flour Worked ,

The growth rate in real factor input per hour worked is
the sum of the growth rate of capital stock per hour
worked, weighted by the value share of capital input,
and ii weighted average of growth rates of quality of
capital stock and quality of hours worked, weighted by
the valueshares of capital and labor input, respectiVely.
We give the ratios of the weighted growth rates of
capital stock per hour worked, quality of capital stock,

,quality of hours worked, and the unweighted
h rate of total factor productivity to the growth

rate of realyroduct per ho worked in Tables 14. This
table provides data for all e countries included in our
study for the period 1960- and for all.countries ex,-
cept Korea for earlier periods ding in 1960.

Average growth rates of quality chan r both capi-
tal and labor input are positive for all °unities-and for
all time' periods included in our study, except growth of
capital quality for Germany for the period 1950-60.
The average growth rate of capital stock per hour'
worked is positive for every country and every time
period, except for Japan for-the period 102-60. Ja-
pan's growth rate of. hours -worked actually exceeded
the growth rate of capital stock for the period 1952 -60.
-For the period 1960- 73 the contribution of pieal stock&
per hour worked exceeds that of either qu of capita
stock or quality of hours worked for all coup es except
Korea. For earlier periods, the contribution of capital ,

41M,ock per hour worked is greater for every country
except Japan. * -

-In accounting. -for growth in real product per hour
worked for Canada, France, and Korea for the period
1960-11, growth in total factor productivity is more
important than growth in quality of capital stock, hours
worked, or capital stock per hour worked. Since these
three countries areassociated with low, moderate, and
high growth rates of; utpin per hour worked, respec-
tively, there is no association between average growth
rates of outpdt per hour worked and a large contribu-
tion of total factor productivity for this 'period. 'For
earlier periodg the contribution of total factor produt-
tivity is more -important than the contribution of other
_sources of growth in real product per hour worked for
all count ices exceptjte United Kingdom and the

6.

P A - .
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Table 14 ,

Contributions of Growth In Capital Stock per Hour Worked, Quality of Capital Stock,
Quality of Hours Worked, and Total Factor Productivity

Canada France Germ
Nether- United United

Japan Korea lands Kingdom States

1960-73
Contributions of

Capital stock per
hour worked .287 .360 .476 s .397 .301 .125 .358 .417 .251

Quality of capital!
stock .134 .084 .029 .027 .141 .086 .148 .039 .147

Quality of hours worked .074 .042 .010 .135 .038 .126 .050 -.082 .180
Total factor

productivity .506 .513 .487 .444 .516 .673. .445 .463 .423

1947-60 1930-60 1950-60 1952 -60 1952-60 1951-60 1955-60 1947-60
Contributions of

Capital stock per
hour worked .415 .298 ..299 .114 -.129 .254 .401 .391

Quality of capital
stock .155 .067 -.002 .019 .124 .105 \i"..0199 .123

Quality oillinurs worked .071 .062 .007 .030 .066 . 1 .143
Total factor

productivity .366 .573 .693 .833 .968 .575 .400 .348

United States. Japan's 'average growth rate of total
factor productivity for the period J952-60 is almost.
equal to the averaowth rate bf real product per
hour worked; the cartbution of growth in total factor
productivity, as we have efined it, is equal to 0.968.

Our seventh conclusio is that the contribution of
growth in real factor inpu r hour worked is more
important than the contribu n of total factor prOduc7
tivity ih accounting for growth in real product per hour
worked for the periOd 1960-73 and less important for
earlier periods beginning from 1947 to. 1955 and ending
in 1960. The most dramatic illustration of this conclu-
sion is. for Italy: During the period 1952 --60 the con-
tribution of iletilfactor input per hour worke0 was 0.169,
the lowest for any country and any time period included

, in our study (except JapanJor the pericid 1952,z-60). For
the period 1960-73 thesi6ntribution of real factor input
4r hour worked was 0.559, whi exceeded the cor-
l'espOndinglevel for every other ountry except the
United States. the United States' contribution of real
factor input per hour worked fell from 0:652. for the .

period 1942-60 to 0.578 for the period 1960-73.
We find that the cont'ribUliOns Of groWth of the quality

of capital stock and growth of the quality of hours
inorked are cl ly tomparable for period 1960.-73.
The contribu n of growth in exceedi

/*

that of labor quality fol.' Canada, France, Gernimy,
Japan, and the Netherlands, but the contribution of
growth_ in labor quality is larger for. Italy, Korea, the
United Kingdom, and the United States. For earlier
periods the Contribution of growth in capital quality is
larger for Canada, France, Japan, and the Nether-
lands, but that of labor quality is larger for Germany,
Italy, the Unit Kingdom and the United States. Our
eighth and final conclusion is that the most important
contributionto growth in real product per hour worked
is provided bY grOwth in capital stock per hour worked.
Less significant contributions to growth in real product .

i t. hour worked are accountable to growth in capital
,tind labor quality. Though of comparable magnitude
former is soniewliat more important.

-A useful illustration of our final conclusion pro-
vided by comparing contributions to fooWth i eal
product per hour worked for thqpnited Kingdom and
the United States. For the period 1960 -73 the United
KingOin's average growth rate of real product per hour
worked is 4.5 percent and the United States' is
percent. GroWth rates of capital and labor quality are
0.4 and 0.6 percent, respectively, for the Lid King-
dom and 1.0 it'd 0.8 ;percent, respeOtiv-ely, r the
United State&. The differences in groWth rates f real

pet- hpor worked are largely attributable to the

241q
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.difference in growth rates of capital stock per hour
worked, which was 4.8 percent for the United Kingdom
and 1.7 percent for the United States. If we extend our
comparison -to, earlier periods, we find that the United
States' growth rate of capital stock per hour worke
dropped from 3.1 percent for the period 1947-60 to 1.7
percent for the period 1960 -73, and the United King-
dom's growth rate rose from 3.9 percent for the period
1955 -60 to 4.8 percent for the period 1960-73. Growth
rates of .capital and labor quality are roughly similar
between the two periods for each country. We conclude
that theadifferences in growth of real product per hour
worked between the United States and the United
Kingdom and between the period 1960-73 and earlier
periods for each country cairbe explained by differ-
cues. in growth of capital stock per hour worked.

economic growth for the period 1960-73 are associated
with variations in the growth of real factor input. This
conclusion is strongly reinforced by a comparison of

)"N patterns of aggregate economic growth for this period
a with growth during earlier periods ending in 1960 for

each country except Korea.
Our second objective was to assess the relative im-

portance of growth in real factor input per hour worked
and in total factor productivity in accounting for the
growth of output per hour woriced. We find thai varia-
tions in average growth rates of real product per hour
worked for the period 1960-73' are associated, with
variations in growth rates of real factor input pet. hour '
worked. Changes in growth rates ofAeal product per
hour worked and real factor input p& hour worked
between earlier periods ending in 1960 and the period
1960-73 are also closely associated,

The third objective of our analysis was to assess the
role of growth in real capital input and in real labor input
in accounting for aggregate economic growth. For the
period 1960-73%we find that very rapid growth of real
product is associated with rapid growth of both real
capital input and real labor input and that slow growth
of real product is associated with Slow growth of both
inputs: 'Moderate growth of real product can be as-
sociated wiitth rapid growth of real capital input;rapid
growth of real labor input, or mode to growth rates of
both inputs. Our intertemporal co arisoneshow that
increases and decreases in the a rage growth rate of
real capital input:are associated with decreases and
increases, respectivelL in the average growth rate of
real labor input. This fading provides evidence of sub-
stituttotabetw 'capital' and labor inputs in produc-
tion. ,

Our fourt bjective was to assess the role of growth
in qtr.* capital stock, quality of hours worked, and
capitlk per hour worked in accounting for growth
in real product per hour worked.. The sum of the con-
tributionsOf these three sources of growth in real prod-
uct per hour worked is equal to the contribution, of real
factor input per hoar Worked. We conclude that growth.
In real factor inpbt per hour w rked is more important
than growth in total citor p oductivity in accounting
for the growth in real p t per hiiur worked for the
Period 1960- -less portant for earlier periods
ending in 1960: The st important Contribution to

.grOwth in rear product per hour worked is prOvidecl by
vgrowtji in capital stock per hour worked.4Growth in
capital quality is somewhat more important than
growth in labor qaality, but the: contributions of these
two'sourCes of growth are compatible in magnitude:

We analysis of international. and intertbmporal
differencei in thesroWth of capital input and the growth
of labor input requires a detailed charaCterization of

5. Summary

In section,2 we outlined a methodology for separating
grOwth in.real factor input from growth in total factor
productivity, based on the transcendental logarithmic
production function. Beginning with a production func-
tion that gives output as a function of capital input,
labor input, and time, we defined translo indexes of
output, capital input, labor input, and to nical change
in terms of data on prices and quantities o outpdt and
inputs at discrete points of time. We also troduced
descriptive measures of the quality of capital tock and
hours worked that transform indexes of capital stock
and hours 'worked into translog indexes of capital and
labor input. These descriptive measures are useful in
comparing the results of our analysis of growth in total
factor productivity with an analysisof groWth in output
per hour worked as a measure of prod-activity change.

In sectio3 we identified translog indexes of output,
capital input, labor input; and technical change with
accounts forieal product, real capital input, real 1i for
input, and taw factor productivity for each of the nine
countries included-la-our study. For all countries we
cons cted annual production accounts in current and .
-cons t prices for the period 1960-73. Por all coun-
' tries e ept Korea-we constructed annual oduction
accounts for various earlier periods, beginni g from
1947 to. 1955 and ending in 1960.

Our Arstobjeative Was to assess the relative impoi
tanie of growth in renritbtor input and in total factor
productivity in accounting for patterns of productiVity
growth for all nine countries for the period 1960 -73 and
for Chaties in 'productivity growth between earlier
Periods ending in 1960 and-the period 1960-73 for all
countriesexcept Korea. We conclude that, for the nine
countries included in dur study, variations in aggre

I.
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a sources of grOwth of these inputs. Growth in capital
input involves growth in capital stock as a component of
wealth through saving and capital formation. A com-
plete system of accounts, like that developed by Chris-
tensen and Jorgenson [5), is essential to the analysis of
sources of growth of capital input through saving, capi-
tal formation, and accumulation of wealth. An analysis
of the sources of growth in labor input through the
supply of work effort is also required. The analysis of
sources of growth in capital and labor input remains an
important objective for further research on patterns of
aggregate economic growth.

'as
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Comment
Donald J. Daly

This paper summarizes the results of a larger study of
the United States and eight of its major trading partneriiirfor the period 1 73 (where poisible). The full study
for the indiv. countries is about four inches thick
and.a numb of interim reports have been presented.
The major emphasis is on the measurement and con-
tribution of the factors of production of labor and capit
tal to the growth of total real product and Output per
man hour. Total factor procibctivity is derived as a
residual, but has not been further broken down for any
of the individual countries as part of the current project.

When I was asked to discuss this paper I. was encour-
aged to be relatively nontechnical and to emphasize the
polity implications of the study. My task has been made
difficult by the inelusion offOurteen tables in the rePort,
and the relative technicality*Of. sections 2 and 3. The
main theoretical, portion of this paper has been pub-
lished in essentially its present form in1a number of:
previous articles and volumes. of conference papers.
The conference paper contains a narrative description of
the $69- major conclusions, but is deyoid of policy
implications for eithergovernment or bUsiness) for the
United States or the eight other countries.

T)ie two most important themelilmphasized by the
authors of the study are (1) the importande of the con-
tribution of total factor inputs, rather than output in
relation to total factor inputs, to total growth in the nine
countries studied; and (2) the importance of capital as a
productive factor- Almost all seven conclitsions in seC-
tion 4 relate to these two themes=themes that have
reappeared in their work since the initial 1967 study by
Jorgenson and Griliches argued that the increases in
.real output could be almost completely explained by
increases in total factor inputs the factor inputs were
measured properly. The de results for the United
States as part of the curre study have modified this to
a significant degree as the increase in Outputin relation
to total factor inputs is currently-tatimated as 1.05 from
1945'to 1965, compared to 0.10 in the 1967 article; This .

substantially alters the earlier conclusion that growth in
total factor productivity plays a very. small role in
grOvth- ''

1
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It should be noted that other recent studies for some
of the same countries show quite a differing relative
contribution of labor and capital inputs compared to
total factor productivity over a roughly comparable
time period. This is illustrated in Table 1 for the United
States and Japan.

The differences in the share contributions of capital
and total factor productivity to growth are large for both'
countries, especially for the United States. Two points
seem particularly implikutt to mention as reasons for
that result: Por one thing, the weights for the contribu-
tion of capital are much lager in this study than emerge
in the studies initiated. by Denison. This picks up a
debate that has been going on for a decade. This arises
because the current Wilier uses' weights for share of
capital in national income, which includes depreciation,
restiential structures and consumer durable= -,all. of
whiCh are excluded from the income share to capital in
the Denison resultsompariions kw eight countries
are shown in Tablet 2. When the 'stock, capialik.
groWing more 'rapidly than employment for almillPlir
countries and time periods covered, the point contribu-
tion of capital input to growth is increased and the'size
Aif output in relation to total factor inputs is reduced by
this larger weight forIthe contribution of capital. The
current study also incorporates quality ,Chafige in the
capital stock, which worIcS in the same' direction. The
"quality" adjustment for capital basically reflects the
differences in weights between the flows of the services

Table 1
Share Contribution -to Sources of Girth of
National Incoms

United 'States Japan .

1947-73 1948-69'. 1952-73 1953 -71

C.C.! D. CC.J. D.C.

Capital input 0.462 0.151 . 0.317 0,238
Labor input 0.242' -0.256 "0.264 0.'210
Total factor

productivity 0.296 0.594 0.41-e 0.557'

Sources: Christensen, Cummings and Jorgenson., Table
(average of two subperiods for the United States and Japan)
for columns 1 and 3; Edward F. DenisOn Accounting for
United. States. Growth, 1929-1969 (Washington: The Brook-
ings Institution, 1974) Table 8-2,: p. III, for eolith-HO; and
Edward F. Denison and William K. Chudg, How; Japan's
Economy Grew So Fast:The Sources of Postwar Growth
(Washington: The Brookings Institution, 1976) Table 4-8, pp.
42-43, fakcoliunn4.There are some diffirencel, in periods
covered andolefinitions_of national income, but-- these -would
not be too important in the differences shown. .
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Table 2

Weights for Capital Inputs 19610-02

Present
Paper

Net
National
Income . Difference

Canada .446 .219 +.227
France .386 .223 +.163
Germany .388 .258 +.130
Italy
Japan

AL .414
.408

.180

.279
+ .234
+:129

Netherlands .452 .252 +.200
United Kingdom .381 .214 +.167
United States .439 .201 - +.238

Mean .368 .203 +.165

Sources.. Column 1 from Christensen, Cuminings, Jorien-
son, Table 2; Column 2 from Edward F. Denison assisted by
Jean- Pierre Poullier,' Why Growth Rates Differ (Washington:
The Brookings Institution, 1967) Table 4-I, p. 38, Dorothy
Walters, Canadian Income bevels and Growth: An Interna-
tional Perspective (Ottawa: Queen's Winter, 1968) p. 28, and
Edward F: Denison and William K.' Chung, Now Japan's
Economy Grew So Fast (Washington: The BrOokings Insti-
tution, 1976) p. 28. There. are slight.differefices in the defi-
nition of national income, as column'2 includes government
and housing (except for the.U. S. and JaPaii) but excludes carii-
tai consumptionAand column "I excludes both government
and housing and includes depreciation. The largest differences
wise in the income to capital as column I includes an impu-
tatn for the services of consumer durables and Is gross of
depreciation. The revised national accounts for Canada would
lower the share to capital slightly from that shown in the table.

. ,
ofcapital, as they measure them, and the weights for the
stock of capital. I merely want to note these differences
without -trying to debate or resolve the issues. (For. .a
further dismission of technical issues, s -ft42, 4, 5, 3,
lb) )

It might be noted that the industry studies and others
- presented at She conference concentrate on manufic-,

wring and the commodity-producing industries. When
!one considers these industries, it seems preferable to
exclude housing and consumer 'durables from the in-
come weights for capital. .'

In this papa/. the authors have not, made any policy
recommendations based on the series of studies .too.,
either government or business in the Countries con-
cerned. I am neither able to $ilevelep anypolicy implica-
tiOns from, the study nor to see much policy relevance in
the study as it stands without much further 'analysis.

. The last two sentences 'in the study suggest further
analysis of "the supply of work effort" and the
"sources of growth in capital and labor input." Orally
at the conference, Professor Jorgenson emphasized the..

scope for encouraging capital to a greater degree than in
the paper. How could such a `study throwIght on lower

prices tq cmpurners, larger reaLprodtict in_relatinn.to
factor inputs, or improve the balance of paymenti or
some economic goal? Is capital stock the really central
determinant of growth? Why is the study so,disappoint-
ing in its relevance to the policy issues that are being,
considered in other papers at the conference? Let me
analyze this by considering the research strategy op-
tions in international growth comparisons, using the
following two-by-four simple conceptual table. These
comments go beyond theiprrint.papir and deal with
the broader queitions ofTesearch strategy. Professor
Jorgenson has under way additional studies that will
explore some of these additional topics and .cinestions.

Research Strategy Option"

Cilnlfarisons over time.
Factor inputs
Output in relation to inputs

Level 'ComparisOns
FaCtor inputs
Output in relation to inputs

Macro '' Micro

Present study

The present study was limited to the contribution of
factor inputs over time and did not attempt the interest-
ing task of quantifying the contribution Of economies of
scale, interindustry shifts, and the scope for technolog-
ical change. Furthermore, other studies provide addi-
tional illumination from making level comparisons bet-
ween countries at a point in time in addition to making,
comparisons over, time with the same conceptual
framework; in this they are helped by the Kravii\dati on-
levels,' but needed data on differences in eddcation,
capital, and capital quality are not in the public domain.
An analysis covering both is mutt more interesting
than either alone, and the cost of doing them simultane-
ously is less than doing them both independently. ,

Another, diction that can be fruitful is to do more
industrial desaggregation. This is the direction that Pro-
fesscoriorgenson has begun to take both for the United
States over time and Japanese-United Stites compari-
sons at a point in time. The current study is limited to
the private dothestic sector, excluding government but
including housing. However, a major part of the cov-
ered sector involves "nontraded goods," to use the
currently popular phrase in international trade litera-
ture. Much of doe output of the service industries is
produced and purchased in local markets. The interest-
ing issues of growth, prodogivity, and trade relate to
productiOn and marketing in the comniodity-producing
industries of manufacturing, agriculture, mining, and
petroleum. It is interesting that all the papers presented

#
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previouily at thii conference have emphasiied the
micro aspects, with important, policy applications.

It might be of interest that some of the initial work on
international growth comparisons in Canada Started'at.
the wtgative level, using the Denison framework, but
quickly shitted to manufacturing. The role of tariffs,
science policy, monetary policy, and business man-

, agement in the price, productivity, and cost position of
Canadian manufacturing in relation to the United States
has been looked at in this general perspective. Canada's
comparative advantages and disadvantages in factor
supplies and productiVity diffenacceS have been
anklyzed in relation to both the United States and la-y
pan. Output per person in Canadian mining is 65 percent,
higher, and in manufacturing, 25 percent lower than in
the United States. Capital stock per person in Canada is
higher than in the United States, but oitput per person
is lower. The studies have also had Implications for
economic theory and such tow`cs as the economies of
scale, the influence of tariffs of the distribution of na-
tional income, and intraindustry specialization in inter-
national trade. Research, costs haVe been relatiVely
small;:but policy implications have been both important
and controversial,

Let me rnentiolli an interesting area in the Japan-
Vnited States comparisons.. Yukizawa's [6] compari-
sons
y idtial manufacturing industrie one for*years. over a

of output per person in t two hundred, indi-

Itiyear period) suggest the levels in manufacturing out,-
parper man are much closer to North-American levels
than suggested by the aggregative results for GDP ob-
tained by Kravis and associates.. The aggregate 'for
Japan elative to North America has been held do*n by
much

relative
er leVels Of outputiper person in agriculture

and the se Ce industries. After a sharp drop during the
recession, manufacturing output per man and per man
hour has been increasing.sharply since early .1965 and
now approaches North Amerievell, even though
the stock of capital per worker iqpbstantiafly lower.
Are product-specific and plant- specific scale econ-
omies fir individual manufacturing products in Japan
similar to those in other indastrialized countries, or
different? Will the more rapid diffusion, of new tech-
nology slow down as the Japanese begin. to attain the
levels of the most industrialized countries, or could
they surpass the United States, as France and Germany
have surpassed the United Kingdom in the period since
the Second World War? What are the costs and benefits
Of a science policy that emphasizes new research and
'development (as Canadian policy has), or of one that
emphasizes the diffusion of technology .(as Japanese.
policy has)? What are the implications' for steel and.
autos in the United States if theincreases in output per
person and in relation to total factor inputs in Japan
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become substantially greater than in the Unit d States
once again? These research questions can be important
for the direction of trade and domestic adjustments on
the employment side in ,the United. Statei and other
industrialized countries. ..

I would encourage the United States Dtpartment of
Labor to, emphasize additional research on these impor-
tant questions in future research plahs.

Addendum . ,

In the oral- presentation at the conference, Professor
Jorgenson added further comments on the policy impli-
cations of the study, recommending encouragement to
add to the capital stock in the United States, presuin-
bly the business portion, in the form of reproducible
Died assets. ,

The reader is reminded that Table 3 in the- paper
ows the share of nonresidential structures and pro-

ducer durables as about 30 percent of the total capital
stock. The hilance relates to consumer durables, resi-
dential structures, inventories and land. Should all, or
only some, of these categories be encouraged?
' In connection with business capital stocks, the avail-

able evidence indicates that the existing capacity was
being utilized at quite low rates, even before the addi-
tional underutilization since '1974 ;merged. (See ,[6].)
Can one really defend incentives to' add to businew,
capital facilities if the existing'facilities are being aber-
ated at such low rates of utilization?

I am sure that union economists and union members
would like to raise these and other questions about the

.
policy implications, of the study suggested orally at the
conference by Professor Jorgenson.
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Laurits R. Christensen, Dianne Cummings, and Dale W.
Jdrgenson

*

Productivity growth is a serious candidMe for any list of
leading policy concerns of the next decade. The results
of our study reveal that it is difficult to exaggerate the
need for policies to stimulate U.S. productivity growth.
Between the periods 1947-60 and 1960-73 U.S. pro-..
ductivity growth dropped from 3.1 percent per year to
2.7 percent. During the period 1960-73 the United
States trailed every major industralizedicountry, in-
cluding the United ,Kingdoiri, in prodecivity growth:a

Our gtudy also suggests some useful directions for the .

additional, mork required to develop an strialyfis of
. -policies to stimulate productivity growth: ;`;

1. Growth of capital ,stock per hour worked is the'
most significant ot the three sources of productivity
growth we'have .analyZed. Capital is not limited to busi-
ness fixed capital, as suggested by Daly in his com-
ments, and measures to stimulate capital formation
should not be limited to industrial plants or to producers'
durable equipment.

2. Growth in capital and labor quality are roughly
equal in importance as sources of Oroductivity growth.
Policies to stimulate growth in the quality of factor
inputs will enhance the effectiveness of utilizatimi of
both labor and capital in the process of production.

3. Growth in work effort through increased labor
force participation and increased employment is an im-
portain source of economic growth. For the next two to -

five years policies to provide, productive employment
opportunities should have top priority.

Previous international comparisons of productivity
growth have sOpported the conclusion that grokth of
real factor input is a much less significant determinant
of productivity growth than growth in total factor pro-.
ductivity. This conclusion has very important policy
implications. It implies that policies to stimulate growth
in productivity should emphasize measures to augment
the growth of total factor productivity rather than mea-
sures to increase the supply of labor and Fapital input.

By contrast our results show that the emphasis has
been misplaced. Growth in real factor input and growth

. .
: 110 111

accounting for productivity growth. Differences be-255 tween time periods for a given country and differences
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. ,

among countries show that variations in productivity
growth rates are mainly due to variations in rates of
growth of factor input. This conclusion implies that
policies to stimulate the supply of labor and capital
input can have substantial impact on the rate of produc-
tivity growth. t

Daly correctly emphasizeetheventral importance of
our methodology for measuring cipital input in' our
analysis of productivity growth. It is equally important
to emphasize that our studies cover a much broader
range of historical experience than the studies by Deni-
son and his associates cited y Daly. Unfortunately,
Denison's studies are' based' a defective methodol- (.

ogy that fails, to treat lair an capital input symmetri-
cally. - -'9,

Labor instils .should be weighted by wage rates, re-
flecting the cost of using labor in the production pro-
cess. Capithl inputs should be weighted by annualized
costs, including all components of the cost of using
capital the rate of return, taxes, and depreciation.
The marginal productivity of lilbor is understated if any
component of labor costs is 'omitted. Similarly, the
marginal productivity of capital is understated if any
component of capital costs is omitted. ,

Denison and his associates have pioneered in the
measurement of labor input. However, Denison has
failed to incorporate a symmetrical approach to capital,
so that his measures of capital input are not consistent
with his measures of labor input. His results completely
distort the analysis of sources of economic growth and
result in misleading recommendations for policies to
stimulate productivity growth. Daly has provided use-
ful documentation of sources. of differences between
our results and Denison's, ..

Daly has pointed out that much' additional work ie
required to support detailed policy analysis of measures..
to stimulate productivity growth; we endorse all of his
very, useful suggestions: Finally, it is a pleasure to thank
Daly for providing a careful and thoughtful set of com-
ments on our paper. His suggestions have given us a .,,

great deal to think about and we hope that readers of his ---*-.

comments will share his enthusiasm for support of addi-
donal research on the questions he has raised.

(

-t
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Introduction
William a Dewald

In the years from the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act in 1930
to the Trade Expansion Act in 1962 the majority of U.S.
businessmen switched from supporting trade restric-
tions generally to supporting them only for their own
induVry. 'During this interval the Anieriean union
movnt may have switched from neutrality on inter-
national trade liberalization to suitport of the Trade
Expansion Act. But since 1962 the union movement has
come to represent perhaps the most forinidable opposi-

ption to further trade liberalization. The opposition ap-
pears to be quite general arid to be opposition in princi-
pie. There 'certainly have been numerous cases of
workers who lost their jobs in induitries injured by
foreign competition. But it is common sense. at least
among us academic economists, to expect.that, if one
looks at i employment in enough detail, there
Must be and workers that would be bene-
fited by nal foreign trade. Last night a dis-
tinguished labor leader asked me which industries would
be benefited by trade liberalization. In my mdstpleasant
and evasive way I said "lots." He wasn't satisfied with
my answer. Nor should he have been. The papers in this
section are far more specific than I was in terms of
particular industries that would probably beeaffected
favorably, unfavorably, or not atoll by expanded trade,
aliglhey alsd have a contribution to make in terms of
estimating the aggregative disruptions that trade
liberalization might impose on U.S.- production,
employment, and international trade patterns.

The studies reported in this session on tariff negotia-
tions are industry studies in the broad sense of looking
at a wide spectrum of industries unlike the one-industry
studies discussed earlier. But in contrast, and very im-
portantly, thpers attempt to account for a variety of
indirect effects in assessing the likely net benefits or
costs of tariff changes fn terms.pf real incomes as well as
the distribution of such benefits and costs to consumers
and to, particular workers in particular industries. The.

, authors. ideritify a .variety of very detailed results,. in
fact, more detailed results than have ever before been
prepared in studies of this kind. ,

. .

fi

Perhaps the most striking result that is general to each
of the three papers is that the employment effectt of
tariff changes in the aggregate are comparatively small,
at least in comparison with employment variationthat is
the result of the busintss cycle. if true,, it may be
reasonable to conclude hat monetary and fiscal policy
could:encompass any aggregative employme effects
of tariff changes within the domain of Yonder:cyclical
policieit. Nevertheless one can't be altogether sanguine
about this conclution for several reasons. First, the
more detailed results in the Robert. Baldwin-Wayne
Lewis and Williant Cline-Noboru Kawanabe-T.0.14.
Kronsjo-Thomas Williams papers really don't take into
account the possibility that simultaneous tariff changes
might add up to a different total effect than the sum of
the changes introduced separately. To some extent this
possibility is explored in the general equilibrium
framework of the Wharton industry model in work
of Ross Preston as reported by Lawrence Klein. But a
gnawing doubt remains. Second, the detailed studies
found that there are significant effects on the demand
for labor in particulalplaces and in particular industries
that would requige in some instances quite a massive
redistribution of workers to new jobs. Such a munition
Could be very painful and costly to individuals; and
presumably to the society they compose. The transition
involves a period of job search, sometimes with so little
prospect of finding another job that the worker givesarp..
Even the successful job seekers often experience a spell
of unemployment before finding a new job. And it, at
least initially, may well pay. a lower wage than the job
that was 'lost. Such costs, age real costs and must. be
assessed along with benefits to the nation as a whole
in appraising the appropriate stance of the govern-
ment. in trade negotiationi. ; \

As in any empirical work, the studies reported in this.
section do not ereal with theoretical certainties but Wiih _

real world probabilities. The results areomplete as is
all empiriesai work. Nevertheless; they represent what I
believe to be amoccg the best available information
about the effect a_Aangel in tariffs on U.S.. income..
einployment, and trade-pattenis.i

2p;f0



U.S. Tariff Effects on. Trade and. Employinent
In Detailed. SIC Industries
R060 Baldwin arid*Wayne E Uite

Introduction
, yq

This paper summarizes the trade and empfoinient ef-
faits in the linked States of a -significant multilateral
reduction in trade- distorting measu'es by the Worlifs

.' majoaikatling natione: ,BY-estimatina not only' the heti,
trade and employment effects of a significant tariff re-
duction in over 350 industries but also in the fifty states
and on Some fourteen occupational groups, it is hoped
that the results will be usefid fbr tho ho are now
embarked on the Tokyo round of e negotiatidns

de framework of the Gene Agreement onwithin
Tariffs and Trade (GATT). A novel feitturaof the study
is the estimation of the net employment eMcts of mul-
tilateral tariff cuts undei the assumption of flexible ex-
change rates.

The analytical framework for estimaiinglithe.trade
and employment effects of tariff reductions is presented
in pert I. A key assumption of the model is that imports

. are imperfect substitutes for domestic production. Al-
though trade models often employ an assumption of
perfect substitutability, a more appropriate Model for
most U.S. commodity trade is one in which imports and
domestic production areimperfect substitutes and sup-
ply curves for each of these types(of infinitely,
elastic, Also, in order to eliminate any mac

e
effects, it

is assumed that total government expenditures and tax
revenues remain unchanged. It is assumed that when
import duties are changed, income taxes are modified in
such a way as to hold total tax revenue constant.

Part 2 deseribes the data sources employed in the
study. The requisite trade and tariffdata were collected

' for 1971 on a tariff -line basis by the GATT secretariat
from die major trading countries. The industry break-
down employed corresponds tothe 367-sectOr delinea-
tion of the 1%7 U.S. input-output table. Five additional
sets of data were utilized in estimating .the trade-balance
impact of .muftilaterals tariff reductions and the as-
sociated employment changes. They are import and

*This paper istesegi on Robert E. Baldwin, "U.S. Tariff Policy:
Pagination and Effects" which' was completed in 1976 under 1LAB

.. COntnict 74-H.
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'export demandelastioities for the410 trading industries
in the 367-sector input-output table; employment coef-
ficients &waled on the same industry basis; a break-
down of employment in each induitry by skillgrditpt;
breakdown of employment in each industir 1,n+ state;
and finally a set of price deflators to put the 1971 trade
figures on a comparable basis with the 1967 input-
Output and labor7outpukcoefficientS used in the study.

Estimates of the trade and employment effects in the
United States of a 50 percent multilateral tariff reduc-'''
Lion are pretented in part 3. The larger study from wh)cll
the present paper is drawn also considers "harmonize- '-
tion" formulas for reducing tariffs, which. specify that .
the higher is the initial tariff rate, the greater will be the
percentage cut in the tariff. The economic arguments
for harmonization are examined and estimates of the
trade and employMent effects under various harmonj- '
zation formulas are presented in the ftJI1 report to the
Department,of Labor.

Certain U.S. commodity exports and imports (mainly
textile and agricultural products) have been excluded
from the tariff-cutting process because they are subject
to nontariff barriers that operate independently of
tariffs, Cutting duties on these items will not increase
trade. Five aft* nailVe sets of trade elasticities are used
in the calculations. Based on the preferred set of export
and import demand elasticities (set 1), a 50 pewent duty
reduction leads to changes in exports and implirts that
each exceed $1.5 billion in 1971 prices. However, the
net trade change is a negligible S4-4 million for tariffcuts

Manufactures

all industries and 126 milliorklf tariffs are cut on
Manufactures alone.. The net employMent impact is also
small: 15,200 man-years for all industries and 31.700
man-years for manufacturing.

Some indication of the distribution effect of tariff
reductions can be obtained by breaking down aggr to .

employment changesinto various skill groups. Di iding.
net employrrient changes into fourteen oocu tional
classes yields percentage changes in I irements
ranging from +0.47 percent for farmers and farm mana-
gers to 7.0.14 percent for operatives.. Similarly, the
regional distribution of employment effects may be
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interest- to trade negotiators, and therefore the stater. foreign exporters redUce their pitcei by the fullAMOunt.0
by -.' employment impact of 50 percent duty reduc-: of the duty cut; to theextent that they do, t, imports

motion is estimated (Table 6). * e into the United Stateswill rigerleis ihatiindntedhy the
AlthAigh overall trade and eMplOyment effects of a estimates reported here: This means that less dainestic

50 perCeithariff cur are smait under the most likely sets. employment will be displaced:_ Utilizing. 1971 t data
of trade elasticities, thidoes not mean that no industry for the estimates further exaggerate§ any adverse ef-
.ii significantly. harmed or benefited fro he duty re.- fectS. The dollar was still overvalued in that year and
ductions. If one-halfr one percent Alr an indutrys's thus the trade balance was less favorable than under._ ,itabor force is arbitrarily chosen to divide industries that current conditions (ignoring oil imports, of Course).

' are or are not significantly affected, there would be 54 . : a

iMport-sinsitive in41stries aid .19 export-oriented in-
.

dustries. If tariff cuts in iMport-Sensitive industries 1; The Model (
were phased over the full ten years peribitted by the
Trade Act of 1974, normal industry growth may offset. A key assumption of the -model is that imports are im-
the tariff -related employment declines-in 33 of the 54 perfect substitutes for domestic production. Thus, the
import-sensitive industries.. 7 : import demand for a particular good qm can be written

All the results mentionedthis far are impact effects; as follows I
they do not include the effects -of the exchange-rate °
change rewired on ale part of the United States to qm ---- fm (Pr 7 (1/E) - (1 + t + b)/Py, , Pd /Py, Y/py ), (1)
eliminate any efickor surplus pressures on the trade J .

N balance as ult of tariff cuts. For three plausible where Pf is the foreign curl importtncy price of the impo.
e sets ..

of trade. sticities (1-3), the required percentage good, E is the exchange rate (the number of units of
exchange -rate changes needed for a 50 percent tariff cut -foreign currency per unit of domestic currency), t is the
on all industries are within a range of +0.003 to -0.688. tariff rate on imports, b is the rate on imports of inter-
The extretne elasticity' assumptions used in sets 4 and_5 national transport and insurance costs,2Pd is the-price,-

' - yield +2.43 and -2.46,`respectively. There are still of the domestic substitute, P
Y

is the price of all prod-;
.labor demand effects even though there is no trade- ucts consumeil domestically other than the import good

balance impact, but these changes are small for all and its domestic substitute, and Yis domestic money in-
elasticity setS. c--. , . ,....k- CoMe. Similarly, the demand for the domestic substi-

e' 1 A final exercise in part 3 is to convert the nontariff jute qd depends upon its own pricePd, the price of the
trade distortions in a,griculture and the textile-industry fOreign sithstifute el, the price of all other goods Py,
into their ad valorem equivalents and then to estimate.,iisidfmoney income /"...--
theAtrAde and employmsnteffects of reducing their pro,:. y,'' :

.

tea've levels fq 50 percent. Net expqrts Of asticultura qd = fd (PdIPy,PmiPy, YlPy) - (2
products would increase by $320 million aid net im I .,.-
ports.Of textile products would rise $965.inillion..,.The Finally, the dethand for exports qx depends upon the
net employment changes in agriculturea0 the textile price .of the doMestic productlring expcirted Pd, the

Industry are 4-1,135 and:,%.--88,0004nakt-years,..nespe.c- exchange rate E, the foreign tariff-rate rf,- the rate on :
tiVely. exports of international transport and insurance costs:
%The main conclusion emerging from :this e pineal,. b', the foreign currency price of the foreign substitute -

analysis is that ,a substrantial multilateral tan timing , pf, the foreign currency price of other products con-
exercise can be Undertaken without causing sign t sumed -abroad Pyf other than therexport.good,and its
-adverse aggregate trade and ,employment effects in the foreign`substitu7 te, and, foreign money income. Yf:

.

U.S. economy. Even without taking into account -

exchange-rate changes, any adverse Arade and qx 'Ix 'Wet (1E I + thl + bq)1P,-,,pflPuf, YflPf): ,(3).,
employment effects are ver7.-small, except under one , ) " ' 'i ' "
extreme set of. elasticity conditioneifflowever, when The perfect subStitution giodel is reas(pnable for deal-
exchange-rate v 'ations are take mto account, net ing with agricultural products acrd' raw materials but is

. ment shifts beco e mininfal)eve under the--most ad- --,L-
--trade changes. eliminated an aggrigate emPloy- \.

verse -elasticity assumptions. 'An appendix io this paper covering in detail the effects in the
Some of the key assumptions of the ,Moddl tend to model of .a change in import prices on expenditures for domestic

goods and imports is available from the authors request.
exaperate the adverse effects of the tariff-reductions of 2111e price of an imported good in domestic culency (117, .}equals
employment. Specifically, it has +fen assumed that Pf(x) (1 + t 4.: M.

2 G 0
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not appropriate for ths large voluthe of U.S. trade in
manufactures. It is clear' &Orli direct observation that
imports of most manufacturedgoods are only
substitutes :for domestic goods with which they com-
pete, Moreover, empirical estimates for manufactured
goods of domestic and import demand elasticities and
of domestic simpl elasticities giveinconsistent results,
if a perfect subs ution model is assumed. The latter
model,implies ,th following relationship:

.
where em and

and'
are the import and domestic demand

elasticities an es is the domestic supply elasticity.
The levels of domestic output and imports are Os and
Om, respectively. Suppose one assumes that the import
demand elasticity for a product is 3, the domestic de-
mand elasticity is 0.3, and the ratio Os/OM is 10. Solving
for es yields a figure of only 0.267. Raising the estitnate
for em and lowering thosefored and Os /Om willincrease -

the implied figure for the supply elasticity but even
numbers at t/he extremes of eMpiriCal estimates for
these variables still tend to yield low supply. elasticities.
For agricultural and mineral products; direct estimates
of supply elasticities are in fact quite low. However, the

-. actiiring industries indicate that sh-run and long-run
results of numerous empirical studies of U.S. manu-

at
r

supply functions tend tote highly. elaStic.3 Thus, either
the methods of estimating these quiouSelastieities have
been faulty &the perfect substitution model is inappro-
priate: ,Though there are bias prOblem7 in estimating

-elasticitie they-do not appear to be significant enough
to account kir the differences in, supply elasticities ob-
Mined fromptual esti , and those implied in the

.
perffeet 'trbstitntion in

,, . , - . 1

1, i I a knowledge of em and
ef.. '' ':

1.

(4)

- The mOstappropiiate oach would seem to be to
emplOy aperfect substitution model for agricidturaland
Mineral products that introduces less -than- completely
elastic 'supply curved 'and an imperfect substitution
model with infinitely elastic supply curves for manu-
factiired.nrOduets. This approach' will be followed in
sirbsequeril%vork,, but the part reported here utilizes the
imperfect'substitution 'model for all commodities and
assumes infinitely elastic domestic- .supply curves.
Since exports, 'of agricultural and mineral products to

.2the eighteen GAIT countries which cut duties amount
tb..-only10 percent, of but total exports to these coun-
tries and agriC'ditural barriers are not likely to be re-

4
duced significantly, the distorting effects of this as7.

3[14J. For a recent study that supports the infinitely elastic sup-
Ply assumption, see [8].
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sumptir are re4ced. In any event,, the results of
cutting duties on manufactures alone will always be
reported separately.

Another assumption made in the model, namely
that all import supply curves are infinitely elastic,
has been frequently psed in estimating the effects of
tariff reductions. In fact, however, recent-experiences
with devaluation seem to suggest that foreign suppliers
will reduce -their prices somewhat in response to a re-
duction in U.S. impoit dernand.s The failure to intro-
duce a finite import supply elasticity tends, tonse-

- quently, to overstate he actual increase in imports and
decrease in employma-that tends to resultfrom tariff
reductions. 31, _ r . .

The,use of infinitely elastii domestic import
supply curves .within the framework of effect
substitution model obviously. greatly simplifies the
analysis. However, it also raises the necessity of-com-
ing up with estimates of cross elasticities of demand
between imports and domestic production. Unfortun-
ately there are-very:few studies of such elasticities for
individual industries. 6 Until reliable estimates of cross-
price effects e available on a detailed industry basis, -

it is there! e necessary to make some Simple but rea-
sonableni uniptioniconcring theeffect of price cuts
in i rt gqptls on the quantit3f demanded of the do-
meSt c,Subsfitute. The one-that hivill be used here that
ex ndilureS on the domestic substitute are reduced by
a sum equallq the foreign costs, i.e.,..costS exclusive of
remaining duties, of the additional imports pinchased in
response to the price reduction.

Figure l can, be Used toillustrate,this assumption. Let
the slopes of AE and AF reflect the post-tariff dope stic
price and free trade price, respectively; of imports. The
equilibrium position for the consumer when the govern-
ment tedistrikutes the tariff prc(ceeds,i&C, whei4as the
free trade equilibiium consumption Point is D.A.Vith t
tariff, the Money income of consumers idclugling
sidY equal to the tariff.proceeds . is .OK . -Under the
circumstances they spend KG of money income for GC

rtof the import good. However, .KA of money income
goes too thefgoverntrient as tariff prOceeds so that for- .
eigners, receive only AG of Money income for the goods
they sell. When the tariff is rernovetrconsumerNiend

Afrof their Money income. of OA on the in)port good
and receive in return fir) Of this good. TheinCrease in/

'See Magee [5, 1565n1]. As Magee notes, estimated values bf,this
funCtion for the Milted-States are high enough to'make this tidahly,

°For examPle, Clark found that a' I percent change in U.S. de-
mand for finished manufactures caused foreign producers to Change

,their price by 0.32 percent [3].

'innocuous. a,ssumptiOn.

"Two studies diat estimate cross elastibities of deMand betwn
imports and domestic paduction are [9; 7, chap. 2].
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imports resulting from freetrade is LD and the sum paid
for these additional imports is CL . 'It is assumed that
this sum is withdrawn -entirely from purchases of the

Aomestic' substitute. In the tariff case, the additional
sum spent on imports is Wso edual to the change in th9
total sum paid foreigners forimports. Thus, the value et
imports plus ditairiount spent on the substitute home
product remains constant.

Figure 2 also shows, these relationships. Let Si. and
Sfift be the foreign..supply curve and tariff-inclusive

. 'foreign supply, respectively; Sd is the doniestictupply
turire;_and'Dm and Dd are the import and doMestic de
mand curves.- When the duty is eliminated, pUrchases,

-->s< of unions by the country 'increase by the area ACDB.
The demand curve for the domestic sithstitute shifts to
the left and doMestic consUmption of thisproduct fails
from 0GtO OF The decline in spendingon the domeslic
'good FHJG is made equal to/the cost of the additional
imports. Figure .2 appears on page 249:

Thus far, no mention has beedmade of the indirect
effects on output

increase it*, fo example, demand for auto-
mobiles will not only increase output and erployment
in the automobile industry but also in the industries
that supply the automobile industry with intermediate
inputs, i.e., steel, paint, rubber, etc. When final de-
man changes take place in many industries at the same
tthese indirect output and employment effectscan
be considerable and must be-taken into account. TO do`
thiS a matrix of the dime and indirect input-output
coefficients is,' needed for. illrl industries. The industry
vector of netchanges in final demand is pre- multiplied
by this matriI to obtain the change in output by industry
resulting frOffithe 'change in final deMand. These output
changes by industry are then multipliedIby the appro.,
priate marginal labor/output c'oefficients for the indtis',
tries to obtain changes in employment.

;

.

Income Effect rand Exchange Rate'Changes.
The increa value of imports (4/iii.of a 'particular
ptoduc which also equals the decrease In value, of
exp ditures on its domestic substitute),with a giVen.Y,
Pd., Py, and E can be written:`

AM=M-e t+1.' (5)

where M equals the initial import value, e,,, is, the elas-
ticity of import demand, t is the tariff rate on the import
good, and it is assumed that income fixes rise by the
amount of the decrease in tariffreceipts in order to hold
government revenue constant.' When other duties are
cut simultaneously P, and Pd do not, in filet, remain
constait since the cast of imported inputs used to pro-
duce domestic goods declines. The supply price of the
import good P1 also declines as the costs oimported

. inputs for -foreign suppliers decrease. Conceptually,
tution effects betWeen imports and, domestic

good (and exports and, their foreign substitutes) as
their rices 'decline differently in' tesponse,"to lower-
cost of imported inputs should betaken into account
in th analysis. However, because a knowledge of for
eign input- output relationships\ would be required to
mike these calculations and-the differential price and

, ,... ,
thus substitution . effects,are., occeedingly small em-
pirically, the simulation rosolt's.reporteci-inthe paper do
not, include these, effects. . . . ..'

Another income effect of tariffTreduaiOns that must
be considered in a fixed exchange'. rate model is the

, . ..

impact of shifts in the trade b Ce. It-iia, usually as-
sumed in sufchk",modeis that the: in etary authorities
v the money.Supply so;as-to main ;-il investment at

stant level and that less thap dill emplOyment with
fi ed Wages ancit.excess. capital capatity exist in the
economy.. The?ofore,' the income consequences of '
tradftalance changes can be handled by the standard
multiplier analy.Sis ..(see, e.g. [1]). litirther. changes in
trade and employment can th_ en 36' determined from
these income changes. These various assumption's are
made the Model, but rather than proceed with a mul-
tiplier analysis, the model followed Are assumes that
the exchange rate is flexible and adjusts to eliminate
surplus or .deficit pressures in the' trade balance and
thus any net changeftn money income.s The various
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,IStrictlY-speaking,,e, in equation 5) is:the income-Compensated
elasticity of import demand. 'Actual estimates. of these elaiticities are
Uncompensated import.demand elasticities. Since all dutiable imports
in the United States are 5 percent of GNP, the differenceln- that
elasticities for any one item will be negligible.

'As will be seen later in the paper, the trade impact of a 50
.percentlatiffent is so small that aggregate feedback effects on trade
of a multiplier process would be very small.
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assumptions made thus far together, with the fact that
the impofts are a small fraction'of ON? in the United
States enable one to move from the impact effects of
changes in tariff rates on many individual items to such
macro variables -as exchange rates. This equilibrium
condition for the balance of' trade' can be written

E (6)4x)9d EAqmPf 's 0-

One can think Of the effects of a multilateral tariff re-
duction as taking place in two steps. Impact changes in,

value of exports and imports caused by ttie duty re-
ions are first'determined under the assumption that
xchange rate is. fixed. Then, since with completely

stic import and export .supply curves an exchange
rate depreciation [appreciation] of x percept raises
[lowers] all import prices to domestic residents by

100
Y

!Do

po + x , 100%1

-and, lowers [raises] all export prices to foreigitgs. lax
perceX, the exchange rate change, i.e., the uniform

',pride change, necessary to eliminate the trade deficit or
suiplus resulting from the tariff cut is then determined.9
Although the final 'position is one in wrch no net

...chmge in, trade balance' has 'Occurred, net employment
_

use of composition changeschanges are possibl
in domestic production

2.- Data Sources), .

.Trade Data
PrObably the most serious data problem faced by prior
investigatOrS attempting . to analize the detailed
economic effects on the U.S. economy of reducing
,duties his been the lack of suitable information on

: foreign trade and tariffs-. To obtain a complete picture of
trade and employment effects, it is necessary to know
the exports of each domestic industry to each fdreign
country participating in the negotiations as well as the
tariff rates facing each industry in the different coup-
tries. Otherwise, the effect on U.S. exports of duty cuts'
by other countries cannot be deterMined. Calculating

itad valorem tariff equivalents on a detailedrhasit for the.
major trading nations is an enormous job that is beyond,.
the financial capability of any single investigator. Even,
goverrimentt haVe found this task to be very difficult,

*An ,appendix to this paper dealing, with the exchange rate re-
quired to achieve a desired change in' the bal nce of trade is avail-
able from the' authors upon request:,

although some efforts along the; lines were made dur-
..

. ing the Kennedy Round.
Fortunately, in the late sixties the Off10 of the Spe-

cial Trade Representative reaognized the importance of .

these data for future negotiatiqps and through the
OATT.perauided- other major trading, nations.. to pro-
vide the secretariat with their relevant trade and tariff
data The secretariat then put tilts' infOrination on a
cOmparable basis:: and :provided it to all members in i.
printed form and on magnetic tape. Trade flows for 1
and .1971 -are listed along, with post4(ennedy Round
tariff data on'the GATT tape onthe basis ofthe Brussels
Tariff Nomenclature (BTN) for nineteen countries:..
United States, Japan, 'Canada, Au.stiia,.Ndw Zealand,
Finland, SWitzerland, Sweden, Australia, NorWay, and
the nine European,Community (EC) countries; namely,
France, Germany, . Italy!' Netherlands, Belgium,
`Luxemb urg, Denmark, Uhited KingdoM, and Ireland '
The data lie presented on a 4-digit BTN basis for these
countries and cover fill- ninety-nine chapters of the
13,T.N. The trade andtariff information is also listed on ,

the basiS of each country's Own tariff schedule, e.g., the
.TSUS Schedulefor the United Stateiorthe ET-bditit BM
schedule for the-EC countries.

Unfortunately, ad valorem, equivalentS of the vari-
able levies of the European Cpmmunity on'agricipiiiiral-
items are not available on tape. HoWever, through
the efforts of Larry Wipf of e Foreign Economic
Research Office of the Bureau. of ternational Labor
Affairs in the Department of Labo these rates were
calculated for. 1971-72. Wipf also ... culated ad oval

equivalents for V.S. imports agricultural com-
modities subject to quantitative restrictions.

Since this study deals with.the trade of the United
States on =which confessions will be made orreceived, it
utilizes only, that part of the GATT tape listing both
U.S. iMports froM all countries and imports from the
United States (U. S. exports) by the eighteen other
countries covered in the tape. Of all the **ries in-
cluded, only the United States, Canada, New Zealand,
and Australia preSent their trade data on an f, o.b. b is
(all others express import figures in c.i.f. teitns). The e-
fore, U.S. exportS, as measured by imports of the oth r
countries from the United State S, are on a c.i.f., ba is
except for Canada, New Zealand and Australia. on the
other hand, U.S. import -data aueported:on the tape .

are in, f.o.b. terms. In order ,'1.1it all:data.On a coin-
parable c.i.f. basis, a:i.f.-f.o.b, corrective factors for
imports taken from the 1967 U.S. 367-seCtor input-
output table were utilized. These were applied not only -,
to-U.S. import figures in'order to express them in c.i.f.
terms but also to imports by Agstralia from the ,United
StatesSbexportS to AUstralia). However, ihey were
not applied to Canadian and New Zealand imports from

, ,
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Table 1 iskr t
Trade, Average Doty leis, end DisperslOn Measures by Cou

e

r. Imports fron*Unital ,Stie

New Swity- 18 GAIT
U.S. Imports Australia Austria Canada EC Finland Japan Zealand No* Sweden erland Countries

Ditiable Imports (inmilliops' of Ss)* 34,758,9 421,3. 48.1 .4,048.7 7,993.4

Trade:weighted liv,,dtitP(T-w ay.) 7.4 ' 23.2 15,0 12.7 9,1

Unweighted velutf (U ay.) 9.9 271 15.0' , 10.4

Trade-wiiihted)tindard deviation fli4 sty- 6.8 ' 17.4 9.4 5.9 5.8

Uriweighted standard deviation,(U sa.Y 877 17.2" 8.9 5.3 7.6

Total Imports (in millions Of?1,4*

ay.

U ay.

'11-w ed.

U sd,

50,090.4, 1,0 6

5.1 7

8.7 ,8

6.6 6.0

8.8 18.7

Dutiable Imports excl. Textiles, Oil, etc:t 27,748.2 401.1

T-w ay. , 6.4 22.8.

' U ay. 9.0 26.7

T-w sd.' 4.7 17.1

8.3 16.9

Total Impgrts, excl: Textiles, Oil, etc.t

T-w

U ay.

U sd,'

c
Dutiable Imports of Mfred. Goods

T-w ay,

U ay.

T-w sd. ,

U sd,

Dutiable Imports of Mfred: Goods excl.

Textiles, etc.

T-w ay.

U ay.

1-w sd,

U sd.

42,360.7

4.2

7.7

4.9

8.3

30,300.5

7.8

, 10.1

6.9

8.7

23,289.8

6.7

9.1

4.6

8.2

564 3,0179 , 96.7 104.8 346] 434,4 16,648.2

m 11.1 26.2 9.8 16,3 ;2.2 10.6

12.3 11.7 .32.6 10.8 7.2 4.6 14.4'

8.Q ').7. 19.5 7..4 .3.3 3.94 : 7,3

4,1 6.6 29.9 9.2 , 3.7 5.2 14.6

133.5 10,400.5 10,320,9 124,9 4,883.4 142.6. 240.5 542.5 484.3 28,285;7

5,4 ;, 4.9 7,1 3.5 1.1 17.8 ,4,3 4,0 2.0 .6.2'

12.4 9.6 8.4. 10.9 26,0 8.7 p 4,5 . 11.0

7,2, 6;4' 6.6' 7.1 20.2 '6.9 41,0 1 ;.6

9.9 7.8' 7.0 29.8. 9.3 4.4 14,1

46.9 3,875.8 7,826.9 55.9 3,071.5 926 1023 4 ,235.0

143 12.2 , 9.,0 7.5 11.1 .26.5 6.1 2.1 10.4

14.4, 14.3, 10.3 11.0 11.7 32.4N 10,1 6.7 4.2 14:0

8.6 5.4 5.9 7.8 5.8 20.0 ` 7.3 ' 3.2 3.7 7.1

8.5 4,8 7.7 9.8 6.6 303 . '9.0 3.5 5.0 , 14.5

989.3 132.0, 10,214.6 10,150.1 1123.6 4,856.6

9,2 . '5.1 t4,6 7.0 3.4 .7.0

15.1 11.7 '8.4 '9.6:' 7.3 10.8

15.6 8.7 6.9 6.4 6.4 7.1

27.8 11.8 7.9 8.5 12 7,9

05,8 45:6 3,879,5

21.4 14.8 13.0

27.3 15.1 14.6

,15.8 9.3.' 5.7

17.2' . 8.9 5.2,

44.3 3,706,l

20.8

26.9

12.3 8.4'. 5.3

16.9 . 8.4 1 5.0

138,4 237.7 532.2 475.8 '27,85013

17.7 4.1 3.8 1..9 6.1

252, , 8.0; 5.4 4.1 10.7

20.3 6.7 3.9' .3.6 : 7,4

36.5 10.9. 5.3 5.0 14.0

7,288.4 2,390.3 89.0 '100.9

8.8 7.8 11.4 25.8 10.1

10.3 12.1 11.7 32.7 10.8

5.2 6.9 5.5 19.8 6.6,

7.6 4103 6.6 29.7 9.0

t-

7,121.9 48.8 2,363.9 84.9 98.4

8.7 7.5 , 11.4 26.1 9.8

10.3 10.8' 11.7 32,5 10,1

5.2 6.5' 5.6 19.9 7.2

7.7 9.0 9.0 30.1 8.8

344.2. 422.3

6.2' 2.2

7.1 ; 4.7

'3.2 3.9

3.6 5.2

334.2 413.7

6.0 '2.1

6.6 4.

3.2 2.8

34 5.0

15,0053

10.5

14.4

7.0

14.6

1'4)5914

10.3

14.0

6.9

14.5



Table 1 (continued)

,Sonora: GATT Tape

... Nutt The table covers the trade on which the United Slatt6 iiiii matte and rattive concessions. This includes 'all imports and exports to the other eighteen countries in the GAIT t Tariff

weighted
averos and dispersion meaSurglor .1he' United States; thereforean we

by thiir Unions from the UniteiStates. All tariff rates or ad valorem equi

lariabk kvy items of the EC are 'excluded. '
nodes covered by the new flanational textile agreement are exclud

goods subject to gRs as he. variable levy items of thc EC are exc,

titre definition d makfactured goods followed here differs somewhat

cultural alsd'ntineral goods anghapters 20-0 is .consirting dmanu

,goods by sectors 13-64,The main difference incased food prod

irtau iisteipoitsil ides covered by the new international

imports frOm.all countries, whereas the duty averages and standard deviations for other countries

nts are basedon statutory tariff rates in effect onlanuari I, 1973.

from U.S. imports andimpons of the otherItountries from the U.S, U.S. oil impixtsa nd imports of agricUtiral
. ,. .

the convention followed under the IN. Under the BTK Chapters I i-25 are usually regarded as &of agri
products. In this study, agriculture and mining are covered by sectors I 12 uf the U.S, inputnutput table and factureii,

is (sector 14 in the inPuit.nutprt table) are as manufactures in this,study ho agricultural. under FIN:
nt as well as U.S. irnpcida of refined gietro as deluded..

rr
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the United States (U.S. exports to Canada). ,It was
felt that using corrections based on imports from coun-
tries generally much farther sway than Canada would
create greatei dfstortion than leaving the Cinadian

' (lets; on an f.o.b.-basis. No- correction of. New Zealasad-'-
import "from United .States was made- because of

rt Six: U.S. Tariff 1241111cy

The 367-seCtoriransaction table as well as.its matrix
of total inpiit-outpiit coefficients are, unfortunately, not
on a domestic base. An input-output table construsild
on a total baserather than a. domestic base includes a
row (80.02) liking What* "termed' "transferred im-
ports." These are simply iniports of goods that compete

he rela ively small volume of trade involved. Table I
presents information from the GATT tape (with the
above-mentioned f.o.b./CA-1: corrections) on trade,
average duty levels, -and measures of, tariff dispersion
for U.S: imports front allsountries an-cV ports of
the eighteen other coy:tunes (U.S. exports)
United States.

. .

tilterinifuntrieRniatIonefflps
A second intpertant data base for-the study is the-1967.

367sectdr input- output table for. the United States. As.

roqi 'the

mentioned in part 1, a ma x of direct and indirect
. input-outPut coefficients is n eded in order to measure

the , utput effects of'a change in exports or
po ,.Until 1969 the most detailed table constructed by

Vernnient contained only 85 sectors or industries.0, .1

This akdoWn is too broad to be of much use for
.,negoti tors in,niaking decisions about such matters as
exceptiOns -or possible sector negotiations. The 367 -
sector classification, however, is not so detailed as to be
unManageable'in terms...of common notions of what
constitutes an indbstry hof kibroad as to be of littleu se
in dealing with distingUishable pressure grOupt$.

Reclassifying the GATT data on impdrts firotn.the.:
United States (U.S. exports) for-eighteen Countries into
the 367-sector system di the input-output table involved
the following steps. The UN concordance [11] between
frm and SITCwas first Utilized to put the GATT data
on an SITC basis. Then a concordance between SIT,C
and SIC obtained from the C,ominerce.Departinent and
based on _1970 U.S.. exports was Used to eipreS4 SITC
eXports,of U.S. manufactured goods in SIC tehns.1° A
Similar concordance for agricultural and_ mineral goods
was deVeloped and employed to switch U.S. exportsof
these-Jots:ids to basis. Finally, these SIC exPOrt,
data ,Were rearranged into the _367 sectors used foirlhe..-
input.ou ut table." U.S. iMport data'were taken from

. the GA taPokin their TSUS form and then expressed
'in SIC t rtns---With the aid'Of a concordance developed

. by_ I Ozzello of the U.S. State Department."
These mport figures were then shifted to the:classifica-.
tion syStem of the input-outputlable by using the con-
cordance in [13].

4 1°The Commerce Deptirtinent concordarthased on_theAKI
U.S. export trade and the.concordances given in [12].

concordance-is given in [.13]."The SIC input-output sy
cotioadance also was on ii21,, .

2 6

with domestic production and that are not distinguished
frOm-donteiric output in the rest of the table. For exam
-ple; the row fo'r, say, copper ore mining includes" the
distribution by industry.of both domestically produbea
and imported copper ore.'In order to ensure that the last
coltrinn and 'last row (total inputs ,and total outputs,
respeCtIvely) of the table 'Sum up to the same figure, it is
necessary; therefore either to put in a separate row
'showing transferred imports or a final demand column
of negative slumbers tistiagothese tran Sferi-ed 'imports.
Under the first arrangent one views each inQustry as
purchasing imports of the final product produced by the
industryand then distributing them to other industries
and 10 final-demand uses along ,with the output prO-

,ddced domestically. The 367-sector table used in the
study follows this proceddre. However, the 85-Sectdr
table for 1967 is available on a domestic base, and this
table will betsed in sortie subseqUent parts of the study.
The drawback of a total-base table is that impOrts ap-
pear twice in the table and thus bias analyses directed
only at the domestic consequences of chalfges in fmal
demand. However, it is too costly to shift the 367-sector
table to a domestic base and invert the matrix of direct
coefficients to obtain new direct plus indirect cdeffi-
cients.,

Although a domestiebase table corrects for the dou-
ble counting of iniportSythe coefficients still include
imports. Therefore, the direct and indirect supply
changes fOr various:industries as determined by pre-
multiplying the change in a vector of final demand by
the direct and indirect- input- output coefficients will
include both .domeitic and 'imported goods...If is
interested in. only the change in domestic supply, the
coefficientsinust be decreased to eliminate their import
Components. ThiS I's .accomplished by, multiplying the
total coefficients of each row by the ratio: total inter-
mediate die' of tike industry7s produc (Which is com-
posed of clomegitic and import goOds)-less transferred .

importS of the tridustry'S products diVided by total in-
termediate use of the industry's products."' Although
the 367 - sector table was not Shiftedioa domettic base,
the direct and ,indirect coefficients from this table were
modified along the above lines in order to remdf,e their
import content.

"The method assumes,that the share of imported inputs used by
each industry is the same as the total import share for the input.

...\
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,,-)"- -
' Elasticity Estimates .

_

After classifying U.S. trade and tariffs by input-output
industry the next 'stip in estimating trade effects is to .

obtain elasticities. of import and export demand for
These industries.' &Vera] sources were utilizedlin this
endeavor. One set of elasticities is composed, -esti-,

-
mates by Margaret Buckler' and' ClopPer Almon for.'
some 45 manufactured goods and by Stephen Magee for
crude foodstuffs, chide materials, Anil Manufactured.
food [2, 4]. ThesA are listed in the fn. report as elas
twines set 14 second set of elasticities is the same as
set 1 except that import demand{,'-elasticities estimated
by the International Trade COmmission for 20 sensitive
industries (15 industries in th input-output tablelre-
place the import deMand el ticitierlisad for these
industries in set 1.'.4 .

In addition to. these two lists of ,elasticities, Three
other sets are utilized. These are based upon a survey of
the literature of elasticities by Robert Stern [10]. Table 2
lists these elasticities by 1-0 industry and SITC group.
The three ,elasticity sets are obtained by using StQ
"best" estimates (which are equal to the approximate
mean when several estimated valueS'iVere aiailable) for

- imports and exports, his high iinpOrt and lOw. export

e .

249

elasticities, and finally his Jow im rt and high export
figures..

. Thus far, the analytical framework has implicitly as- ,

sumed that there are only two goods and tiro

.being

coon 'es.

iMports depict a particular commodity that i 'b
In Figure 2, for example, the deMand and supply ryes
of
exported'fr . . then country (Often described as the
rest. of .world) . the co mitry: whose demand and
iuprilk lationship are indijited on the right-hand

-P- portion of the figure. oweyer, the data base used in the
, study covers U.S. mports 'and exports in iiime 300 'i.-
product sectors (each of which is; in turn, usually made
up of a number of taiff-line items) from and to the
enlarged Europein CoMmunity,,,each of 9 other indust-
rial nations and an "all ,othey". ntry group. Thus,-it
is aesirable to obtaitrelliccity esitmates fOr disaggre-
gated product groups.

The Buckler-Almon import and export klemand elas-
ticities, which are regarded as the preferred set for this

are: Veneer and Plywoody
1.4The. Internatior

input-output industry
l Trade Commission elasticities (expressed as

positive npmbers)
420.06) .58; rubber footwear (32.02) 5.49; leather tanning (33.00)
2.42: footwear cut stock (34.01) 2.42: other leather-Products, (34.03)
2.42: footsVeat, except rubber (34.02) 4:31.:. foOd .uteriaili; pottery
(36.07) 1.03: cutlery (42.41..47; typewriters (51.02) .92; inOto ve-
hicles and trucks: (59:03) 2.34:. watches, clocks, and parts (62.
.09; jewelry (64.01) 2.70; gam-es, toys, etc! (64.03) 2.55; sporting and
athlekic goods.(({..04) 1.45: And btittolii, pins, needles; and fasteners

_ %COT) 2.68. ,

Ft G
Doitutit le Output 4qd)

.

Table 2
Elasticity Estimates Based on Stern Survey

input- Output Industry
4.-

1.01-2.03, 2.03;2.106, 3.00,
14.01:14.23

14.24-14.27, 2.04,2.06,
.07, 4.00, 5.04-6.02,

10.00

7. 8.00
All Others

Source:' [10].
*Stern does notgive export elasticities for SITC group 3. Consequently, his values for SITC groups 2 and 4 are used.
tNiern's high figure for SITC '5-9"ii 10.55'and is based upon a study by J. David Richardson, "Some Issues in the

Structural Determination of International Price Responsiveness," presented at International Collocjuium on Quantitative Studies of
International Economic Relations, Namur, Belgium, January 31 - February I, 1974. In view ofRichardson's owp skepticism about
the figures and the fact that no other estimate 9f a broad aggregate of manufactiors exceeds 4.72, the Richardson figure was not

'
SITC Cbta

0.1

2,4

3

5-9

High
IMPORTS
"Best' ft 'Low High

EXPORTS
"Best" Low

3.45 0.10 -2.09 0.85 0.38'
0.90 0.43 0.02 3.10, 0.86 0.31

1'

; 1.30 0.96 0.63 3.10* 0:86* 0.31*

5.00t 1.80 0.48 2.62 1.24 0:56 -

used for the high estimate.

A



study, were estimated by regressing imports and ex-.
ports by industry on the ratio of an ihdustry's domestic.
to foreign price. For 'domestic prices, they used the
deflators for the output of an industry. AS they point
Out, there is no atiSfactOrY index of foreign prices.
They used either German or Japanese export price in-
dexes or a weighted combination of the two as repre;
senting foreign prices. 'Soinetisnes it was even neces-
sary to emplqy broad export unit values calculated' by
the U.S. Department of Commerce for this purpose.

In 'estimating U.S. Import effects ofa tariff negotia--
Lion; one wishes to ialbw the impact of a uniform price
decline M all foreign export priCes relative to the prices
of U.S. "domestic substitute*. Employing German 'and
Japanese prices either singularly or in combination, is
not very satitfactory for this purpOie if there are rela-
tive price changes among the various foreign exporting
countries. A given average change in foreign pricescan
be achieyed with many different combinations of price
changes among individual foreign exporters. However,
for the lack of better information the import demand
elasticities of Buckler and Almon are used.

The inadequacy of the export demand elasticities that
are employed,in the absence of better data is even rhore-
apparent, The desired relationship- sought is how U.S.
exports to each country change when each countrif:
loWers' its tariffs not only on Li: S. goods but on the
exports of every other country: If a particular change in
the average of the foreignPrice index used in estithating ,
export demand. elastiCities ,Occurs by a decline
country's export prices '-(which equals its domestic
prices) and no change at all in export prices for the rest
of the foreign exporters included in the ind .c,.itsing the
change.M.foreign export prices relative top.S.--domes-
t iO prices as the bases of the elistiCities needed for
estimating the effects of a.Multilaterid trade negotiation
wit6Verstate the increase in U.S. exports to thecoun=
try. This will be the apse because a multijateral.tariff
negotiation lowers the prices of all expbrters to each,
country. However, there are some types of U.S. trade.
in which export prices ofcertain foreign exporters do in
fact remain unchanged in a multateral- trade negotia-
tion. For example, when the Mropean Community'
(EC). lowers its external duties on U.S. goods, exilort%
prices for the members of the European Free Trade.
Area (EFTA) will not decline since there is already free
trade between tlfese two .groups. The same holds true
for the EC when EFTA members lower their external
duties. Thus, the existence of important free trade areas
greatly reduces the potential estimation bias asSodiated
Wtihnsing the Buckler-Almon export elasticities. At the
'same time we retain .the advantage of employing a de-
tailed set of commodity elasticities.

Part Six: U.S. Tariff Polley

Another instance in which the expOrt prices of certain
foreign exporters remain unchanged, by 'multilateral
iatiff cuts relates to the tariff preferences. (duty -free

already granted' for certain products by the
United States, Ja n, and the EC to he developing na-
dons: This also r uces. the pote ial estimation bias
associated with using the Buckler- hoop export elas-
,tkities:

Alternative approaches could have been. followed. in
dealing with the exportside ',of U.S. trade. One is t
obtain import elasticidei for each foreign country an
then allocate on the basis of histOrial shares the import
Increase in a ,Partieular sector between 'the Unit
States and all other suppliers. 1Flowever, detailed Com-
modity elasticitieSi.were not readily available for all of
the countries included7 in this study. ,COnsequently,
uylizing the detailed Buckler-Almon export elasticities
seemed preferable to alternative' ways Of estimating
U.S. export effects in a multilateral trade negotiation.

Price Deflators
Given a'set of import and export demand elasticities and
the 1971 trade and tariff data from the GATT tape, it is
possible to estimate changes in U.S. exports .and im-
ports as a result of a particular tariff-cutting rule. These
changes are, however, expressed in, terms Of 1971
prices. Since the inpui-oUtput table is baSed on 1967
data, -the export and import changes must first be ex-'
pressed in 1967 prices before total resultant changes in
'domestic output can e be calculated. This is ac-
complished by deflating the trade changes classified on
a 4-digit SIC 'basis by 1971 4-digit SIC unit vahies .

(Where 1967 = 100) and then reclassifying the trade
changes on the basis. of input-Output istry defini-
tions. The 4-digit SIC 'unit values Jor manufactures
Were obtained from the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Department of Commerce. 'For noninanufacturing in=
dustries, they were obtained partly. froM Published
Bureau of Labor Statistics sources and partly from
Work sheets at OLS.-

Employment Coefficients
The next step ih the analysis is to. obtainemployment
effects of the changes in imports and eiports/This is
Scoinplishied by first subtiacling,the appropriate inter- w
national margins from exports to olitain exPorton an

basis and then deduCiing dOmestic trade and
transportation. margins ft-Om .both f.o.b. exports and
c.i:f. imports,inOrder.to obtain-anal demand shifts for
each sector on a producer value basis. In assigning the
margins to the aPpropriate trade and transportation sec-
tors, it is assumed that exports aye transported abroad
by -U.S; firMs and imports to the United States by('
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)
foreigners. The changes in final demand are next pre-
multiplied by the inverse matrix of the input-output

.. table to obtain the direct and indirect shiftsiin don*stic
output. These output shifts are the ,n7fnultipliell hy4et
of labor coefficients fer the 367-sector table that Were

4 kindly supplied by ProfesSor Clark Bullard of the Uni-
versity of Illinois. Some small modifications in his fig-
iii-es vere made after consulting with BLS. These fig-
'ores: are average coefficients rather than marginal ca
efficients, which would be the appropriate ones to use.
However, there ii- little information available on mar-
ginatcoefficients and it is necessary to employ average
figures, If short-run siiriply curves are, in fact, hori-
zoptal, there will be no difference between the two
ineatu .re ,, ; .-

. v , ; i "'....

Skill GrOUps ,;,,
Besides being interested 07 e.lOtal numbei of

.. .. .

.cuts,displaced or absOr , by tariff .CUtS, ptIllCy
-makexsige.novolalso concerned with the skilicomposi
.tion oEttie affected'workers. 'To provide this We-ma-
fion'a BLS tape was obtained' that contained dOtailed
data on otC4upaticins for .120 industries. (The BLS iiata
are based on the 1970 Sample Census of Population).
Thede data were-then classified according to the 367
industries of the input-output table." For the purpose.

,of this study; 14 skill groups are divinguiihed:.researCh
and, development workers; professional and technical
workers (production related); professional and techni-

. . . . ...cal workers (other); managers and admmioratorsi(pro-
duction related); Managerd and; admittitratora (cither;
craftsmen; sales vvciikerv, .c le ri6a1 Workers; operatives;
l'aboreri, except farm; service workers; farmers and
farm managers; private hoUsehold -workers; and fahn
laborers and foremen.

.
. .. .

Regional Distributions 4..

The regional distribution of employment changes.
caused by a policy decision by the government is
another matter of interest: For this'purptse 'the distribu-
tionty state of the igdustries:distinfiished in 85-
Sector input-output -table. was obtairied from tber.1 p:
Sample Census of Population..Thus, it is pOssibie t
only to determine the total c in employment by. ..

state that is associated with a part ulartard-cutting
rule, but also the distribution of each. employ-
ment change by the 14 skill'groups. :

"This, of.course, involved assigning data fora given industry on
the BLS tape to more than,p,n industry it!, the 3674ndustry classifica-
.tiOn-system.

,

-
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Effects of. Tariff Reduction op 'Trade and
Employment

The first question investigated with the modeland data
:described in. parts' 1 and 2 is: -What are-the trade and
eraPloyinent effects in the United States of a significant
reduction in tariffs by this country and the other eigh-
teen nations-listed on the GATT tape? A unifollIk' 50
percent cut in tariff rates by thesecountries is selected
as an example of a significant tariff cut.

Aggregative Effects .

.

.table "indicates the aggregate trade and employinedi
impiat of a multilateral 50'percent linear cut under th
adsuniPtioitthat exchange rates remain fixed: get I im-
port and export demand elasticities were used in he
calenhillIons. In our judgement, these are the "best"

. elasi/cities to emplom. Certain products have, however,
'been excluded from the tariff-cutting process. They are:
U.S: exports to the EUropean Community of agricul-
tural items subject to. variable levies by the EC, U.S.
imports of agricultutal.Products subject to quantit4live
import. restrictions, U.S: "imports and expo s of is

j:-textile items "Coliered* the flaw international textile
agree n, and :U.S. oil 'imitiOrts. MI oE these com-
modities are subject to noiftartff trade barriers (NTBs)
that operate independently of tariffs.' 6 tutting-dutied
on these items wilt not increase imports. Furthermore,

is unlikely that the nontarifl' bartierS protectifig,them
"wilt be reduced appreciably during the nt nego,tia=
tionsf'ConsequentlY., if the objective to estimate -the

-edon)smic effects Ota substantial nttini exercise
under the current negotiations, 'these ems should be

.A

eadi tO'changes
almost $2 billion

$4 million. As

. excluded.
Although the tariff-cuttingeZereis

in exports and iMpOrts ontthe order of
cacti,- the net trade shift is'a, negligib
the figures in Table 4 shOW;the surphis is compoSed of a 1.
$425 million surplus with the eighteen industrial noun-

1 million deficit'Oatfepreseriti the 'free
ride"' b efifs to .the rest-of-The world." The overall

1 4'

igAlthough quOttLs_on reinovecl-, they (Or equivalent
. . .

restrictions) are likely
lhave
he reim . The actual textile items

covered ateonly those on ,which QR's under the new agatement
are effective. The specific input-output sectors affected by` the ex- , .

elusions armlor textileS, 16.01-16.04, 17.01, 17.10,"18.01-18.04,0.7....
19.01-19,03; for oil, 8.00, 31.01: .feir agriculture, part of 2:06 (Peg-
nuts), part of 14.01 (frozen )feet). 14.02, part of 14.03 (most cheese);
14.05,- 14.06.

'rThe same bilateral breakd Table 4 for the other four . .
elasticity sets is giver in Ap e'dt-l-of theft!' report of
which this paper is a co,ndengation. .
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Tab lel- ,
Effects on U.S. Trade and Employment of a
50 Percent Linear- Tariff Reduction

44.
Tariff Reduction All Industrie,s Manufacturing
Changes (millions 6f
. 1971 dollatyff:.

, Exports 4 1,750
Imports

. Net trade 'shift
1,746 ,

+4
Employment change

; (man-years)
Export-related 4 136,000
Import -reltod -.-151,200
Net bmplent
change ; -:--15,200

116,400
148,100
c

. 31,700
*11111mufacturing -0'ects refer.to the effects in all'sectori of

tariff cuts on manufactures rather that? to the effects.only in
manufacturing sectors.

employment effect '( 15,000 jobs) is also very small,
especially in vi of the fact that the tuts can be staged
over a ten- period. Estimates of the trade and
employment effects of a 50 percent linear cut that is
restricted to manufactures alone are sonsswhat larger (a
$126 pillion trade deficit and loss of 32,000. jobs), but
still very sink* in relation to aggregate exports and
imports and to the total labor force in manufacturing.
?:06,4interestifill aspect of the-rfsalts ii :that Os ewer-a

age labor coefficient for -the 'reduced domestic output
caused by the tariff cuts is higher than the average labor
coefficient for the increase in exportproduction. Con-
sequently. employment declines evert though ,e tariff
reductioni in all industries prOducelt sliglit surplus in
the trade balance. 'However, the labor content of as

-< representative bundle Of all --exports 44:: stilt slightly
- higher than the labor content of a representative bundle
of import-comPeting production.'° In other words, al-
though the -,PVertige labor content of all exports is
slightly higherthan ofplf import-competing production,
the partitular set of domestic commodities protected by
U.S. tariffs is more labor intentiive than the set afiU.S.. .
goOds t ha a ac e foreig n d duties'...

' '-'

-

Denand Changes
,..:',

.

for Various Skill Groups
Within recent years there has been an in in con-

'cern Or the income- distribution impact' go rment
policis. Mull income-diStribution niodel 1 beydnd the
scope of this study, but the initial impct o different

U.S) Tariff Policy

Tablas

Net Tiade Changes by Country troy a 50
Percent Linear Tariff Cut (In mIllicolls of
1971 dollars)

CotintrY All Industries Manufacturing
Australia . 62 54
Avstria 3 ' 4
Marla 289 284EC 221 149

°Vinland 4 0.2 . 0.3
Japan .141 -206
New Zealand 16 14
Norway 4 .

Sweden
.Switzerland . 21 -

0.4
21

18 Countries above 425 273
Rest of world 421 399

Net 4 126

-labor groups can be estimated .brbrealtitil Oovitathe.
total trade-related changes 'in emplOymetti into
emplpyment changes by labor-skill categories. Table 5.
lists these Changes by 14 bolls- for all indus-;
tries and manufacturing elasticity set 1. I 9

The -50 percent cut allikimb° the all-industry re-,
quirements for it & D eft 01.9.13,pereent of their
labor force, production-related technical workers by
0.08 percent, farriers 15y 0.47 percent, and farm labor-

7 ers 0.45 percent. The demand for all other types of
labor declines. The large fit of the declines both abso-
lutely and relatively is for operatives,' i.e., semiskilled
workers. The periehtage drop for this category is 0.14
percent, whereas the decreases for nonfarm laborers
and craftsmen are 0.0g percent 0.0Kpercent, re-
spectively. 'The percentage. decline' for all workers
combined is 0.02 .percept. 'Tariff reductions for man-
ufactures: alone produde essentially the' same results
except that.,the demand for. farm employees.does-not
increase.' Thus, tariff reductions in all indu'striei raise

/the demand for the services of- highly educated techni-
cal workers and farmers; and lower the demand for
skilled, semiskilled; and unskilled labor': This holult e-
another inditation: that high levels' of 'education end
rekitivel abundant supplies of agricultural land serve
as the basis for the comparative-advantage position 'of
the United States. ,

Employment Changes by state
Another di%trihution question of interest to policy mak-
ers is the regional impact of any negotiation. Table 6

310n the basil of 41 trade (deflated to 1967 Price 1967 labor
tabcoefficients, and 1967 input-output le, the aveiage labor co-

efficient of a tative export bundle is .119 5 man- ears. y per
million dollars, the same coefficient for a representative
import-coinpeting bundle is 88.0 Man-years per million dollars of ' "The same skill-group changes for elasticity sets 3, 4, and 5 areoutput. - given in Appendix Table A-2 of the MI report.

27 r)
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Table 5
Change in Employment brOccupatlon Group for 50 Percent Linear Tariff Cut under Set 1 Elaittleltlies

All Industries ManufactMing
et as Net asPercerit,=. oral Export- Import- of Total

Occupation Re Net Work Force Related Nct Work Force,
(man-years) (man-years)

1. R & D 6318 4682 1636 0.14 6211 4652 . 1559 0.12
2. Professional & tech.

(prod, related). 7399 5848 1551 0.08 7206 5807 1399 0.07
3. Professional & tech'.

(other) 3044 3197 -153 2883 3161 -278
4. Management &

admin. (prod.
related) -40291 12245 -1954 -0.03 9720 1 12135 2415 0.04.

5. Management & _Jo

.admig. (other) 255 227 28 .- 224 223 1

6. Craftsmen 19622 2424.4 -4622 -0.05 18821. 24026 -5205
7. Sales workers 5236 6659 -1423 -0.03 482V 6596 -L.1769 -0.04
8. Clerical worked '20095 , 22904 -2809 -0.02 19033 22707 -3674 -0.03
9.- Operatives 36776 '53092 -16316 -0.14 35589 , .52766 -17477 -0. 1

10. Laborers, except m
farm 5717 8393 -2676 -0:08 , 5181 8259 -3078 ,- -0.09

11. Service workel's
12.. Farmers.. farm

4404 4841' -437
4a

-0.01 4096 471)5 -689 . -0.01

9206 24757 6731. 0.47 1289 1467 -178 -0.01
; 13. Private household

workers 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 0
14. Farm laborers, -

foremen 7376 2011 5365 0.45 1050 1203 -153
1

-gives these results, again for elasticity set 1.20 The tariff
reductions bring about a net loss Wi employment in 34 of
the 1$0 states. The n ittjob loss is more -than 1,000 in
Illinois, Massa*usetts, Michigan, New York, and
-Peditsylvania. The major garners are California, Min-
nesota, and Texas. In relative terms, four New England
statea:Massachusetts, Maine New, Hampshire, and
Ithod*Island-suffer the most, whereas Kansas, Min-

: nesota, Noith Dakota, and South Dakola gain the most.
The changes are all veiy small, however.

a'.. -Trade and Entployment Effects Ily,:h(dustry
Not only must. policy makers be .0Ticerned with the
rilacroeconotioc pressures resulting from ateral

'-.Eradc negotiatica, but they must bèawaof its possible
effects ort, individual industriei. Negli 'ble oi ralt ef-
fects-are no guarantee that indiyidual induscwill .not
suffer front, sharp declines in employment anä output.
Table 7 indicates all those industries In which employ.-
ment would either decrease or increase by at least of
I, percent under a 50 percent cut if elasticity sets 1,2, or

."Employment changes by state and skill grout are reported. in
Appendix. Table Az3 of the fill! report.

4

.3.are utilized.2'0n the basis of this arbitrary criterion of
of 1 percent or more employment cha4ge, there are

54 import-sensitive and 19 export-sensitive industfies.
that.appear at least once when these three elasticity sets
are emploYed: The employment change for the import-
sensitive industries is;1.048,429 and for the expos,-
oriented industries, 33,052.

rn considering whether to phase cuts in import-
sensitive industries over the full'ten-years permitted by
the Trade Act of 1974, an initial consideration might be
whether the annual growth gate for labor in ah, industry
more than offsets the labor 'force decline --asiociated
with a ten-year phasing arrangement. If it ,did, there.
would Seem to be no reason for not reducing duties in
the industry by the full 50 percent. If average growth
rates-for _labor_ that prevailed from 1958 to. 197L are
representative of the next ten years, the growth factor
elirninateiunemployment-problems caused by the tariff
' reductions in 33 of the 54 import-sensitive industries..

. .

.1 4

"EmploymeolChanges for each of the 367 industries and for the
five elasticity sets are listed in Appendix Table A-4, and the ratios

the net employment changes to total industry emploxinent ate
given in Table AS of the full report.

2°'?
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Table
Changes In Employment by State Ikt
(mettles

State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona.
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut

. Delaware
15:C.
Florida
(korai ar
HaWaii
Idaho
Illinbis

;Indiana
_Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Mishigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

. Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

Nevada
New liampshire

-'14 w' Jersey .
New Mexico-
New York
_North Carolina
North Dakota

. Ohio
Oklahoma

. Oregon .
Fennsyl4ania
latode Island ,
South Car2lizia
oislit Mots

sic .

101/

ont
a

Washi oq
West 'Fait
Wiscons

_50_.Percent_LInear T.aritt Cut-

All Industries

Expqrt-
Relate4 ed

:.1,749
100

1,186
1,275

- 14,420'
1,328

. 3,202,
435
206

- 3,464
2,456

289
466

8,343
4t219
1,947
1,516,
1,925
1,543

601
2,006
4,669
5,307
3.277
1,212

-

3p00
412

486
592

5,344
463

12,257
2,971

415
8;736
1;339

. 1,353
8197

t 98
1,449

439
2,411
6,587
m667

39,0
2,317
2,487

933'
3,512

177

2,135
r1 V4

-1,062
- 1,493

-13:551
- 1,394
-2,974

46422

-3,642
-2,905

-L 298
-423
9,710
5,035.
1,698

:261;36

- ,600
141,392:
- 2,549
-6,169

6,559
-2,703

1,291
-3;758

-361
-813

. -223
1,080

76,250
' -430

Net 4'.

-'386
-14
124
218
869
-66.
228
-27
-36

-118
449
-9
43

-1,367
74116

249
28

-791
-543 -

-1,500'
A4,252

574
-49

-758

198

-4880
-906
-27

-1,645
-3,421 -450

-234 181
-10,441 -1,705
- 1,3Q,2

1,464
-11,063 - 2,466'
_7-1,282 -584

:196
-290 169
3,165 ?.. -764

. -6,111 . .476
7-32

-339
2,766 -. -449\.51

-.2,117 270
- 1,159., -226
`-;,3,729 -217

-156 2)

%'

Manufaiturl

Export- /0 '.. Import-
Related Related

1,411
85

i ,i132
877

12,767
'1,065 3

/3,066
395:
187

2,84
1,949
. 205
259

7,448
3,755
1,183

..1,094
1,480
1,211

49
!,8
4,4
4,788-
2,609

783
2,391

223
569
155

.555
. 5,045

312
11,376
2,162
'0154

8,082
1,022

. 1,011
7,957

669
1,179
_198

1,976
5,3051

466
376-4!t''

1:912
2,067

827
. 2,860

. 103

- 2,085
-110
1,003,,

-1,437
-13,301
-1,345

2,952
- 456
-239'

- 3,546
2,830
-286
- 38-6
9,574
4,967

- 1,595
-1,179

-. -1;931
-;- 1,550

,376
0-2,517

6,131
-6,464
-2,584- 1,233.

3,663
-7328
-754

,. -211
- 1,074
.-6,199

-404
,-- 13,754,

7.3 41
-200

10,338
-1,257

1,415
-10,955

4-1,277
-1,607

252
=3,102
-5;927-

- 569
. -330
-2,708
-)2;15,S

1,t143
)-3,637

-1

4

74
725

29
-560
-534
7 280

114
-61
- 52

- 722
,--.1181

81
127

-2:126
-1,212

-412
- 85

-431'
- 339

883 (.
, 7713
-1,685 '
-1,676

25
- 450
1197

105 4
11f5

g 56
- 519

-1,154
- 92

-2,378
71,148

46- 2,256.
-235
-404

- 2,998
698

-428
5-54

1;126
-618
-103

-776
- 88 .

-316
- 777

37'
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' Table 7 %v

, I. ..,

Changes ip Employment in lielected Industries for a 50 Perg4ent L Cut

> A. InduStries Losing 0,5 Percent or More of Thei4ebor Force )
Loss in rcentage Annual Average Labor

- Employment . ,6f Industry's Growth Rate
1-0 No. Industry (man- years)' 1967 Labor. Forcet 1958,71t b,

e ' r-
5.00 Iron, ferroalloy mining
6.02' Other nonferrous mining

13:05 Small arms .
14,19 Sugar

,14.26. Vegetable oil mills
16pf Thread mills
17.03 Lace goo&
'17.07 . lire cord, fabric-
mos Scour, combing-p1ants

Cordage and twine.
- - 20.06, Veneer and plywood

26.09 Wood producti
33.07 F,urniture, fixtures,
28:02 Synthetic rubber
32.01. Tires and innertubes
32.02 Rubber f twear
32.04 Miscella eous plastic. products
33.00 Indint Heather tanning
34.01 Footwe r cut stock
34.02 Footwear, nonrtibber
34.03 4 Other leather products

5.01 Glass products, no containers
.03 Ceramic wall, floortile.

' 36.07 Food utensils, pottery
36.31k. PoreeJainelectrical supply
36., Pottery products
5840 Nonmetal mineral prbduCts
37.01 Ftintaces, steel products,
311.0t ''"-_PriMary lead
38.0 Primary zinc
38.04 Primary aluininuni
38.05 ',Primary nonferrous.inetals,
42.01 -.Cutlery t
42:1f- Fabricated metal products
46.014 Elevator, moving stairs . 103
48.02. ,Text ire Machiritry '741

!.54.06 Sew* machines .171 .

5447 Household appliances 72
55.02. Lighting-fixturel .4p_x 521.
56.01 Radio, TV sets Af... :23;979

'57.01 Electfonic tube's 858
58.05 Electrical'equipment R 206
61:06.. Motorcycle, bicycle parts s 1,417

":.62.07 Watches, clocks, , st
163.01. Optical in lenses

f63.02 Ophthalmic goo.
64:01, Jewelry

Musical instruments, parts
64.03' tz.,: Games, toys.. i

. 64.04 . -$pOrt, athletic goods
64.06.:' Artificial flowers

Buttons, ;medics, pins and fastened
364,081" Brooms and brushei

64.12 . Mistellaneous.manufactures:
1.Total

173
281

71 0.5,
4;1- 1.23

19 CT -.1.06.
80 0.67

111 2.09
54 0.51

242 4.57
56 0.52

1,330 1,70`
463 0.61

1,663 14.59*
79 0.53.

489 0.5.3.

Q.63

3,838 13.14
1,469 0.58
1,021 -3.09

78 0.43 4,

6,104' 2:67
3,046 3.95-

8544-7,- 0.82.°
3401 : A 21/470

'20.59
23 0.84(1

832 9.67'
.36 0.62

11.080' 0.65
= -40 1.33

41Z '102 .1.15. .
104 0.54
52 0.66'

297-

14°

"s\:.

-0.8
-2.8
-0.8
-3:9
-17. 4
-3.2
-2.6

1.0

71
4.9
2.3
2.1'
1.2' 2.8
2.3

-5.2
-3.7
-L9
-.0.5
-0.4'
-3.8-

v
22.1

.1.7
0.6

. . 2.36
36 0.79

0.72
1.86
2.59

0.62
, 2.51

1.36
1.42

11.99
1,018 2.45 .

'434 1.90
23134 0.85

12,72
444 - 1.01

3.,1 *
2.51..

. 11.27
2:23
Ce53

44:

1,598
.1,063

.552-
.501

86
1,468

0.3
-0.2

2.6
8.6

6.2 .
4.3

0.1
2.8
2.3

-&2
2.8
21.6

5.9
3.4
2.0
1.8
1.5

;01.6
- -5.2

6.'6
0.1
1.9"
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Table 7 (Conti n Ad)

Indunries.Gathing 0.5 Percent or More of Their Labor Force

Gain-in ;

employment
(man-years)",

1-0 NO. Industry

2.03 Tobacco:r , . : °
14.10 Pehydratedlood products
24.01' Pulp mills
4.03 : Paperboard niills
28.01 ' Plattfc material, :resins
45.03. Oil field machinery
51.01 Computing machines
5t.02 Typewriters
51.04 Office machines
53.01 Electrical measuring instrument9
53.05 Industrial controls
53.08 Electrical industrial apparatus
57.02 , SemicOntluctors
57.03 Electronic components
58.03 - X-ray apparatus, tubes
'60.01 . Aircraft
60.04 ; Aircraft' equipm t ,6211 .., i 'Engineering, science instruments
62V- t Mechanical measuring device

.4

U.S. TOM' Polley ,

Percentage of
Industry's 1967
Labor Force"

10,229 3.03
65 0.53

161 0.94
750 0.98
789 0.94
1g6 0.57

5,826 3.22
224 0.79
526 2:34
582 0.87
337 Q.61
989 0.50

5,138 6.30
3,242 1.35

92 1.10
2,903'- 0.72
1,223 0.53

305 0.56 .

1,276 1.48
Total 53052

4The.,largest absolute loss under three elasticity sets is reported. ,

.tThe largest percentage loss under the three elasticity Sets islreported. .
tSotirce:U.S: bepartmetit ofCommerce, Annual Survey of Manufactures, 1971: ,Industry Profitei U.S. Government Printing,Office, 1975. .

_

'ithe classificatiiins of U.S. imports of furaiturn.do.not adequitely distinguish furniture by type of material or by use hence inconcordini TSI.IS numbers, to SIC and 1.0 industries, all furniture, arbitrarily is assigned to 1-0 23.07, Furniture and fixtures, n.e.c.It follows that in ,,calculating the percentage domestic outisi or employment changes that result from tariff cuts, it would bebetter to consider all furniture sectors of the 1-0 table as a single industry. -When this is done, the percentage less is 0.51.
"The largest absolute gain under the three elasticity sets is reported.

, .
41k**The largestIrcentagegaii..under.the three elasticity sets is reported.-ma

,

Titg remaining 21.indusztries thatcannot coperwith *oh'
unemployment ptOblem through growth eliticated
in the table by boldface .numbers.

Even in these latter industries, voluntary its can
relieve much of thee pressure to lay off: workers on an
involuntary basis. Reducing duties less than the general
rule ortperhapii in a fevL cases excepting tEe item coin-
'Pletely from- duty cuts can prevent most remaining
-Pressures for invOlOntary uneinploYmerit. Ili 'other.
words; even if one adopts tife very pro-labor position

. that tariff, cuts should not cause any involuntary
tinemPloYment-:a position that ignores the consumer

6 and gzowth benefftsoftariff reductione-it appears that

Sensitivity of Aggregative Changes to ElaStiel- .

Assumptions
The next stepi,in the analysis as to instigate the sen-
itivity of the precediniresults to variations in importa

and export demarid elasticities. To do this, four sets of
'elaftticities in addition to set 1 are employed. As noted in
part 2, s& 2 is the same as set 1 eiceprthat import
elifticities estimated by.the International Trade Com-
mission for 15 input-output sectors are substituted for -
-the import elasticities eUfployed. in set few these 15
sectors". Set; 3. :utilizes rntilizes Ste's summary of "besel
elasticities its enumerated in Table 2. Selet combines the ,

t h e ittnbel- of indUitries in.vvhich tariffs should be Cut:,
less thfutAllb general average is quite small. 2r The values for these elasticities are given in rtnote 14.
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"high" export demand elasti les and "low" import
demand. elasticities and set 5 combines the "low" ex;
port demand and "high" import demand elasticities .
listed in Table 2. ,

Table 8 gives the resuleof the 50 percent cut under
these various'elaSticities assumptions. As the table in-

- dicates, sets 2 and 4 give hitter figures _for the trade
surplus ihan,set,1 does also yield net incteases,in
employment. Sets 3:and 5,16n the other hand, yield_ney
deficits and net decreasei in employment. (7he
employment decline under set 3 (Stern's "best" elas-
ticities) is still small, but the 266,000 job loss that occurs,
if import .demands are highly elastit and export ,de-
mands are charaCter4ed bYlo*elasticities ,must be

' regarded as significant. Generally, similar conclusions
hold for manufacturing alone as for all industries. Thus,
there is an outside possibility tha port demand etas-
tickies are so high- relative to egpo dernand elasticities
that considerable unemployment Ould' igult from a.
one-step 50 percent multilateral tariff cut, If exchange
rates were fixed. HoweVer; the most probable range for

.,, these elasticity values yields overall trade and employ- t.,
ment changes small enough that a significant tariff- I
cutting exercise cannot reasonably be opposed On

. balance-of-trade or aggregate employ ment grounds,
especially when it is remembered thitt the cuts can be
-staged-over a ten-year period....,

Exchange §gp Changes
If-exchangefilbs are flexible, the t deficits and
surpluses reported in previous tables will riot in fact
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emerge. Instead, as these bressuresfiegin to opera 'n
response to the tariff cuts, exchange rates will change to
restore., equilibrium:23 Table .9 indicates the exchange
rate shifts need-e-d-to re sioTe equilibrium as-wen--as-the-,
net changes in employment after the deficit or sbrplus
pressures, have 1?een eliminated. The required
exchange- rate changes are very small except under
'elasticity sets 4 and 5.. As would be expeCted, the net
employthent effect when both tariffs and exchange
rates are changed is small even in those instances where
the trade effect large in the absence of exchange -rate
shifts. The existence of exchange rate flexibility thin
acts.as a powerful adjustment assistance program that
prevents any significant adverse impact on labor as, a
whole.

tt
. Cutting Dirties on NTB Items
A final exercise at the aggregative level involved con-
verting the various notitariff trade distortions on the
excludediteintinto their ad valorem tariff equivalents
and then estimating trade and entyment effects by
cutting these tariff equivalents by 5 went: As noted
in part 2, Larry Wipf Of the Offi of roreign Economic
itesearCh, Department of cuinted ad valorem
'equiValenti for the Euro Cominunity's variable

"In determining required exchan$ rate changes. it is assumed
that the dollar appreciates or depreciates the same percentage against
all foreign currencies. With a multiliferal negotiation and hexible
rates fir all participants, one would:'need to know all the pairwise
trade balances to determine the change inthe value of the dollar vis
a vis every other currency. a

Table 8

/

Aggregate U.S. Trade and Employment Effeci,ot a 50 Percent Tariff Cut under Various Tide
Elasticities without Exchange-Rate Changes ./

All Industria
Changemillions of 1971(dollars)

Export (AX)
Import (AM)
AX AM

Employmegt change (man-years)
From &11
From AM

Net employmtnt change
Manufacturing
S X
AM '
AX AM
Employment change fr. A X
Employment change fro
Net employment change

Set 1

1,750
1,746

4

)36,000
-151,206

-115,200

El sticities
Set 2 / Set 3. Set 4 5

6.000
135,100

900

1,591 1,591'
1,71 1,560

6 31
116 00 116,400
1 ,I00 -132,000

1,700 - 1.5,600

877
, ,187

-310

1,900
407

1,493

-' 644,000 140,109-
-101,300 -26.800
-37,300 113,300

809 121
''1,153 .393

-343 1,328
55,8(10 '118,800

-96,700 -75,700
-40;900' 93,100

394
.0327
-2,932

28,700
-295.100
-266,400

365
3,189

-2,834
25,200

-276,400
-251.70

I
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Aggregate' U.S. Trade and Employment Effects of. a §0 'Percent .Tetiff_ ut undeVarlous
Trade ElleticItitiCvilth Exchange,Reti. Changes

Elasticities
Set I Set 2 Seta Set 4. 4e15

All Industries
Changc(millions of 197,1 dollars)

Expdrf(AX)
Import (QM)

t AX - AM - ..1

Employment change (man-years)
From AX
From AM .,

Net employment change
Exchange rate change (percent)
Manufacturing'
AO
AX - AM
Employment changi from AX
Employment .change from AM
Net employment change

'Exchange rate cRange (per nt)

m

.1,747 1,612 1;179 -465 877
1,747 1,612 1;179 -465 877

0 0 0 o

135,800 123,300 90,200 -66,400 70,700
-151,200 -137,000 -101,500 +48,600 -98,800
-15,400 -13,700 -11,300 -17,800 -28,100
+0.003 +0.166 . -0.688 i4-2.43 -2.46

1,695 1,564 1,0443 -386 832
1,695 1,564 1,143 -386 832

0 A 0 0 0
126,600 l 14,000. 84,8004 -65,200 65,700

-146,200 -132,400 -96,900 +41,100 -85,900
-20,200 -18,400 -12,100 -24,100 -20,200-646 +0.032 -0.761 +2.17 -2.38

levy items as well as for those U.S. imports of agricul-
tural products that are subject to quantitative restric-
tions. Using Mintz's study on the effects of quotas,
duties on textiles and apparel were adjusted so that
the quantitative, controls have the effect of raising
prices by 5 percent over existing levels [6, p. 62]. No
adjustment was made in the duty on iMportal oil.

Table 10 indicates the trade and employment effects
from a 50 percent linear cut on the N'tR iteatts, assuming
a f d- exchange rate. Ctittio protective le vels'on agri-
c nil items tmproves4hUI.S. tradebalailte Signifi-.
c y under ail-elasticity sets.- However, except Under,
set 4 eihsticities, the increase -in textile kmports, when
quantitative' "restrictions on these items are reduced,
inorelhttn offsets- the,surplas-creating impact of cutting
levels of foreign, protection on agricultural. items. Ex- '.
cept when set &elasticities are utilized; there also is,,
a fairly large net decline in employment when the pro-
tective levels of nontanff, bamer's ard reduced by 0

. .

.percenf..
.
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Table 10
Effects on U.S. Trade and Employment, by Commodity, Group, of Reducing Tariff Equivalents of
NTBs by 50 Percent

'Textiles, V

: Agricultural Including Crude, Oil.,

41:: Goods Apparel & Refined All Other?' Total

Set 1 (and Set 2)* Elasticities.
Change (millions of 1971 dollars)

Exports (AX) ' 385.2 48,5 '
Imports (AM) 65.2 1,012.3
AX - AM , ' +320.0 -963.8

Empl4ment change (man-years)
Fri* AX 12,679 3,143
From AM _,' -11,545 -91,636
Net employment change +1,134 -88,493

Set 3 Elasticities
Change (mi s of 1971 dollars)

Exports ( 152.8, 40.0
Imports ( 44.8 604.5
Ax AM +108.0 -564.5

Employment change (man-years) 'Y

From AX '4, 5,207 2,480
From LtM -1012 -52,290
Net employment c rigs.le -3,105 -49,810

Set 4 Elasticities
Change (millions of 1971 dollars)

Exports (AX) 384.2 84.4 ,
Imports (AM) 111 161.5

AX AM . +367.1 -77.1
Employment change (man-years)

From AX ' Obik 13,054 5,257
From AM - 2,209. - 1,3,946
Net employment change +10,845 i43,689

Set 5 Elasticities .

Change (millions of 1971 dollars)
Exports (AX)' . 67.8 . 18.0 .
Imports (AM) 191.2 1,678.8

AX AM . ,=123.4 -1660.8
Employment change (mtn-years)

From AX ' 2,301 - 1,120-'
From 4M .1 -27,298 -145-,697
Net employment change -24,997 -144,577

0 . 0 433.7
79.6 -12.7 1,144.4

-79.6 -02.7 -710.7

320.0 16,805 32,947
-1,653 -36,609 -141,443
-1,333 -19,804 -108,496

0
' 70.3.
-70.3

....

134
1,369
1,23,5

A 0
..1 -9.8

+9.8

7,2634
-23,550
-16,287

1102.8
.,

709.8
-517.0

15,084
-85,521
-70,437

0 0 468.6
35.9 3.3 . 217.8

-35.9' -3.3 +250.8

329 17,690 36,330
-680 -7,021 -23,474
-351. 10,669 +.12,856

0 0 , 8.7
132.7 -34.0 ' °' 1,..4:6.7-

-132 7..,
+34.0 -1,882.0

,

60 3,236 6,717
-2,682 -66,676 --242,347
-2,622 :-63,434 -.235,631

I

Note; The input-outPut sectors covered by the NTBs are 1-4, 8, 14, 16-19, and 31.01. Within sectors 16-19 NTBs are reduced only

on sectors 16.01-.16.04, 17.01;-20, il8.01-18.44, 19:01-A9.03_
. -

,.

For the sectors covered by- NTBs, set 1 and elasticities are the same.
tlndicates the intermediate inputslother than of agricultural goods, textiles, and oil) associated with impart and export changes

in the other three, sectors and thus the import change can be positive or negative.



Comment
Harry G. Johnson .

,et Pan' tilgr 4.9: Tariff Policy

from what 'essentially reduce to micrOeContrnic etas-
,

his brings Me to a. third point: the results of the
inmirical'estitnationtrthat are given fl OSt emphasii in
the paper, the effects of trade liberalization on trade
volumes and employment, are "impact effects" Only,

th nvolve a change to the balanee be-, tween exports ana'impOrts, that is, a change in the
relation between ad/aorption and output or aggregate
production and aggregate consumption, which cannot
be taken to bean equilibrium position except on a veryBaldwin and Lewis are to be congratulated on a very

thorptigh and carefully thought out study probably the
most professionally satisfactory study yet out
on the subject: My comments are therefore directed,
not in criticism of this particular study, but at certain
characteristics'and assumptions of the tradition of work
in this field. Before entering into them, howeve*, I
shOuld state expliciily that I support their choice of the
perfectly' substitutable supply, imperfectly substituta-
ble demand, assumption (especially if, as they intend,
they modify it in later work by 'making a different as-
sumption for agriculture and mineral deposits). In fact,
,there is an additional justification for this assumption,
in my view, in that perfect substitutability in demand
Would probably give rise tp seriousiflifficulties of esti-
mation .in a situation in which foreign demanders im;
pose different tariffs on imports and these are altered by
different amounts following negotiation of a standard
percentage of tariff rate reduction. (In particular, ern-

-, s phasis would have to shift- from, demand to supply
elasticitiesto whose estimation 'much less profes-
sional effort has been directed.)

*first, not major, criticism relates to the assunip
don explained in detail in their paper, that an increase in
expenditure on imports, net of tariffs Js matched by an:
eqUal decrease in expenditure on domestic ThiS
has the advantage 4, simplifying 411pe talMations
greatly, and Can bejuitiked as applied to a general tariff
Induction' in Whiciternis-effects COme -out in the
wash "; but it does impoierestiicti011is on cross- effects
on import acid export demand that.might be important in
getting from the impact effect to the muter or
exchange-rate adjustment. Second, the analyi seems
to use one term only to represent real income as a--
constraint on total d_i Macroeconomically, how-

"- ever, a Country'* penditure or absorptict need not
equal its output 0 ions the 'different& being
constituted by cap' movements including reserve
movements. TheoretiCallY, the savingki#dissavings
plied liould:enter into thedefinind andaupply func-
: thins poSited, rather than being left to be determined
residually by the effectsafrelative price changes result
ing from trade liberalilatiOnotit trade vOlurnet,-CledUced7

peculiar set 'of assumptions about aggregate 1/4ilemand,
saving, and reserve or cash accumulation or ecUrnula-
tion, whiekcannot be accepted as teaks 1.

To corn te the calculation and arrive at results con-
sistent with full equilibrium, there are two possibilities
open. The first, obvious, and necessarily consistent one
is to calculate the exchange rate change necessary to
restore equilibrium a change that would occur au-
tomatiOally under the present system of floating ex-
change rates, particularly given the relatively small de-
preciation of the dollar indicated: as required by the
estimates produced by the study. It may be noted in
passing that such an equilibrating depreciation of the
dollar should not be interpreted as necessarily entailing
a welfife loss for the United States. (A calculation of the
welfare effects of trade liberalization is not provided in
the paper, though I understand the largerostudy envis-
ages sow detailed calculations along these lines.) The
reason why a terms-of-tradeloss implicit in ,a deprecia-
dOn is not necessarily a welfar e loss is that the liberali-
zation of trade itself involves a welfare gain. Neverthe-
less,previons studiek, notably that of Basevi [1],
confirm the general expectation that, with the low, elas-
ticities SuggeAted by empirical estimates, the, United
States is likely to lose more on the terms of trade than it
gains from trade liberalization.

The second alternative is suggested by foreign trade
multipliertheory, the initialexcess supply in the United
States evoking a multiplier redUetion in U.S. income
and emPloyment (and converse expansion elsewhere)
lead* to a new equilibriuM with r9ower U,S. trade
deficit than the impact defielk but still a deficit as-
Iodated With a reduction in U S. and an increase in
foreign net international saving (or, more accurately,
"hoarding;''ofaccumulation of international reserves).
The authors suggest that the tecessary, calculations an

vasilybe made` onlhe usual assumption th lie mone-
tary authorities main!ain afixed level of rest rates.
On the contrary, in principle the maint ce of fixed
interest rates.in face of a balance-of-flayMents deficit
involves. a continuing process of replacing an outflow of
international reserve. by open-market purchases of
domestic seciteities, and this is virOCeis that cannot be
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assumed for most countries to be. able to go on forever
[3, 41. In'the case of the United States in relation to the
rest of.the wot boWeiver, given.the ery small trade
kiss emergitig mthe calculations, an he still smaller i,

\- -10mi at,would ppear after the mul lie ions
had been madi, ogether with the int ationtirrole of
the-dollar as a reserve currency, th ssumption would
probably be tolerable as an approximation.

The foregoing relates to the efficson trade. The
aultioysare, however,, particulaM oncerned with
emfiroyment, which, ondtheir input-output calculations,
they find will decrease evenif trade is kept balanced by
an appropriate (small) depreciation'oPthe dollar. This
finding, however, leaves a loose end, which is the sub-
ject of my fourth comicnent: Presumably, less labor per
Unit of value added is accompanied or balanced by more
capital per unit of value adiled, on the tautological prin-
ciple that all value added has to be added by-Something
(either libor or nonlabor inputs), and the question is
*here in.the economrelke nonlabor 'sources of value.

-1fidded, needed to keep value added in exporting. qual to
value added in importing, are to come from. In other
words,. in addition to the exchange rate adjustment
necessary to keep value added conVant,he calculation
should include An adjustment of the price of labor re*
tive, to capital necessary to keep employment of lab&
and "capital" (nonlabor value added) constant. To be
strictly accurate, the calcula n should include
changes in' two relative J3. es o three nutheraire
prices, to maintain full employment o he two factors of
production and therefore, implicitly, ull-employment
production and balanced international, rade.

My fifth comment concerns the-use of a (modified) 50
'percent reciprocal tariff cut as the standard case of
reciprocal trade liberalization for analysis. Most of the
argument relating to the computation.effect is devoted
to discussion of the elasticities selected; nd on this
score 'one can only accept the authors' judi Ous di cus7
sion of arid selection amon alternatives, Its clear om
the nature of the calculati ns, however, that apart Cal-
the' elasticities- employe the outcome will depend;

rhaps significantly and substantially, on two "struc-'
" magnitudes, ,the tariff tes now in force, to

which thelinear 50 percent cuts will apply, and the
relative volumes of exports d imports of the trade-

. liberalizing countries., It is also apparent from the itatis-
.tics presented that the United States has a lovier aver-
age tariff rate on manufactured goods than have its
major tradingjartners, and that the United States ex-
ports in larger volume. to than it imports from other
countries. On both grounds, a 50 percent tariff tec-IMO
applied by all major: countries might well be assumed a.
priori automatically to favor the United States as com-
pared with the odors,' leading ..them (especially the

. .

ittt;strhiS

Comrlon Marketcountries) to argue, "as they did i0.the
early stages of the Kennedy Round, for some different
principle of reciprocal tariff reduction. In this connec-

.tionrit would:seem-that; rather thatjallept the (mod-
ified) 50 percent.tariff,cutting rule as obviously fair and
then calculating, its actual :efflects, the study's 're 'tilts
should be used explicitly to s w that, despite sup -

cial arguments to the contga , The 50 perc nt principle
leaves the United Strnes or reasons re ted to the
interaction of differences i elasticities wi dispersion J.
of tariff rates about their erages) at- sig

d th a r-
ifiCa if /

mula producing exactly equal xpani n of it trade in ,i'.i
'relatively small disadvantage s coin

both directions. Alternative principles of negotiation
are, of course, discussed in William Cline's paper for
this conference.

.
My sixth and final comment relates to the discussion

of adverse effects of trade libffalization oMJ.S.
employment in the aggregate and by state and indu try.
It seems to me completellobitrary to set 0.50 percent
as a standard 'defining negligible effects on employ-
inent, especially over a ten-year adjustment period
starting in 1980, or to study whether thetirdverse effect
will be absorbed by employment growth in the indus-

',try concerne&over the adjustment period. It would
seem more ec nomically relevant to relate employment
displacement/by irtOtepsed import competition to the
natural wastage ofexisting ern oyees through retire-
ments and voluntary quits. a reasonably fully
employed economy, which o 'hopes will be the nor-
mal situation by 1980, the earliest date at,which trade
liberalization is likely to start, adjustments Of employ-
ment to trade liberalization are likely to be negligible in
relation to everyday labor market adjustment, as ex-
pressed in new entries, retirente ts, and voluntaryjhb

per se is likely to be, typically, th prOtiltrn of a senior
changes, The real' problem of a Ployinent adjUstment

group .of relatively' unskilled but -well-paid Workers,
whose traditional employment is threatened by rapid
increased from the lower-paidand frequently

, .

''more skilled workers in other developed countries or
1 developing countries. Such a problem would be in-
ktrequent, enough, . and manageable enough by policy

(including temporqary slowing Of import growth), not to
need toipose a serious obstacleto tradegiberalizatiO.
Unfortunately, this problem tends to be Compounded

.and confounded with the much more serious problem
of abnormally low aggregate dethand resulting from
restrictive fiscalpionetary-polick and antidepreclition
exchange rate policy, the effect of whiCh ire creating
une yment is most easily blamecynaCcurately, on
u foreign competition and used support, demands
Itii increased barriers against imports.
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empha some of the finite-
h as flbsisk He points out, for
t estimates of the trade and

employment :effects of general tariff cuts arcjalial
"impact effects." To determine the total. effec the
cuts, the secondary trade and employment conse-
quences of these 'Impact-effects" must be calculated.,
Ina worllof flexible exchange rates this involves esti-
mating the exchange rate movement needed to eliminate
the aisequili llipting impact of the tariff reductions and
the determUng the net employment change as-
sociated with the tariff and eXchanie rate changes. This
is the approach we have follOwed. With fixed exchange
rates it is necessary to calculate the multiplier effecteof
the initial shifts in foreign trade and that the net trade
and employment changes due to the tariff cuts and these
multiplier effects. As Johnion points out, even .these
calculations do not give a long-run eqUiligium, since..
trstdii balance will generally not beCompletely restored
'by the multiplierprocesi and there wotdd.be an indefi--'
nite inflow or outflow. of international reserves., We ,

clOse, not to calculate either the multiplier.isfects or
expIale the longer run implications of , continuing
Changes. in international reserves. The.$4 milliqn "im-
pac;t effect" of the 50 .percent cuts seemed too insig-

. nificant to 'Warrant such calculations, and., moreover,
we were primarily concerned with the prettent sysfem:Of

Johnson's point witkresOct to the change. in valu
added.by capital in theadjUstment process is wentaken,
When the exchange rate changes in response :to the;
tariff cuts and trade-balance ata higher level is restored
with a net.decrease itemployment, changes:in capital
utililation are occurredg .in the background. In a fill
:employment world a.change in the price ,of labor reliF
tive to capital would take plate and ill' affect-labor
and capitalittilfzation. Instead of folio this interest-
ing line of filialysis we have implicitly assumed lessthat
full emploYment of labor and capital and fixed
relativeprices.of these factors. In a continuing study of

. tariff-c effects .J. Dav101- tichardsal and I are be-.
.-eitploreethe welfare and distributional con

sequences of.tariff Cuts on capital,

'flexible rates.
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The model is' being used to test. he "i ct effe4ts"

on trade and employment o4dittereni ta infor-
mulas being proposed in .the current Tok d of

trade- negotiations-in-Getteva. -The-10 1511 i$
0 1/4 used in the paper only for illustrative puipOses, and the

effects of varioui harmonization rules are presented in
my. largerstudy. n appendix to this hoter ptudy gives
the trade and em oyment chinges in a industries and
enables one to ecide .for himself what a reasonable
cutoff figure Laid be for presenting summary tables.
More 'impo t, in our continuing study we have
utilized a 'r Department stody of the 'length of
unemploy t of workers displaced by imports, de-
pendi their economic characteristics, to calcu-
late t real income change associated with the
employment shifti due to tariff cuts. These welfare
effects together with those affecting other factors will

15e.combined with the consumerbenefits of tariff reduc-
tions to derive the total 'welfare .change.

8 tY

o
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i Multlia" era! Effects of Tariff Negotiations

In the ,okyo Round''
William R. R. Cline,Wo,boru Kawanabe, K nsjo, and Thomas Williams"

Introdtiction rr

Tins' stddy presents e model .of.the tariff negotiations-
developed in a broader study (the Brookings Trade
Study referred to in this paper) of multilateral trade
negotiations in the:Tokyo Round [8). Section:Q sets
forth the model itself; section 3 reports the estimates,of
trade, welfare, and exchange rate effeatrnfalterhative
tariff-cutting forrnulas; section 4 discusses cogispond-
ing estimates of employment effects. The c ncluding
section draWS.Policy implications and in addition sum ---:2.
mariaes,our. findings on nontariff barriers in the broader
study:

Tariffs remain 'significant barrier to trade despite
the success of earlier negotiations specially the Ken-
nedy Round in the mid-1960s. F r themaior industrial
countries tariffs on manufact s stand at an average

. of 11 percent, and tariffs on non cultural raw mate-
'rial average 5..7 percent forAftiable items [1 1]. Much
higher-tariffi. 'exist on individual products; moreover,
the escalation of tariffs as the' tage of processing rises
causes the effective rate of protection-on Vaiiiadded to

. be.; substantially higher than nominal proteCtion for
manufactured goods. .

:The redirction of tariffs and nontariff barriers should' p
make.possibk incirefsedefficienc yin wiarld prOduction--'
Pact rns, Yet little progress was. made "toward fiberfill--;

. zat ti in the:first-two years of active negotiations'folL
1 ng the passage'of the U.S. Trade. Act in January
1975. American pegotiators, jioposed tariff - cutting
formulas :that would cut most' tariffs by close to 60 .

percent; the EEC proposed a harmonization approach
(in- whidhlower tariffs are cut by lower proportions)
yielding . much- more, modest liberalization;- and the

This paper. is based on William R. Cline, Noboru Kawanabe,
TAM. 'icrantiorand Thomas Williams' "Tnide; Welfare, and

. ployMent Efects of Multilateral Trade Negotiations in the T
Round" which was completed in 106 under BAB. contract
Atte Brookings lnktitution.. The study will be published as 71
Negotiations.in the Tokyo &son& ,Quantitative Assessme
Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1978.,
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'Japanese subsequently prOposed another relatively to
strictive formula (as discussed below), The possibilit
of agreement on tariff liberalizatlotli this period suf-
fered from opposing views between'the United States
and the EEC in the area of agricultural products, an
the atmosphere of impasse in this field spread t
areas of the negotiations.

This study seeks to quantify the economic stakes
the Tokyo, Round, by estimating. effects tha( could be
expected:under-alternative outcomes of the. negotia-
tions. The empirical results should facilitate policy as-
sessments by governments 'and by legislatures and the
public concerned about the implications of the agree-
ments eventually achieved.

2. A Model of Tariff Negotiations
.1k

The basic calculations of-the model examinelhe effects
of reducing tariffs; With computations at the "tariff,
line" that 80 then ad 4d up to sector Or global levels.
Theharrnoliiiation tariff-cutting approaches can only
be evaluat :accurately. at' the tariff line level (even
though tens'of thoutands of categories,.and millions of
uiece of data on trade,flows are required)b4cause the
se of average tariffs over aggregated dateg ries will

seriously bias estimates when the percent cut in tariff
differs by .height of tariff. .

Increased imports in rePons$ to lowered tariffs are
calculated -by applying empirically estimated "impOrt
elaalicities" (percent change in imports per`unit percent
change in impOrt price),to the base level of imports and
the percentage change in consumer price caused.by a
rtaairticulartaiiff cut. Increased exports are calculated by
summing- up over other count's' their increased im-
ports from,the supplier in iqueifion.

For both world 'supply of import''; and home country
exports we assume a horizontal. supply curve. Como;
pletely elastic, supply is the, reasonable assumption in
vieilitof the extremely small trait changes relatiye to
output, especially considering the fact the even_ these

I
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.
'small changes would be phased in over a Period of five
or, more years.' ' ,

. Given estimates of trade and tariffNchanges, static
Welfategainif from iberalfzitionire clIcillated Using
the tradltipnal "Ariatille" method (which, measures Say.

,, ingsio Consu;:s and savings front reducing inefficient
domestic pr. tion). WY attempt to examine the mag-
nitude of, total welfare bffects (including economies of

*. scale, induced investment and growth effects, stimulus
to technical change from' increased Outside. Competl- . Fo

. .

Y 'I

.

Part Slx: U.S. Tartrolloi

I
Ti/+ ti ("force of tarn 4; +

quptity elasticity of substitution among'
alternative suppliers . .

M1 '....,vatue of imports of buxerj frail* supplying,
a country I =.

TC,S superscr'ipt's to "trade creation ".
*and " substitution" respectively

ci change in variableN,

all importing .Cou es f mot belonging to the
tio_04.,aacl macroeconomic output gains facilitated by thd' free t -bloc of the EEC a EFTA (for mr(nufac-
MUCtion in Inflationary pressure) by Considering diet. .lures; EEC alone for agricultural products);
relationship Of total welfare gains to static gains alone arr,
measured in other 'studies of the experience 'of the 6mTC = tAke

(1)
European 'Common Market. cii .4.4

Exchange. rate effects are culated by considering , For importing countries belongirs to' the bloc the
aggregate export and iihport demand ,elasticities and corresponding equations area
computing the implied change in exchange rate required
to eliminateany trade balance change initially induced
'by tariff cuts at home and abroad. Employment effects
are calculated by applying "job cciefficients" (loth di-
rect and "indirect" to account for intermediate goods
requirements) to the changes in iruports'(joblo,.$) and
exports (Ipb gain). I

For Europe, e model has special treatment of the
"substitution off t". through which outsiders (such as,
the United Stet , Japan, and Canada) increase their
share Wine market as the tarikwalls around the EEC
and EFTA decline. The model also includes the addi-
tional exports industrial countries may expect as devel-
oping countries "respend" their extra earnings of
foreign eltthange, gained from increased exports to the -

industrial areas redillOng tariffs.
In the remainder of this section we state the form

'structure of the model. The reader unconcerned with
the algebraic formulation of the model is invited to
.prOceed directly to section 3.

Define, the following variables for a sin "co!
modity" at the tariff line level:

import valtte for country) (in dollars)
o superscript for base period

= price elasticity of import demand,couotrYj
t/ MFN tariff rate for country

,A,*1

'Note diet the Avid equilibrinertioodel of the trade negotia-
tions prepared by Deardorff, Daum [9) the audoonsintro-
duce an upward sloping 'supply curve under the asetunistionnf fixed
capital and nutPut-adlustment through labor change alone (itieed on
constant elasticity Or substitutkin estimitee). This penceduri would
appear to bils nikward the priceisffects of liberalization and, cape-

' ciallY, the ernployinent effects. Note also that the model Cotes
trade effects at levels of am rogation 441 abOOe the tariff line, rtding
OM examination. key set ofharmonization tariff-cutting for-.
mules under in the negotiations.

+

al111;C =

The substitution term, for bloc imports is (see [8] ?or
derivations of,equations (4) and (5))

0NB
ri

o CBI tivrti
1Ai(?, (4)°Nei

' TNBj;

for i e NB,

where

07/01'Nni..,. le iir (5) ,

1+ fpNliaTNBi

for. I' e B,

bloc, nonbloc suppliers *
original share of nonbloc Suppliers in coun-
try j's imports
'original share drbloc suppliers in country
j.'( imports
original share of-tupplier of theritliablOc
group Within total nonbloc supply to coun-
try./
original share of suppliers of the bloc group
within total bloc supply to country)

'In 'ecluation...Z3) the trade creation effect is the same as before,
except that the force of tariff term has an additional..subscript I
bet:sane the tariff is specific to supplier: it equals. zem for bloc
partners: lie) and the MFN tariff for nonbloc :suppliers B).
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e

proportional change in fOrcpdf tariff facing
nonbloc suppliers (and hafice facing MFN
tariff)
elasticity of subslitutimiln importdemand
among suppliers.

. Note that 04+ 017/ F I.

The above equations' complete the trade measure-
ments of the model. These calculations exclude trade

'?,effects caused by input-output feedb k. Those in-
duced intermediate trade changes shout be lean (es-
pecially in, the larger ecopomies where ost interme-
diate supply is provideadOisesticallffand in any event
should nd to cancel out each other (increased imports
of in ediate supply needed to produce extra direct
ex s will offset reduced imports of intermediate
goods associated with the reduction in domestic output
as direct imports rise).

.

The measure of static welfare gain is the standard cal-
culation (specified to include the case with a tnonzero
final tariff): ' `

, AMr5(0.5) (to .+ ti ); , , J. (6)

ratt° and ti are tariff rat befOre and after liberali-
zation. imprirters inside t e free trade bloc, have an
additional, corresponding elfare lain from trade sub-
stitution. For these coun 'es static welfare gain is [8]

w= o.5 (to + ti )4 Mg(' + MA1%* ) (7)

where KB is the base level of imports from' nonbloc
suppliers and

A
o TNBi

1 =
+ WNBjv TNBi

To considefOthe "respeilding effect," let AMukbe the

free rideri in industrial country). Summing up all free
ridecountries, industrial country) can anticipate the
extra total exports shown in equation (8). Note that,
unlike the calculations for direct trade effects of talent-
ization, the induced exports due to the respending ef-
fect cannot be broken down by commodity, because
our coefficients forjjnport propensities (4v) are based
on total import data rather than oh data by commodity.

Given the estimates of trade balance changes result-
ing from a particular tariff-cutting formula, it is possible
to calculate the implied offsetting change in exchange
rates that would be necessary to restore the initial trade
balance. Assuming infinitely elasticsuPply for impoits
and exports, an appreciation in the trade-weightgd
exchange rate of a cowl-try by the fraction dR will cause ,

an increase inmport value by (dR) (%) (W?) and.*
duction in export value by (dR, ) (N°).,where%,,.%
are overall price elasticities a demand for imports and
exporta,toespectively, and ti°, X° are the base values
of imports and exports, respectively. With a trade bal-
ance effect of B' caused by tariff liberatizathin, the
tradeweighted exchange rate should move 'by just
enough ,to cause an offsetting change in the trade bal-
ance of -B.- Therefore, the required 'change in 'the
trade-weighted exchange rate for a giyen country will
be that shown in equation (9).

dR
1.

, (9)
76 ;

This method Yields an estiipate of the change in the
:trade-weighted exchange rate: in order to'translate this
change into a set of changes in nominal'exchkige rates
from their original Rarities with respect to an unchang-
ing outside standard, the calculation of equation (10) is
applied.

increase of imports into industrial country j from a
"free Oder': country Vim practical application, all cOun-

`tries Mier than the alever industrial.' importing areas
examined directlY in our study). Let subscript k refer to
product category. k. Let,c1libe the fraction of.cotery i's
total imports purchased in industrial country). Then for
in4ustrill country), the extra exports to "free rider"
cointries caused by tariff liberalization is calculated as

AXI 2 Z Oki E
i I k

'That is, fdreachito. ng country ithere will be
direct 'e4ort gains 'totaling ;144/Wilk Of- these export
earnings, the fraction be respect on imports
from cr4.intryi or, chi respent by

mx! mxm mX1

where R* is a vectoi of nominal exchange rate ChaitgeS
for 'all m Countries; Oils a vector of required trade-

:, weighted exchange rate changes bind on equation (9);
/ e identity matrix; (pis a matrix of trade wieghts
( the eiemente in row i being the share's of each
column country] in the total trade turnover exports
plus imports of country i); and the expreSsion
[I 4.1 refers to the inverse of the/-thmatrix.

Finally, our estimates of employmentVfects apply'
"job, coefficients" 'to the estimates of increased inil
ports and exports (by product sector). Thil calcubr.
don provides an'upper bound estimate of job changes,
because it assumes that the entire change translates in-
to output change; in practice, part of the trade change

286 .
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would be absorbed by change in domestic consump-
tion. The calculations apply both direct labor coeffi-
cients and total coeffichints, including labor required
(or interniediataftput s..Resuitsondirev t changed
may be computed by product sector; total ehiployment
Change by producing sector is unkndwn because thd,in-
direct labor component applicable to a given tra de
product is not allocated across producing sectors. (In
addition our employment estimates omit extra jobs
from induced exports under the respending effect\
because this export effect is not calculated. on a prod-1
uct sector basis.. is '

.3. Estimates of Trade, Welfare, and
Exchange'Ret Effects

We haVe apslied the model of tariff negotiations to the
trade and tariff data base provided by GATT for the
negotiations (with i01 trade data and 1973 tariffs).
Because 1971 was a year of major disequillbrium as well
as one now seriously outdated, we have updated all
results by. applying more than 8,000 trade base caper',
sicn factors based on detailed O.E.C.D. trade value

. data for 1971 and 1974 (see (8, _Appendix 13)).. For imps'
elasticities wile have applied the best detailed empirical
estimates available from'existing studies (see Appendix
A). The resulting aggregate import elaiticities are com-
parable for the major importing areas (UnitekStates,.
1.85; Canadec, t.94; Japan,, 1.39; EEC -tiMbr im-.

_ports from nonbloc suppliers 2.17).
We have applied the model of tariff liberalization to'

twelve separate tariff cutting formulas, summarized in
Table 1. The, -most basic fOrindas are the first three and
the sixth all actively under consideration in the peso- .
nation's, during .1975 and 1976. The' first formula 'is a The contrast between formulas I and 2 reflects the
6perCent linear tariff cut. the hypothesis subMitted by issue of linear-versus haamonizationduts inherited from
the United States early in.the.rkegotiations.The formal ', the Kennedy Rouhd. With:relatively uniform tariffs
Proposal subsequently tabled-4%y. the Vnited States in alreidy harmonized by the process of integration, the
March 1976 deParts little Train the 60 percent cut al- EEC has favored harmonization as the principle of tariff

'thiSugh it cuts tariffs below 7 percent by' slightly less.3- sytting., The United States traditionally has preferred
The second formula wharmonization tiOprolich sug- linear Cues, although if the textiles sector is excluded

appears' that there is little advantage to the United
States in linear as opposedlo harmonization formulas

(on the .previous -rou '[i]. Indeed, more important difference between the
. f6rmally Proposed the. same formula with four item= . two forrnui is-the faet,that thesecond formula would

lions a very m_in?t change [221.4 cut tariffs by only -about,half as the 60 per-
./ 'cent cut, because when aispiied the average tariff of

Part Six: U.S. Tariff Policy.

Table I
Tariff Cutting Formulas Examined

Formula
Number

z

Iiiliff Cut Equationt

41. 0.60

tr t(I --to) 3 times

If t -::: 5%, 4, .4 0
to 40% - 20%
(7therwfse-11 0.5to
y 1,0

y 0.3 + to

ti 4, 0.03 -+ 0.4 tt,

7 - 0.434
y 0.W
if to < 0.05 t 0

9 y 0.60 except:
if to < 0.05 1 - 0
if to < 0.05

10#

I

12$

ty proportio tariff cut: to is original tariff: ti.

r, t*
to

y 0.2 + 3 to

Verbal DescriOtion

60 percent linear cut
Three-iteration
harmonization (EC
variant)
Canadian -type formula

100 percent linear cut
Harmonization. 10 per-
cent plus tariff
60 percent cut plus
absolute, 3 percent
tariff
43;4 peefent linedrcut
Full Ug. authority

60 percent cut with
5 percent floor

Sector harmonization
(t* four-area BTN
minimum tariff 6

Harmonization. 20 .
percent plus 3 times
tariff

(I t) l!) times Six iteration
har onization

tariff after cut. .

tStibject tg maximurrycukof 60 percent.

is

gested by the EEC
-atIons of a percOntag

in the negotiations: three Oer-
t in the tariff equal to the tariff
itself. In July 1976 the EEC

"The 1.1. formuletabted in March 1976 is: y 44 I.Sx + 50, where approximitely:I0 perent, the three-iterati n.approach
is percentage cut and x is original tariff. The formula is subjectio a yields made
puutimum cut ot 60 percent. (Cakulatedlrom 1141.)

. 11C'Note that in the iteritivtrforniula originally higher than 50
. percent atf a.# to the new level appl for a 50 percent tariff (a 'it 41iniinates
ffnal tariffof 15.2.3 percent). . ', set. of Can

. .

cuts. .
1,

formula resembles suggestillns.by Can
ariffs under. 5 percent (crucial to abro
tan exports t6 the United States), cuts

. . .
V
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others in half, and sets a maximum resulting tariff 0
percent.

Formula 6 is also closely related to an actual pro al
in the negotiations. It involves a tariff cut of 60 percent,
but with a subsequent tariff shelf of 3 percent added
.back in (though in no case is the original tariff in-
creased). Thusft strongly resembles the Japanese for-
mula tabled in October 1976:9 .

The remaining nine formulas are exploratory; none of
them has been as actively considered in the negotiations
as the first three. Formula 4 is the complete elimination
of tariffs, to provide a benchmark for fully liberalized
trade (with respect to tariffs alone). Formula 5 is a
harmonization variant; seven, an intermediate linear cut.
Formula 8 is full U.S. tariff-cutting authority (60 per-
cent cut with tariffs of 5 percent and less eliminated).
Formula .9 sets a 5 percent floor and cuts tariffs by 60
percent otherwise. Formula 10 reduces tariffs in each
four -digit BTN category to the minimum sectoral aver-
age tariff among the United States, Canada, Japan, and
the EEC. Formula 11 is a particular harmonization
variant (percent cut equals 20 percent plus three times
tariff); formula 12 is six iterations of tariff cut equal
to tariff. The final three formulas all constrain the cuts
to a maximum of 60 percent (in accordance with the
U.S. authority).

The basic estimates applying these formulas exclude
petroleum products (as outside the domain of tariff
policy) and textiles (as politically sensitive, controlled
by quotas, and highly unlikely fo be liberalized in the
Tokyo Round).9 The resulting aggregate trade and wel-

t fare calculations for each formula are shown in Table 2,
along with the average depth of tariff cut associated
with each formula.'

The first and most impo rtant policy question to be
examined is: What are the potential economic benefits
from tariff liberalization in the negotiations? Under full
U.S. tariff-cutting authority (formula 8), the annual
stream of static welfare benefits from liberalization
would be $1.7 billion: On the basis of recent estimates
by Balassa for the case otthe formition of the European

'The Japanese proposal.was z = 0.3 x + 3.5, where z is the final
tariff expressed as a percentage, and x is the original tariff.. The
Japanese proposal differs from formula 6 here only by using a 70 per-
cent instead of a 60 percent linear element (in the direction of greater
liberality) and an add-on of 3.5 percent instead of 3 percent (in the
direction of greater restriction) [7].

'In addition, U.S.'iMports from Canada under preferential agree-
ment are excluded from the calculations.

'Calculated as total tariff collections foregone (base value of im-
ports times change in tariff) as a fraction of hypothetical base-level
tariff collections.
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Common Market, we might conservatively estimate
total welfare gains (including nontraditional static and
dynamic effects mentioned above) to be five times as
large as the static effects alone, giving an annual flow of
$8.5 billion in aggregate welfare.9 Under the assump-
tion that this stream would grow at the. same real rate as
the trade base, say 5 percent annually, and discounting
at a 10 percent per annum ratei the present discounted
value of the stream of future total welfare benefits
would approximate $170 billion(in 1974 values). There-
fore, the economic stakes of tariff liberalization in the
Toyko Round are large.

With respect to the magnitude of trade effects, Table
2 indicates that. the 'complete elimination of tariffs
Would increase imports into.the eleven industrial areas
(the United States, Canada, Japan, EEC, five EFTA
countries, Australia, and New Zealand) by approxi-

' mately $17 billion, or about 3 percent of total imports in
1974 and 11 percent of the relevant trade base, which
excludes petroleum, textiles, duty-free goods, intra-
EECEFTA, and imports under agricultural variable
levies.9

The aggregate results shown in Table 2 indicate es-
sentially three clusters of trade creation effects. The
first, benchmark level is the amount gf trade created by
complete elimination of tariffs,. A second level repre-
sents a dater of formulas that go only about two-thirds
of the way toward the free trade result: the full U.S.
authority formula (8), a 60percent tariff cut (formula 1),
and the formula similar to suggestions.by Canada (for-
mula 3).

The third and lowest tier of formulas goes only about
one-third of the way to the trade effect of complete tariff
elimination. This lowest cluster of formulas creates
only about $51/2 billion in new trade. This grouping of
formulas includes the three-iteration harmonization cut
(formula 2), the sector harmonization approach (for-
mula 10), and the 60 percent cut with a 3 percent tariff
shelf added to all resulting tariffs.

Other formulas lie in between these three tiers. How-
ever, the two most important alternatives in view of the
actual negotiations are in two clusters. The early U.S.
suggestion of a aor thEercent tariff cut is in the inter-
mediate tier and EC-type cut (three-iteration har7-

ifialassa's estimates indicate that when ad¢ing gains from
economies of scale and from increased growth duel° induced invest-
Meat, welfare gains from EEC integration rise to a$proximately six /
times the static welfare gains from trade creation alone (excluding
losses from trade diversion) [1, pp. 113-15]. ,

'Trade for 1974 [12]. Approximate estimates of subcategories_
based on [18] and on the GATT trade and tariff data base.
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Table 2
Total Import and Welfare Effects of Alternative Tariff-Cutting Formulas for

t Eleven Industrial Importing Areas
19111111ons, 1974)
(Nontextlle, nonoll trade)

Il
!miens' (Rank) Welfare (Rank)

(Static
Effects)

C D
Welfare/ Average Depth
Imports f Cut

4 &east

(Rank)'

1 10,158 (3) ' 1,681 (3)(.. 0.165 60% (3)
2 5,738 (11) 1.347 (9) 0.243 33.3 (.10)
3 9,780 (4) 1,601 (6) 0.164 59.1 (4)
4 '16,930 (I) 1,991 (I) 0.118 100.0 (1)
5 7,989 (6) 1,603 (5) 0.201 46.4 (6)
6 5,411 (12) -11,330 (11), 0.246 29.9 (114
7 7,449 (8) 1,374 (10) 0.184 43.4 (7)

10,976 (2) 1,686 (2). 0.154 65.2 (2)
9 7,566 (7) 1,564 (7) 0.207 42.0 (8)

10 5,769 (10) 1,098 .( I 2) 0.190 23.2 (12)
1I 8,670 (5) 1,622 (4) . 0.187 49.9 (5)
12 7,403 (9) . 1,530 (8) 0.207 42.0 (9)

Noses: See 'able 1 for description of formulas. The eleven areas are States, Canada, Apan, EEC, Atistria, Finland,
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Australia, and New Zealand.

'Net of reduted imports by EEC memlor countries from each other.
tSee (8).

monization) is in the lower tier. Thus, the .S. tariff cut
formula would cream approximately t as much
trade as the EEC formula ($10.2 billion and S.7 billion,
respectively). ..

Table ; shows the average depth of tariff cut for the
United,States, Canada, Japan, and the EEC. As would
be expected, the 'ordering of formulas by amount of
trade created closely parallels_ their ordering on the
basis of average depth of cut. .

Finally, as shown in the table, the level of static
Welfare gain associated with each formulit has a ranking
almost identical to that for the level of trade creation.
Howe er, the amount of welfare gain relative to trade
creatio is the highest for the harmonization formulas
(2, 5, 11, 12): This pattern reflects the fact that the
welfare gain rises geometrically with the level of tariff,
so that harmonization formulas which cut higher
tariffs by greater proportions tharklower tariffs pro-
duce greater welfare gains per unit of trade change than
do linear formulas. .

The results jn 'table 2 refefto liberalization excluding
textiles. However; it is important to recognize that in-
creased textile kmports could be extreniely large, if
liberalization extended to thii politically sensitive sec-
tor.. This study assumes that textiles will not 'be
11ralized, but the calculation's consider 'the .impact
. - .

that liberalization in the sector wou have. Theinclu-
sion of the sector in liberalimition would rai e total
import creatibn by approximately percent.'

In order to consider the negotiating positions of indi-
vidual areas, it is necessary to tutr from Aggregate
estimates td CalCulations by country. Table 3 presents
our estimates al changes in imports and exports (includ-
ing those induced by the respending effect) for each of
the four major negotiating partners." A broad pattern
of the results immediately evident' in Table 3is that the
United States and Japan tend to experience trade bal-
ance' increases while Canada and the EEC experience
trade balance declines from liberalizationsegardless of
the formula chosen, although the magnitudes of the
changes depend on the formula.

These overall country patterns may be explained as
followl: for Japan, a strong competitive position and
positive trade balance in the 1974 base year (at least for
items included in the analysis, which petroleum)

"Calculations including tektites (presented in [19) assume that
quotas are at levels that allow domestic price to exceed the import
price by precisely the amount of the tariff. ffAuotai are more strin-
gent, then increased imports from the joint reduction of tariff and
quota protectioliwould be still greater.

"The trade effects for the fiVbEFTA countries considered (Aus-
tria, Finland, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland) are much smaller;
and it is whether Australia and NeWZealand will adopt a
general a llaattees ula in any event.
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Table 3
Trade Effects of Alternadve Tariff -Cutting Formulas: Four Major Negotiating Areas
($ Millions of 1974; Results Exclude Textiles and Petroleum)

. .,
E

Formula Imports Exports Trade Balance (Res ending
orts

rt Total "4 Trade Balance
(Direct) (Direct) , ect) Exports (Total)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

A. United States
1 3,611 3,821 211 421 4,242
2 1,924 1,875 - - 49' 224 2,099
3 3,773 3,460 - 313 387 3,847 74
4 6.018 6,321 303 708 7,02 1,011
5 2.820 2,756 - 63 322 3, 259
6 1,639 1,966 327 216 _ 2,1 543
7 2,648 2.811 163 315, 3,126 478
8 4,130' 4,019 - 112 460 4,479 348
9 2,225 2,941 716 307 3,248 e' ''1,023

10 ,41,736 2,514. 778 119 2,633 897

12 2,391 2,7324 340
4:15ir 9

03
3,653

643
79611 '7,858 3,294 437

B. Canada
3,035

1 1,680 565 -1,116 00 ..,. 51 616 .-- 1,065
2 922 249 -' 673 34 283 - 639
3 -1.43,1 ... 603 - 828 51 654 - 777
4 2,801 , 936 -1,864 85 1,021
5 1,255 400 855 45 445 --1'877109
6 1,023 221 - 802 29 250 773

... 7 1,232. . 415 817 38 453 2 - 779
8 114705 664 -1,041 761 56 720 it - 985
9 1,5 - 326 1 -1,174 , , 38 , 364 ' -1,136

10 1, f -313 -1,00Z 12 325 - 990
11 1 436 . . -1,123 .

4. .444. 480
12 1,3

....i

' 349 - 993 , i . 38 387
-1,081
- 955

3 ' C; 'Japan
'k Y

1 1,736 2,237 .. 501 326 2;563 827
2 1 57 90 193 1,350 *283
3

4

. ,176 493 287 2,463 780

5 .1,4 1,687 '263
815 . -'

260 14.532543

2,8 ,709 539...4 4,248

6 '994 ; '1.406 . ' 112 1116

1,947
1,292 298

7 1,273 1,644 371 240 1,884 611
8 1,834 -2,458 624 340 2,798 964
9 1,385 '` 1,586 .. 201 t 259 1,845 . 460

10 92'7 . 1,318 . 392 #4' 105 .1,423 497
11 1,521 1,866 ' f, 346 287 2,153 633
12 . 14;312 556.. 243 . 250 1.806 ' 493.

\ . D. EEC* C.,'".-
1 4,495 2,293 -2,202 .1 882 ,175 -1,320
2 2,130

X.

1,575; . , - 555 470 '4045 - 85
3 4,105 2,244 I.

813 -1,048Anao-1861 3,057' F.
ill 7,376 3,827 ,

v,
0 5,280 ' -2,096,, 1,453

5 3,201 2,046 6; 673
2

4410.
6 2,219" . 1,370

1,681
- 845 460 1,119) - 385

7 3,318 -1,637. 650 2; 31

\--)987
8 -4,746 2,466 -2,280 952 '3,418 1,328

10 2,214 1,540
1,761 -1,571 627

621' 2,32',395

- 944
- 674 '`.

269 1A09 405
9 3,339

12 4

-1,808 736
96 -

2,721
7292 3,125 1,775 -1,350

- 1,072.11 3,793 1,985

Refers to trade of EEC with nonmember countries, and therefore excludes changes in, trade among countries within the EEC.



dominate the results and yield positive trade balances
generally from liberalization. For the United Statel, the
'driving. forces'behind the results appear to be the sig-
nificant opening of Canadian and EEC markets through
liberalization the first because of high Canadian
tariffs, and the second because of the opportunity lo
replace privileged EEC suppliers as the tariff wall de-
clines. '

An importani .feature of the Canadian, case which
helps explain her trade balance reductions under
liberalization" is that Canada has high tariff; on those.
products that are subject to duly (14.2 percent on duti-
able goods, compared with 10.7 percent for the eleven
industrial areas altogether) [11]. In addition, Canada
primarily exports [raw already facing low
tariffs abroad (or else subject to agricultural nontariff.
barriers).

In.tive cape of the EEC, o,ne reason for the pattern of
negative trite balance effects is the substitution effect
thre. gh which partner supptits are replaced by; imports

!,... f outside areas. However, thiAffect is probably of
r ly limited ,importance, in view of the fact that
6tt& taking, the substitution into account life iruport
elasticity ofthe EEC for purchases from outside areas is

,_,1 . not dmmaticallrhigher than the import elasticity of
I-, other major countriei.'3 Another impOrtant factor ap-

, ''Pears to be that in the estimated trade,effects the com-
munity experiences a relatively high increase in imports
from the " est of the world," making the free rider'
problem so ewhat greater for the EEC than for other

areas."
Despite these patterns, the salient feaque of the trade

balance effects is that they are all extierMly Small,
Under the 60 percent tariff cut, for example, the trade
balanCe increase for the United States would amount to
only 0.6 percent of 1974 exports; that for Japan, 1.5
percent. Similarly, the trade balance decline for Canada
would represent 3.1 percent of 1974 exports; that for the

. EEC would. be 1.0 percent-of 1974 exports to non-
member countries (see Table 6 for 1974 export data).

NoKeeping in mind the fact that even these small thanges
.would be phased in over a period of five or more'years,

. "Note that the reduction may be overstated because the model
'does not capture industrial transformation from raw materials export-
ing to the production and expoft of processed goods, an effect particut
lady important for Canada (and for the developing countries).

n of the su¢stitution effect gives the EEC an aggre-
gate p elasticity for imports from outsiders of 247, only slightly

1 larger in absolute value than the elasticities.for the United States
(-1.85) and .eanada (-1.94). The aggregate elasticity for Japan is
somewhat lower. 1.39.

"Rest of world suppliers (free riders not reducing their own tariffs)
account for 43 percent of increased EEC imports from non-EEC
countries. whireas the corresponding share of rest of world supply is
33 percent for increased imports by Japan, 4.6 percent for Canada,
anc119 percent for tht United States:

Part,SIE U.S. Tariff Policy

e

the principal conclusion must be that under whatever
tariff formula any/trade balance declines would be too
inconsequential *constitute I.-significant, problem for
economic policy.' 3

Before turning to the issue of preferred rankings of
tariff forijulas, it is important to emphasize lhat the
trade effect_ estimates should not be considered to be
highly precise despite the fact that the estimates apply
the beit empirical information available."

The estimates for expiirt, import, and welfare effects
of alternative tariff- cutting formulas providethe basis
for examining each negotiating country's presumed
ranking of the various formulas. Those rankings in turn
constitute the grounds for determining which formulas
would be the most desirable for all negotiating countries,
considered jointly. The following discussion of these
questions concentrates on the resits of the four major
negotiEtting areas: the United States, Canada, Japan;
and the EEC.

There are two broad criteria for ranking the tariff
formulas for each country: welfare effects and trade
effects. ;rabic 4 presents the static welfare effects by
formula for the four major negotiating 'parties. Assum-
ing that total welfare gains have Ine same rank ordering
as static welfare gains, we assume that each area ranks
the formulas as shown in the table. .

"Note furthermore that even the moderaterdeficits iden 'fled for
Canada and the EEC would be still smaller if our metbodol y forced
the eliminatiortf any "1 ge" in the respendina effe estimates.
Because free rider coup b do not putchaseall of their extra imports.
from the eleven liberaliz areas, only a portion of the export earn-
ings ,of the "rest of world" (57 percent of the $3.3 billion earned by
free rider countries, in the 60 percent tariff cnt case) returns to the
liberalizing areas in our respending effect estimates of inciuced. ex-
ports. If a full 100 percent were forced to return, allocating the extra r
respending exports proportionately to the estimates above (for the
comparable but smaller respending effect), the specific trade balance
estimates would cliange but the-qualitative patterns by country and
formula would not, (For the 60 percent tariff cut, the trade balance.
would change_as follows: United States, from +$632 million to +$951
million,: Canada, from $1,065 million to $1,026 million; Japan,
from +$827 million to +$ 1 ;074 million; EEC, from $1,320 million to
$652 million: tr

"In order to examine the sensitivity of the results to the particular
elasticities used, we have conducted experiments milting all elasticity
values by 50 percent and lowering them all by 50 percent for the
United States, Canadit", Japan;and the EEC (giving 81 podsible com-
binations when the original elasticities are included as a third'option). t
In statistical terms, a band of 50 percent around a statistically signifi-
cant pitrameter (pith ratio of standard deviation to parameter esti-
mate of one-half or less) should include the true parameter value with
a proba):61ity of at least 68 percent, for a normally distributed random
variable aiparameter estimate.

The results of this sensitivity analysis indicate that there cquld be a
considerable range of uncertainty in the trade balance estimates. For
example, under a 60 percent tariff cut, in one-third of the cases.the
trade balance effect for the EEC is positive rather than negative;.
similarly, in 47 percent of the cases the trade balance effect could be
negative for the United States rather than positive (as in our central
estimate jboth statements refer to effects including respending ex-

J'5"1
le"
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Tabiee 4

Static Welfare Gains from Alternative Tariff-
Cutting Formulas: Four Major Negotiating
Parties ($ millions of 1974; nontextile)

USA CAN JPN EECFormula

1 490.3(4) 178.2(3) 289.3(5) 451,2(3)
2 437.8(9) 124.5(12) 268.5(9) 304:4(11)
3 470.3(6) 159.4(7) 296.2(Z) 415.5(5)
4 583.7(1) 212.10) '344.4(i) 527.7(1)
5 491.0(3) 151.5(8) 293.7(3) 38,4.6(7)-

.6 395.2(12) 114.4(1 I) 244.4(10) 317.8(10)
7 400,6(10) 145.6(10) 23644(11) 374.3(9)
8 491.1(2) 178.4(2) 289.9(4) 453.0(2)
9 448,9(8) t71.5(5) 276.8(7) 409.4(6)

10 395.4(11) 150.2(9) 83.7(12) 235.1(12)
11 470.8(5) 174.0(4) 281.7(6) 426.9(4)
12 451.1(7 160.4(6) 270.5(8) 384.5(8)
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, cept for reserve currency centers) may involve- reces-
sionary measures reducing dorlieMic output. Under
flexible exchange rates, the adjustment cost will in-
volve exchange rate depreciation and therefore, under
the ,normal assumption of 4high .supply elasticities for
imports and exports, a decline in the country's terms of
trade (17). For 'countries usually iAt paymentesurplu
conditions, this cost will be negligible (because the_
would otherwise appreciate); countries facing chronic
payments deficits would have a higher cost associated
with additional depreciation induced byshanges in pro-
tective structure domestically and abroad..In the cur
rent internatippal _economic situation, ongoing trade
deficits associated with higher prices for petroleum im-
ports constitute one reason for at least some attention to
potential trade balance reductions from other sources.

We have specified the trade effects criterion as the
average of ra kings under two alternative measures:
the trade balanc effect, and the per&ntage increase in

e percentage increase in imports.
ures the extent to which a for-

cFor all area's the highest welfare ranking is for for- exports relative to
The latter measure camula 4, the elimination of t s. F r the United States,

Canada, and the EE.g,---t e- highest ranked practical'
formula is full U.S4uthority (formula 8). For Japan,

.Because of the existence of high tariffs in some sectors,
welfare gains are higher under harmonization formulas
3 and 5 than under the full U.S. authority cut.

The second criterion for judging liberalization alter-
natives is that of the degree of reciprocity of trade
effects. Under this criterion, ceteris paribus, a country
prefers those formulas ,that_inCrease its exports rela-

ft tively more than its imports. Econoinists have faultet
negotiators its irrational for pursuing reciprocity or
trade balancre objectives in view of the welfare gains
from import liberalization by itself; or, as a minimum,
negotiiitors have been viewed as seeking objectives
such as a preference Tor industrial output and employ-
ment, outside the realm of triditiOnal welfare gains [131.
However, for two reasons it is 'reasonable for
negotiators toconsider export effects relative to import
effects. FirSt, negoliations represent a bargaining situa-
tion. The bargaining objective, as distinct from a ob-

,jectiv that could be pursued by eash country in isola-
tion, is to obtain the maximum possible liberalization of
export mekkets in exchange for the liberalization of the
home country's own import marlet. If import liberali-
zation alone were the objective, each country could
reduce tariffs unilaterally; it would be unnecessary to
hold negotiations in the first place.

A seconCrea.son for attention to trade effects is tlrt if
''coup 's impofts will increase farmore than its

ports m'a particular proposal, the country will face
dju ent.costs n ssary to offset the trade balance
duction. tinder fixed exckange rate's' ,these costs (ex-

' )
> .

mula achieVes"th&-negotiating objective of a country
likely to experience, because of its protective and trad-
ing structure ,a reduction in trade balance as such, but
nevertheless 'illing to partiCipate in the negotiations as
a means of obtaining the maximum liberalization by
partners. Similarity, the relative rathir than absollite
specification helps abstract from the particular year of
.the trade data base, considering that liberalization will
mild to show'keduced trade balance when the Oase year
is one of deficits and increased trade balandeyvhen the
base is a SttrpluIlial.

Table 5_Presents formula rankings by major negotiat-
ing party tinder the trade and welfare criteria. Under the
'trade effeskicriterion the highest ranked formula for the
EEC is its own proposal (formula2); the same is true for
Canada (formula 3). However, in neither case is the
country's proposal the formula ranking highest under
the country's own Welfare' ranking. For the Ilitited
States, the 60 percetit proposal ranks intermediately
under trade effect criteria but high under the welfare
criterion, suggesting that' U.S. objectives give substan-
tial weight to welfare gains.' 7 For Japan, trade,effects
criteria indicate that most liberal formulas (full U.S.
authority, formula 8, and the 60 percent cut) are the
most desirable. The welfare criterion shows a high rank-
ing for these fognulas astweU, although the ranks of the
harmonizatiodionnulas 3 and 5 are still higher.
Paradoxically, the formula closest to Japan's own

. "Formula 9, a 60percent,cut with a,5 percent tarirf floor. is tied for
the highest U.S. ranking under trade effe ends result emphasizes
the key role of the broad set of imports al eady entering the United
States at tariffs of 5 perowt or,lower.
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Table 5 _

Part Six:' U.S.7arlff Policy

.Consolidated Rankings of Alternative Tariff Cutting Formulas (1274, Nontextli Basis)

FORMULA'
U ,S.

I. Trade Effect Rankingst
CAN JPN EEC 4-areas* U, S. CAN

Welfare Rankings
.V1 ,

JPN EEC 4-areas*

III. Sum (I + II)

I 6' 7 2 i1 7.307(9) 3 2 4 2 2.684(2) 9.991(3)
2 9 2.5 11 1 5.927(5) 8 11 8 10 8.959(9) 14.886(10)
3 II I 4 6.5 7.722(11) 5 6 1 4 4.3031(5) 12.025(7)
5

b 9 5 7 3 6.378(7) 2 7 2 6 3.821(4) 10.199(4)
6 4.5 6 10 2 4.443(2) 11 10 9 9 , 10.005(10) 14.448(9)
7 , 7 2.5 4 9 6.886(8) 9 9. 10 8 8.781(8) or, 15.667(11)
8 9 4 I 9 7.595(10) I 1 3 1 1.230(1) 8.825(1)
9 1.5 11 9 6.5 4.954(3) 7 4 6 5 5.926(6) 10.880(5)

10 % 1.5 9.5 4 4 3.399(1) 10 8 1.1 11 10.255(11) 13.654(8)
11 3 9.5 6 9 5.980(6) 4 3 5 3 3.684(3) 9.664(2)
12 4.5

0
8 8 5 3.409(4) 6 5 ' 7 7 6.352(7) 11.761(6)*

' Original formula 4 (100 percent tariff Cut) omitted. Ranks are adjusted accordingly.
(Trade effect rankings based on case including exports due to rest of world respending. Average of rankings for (I) trade balance

and (2) ratio of percentage increase in exports to percentage increase in imports.
*Applies the, following weights to country rankings: U.S., 0.454; Canada, 0.097; Jipan, 0.115; EEC, 0.334. See text.

o f proposal, number 6, ranks very low for Japan on both
trade and welfare criteria.

Before turning to an assessment ad" best overall
tariff cutting formula judged jointly for the major
negotiating countries, we consider,,the implications of
Tables 4 and 5. for the issue of linear4ersus harmoniza-
tion tariff cuts. In the Kennedy Round this issue was
highly controversial, with the EEC fa ring harmoniza-
don and the United States favoilitillinear tuts [20, pp.
3 -4]: Without entering into detail on the case for har-
monization or linear cuts,! ..4 note that in practice the

"Note t thkrelative theoretical merits of linear versus harmoni-
zation cuts ambiguous. Advocacy d( linear cuts implies that
"bygonei are ygones"; high tariffs exist because of political consid-
erations in the past, and a liberalizing country has an obligation to cue)F
all iariffs, low or high. The case for harmonization is usually made in
terms of the proposition that high tariffs are "more protective,"

that Neff

N'

issue appears to have been inflated out of proportion. If
textiles are excluded, linear cuts do not have a more
positive effect on the U.S. trade balance than harmoni-''
zation cuts. Trade results depend on the depth, and the
particular specification, of the cut. In fact the largest
trade balance increase for the United States .occurs
under a particular type of harmonization fonnila: a 60
percent cut with a 5 percent floor on tariffs. Another
result concerning harmonization is that the EEC-type
harmonization cut creates little trade. Alternative har.

'motion' ftion approaches create much more trade, arid ifs
the EEC commitment is to the concept of hannonita- '.,/
tion pet se rather than to restrictive tariff cuts, then it
should be possible to identify harmonization formulas
that are much more favorable to overall 'trade creation
And welfare gains than.the three- (or four-)Tteration cut
suggested by the EEC. '9

Viewing the negotiations as a whole, the most in-
teresting question is: Which tariff-cutting formula
should be adopted in order to maximize the joint prefer-
ence rankings of thenegotiating partners? To examine
this question it is necessary to make two decisions on
weighting' procedure. The first concerns the relative

eight assigned to trade effect as opposed to Ile are

"Moreover, there is little substance in the notion that e EEC
could maintain the "cement in the tariff well" more ectively,
through restrictive rather than generous liberalization i e Tokyo .
Round. With the common external tariff already as low 10 percent
on the average, remaining tariffs after farther liberalization will play
primarily & symbolic role it supporting unity of the EEC. This sym-
bolic role can be as easily performed by a 4 percent external tariff as
by a 7 percent tariff (the resulting levels after a 60 percent cut and a30 ! 6.

percerit cut - implied by the three-iteration formula - respec-
tively).

proportionately, than low tariffs. (The implication here
of 21 on good Arepresents more than twice the amount f protection
afforded by tariff of r on pod /I having equiem value net of
tariff.) This viewpoint would wrong from the point of the
pebportionate price effect of tariff reduction' cause of the existence
of the tariff in the denominator, with a h tarp causing a lower

high tariffs hal4 lower import value eqtries than categories with low

proportionate price reduction for a given fractional tariff reduction).
The position might have some merit insofar as tariff categories with

enlightened argument',(or harmonization would be the that a
tariffs (the familiar tariff weighting prpblem). However, more

harmonization cut will generate higher static welfare gains per unit of
Jetport increase?crease than a linear .cut with equal average 'depth of cut

the harmneization cuf will focus .61. higher tariffs, and thg
static welfare gain rises as the square of the tariff). If adjustment color

- are to the change in import value, then this conside
would make a harnioniz' ation cut more "efficient" (a Mohler be I-

f boat ratio) than linear approach., However, all of these coisidera-
. dens are valid only if the particular linear and harmonization options

are equally liberalizing on average, creating comparable amounts of
new trade.
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I

effect rankings. We assign a weight of one-half to each,
in the absence of fiirther information on the social ob-
jectives of countries in the negotiations." The second
weighting question is the appropriate weight to assign to

. each'tountry in arriving at an overall weighted average
representing .the joint interests of participants in the
negotiations. For these weights we use the share of each
area in the value of ytal dutiable imports. It is this
economic good -7- the magnitude of the market pro-
tected by duties --- that. ach partner is offering to the
others as its own contribution in the liberalization efl
fort. Therefore; this base is a reasonable gauge of the
voice each area should\ have in liberalization decisions.

:As shoWn in the final; colpmn of Table 5, the consoli,
. dated rankings- indicated- that the most preferred for-
mula under the joint criteria of trade effects and welfare
effects, considering the weighted perferences of the
four major 'negotiating areas, is the mosr liberalizing
practical formula: full U.S. tariff-cutting authority (60.
percent cut, and`the elimination'of tariffs under 5 per-
cent): The second overall,ranking is for formula 11, a

11

armonization fbrinula of the form: percent cut equals
0 percent plus three times the tariff, subject to
aximuniNpf 60 percent. For practical reasons this

ormula is of great interest, because in the strategic
- range of tariffs from 5 percent to 13 percent it represents

a cut that is intermediate between the initial U.S. pro-
posal (60 percent cut) and the initial EEC formula (three-
iteration harmonization, formula 2).2' In terms of wel-
fare gain, this compromise formula would sacrifice very
little of 'the welfare gains possible under the full U.S..
authority formula (see Table 2; column B).

A 60 percent tariff cut ranks third under the joint
ranking, indicating that this formula (the one most simi-
lar to the U.S. posal) is fairly close to the best solu-
tion for all p
harmonization
EEC, proposal)
suggesting that a considerable sacrifice in the overall"

jointly.ointly. By c ntrast, the iterative
rmula 2 (the rmula Closest to the
ks next to I under the joint ranking,

objectives of all parties considered jointly wduld occur
if this approach were adopted. The reason for the for-
mula's low rank is its poor performance under the wel-

"Economists traditionally would assign a higherweight to welfare
effects: most negotiators traditionally wadi probably assign some-
what more weight to trade effects although some negotiators
would probably seek to "satisfice" rather thattataximize trade bal-
ance-objectives, pursuing a rougheequivalence of export and import
effects. See [10).

" compromise featureiolds true even when considering the
formal proposals of the two parties: respectively 60percent qpt

th slightly smaller cuts for tariffs below 7 percent, and four itaV-
of the harmonization formula.
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fare criterion, attributable to its relatively restrictive
nature."

These results complete our analysis of possible trade
and welfare effects of tariff liberalization in the Tokyo
Round. Before turning to employment effects, we may
consider the exchange rate effects that might follow
liberalization. Table 6 presents estimates of these ef-
fects for the case of a 60 percent tariff cut. These esti-
mates are based on the;method described in section 2,
using the aggregate import elasticities'reported in Ap-
pendix" A and assuming a price elasticity of foreign
demand for exports of 2.0 for each country or area.
As may be seen in the table, all exchange rate changes
would be trivial in size with the possible exception of
the case of New Zealand, so that further examination of
exchange rate effects by tariff-cuttin formula is un-
necessary.

4. Employment Effects

A potential source of polin opposition trade
liberalization isr&ganized lab . Fears of job 31%.place-
ment from imports have co tributed to such protec-
tionist efforts in the recent past as the Burke-Hartke bill
introduced in 1971. Therefore it is important to examine
the likely consequences of liberalization in the Tokyo
Rourid for employment in-the' United States and other
major negotiating countries.

We have applied the method described in section 2 to
estimate employment changes from tariff liberalization
in the United States, Canada, Japan, and the EEC.
Labor and input - output, data were directly available for
the United States and Japan; for Canada, we have as-
sined that U.S. direct and indirect tabor coefficients
apply; for the EEC, we have applied direct labor coeffi--
cients drawn from United Nations estimates; but we
have made no estimates of indirect employment effects
in the case of the EEC."

"Finally, although of limited use for the overall evaluation_pf the
formulas. the weighted ave rankings based on trade effet%alone
deserve comment. Under 's measure (part I, table 5) restrictive
formulas rank high. partly use they limit the size of any trade
balance reduction that an area can experience. The highest ranking
under this measure is for formula 10, sector harmonization al-
though this result requires the unrealistieassurtiption that countries
other than the fouc major areas woul accept the formula even though
it is based on minimum sectors! among these four areas alone.
Note also that the final joint ranking heavily influenced by the wel-
fare rankings, because these tend to be unanimous among the four
areas. .. . ,

"Fora discussion of data sources, including procedures for adjust-
ing data to comparable years, see [8. chap. 3j

*294
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Table 6

Changes In Exchange Rates Required to Offset Trade Balance Effects of a 60 Perebnt
Tariff Cut (Nontextiles, Nonoll)

(1) (2) (3) (4) .(5) (6) (7) (8)

Exchange Rate Change
Trade 4.

Country Effect / Ineorts , Ex rts
rod*

Elasticity
Import

Elasticity
Export Trade-

Nominal
Balance 1971

IS million) (S billion) ($ billion) W(peeirted0 (percent)
. %

United States 632 108.0 98.5 -1.82 -2.0 0.16 -0.28

Japan 827 62.1 55.6 -1.39 -2.0
-0.7

0.4
-1.13

0.16
Canada -1,065 34.6 34.2 -1.94 -2.0

EtC -1.320 . 151.0 .133.9 -2.17 -2.0, -6.2 -0.79
Atritria 16 9.0 7.2 -0.65 -2,0 0.08 -0.64
Finland -49 6.8 5,5 -0.61 -2.0 -0 -.32 -1.08
Storway -41 8.4 6.3, -1.72 -2.0 -0.15 -0.89
Sweden , -75 15;8 15.9 -1.50 ' -2.0 -0?14 -0.90
Switzerland- 93 14.4 11.9, , -0.69 -2.0 N.

0.28 -0.44
Australia -275 . 12.4 ' 11.0 -1.24 -2.0 -0.73 -1.17
New Zealand -175 3.7 ;.4 -1.23 -2.0 -1.87 -2.48

Sources: Columns (2), (5): [8). Columns (3), (1): (12, February 1976, pp. 38 -39J; and [8, Appendix In Column (6): assumed values.
'Columns (7). (8): calculated from coluMns (I) through (: trade shares used in the calculation of column (8) are based on (19).

'EEC entries refer to trade external to the EEC.

Table 7 reports the estimates of employment effects perceiu for the EEC [181. The results are similarly min-
for each arecuunder the ttitelve alternative tariff-cutting imal, all well under I percent of labor force, even if
formulas examined. It must be recalled that these esti- attention 'is limited only to the reduction in jobs at-
mates tend to exaggerate job changes because they tributable to increased imports, giving no credit to in-
assume all trade changes translate into production icreaSed export jobs: Moreover, even these small
changes, while in fact a part of the change in trade lempliCyment effects would be spread over five years or
would represent change in consumption. In additimi, more due to the phasing -in of tariff reductions.

,

the estimates are biased downward for the creation of The analysis of employment effects might be ex-
new export jobs, because they%omit increased jobs at- tended by considering the present discounted value of
tributable to exports induced by the respending effect. adjustment costs for workers losing jobs to increased
Despite these facts; the resulting estimates It ow ex- imports (see [51). These welfare costs could in principip-
tremely small employment effects resulting from i be dompared with the total welfare gains from liberali-
liberalization even under the complete elimination of nation. However, in view of the small- size of the
tariffs, formula 4. For the United States and Japan, the employment effects .estim@ted here, it appears unwar-
gain in export jobs generally would eiceed losses of ranted to go into greater detail on the present, value of
jobs in import competing sectors; for Canada and the 'adjustment costs. Our qualitative conclusion get
EEC there would tend to be net job lossei, but these employment effects would be extreme) skill is sup-
would be small, especially considering the bias due to ported by similar results from a model o liberalization
exclusion' of export jobs induced by the respending fleets on the United States, prepared b B dwin [3],
effect. The net job effects by formula tend for each d from a multilateral liberalization mod prepared by
country to parallel the results examined above for trade ardorff, Stern, and Haim [9].24
effects. . It is possible that cona4oyment problems could .rise---4-4'

By far the most important implication of the results from liberalization isiondiwidual producj sectors even
presented in Table 7 is that undo all formulas the though aggregate employ-40ot effects would be negligi-
emplpyment effects are very smal Considering the ble. Table 8 reports our employment estimates for the
most liberalizing practical form la, 011 U.S. authority ,United States by .BTN section; similar tables for
(formula 8), the net, job balan e between export and Canada, Japan, and the. EEC appear in Appendix B.

. importjob changes would be o ly +0.02 percent for the e ,

United' States, -0.53 percen tot Canada, +0.08 per- "Despite the fact that this model gives an upward bias to estimated
cent for law, and co ideri direct.jobsonly; -0.11 employment effects as noted above.
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Table 7
Changes In Employment from Tariff Liberalisation: pour Major Importing Areas, 1974 ease
(excluding petroleum and textiles), 1,000 Jobs (excludes employment from responding effect)

' Job Lo*i ' Job Gainss 1

, Tariff Formula. from' Increased Imports Net Balancefrom Increased Exports

1.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

10
9

11

-

Direct
A

65.2
29.8
66.6

108.7
46.8
27.2
47.8
74.4

1 39.3
N 26.5

51.1
41.7

37.4
20.7
31.6

/ 62.3
28.0
22.8
27.4
37.8
33.2
29.5
34.6-'

12
.1%(

30.1
.

( \....) .

1 98.4
2 5
3 -' .6
4 163.9
S 76.9
6 59.1
7 72.0
8 101.1
9 . 1 82.8

10 29.6
11 88.8 i,
12 79.0

1.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

1.07
12

C

91.8
44.2
83.4

153.1
65.4

(46.5
71.8

102.5
75.8
35.8
84.5
70.8

Total Direct Total Direct .. , ' Total
B i C D C - A D - B

I, United States ,

18.8 28.9
10.5 14.1
9.8 8.0

30.3 46.2
13.3 17.7

140.7
67.5

146.2
234.4
103.8
59.6

84.0
40.3
76.4

% 139.0
,,- 60.1

41.8

169.6
81.6

154.2
280.6
121.5
85.1

103.1 61.8 124.8
161.7 t" 88.7 179.0 \
84.1 .62.6 127.4

158.6 52.9 108.4
I 109.9 - 71.5 144.8

90.2 59.1 119.8
II. Canada

76.2 11.7 25.6
42.2' 4.8 10.8
64.7 12.2 26.9

127.0 19.4 42.4
57.2 -8.0 . 17.7
46.6 4.4 9.8
55.9 8.6 18.8
77.1 13.6 29.9
67.8 6.7 . 14.7

.. 59.4 5.6 12.6
70.7 9.0 19.7
61.1 7.1 15.7

III. Japan
239.9 101.0 263.8
223.9 - 57.7 142.8
222.0 95.1 < 254.4
399.9 167.5 437.7
200.2 , 7941 202.6
147.4
174.8

...., 56.1
74.2

138.0
193.9

246.1 108.3 287.9
200.4 78.5 193.7
87.9 , 61:8 J .152.1

218.7 88.2 224.5
224.3 75.8 , 190.1

IV. EEC*
-20,4 -112.2
- 4,4 -39.8

-11.5 -94.9
- 27.8 ' , -180.8
-2.2 -67.6
-4.8' -51.3--4

-13.5 -85.3 ,
-13.6 -116.1

, -15.2 -91.0
15.0 -20.8

- 16.0 -100.5
-9.0 -79.8

14.6 25.5
14.0' 1 21.7
14.3 17.3
23.3 .> 43.3
26.4 49.8
20.4 ilk 34.9
17.4 W /9.6

..

-25.7 -50.6
-15.9 2'31.4
-19.4 437.8
-42.9 -84.6
-20.0 -39.5
-18.4 -36.8
-18.8 -37.1
-24.2 -47.2

-23.9 -46.8.
'-26.5 -53.1

-25.6 -51.0
-23.0 -45.4

2.7 23 :91
-.1, 81.2
8.5 32.4
3.6 42, A7.8
2.5

-3.0 n-971
2.2 19.1
7.2 41.8

-4.3 -6.7
32.2 64.7
-.6 5.8

-3.2 -34.2

'Note that results for the EEC refer to employment effects of, export jobs for increased exports to outsiders (excluding exports
all trade changes including reduced imports from, and exports to. lithrough the spendingeffect).
EEC partner countries. Negadve entries in column C indicate that For the EEC. estimates of total job effects (including indirect
reduced export jobs for exports to partners outweigh increased jobs) are unavailable. ,

g? 6

1
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United States: Trade and Employment Effects by Product Groups: 60 percent Tariff Cut Case
(1971 Mau; $millions and 1,000 jobs)

BIN Section

Imports

Trade

Exports Balance Imports

Direct Jobs

Exports Balance

Net Jobs as
Percent of Sectors!

Emplpyment

1 Animal pr ts 18.3 8.6 -9.7 0.5 0.2 -0.3 n.a.
2 Vegetahle products 21.3 33.5 12.2 1.1 1.7 0.6 n.a.
3 Fats. oils 2.8 8.1 5.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 n.a.
4 Food, beverages, tobacco 152.5 50.0 -102.5 3.8 2.1 -1.7 -0:10
5 Mineral products' 2.1 19.0 17.0 0.1 0.6 0.5 0.14
6 Chemicals 45.1 215.6 170.5 0.9 4.2 3.3 0.31
7 Plastic!, rubber 324.5 147.1 -177.4 3.9 3.3. -0.5 -0.09
8 Hides, leather 54.9 5.8 -49.2 3.9 0.4 -3.5 nat.
9 Wood. corkproducts 25.6 10.0 -15.6 '1.1 0.5 -0.7 -0.15

10 Paper products 7.8 78.9 71.1 0.3 2.5 2.2 0.35
II Textiles 831.4 113.0 -718.4 41.6 4.6 -37.0 -1.65
12 Shoes, Nets 73.0 2.6 -70.4 4.1 0.2 -3.9 n.a.
13 Non-metallic minerals 37.8 27.4 -10.4 1.5 1.1 -0.4 -0.07
14 Jewelry 45.5 3.2 -42.3 1.8 0,1 -1.7 n.a.
15 Base metals 319.6 143.8 -175.8 8.9 4.5 -4.4 -0.18
16 Machinery, electrical

equipment 160.8 657.6 496.8 5.8 22.7 16.9 0.49
17 Transportation equipment 251.2 190.4 -60,8 1.9 5.9 0.0 0.00
18 Precision instruments 99.9 146.6 46.7 3.8 5.4 1.6 n.a.
19 Arms 7.8 2.2 0.2 0.1 -0.2 n.a.
20 Miscellaneous including

fttrniture 76.9 37.4 -139.5 8.0 1.6 -6.4 n.a.
21 Art . 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 n.a.

Total excluding oil 2658.8 1900.8 -758.0 97.3 61.8, -35.6
Total excluding oil & textiles 1827.4 1787.8 -39.6 55.7 57.2 1.4

Manufacturing excluding
textikst 1630.4 1668.6 38.2 50.1 52.4 2.3

'Excludes oil.
t Excludes sections I -5. II.

These sectoral estimates refer to results computed
u the 1971 data base without subsequent updating to
1974." These results, for a 60 percent tariff cut, refer to
direct jobs only - because our coefficients for indirect
job changes caused by trade change in a given sector do
not distribute the changes across product sectors.

Table 8 indicates that if textiles (STN section 1 1)
were iniluded in liberalization there would be a sub-
stantial concentration of jobs lost to imports in that
sector, approximately 42,000 jobs out of a total of
97,000. However, textiles trade is unlikely to be
liberalized; e n if it were, the estimated reduction
fjobs due to i imports would be only about 2

-percent of U.S. employment in the textile sector. A
relatively less c ly adjustment would seem ferible if

*The- labor for 1974 in Table 7 apply single overall
expansion ham to indented labor effects for 1971; our only avail-
able smnibvnicet eiltilnlibli at the 'pectoral level are for 1971.

23

liberalization were p)ased in over a period of years." In
other sectors, employment effects would be =eh more
limited. The most important sectoral effeelliktside of
textiles appears to Be the potential for sizable export job
gains in the machinety sector (BTN section 16).

The final column in Table 8 presents estimates of
direct job changes as a percentage of sectoral employ-
ment." For the sectors in which estimates are possible,
our conclusion of limited cmptoyment effects is borne
out at the sectoral level-as well as at the aggregate level.
As shown in Appendix Tables B-1 through B-3, the
same conclusion holds for Canada, Japan, and the
EEC.

"In 1971 the United States had approximately 2.2 million workers
in the textile and wearing appeal actors (SIC 321 and 322) 1211 P.
5753.

"For detain Oil data and sectors! corre4poodences.. see [II.
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5. Conclusion

The central conclusion of this study is that trade
liberalization in the Tokyo Round of multilateral trade
negotiations can achieve significant welfare gains
thEough freer trade with no serious thre4t of either trade
balance deterioration or employment dislocation.

For the industrial countries as a whole the once -for-
all value of total welfare gains is estimated at $170
billion (in 1974 values) under the more liberal.' tariff
cuts' being considered. The figures woulrbe much
higher if textiles were liberalized (gain for the United
States would double) (8, chap. 3). but the mem of
voluntary export quotas controlling trade in this sector
is unlikely to be changed in the..Tokyo Roimd.

Among the four major parties in the negotiations,
liberalization would tend to increase the trade balance
for Japan and the United States and reduce it for
Canada and the EEC.

For the United States liberalization is estimated to im-
prove the trade balance primarily by Opening markets in
Canada and the EEC, with the opportunity to replace
"partner supply" behind the tariff wall of the EEC.
Japan's estimated trade balance gains appear to come
from the country's strong competitive position gener-
ally, and the gains tend to be greater for the more
liberalizing taiiff-cutting. formulas. It is estimated that
Canada would tend to experience a trade balance reduc-
tion from liberalization, because the country has rela-
tively high tariffs on dutiable trade, and because fore*
markets opened by tariff reduction tend to be for man-
ufictured goods whereas Canada's exports are concen-
trated in agricultural goods and raw materials. For the
EEC, the source of eitimated trade balance deteriora-
tion from liberalization is the substitution effect,
through which supply Prom partners is replaced by sup-
ply from countries outside the free-trade bloc as the
external tariff wall declines, and the relatively high
incidence of EEC import increases from "rest of
world" countries not reducing their own tariffs. Despite
these patterns, all trade balance, change estimates are
small and in our opinion would not constitute grounds
for opposing liberalization.

Detailed examination of twelve separate tariff-
cutting formulas indicates that the' U.S. and Canadian
approaches would both create approximately twice as
much new trade as the more restrictive EEC and
Japanese approaches. Based on criteria of trade ba-
lance effect and percentage change in exports relative
to that in imports, both the EEC and Canada would do
best under their cnen respective pepposals. The U.S.
Stroirosal reflects somewhat greater weight on welfare
spins than on trade effect objectives. Ironically, accord-
ing to ourcalculations Japan would do poorly on either
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welfire or trade effect criteria under its own formula
because of the restrictiveness of that formula. When the
tariff formulas considered are ranked jointly fur the four
major negotiating areas, taking both trade effect and
welfare rankings into account, the result is that the
negotiators woultdo best everall' by adopting MI U.S.
tariff cutting authority (00 percent tariff cut and the
elimination of tariffs 5 percent and lower). The second
best formula for all parties jointly is a new harmoniza-
tion formula explored in this study (the percent cut in
the 'tariff equals 20 percent plus three times the tariff,
subject to a maximum cut of 60 percent). That formula
has the pragmatic advantage that it lies in between the
EEC and the U.S. poittions in the negotiations to date.

The exchange rite effects of tariff liberalization, like
trade balance effects, would be extremely small. At the
aggregate level, job changes from liberalization would
also be small. Fven in toe most sensitive sector in the
United States. textiles, liberalization would reduce
employment by less then 2 percent and the phasing-in
period would provide time for adjustment. At present. it
`is unlikely that textiles tariffs will be liberalized.

Our broader study of the Tokyo Round yields other
important policy conclusions [8]. In a linear program-
ming analysis of tariff cuts, maximizing welfare gains
subject to trade balance reduCtion constraints, we ob-4
tain mutts reinforcing the conclusions above:
thoroughiping liberalization would be optimal even
with stringent trade balance constraints.

The broader study includes an examination of the
impact of the Tokyo Round on the developing coun-
tries. This analysis indicates that deep liberalization on
a most-favored-nation basis would confer sizable ex-
port pins on the developing countries. By contrast, any
corresponding loss of exports' caused by an erosion of
tariff preferences would be minimal, in view of the
restrictions on preference schemes. (A similar conclu-
sion is reached in [4].)

In the area of nontariff barriers, our broader study
applies tariff-cutting formulas to the tariff equivalents
of ultural variable levies in Europe and quotas in

L.,J The resulting estimates indicate. that increased
trade film the liberalization of these barriers, would be
important, but considerably less so than mmonly
thought, raising the policy question of jthe isdom of
immobilizing whole set of Tokyo Round cussias
because oftdi ment among parties i the area of
agricultural tariff barriers. In particular. a 60 per-
cent cgt in -equivalents of agricultural nontariff

) would raise EEC imports from non-
Irr?bercountries by an esitmated $1.9 billion. whereas
a 60 percent cut in tariff protection (mainly on industrial
goods) would raise the Community's external imports
by $4.5 billion (1974 values). Similarly, for Japan ag-



ricultural NTBs are less significant than tariffs; the
corresponding import effects would be 52110 million and
51.7 billion respectively. Measured by static welfare
effects, agricultural nontariff barriers are more impor-
tant because of their very high tariff-equivalents. Of
total welfare gains from a 60 percent cut in tariffs and in
tariff equivalents of agricultural NTBs. the agricultural
barriers would provide one-third of the gains for Japan
and SO percent of gains for F.urope.' Finally, for ex-
ports of the United States and Canada, agricultural
NTBs would be of less importance than tariff liberali-
zation on industrial and agricultural products. Agricul-
tural exports due to a 60 percent cut in tariff equiva-
lents of NTBs would represent only 13 percent of total
U.S. export increases from tariff and agricultural NTBs
liberalization together; for Canada, the corresponding
figure is 37 percent.

Another NTB examjned in the broader study is dis-
crimination in government procurement. Based on
studies by other authors (2, 161, we estimate that the
removal of government discrimination would raise U.S.
imports by approximately SI billion and those of the
EEC by 5150 million in 1974 values. Although signifi-
cant. these effects are considerably smaller than those

-resulting fro tariff liberalization.
In sign, theatates of this study indicate that it

tively deep cuts in tariffs and 'ff barriers (suc
the full U.S. authority 60 perce na-
tion of protection below 5 percent) could provide im-
portant welfare gains to consumers in industrial coun-
tries as well as important export gains to developing
countries. cThese potential gains would be approxi-
mately cut in half if, instead, negqtiators adopted the
more restrictive tariff-cutting formulas under active
consideration in tbe negotiations, and would be still
tbrther reduced if major areal such as biiiicultural
NTSs were omitted from liberalization. The impact of.
liberalization on "labor displacement" would be incon-
sequential. Any prospective trade balance losses for
individual countries from even the most liberal tariff-
cutting formulas would be extremely modest and would
not constitute the basis for limiting the extent of
liberalization.

For these reasons it would appear incumbtnt upon
negotiators in the Tokyo Round to move quickly to-
wards agreements very substantially reducing the re-
maining structure of tariff and nontariff barriers to
trade. Their failure to do so would not only sacrifice
important potential pins for consumers and for produc-
tive efficiency and progress in limiting inflation in in-

,
dustrial countries, as well as the export hopes of de-
veloping countries; but would also run the risk of an
eventual retrogression towards increased rather than

29!)
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reduced protection. as the continuing Irritations inhe-
rent in areas of potential dispute (especially in NTBs)
threatened to spread to other areas of trade policy.

Appendix A A.
\

Elasticities
Table A-1 lists se empirical sources used for the import
elasticities applied in the model of tariff negotiations.
The EEC elasticities are averages of member-country
elasticities with weights proportional to member coun-
try imports from nonbloc sources. Table A-2 reports the
resulting price flasticitiel of imports for each area, by
BIN section, and overall. For the elasticity of substitu-
tion, a. we used the value -2.5, based on various
sources (especially (15J).

Table A-2 shows in the final column EECX the price
elasticity of EEC imports from nonbloc supPliers. This
elasticity reflects the combined influence of the import
elasticity regardless of source and the sobstitution elas-
ticity for shifts.froibloc to nonbloc suppliers.

e

able A:1
Sources for Estimates of Import Elasticities

Country

United Agates
Canada
Japan
EEC:

United Kingdom
France e
German
Others

Austria

Finland
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
Australia
New Zealand

Squrce (by order of

Kreinin; Almon-Bu Taplin
Taplin
(8, Appendix CI; Taplin

Barker; Taphn
Kreinin; Taplin
Glismanrr, Taplin
Taplin
Taplin (nonzero); Germany/Glis-

mann ; Germany/replan
Taplin: Swedenfraplin
Kreinin; Taplin
Kreinin; Taplin
Taplin
New alandfraplin
Taplin

Soarces: Clapper Almon, Jr., Buckler. Lawrence
Hanvitz, Thomas Reimbold, 1965: Interindustry Forecasts of
the American Economy. (Lexington. Mass.: D.C. Heads,
1974). Terence Barker, The DeffITAIGNINS of &babe Visibk
Imports: !On 1966. (Cambridge: University al Cambridge.

Gesamiwirtschafilchen Kart det./Protektion. Kiel
Department o( Applied Economics. 970). Hans H. Glisemna.
pie
Discussion Papers No. 35. (Kid Waltwirtaebeft.
1974). Mordeckei E. Kreinin. "Diseogrepted Import Deemed
Puncdoes-Purtber Resuks," Southern Economic Journal,
Vol. 40, No. 1 (July 1972),19 -25. Taplin estiammr.=
in R. J. BM, The International Lbtkao qf National
Models. (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Co.. 1973).

a
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I Plastics, ru r 7.3.5t, -2.13. -1,96* . , -1.32 \ -0;74 , -4.99 2 -1,11 -.0.90 -1.24 -113 -3.25

6 ChemicalNo'e ' ,-1197 -2.07 -1.37 -D.96 -0.72 .-0.98 '50 -0.90 -1.05 . -1.22 41.23 -2.50

8: gides, leather 1,_ -2,46 -2.07 '-1.32 -14.09 -0.74 -0.§9 -2.61 - -4138 -0.97 -1.23 -4.23 -233
1 9 Wood, cork ' ,

1

p ucts f\ -0.96 -2.14 ' 133 70,83 -07 -0.99 , -2.47 ''''1,53 -0.61 -1.62 -1.64, -2.09
0.10. r products -14.44 =2.07 1.74 -0.79 1 0,70 . -0.99 -2.80 A -1,29 -0.85 ' -1.27 -1.23' -2.60

11 T tiles I ' -2.43 -2.09 -1.56 -1.07 -0.74 -0.9p. ;1..99r -2.09 -0.95 -1.24 -1.23 -2.61
12 S as, hats , . - -1.23, -2.07 -1.42 -1.27 -0.74 4,99 -2.53 -5,73 ,-1',05 -1,23 71.23 -2,77
If onmetallic II

" ) t iminerals 71,37 -2;07 -1.42 -1.20 -0,74 i-0.99 -0.89 ' -1,60 -1.05 -1.23 -1.23 -3.17
14 JeWelry.l., -337 -2.07 -111' -0,74 -0.99 -210. 1131 -0.57 -114, -1.48 -2.64
15' Base metis':`,., -1.99 -2.07 kP* L- 2196 -0,74 -0.99 -1.85 71.31 -1.05 -1.23 -1.23 -3,25
16 Machinery, elec.

,
Arica! equipment. -0.87 -2.07 -138 -0.92 -0.74 -0.99$ -331- -L27 -1.05 -1.23 -1.23 -2.63

17 Traniportaga

equipment. -2.53 -2.07 -1.87 -1.15 , -0,74 . -0.99 -1.03 -1.27 -L05- -1.23 -1.23 -2.43
18 Precision

instruments -1.70 -2.07
.,e19 Arms -2.07

20 Miscellaneous

including

, -2.220 -1.26 -0,74 - 0.99., -1.89 -4.72 -1.05 -1.23 -1.23 -2.79
-1.42 -0.74 -0.99 -2.80; -4,50 -1.05 -1.23 -1.23 -3.56

furniture -4.44 -2.07 -1.42 1.138 -0.74 -0.99 -2.80 -5.80 -1.05 -1.23 -1.23 -3.00
21 Art -3.02 -2.07 -1.42 445 , 0.74 -0.99 -0.50 -5.80 -1.05 -1.23 -1.23 -437

TOTAL -1.85 -St. -1.39 492 -0.65 -0.61 -1.72 -1.50 -0.69 -1.24 -1.23 2.17'

Source: see Table

NO1E: Weighted by v e of imports (from suppliers tside bloc, fot EEC and EFIby 4-digit BTN sector. Column EECX imports from outside bloc'after including
substitution effect. .

'Excludes ail.
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Ap\rilbndix B

Sect Oral EMployment Effects: Canada, Jarm, EEC

Part x: U.S. Tariff Policy

Immo 8-i ) c
Canada: Trade and Employment Effects by Product Groups IldPercepfel'oriff Cut Case (1971 Base)

BTN Section Tradenullions)
,

birecja?bs (thousands) Net Jobs as
' Percent of Sectoral 4

.." Imports Exports Balance Imports Exports Eahtnce Employment

1 Animal products ,3t6 2.6 0.1 0.2 9.1
2 Vegetable products 7.7 13.4 5.7 0.4 0.7 03 k

.n.a.
n.a.

3 Fats, oils 4.4 1.7 '1,2.7 0..1 0.0 ,r.O. 1 n.a.
4 Food, beverages, tobacco 25.7 29.0 ' 3.3 0.8 0.09

5 Mineral products' 1.2 1.5 0.3 0031.: 0.0 `,4,0 0.00

6 Chemicals 60.0 12.7 -47.3 1.2 0.3 -1.15
7 Plastics, rubber 57.9 33.7 -24.2 1.2 0.5 "--745.'? -1.56
8 Hides, leather 11.5 3.8' -7.8 0.8 0.3 -0.6 n.a.
9 Wood, cork products 10.6 13.6 3.0 0.5 0.7 fr 0.2 . 0.22

10 Paper products 28.8 32.7 3.9 1.1 1.0 -0.1 , -0.08.
11 Textiles ' 163.2 24.7 -138.5 7.0. 1.2 -5.8 .-2.93
12 'Shoes, hats 22.9 -21.2 1.5 0.1 -1.4 it.a.
13 -Nonmetallic minerals 26.2 3.49 -22.5 1.1 0.2 -0.9 -1.73
14 Jewelry 0.5 -2.6 0.1 0.0 :.-0.1 n.a.
15 Base metals 106.5 72.3 -34.2 3.5 1.5 -2.1 -0.88
16 Machinery, electrical equiptnent 271.94-40 -40.9 -231.0 9.7 1.5 -8.2 -3.90
17 Transportation equipment 117.5 '33.3 -84.2 3. 1.1 -1.9 -1.27
18 Precision instruments 40.3 9.9 -30.3 1.5 '0.4 -1.1 n.a.
19 Arms 1`.8 .1.3 -0.5 6.1 0.0 -0.0 n.a.

-20 Miscellaneous including furniture 28.0 13.5 -14.5 1.3 0.7 -0.6 n.a:
21 Art 0.0 0.0 -0,0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 n.a.

Total excluding oil 992:7 349.9 -642.8 34.7 11.0 -23.6
Total excluding oil & textiles // 829.4 325.2 -504.2 27.7 9.8 -17.9

Manufacturing excluding textiles t 876.9 273.5 -513.4 26.5 8.1 -18.4

'Excludes oil.
t Excludes sections 1-5, II.

p
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,Table B-2
Japan: Trade and

I Animal products
2 Vegetable products
3 Fats, oils

'4 Food, beveer(s, tobacco
5 Mineral pr ucte
6 Chemicals
7 Pla.itics, rubber
8 Hides, leather
9 Wood, cork proAucts

10 Paper products.r_
11 Textiles
12 Shoeshats
13 Nonrn tallic minerals
14 Jewel
15 Base metals
16 Machinery, electrical equipment
17 Transportation equipment
18 Precision instruments
19 Arms

283

Employmbit Effects by Product Gr4s 60 Percent Tariff Cut Case (1971 Base)

BTN Sectiqn

20 Miscellaneous including furniture
21 Art

Total excluding oil
Total excluding oil & textiles
Manufacturing excluding textilesf

'Excludes oil.
tExcludes sections 1-5, 11.

"Trade ($millions)

Imports Exports

Direct Ls (thousands) ; Net Jobs as
Rercent,of Sr/dorsi

Balance Imports EZports &dant* Employment
36.6:
54.5

2.5
,_.0.8

-34.1
-53.7

1.7 0.4 -1.3
92.8 , 10.6 -821
13.7 0.0

. - -13.7
61.6 28.4 -33.2
18.0 95.5 ._ 77.5
3.3 17.4 14.0
4.0 10.0 6.0
9.7 7.8 -1.9

45.8 249.7 203.9
4.4 22.2 17.8
2.8 28.6 25.8
5.6 5.1 -0.4

70.2 191:7 121.5
170.4 -1725 1.9
46.5 201.1 154.6
38.8 93.0 54.3
4.5 1.5 . 1.9

18.9 77.4 58.4
0.0) 0.0 0.0

699/1( 1215.8 516.0
654.0 966.3 312.2

45e 951.8 497.,1

3.8 0.5 -3.3 .,
.n.a.

33.9 ( 0.14 -33.8 'v. n :a .
-0.0 0.0! -0.0 - n.a.
2:3 1.3 -1.0 -0.09
'0.0 0.0 -0.0 0,00
2.8
1.5

.4"_/ -IA
8.3 ,

-0.28
1.924k

0.5 4.2 3.7 / n.a.
0.4 0.8 0.13
0.4 0.6 0.2 0.06
6.8 47.5 40.7 2.44
0.6 4.4 t 3.8 ,n.a. -.
0.3 5.5 5.2 0.93
0.5 0.6 0.1. n.a.
3.4 7.9 4.5 0.28

10.5 12.0 1.5 0.06
2.3 9.5 7.2 0-.83
4.0 8.8 4.8 nit.
0.1 0.2 0.1 n.a.

3 2.1 8.7 6.,6 n.a.
0.0 0.0 0.0 n.a.

76.4 124.4 48.0
69.6 76,9 7.3

29.6 75/.0 45.4
14.

err

°

11
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Table 8-3
EEC: Trade

fr
X

and EMploydrt Effects by Product GrO4Os 60 PerCent Tariff Cut Case 971 Base)

.1

BIN Section Trade (Smillions) DireCt Jobs; (thousands) Net Jobs as

N Imports, Exports Balance Imports

1 Animal$roducts 32.8 -2ft 1 -58.9 3,5
2, Vegetable products 114.5 -71.1 -185.6 20.9
3 Fats, oils 16.8 -19.0 -35.8 0.5
4 Food, beverages, tobacco 115.9 -31,4 r147.3 3.2
5 Mineral products' 13.5 -14.5 -28.0 1.4
6 Chemicals 99.6 -60.2 -159.8 4.0
7 Plastics, rublieF 63,9 123.9 60.0
8 Hides, leather. 13.3 2.6 -z 10.7 1.1

9 WoOd, cork products 20.4 a. -9.1 -29.5 1.4
10 Paper products 31'.8 -16.4 -48.e 1.9
11 Textiles 171.0 -5.8 -176.9 15.8
12 Shoes, hats 20.5 7.6 -12.9 2.1
13 Nonmetallic minerals 16.5 5.0 -11.5 - 1.1

14 Jewelry '- "2.6 20.5 17.9 0.2
15 Base metals 107.3 4.2 -73.1 5.7
16 Machinery, electrical equipment 180.5 92.7 -'273.2. 11.9
17 Transportation equipment 9.9 87.1 7.1 4.t.
18 Precision instruments 77. -23.0 -100.8 6.6
19 Arms' 1.2 3.5 . 2.3 0.1
20 Miscellaneous including furniture 1).9 12.9 ; -18.0 2.1
21 Art 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0-

Total excluding oil 1210.8 -72.2 -1283.1 91.1

excIuding.dil & textiles 1039.7 -66.4 - 1.106.1 75.3

Manufactu4frring excluding textilest 746.2 125'.7 Lis020.5. 45.8

'Excludes oil.
tExcludes sections 1-5, 11.

(

Exports Balance

-4.6 -8.1
-17.7 -38.6
-0.6 -1.1
-0.7 -3.3
-1.5 -2.9
-2.4 -6.4
10.6. 7.5
-0.2 -0.9

-0.6 -2.0
-0.9 -2.8
-1.2 -17.1

0.9 -1.2
0.3 -0.8
1.4 ;1.3
2.0 -3.7

-6.2 -18.0
5.1 0.4

-1.9 -8.5
0.2 -0.2
0.9 -1.2
0.0 0.0

-16.6 -107.8
-15.4 -90.7

9.7 -36.1

Percent of Sectoral
Employment

q.a.
n.a.

- 0.16
-0.31
- 0.34

0.781
n.a.>

0.38
- 0.49
n.a.

06
ma.

-0.
- 0.28

0.01
n.a.
ma.
n.a.
n.a.
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The Cline-liawanabe-Kronsjo-Williams (CKKW)
papdi presedis the results of An investigation of the
implications of alternative tari4cutting formUlas. To
accomplish this, the authors use detailed, line -item
tariff data in the context of a multicountry model. They
estimate the tariff cuts that would take place under
alternative formulas and combine those estimates with
"best available" estimates of demand elasticities for
each of the eleven 'geographic .regibns (ten countries'
plus the EEC group) to generate estimates of orders of
magnitude of changes in trade flows and other variables
in response to each of the formulas.

There is little doubt as to the importance of the re-
search. It representss distinct improvement in 9ur tool
kit and provides information on a complicated subject
in which the plethora of detail has heretofore discour-
aged analysis.

There are two mlin.,uses to which the CKKW motel
and its risults' can belga On one hand, the model yields
estimates of change ade flows for indjidual com-
modity groups and countries. I 'will ref& to these
commodity -spec ific results, and the accompariying
employment estimates, as the microeconomic features
of the model. These uses can be contrasted with the
application of the model to estimating aggregate
changes in trade balances, exchange rates, and
employment levels. These are the macroeconomic as-
pects of the model. In a nutshell, I fin4the value and
significance of the CKKW model in its iiicroeconornie
aspects, and am dubious as to thervalue of the model for
more macroeconomic purposes i I therefore intend to
-divide my comments into two parts. I wish first to
discuss the microeconomic aspects of the model that
raise interesting and important questions and point the
way for fUrther research. Thereafter, I will explain Afie
basis for my misgivings with regard to the mac-
roeconomic appliations of the model.

Turning, therefore, tolhe microeconomic aspects of
the Plaper, let me first repeat that the CKKW results are
of great significance. I have no quarrel with their find-
ings with respect to alternative tariff cutting. rules. My
comments in this regard, therefore, are directed toward
further uses to which the model could be put..
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A first Point is that the model devised by CKKW is
highly complex; entailing data on about five thousand
line-item tariffs for each of eleven regions, and employ-
ing sepirate demand elasticity estiniates in each. case.
In view of the-expense-of running such a large model, I
would have hod that CKKW ould hive shed some
light on two questions. Pirst, what extent are" the
estimates of trade and crrnployment effects, taking all
eleven together, significantly different from the es

. mates obtained when considering a single country at
time? That is, to what extent is the additional complex-
ity of the model resulting from cits simultiheous treat-
ment of all elevenjountries warranted in terms of in-
creasing information about the properties of alternative
tariff cuts? Here, I have in tifind Baldwin's model dis-

Wssed in his confererice pear with Lewis -4 anoltorna-
tive. Baldwin was able to concentrate iri g&ater detail
on various aspects of U.S. markit's.,In so doing, there is
botlittgain and a lops in inlormation. I would hope that
CKKW could shectsome light on the sorts of questions .

for which a in 'country model is better suited.
The second q stion applies to the extent to

, disaggregation of the tariff rates alters the results.
problem is rather more- -comp ate1d than the ne
"bias" discussed by CKKW. The nt out, correctly,

"that use of tariff averages may well re the implica-
tions of alternative formulas for tariff cuts. If, for exam-
ple, one tariff-cutting formula tends to decrease very.
high, tariffs by more, and intermediate tariffs by less,
than another formula, application Of the twoformulas to
average tariff rates within commodity groups will con-
ceal some of thdifferences in results. That much is so.
However, CKKW had to use fairly aggregated eiti-
mates of demand elasticities (only four different values
for Finland, eight for Australia, and sd on) and then
applied those -aggregate elasticities to all the detailed
tariff changes. Depending on a variety of factots, one
can imagine the bias in the estimated u*e change re-
sulting from this procedure as being eMer larger or
smaller than the bias resujting from applying average
'tariff changes to the aggro to elasticities. Suppose, for
example, that high tariff rates within categories occur
when the price elasticity of demand is low. The "bias"
from using detailed tariff rates could be significant, and
worse yet, it might alter the ranking of the estimates of,
different formulas for cutting tariffs. It wotild hake been
useful had the authors attempted some ar&lysis Of the
nat t::the bias implicitin using detailed tariff data ,-
with fairy aggregative demand estimates. Perhaps a
simulation rUn,,within their model, in which they corn-

', ',,pate the average tariff change under each formula to the
,same level of aggregation as theirslemapeelasticities,
and contrast the resulting estimates of changes in trade
flows with those in which detailed tariff-rate changes

:2) *
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are applied, wuld yield.the relev ant information, Even
that, however? would not' get at the problem that the -
elasticities ofkathand for different commodities might
be significantlY-different.

finally, I would have hoped that CKKW would pro-
vide more detail on individual commodity results and,
in p icular, would report on the quantitatiye signifi-

of indirect trade effects for particular' industry
groups. Questions of some _importance are the extent to
which alternative formulas Might have smaller "ad-

se" efficts, as measured by the number of industry
.gr s that would experience importincrealies in ex-'
ce s o articular cut-off numbers.

The sorts of questions pertain to ways in which the
usefulness of the model has not yet been fully exploited.
They point to additional areas in which the model can
yield insights into important questions.,By contrast, I
am very skeptical as to the value of some of the mac-
roeconoinie results obtained from the model. r.

First, some strenuous objections. it Seems totally
implausible that demand elasticities siippqied to be
partial in nature% with real income held cogstant can
be applied to price changeg, andtlfat the resaulting esti-
mates can be summed to yield any insight into the net
change in the trade balance. Worse yet is the effort to
estimate the necessary change in the exchange rate
required to ompensate for the presumed trade balance
effects. De bleats of both the tfatt,,ltalance and the
exchange ra e basically macroeconomic in nature,
and summa n of results from microeconoinic demand
relations i a fundamentally fallacious procedure.

The difficulty with it is illustrated in only one'oJ
many possible ways by recognizing that CKKW ob-
tained their estimates of trade balance shifts by assum-
ing that the Marginal propensity to spend of the indus-
trialized countries is zero and that of the rest of the
'world is one. However, when one sums their net trade
balance effects, only for one tariff cut 60 percent
(Table 6) do they give the net tree.balance effect for
all eleven regions, and it is a 'leg tive $1.4 billion. But
by thir assumptions, the rest of the world has an unal-
tered net trade accOunt: since trade must balance for the
world as a whole, something is surely wrong! Inciden-
tally, if one sums tie net trade thanes for the four
regions listed iii le 3, the net change in trade balance
tor the four regions is implausibly, large for all possible
tariff-cutting formulas except the tentVndeed, under
the full liberalization (alternative 4), the net change for
the four is minus $1.5 billion = again implausibly large
relative to the economic sizeof the'countries not listed.

Given the meaninglessnas of the net change in trade
balance estimates, the estimates of changes in exchange%
rates .must anyway be discarded: if One assumed that
marginal propensities to spend among the eleven re-

hich

.1
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.
gions were proportional to their expenditure-income re
lationship in tha base year, surplus countries' surpluses
would increase and deficit countrie# deficitl would
increase in response to tariff cuts: all that comes out of
the model is what goes in, and CKKW have implicitly
given -the eleven regions a marginal propensity to spin4
of less than one and have thereby generated a deficit in
the worlIpAde !Agleam.' .

'

The same sort of reservation applies to the aggregate
employmeterstimates. As already stated, it is useful to
attempt to identify the individual industries that will
experience increased and decreased deltaktfor theil
outputs, and consequently shift their demand for labor
upward and downward, as a result of tariff cuts. Those
estimates can'serve to assist. policy makers in identify-
ing the regions and sectors of the economy in which
problems of adjustment are likely to arise. When, how-
ever; the estimated change in'employment in individuial
sectors is4ummed over the entire economy, iris doubt-
ful whether any' significance can be attached to the
resul number. First, there.' the reservations al-
ready pressed about the means used for estimating
trad_ _alance-effects yep those effects dominate the.

- aggregate employment estimates. Second, there are
qvo major classes of macroeconomic models, and in

neither can a chan e in employment be determined in
...

the manner sugges by the KW model.' In one
iclass of models., the is a "n rate of unemploy-
ment," in which case tariff cuts will leave that rate
unaffected. In the other class of models, aggregate de-
mand affects the level of employment. If the "natural
rate" hypothesis is correct, estimating an aggregate
employment effect is wrong; if aggregate demand af-
fects tIV leverof employment, then monetary and fiscal
policy *e presumably able to attain the desired
employment level. -

My misgivings about the aggregate employment fig-
ures should'not be interpreted to mean that .I regard the
employment effects of tariff cuts as unimportant;
rather, my concern is with the fact that the useful infor-
mation that can begle.aned from an admittedly partial

'Their statement that devaluation necessarily implies a deteriom-
t in any event. Although James Literature Cited

itions in international trade, it
-of-trade change, if any,

tion in the terms of trade is in
Meade is the authority on mot pro
has long since teen recognized that the
following a transfer payment (of which evaluation is one form) is a
function of the marginal propensities to consume exportables and
importablei, and not of price elasticitieS. See, for example. [I].

____14137

equilibrium model lies in the insights it provides with .

respect to the initial impact on particular industries' -

denuinii for labor,.and hot-on the aggregate emplo ment
effect.

Finally, I find the ranking of benefits arising ou of the
alternative tariff-cutting formulas useful, and would
have been interested to see how .those estimates com- t.
pare with ones derived from more aggregated tariff
data, single-country estimation proceduresnand so on.
However, ite.is not evident that one can tech any

. significance to the absolute value of the emated
"areas under the triangle." An attempt to blo.. p the
static 'estimates by Balassa's ratio for the Climmon
Market mentioned in Cline's paper is suspect on several
gro ds. First, there are questions as to the reliability of

o
B a's estimate itself. Second, there is dmajorques-
ti o whether even free trade between, e.g.; Japan
and Australia could yield benefits as large as int%gration
of the Eur Economic Community_simp because
distance pl es natural barriers to greater tra ,

the EEC provided individuals within its bound
considerable certainty that there would not be artifici
barriers to continued trade between themb Insofar s
thagort of certainty is important in terms of whatever
"4 amic" benefits there are, those benefits are Much
less likely to arise from tariff cuts than theyrare from
customs unions, simply because "escape clauses" and
other instrumentspf national policy are less likely to be
invoked under the latter. Finally, the EEC arrangement
greatly increased the mobility of factors of production
among countries, a source of gain that will not be avail-
able under the tariff cuts. A

I copld elaborate other reasons why the mac-
roecondmic estimates arising out of the CKKW model
are suspect. However, it is enough ,to say that the mis--
ioecoknic strengths of the model are appreciated
along with the macroeconomic weaknesses. There are
many interesting questions remaining on _Which the
CKKW model Can shed light: it is to be hoped that
future research by the authors will continue to yield
dividends as large as those repoited from their initial
Application of the mbdel.

A

1. Pearce, Ivor F. "The Problem of the Balance of Pay-
ments." International Economic, Review, 2 (January
1961), 1-28.
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Donald J. Daly
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The study by Cline and others is interestg and impor-
tant with significant policy implications f&r the trade
negotiations currently usder way. Two areas a recent
research in Cariada are relevant to thr stut and may be
of

Simulations of a nuner of tariff changes for Canada
were made by theEconomic Council of Canada using
thiCANDIDE model [2, pp. 166-71]; the employment
effects were small; even without co nation, and
could be further reduced by offsettiWexpenditures
elsewhere. These results are consistent with the results
for this study and the others referred to on the top of
page 276 in (line's paper.

Most studies of tariffs and the costs of tariffs and
effects of removing them usually assume constant re-
turns to scale, similar production conditions with and
witho t .tariffs, and unchanged input-output coeffi-
cients fore and after tariffs.
. A series of studies indicate that all ese assump-
tions are inappropriate and mislead' ig for Canada. A
key conclusion is that tariffs havt a significant effect on
production conditions in addition to the usual static
costs to the consumer. The presence of tariffs (and
nontariff barriers) leads to greater product divemity in a
significantly large part of manufacturing. These product
specific scale economies are quantitiyely large, and
much larger than the scale economies associated vAth
variations imilant size (the only scale economy usually
considered). Under these conditions, differences
output per person can be significantly [pwer in Cana-
dian than in U.S. manufacturing (even *ith similar or
.higher levels of capital stock per person employed in
Canadian than in U.S. manufacturing). The levels of
output per person in Canadian manufacturing are esti-
mated to be between one fourth and one fifth below the
United States levels during the 1970s and labor costs
per unit and total costs are normally higher thin in the
United. States. (See [4, esp. parts 4,arid3 ;, 2, chaps..3, 6;
3; Postscript' 1975, pp. 473-87; 1].)

These analyses predict that under free trade (or re-
duced tariff and nontariXbarriers), the productivity arid
cost differences would narrow appreciably thro gh
longer 'runs-, of individual commodities and re

06)
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speialization with lcreased intraindustry trade. Trade
in manufactured products would increase bath ways
with other countries as part of any multilateral reduc-
tion, and the ease of adjustment would be heavily influ-
enced by the willingness of Canadian managginent to
change in response to the new trading enviroAment.
Changes would occur as the input-output coefficients
would change, cost and productivity differences would
narrow, and the composition of trade in manufactured,
products would change significantly. Product specific
scale economies would be significant, and production
conditions would change in Canada. Changes along
these lines have taken place since the initiation of the
Kennedy Round rekuctions and the Canada-United
States automotive agrement. Exports of primary prod-
ucts would be less affected as tariff rates are already
lower than on manufactured products.

The results of these studies do not seem to have been
adequately incorporated into the curr 't study by Cline
and others. The study notes that " ese calculations
exclude effects caused by input-outp t feedback" (p.
267). Page 276 seems to imply that the same direct and
indirect labor coefficients would apply before and after
tariff changes. The welfare effects include the s c
welfare gains (p. 266), but exclude the scale effect that
lire so significant for Canada. Tlit results for C
suggest latger trade and employment losses fr m in-
creased imports.

These results are more in line with the views f those
who support the status quo on Canadian tariffs elud-
ing some businessmen and union officials) but do not
adequately incorporate recent empirical work done on
tariffs and their effects on productivity, prices, costs,
and international trade. Trade with Canadi,is suffi-
ciently important that this type of analysisTould affect
the aggregative results for the United Sta esas well.

Let me illustrate my point with some magnitudes of
the real income gains to Canada from a Canada-United
States free trade area (a narrower option than formula 4
in this study). Ron Wonnacott estimates the benefits to
Canada of a Canada-United States free trade area as 8.2
percent of GNP [3, p. 117]. ,His estimate would include
the effects of increased specialization, higher prices to
domestic factors of production on sales to U.S. mar-
kets, and increased productivity based on economies of
scale. At 1974 levels of GNP, this would amount to
About $11.5 billion as a real income gain to Canada, or,
more than 50 times the size shown for Canada for for-
mula 4 in Table 4 and almost six times as large as shown
for formula 4 in Table 2 f all eleven industrial import- %,

ing areas! Furthermore the gains to Canada would ue
somewhat larger if the percentlinear cutwere ex-
tended on a multilateral is to the other nine indus-
in ed countries, or if other. .dynamic effects were
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allowed fo
the consu
increased s

7
su mation of static welfare effects`'to

t allowance for welfare gains from
on And economies of scale !fads to

a drastic unders ementoNvelfare gains, on the basis
of careful emptiA work for' Canada.

The Economic Council of Canada h.6 also estimated
the initifi employment effects of a Canada-United
States free trade area, without allowing for reorganiza-
tion of production or depreciation of the Canadian dol-
lar. They estimated the difference in employment as
less than 25,000 persons [2, pp. 168, 169], or substan-.

daily less than the %wetly 85,000 shown for tariff for-
mula 4.in yable 7 fortanada..The effects would be even
smaller if the reorganization effects and the associated
higher real incomes and declines in prices of manufac-
tured products relative to other prices were allowed for
in the form gif a longer-term increased demand within

. Canada for manufactured products. The simulations
using the CANDIDE model thus ,suggest even'smaller
transitional employment effects without allowing for

' thedonger-term_ employment effects on demand and
supily for manufactured products. The speed and ease
of that adjustment will depend critically on the willing-
ness and skills of management in adapting to that new,
more competitive envir ent for manufacturing.

It is hoped that later wok in the Brookings project
0can incorporate these resu is for Canada more com-

. pletely.
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Although I am delighted that Anne Krdeger considers
our study to be of "great significance," her misgivints
.abbut the macroeconomic estimates puzzle me. No
would disagree that "determinants of both the trade
balance and the ,exchange rate are basically mac -
roec nomic in nature. . . ."_But I disagree that for this
reasdrrone should ignore the trade balance 6rAxchange
rate "impact effects," viewed as deviations fiein the
main 'paths determined by macroeconomic t ces,
when examining the use of a policy instrument suc
trade liberalization. Kreuger implies that even the
macro impact effect cannot be estkmated by "summa-
tion of results from macroeconomic demand rela-
tions. . . . " Apparently Harry Johnson disagrees with
this critique. He accepts as legitimate the correspond-
ing macro impact effects estimated by Baldwin and
Lewis (using similar methods), although he suggests
they could go further and add multiplier and other in-
duced effects.' Krueger's "hands off' approach to
macro estimates would leave policy makers adrift;
rigorous adherence to her approach would preclude
saying whether liberalization in the Tokyo Round
would have a 'eater or lesser effect upon trade bal-
ances than, for instance, the OPEC oil price increase.
Yet an important conclusion that emerges from our
study as well as from the study by Baldwin and Lewis is
that trade balance impacts from liberalization wouldbe
minor and should not stand in the way of thoroughgoing
liberalization. Some might be prepared to throw out this
crucial policy conclusion because TO supposed but un-
measured macroeconomic influences; we are not.

Krueger's acceptance of our micro results is gratify-
ing, although it raises other questions. If the microeco-
nomic estimates are acceptable, why isn't their sum?
Presumably Krueger means that the micro results are
accurate in relative terms the machinery sectofs
trade balance would rise and the textile sector's trade

11 would argue that the initial impact effects arc more meaningful
for purposes of policy formulation than estimates that take account of
induced multiplier and other secondary effects, since the latter isti-
matescan include a whole variety of odtcomes depending on golicy
responses.

fi
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balance would decline but not in absolute terms be-
cause 'Qf Offsetting influences of *macro policy.
Moreover, if Kruegr is concerned about biases caused
by applying broader aggregate elaiticities Ip more.de-

ei;Nommodity classes, it is not clew why she con-
siders the micro estimates to be useful.

As for disaggregation and elasticities, experiments
with individual commodity groups suggest that dis-

gation is important in prime as well as in princi-
ple. kven when going from the tariff line level to the
four'digit Bmisels Tariff Nomenclature level, which is
still quite disaggregated, the preaggregation of trade
and tariff data causes an understatement of approxi-
mately' LO percent in the e timated import tncreases
under the EEC harmoni on tariff cutting formula (for
selectacrSettors a ed in the cae of the United
States). As f o r Krue r s comment that at the level of
individual commodities there may be biases that are
caused by the use of more aggregative elasticities, we
can say only-that we agree with Krueger's statement
that there is no a priori reason to expect such biases.
be in any one direction, so that we could expect $eresultsigter correction for any such biases (if correction
were possible) to be, on the average, the same as our
estimates.

Krueger is correct in observing that the aggregate
trade balance effect for liberalizing countries is nega-
tive. This result reflect the fact that part of the in-
creased export .

of nonliberalizing "free rider"
countries would not return immediately in the form of
extra importvgrom the liberalizing countries. The leak-
age in our estimated "respending effect" exports oc-
curs because outsider-countries spend some of their
extra foreign exchange outside of the eleven liberalizing
areas. Most analyses of tariff negotiations do not even
capture a part of the respending effect; in contrast,
Krueger's comments imply that we should have forced
the respending effect to exclude any leakage what-

this change were introduced, the results
would show a rise in the trade balance increases esti-
mated for Japan and the United States and a reduction
in the trade balance declines comptited for Canada and
the EEC, but no change in the qualitative results by
country or by tariff formula (as indicated in the note to
the text). In any event, whether the trade balance im-
pact estimate is more accurate with or without leakage
in the respending effect is a moot point. We consider the
method in the main text to be more realistic than the
alternative of completely eliminating leakage ;since that
elimination would require a long period- of successive
respending rounds (i.e., eventually the foreign ex-
change spent in outsider countries would be respent,

lx: U.S. Tariff Policy

after succ sive rounds, on imports from the liberaliz-
ing countrie

Fiinally,.14rueger criticizes our )iimate of total wel-
fare gains based on Balassa's results for European. in-
tegration, although she proposes no alternative
method. Once again the question is whether the analyst
more faithfully discharges the responsibilities inherent
in policy analysis by disclaiming the possibility of mak-
ing any estimate whatsoever, or by arriving at the best
poisible estimate given the s to of the art. We opt for
making the best possible esti ate, elpecially since, in
this case, to do otherwise lea es the f se impression
that trade liberalization simply may no be worth the
effort an impression protectionists wo seize upon
with alacrity.

Daly's comdiepts are helpful in qualitative rms'but
misleading with respect to magnitudes. Wonn: ti's es-
timate of 8.2 percent of Canadian GNP as the welfare
gain from a free trade area with theaUnited States ap-
pears, be seriouslyexaggerated [3, pp. 177-78]. The
estimate is based on the assumption that the removal of
trade barriers would raise output pet worker through-
out the entire Canadian manufacturing sector to the
higher levels (by app(mately one- fourth) found in
the United States. Gains 'from economies of scale
through longer production runs are cited as the prime
source of the productivity increase. However, the kap
in productivity is assigned to the entire existing indust-
rial park rather than to increased production associated
with increased exports; and instead of applying sectoral
estimates of returns to scale parameters to sectoral
specific estimates of increased output volume, the
study assumes productivity in all sectors would rise to
U.S. levels. Mpreover, except for a modest reduction in
estimated liberalization gains from earlier estimates re-
lative to 1963 (because automobile trade has since been
li ralized), the method fails to specify a relationship of
pr uctivity gain to tariff levels. It is difficult on the
face of it to see how the elimination of industrial tariffs
averaging 14 percent (7 percent if nondutiable items are
included ) [2] can raise productivity in the manufactur-
ing sector by one-fourth (or by 7 percent, for that mat-
ter). Indeed, the one available study relating Canadian
sectoral productivity relative to that in the United
States to sectoral protection levels finds no significant
relationship, casting &doubt on the entire approach.
(Study by West, cited in [1, p. 25].)

Our own estimates of total welfare gain (which do
include scale economies, despite Daly's reference only
to our more restricted static estimates) follow the more
realistic assumption that gains from economies of scale
and new investment would be strictly linked to,, the

31
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magnitudes tencriased trade.* Agforjob chapges, I do
not consider discrepancy beta our figure and
that cited by Daly to be particular' important, espe-
cially considering that the results a thS.-Canadian
free trade area should be expect to ve smaller im-
port increases for Canada than the elimination of

.

facbitall suppliers (iin particular, the U. . share is o
61 percent of increirteedCanadian in our tariff
elimination case). , I interpret ''istintates/I cited by Daly as confirming the general er of mag-
nitude of our own ernplayme estimates. with
the direction of Daly's co ts: ,gains Canada
would probably be greater esti by the

tier of achievi economics of Scale in
standard f ulations, of (a) the Stetter rehi-

Canada than in the larger eta of the United States
and Europe, and (b) the stimulus to exports of pro-
cessed manufactured goods (instead of raw materials)
resulting from reduction in effective protection, a Oe-
npmenon not captured in our early analysis using nom-
inal tariffs.
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'Our application of the five-toone relationship of total- to static
weffare pins would in fact tenkto overstate Canadian pins from the
standpoint that increased economies of scale and increased invest-
ment would be related to additional exports, and Canada's exports
rise by considerably less than imports in our results (and, therefore.
by relatively small amounts compared to static welfare gains, which
are based on import increases).
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`Trade Impact Studies Using the Wharton
Annui0 and Industry Forecasting Mgc!el

.Lawrence R. Klein* '

The Wharton Annual and Industry Model is a large-
scale equation system that attempts to analyze both the
supply and demand sides of the economy simulta-
neously. It differs from much ofinput-output analysis in
that final demand and value added cannot be deter-
mined separately and used to generate interindustry
flows in the economy. Interniediati flows are endoge:
nnus from the point of view of the standard version of a
macromodel of entries in the National Income and
Product accounts. At tge same time, the final demand
and value add
point of view o
system. Bo

accounts are endogenoils from the
e standard version of an input-output

interdependent with market equations
for the formation of prices, wage rates, and interest
rates.

A further, important Characteristic of the Wharton
Model is that input-output coefficients are not regarded
as parameters in this system;'they are variables. The
input-output matrix is not treated as constant, nor even
as parameters that may undergo occasional change,
exogenously imposed on the basis of a priori engineer-
ing, inAtutional, or general social information. The
1-6 coefficients are endogenously generated within the
model, principally as functions of relative price
change.'

A graphical layout of the accounting scheme is given
in Figure 1, where the intermediate flows among sec-
tor's are juxtaposed to final demand (the expenditure
side of the National Income and Product Accounts sys-
tem) and to value added (the income side of the NIPA
system).

The standard equation, in matrix form, for input-out-
put systems is written as

(I A)X = F.

The matrix A is4ntsid principally on the cell entries in
the intermediate" transactions portipn of Figure 1.

This paper is based on !'Trade Impact Studies Using the Wharton
Annual and Industry Fort:Casting Model":by Ross S. Preston and
Yuen-Yun C. O'Brien which was completed under 1LAB contract
74-12 in 1976 at The Wharton Econometric Forwasting Associates.

'For a description of crirlier generations of dltis Wharton model.
see [2.31.

A = Rau II

=

. 293

/it being recognized that X../ and xj. are identical for
every sector. X in the basic equation is a whole vector
of total output elements across sectors. The column F is
the total of final transactions in Figure 1. To show the
tie to a macromodel of the economy as a whole, let us
split F into two parts, a matrix of ratio, coefficients and
copponents of the GNP. We write this

F = CG,

where the typical element of C can be expressed as

C I Ciik ./ .

Delivery of the ith type of output pa thejth type of final
transaction is denoted by cii , and c.1 is the total expen-
diture type of final transaction. Each cti is a
major component NP, denoted as G.

The typical macromodel is designed to provide esti-
mators of GNP and its components; therefore, one
might think of a one-way linkage process by 'which

. macromodel estimates of G can be transformed into
estimates of X by the relation'

X al (/A r I Ca

One-way linkage in complete model solutions is not
generally possible, though, because equations for some
components of G will depend on specific components
of X, particularly the investment equations, which are
usually some generalization of the accelerator prin-
ciple. Sector price equations in a macromodel will de
pend on sector productivity, and this requires the esti-
mation of output and employment by sect- in order to
solve the macromodel. It is because of these and other

coefficients in C are not assumed to be constant. They
are eat implicitly. by an adjustment process that is analog6us
to that used for the elements of A.
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The Input/Output Tableau

structural characteristiCs that the inputiaptput system
cannot be solved without simultaneously solving the
macromodel and the macromodel cannot be solved with -
out'solving the input-output system. This feedback ar-
rangement has always been a feature of the Wharton
Annual and Industry Model. .

The other main' part of macromodel construction
concerns the development of the components of nation-
al income. Their total when adjusted by well-known
reconciling items (indirect taxes, subsidies, capital con-
sumption) equals GNP in a basic accounting identity for
almost any macromodel. The con6ponents of national
income are modeled through production functions for
value added output, giving employment required, capi-
tal accumulation functions, wage rate equations, inter-
est rate equations, and so on. Factor prices multiplied
into factor requirements gives factor income. These
totals, together with some equations for miscellaneous
factor payment flows (rents, royalties, self-employed

mes, and so forth) giye total value added, an se
13

are estimated by sectors. Because of data limitations,
the sectors used for estimating value added are fewer in
number than those treated separately in the input-out-
put system. Some sectors are aggregated for estimation
of national income.

The treatment of imports and exports within'this sys-
tem is central to the analysis of this study. On the side
of final demand aggregates in the NIPA totals, there
are six equations for imports' of goods and serviceg,
covering the following categories: crude foods, manu-
factured foods, nonfoodtrude materials, semimanufac-
tured materials, manufactured materials, and Services.
The all-important category of oil/gas imports is the
dominant part for 'nonfood rnalerials. There is; is addi-
tion, a single, overall equation for exports of goods and
services. Exports depend mainly on external variables,
namely world trade and world prices, but they also
depend on domestic (export) prices.

The import column of the final demand part of the
accounting layout gives the total for the entry for goods
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and services in the GNP. This total is then disaggre-
gated into.the six categories listed above, but there is
another important way of looking at imports, namely,
by producing sectors. These are the cell entries in the
final demand column for imports.

A special disaggregation of these for the purposes of
this study is listed in Table 1. This disaggregation is
used in order to trace the impact of changes in imports
on domestic producing sectors of the economy. The
import 'equations developed for this study are all of a
special form.

In + Ew, In +Iri In SMTM PM i
DP

=.a

where
A4%,

TM = real imports
DP -1 domestic production
PM = import price index (unit values

aggregate import categories)
PGPO = price index of gross output origin ing by

output sector -

S = shipments
SA/ stocks.

All the lag distraition'S are of finite length. The coeffi-
cients of relativlprice may be regarded as estimatespf
"elasticities of substitution." As the occasion requires,
special dummy variable's art introduced for quotas,
strikes, embargoes, and so oP, in particular markets.

. The variables in all these import equations are sector
peCific. A summary listing of principal coefficients is

given in Tables 2 4, followed by a definition of vari-
ables used in these equations in Tables 5 and 6.

An-understanditig"of the treatment of the input-out-
put sector of this Wharton mddel is also important for
appreciating the way in whiCh the import impact analy-

issi carried out. Intermediate inputs for a given sector
m asured ad the cell entries in a column of the usual
inpUt-output accounting tat& are not estimated in fixed
proportions. The ratio of any two intermediate inputs
within a column are assumed to be proportional to a
power of relative prices of those two inputs the
'power being the elasticity of substitution within the
sector. The technique for moving the estimated input-
output coefficients through time as a fun6tion of rela-
tive price Movegtents is a mathematical analog of the
technique used to move coefficients of the international
trade matrix through time, deVeloped originally in re-
search for Project LINK.'

la The use of the Hickman-Lau method for input-output analy- '''

sis is desaibed in (3), but has been modified for explicit adjustment
of the strict input - output coeffrajeltkmatiix in the present study.
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Disaggregatlon Level for Import Functions

Industry
. C.

Farm
Agricultural services, forestry and fisheries
Metal mining /
Crude petroleum and natural gas
Mining and quarrying of nonmetallic

ritinerals TMO8
. .

Contract 'Construction TMO9
,

Food and kindred products TM012 i
tobacco manufactures TM013
Textile mill products TM014
Apparel and related _products T14015
Paper and allied products TM016
Printing and publishing. TM017
ghemicals and allied products TM018
Petroleum and related industries TM019

,Rubber and miscellaneous products TM020
Leather and leather products TM021-
Lumber and wood products, excluding,

furniture TM023
Furnittie and fixtures TM024
Stone, clay and glass products TM025
Primary iron and steel TM027
Primary nonferrous metals' TM028
Fabricated metal products TM029
Machinery, except electrical TM030
Electrical machinery TMO31
Nonauto transportation equipment

including ordnance TM032
Motor vehicles and equipment TM033
Instruments TM034
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries TM035
Railroad transportation TM037
Local and highway passenger

transportation , TM038
Motor freight and warehouse transportation TM039
Water transportation TM040
Air trkrsportation TM041
Telephone and telegraph TM045
Utilities . TM047

. .

Services, except transportation,
communications utilities TMOS

Variable
Name

TMO2
TMO3

,TM 05
TM 07

This feature of the Wharton model, namely, /that
input-output coefficients be variable through time and
estimated on the basis of relative price movements, is
implemented through the following equations

3.14

Xi ar (ei
Xk 5k Pk
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'Wintry

Farm

Agricultural services forestry

and fisheries

Metal mining

Mining and quarrying of nonmetallic minerals-

Contract construction

Food and kindred products

Tobacco manufactures

Textile mill prodita

Apparel and related products

Paper and allied products

Printing and publishing

Chemicals.and allied products

PetroleuM and related industries

Rubber and miscellaneoui

plastic products

Leather and leather products

:Lumber and wood products

'Furniture and fixtures

Stone, clay and glass

Primary iron and steel

Primary nonferrous metals

Fabricated metal products

Machinery except electrical

Electrical machinery

Nonauto transportation

equipment.

Motor vehicles and equipment

InItrumenta

Miicellaneobs manufacturing

Rail transportatimi

Local and highway passenger

transportation

Motofteight and warehousing

transportation

Water transportation

Air transportation

Telephone and telegraph

Utilities

Other services '

aro

\ftice Concept

In(PWF581POP03)

In (PMCM581P0PO4) '

In (PMCM5810PO4)

A In (PMMF581P0P012)

In(PMFM581P0P013)

A In(PMSM581P0P014)

In (PMFNE8/POP015)

A In (PMSM58/P0P016)

iln(PMSM581PGP018)

41 In (PN\SM58IPOP019)

In (PMSM58IPGP020)

In (PMSM581POP023)

In (PMFM58/POP024)

In (PMSM581P0P026)

In(PMSM58/POP026)

In(PMSM58/POP029)

1) In (PMFM58/PGP030)

ITOMFM58/POP031)

illn(PMFM58/POP038)

In (PMFM581PGP03235)

(PMSI01P0P036)

In (1)}0{011V036)

In (PMS101PGP036)

In(PMS101PGP044)

Lag (negative sign on coefficients has been omitted)

1; 2 3 . 4 , 5 6

0,5628

0,05 0,711a 1,4931 1.9429' 1.5992

0.7043 1.1824 1.4292 1,4395 1.2082 0.7301

0.46% 0,6139 0, 69 0,3407 0.1216

0,7541' 1,2010 1.2708 0,8938

0,5130,7660 0.8108 0.7024 0.4950 0.;428

0.1272 0.2279 0.2925 0.31151 0,/754 .1748

0,73 2 0.7278 0.35%

0.2777 0.3294

03460 0.082 1.2574 1.0844

0.6315

0.6240 0.5538 0.2067

0.9101

1.3456 1.2830 0.5788

1.2703

0.1691

0.9579

0./294

1.2851

0.9571

0.4192, O. 3 0.S018 , 0.2922

0.6825

3.7401

*MN

0.85%,

Sum

.0.5628

5.8065

6,6937

2.0881

4,11%

3.5306

1,4093

1.8196

0.6071

3,5760

0.6315

1,3845

0,9101

"3,2075

1.2703

0,1697

0.9579

0.7294

1.2851

0.9571

1.7785

0,6825

3,7401

01590

I.

1

SI

3/6
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ti

Table 3 1,
Output Response

1,

Industry 0. 2 4

Farm 2.0485 1.5401
Agricultural services, forestry and fisheries 3.2998 0.2115

Metal mining 0.0424 0.2651 0.4666' 0.4454
Mining'and quarrying of nonmetallic

.minerals 0.1902 0.3697 0.4894 0.5003

Contract construction 0.6329 .1.1888 1.1503

Food and kindred products. 1.9279
Tobacco manufactures 1.3988
Textile mill products 0.5106 0.5778 0.3897 0.1344
Apparel and related products. 0.0912 0.4863 0.8358 03903
Paper and allied products 1;0633 1.0393 0.4956
Printing and publishing 0.1021 0.4434 0.7337 0.6827
Chemical and allied produc 0.5013 1.0263
Petroleum and related p ucts
Rubber and miscellane us plastic products 0.0109 0.1278 0.2678 0.3484
Leather and leather products' 0.1273 0.3211 0.5161 0.6468

Lumber and wood products 0.2795 0.7236 0.8059
Furniture and fixtures 0.3714 0.4466 0.3360 0.1503
Stone, clay and glass Products 0.6855 1.0554 1.1620 1.0574
Primary iron and steel 0.4934 0.6937 0.6781 0.5237
Primary, nonferrous metals 0.2155 1.0359
Fabricated metal products 0.7102 0.2313
Nonelectrical machinery 0.3376,A 0.4121
Electrical machinery 0.4810 0.5004 0.2697
Nonauto transportation equipment and

ordnance 1.3216
Motor vehicles and equipment 0.6990
Instrument and related products 0.3035
Miscellinedus manufacturing 0.4883 0.4093 0.1257
Railroad transportatiSb - 0.0314 0.137k 0.2675 0.3699
Local and highway passenger

transportation 0.7562
Motor freight and warehousing

transportation 0.2917 0.7314 1.0252 0.8794
Water transportation 0.2991 0.3020 0.1553 0.0058
Air transportation
Telephone and telegraph 0.1807 0.4085 0.5938 0.6472 0.4791

Utilities
-

0.5641 '4
Total services except traniportition,

communication and utilities 0.1687 \ 0.4004 0.6237 0.7668 0.7583

5 6f Sum

3.5885
3.5114

1.2196

0:3535 1.9031

2.9721

1.9279
1.3988

, 1.6124
2.2036
2.5982
1.9620
1.5277

0.2867 1.0416
0.6480 0.4541 2.7135,

1.8090
1.3042

0.7941 0 242 5.1786
0. '78 x.1075 2.8042

1.2514
0.9415
0.7497
1.2511

.1

1.3216
0.6990
0.3835
1.0233

0.3935 0.2873 1.4871

0.7562

0.5265

2.9277
.0.7621

2.3094.

0.5641 L

3.2441

These are cost minimizing conditions for a CES produc-
tion process

X y1 at
I /al I

CVO/ -I

to input-output systes with variable coefficients have
been carried out for Cobb-Douglas and .trunslog,sys-
tems. The tormerippear to be too restrictive and the
latter to be very general' (with numy unknown param-
eters); the CES case appears to work well ui- construc-
tion and applications with the Wharton model: ft is well

.sudapted to the study of substitution efficteiiilinterna-
tional trade because relative price changes an dif(ehn-
tials are the central issue in this' analysis, r,

The intermediate inputs in the technologital process

31 7
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Table 4
Inventory Stook Rospor

Part Six: U.S Tariff Policy

Industry 0 1 2 5

Farm
Agricultur cervices, forestry and

fisher's -0.4t204
Metal nil ins
Mining quarrying of nonmetallic

minerals

Contract construction
Food and kindred products -0.0530 -0.1022 -0.1003
Tobacco manufactures -0.3866 -6.4413 -0.2754
Textile mill prOducts
Apparel and related products
Paper and allied products -0.7322 -0.7278 -70.3596
Printing and publishing -0.0061 -0.0899 -0.1913 -0.2502 -0.2065
Chemical and allies products -0.2680 -0.2118
Petroleum and related products. -0.9840 -0.8501' -0.2911
Rubber and miscellaneous plastic
, products
Leather and leather products -0.2601 -0.2052 -0.0476
Lumber and wood products
Furniture ant fixtures -0.3347 -0.4966 -0.5225 -0.4491 -0.3131 -0.1511
Stone, clay and glass products -0,0725 -0.1433 -0.1990 -0.2259 -0.2108 -0.1400
Primary iron and steel -0.0117 -0.2311 -0.5312 -0.7856 -0.8657 -0.6463
Primary, nonferrous metal -0.7528 -1.0418 -0.9947 -0.7392 -0.4031 7.0.1141
Fabricated inetal products ' -0.1907 -0.2949 -0.3265 -0.2990 -0.2263 -0.1221
Nonelectrical machinery -0.4077 -0.6562 -0.7595 -0.7315 -0.5863 -0.3378
Electrical machinery' -
Nonauto transportation equipment and

ordnance -0.7394 20.9530 -0.7968 -0.4271
Motor vehicles and equipment -0.3036 -0.4207 -0.4024 -0.3000 -0.1647
Instrument and related products 0.3379 0.4764 0.4635 0.3477 0.1771
Miscellaneous manufacturing

6 'Sum

- 0.2204

-0.2555
- 1.1033

- 1:8196
- 0.7440
- 0.4797
- 2.1252

0.5129

- 2.2672
- 0.9914
-3.0710

--4.9459
1.4595

-3.4789

-2.9163.
-0.0476 -1.6389

4.8026

are thus modeled according to a CES production func-
tion specification. Value added can be obtained from
gross output by subtracting intermediate input, and for
this part of the production process, this Wharton model
uses a Cobb-Douglas specification, with appropriate
allowance for technical progress and short-run dynamic
adaptation.

The production function for gross output, theretire,
consists of two additive parts - one covering inter-
mediate inputs and one covering r inputs. The total
equation is

..
' I

X, a 61 xatjt.

cri1
I I

+ ?it Liel Kt/ e7it.

. -

. Productiimis is,' in ,general, assumed to be carried out
according to a YES process, which is tip sum of a CZS

( d11/43

and Cobb-Douglas function. These' are purely simplify-
ing empiridal assumptions, that are very convenient to
estimate and apply.

Tice model has been put through the usual validatioh
tests. It has beensimulated in one-period solutions from
1960 through 1971. Sample data for intial conditions
(lags) and exogenous variables are used for these simu-
lationmetroestatistics for complete model performance,
measured as mean absolUte percentage error (MAPE)
are given in separate tables by model composition. -
Table 7 gives MAPE statistic& for major aggregates.
These are all under 3 percent and often under .1 or 2 per-
Cent. The corresponding statistics for imports by indus-
trial sector are given in Table 8. These highly disaggre-
gated import flows are not as closely estimated as the
main aggregates. Although total imports are estimated
,with an error of about 2 percent, most of the sector
imports have MAPE statistics between 2 and 4 percent.
Some are between 5 and /I percent.

4.
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a

. Error statistics for sector output and labor require-
ments aro/liven in Tables 9 and 10. Most of the indi-
vidual output errors are under 4 percent or even 3
glercent, and the employmenyman hours statistics are
'equally small., Generally leaking,: the pparate error
statistics for imports are a bit larger, but this study is
trying to break new grapnd in'the detailed treatment of
imports, and .it is not surprising, therefore, that the

-initial attempt contain. more error than is likely to be
the case with repeated application of the methods set
out here.

The central aim of the study is to analyze the impact
of changes in imports on the economy as a whole, and

on output/employment vitriablis by sector. To d_ o this,
once the model has been confitructed, we haveic estab-
lish a baseline or control simulation for a pet iod of
inxestigation (1975 -81)) and comparative simulations in
whkh specified changes are introduced in the trade
sectors.

The control solution is enitialized 'from December
1974, and extrapolated for the solution period 1975 80.
The economy was in recession at the initialization
period. The control solution projected a slow 'recovery
of th economy, reaching an unemelloyment rate of 5
perceif by 1980. The main assumptions for the control
solution concerned input values for gover4ment pur-

Table 5

Glossary

Industry

Agriculture, forestry and fisheries
Impoits

TMO-1.

Domestic
Production

Shipment
Excluding Own
Consumption

Output
Originating

Farm TMO2 DP2 GP02'
Agricultural services, forestry Ind fisheries TMO3 DP3 S3 GP03

Mining TMO4
Metal mining TMO5 DP5 S5 GP05

'Coal mining IMO& DP6 S6 GP06
Chide petroleum and natural gas TMO7 DP7 S7 GP07

v. ,.Mining and quarrying of nonmetallic minerals TMO8 S8"e G1208
4

,DP8

Contract construction DP9 54 GP09'
Nondurable manufacturing TM011

Food and kindred products TM012 DP12. S12 GP012
Tobacco manufactures TM013 -11P13 S13 GP013
Textile mill products TMQ14 DP 14

1.

$14 GPO I4
Apparel and related products TM015 DPI5 $15 , . GP01.5
Paper And allied products TM016 DP16 .S16 GP016
Printing and publishing TM017 DP17 S17 GP017
Chemical and allied products TM018 DP18 518 GP018
Petroleum and related industries TM019 DP19 S19 GPO19
Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products TM020 ppai S20 GP020
Leather and leather products TM021 tin! S21 GP021

Durable maufacturing TM022 41

Lumber and wood products, except furniture TM023 DP23 0 S23 GP023
Furniture and fixtures TM024 DP24 S24 GP024

,Stone, clay and SUSS products TkI025 DP25 S25 GP025
Primary =pals

Primary iron and steel TM027 DP27 S27 G?027
Primary nonferrous_ metals TM028 DP28 S28 GP028

Fabricated metal products TM029 DP29 S29 GP029
Nonelectrical machinery TM030 DP30 S30 GP030
Electrical machinery . t TM031 DP31 S31 GP031
Nonauto transportation equipment and ordnance TM032 DP32 S32 GP032
Motor vehicles and equipment TM033 DP33 S33 GP033
Instruments and related products . TM034 DP34 S34 GP034
Miscellaneous durable manufacturing TM015 DP35 S35 GP033
Nonauto tiansportation equipment and ordnance

plus miscellaneous durable Manufacturing

Sector
Price 4

PGPO3

PGP04

PGP012
PGP013
POPOI
PGP01.5
PGrP016

41.

PGP018
PGP019
PGP020

PGPO23
PGP024

PGPO26

,PGP029
POP030
PGP031

PGp033

PGP03235

.319
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Par Slat U.S. T riff Polley

Tsibl 5 (continued) k

Industry . 1mporti
DOmestic

Production

Shipment
Excluding Own Output
Consumption,. Originating

Sector
Price

Total transportation services TM036 P036
Rail transportation services TM037 DP37 S37 OP037

Local and highway passenger transportation
services TM038 DP38 S38 GP038

Motor ffeight and warehousing transportation
services TM039 DP39 S39 O1'039

Water transportation services TM040 DP40 S40. GP040
Air transportation.',services TMO4I DP41 S4 1 GP041
Pipeline transportation services TM042 DP42 S42 OP042
Other transportation services TM043 DP43 S43 GP043

Total ccurmunication TM044 PGP044
Telephrine and telegrilph TM045 DP45 S45 GP045
Radio and tele'ision TM046 DP4d S46 GP046

Electric, gas and Sanitary services TM047 DP47 S47 GP047

Total servic'es, except transportation,
Communications and utilities TMOS' DPS SS

Wholesale trade TM049 DP49 S49 GP049
Retail trade TM050 DP50 S50 GP050
Banliting TM052 DP52 S52 GP052
Credit agencies, holding and investment

company ,TM053 PP53 S53 GP053
Security and commodity brokers TM054 DP54 S54 GP054
Insurance carriers TM055 DP55 S55 GP055
Insurance agents, brokers and services TM056 DP56 S56 GP056
Real estate and combination offices TM057 DP57 S57 GP057
Hotels and lodging places TM059 DP39 S59 GP059
Personal and miscellaneous repair services TM080 ,DP80 S80 GP080,
Miscellaneous business services TM061 DP61 S61 GP06 1
Auto repair, auto services and garages TM062 DP62 S62 GP062
Motion pictures TM064 DP64 S64 GP064
Amusement and recreation, except motion

pictures TM065 DP65 S65 GP065
Medical and other health services TM066 DP66 S66 32 GP066
Legal and miscellaneous professional services TMO8 1 DP81 S81 GP081
Educational services . TM058 DP68 S68 GP068
Nonprofit membership organizations TM069' DP69 S69 G P069
Government industry TM082 DP82 S82 GP082

---, Government, federal enterprises TM075 DP75 S75 GP075
Governtnent, state and local enterprises TM078 DP78 S78 GP078
Reit of the world 1 . . TM079 DP79 S79 GP079
Private households - - TM071 bin S7 I GP071

chases, some particular prices, government employ-
ment, monetary policy, fiscal policy, and world trade.

Modest increments in real nondefense spending and
very small increments in real defense spending were
assumed. Higher than average inflation accounted for

07,1 more Subilantiai current dollar increments in both
types of validity. State and local spending was 'pro.
jected to rise- mere rapidly in real terms and also as-
sumed relitively high price rises. Agricultural prices
were made to move up sharply during 1975-76, to
decline in 1977, and to rise byabout 5.percent annually ,

after that point. Defense manpower was leveled off at
two million. Small growth we; projected for federal
civilian jobs and one million were added for state and
local jobs over the whole simulation period.

Credit policy was assumed, to be easy in 1976 and b
another step in 1977. It was not changed markEer
that date. Import prices were variously set on growth
paths of 4 to 6 percent and world trade volume at 5 to 6
percent; followed by 7.5 percent after 1977. Statutory
changes in social security payments were introduced,
but tax cuts during 1975-76 were not assumed (con-

32n
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A

Table

Other Variables

CMIBQ Dummy, percentage change in meat im-
port adjusted base quota for those years
that the quota was in effect

DCU,BA Dummy, 1.0 for years/tuba stopped ex-
porting cigars to the United States

DCUSTK Dummy, for strikes in the domestic cop-
per industry

DD Dummy, 1.0 for 1965-67; 0 elsewhere for
U.S. government disposals of copper

DX Dummy, 1.0 for 1959-64; 0 eldtwhere for
special conditions in domestic primary re-
fined copper production

IM Imports, total goods and services
PMCFS8 Unit value indeX for the imports of rude

foods, 1958 - 100,0
PMMFS8 Unit value index for the imports of manu-

factured foods, 1958 100.0

PMCM58 Unit value index for the imports of non-
food crude materials, 1958 = 100.0

PMSM58 Unit value indei-for the imports of semi-
manufactures, 1958 - 100.0

-7 I3MFM58 Unit value index for the imports of fin-
ished manufactures, 1958 - 100.0

PMSIO Unit value index for the imports of ser-S('
vices, derived from input/output table to
preserve the NIA current dollar identity,
1958 = 100.0

SFAI Farm inventory stock
SMI Manufactures inventory stock
TIME Trend, 32.0 for 1952

TMO7RD Percentage ratio of imports to dOmestic
production for crude petroleum and nat-

,

9't ural gas #
TMOIFU. Percentage ratio of imports of producing

sector i to TMOS.

\

tram to what actually happened). A tax cut of $10 billion
was Programmed for 1977. The investment tax credit
'rate *as set it 8 Perc4nt during 1975-76.

Th resulting control solution shows a steady return
to full mployment along a path that is lesi pessimistic
than OMB outlook presented in the Budget of the
United \ States Government, 1976 (p. 41): As the
econom \ appioaches full employMent in Su i'olution,
the fede deficit fills and the inflation rate, comes
dOwn. A mMarytabulation of the main aggregates in
the contro solution is given in Table 11.

In to of today's economy and what is being
planned kw it in contemporary policy, this appears to
have been a\ perceptive extrapolation. It serves as a

realistic baseline case against which to judge various
trade alternatives. It must be remembered, however,
that Table 11 is presented, in 1958 prices. These formed
the base system of U.S. accounts prior to January 1916,
and were the data available at the time the present study
was made. The version of the Wharton model used here
has since been retired and replaced by one that is esti-
m ted froni the nee, revised data.,

e first alternadte simulation is for an across-the-
ard increase in import prices by 10 percent above the

Table 7

Mean Absolute Percentage Erior (MAPE)

Major Aggregates
Indicator

Gross national product
(current $) GNP*
(58 $) GNP

(MAPE)

.96

.76

Personal consumption expendi-
ture (current S) PCE .88

(58 S) PCE .74

Fixed investment (current $) 2.07
Fl 2.15

Nonresidential investment NRI 2.29
Imports (current $) 2.07'

(58 $) IM'` .2.05
Output "

Agriculture, forestry, and
fisheries . GPO! 2.35

Agricultural services,
forestry and fisheries GP03 1.10'

Mining GP04 2.32
Contract construction '0P09 2.98
Durable manufacturing GP022 2.86
Nondurable mam1facturing GP011 1.31
Transporta.tion services GP036 1.67
Communicatiorts GP044

112'Utilities GP047
Commercial and others GPORES .65

Money supply. MSPL 1.21

Personal income PI .96
Disposal personal income DPI .90
Employee compeniation; all

industries EMCOT 1.23

Wage rate, total WT -8:)
Deflator 0

Gross national product GNPD .34
Personal consumption

expenditure PCED .32
Fixed investment FID .78

Sector. price
Manufacturing PGPO 10 .39
Durable manufacturing PGP022 .61
Nondurable manufacturing PGP011

r`
, .21

. -, ,

' 321
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!art .Ix: U.8. Tariff Polley

Tobli 8
Moon 4booluto Poroontogo Error (MAPE),

ImportsAO
Industry

Agriculture, forestry and
fisheries
Farm
Agricultural services,

forestry and fisheries TMO3

TMO1
TMO2

Mining TMO4
Metal mining TMO5
Crude petroleum and

natural gas TMO7
Mining and quarrying of

, nonmetallic minerals TMO8
Contract construction TMO9
Manufacturing TM010
Nondurable manufacturing TM011

Food ;and kindred products TMOI2
TobaccO manufattures TM0131

TextiTextile still products TM0114le
and related productsTM015

Paper and allied products TM016
,Printing and publishing TM017

Chemical and allied productsTM018
Petroleum and related

industries TM019
Rubber and miscellaneous

.,.plastic.products , TM020
Leather andleather pioductsTM021

Dunible manufacturing TM022
Lumbetand wood products,

except furniture TM023
Furniture and fixture TM024
Stone, clay and glass

products TM025

a..

!Moor&
(NAPE)

5.45
4.32

t 8.70
2.68
4.81

.2.18

4.08

6.22

2.27

3:38
5.76
8.42
3.62'
1.46
217
2.58
2.89

3.56

3.06
3.42

-1.76

2.45
3.80

2.71

11

.

Industry

Primary iron} and steel . TMO27
. Primary nonferrous -metals TM028

. Fabricated metalprodUcts TM029'..H,
Nonelectrical machinery .T144030
Electrical machinery . T.M031
Nonauto transportation

equipment and ordnance .1M032
Motor vehicl and

equipment TM033
Instruments and lated

pirtducts TM034
Mi ellaneous du ble

manufacturing TM035
Total transportation services TM036

Rail trartiportation services TM037
Local and highway

passenger transportation
services TM038

Motor freight and ware-
housing transportation
services TM039

. Water transportation
services TM.40

Air transportation services TM041
Totalcommunications TM044

Telephone and telegraph TMO4S

Electric, gas and sanitary
rseivices - TMQ47

r
Total services, except

transportation, cornInunica-
tions and utilities TMOS

..1

(MAPE)

3.76
3.48
2.61
3.15
2.42

3.77

3.71

1.94

2:70

3.39
3.12

4.14

2.29

4.52
3.05'

.61 '

.61

3.50

6

2.06

control solution path. The initial impact of the higher
441ort prites is a redUction of imports, by heady $2.0
billion. This decline gradually gets larger and reaches a
figure of $3.35 billion by 1980, according to the mintiplier
Simulation, The major impact occurs _within the man-
ufacturing sector. Of the initial impatt, $1.81' billion is
traceable directly to manufacturing imports, sp 't fairly
evenly between durable'and nondurable lines. ut the
gradual decline in manufacturing imports is rriuc less
than for imports as a whole. By 1980, the cutback in
manufacturing imports is only $2'.28 billion compared
with estimates of $3.35 billion for total imports
impkct declines overtime in nondurable manufaZtur-
ins, but increases in durablps.

As, for the ipilationary consequences of increasing
import Prices, it would appear that there is undid

. .

decline in the GNP deflator. This is because imports
enter the GNP calculation explicitly with a negative
sign in computing net exgorts). After years, how-
ever, the inflationarrforces show through, even in the
GNP deflator, and the overall price index is greater in
the changed solution than in the control solutiwt. The
deflaLor of consumer expenditures is less ambotts; it
shows an inflationary impact effect of 0.53 index points
at the beginning and gradually rises to an impact effect
of 4.58 index points.

The higher import prices, followed by reduced int-
ports, tends to create additional domeatic jobs. In the
first year, there are an estimated 38,000 new jobs
created, 29,000 of those in manufacturing. After a few
years, however, the price increases brought about by
the higher import cosis loWer aggregate activity apd
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Table II \\\

Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAIM)

Output
Industry .

Farm qc, S2

Agricultural services, forestry and
fisheries S3

Metal mining 55

Mining and quarrying of non-
. etallic Minerals 58

-.Contract cosugruction 59
Nondurable manufttpurcriordig

Food and kindre ucts S12
Tobacco manufactures S13
Tixtile mill products S14 ,
Apparel and related products S15 .

Paper and allied products S16
Printing-and publishing S17.
Chemical and allied products S18
Petroleum and related industries S19
Rubber and miscellaneous

plastic products S20
Leather and leather products S21

Durable numufacturina
Lumber and wood products,

except furniture S23
Furniture and fixtures S24
Stone, clay and glass products S25

. Primary iron and steel S17
Primary nonferrous metals S28 .
Fabricated metal products S29
Nonpleciri4al machinery S30
Electrical machinery b. "S31
Nonasto transportation equip-

ment and ordnance S32
Motor vehicles and equipment S33
Instruments and.related products 534
Miscellaneous durable

manufacturing S35

Total transportation services
Rail trans on services S37
Local and ighway passenger

trans ation services S38
Motor t an warehousing

transportation s S39

(MAPS)

1.40

2.21

3.56

2.23

2.69

1.61
2.40
1.77
1.67
1.68
1.92
1.99
1.69

3.06
3.96

1.12
5.39
1.88
3.84

, 2.33,
3.63
3.32

. 2.85

2.18
5.99
3.66

1.94

2.29

3.04

1.47

Output
Industry *

Water transportation services S40
Air transportation services S41

Telephone and telegraph. S45

Electric, gas and sanitary
services S47

Total services, except transpor-
tation, communications and
utilities SS
Wholesale trade S49
Retail trade S50
Banking S52
Credit agencies, holding and

investment company S53
Security and commodity brokers 554
Insurance carriers S55
Insurance agents, brokers and

services S56
Real estate and combination

offices S57
Hotels and lodging places S59
Personal and miscellaneous

repair services 580
Miscellaneous business services S61
Auto repair, auto services and

ilarallei ') S62
Motioq plc WM S64
Amusement Ind recreation,

except motion pictures S65
Medical.and other health services S66
Legal and miscellaneous repair

services S81
Educational services S68
Nonprofit meniberthip organ-

izatidns S69
Government industry S82
Government, fedetal enterprises S75
Government, state and local

enterprises S78
Rest ¢if world S79
Pri mhouseholds S71

(MAPS)

1.99
(.4.13

1:75

1.90

' .59
1.32
1.40
3.57

9(.67
6.85
2.36

2.10

1.19
3.17

1.70
1.10

1.92
2.51

2.03 /
1.75

1.89
1.41

1.03
1.73
6.71,-).

1.59
'6.70
8..98

consequently', job opportunities. The moral is, thus,'
quite clear. Short-rUn gains . are not sustainable. The
higher import prices. lead to more inflation which, in
turn, depresses spending together with overall activity
and ultimately results in fewer job opportunities.

The second set otelternative simulations increases
. imports"' in each of thirty -sift impOrt demand categoriat

by"$l billion. These are one- at -a-time changes; i.e. one

category of Imports is increased while others are un-
changed. There is a regular pattern to most of these
indusby-import simulations, namely that the industry
whose imports are being increased has the major and
Most easily discernible decrease in employment. It also
happens in most cases that the model tends to have a
major part of the adjustment taken up by movements (in
the same direction as in the industry direcfly affected) in
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Table 10
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPS)

Employment and Manloun
Employment

(MAPE)

AU industries

Farm
Mininj

Manufacturing
'Nondurable manufacturing

Food and kindred products
'Tobacco manufactures
Teitik mill products
Apparel and related products
Paper and allied products
Printing and publishing
Chemical and allied products.
Petroleum and related industries
Rubber add miscellaneous plastic products
Leather atd leather products

Duralile manufacturing
Lumber and wood products, except

furniture
Furniture and fixtures
Stone, clay and glass products
Primary metals
Fabricated metal products
Nonelectrical ;machinery.
Electrical tnachinery
Motor vehicles and equipment
Instruments and related products
Nonauto transportation equipment and

ordnance plus miscellaneous durable
manufacturing

Total regulated sectors
Total transPortadon services

:Total communications
Electric, gas and sanitary services
COMM0Cilll and other

41/

1

. 'Mahouts
(NAPE)

', NT 0.50'
1.71

N2 2.93 MH2 3.69

N33 1.32 MH33 1.07

N34 0.97 MH34 1.37
N19 1 0.48 MH19 0.63
N25 2.14 MH25 2.28
N20 1.65 MH2O 2.06
N26 1.55 MH26 2.01
N21 s 1.66 MH21 1.95
N28 1.15 MH28 1.40
N22 2.59 MH22 2.54
N23 2.17 MH23 1.94
N24 3.17 MH24 3.96
N27 2.15 MH27 2.62

N35 1.84 MH35 2.19

N14 .1.28 Mt MH14 1.33
N15 -3.54 MHIS 3.92

'N 1.42 MH112 1.56
N3 2.49 MH3 3.11
N13 2.39 MH43 2.97
N7 2.32 MH7 3.11
N6 3.17 MH6 3.30
N9 5.12 MH9 5.56
N16 2.02 MH16 2.29

N44 1.29 MH44 2.46
N29 1.02

N39 0.87

N31 2.62

N30 0.58

N32 0.41

the commercial sector. This may or may not be a plans-
, ible result.

some examples show the relative magnitudes or ef-
fects. If farm imports are ibcreased by $1 billion, there
would be, according to the model, about 30,000 fewer
jobs incfarming initially. In the economy as a whole, the
job loss would be about 43,000. After seven years, we
estimate that the farm loss would be. 77,000 jobs, and
total employment would, fall by 109,000.

Consider the automobile industry. If motor vehicle
imports are raised by SI billion, the model estimates
that 9,060jobs would be lost in the antomObile,sector
compatid with 60,000 in the economy as a whole. The

ratio of these two figures is somewhat more than six to
one.' After seven years, the estimate is that 17,000 jobs
would be lost in the motor vehiCle sector against 94,000
in the economy at large. The ratio falls to about five to
one.

- Industries that are closely tied to motor vehicle pro-
duction also suffer parallel job losses. Primary metals
and fabricated metals are two cases in point. Their
combined job loss exceeds that of motor vehicles. This
is indicative of part of the multiplier effect. Such an
effect is indicative of the great economic importance of
the motor vehicle industry for the United States.

-In a third set of simulations, the ratio of side oil
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Control Solution

New Wharlef Annual and Industry Forecasting Model Dependence on Foreign Oft After 11/1
February 1111

Model Newt WsSelected Indiction Label Vet 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1971 1979 1*Gross Nationatoduct (cur $) GNP 6181 1294,9 1396.1 1413,7 1638.0 1866,0 2117,1 , 3I.4 2543.7Percent chanV
11.8 7.8 6.3 10.4 13,9 13.5 ` 10,1 9.1Gross national product (58 S) GNP 1651 83$.2 821.3 798.0 820,6 890.1 963.3 999,9 1018,3Percent change
5.9 -2.1 -2.8 2.8 8,5 L2 3.8 1.8Orori MIL prod. deft (1958.100.0) ONPD 6411 154,3 170.0 185.9 1996 209.6 219.8 2i3.2 249.8Percent change
5.6 10.2 9.4 7.4 5.0 4,8 6,1 7.1Labor force (millions) CIFT 2881 88.7 91.0 92.4 93,2 93.1 97.0 98,5 100.2Percent change
2.5 '2.6 1,5 0.8 2.0 2,0 1.5 1.7Participation rate

59.9 604 60.2 59,7 60,0 60.3 60,3 60,4Percent change
0,7 0,8 -0.2 -0.8 0,4 0,5 0.0 0.2Manufacturing average weekly hours H33 2101 40.8 0 40.3 40.0 40,3 40.7 40.8 40.7 40.6Percent change 0,2 -1,0 -0,7 0.7 0.8 0.4 -0,4 -0.3Productivity (manufacturing) 648.5 639.7 651.8 677,0 706,9 734.5 753.1 7712Percent change
5.8 -1.3 1.9 9 4.4 3.9 2,5 i 2.5Money supply (demend + time deposits) MSPL 6921 634,9 698.6 764.6 112i1 881.0 974,4 1096.4 1229.7Percent change

11,6 10.0 9,4 8,0 6.7 10.6 . 12.5 12.2Bond rate (96) TR 3238 1.8 9,1 p. 9.5 9,7 9,4 8.8 8.5 8,6Prime commercial paper rate (96) PCP 6918 8.1 9.9 6,4 7,3 6,8 6.7 7.1 7,3Corporate profits (cur S) PDT 7371 122.7 143.2 122.1 152.0 187,8 232,2 260,8 292.6Percent change'
23.7 . 16,7 -14.7 24.5 23.6 23.7 12.3 12.2Manufacturing output (58 SI GP010 059! ; 272.4 263.2 254.3 266.1 293.9 .319.8 329.8 336.1Percent change
11.0 -3,4 -3,4 4,6 10.5 8.8 II 1.9Nondurable goods (58 S) 0P011 0601 112.7 110.6 108.9 '1118 120." 129.7 133.0 . 134.3Percent change
'8.5 -1.9 -1.5 2,7 71 7.8 2.5. 1,0Durable goods (58 3) )3P022 0711 159.7' 152,6 145.4. 154.2 173,6 190.0 196.8 201.8Percent change

12.8 -4.4 -4.7 6.0 11,6 9.5 3.6 2.5Unemployment rate (96) UNR 2861 4.9 5.1 8.3 8.4 7.8 6,4 . 5.4 5.2Spiny rate (% SR 7711 8,2 7.4 9.5 8,9 7.8 1.3 6.5 6.3tSurplus or deficit, federal (cur S) . spF 7771 -5,6 -6,2 -53.4 -56,2 -33.3 -15.6 -11.4 -10.7'Surplus or def., state & lac (cur S) SD$ 7801 9.2 1.9 -1.7 -3.2 1.9 ' 6.4 6.5 40
.1Consumption to disposable me

89.1 90.0 88.0 88.7 89.5 90.1 90.9 91.0Fixed investment to gross tut prod.
15.0 14.0 13.0 136 14,7 15.5 15.5 15.9'Compen. to 'employees to nat. income
73.8 74.9 75,2 14.4 13.1 13.6 14,5 75.0Profile to national income
11.5 12.6 10.1 11.4) 12.3 13.4 13,6 14.0Farm income to national income
Li 2.8 2.6 2,5 2.2 2.0 1.9 1.8'Other income to national income,

13.0 13,4 13.8 13.0 12,6 11.8 11.0 103'

riiEmr..mamemw

a
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impoWi 10 domestic -prodwrion it held iTati. ilitit. The
initial impact is small, but by the sixth year, imports are
reduced by $1.7 billion. Activity is stimulated in dome
tic oil/gas production and there are increases in real
GNP by S2.76 billion above the control solution value.
Imports are hieluced in other sectors, and, as a result,
total imports decline by only $1.2 billion. This brings

1 out an interesting point. Increased domestic activity
associated with strict import-domestic production
ratios has secondary effect( that induce imports
elsewhere, thus reducing any initial gains.

The import price increase across the board was intro-
duced without any direct change in export cqnditions. If

.., the change occurred as a result of dollaOvaluation.
there would be a quantity response on the 'side of de-
ports. The long-run elasticity of imports was increased
from 0.36 to 0.664 (by ma e services price sensitive)
together with the introdu on of an elasticity for ex-
ports at 0.S. Without she adjustment to exports, the
increase in import prices now gives rise to 117,000 more
jobs in Otufacturing: but these are offset by losses in
the seriector. Real ON P"loes not change. Burl( we
include the 0.5 elasticity for exports, there is an overall
increase of 507,000 jobs. The trade balance improves by.
44.2. billion. Personal income and the federal budget
balance improve. These are elasticity-optimist results
in contrast with elasticity-pessimist results for the case
in which export elasticity is s

...- Finally, there is a duty
50 percent in tariffs.
twined increase jn net exports. Consumer prices are-
shaved, together with slight increases in GNP and
employment. The net gain totals 75,000 jobs by 1980. If
duty reduction and devaluation are, combined. 581.000

. jobs are created by 1980, with somewhat fewer than
under the pure devaluation case in manufacturing but
with many more in commercial employment. Duty re-
duction appears to have a relatively strong effect in the
commercial sector and devaluation on manufacturing
(especially in durables).

zero.
tion scenario a cut of

e is anal mediate and sus-
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Part Six: U.S. Tariff Policy

Comment
Clopper Almon

Lawrence Klein's succinct paper is a summary of a
556-page volume by Ross Preston and Yuen!Yun
O'Brien, Trade Impart Studie,s( Using the Wharton
Annual and industry Forecustittg Model. 'This treatise,
to which all page numbers in this comment refer, p
vides a valuable overview of the Wharton aenual model'
plus special chapters on the sixty-industry input - output
block of the model, on the production functions, on the
import equations, as well as on theiimalations of the

:effects
of changes in foreign trade. This work repre-

sents a very substantial achievement in the integration
input-otttput industrial detail into a macromodel. My

comments, however, in keeping with the interests of
this conference, will be limited to the parts dealing with
international trade. Unfortunately, this part of the
model appears to be its weakest link, and I find myself
pointing out the weal points of a model which has many
strong points which it would be more pleasant to em-
phasize. These weak points can be readily remedied,
and 'I am sure they will be. The dprincipal and most
paradoxial result of the trade impact studies will then, I
suspect, vanish.

That striking and paradoxical result comes from the
ulation of an increase of all import prices by 10

pe ent. Relative prices for exports are unchanged. In
eff t, we are looking at the impact of a 10 percent
across-the-board duty. One would expect such a mea-
sure to have a shdrt-run stimulative effect on the
economy, but after a few years the employment level

,should return to what it would have been without the
stimulus, and real GNP should be smaller. The equilib-
rium level of employment should certainly not depend
on the terms of trade, but the level of real GNP should.

In the model, the initial stimulus proves, rather weak;
only 38,000 jobs are created in the first year. In the
second year, 6,000 of these are lost; in the third, another
50,000 are lost; in the fourth, another 99,000; in the fifth,
126,000; in the sixth, 95,000, in the seventh 132000, for
a total loss of 459,000 relative to the control solution.
Real GNP is off 8.4 billion 1958 dollars. The economy
has beeh put into an accelerating tailspin by this
"stimulus." Contrary to expectations, changes in.
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terms atrade seem to hav e long-run 'effects on the level' -levels after seven year's: Food and beverages empTO-17------
of employment: merit is. also still above the control level, as is that in

If this result is correct: 'if it describes what would mining, cheniicals, rubber, and petroleum refining.
happen in response-to an across-the-board duty; then it Where then is the recession?-0f the 459,000 jobs lost
is certainly a potent argument against protection. But is relative . to the control solution, fully 409 are in the
it correct? What causes the accelerating recessio ? "commercial" sector, which covers trade, finance,and

Preston sees the cause in inflation.,He states:,' n the
initial year of impatt, increasing import price by ten
portent has, the effect of reducing prices-,by approxi-
mately one index number point. . . This result is di-
reedy related to the fact that import -prices enter the
gross national product identity with a negative weight. equations. Those equations are of the following form:.
If import prices are increased, . .0 the, increase has a

services. Another 11,000 come in stone, clay, and glass;
another 15,000 in apparel, and 14,000 in printing and
publishing. Su h a recession is clearly unusual and
prompts a os look at the mechanism causing it.

In the mode , that mechanism begins with the import

tendency to reduce domestic price levels, other things
being equal. The long run impact . hoviever, ap-
pears fo be inflationary. The inflationary tendencies of
increased import prices eventually depress the real de-
mand categories of the disturbed solution below our
control solution." (p. 405)

This is a revealing, though contestable passage. In
the first place, import prices -should enter the GNP
deflator with a zero, not a negative weight. An increase
in the price of an imported caletcreases personal con-
sumption expenditures in current dollars and then this
increase is canceled out of GNP by the increase in
import prices. Similarly, an increase in the price' of
imported crude oil should increase the price of refined
products and, gradually, of everything made with them.
All thesprice rises increase the current dollar value of
consumption and investment, but the increase is again
canceled out of GNP by the increase in the, current
dollar value of imports: Apparently, only the second,
the canceling-out part of this protess is modeled at
present. That is, surely just a technical defect that can be
remedied. But until-it is fixed, the analysis Of the in-'
flationary effects ofincreasing import priCes is mislead-
ing.

In the second place, I cannot agree that it is the
"inflationary tendencies" which in the preknt model
"eventually depress the real demand categories." The
wage rate and the consumption deffator rise part passu,
(p. 4161. Something else must be holding down demand.
Also, if the stimulus' of the duty set off the rise in
pri ,why does not the slack demand halt the infla-,
tion . What then does cause this recession? I have been
unable to put my finger on the cause, bufmy search has
turned up sorife features of the model that make me
hesitate to accept the resultlibet me share what I found.

Ode duet° the ,c use of the recessionmay lie in the
fact that it is very oncentrated.in a few sectors, which
are, moreover, he ones usually affected by bust
nesi cycles. Such'cyclically sensitive sectors as motor
vehicles, electrical machinery, and prikary metals are
still showing increased or unchanged employment
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TM is total imPorts of the products of the sector; DP is
their domestic production; PM is their import price;
PGPO is the price of the corresponding domestic prod-
uct; S, "sales" is DP + TM less the sales on the di-
agonal of the input-output matrix; and SM is the inven-
tory of the product ;the w,,q,s, and r are distributed lag
weights.

The long-run price elasticities are the sum of the ws
when they apply to the logarithms of relative price. In
seven cases, however, they. apply, to the first differ-
ences of these logarithms, so the lo
lero. Bearing that fact in mind, we fin
long-run elasticities: metal mining, 5.8
ferrous metals, 1.3; nonelectrical m

-run elasticity. is
the following

teel, 3.2; non -
inery, 1.0; elec-

trical machinery, 0.7; fabricated metal products, 0.2;
automobiles, 0.0; other transportation equipment, 0.0;
instruments, 0.0. These results rtin directly counter to
those of other researchers who found the highest elas-
ticities for the finished goods and the lowest for the raw
materials. A 'number of other zero long-run elasticities
are found, such as those for food, textiles, paper, chem-
icals, and petroleum refining. Together 'with au-
tomobiles, these 'sectors accounted for half of the initial
drop in imports. Naturally, the effect fades out after a I
few years. Since change s.in terms of trade should have a
permanent effect on the ratio of imports to domestic
production, that permanence should be insisted upon
by the form, of the fUnction.-
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---The-opposite-problem.a.rises_with_the_sum_ofIho,qs.....
the weights on the logarithms of the levels of output. All
bUt two products have positive sums ofqs, whiCh imply
that an increase in sales permanently increases the ratio
of importt to domestic production. Generally, large
economies have smaller import/prOduction ratios than
do small economies, so one wmddexpect that the sum
of the qs shotild be slightly negative. None:are negative;
twenty-five out of thirty-five are over 1.0; eleven are
over 2.0; and four, including those for commercial and
stone, claY, and glass, are over 3.0. Such a high elastic-
ity implies that enough growth in "sales" Will eventu-
ally wipe opt the domestic industry. If, for example,, the
elasticity 3 and imports are initially 20 percent of
domestic production, a doubling of "sales" will push up
imports so much that domestic production is reduced 4
percent. A second doubling will reduce it , to only 3/
percent of its initial yalue. There is, moreover, a strong
correspondeice between the sectors with high sales
elasticities and those with large employment losS intfie
impact study. Perhapsibese equations have attributed
to "sales" effects that should be attributed to reduction
in trade barriers, to improving quality of products man-
ufactured abroad, or price differentials not pickedup by
the rather crude price series. Clearly such equations are

,unacceptable for long-term forecasting and even in
medium-term impact studies they may produce spuri,7
ous effects.

_...,The_first difference of the logarithms -of sales appears
in only eleven of the thirty-five eq&ations, and in all Mit
two of these the Oeights are all negative. That again
runs contrary to expectations that a domestic boom
would produce a; temporary increase in the ratio of
import's to domestic production. Are these negative
terms perhaps used by the least-squares fitting process
to offset 'the short-term effects of the spurious coeffi-
cients on the level of sales?

Finally, I must confess that I find the reported results
for the commercial sector arithmetically inconsistent
with the import equation given for the sector. In the frit
year, output of this sectordecreased $.30 billion (p. 415)
while imports increased $.10 billion (p. 412),, so "sales" r
must have decreased $.20 billion. According to theim-
port equations for this sector (p. 90), imports lathe first
period could differ from the control solution 'only byttie
effects of sales and output. and they are an increasing
fUtiction of both. How then can imports go up whjle
both output and sales go down? If it were my model,.I
would strongly suspect an error in the program. Is there
some peculiarity in the treatment of trade margins op
imports?

Let me conclude by repeating that, thinigh I am ,

doubtful about the results of this foreign trade analysis,
I greatly admire Preston's achievementin Strutting
a model so thoroUghly integrated.; hapesthat y com-
ments can be helpful to the model's masters in the
continuing task, of refining and improving it.
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Clopper _Almon finds the results of the 10 percent
(acioss-the-board) increase in import priees to be coun-
terintuitive, btit,I will stick by the Wharton model fe-
sults for this case and argue that the depressing effect of
external price rises is quite realistic as well as being
very signifidant.

He says, ."Onivould expect such a measure to have
a short-nin stimulative effect on the economy, but after
a few years, the employment level should return to what
it would have been without the stiinulus, and real GNP
should. be smaller." *

With regard to the ultimate movements, we are in
agreement, after) experimentation, That real GNP
shonld be smaller as a result . of the external price
increase. i do riot, however, find reasorrto believe that

- the employment level should return' to what it would
have been in the absence of employment-creating
policies.. ." .

The Wharton Model used for this study and other
Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates models
have the proi)erty that if the economy underg9es exter-

- nal price disturbance, there will be a deflairdary reac-

t (

the-UnitedStates-.--lf--priees-are-
outside the economy, we should look for-an inverse
correlation between production Or employment and

-price change. In the case of domestically imposed ex-
pansion, we should find a positive correlation betiveen
production or employment and the price change. These
are, to some extent, the expected results under normal
circvmstances. *

An externally imposed price increase (the case of
tariffs) causes price indexes for final purchase's to rise.
The normal reaction is for physkil demand to contract,
the degree depending on the variolis price elasticities of
demand.' Falling real demand manifests itself in the
deflator's rising faster than the value of nominal output;
so the deflated (or real) value declines. On a large wale,
this is what has happened in the. U.S. economy during
1974 -75 under'the burden of the embargo, followed by
high cartel controls on oil prices. Similar results were
found when proposed value added tax isystems were
seriously being discussed,

Because of the way the .GNP.deflator is computed;
we may find: an .initial lowering of the overall° deflator
When invert prices are rising. Other price indexes show
more familiar results"7- higher tariffs; higher domestic
prices. Eventually, the results -for the. GNP ;dtflatpr
.change sign;

What seems puzzling to Clopper Almon strikes me as
being quite plausible. would 'stand by, our results,
apart from the biased tendency of the commercial
sector to capture most of the shift of employMent. That
sector's response equation has, to be reestimated, but
that does not invalidate: the general size of the findings
for the economy as a whore.

. rf
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----Conunen
Larry J. Wipf

izatiOn. The level of industry detail and the emphasis on_ .

emplOyinentiriipaciiiieldriiiirpasiit-tharbreirlitr
investigations. In previous r negotiations economic(
analysis the decision-making process in a fairly
aggregative form. Most studies covered only broad in- I.

dustryaggregates or a few selected industries. The sec-
tor studies were supplemented with detailed institu-
tional information and advice of industry experts.
While the advice of these experts is very useful in any

4 ''.\ negotiation, the Baldwin-Lewis and Cline tudies
greatly add to this information by directly esti sting

Progress in the current 'round of Multilateral TmdeC..,.. the Consequences of multilateral tariff cuts on tit the

Negotiations (MTN) will require resolution of a nuniber4. '' exportand import-competing industries and by ng

of key policy issues: Difficult economic and political. into account interindustry effects and interactions with

decisions 'need to be made concerning the type of tariff the rest of the economy. .
.

formula which best serves U.S. i terests, the particular .. Thejesults of these studies are directly relevant to a
industries .which should be' ex mpt froth tariff Cuts, number of policy decisiona in the KIN. For example
methods of achieving reductious, in nontarinaiiiers to the exaMination of alternative types .pf tariff-cutting
trade,. safeguard mechanisms t smooth ajustments form as. is of aid in deteimining whether the United
indaced. by trade, and approp ate compensation of i States should strive for uniform :tariff reductioni Of.
thOse whp experience losses due to trade liberaliiatiOn2 , some torn) of a harmonizatton formula as proposed by

Sensible policy formulation in the MTN requires some of ourmajor trading partners .sit is also:taluable in
knowledge of the costs.... . . nefits of Specific changes determining whether a tariff flOor should be adopted
ininterraitiOnal trad ;',.licy. To be useful this inforina- - below whiCh existing duties, would not be 'cut. The
non must be available at a fairly disaggregated level. Of ,r,estirnatekof who gains and loses from reductions in
course, policy furmulatium.involve's much More"than trade barriers and by how much is useful in determining

just economic analysis. Yet without basic economic which industries, may. reqt4e,loi ger staging of Miff
research, economic factors cannot be appropriately cuts, less 'than fug formula cuts, or' complete exemption

4' weighted and it is difficult to iPehtifyU.S. interests. from tariff pits. The studies areitso important in assess
With this recognition; the Depirtment Of Labor spon= ing the values of specific trade concessions on the part

sored two major" studisL-rone by. Baldwin and Lewis of our traili0 partners and in appraisinip the potential
and the other by Cla, Kawanabe, Kronsjo and , acceptability of Various proposals to onr,major trading
Williamsof the effects of multilateial reductions in partners. -
trade barriers on the U.S. economy. ... : These studies do not provide all of the analysis

These studies provide detailed industry estimates of needed in the negotiations. Moreover the resultspf thix
the effects of-alternatiVe types of tariff-cutting formulas . research are not, nor should they be, the iole:determi-
on U.S. imports, exports, exchange rates, consumer , pants of the U.S. position in the MTN. As stated earlier,.
prices, domestic output and.employment. They also though icy formulation involves = much. more than
contain estimates of the consequences of redUcing cer- just econo c analysis, these studies provide detailed
taro nontariff barriers to trade. Baldwin and Lewis pro -kinformatid which should be useful in fdrmulating%U.S.
vide particularly detailed estimates of the employment policy. 'This information is supplemented by other
impacts.'These are available tor some 350 industries' studies initiated by the Bulreau. These include detailed
and are also broken down by skill group and geographic, industry studies involving steel, motor vehicles, foot-
Wion. The studyj,y Cline ajmd others adds to this wear, chemicals, electronics and sugar as. Irvell. as

Mrmation by providing detailed estimates t 'trade specific studies of labor adjustment costs. Examples of
and employment Uimpacts on. the United States and ;mss research have already been presented in previous
ther major participants in the trade.negotiations. sessions of this conference. Together these studies pro-

eSe studies . mark an imliartant step forward in vide pOlidy makers with important u uts for appraising
asse in a gat d losses entailed'in trade liberal- specific policy issues in the MTN.
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Comment
Harvey E. Bate

e

.

OiVen the problems associated With the slow economic
groWth of the United States and other industrial coun-
tries in recent years, it has becothe difficult for the
United "States- and other governments to press ahead
with the Mfiltiliteral Trade Negotiations' (MTN), A
number of governments have been under pressure to
take import-restrainirtg meaSurea. to . stimulate lagging
production- and reduce high unemployment in :pan-
Catty and economically important sectors. In the United

: States,although the Trade Act of 1974 sets, as a 'pritrie
purpose of the MTN "to foster the economic; growth of

d full eMployniept in the United States," many lead=
era of the Americah labor movement today believe that
trade lberalizatiOn would have the opposite result.

Th efore, those of us in trade negotiations have a
great i terest in the studies commissioned by the Labor
Department to examine the trade and emploYment ef-41. fects of gene tariff reductions in the MTN. These can
provide s ,objective indication of whether there
might be significant adverse effects (*labor markets or
exchange rates of our efforts to negotiate significant'
reductions in tariff barriers. ,;

Value of 'die Studies Vegotlators
Both the Baldwin-Lewis d Cline et al: papers arrive at
similar results, viz. aSross-theboard tariff reductions
do-th4 appear to result in severe adjustment problems in
the labor and freign exchange markets (with qualifica-
tions regardchg product coverage of the tariff formula).'
These results are quite useful from the viewpoint of
indicating that labor-adjustment problems appear to be
small relatiVe to the resource reallocation benefits of
Major tariff reductions. Further, the studies appear to
present the extreme case for adverse effects of the tariff
reductions since actual reductions Will be staged over a
period of Aye to ten years. The models haVs a further
usefulness in that during the process of negotiations and
after the 'MTN, actual tariff reductions (alcitig with ex-
ceptions) resulting-from the negotiations can be plugged
into the models to obtain an assessment of the seotoral
and overall effects' of the negotiated packages:

Baldwin and Lewis provide additional useful infor-

'Stern [3] also finds small overall net job changes relative to total
employment as a iy,sult of formula-based tariff reductions in the
industrial countries.
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manon for negotiators by identifying detailed product
areab. orthe-367-industry inputzotitputable -thgthow
marked negative, as wellas positive, employment ef-.
fects in the United States.: This, information is helpfs1

. in conjunction with-analysis by government and private'
commodity expert'sr in identifying areas, of concern that
may requirp, special treatment in the MTN.

' Cline et W. arrive at the interesting conclusion that
none of the alternative tariff-cutting formulae that may
be' considered appear to require great-adjustments in the
labor markets of the various countries applying the
tariff formula, even though they have different results
on the depth of tariff reductions and increase in trade.
This Conclusion could have a beneficial effect on the
negotiations by indicating that a reasonable bails for
compromise exists between 'the current' strongly held
Positions of majortrading partners regarding the choice
of a tariff-Catting formula. For its part, the United
States )17,Qd like to see significant reductions at all.
tariff levels. Another major country sees its interests
served by 'elimination. of Tow duties and lesser reduc-
tions_in high duties; while yet another bloc of countries
thinks that.high duties should be reduced substantially
leaving low duties baSically Unchanged. The Cline
study adds a subStantive element to.the discussiOn that
should lead to a compromise tariff-cutting approach

Of course, these studies cannot. be used as the prin-
cipal inputs to policy decisions: They will be supple-
mentary to the information the government' receives
from, private sector advisers and government corn-.
modity' experts. In the United States we have a very
elabdtate system for obtaining information on the sec-
total effects of policy changes from almost ethousand
priyate sector advisers drawn from industry, labor, and
agriculture.

Weaknesses of the 'Models
There are tseveral technical difficulties in the:data lin-k

o y measures and -4
derlying the models'

in the 'elasticitth
oCiated with the insufficient de

gree of disaggregati
faults in _the tariff and trade aata.3 Some of these proba-

'Stern [3] also shows detailed (3-digit ISIC) sectoral enipleyment
results of all of the GATT Tariff Study countries assuming flexible
exchange rates.

'First, the elasticities used are too aggregative and are frequently
too dated for use in detailed tariff negotiations. Second, the data
generally used in the, studies are for 1971, which was an abnormal
year for trade relatidns (the U.S. dollar being revalued relative to
some other major currencies). While it would be preferable to use
the 197411ATT Tariff Study data tapes now available, the tariffs con-
tained in These tapes are higher than many, rates actitally In fixtsb
since 1972 for Japan, Canada, and Australia.. These countries have
made many tariff reductions that they are hot legally .bound to
maintain and that, therefore, are not shown. Firiall, U.S. imports
were artificially allocated to fit the'BTN product categories.in 1971.
These allocations were frequently erroneous and are being corrected.
The same problem exists for Canada, which, too, does not have a
BTN classification scheme for its tariffs.

I.
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bly can be solved. However, there are 'several other
weaknesses thit seriouslyimpair the utility of the mod-
els as guides for the negotiatOrs.

One of the more important weaknesses in both
studies is that nontariff barriers (NTBs) are ignored,
except for thosetquantitative restrictions in developed
country textiles and variable levies on imports of ag-
ricultural products most European countries (most
notably the EEC and Sweden)." However, types of
NTBs such as product standards requirements, sub-
sidies, government procurement, and quotas abound to
such an extent that the elimination of these trade bar-
riers is as important as tariff reductions in the MTN.
The trade and employment results of negotiations in
NTBs could swamp the effects of tariff changes. Also,
failure to liberalize NTBs would make tariff changes in
many areas meaningless. The omission of most NTBs in
theBaldwin-Lewis add Cline studies provides a source
of upWard bias in the estimates of the trade changes
likely to occur as a result of tariff changes,* Should be
added that much:more work is needed to evaluate the
effect of NTBs on trade flows.5

.A second weakness in any trade aria employment
analyses such as these is that there has been a reorienta-
tion in the goals of governments in tiaele negotiations.
The trade and consumer welfare changes that Cline,
uses to define the preference functions of the industrial
countries are inadequate. In fact, representatives of the
major countries in the MTh deny that trade balance
changes are now a major consideration in fixing, their

(`negotiating positions."' Today goyernments de not seek
simply a balance of concessions (or, more specifically,

'Errors are committed in the studies irthe handlinOf the textile
restrictions. For instance, Baldwin and Lewis exclude textile
Products from their calculations because, they claim; the present
Multi-Fiber Arrangement (MFA) 'would prevent imports from
'responding to tariff changes. Yet MFA quantittitive limits only apply
to imports of developed countries' from someLOCs. They do not

d-.-4apply to intradevelopf country. e. There is much current and
potentially greater here affect Ed 6

i
by tariffs only:

There is only one analysis that I knoW of on the trade effects
of government procurement programs that increasingly affect trade
as governments increase their purchases in relation to GNP [2].

°See [I, pp. 33-34]. Johnson attributes is attitude to the cure
rent system of flexible exchange rates.

a balance of changes in trade flows), but a final set of
arrangements at the end of the gm-under which ac-
cess for sales of their products in foreign markets is
"equal" to the access granted to foreign products in
their home' Markets. Practically, this means that some
countries may ask other countries to make greater con-
cessions than would be called for according to the "ben-
efits" received by the latter. The rationale for this is
the view that a few developed countries and many rela-
tively' prosperous less developed countries have ob-
tained a free ride in past negotiations (via the Most
Favored Nation principle) by pleading the existence of
special circumstances (underdeVelopment, foreign ex-
change needs, and so forth). Accordingly, they are ex-
pected to try to catch up in the liberalizAtion process
under the threat to deny their exports major conces-
sions in this round of negotiations. The measurement of
equivalent competitive opportunities will have to take
into account several Conditions e.g., roughly equiva-
lent tariff leVels, similar rules for product standards
setting, and similar rules for foreign bidding on govern-
ment contracts.

Despite the drawbacks that I have suggeSted above,,
the two models discussed here provide useful', albeit
incomplete, frameWorks for evaluating results . of the
MTN. There are in fact other policy options to which
these'models could be applied. They might be used, for
example, to study the probable effects on trade and
employment of a f. e trade area between the United
States; and Can a an agreement the president is
,encouraged to negOtiate under the Trade Act of 1974.

a
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from the -floor

MR. DEWALD: There will be an opportunity for a few
brief questions from members of the audience. Who will
throw the first stone?

MS, .KRAMER: Helen Kramer, United Auto .Work-
ers. My question is addressed to Professor Baldwin. I
would like to know whether any tests have been done
On the 1967 input and output table for its validity today,
in light of the changing technology that has a relative
price effect.

_MA. BALDWIN: Isn't it right, Wayne, that there are
some estimates of changes in those over time? This is

co- author..

MR. LEWIS: Yes. There have'been studies made of
changes over time in input-output coefficients; and they
do change over time. The input-butput tables haVe
been updated to atjeast 1970 to my knowledge; but 1967

) is the most recent yearfor which the detailed 367-sector
table is available. So input-output coefficients may well
have changed since then, but they are the most recent

rlata available to us.
( .

MS. KRAMER: So then I wonder how valid the results
are.

MR. ALMON: May I comment that a group at the
University of.Maryland, working at a 200-sector level,
has just completed an update to 1974. This would be
available at a 200-sector level, if Mr". Baldwin wanted to
use it. I

-

MR. BALDWIN: That is very good. The point to be
made is that you don't know which way the bias would
go. It may show a better or a worse picture; I don't thi k
there is any a priori knowledge that it will go oneway r
another.

MS. KRAMER:. That is the problem, though. You are
going to show conclusions on which, presumably, our

e repreientatives are going to take positions. If you

don't even know the direction of the change, what-kind*
of a guide is that to policy makers?

MR. LEWIS: Well, the 'comment has already been
made that the use of the 1971 trade data for the U.S,
does bias the results of our study in the direction of'.
showing an unfayorable effect on the U.S. ,trade bal-
ance. Whilf we don't know the direction of the bias in :
using outdated mput-output coefficients, we do know
that we would ha -estimated a much more favorable
trade balance as a onsequence of cutting tariffs, if, in
fact, we had use the updated trade date.

,
No

MR. DEWALD:. Next, please? /
MS. JAGER: My name is ElizabethJager. I work for
the AFL-CIO. My principal comment is that for two
days now, the more indecisive and /incomplete and in-
sufficient the data, the firmer and/more dogmatic the
policy conclusion. I find this rather shocking. I would
think that people would be very hesitant to advise pub-
lic policy makers on the basis of the theoretical and
rather unrealistic_ models that I/have been listening to.
The re sophisticated the mathematics, it seems to
meoihe

%o
less data seem availableto ,be plugged in. -

My second Omment is' related very much to what
Helen Krameetwas asking: it seems to me that most of
what Professor Baldwin haS been talking about is done
away with by the facts of life in the. world in which we
now live. In the years since these economists started to
play this very interesting, and, I think, highly sophisti-
cated game, nations like Brazil, for exampleg have put
100 percent import depOsit rules on imports of sophisti-
cated equipment. The deposits must be left there for
one year, bearing no interest. The result ofthis system
has very little to do,with any of these models. But the
result is a loss ofjohs in sophisticated industries across
the board in the Uailtid States. This occurs With the
agreement,-I might add (tf U.S. negotiators, who have
been advised by people using the type of information
the models pro ide.

In the same riod of time I think it is fair to mention,
the fact that there has been a-change in the value" of
currencies. Algreat deal of trouble has developed. Swe-
den has putdlobal quotas on shoes outside &the GATT
agreement. /Japan and the EEC have trade restraints,
and on anf on and on. All this piling on of barriers has
ociurrecikin top of barriers that were in effect at the
beginning of the exercise that is known'as the "Tokyo
Round. /'

Given ..thest conditions, I find it very hard to be
patient, not with the fact that these very skilled and
intelligent people. are pursuing their academic plea-

*
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4.Sures;1 think thatiagreat I dcatave, hoWever,a yery
different concern. Somebody asked me yesterday why I
kept bringing reality into the discussion: The reason is
that very real people are affected.

With that introduction, I would like to ask two ques-
tions. My first question: Has any member of this group
examined, not the one-volume !`telephone kook"; that
Professor Klein's Wharton group, has produced, but the
four-volume International Trade commission book on
non-tariff barriers to trade? I don't think that book is an
exhaustive study. It includes only the barriers Ameri-
can business was interested in removing not what
think the policy makers would be interested in seeing.
My second question is and it is an hooest one, be,
cause I think the Wharton model 'may haVe predicted
it Has any member, of lite panel used, even in a
short-term forecast, any model that predicted that we
would have, at this moment, an 8.1 percent unemploy-
ment rate?

- MR. DEWALD: I wonder whether I could ask each of
the authors to respond to those questions. Let's start

. , with Professor Klein.

MR. KLEIN: No comment.

MR. BALDWIN: In response to your two questions,
respectively, yes and no. We know the non-tariff bat-
rier study by the National Trade Commission; I have
written ..a book myself. on the subject at Brookings,
trying to' estimate the impact of.NTBs. These are very
hard' to quantify. But it is true that there are a lot of
nontariff, barriera being erected-which, unless we can
get on with negotiations in Geneva, may threaten many
of the benefits of liberalilation that we esently have.

Let me,comment also onthe unemploy nt problem.
I think you want to take a much different ture of
having a trade negotiatioh when you are in ape_ d of
considerable unemployinent than when you are t.
You may well want to decide that this is not the appr
prate time to start cutting duties; or if you do, you say,
"We will stage tam in or begin them when unemploy-
ment falls to some particular level." We find out, for
example, wren workers, are thrown out of jobs; if the

. general unem ment rate is high, or it is particularly
high in their hat it takes longer for them taget jobs
than otherwise; and we hOpe to take that into account in
our estimates, where the local uneMployment rate is
one of the variables.

Part Six: U.S. Tariff 'Icy

to Liz-Jagees--questions, thatan-theone-hand,
there is 'obvious disagreement among economists as
they are trying to find techniques that are more...satisfac-
tory; and in this regard, some of us have to be critical.

Eithe other hand, it seems to me that 'somehow or
otheii. there are all kinds of interests. involVed in things
like tariff negotiatiions. There are some things that are
going to ome out positive and some are gOing to come
out nega for particular intere#ts. It is important to
emphasize tha all of these papers come up very
strongly with a message which I think is fairly robust.
These models:all come outthe same way, as does any-
thing else: namely, if you t to worry about the level
of unemployment, you d t look at "the trade instru-
ment.

The models don't really have that much to do with
aggregate employment but rather with employment in
particular industries or industry groups. This is pre-
cisely where their value lies; namely, in trying, to esti-
mate that there are going to be some people who are
better off, some who are worse off, and there can be
policy problems in:the short run as a consequence of
these shifts in labor demand. [would say that the value
of Bob Baldwin's or Bill Cline's work is in trying to

cpinpoint industries where there will be some people
vilso might be .worse off. The question is identifying
those cases, limiting the adverse effects, and getting the
maximum gains froth trade negotiations. Simply be-
cause no model captures every aspect of reality, it, is
unfair to say we shouldn't use models at all, and be
sat1sfied with any seat-of-the-pants estimate. Quite the
contrary, the models give us some guidance as to where
tolook for the kinds of policies that can offset negative
effects and can accentuate the positi
employment impacts,) such as they

ones, so that
can be reason-

ably anticipated and ' handled- at the acroeconomic
level.

(APPLAUt E.) '
4

MS. JAGER: Why are- your clapping? May I make a
omment in response, to that last comment?

R. DEWALD: Yes. dould you speak into the rincro-
phone, please?

MS. JAGER: Now, I know that thiS is your belief, and I
know that it is the dogma, anctl_know that it is your
theory. I have spent 25 years looking at this situation.
What yoU are talking about simply has not appert ried.
Over a period-of time, imports have had ve much to
do with American employment.'So have exports. So
have operations of firms outside the United States. The
Very simplistic, theoretical models assume that policy

MR. DEWALD: Anne Krueger like to respond.

MS. KRUEGER: Yes. As one of the critics of these
models, I feel called upon to say a word or two in regard

1
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1 7,.

7.7----ac-fions nViliTUorafaiiionomous charac er fife-TA-in
, interrelated.with what is happening in the w' Id: That is

.', really what you are prescribing. The only di ction your
prescription suggests to increase trade, if trade in
itself were of benefit, wit t regard to s s me very real
costs that are involved.

That is not way world works. I am sureyou
are sincere in y r co ents about the scape clause. I
have been study' a roblems for long time. That
is simply not what haPpen the real Odd. Protestor
Baldwin told us that the jobs in New,E gland are only in
shoes, leather and textiles. That is n t what happened

.tliOre, either.
We work for people 'Who have 'li ed with this situa-

tion. 'They are out of vork. They d 't believe that all is
well. I 'used to believe the theory, aild go along with a ,

simplistic freer trade policy prescription. But I had to
leave it, particularly in the year 1970, when it was
demonstrable-that the results that were predicted had.

.

not oCcurrect: /
What,I am saying is that you model's iriteresting,

but they are not sufficiently predictive to , used as a ..

basis for policy makini.\An I think that in many in
stances, they have caused, r accelerated; some of the
worst economic distortie that the world has ever
seen.

.)%4APPLAUSR.)

MR. DEWALD: Additional points be made at the
panel this afternOcin.
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International Trade and Employment:
Issues for'Research and Polity
Michael* H.--MoskOw A

Although we are already a day and a half into this.
Conference on trade policy research, it may be goOd to
review the reasons for the Department of Labor's in-
terest in trade and foreign investment issues, what our

'Present involvement is at the policy level, and what we
see as continuing issues for policy makers.

Why is the, Department of Labor concerned about
trade and foreign investment? The antwdx is simply that
trade and foreign investment are of larie and growing
Significance in the lives of U.S workers. Let me just
repeat some facts with-which you are no doubt familiar.
From 1960 to 1975, total U.S. exports rote from 5.5
percent of GNP to 9.8 percent' f GNP. Similarly, total
irnpOrts over the same period grew from 4.6 percent of
GNP to. 8.4 percent of GNP. Looking only at merChan-
disc trade arid relating it ,to total final goods output'
Mining, manufacturing, and agriculture -- we find that
merchandise e its grew from 7.8 percent of total
.goods output in 1960 to 15.8 percent in 1975. imports
grew at an eve faster rate.

A similar Pic re can be seen in the area of foreign
direct investme although here the data do not go back
very far. In 1 , capital expenditures of foreign if-
filiatesamount to $26.7 billion or 18 percent of gross
fixed U.S. no residential Investinent. This is arise from
11 percent in 1966.

What is the significance of these changes? I do not
Wish to give the impression that all these changes are
necessarily bad, or_ necessarily good for that matter.
But the growing size of trade and foreign investment has
the potentialfor a significant impact on the jobs and real
earnings of U.S. workers subjects of natural concern
to the pepartment of Labor.

How can trade and foreign investment affect employ-
ment and real earnings? Changes in 'international
economic policy, can affect ,the level of aggregate em-
-ploymene, at least in the short run. Real earnings can
also change because of changes in consumer prices and
becatise of the change in the industrial and occupational
mix of jobs. We have, for example, estimated that Eitore

than 4 million people work in jobs different from the
ones they would have had in the absence of interna-
tional trade.

In addition to these changes in real earnings of a more
long-term mature, there are Short-run earnings losses
and gains due to changes in employment in partielAar
industries. Workers displaced because of imports may
lose incOme because of their time out of,wodc and also
beeause they may not be able 18 find jobs as good as the
ones-they lost.. Similarly, exports may shorten the un-
employment spells bf others as they are absorbed by
expanding industries. I do not mean to.downlay these
earnings losses and gains by referring.to-them as short
run,- for they can be significant in relation to lifetime
earnings. For example, the effect of displacement may
be felt for a long time, such min the case of la or force
withdrawal or a change in demandfor particUlar skills.

It is, therefore, not difficult to understand, why we in
the. Departnient of Labor. have a serious interest in
international economic developments. It is also not
surprising that we have a significant and increasing
involvement in the forthation of international economic
policy. The Department of Labor participates actively
in the wide range of interagency committees and sub-
committees that have responsibility for making recom-
mendations to the president, on trade policy. These
include the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, escape
clause cases, unfair trade practices, the Generalized
System of Preferences, East-West trade, the Multifiber
Textile Arrangement and negotiation of steel agree-
ments, to mention a feW. Related to these are the ac-
tivities-of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
Organization of Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment, United. Nations Committee on Trade and De-
velopment, the Intel-national Labor Organization and
other United Nations bodies concerned with trade, in-
vestment and transfer of technology, and other matters
related to the North -South dialogue. The secretary of
labor is a member of the Economic Policy Board, the
East-Wett Foreign Trade Board, and the Council on
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Policy, all of which deal, at the
hig,hdbt levels, with -major issues affecting trade and
foreign investment.

A particularly- important aspect of our current re
sponsibilities is the program to fircilitate the use 'of
advice and information from the labor sector on issues
being negotiated in the MultilateralTrade Negotiations:

'The labor advisory committees,- with a roster of about
160 union Officials, are active and:vocal and provide the
Department' of Labor and the special representathie for
trade negotiations with the views of organized labor on
the enti range of issues covered in the trade negotia-

: tions. -

One mportant area In which the Department of
Labor hasrecentlyteen given expanded responsi ity.
is trade adjustment assistance for workers. The
Act .of 1974 -.gave. the Department of Labor prin pal
reigioniihility for detenniningmligitiility of workers for
assistance, and liberalized the criteria for assistance as
well. The program is now running at the rate of 150,000
certified workers a year, and is currently budgeted at,
$240 million annually, over and above the unemploy-
Inept insurance that workers wouldbe entitled to. This
program has important policy implications. If trade ad-.
justment assistance can 'truly ease the transition for

climate for a lit oral trade.
Many displaced workers, and if theteis colence ttiat
it is administered fairly; the cli
policy will be improved.

. The Department of Labor is then very interested and
involved in trade and investment Perhaps be-
cause of this, we are aware of the oblems that con-
tiaue to make policy formation is area very dif-
ficult.

One problem, which we in the Department of Labor
feel particularly keenly, irhow to weight the respective
benefits or losses to consumers, to workers, and to
other producers whe
eration. For example
willing to pay to pres
feasible to compensat

e barriers are under consid-
how ch should. society be

e a particular job If it is not
fully a worker whOls.displaced

or to' place him in a comparable job. Economists have
not offered us much guidanceron this score.

Now I don't thiniirm revealing any secrets by saying
that questions of trade policy are usually not decided at
this rather abstract level. But the fact that we-econo-
mists doh't completelTunderstand the issue may limit
the value of the advice we give. It may even be that the
so-called political factcirs that economists tend tOlook
at with disdain-capture dimensions of costs that are
usually left out. '

Beyond this basic question of how to balance off
gains and losses, there are other kinds of information
involving somewhat less cosmic issues that would be
very useful in forming trade policy. For example, we
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don't really know at this point what is the best way of
helping trade impacted workers. Will higter trade bar-
riers in the industry help the right people, for example?
If a tariff is raised six months or a year after layoff, will
the workers stiltbe available for rehire or will they have/
drifted'away to other areas? In other words, we don't
know how prompt policy changes must be to be effec-
tive. We also don't know whether higher trade barriers
swill.canse the rehiring of displaced workers or simply
new hires by firms in the industry that are still prosper-
ing.

Trade adjustment assistance is frequently Offerid as
the alterna&e to higher trade barriers, **hard evi-
dence on the effectiveness of trade adjustment assis-
tance is not yet available, particularly under the pro-
gramai liberalized by the 1974 Trade Reform Act. Does
trade adjustment assistance compensate workers for a
significant part of their hisses? Do the payments and
services ease the transition process? I know that our
Bureau .of International Labor Affairs has-started re-
search on theseissues;as can be seen from'
the tonforce, and they should. be encouraged to
ceed further along these lines.

In most of ttieSe questions inforniation on the extent
of losses incurred by workers rW1.)% is Parartiorit..What

"are earning-losses in a partictillir in(lustry and how
theY compare with losses in other industries? It is t*
that the financial losses alone may miss important
psychic aspects of displacement, NI knOwing the fi-
nancial los4s, will be a crit.cten in icy.evaluation:
For one thing, psychic costs dray-Well i er, when
income losses are higher. In al% case, I an ple
the Department of Labor is pioneering in the area, and I__
look forWard to.future rts.sults of there§earch program.

Since we have been discussing areas in which-much
more information is needed, I should touch on foreign
direct investment andU.S. multinational corporations.
The conference papers'on the subjeCt indicate that the
range of uncertainty is now narrowing very quickly with
regard to the impact of foreign direct investment on
employment and real wages. This is: subject of much
public concern and I can only hope that further study
will, reduce the controversy: that the, issue evokes. .

I have been dismissing the kinds of information that-it
would be nice to have But can I leave you with any
encouraging words . that research really affects

' economic policy? Not frequently enough. This is some-
times the fault of researchers, because their work is not
policy relevant, or because they are not effective in
communicating their results to policy makers. In fact,
we probably need people with different skills, let us call
them- "translators," to summarize key research studies
and present them in noneconomist language to policy.
makers. Policy makers' may also be at fault because
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they don't realize that researchers may have something
usefulto say on an issue. Sometimes they haven't really
commaicated the questions that need to be answered,

: the real policy alternatives, and the interests that are in
conflict. We can all probably do much better. I hope this
conference and the research behind it has given us a
start.

2
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MR. BLACKMAN: We are ready to start the post-
luncheon session. We ale now reaching the real meat
and potatoes of the day. We want to find outiiow all the
work that has been discussed in the past two days will
help arrive at the important policy decisions. The sub-
ject is "What value does economic research have for
policy making?"
\c, We are singularly fortunate in the selection of our
panelists. First, we ve Professor Robert Baldwin of
the University of Wi nsin. He his a special. role here,
because, in a sense, he 's at least partly responsible for
where we are today in th field of trade, having beep one
of the chief economists r the Kennedy Round of trade
negotiations.

Harry Leman' of Ways and Means Committee
staff; also has some res risibility for where we are, as
one` of the framers of the Trade Act 41974, which set all
these tasks before the trade negotiators.

. Finally, we have Ambassador Clayton Yeutter, to
whom all of this has been addressed, since he is oneof
the principal, negotiators for the United States in the
multilateral trade negotiations. I should note that he has
had a distinguished career in law, a Ph.D. from the

. University of Nebraska, he has been Assistant Secre-
tary of Agriculture, and is now the Deputy Special

-Trade Representative for the trade negotiations.
We start with Professor Baldwin.

A

MR. BALDWIN: After some of the comments this
morning, I have a feeling I am offering myself as, a
sacrificial lamb for the Foreign Economic Research
group in the Labor Department, but I shalllo so. Now,
obviously, since I undertook a study atteepting to es-
timate trade and employment effects of the trade
negotiations, I believe that they are useful studies. At
their present stage of development, I would by no
means rely exclusively on theni, if I were a trade
negotiator. There is still a very important, perhaps
dominant, role for the so-called industry experts,
people knowledgeable either on the labor side or the
management side, who have spent their Hies in these
industries and have the feel for some of the interrela-

tions that you just can't get out of the numbers that we
work with.
'" Of course, there is sometimes a danger that an indus-
try specialist becomes a bit too identified with an indus-
try, and too sympathetic to its, pro6iems, but certainly
the experts are highly valuable. I am sure the various
advisory groups that we hal" in the negotiations are
very valuable to the negotiaters, and they win. wait'to
consider their advice.

The type of economic studies that we nowt have will, I.
think, become more and more valuable as we gain more

4..detailed knbwledge about probable trade and empjoy-
Ment effects. The studies are simply war& of organizing '

a large set of relationships, bringing them together, and
exploring the' implications of these relationships for a
particular problem; in this case, cutting tariffs. We in
the social sciences are trying to appl scientific

organize facts and relationships s e.mitically in trying
method to the problems we hav 'to with and

. to explore or simulate the effects of possible changes in
the various policies in which we are interested. We
know that we are in a world of imperfect knowledge.
But we don't have the option of not-doing anything. We
have to mate decisions in life; one just can't sit and say,
"Well, we will do nothing." It is a question of choosinsit
among imperfect alternatives.

These models are certainly imperfect. The advice of .

various industry representatives is also imperfeet.
Negotiators should use both at this stage in formulating

. decisidns that must be made. We have a trade negotia-
doh going on. We have agreed to decide upon some
tariff - cutting formula, and we must also decide what
exceptions to make. How do we do this? Certainly one
step is to utilize

make
various sources of information-

available. rl think models such as mine are helpful in
. providing one such information input for the
negotiators.

Now, how do we deal with the fact that we don't
knov economic relationships exactly? We don't know
the exact value of the coefficients needed for such an
analysis: input-output coefficients change over time;
labor coefficient& change over time. How do we handle
this?

341
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First we do have some experience as to how these
changed in the past. For example, it is my view that
input-output coefficients haven't changed too signifi-
c,antly over time. When we put the same kinds of broad
policies into one input-output table and use another
table later on, the results tend to cone out about the
same.

But more importantly, 1,,ve undertake various experi-
ments to see haw sensitive the results are to changes in
Some of these relationships. For example, we don't
pretend that we know exactly what the import and ex-
port demand elasticities are. But we have lots of empiri-
cal measures that build up confidence limits on the
range oltheir possible values. In our study, we try to
take into account this range that has been estimated by
various investigators. We take the highest import elas-
ticities that have been estimated; these implS, that lots of
imports are going to come in, if our tariffs are cut. On
the other side, we take the lowest export demand elas-
ticities that have been estimated. Combined, these im-
port and export demand elasticities tend to maximize
the adverse effect on trade and employment in this.
country. In addition to performing this kind of experi-
ment, we take valties for the elasticities that are most
favorable to us in trade and employment terms. Wheii
you don't haverperfect knowledge, you say, "Well, let
me put in values for key coefficients that are about as far
out as could possibly be plausible," and see v!that hap"-
pens. This so-called sensitivity analysis gives an idea of
the range of possible outcomes.,

To be sure we did not minimize the labor adjustment
problem, we triedin our study always to bias the results
in the direction of showing the largest, ernOloyment
losses. For example, we used. 1967 labor coefficients.
Those coefficients decrease over time,.as productivity
increases; so the adverse effects would even be smaller
now We took one of the worst years we could take in
terms of our trade picture, 1971. Theseason was mainly
because the tariff and trade dataollected by the GATT.
was for that year. But as Bill Cline mentioned this
morning, one can try to correct for this bias.*

*Now, some Of our results may seem implausible to
scinie..If they are implausible, we must try to obtain
better empirical estimates 'of the key relationships. In
this regard, .I think it is important tOtry to obtriin better .

direct estiMates of the effects of cutting dutiei. So of-
ten, we in international trade, or almost any branch.of
,economics, have to use imperfect data, data that often
were collected for

e always thought t

iWam R. Cline et Ad.
dons in ,theTokya
Impact of Intel-natio rade and Investment on EmployMent,
%ppon, D.C., December 2 and 1, 1976.

tiler purpose. For example, I
tit was too bad that we did not

ultateral Effects of Tariff Negotia-
, ' presented at the Conference on the

monitor the tariff cuts in the Kennedy Round. Those
were significant cuts: 50 percent in many areas, over a
five-year period. I used to say, "Let's try to pick out
some of the sensitive industries, on both sides, export
and import cthnpetirig, and try to follow these through;
collect the data directly for the purpose we want, and
seelf we can't pick out just what the effects of the tariff
cuts have been."

There are many other events occurring all the time,
and you have to try ,to account for them. But if you
focused on some particular industry, I think you would
have a better chance of picking up what really is hap-
pening. Trace the effects on a particular firm, or on a
particular industry. 'We certainly should do that next
time. I hope in this negotiation we make sure the De-
partment of Labor or somebody will try to follow
through what! happens after we .cut tariffs we can
better understand what iwy happen irr th titre if we
do the same thing again4F

A very distUrbing development in the trade area is
that we now have a wide difference in views held by
economists in universities or in nonprofit private re-
search institutions and the staff and the rank and filar'
the labor Movement. These latter people feel that most
of what we are doing is esoteric game-playing and really
has very little applicability to the real problems they
must face.

As Liz Jaeger was saying this morning, in the. Ken-,
nedy Round, the labor movement did support thetailif :

negotiations, but they now believe that, beittipe ofvery
stiff import competition and extensive oVerseaS in-
vestment by U.S. firms, they have significantly lost in
terms of employment. Of course, one'big culprit was
our overvalued exchange rate. We pay an awfully high
price when we do something like that. When ouf ex-
change rate was changed, pressure for trade restrictions
from some of our import-sensitive industries did,
weaken. That is one of the reasons we'were able to get
tbe Trade AC't Of 1974 pasied. It is a remarkable bill that
'gives inoreiff-cutting authority than we had in the
Kennedy R

;d.
But the gulf is so -wide, it is hard it, talk 'withdut

becbming very emotional; If only we could get together
with some of the labor people, away from public meet=
ings, and over a period &time,. try to resolve issues or
find out just what are our differenees. Sometimes you
say to those against.trade liberalizatibn, what
kopt--....ionsUmer benefits?" But sorikone4will im-
mediately say, "Thitis all-wfong: Importers don't re-
duce their prices. You reduce duties and the mew_ .

chandising people will imPOrt loWer-cost items. .The/
will buy them instead ofithe dontestic gOOds, 'but they
will price them the same, and sell them and make there
profit. Therg are no consumer benefits then."

0*.
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That is an empirical question. Why cah't we setup
studies to find out if that is true. Using a methodology
on which all agree initially, we could look at partial/tar
firms, particular sectors, and try to settle these differ-
ences in views.

Does it finally just come down to a matter of value
judgments? If you are representing certain people, and
you don't want to hay m hurt, you naturally push
their particular point of. I am convinced this is not
the case in the labor movement. In my opinion they be-
lieve that for the good of the country, significant tariff
cuts should not be made, and much of our foreign in-
vestment should not be made. How can we bridge the
tremendous gulf in views? One way may be to have a
series of thorough, low-keyed discussions between
trade experts in the labor movement and trade special-
ists from the academic community and npnprofit re-
search organizations that are based on carefully written
papers by some of the participants. These papers would
be' directed at specific questions ag011$ veil by the
participants prior the 'discussions. The general way
the authors would proceed in answering the questions
would alsobe agreed upon beforehand. In such discbs-
siAns, which could perhaps be sponskoOd by the Labor
Department, we would develop a basis for better under-
standing whether trade liberalization really does serve
the national interest.

MR. BLACKMAN: Thank you, Bob. Now, we will
ityrn to Harry Lamar of the House Ways and Means
Committee staff.

MR. LAMAR: Thank you. I am very pleased to be here
this afternoon. I noticed that in most Papers presented
to the conference, there was a general disclaimer that
the authors were not speaking for the Department of

_Labor. I would like to add that I am not speaking for the
Department of Labor or even the Ways and Means
Committee this afternoon.

he question of whether economic -research has,a
, value to the trade negotiations; I suppose,: could be
answered in tivo ways. 'One is "none," in that the

- `negotiators have theingninds made up as to the ends of
the 'negotiations and, they don't' really, ward . to be'
bothered by the ansWers.-that research might yield. Ad
the other answer is, "It ;depends on what type of re-
search can be done." ,

I recall that in. the .preparation for the Kennedy
Round, a study was being Made in the Department of
Commerce of the utilizalion of the 50 percent authority
forreductions in tariffs.The study was not done in the

t usual way' in ITT's of economic analysis and model-
/ building .b_ttt_mthier_was_bwrklon:,the_o_pidcms of cord-

moatranaly* aa_to Wh4t would happen, if the full-50

a

percent basic authority of the Trade Expansion ect were
used. The analysis engaged theammodity analysts in
guessing what would be the increase in imports and the
increase in exports if most of the industrialized coun-
tries reduced tariffs by 50 percent. The study made the
basic assumptions that there would be,no major infla-
tion, no wars, and all of the other assumptions that
normally would be made; and. the results were aggre-
gated. The study, being made in the mid-65 period,
indicated that there would be a trade deficit in the early
1970s if the full Kennedy Round tariff reductions were
made. That study was miry shortly shelved on the
grounds that it was not very scientific, because the
estimated trade flows were not expressed in terms of
the appropriate elasticities. Secondly, it was shelved
because it came up with the wrong answer.

Events proved the study to be correct; probably for
the wrong reasons but nevertheless, we did experience
a deficit in the ear y 1970s. And I have, as an erstwhile
economist, been nable ever to understand thy, when
a commodity an st looks at market conditions and
changes therein, ar makes estimates of trade flows,
his estimates aren't just as valid as an eeohomist's
estimates, which utilize a rather sophisticated set- of
assumptions about elasticities.

I would suggest that if economic r ch for the
trade negotiations is to be meaningful, OWould have a
little wedding of what commodity analysts can tell us
about what is going to happen in world markets and
what economists can tell us about what is going to
happen by using the analytical tools that are available.

I have attended the conference yesterday and today.
I have listened to most of the papers. I have tried to read
them. I must confess, it -has been a few years since I
have been in themniversity, and the meaning of some of
the analyses escapes me somewhat. Being,confronted
.wjth immediate trade impact problems at times, I am
not alway's able to follow all of the complicated fort
mulae that economists these days use Mn arriving.at
conclusions.

But I have so e rather practical conclusions about
economic researt hand how tt applies to the formulation
of trade policy, at least as it is seen in term spf develop-

.

ing tradOesislatton. . ,

It is, r-s-ofeose, a. cliché to' say that 'the value of
economic analysis is directly prOportional to the
tionship of the assumptions to the real World. I find
Many of the pipers at this conference lacking in this
respect. Secondly, the analysis Must be understandable
to the official who. is to apply the results in forming .

policy. Thirdly, and most important, it must answer the
right guest .

- otiationi.afe based
..on conventional icononiic theory that there are coin-
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parative advantages in producing and exchanging goods
in world tradeand that the correct allocation of re-. .

sources is a good thing. Therefore, it is not surprising
that most economic research papers result in a finding
that redgction in trade barriers does result in a higher
income lid output based on an improved allocation of
resourC' . There will be an increase in the actual wel-
fare ste ming from the economic operations affected
by such ductions in trade barriers.

But after eading most of the papers, two things occur
to me. I am not so sure about all of these measurements
of job impact. I am not sure that we, can measure what
jobs are due to exports; I am not sure we can measure
what jobs are lost by importing competitive com-;
modifies. I. am not even sure that this is the right cties:
tion td ask.

I was interested to learn, in the steel paper, for exam-
ple, that if we had had free tyde in 1968 to 1973 there
wouldn't be all that much:of ajob loss. Byt I think what
organized labor is concerned with is not the immediate
impact of job loss, but what is happeniifg over the long
run to job opportunities. And this has to do vii41 more
thanjust*he current trade negotiations.think 0/ere is
real quest*, and I think it das posed yesterday ig the
luncheon talk by Murray Fitly, that labor is concerned
with --the health of tte- productive '`industries in the
United 'States..II- been said.in congressional hear-
ilia, and I think it, is a very real concern, that we may
end up selling other people insurance, and other ser-
vices. The question is, "How much of a productive
goods industry are we going to maintain in the. United
States?" And I believf that this is one of the questions
that economic esearch should address.

I can think of one example in the trade negotiations
that involves such a question; and that is the request by
the developing countries for special' ankdifferehtial
treatment in all aspects of the trade negotiations. We
have a generalized tariff preference scheme. It is work-
ih welly or not, depending on' youePoint of View; but
no y has ever really developed economic proof that a
spec tariff preference system is of long-run economic
bene t to developing countries; Just the Opposite, as
Bob Baldwin korws. But more than that, the request of
the' deVeloping countries for *dal and differential
treatment in all aspects of the trade negotiations in
Gdnevgiloises the very fundamental question of

- whether oe negotiations in' Geneva are going to result
in a trading world based on the principle ,of nondis-
criminatory most -favored-natigps treatment, or
whether it is going to arrive ata inultitude.of arrange-,

based on special econdillaic but also political in-
of developing and deVeloped countries, And

make no mistake &join 4_041 of the efforts of the di-
veloping countries apkaimed at the transfer:of-re-

sources.They have made that clear over the period of
fifteen to twenty years. What are the resources that are
talked about iri terms of transfer? It is the productive

. resources: who prixluces the goods that are exchanged
in international trade? Their answer is that they would
like to produce a lot more. The question that remains is,
"What are they going to produce?"
-Goods, both raw materials and manufactures, can be

produced in all countries, if the negotiations can result
in a trading system which treats each economy fairly in
terms of its, own economic advantage. I think it is about
tittle that we returned to the principle of:comparative
advantage in economic relations world-wide. I would
suggest that many or the actors in these negotia-
tions see the ends a little tit differently, in that the
United States should.be willing to transfer many of its
productive resources abroad in order to "readjUst the

..balance" between the developing countries. However,
the other industrialized' countries are not willing to do
so, but are *fling, for appearance's sake, to reach
anangementi On the basis Of bilateral Considerations
with the developing- countries, impell d as much by
narrow political interest unrelated to b ilding a viable
Wading system.

think some of the questions that sho d be ad{
dressed in economic research might highlight such de-
veloPmects and lead to different conclusions as to ap-
propriate U.S. policy. Thank you.

MR. BLACKMAN:Thank you; Harry. Now, we turn
to Ambassador Clayton Yeutter, Deputy Special Rep-
resentative for Trade 'Negotiations.

MR_ . YEUTTER: Thanks very much, Herb. It is nice
to beliere. I am sorry that haven't had a chance t
attend some of the sessions, particularly the one this
morning, which., I tmderstand, provided, some
fireworks. I have had an opportunity to read some of the
papers and Bill try to give you the flavor of the issues
as I see them from the standpoint of those of us on the
negotiating scene, even though I do so as a lame duck
negotiator with an .anticlpated departure daie,,of Jan-
uary 20. Because of that, what I have to say may not
be all that relevant in terms of the forthcoming multilat-
eral trade negotiations. You can qualify my comments
appr,?nriately.

It is easy to be a critic of economic research. I have
spent a good many hours of my lifetime being a critic of
igy fellow economists and agricultural economists. This
summer I addressed the annual meeting of the Western
Agricultural Economics ASsociatiOn,aild posed some
hard questions in this very area of international trade. I
tried_ to indicate the 6.volutios that,we.,Might4htiiipate
in.tite next few year's, Particularlyrii an 'agricultural
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.

standpoint, and how agricultural economists might
more effectively fit into that picture.

I won't Cover that area today. But I will say that,
d notwithstanding the critical comments that I have made

of my fellow economists through the years,,1 don% want
them to stop doing research. I don't want to see the
Baldwins or the. Kleins or anyone else stop working.

The 'challenge for those of us who are using research,
whether it comes from the .prvate or public sector,
universities or the government itself, is to interpret it
and telate it to the. real world. No one will -make the
argument that apiece of economist research'of the broad
scaleillustrated by the .papers discussed at this Confer-

: ence is the real world in every respect. I don't think you/ will find Professor BaldWin,or anyone else arguing that
it is. The question is whether thosle of u who use their
.work can understand the assuniptio s that are in-
volved, and therilinterpret it in the real-world setting in
Which we operate. If we can't, then maybe we had
better go back and have some more economics training.
If we can, then we will achieve benefits from the re-
search that they are undertaking.

Of course, we have an iikligation to them just as they
have an obligation to us. we feel they have departed
too far from the real-world seiting, or if we feel their
assumptions are inappropriate, or that they are ignoring
important aspects of the problem, we bright to say so,
arid ask them to go back and start over, if need be, or
alter their research activities. If we haven% made our

. own contributions as critics, then we are not very effec-
tive in helping them to provide lkseful product for us.
So there is an obligation for those of us who use the

. material, and who are'critical of it, to hclirmake it more
useful.

. There have been Par too many occasi s through the
years in Which academicians have Spent o much time
talking to each-other: Thathas been oile of my criti-
cisma of the academic community 'even when I was a
part of it. In the almost ten yeari since I have left the
academic, community' it is, still one of my criticisms.:
Academicians continue to Spend a great part of their
time talking toor writingfor each Other, and not enoUgl
time communicating with people in decision-making
rol4 in the government Or the private sector. That is
hard to correct. All I can say is thatke need to. work at,
it, That melts academiciani: should make a dons
effort to spend More ...time. with .those wh are, in
decisionmildrig roles and vice-versa.
, We in government tend to get heavily wrapped up in

day - today activitlesnand lose sight,of 'what others might
do for us at a particular point in time. We get caught up

: ;ln hi rioritY shOrt-te issued, in trouble-shooting
dealt with Crites, d forget.that res bag-

Lterm encleav

plan ahead as tO what we might need in two or three
Years, but we often fail to do so. Therefore, one can
readily criticize government decision makers for not
getting organized to use research results effectively.

With this general background, let us focus on the
negotiations themselves. One cannot simply lake a
study by Bob Baldwin or anybody else and plug it into,
the negotiations. Even though the writers of such
studies would like to feel that that is. the way it is dcine, it
never happens quite that way. Certainly those research
efforts can be influential and, hopefully, will be influen-
tial, but there are a lot of other things that get plugged
into the negotiating matrix as well.

First of all, anyone with economic training knows
that there are numerous variables ire this field that can-
not be quantified. Someckne has to bring the nonquanti-,
fiable .variables into the kcinfe. This can't always be
done in the studies, but must be done at the ikvel of
application. Befand that there are a lot of inputs from
other sources that cannot be ignored. Trade negotia-
tions are a political-economic process, not a purely
economic process, and somebody has to plug

rmdo stic political.element. This means input from he
private sector. We get this through 43 advisory commit-
tees with r )300 members, through congressmen and
senators, an through direct contact with many organi-
zations, age les, and private individuals.

Bob, you are getting some of the input this morning,
that we get every day of the,week. So don't feel bad
about that kind, of input. That is what makes the world
go around, and we. warit it to continue If people in the
academic' WorldWisconsin, Ohio State, whereVer
are not feeling. that kind of input, then they may be
operating outside the ganiut of the Al world in terms of
their. research. Even if it is critical, this input is impor-
tant and the an obligation to consider
criticism at an appropriate time in the research; process.

We in trade negotiations don't alwaysabide by the
Wishes of the critics. Sometitnes we ignore them. Some-
times we try to convince them they are wrong. Some-._
times we araonvinced that they are right. That is what
judgment ia'all about, and that is why we are sitting in
these roles. We are suppbsed to take inputi from vari-
ous sources, incl uding academia, plug 'them _into a ma-
trix, and go from there. That is what the policy - making
process is all about Beyond that, there is tte matter of
negotiating, itsel pure and siniple horse-trading
where indiVidual skills that have nothing whatioever to

with economic research are involved.
;Before closing, I would like to comment briefly on

two issues that have surfaced in the discussion, that is
the area of nontariff barrfers andithe interests Of.'de-
velnping countries,. I Would particularly like to-ern-
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North-South dialogue, because in my judgment there is
,going to be a lot of activity in that area in the coming
years. 1

What has been going on in tariffs may really turn out
to be irather limited or parochial element of the total
problem. Nontariff barriers, such as quotas, are a much
more important part of the international economic
;scene today. For example, when one speaks of the
principle 'of comparative advantage, quotas can work
against it quickly. We need to know a lot more about the
implicalions of quota programs that are in existence
today, Ond particularly those that may continue aftel-
the multilateral trade negotiations conclude.

Beyond that; the implications of prQyiding special
and differential treatment for developing countries in
various areas of the multilateral trade negotiationi is,a
gigaittic area for economic research that must attract a
lot more attention in the future than in the past.

I spoice a great deal today about criticism. My only
other comment' is to note that criticism is often based
upon one's own self-interest. I can remember from my
nays in_ the tiepartMent of Agriculture that ,I often re-
ceiied coincrients from farmers that the USDA ought to
stop publishing reports of production conditions in the
agricultural. sector. Now, 'what tliose farmers 'really
meant was that if estimates at' a given time were for g
crop, they didn't want that published because it wo Id
have an adverse impact on prices. But if the estimat
were for a small crop they wanted that in six-inch head-
lines, so that the price would go up. Therefore, "it
depends" as to whe!her farmers criticize government
or praise itand to whether they want goVernment to
take a high profile or a low profile.-Perhaps the same
analogy applies to the research'discussed in this confer;
ence. Thank you.

, \(
MR. BLACKMAN: Bob, do you want to speak to
Harry's point about wlither research 'can help us deal
with the question of wher the productive base of the
United States is being eroded:and whether you could
prove& research n the issue of special and differential

_treatment,

Mk. BALDWIN: My own feeling is that there is no
reason that we can't have some of -these negotiations
Without causing any significant ad see effects on labor:
if anyone Cart show there are <ome adverse effects,
signifillhit ones, then I am for not cutting a tariff in that:
area. in thistoutary,,it is inexcusable to run something
like this and cause real hardship. We don't have to. That
is not good fOr the welfare of those people, nor for the
community at large: 0

MR. YEUTTER: Well, beyond that, Bob, I don't see
why we want always to talk about avoiding reductions
in employment. Why don't we talk about trade negotia-
tions from a positive standpoint, about doing some
things that will lead to greater employment? And I don't
think we should assume that that is an impossibility.

We have a lot 9f sectors which have export potential.
You mentioned the matter of having an overvalued
exchange rate. You know, I don't think it is out of
stupidity that everybody around the world is investing
irrthe United States today. They recognize the potential
of this country; and the great unrest and uneasiness of
investment elsewhere in the world. I think there is great
potential, Bob, for actually expanding employmakas a
result of trade negotiations.

MR. BALDWIN: I think that is a good point. As to the
LDC "point, I think I fully agree with, that. I don't think
preferences are in their long-run interests. I think it is
going to turn out that theww are going to expand their
manufacturing and exports less in the long run With
these very preferences, which are always associated
with all kinds of controls. Look at the Japanese scheme
or the Economic .Community ,scheme, both of,orkieli
have all kinds of quotas. After a while the management
of these schemes will 17e put on such a technical level
that it will be impossible for most people to know what,
is going on, particularly_with all theselittle quotas.. But
the end result, I think' will be harmfirl to the LDCs.
Tracy Murray of the Graduate. School of Business at
NYU and I argue in a paper** dist tbe LDCs will gain
much more by participat. more actively in the mul-
tilateral general neigotiati n. That will bring them more
gains than the small er sion in "the preference margin
that they will smpr. . .

Ito4eMR. YEUTTE . e have been telling' them that in
'Genova, Bob, as you.know; but not with great persua-
simito date. The LriCs have had such a head of steam
on this preference issue for the last ten years or so that it
is difficult -tO view the issue in a siraightforward, un-
emotional way. That was a big'enfleavor in UNCTAD
for a long time.

MR. BALDWIN: it f fE1th in UNCTAD.

MR. YEVTTER: You are right. In terms of basit,
economics, I think it is unlikely that tariff preferences
forl..D,Cs will lead to any major benefits for them.
,
"Robert E. Baldwin and Tracy Murray, "MEN Tariff Reduction

and Developing Country Trade Benefits Under the pSP.''Econonsic
Jou I (March 19Th. 30-46. -
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MR. BLACKMAN: Harry, would the Congress like to
get in the last word?

MR. 'LAMAR: Yes; I wo,uld like to. say that there is a
little more involved than just tariff preferences. There
are the requests by the dvieloping countries for special
and differential treatment in all aspects otthe rules of
the game; that i5,. in the agreement on subsidies and
countervailing duties; in the 'agreement on government
procurement, or the code on government procurement;
in all aspects of the negotiations.- And it is how we
change the rules of the game to accommodate the de-
velOping countries that is really the real question in the
negotiations right now. .,- _.

-Sure, there'is an issuejon how the U.S. and the EEC
are going to reach ,accommodation on the agricultural
issue. But aside from that, both in the tariff formulae,
and in negotiations on the codes on NTBs, the basic
question facing the industrial countries is how, they are
going to accommodate the request by. the developing,
. countries for special and differential-, treatment in all
aspects of the trading. rules.

As I tried to suggest in my-comments, I: think this
raises a batic question of whether thinie negotiations are

?going to develop a framework for a trading world which
more or less runs on 'the basis of nimascriminatory,
most-favored-nations' treatment% whether it is going
to evolve 'into a whole plethora of special trading ar-
rangeithents, and bilateral , deals, subject to political
forces both domein and international.

MR. BL' ACKMAN: Thank you.. CoMments or ques-
tions from the floor?

MR. AL -LEN: I am Don Allen from Indusiry Trade and
Commerce, Canada. I 'haYe a questiorr which I would
like to put to any of the panel -You mentioned the gulf
between the economists and labor, the gulf between
economists and negotiators, negotiators and labor, and
other groups. nd yet, in anticipating some of the ad-
verse commentsfrom people from the labor movement,

4. you have indicated that the labor unions are concerned
about the long-run health of the economy and union
people yesterday said, "We want jobs, not trade ad-
justment assistance," het the research often is showing
*this conference pretty .;goffid . news: long-run jobs
created roughly eqdal to jobs lost; and so on. Is this a
question of poor public relations by the researchers? Or .

is it a question of risk discounting; that workers can see
the job losses as fairly automritidi the job-gains are there
'on paper, but something has to be done to create jobs-
either by the private sector or maybe by the govern-
ent, that is, governMent policy to ensure that jobs will
exist, or to speed up the creation of jobs whiCh simula

tion models or research show are there to be had. I have
to ask, what is the link between the trade policy or the
trade negotiations and the domestic job programs that
are going to have to be in place as the tariff or nontariff
barriers come down?

MR. BLACKMAN: May I have a volunteer/'''

MR. BALDWIN: I am afraid that the people in the
labor movement just ddn't believe those studies are
accurate. The studies show aggregative job effects to be
small. They do show there are some losses in particular
industries, mid they do show some industries gain; but I
think labor feels that, based on their experience of the
last several years, that those studies are much too
optimistic. They believe there would be severe 'hard-
ship with tariff cuts. That is the way I read them.

MR. LAMAR: Well, I would like to comment. I could
be wrong, but in reading most of these studies, I see that
the job impact estimates are discounted in terms of the
normal job losses that take place through retirements or
quits, and so forth; so that the net impact is estimated in
those terms. This approach ignores the continuing
stream of job opportunities that a particular industry
should be able to offer in maintaining its place in the
economy. I think that the labor unions naturally look at
these problems in terms of the job opportunities they
can offer their members over a period of time, Everf
there is a gradual decline in the size of the industry a%
people are retiring or just leaving the industry, that is
not a very satisfactory result from their viewpoint'and'
therefore, there is s2me dissatis ction with these types
of analyses of trad? flows and jobs.

MIt'YEUTTER: Well, I think it allgoeka littlitTeeper,
too, .though far be, it for me to speak for the labor
movement! I hope they don't all faint, now!

But it seems to me that adjustment assistance, orjust
simple adjustment, is not very haply alternative for
anybody anytime. Labor union leadership is bound to
hear froth its members if and whn their jobs go down
the drain. People don't like to be out of work, and they
don't like to adjust to something else. They don't really
want to partake in adjustment assistance programs and
figure out a way to retrain and 'go elsewhere. They
would much prefer to stay right where they are,
whether their industry is competitive or, not. So the
people whO represent labor are inevitably going to feel
-those pressures; and they are going to enunciate those

Lreiujiressures. That is their ob. Adjuoment is a painful and
'made process, and one that doesn't come happily to fa-

ople in the business. .
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On the export side, which is the counterpOint to that,
one never knows for sure whether increased jobs are
really going to materialize, or ifthey do whether they
will last. Obviously there are jobs associa ed with ex-
ports, just as there are jobs involved with ports; but
there is a fear, often legitimate, that if e begin to
penetrate other markets around the wort ith exports,
somebody is going to shut them off; that you will see a
response by the impoiellg countries. If, for example,
the country is an LDC, and gets into balance of pay-
ments problems, it may slap on quotas, like Brazil has
done in recent months, and cut out our exports. Or, if it
is a developed country, it may figure out some way to
use administrative mechanisms to hold down imports.
If so, eventually those gains that we have on the export
side Will be dissipated. We will then be left with the
worst of all worlds where imports have increased, and
we have gone through the adjustrt4nt of trying to live
with those, and exportshave increased temporarily, but
that .hasn't lasted. So why go through tite exercise,
some would argue if you are going to enli up losing.
Now, it may not always work out that way .Hopefully, it
would not work out that way; but one can certainly
understand the trepidation that is involved in the union
movement.

MR. BLACKMA

. MR. HASSON: My name is Joseph Hasson, Howard
Univeriity. It seems to me that in the research that has
!leen reported, import elasticities and other estimated
coefficients have heel extensively used in estimating
what the effect of tElff reduction would be. Those
coeffloieniS are derived largely on the basis of historical
information. And the title of this panel is, What Value
Etofi Economic Research Have for Trade Piegotia-
dons?" wonder if it is pertinent to ask: isn't it quite
likely that the value of those coefficients; say after a
tariff cut, will be different than th6se used in the re-
search that has been reported? And if so, how do we
deal with -the problem?

MR. ALDWIN: Well, I. don't know why they should
differ. They are baSed on price series,, historical infOr-
inati4n which you can take at different ti es over the
past, You can test to see ifthe coefficients changing.
There' may, be some trends in certain- c You mea-
sure something over five or ten years, d then another

t five or ten years; if you see that it is.changing, and you
have some reason to believe :it will Continue to change,

project the trend. I would think demand elasticities
over the relevant range would not change simply be-

, cause' tariffs changed,.

Otheit questions ?.

38

MR. YEUITER:' Bob, I would disagree to at least
some degree. I don't think they will change a whole lot
in what I would call "basic products," wheat, c rn,
steel, or something of this nature. But when awe gds
beyond that, the product mix and the products them-
selves chinge so much as the world changes.
Technology is adjusting so rapidly; and what we are
selling today is not going to be the same thing that we
sold five years ago. The whole structure of international
trade is changing so rapidly that Many elasticity esti-
mates are out of date.

In addition to this, a lot of them will change due to
increased knowledge around the world of purchase op-
portunities. More and more we are communicating bet-
ter than we have in the past, we are-selling more aggres-
sively, and so is everybody else in the world. All of
those efforts are going to have an impact on expOrt and
impoitt elasticity; so I really think many of them will

,change over. time. C
MS. R: I think it would be better if we had-some-
body represent the labor viewpoint front '-the labor
unions rather than having the panelists tell us about
what we are'about.

MR. YEUTTER: Sorry about that, Liz.

MS. JAGER: 'I think the question from'the young man
Was an interesting one: Why aren't the labor unions
concerned-about jobs in exports? believe that

that union members and the unions
who represent them. are concerned about jobs in ex-
ports. But .k was clear from the answers that jobs in
exports do not make up for job losses in imports and
that jobs in exports exist oily so long as other countries
don't decide to take action to protect themselves. Other
countries start with= many protections and, as 'Ambas-
sador Yeutter pointed out, may add more, .so that jobs
in exports do not necessarily result from the reduction
in negotiated tariffs., Harry Lamar's response was quite
accurate.

;However, all three spOkesmen, almost Without think-
ing, fell into -the mythical concept of labor's interest iir.
trade -- they sound as if it were a "special" interest
not a general one. Partly that is built into basic interne-
tional trade theOry, where labor is a sector with a few
harmed by trade in the short run but all helped in the
Joni run. Most. textbooks implant that Viety,...83kthe
labor unions, in the United States have, shown a much
broader interest, 'When the AFL -CIO goes before the
Congress bf the United States; it does not ask just for
jobt. for its:membersIt supports the growth and
strength of the U.S. economy and jobs for American
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workers generally. We want jobs not just for steelwork-
ers and irachinists, our members; but for workers
generally.. We want jobs not just for our members, but
,we want our members to have jobs. In some instances
where we have spoken the loudest and,the longest, the
unemployed have very often been people who are not
members of labor unions. Most, of the people. Who lost
their jobs through the Mexican border problem were
not labor union members -. at the beginning. There
were no other spokesmen for them. The unions speak
for American labor and 'seek a strong economy/0 the
nation as a whole. The implication that they hate
worked exclusively as a special interest, while all the
trade theorists and others who oppose our vievo "are
working for the general interest, is not bnly unrealistic,
it is prejudicial to a fair hearing for our experience and
our viewpoint. ,

MR. BLACKMAN: Thank you, Liz. Thank you,
panel.

r.
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249. 256. 314. See also U.S. Tariff Corn-
mission

Investment goods product, value shares of,
by country. 217 (table)

Iran. as technology recipient 183
Iron and steel foundries,. labor turnover.

model. 72

Japan (continued)
trade reciprocity with,

Job counseling
decision to participate, I
effect on duration of une
effect on earnings, 117
likelihood of receiving, 114
Probability of receiving, 123 (table)

Job &earth
effect -beventian benefits on. 113 1

,TAA vs, non -TAA, 128
Jab trairang
:decision to pirticipate. 114
effect of. off duration of unemployment.

113, 117 'r
effect on earnings, I Y7
probability of receiving 114. 122 (table)
TAA incentives for participation. 114n,
technology transfer and, 186

nt. 117

Kennedy Round Trade Negotiations. 261.
265, 268. 274. 322. 323

Komatsu, 202

Labor
accessions, defined, 68
cost of. and foreign production, 140
effect of tariff cut on demand. 251-53
monthly labor turnover reports. PLS. 70
net demand for. 74-76
net flow demand for, 76
quits, defined. 69
rehires'related to layoffs. 71
separations, defined. 68
stock of laid-off employees. 74-76, 158-60

Labor demand
direct foreign investment and. 156-58
effect of tariff reduction on. 261

Labor disputes
steel imports and. 12

Labor flows, gross and net. 69 (figure)
Labor hoarding

cost of. 22
cyclical phenomenon, 18
defined, 16
estimates of quantity. 25
free trade and, 17

Labor input
growth in, defined, 211 .
-growth rates, by country, 222 (table).
measurement of, methodology, 215
real, growth in, 225-28

Labor market. U.S.. bottlenecks in. 157, 158
Labor Policy Advisory Committee, 131
Labor turnover

actions, initiation of 73
basic relationships. 68-70
computation of rehires. 70
computation of other separations. 70 ,

deviations from steady states, 83 (table)
equations. 77-78 (tables)
industry demand changes and. 79
iron and steel foundries; 72.
and et

t and,'72
j7mark

level employmen

Japan
automobile production in. 34. 45
competition in electronics industry. 200
computer industry, 'in
hourly worker wages. 46
as technology recipient. 183 47
technology transfer to, 177

_____ trade and employmenteffects of tariff cut;
283 (table)

Labor turnover (continued)
mean qoerterly variables. 71 (table)

. models of, 71.85
'related to net employment change. 71
"steady-state values, 79-80 (tables)
stock of laid-off employees, computation

of. 70 .

time series computation of. 70.71'
Labor unions

earnings losses of, 117
foreign investment,. 150 4
unemployment duration of. 1,17
yoffs. Seesaw Displaced workers,irsae and. titOrre effects on. 89

in auto industry. 33
- defined. 68 .

and demand decline, 99
emplbyers' criteria for. 107
equations for. 77 (table)
and export displacement effect. 159
free trade and; 17-18
related to accessions. aggregated data and,

73

related to net employme s. 76
related to rehires, 71
stock of laid- offemploy ..111'.

,r . unions.
70

Trade Adjustment Assistance and. 1017
Leavers. defined. 88
Longitudinal Employee-Employer Data

(LEED) file. 66. 87, 97, 98

Management service contracts
and erosion of production jobs, 201-2
as technology transfer. 179
U.S. auto industry. 200

Manpovieer training, effect of, on earnings,
88-89

Mawfacturers' Sales. inventories and Cfr-
ders, 76

Market Facts, Inc., 43
Massachusetts. trade-impacted workers in.

109

Meat packing industry, displacement earn-
ings loss in, 93, 95, 96

Men's and boys' apparel industry. Trade
Adjustment Assistance petitions for dis-
placed workers, 130

Mercedes-Benz, 186
Meitico. U.S. components assembly in. 142
Monthly Labor Review, 76, 131
Motor vehicles industry, import growth in.

148-50. 151
Motor vehicles and trucks industry. import

- 'demand elasticity. 240n.
MuIti -Fiber Textile Arrangement. 312n.:

318

Multinational, corporations
characteristics of, 154 ,
export displacement. 153
export of production activities. 158
growth of, 113
monopoly Power in foreign_ markets.

1,



New Hampshire trade-Impacted workers In,
109

New hires, equations for. 77 (table)
Nondurable gooda industries

adjustment paths, 80, 83-84
employment equations, 77 (table)
quit and other separations equations, 78
steady-state values of endogenous van -

>v ' lions, 79, 80
turnover and employment vallables. 71

Nontariff barriers
ericultural ptoducts, effect of reducing,

242
agricultural and textile products,.244
effects of liberalization, 279410
effect on U.S. trade' and employment of

reduction, by commodity group. 259
(table)

government discrimination in procure-
plant. 280

importance of, in trade negotiations, 312
and technology transfer, 182, 201
threat to trade liberalization, 314

North Atlantic Treaty Organization Interne-
dorm, Export Control Coordinating Corn-

_ mittee (Cocom), 137

Office machinery industry, import growth in,
148-50, 151

Oil
dependence on foreign. 305 (table)
embargo effect on automobile Imports, 33
trade deficits associated with iMport, 273

Oil industry
displacement earnings losses in, 93. 96
price elasticities. 307

Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD). 318

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-
tries (OPEC). 53, MD

Output demand, decline in, and employment.

67,6$Output growth rate, defined, 215 *
Ou tput, MAPEAk industry, 303 (table)
Output per worked, growth rates in.

211, 226 (table) .

Output per manhour. Canadian vs. U.S.. 288
Output per person. United States, 236

Panasonic. 150
Pennsylvania State University, 109
People's Republic of Chine

as technology recipient. 183
technology transfer and. 201

Photographic equipment inchistry, foreign
investment, 143

Pittsburgh, 93
Poland '

automobile production in, 177
tachnolopy transfer, 18)

POI.MOT. 177, 183
Price elasticities, long -rue, by industry, 3071
Price raWirtspoirt-dnitieftle,13

- - - --

Primary and fabricated metals industry, 155

Production patterns, analyzing changes in,
211.12

Produetiiity
economic growth, aggregate. 223-23
measurement of. methodology. 212.13

Productivity growth
comparieon of patterns of. 22110.
el4Wens of. 223

Productivity growth comparison
annual, by factor, by country. 229 (table)
by factor, by countra, annual. 226 (table)

Productivity growth. U.S., declines in, 132.
237

Project LINK. 295
Public Law 87-794, 108n.

Quits
absolute level of, 75
cyclical sensitivity of, 90n.
defined, 69
durable goods industries, 99
effect of. on new hires, 76
exogenous, 67
independent of industry economic condi.f

tions. 85
low-tenure employees aa. 75
as pe;cent of turnover statistics. 99
reduced by cyclic demand changes. 99
and reduction in employment, 72
trade liberalization and. 101

Radio, television., and communications
equipment industry' , import growth in,
148-50, 151

Rate of return to capital, by country, 220 '
(table)

Raw materials extraction, direct foreign in-
vestment:In62

RCA, 139, 200
Real capital input, measurement of, 217-20
Real factor input

growth rates in, 211
measurement of 221-22
private domestic, annual growth rates, by

country, 223 (table)
Real factor input per hour Arked, measur-

ing growth rate, 230-32
Real product

gross private domestic, annual growth `
rates, by country, 224 (table)

growth contrilxitions, by factor, by coun-
try. 231 (table) .

-growth in. value shares and contributions
to. 227 (table)

growth rates in. 211, 223-25
growth rates, and real factor input, 224-25
measurement of. 221-22

Real product per-hour worked, index of. 215
Reemployed workers. secular wage patiems

of, 66
Rehires

equations for, 77 (table)
related to layoffs, 71

-lasing-Standard MetropolitariAJtatistical

54
Area (SMSA), defined,'88

9iP

1Rise-leavers
as attrition'', 93.94
defined, 88, 4o

. earnings losses of, 93
Rise-stayers, defined, 90 .

Romania, technology transfer, 183
Rubber products industry, import growth

in, 148-50, 1,51
Runaway shop. defined. 141

Saudi Arabia, technology transfer. 186
Sepanstions, labor; defined, 68
Shoe manufacturing

fall-leavers in. 93
foreign investment in, 141
imports as percent of domestic consump-

tion, 130
reemployment of trade-impecjed workers.

131

sharply declining. 01
Trade Adjustment ssistance petitions for

' displaced workers, 130
trade-impacted workers in, 109

' Siemens, 118
. Small appliances industry, foreign

ment in, 141
Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act, 240
SMSA, falling, attrition probability. 93
SMSA, ripinpattrition probability in, 90
SNECM A. f78. 183, 201 '
Soft drink industry, foreign investment, 143
SONELEC, 178. 186
Sony, 150
Spain. computer industry. 178
Stayers. &fined, 88
Steel, demand equation, 20
Steel, domestic. supply price of, 20-21
Steel industry, foreign, market penetration.

27
Steel, foreign producers' monopoly rent, 14
Steel imports

cumulative effect of the import price. 13
,( )--

free trade gains and losses, .17 (table)
quota. 14-15
restrictions effect of, 14 (table)
substitution equation. 19
voluntary quota; 12

Steel industry, C.S.
displacements. 87
domestic price, 13-14
earnings losses in, 93, 95, 96. 103

'Tree trade and consumption. 13
import penetration, 29
import percentages. 130
inflexible prices, #0
taped shipmepts. i3

, peak import penetration. 12:26
Post-Wirld War U, 26
price elasticity, 307
pricing Policies of. 11-12 -"

'separation rate. 93
TAA petiti4is of. 108
trade -*fla and. I If

invest-



IntliAlry. U.S. NontInueth
trade restrictions, effect on employment.

16 (table)
voluntary export quotas. 30

' Steel prices, demand fluctuation: and*..29.
30

Steel workers. 1..eamings kiss due to
imports. 87

Stockpiling, labor negotiations and; 27
alike. steel import quantity antIS\11

Tariff
on automobiles. 33
automobile production location and, 45,

47-49
average. duty levels and dispersion mea-

sures by country. 247 (table)
Sffects of,. on U.S. automobile 'market,

14-44
pioduct diversity and. 288
ene,taihnology-tmeitfer. 201

Write' chaises, effIkt. of on employment,.
2.511251

Tariff increase
effect on real demand. 309
tend foreign production. 140
U.S. unemployment and 53-54

Tariff negotiation. multilateral. effect. of.
250 .

Tariff rate
mi,nofacturevelk5
nonagricultural raw materials. 265

Tariff reduction
alternative formulas. 268 (table)
aggregate U.S. trade and employment

effects. 757 (table). 258 (t!bk)
amount necessary for equilibrium. 261
chgnges in labor demand. by skill group,

252. 253 (table)
consumer benefits. 322
and displacements. 280
distribution effect of, 241-42
duties on non-tariff-Warder (NTB) items.

257-58
effects. 306
effect, on Canada. 272. 382 (table) /
effect, on European Econorrub Commun-

ity. 272. 284 (table)
effect, on Japan, 270-72. 283 (table)
effect on U.S. trade and employment.

252 (table)
employment adjustment to. 261
-empkiyment changes by occupation. 253

(table)
employment changes, by country. 276.277

(table)
employment changes by industry. 253-56;

255=56 (table)
employment effects. .266, 267 '

employment effects by product group.
278 (table)

employment effects by state, 252-53: 254
(table)

exchange rite changes and. 257; 276
(table)

rarer reduction (continued)
exchange rate effects. 266. 267, 279, 2/14s,

N7

export effects by country. 271 (table)
foreign inVestrttent and, 141
formulitsfilr, 268 (table). 269
formula/ ranked by country, trade effects,

welfare effects.271.74; 274 (table)
harmonization approach. 241. 265, 274
import supply curves, 24)
net trade changes by country. 232

alms in deterrn inn). effects, 250
-specific scale economies. 211$

price de
prod
re ding effect. 290
static welfare benefits. U.S.. 269. 270 ,

(table)
static welfare gains sly country, table. 27)
total import and incoiripeffects.by cOubtry.

270 qablet
total welfare-gain, 279*
trade balance effects. 244-45v, 271. 779. 286
trade deficitand. 323
trade effects of, 269.70. 270 (table)
trade effects of. by country. 271 (table)
trsde.effects. reciprocity of. 273
trade and welfare effects by country. 274

(table) '
U.S. employment effects by product group.

276-78, Z78 (table)
welfare effects of. 266; 267, 273 (table)

Tax policy. U.S., and foreign investment,
140. 142, 162-65

Technical change. of. defined. 212
Technology'

defined. 179
and export!. 144-46
level of. find foreign investment.

158

turnkey, defined. 179
types of,. 179 -

Technology gap
computer industry, 202
endrdirect foreign investment, 161-62

Technology purchasers, characteristics. 183
Techdology transfer

agreeMents, nature of. 183-86. 201
aircraft industry. 178. 187-88 (tablei)
and antitrust violation, 180
automobile industry. 189.91 (tables). 200
backlash effects of, 182
blue-collar unemployment ancl, 18Z
chemical engineering industry. 196-98

(tables), 200-1
computer industry, tables. 194-95
consumer electronics industry. 192-93

(tables)
corporate strategies toward. 182-83. 184

(table)
counterfactual evidence. 23.,
effects of, 181
factors involves in. 180-81
and future trade negotiations. 202
implications of. for U.S. economy. 201-2
Lad indultiy grusbnents. 207
industry trendt. 186200

143-44,

technoloay transfer Icontinimill
and international campe. tition, 202, 204,

206 .

and johdisplatement, 201.
management service contracts as. 179
motivation for, byintluOry. 1116..199

(table)
overview by industry, 16+9 (table),
and People's Republic of Chine. 201
and product cycle theory. 201
prohibiting effect of, 203
purchaser environment, table. 183
raises income of poor countries, 206
regulating, desirability of 2119
regulating. difficulties.'205-6jiy
role cif Yoreign governments. I
and tiSMC201

Television receivers industry
displacement earnings loksein. 95
import penetration rate, 130

Tenure, effect of. on we change. 117-18
Textiles and apparel industry import pene-

trritiart 129-30 "
Textile industry

effect of reducing notitariff barriers. 242.
foreign investment in. 141 ".**
price elasticity. 307
trade liberalization, 279

Toiletries industry
foreign investment. 143 -

Tokyo Round Tariff Negotiations. 241. 263.
265, 269. 275. 279, 289. 313

Total factor outlay, measurement of, 216-17
Total factor productivity

annual growth rates, by country. 225

o(ttablue)ttpj growth per hour worked, by
country, 226 (table)

real product growth components by coW
try, 226 (table)

Totid product. measurement -of. 2,16-17
Toy manufacturing industry

distacement earnings loss in. 95
sepaMfiOn rite in, 93

Toyota
economies of scale oPproducti 34n.
supply costs to U.S. market. 48

Trade Act of 1982. 121
Trade Act of 1974, 106, 107, 1Q9. 12 130,

242. 253. 311. 319, 322
Trade Adjust n sten (T ) be

fits
as al ye to tariff increase. 319
impact , on individual recipients. 106
related regular nnemploymeneinsur-

ance, 1
Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAM program

adrninistration,of. 319
availability of services. 108
and displaced workers, 67
dissatisfaction with, 3.27
effect of. on job search, 113-19
Vfect of. o OVIcotliages1.10'L
effect of wages, s. 116, 125, 126
eligibility requireme is for, 108

355V.



Tradt Adjustment,Apistance (TAA) pro-
gam (continued)
emplovient burial pay, j31
incentives to particiflate, 108
intuit of,' 107
job search incentives.of, 108
objectiye of 127 ".

petition's, distribution by industry, 109
. (table) V.-

pc titionytistribution by statel 1,10 (tilbie)
.purpolieof, 113
services of; to trade-impacted workers,

107-8,
as solution to displacements, 130-31
and unemployment, length of, 107, 113,

. ,116 (tables), 124
,Trade Adjustriient Assistance recipients .

characteristics, .109-,13
chiratiOn of unemployment and wage'

'change, 116 (table)
private posts of job loss, 120 (table) 121

reemployment wage losses or 112
. . replacement rate of, 113 -

training and counseli , 114, 115
(iable): 122 (table), table) .

Trade Adjustment Assistance 'recipients,
f emale - .

- darationof unemployment, 117, 119 (table),
. 120 (table)
effect bn reemployment earnings, 120
unemployment behavior of, 112

Trade Adjustment Assistance recipients, male
duration of unemploy'rnent, 117, 118 (table)
net effect on weekly earnings, 120
net e on unemployment, 120

Trade defi it, U.S. .

over-val lion of dollar arid, 1 1
steel industly and, 11. .
tariff cut and, 3 n

Tide Expansion , 106, 107, 119-20 240,
323

Trade-impacted workers
certification of, '128
characteristics of,' 106,.109 -13

-classified by characteMtics, I 1 1 (table) ;,b
-dutation,of unemployment, 128

w identifiCatitan of, 127
job search intensity, 110 1

length of unemployment, 110,- 112
"percent eligible for TAA, 131
reemployment percentage, 112 (table)
shoe industry, 109
steel induitry, \ 108
TAA services to, 107-8

Trade liberalization
declinein labor demand, 103
and eniployment reduction, 87
related t6 quits, 101
U.S.-labot movement and, 2

Trade Readjustment Allowaece
ments
amount of; 107-8, 116n. U.S. Department of Agriculture, 326
delays in receipt, 131 U.S. Department of CoMmerce, 155, 250,

o effect on duration of unemployment, 117 323 .

Trade Readjustment Allowance (TRA) pay-
ments (continued)
ratio of, to prelayzif millings, 112

Trade Reform Act, 131,319
grade restrictions

effect on employment, 15716
layoffs and, II
steel inddsq,K5
steel, fore* export price and, 14
U.S. exports and, I I, 18

Treasury Department, U.S., anti-dumpinj
regulations, 33n.

Trucks, U.S. made; European market for, 34
)

Undhployed, long-term, exclusion from dis-
placements-estimates, 101-2

Unemployment. See also fob, counseling;
. Job training; TAA recipients; Linton mem-

hers
and direct' foreign investment, 158-60
distributiOn of, across skill categblies,
duration of, 116 (table), 124
duration of, and direct foreign investmen

159, 139 (table), 160 (table)
duration, female TAA recipients, 119

(table)
duration, and job training, 113, 114
duration of, male TAA recipients, 118

(table)
duration of, predicting, 165
duration of, for trade-impacted workers,

110, 112
duration, under TAA, 107, 113
effect of, on national econorhy431-
and export displaceMent effect458
females, effect of marital status opium-

tion, 119, 120 (table)
and fareign investment, table; Th3164.
indir&t, duration of, 204
and management service contracts 01-2
occupational rate 1970, 157
and overseas produCtion transfers, 159
rate, national, 2
residual, defined, 159
sociatcost-of, .,

Unemployment benefits
amount of, 108
effect of, on durati n and wage change,

117
related to Trade Adjus Assistance

I benefits. 107
Unemployment Insurance StatistiCi, 109n.
USSR .
.as technology recipient, 183

.w14 tee ology transfer, 2W

U.S. economy
service-oriented, 129
strength

U,S-'Secremiy of tabor, .108
U.S. ,Tariff Comrnissicin, 108,169: 158

. . .
.

VeneZuela, as technologY recipient, 183
Volkswagen' .

supply cost to U.S., market, 34, 48
.U.S. assembly plant, -33n., 34.

Voluntary Restraint Agreement (VRA), ,!
27

Volvo;186

Wage change
for' male Trade Adjustment Assistance

recipients, 118 (table)
female Trade. Adjustment Assistance re-

cipients, 119 (table)
. Wages. See also Earnings.
Wages, U.S.

.compared to world, 140
ditect foreign investment a0d, 161
effect of fOreign,inVestment on, 163, 164

lOs(staesblde)ue displacement, 88-92
reemployment,: effect of TAA on, 107

West Germany
auto production in, 45
computer industry, .178
hourly worker. wages, 46

Wharton -Annual -and Industry model char-
actejstics of, 293

Wharton Industry Model
glossary ofindu"stties, table, 29%300 .

glossary-of variables, tables, 299-300, 301.
industry diiaggregation.- for import func-

-tiOns, 295 (tile)
input-output systems, 293-94, 294 (fig.)
inventory stock resPonse by industry,298

(table)
long-range forecastS; 305 -(table)
mean percentage errors. in major-aggre!..

gateif 301 (*ley .
4.

mean percentage errors in imports, output,
and -.employment, 3024 (tables) :

output response by industry,- 297.:(table) .

relative .price response. by industry,: 296'
.1

(table) .-
value added compntation;-294

Women's clothing industry, pereent4ofprime
age riates.:in,100 .

Workers
. .

characteristics of, by industry, 92
farM, employment demand teductions.,

United Alitmobile Workers (UAW), 33n., '
as humacapital, 97
operatives, employment decline and tariff

reduction, 252
service, employment demand reductions,

157
white collar, employment demand reduc-

tions, 157
young, attrition rate of, 102

effect on earnings, 117 U.S. Department of Labor, 43, 106, 130

, United Nations Committee on Trade and
53. 3t1(

&ley lopmearCTAD), 318, 326
A) pay - V.S. corporation, diverse characteristics of,

139-40 .



Workers, blue collar
effect of fOreign investment on wages, 136
employment demand reductiOns, 137-
unemployment of, resulting from tech-

ndlogy:Eransfer,, 1824; ,

Workers, female
attrition rate of 102 .

effect of TAA on unemployment of, 107
job loss costs, 106

Workers, prime age. finales
earnings lows of, 87, 99

job loss costs, 106 ?
percent losses of, 97
percenopf, in women's clothing industry,

- . ,

ratio of, to total inddstry employment, 97
voluntary unemployment of, 171 ',..

. .

Xerox', 200

c.
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